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Foreword
The Semantic Web is a vision: the idea of having data on the Web defined and linked in a way that it can be
used by machines not just for display purposes, but for automation, integration and reuse of data across
various applications. In order to make this vision a reality for the Web, supporting standards, technologies
and policies must be designed to enable machines to make more sense of the Web, with the result of
making the Web more useful for humans. Facilities and technologies to put machine-understandable data
on the Web are rapidly becoming a high priority for many communities. For the Web to scale, programs
must be able to share and process data even when these programs have been designed totally
independently. The Web can reach its full potential only if it becomes a place where data can be shared and
processed by automated tools as well as by people.
The First International Semantic Web Working Symposium (SWWS) took place in Stanford California,
July 30 through August 1, 2001. The technical program of SWWS presented the state of the art in the
development of the principles and technology that will allow for the Semantic Web to become a reality.
There were two invited talks, one by Eric Miller and the other one by Michel Biezunski and Steven
Newcomb, and one panel chaired by Vipul Kashyap. Three parallel tracks consisted of 35 technical
presentations selected from 58 submissions, and a fourth track consisted of tutorials. The tutorials were
presented by Natalya Friedman-Noy (Ontology Engineering), Christoph Bussler (Semantic B2B Integration
), Fabio Casati and Ming-Chien Shan (Models and Languages for Describing and Discovering E-services).
Of the 58 submissions, 29 came from Europe, 21 from the USA, 3 from Australia and New Zealand, 2 from
China, Japan/Thailand, and 3 from unidentified countries. The rate of acceptance was approximately two
out of three for all the groups except for the last two mentioned (respectively 50% and 0%). The four t racks
were: “Ontology and Ontology Maintenance”, facilitated by Deborah McGuinness and Mark Tuttle,
“Interoperability, Integration, and Composition”, facilitated by Vipul Kashyap, and “Services and
Applications”, facilitated by Jim Hendler and Sheila McIlraith. Charles Petrie chaired the tutorial track. In
a joint session, the track facilitators presented a report on their respective tracks. In collaboration with DL
2001, birds of a feather working groups met during the last morning. The social program included a
banquet at the Stanford Faculty Club and a joint reception with ICCS 2001.
The organizers would like to thank everybody who made possible the unique discussion of ideas and
contributions during the two and half days of the Semantic Web Working Conference−the authors of the
papers, the invited speakers, facilitators, and panelists, and the members of the Program Committee: Dan
Brickley, Tiziana Catarci, Vassilis Christophides, Steve Demurjian, Max J. Egenhofer, Peter Eklund, Dieter
Fensel, Asunción Gómez-Pérez, Benjamin Grosof, Natasha Fridman Noy, Nicola Guarino, Pat Hayes, Jim
Hendler, Masahiro Hori, Ian Horrocks, Ora Lassila, Raphael Malyankar, Massimo Marchiori, Brian
McBride, Sheila McIlraith, Robert Meersman, Eric Miller, Enrico Motta, Amedeo Napoli, Dimitris
Plexousakis, Peter Patel-Schneider, Guus Scheiber, Amit Sheth, Steffen Staab, Heiner Stuckenschmidt, and
Frank van Harmelen. We especially would also like to thank the additional reviewer: Sofia Alexaki
Cecilia Bastarrica, Peter Becker, Olivier Brunet, Paul Calnan, Farid Cerbah, Ying Ding, Michael Klein,
Maurizio Lenzerini, Tarcisio Lima, Donald Needham, Borys Omelayenko, Charles E. Phillips, Jr., Jeff Z.
Pan, Margie Price, Mitchell Saba, and Feng Zhang The organization of this event in a very short time
would have not been possible without the help of Arturo Crespo, Jennifer Espinoza, Martin Lacher,
Annemarie Feely, Marianne Siroker, Bob Spillers, Prasenjit Mitra, Sarah Weden, and Seregey Melnik.
Last, but not least, we would like to thank the generous financial support of the National Science
Foundation, DARPA, the Ontoweb Network, INRIA, and of the following companies: VerticalNet,
NOKIA, SpiritSoft, ENIGMATEC, Empolis, Connotate, Mondeca, Language and Computing, SC4,
NetworkInference, Ontoprise, and LastMileServices.

Isabel F. Cruz
U. Illinois at Chicago
USA

Stefan Decker
Stanford U.
USA
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Jérôme Euzenat
INRIA
France

Deborah McGuinness
Stanford U.
USA

Tutorials
Tutorial 1: Ontology Engineering
Natalya F. Noy
Stanford University
USA
Abstract
In recent years the development of ontologies - explicit formal specifications of
the terms in the domain and relations among them -has been moving from the
realm of Artificial-Intelligence laboratories to the desktops of domain experts.
Ontologies have also become common on the World-Wide Web. The ontologies
on the Web range from large taxonomies categorizing Web sites (such as on
Yahoo!) to categorizations of products for sale and their features (such as on
Amazon.com). On the Web and in many large applications ontologies serve a
variety of purposes: making the knowledge about a particular domain explicit,
sharing and reusing this knowledge, analyzing domain knowledge. A number of
languages for defining ontologies on the Web, such as RDF(S) and DAML+OIL,
are under development. In this tutorial we will discuss why one would build an
ontology and present a methodology for creating ontologies based on declarative
knowledge representation systems. We will present ontology examples, discuss
common problems and pitfalls in ontology development and approaches to
solving the problems. We will also give a brief overview of the current research
issues in ontology engineering and compare some Web-based ontologyrepresentation languages.
About The Speaker
Natalya F. Noy is a research scientist in the Stanford Medical Informatics
laboratory at Stanford University. Her research focuses on ontology development
and evaluation, semantic integration of ontologies, and making ontologydevelopment accessible to experts in noncomputer-science domains. She is a
member of the Protégé group at Stanford University, which develops a graphical
and extensible software environment for ontology editing. She has received a
PhD degree from Northeastern University concentrating on the challenges of
ontology development in experimental sciences.
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Tutorial 2: Semantic B2B Integration - Concepts, Architecture,
Implementation and Deployment
Dr. Christoph Bussler
Oracle Corporation
USA
Abstract

This tutorial will give an introduction to the field of business-to-business (B2B)
integration from a technical viewpoint with the focus on semantic integration
aspects. The set of B2B integration concepts is introduced as well as their
implementation in form of a technical semantic B2B integration architecture. A
mix of examples is taken illustrating the problems that need to be solved in
semantic B2B integration projects. The tutorial enables the audience to identify
semantic B2B integration problems as well as to determine the benefits and
deficiencies of various technical integration architecture approaches or B2B
integration technologies.
About The Speaker
Christoph Bussler is Member of Oracle's Integration Platform Architecture Group
based in Redwood Shores, CA. He is responsible for the architecture of Oracle's
next generation integration platform product. Prior to joining Oracle he was at
Jamcracker, Cupertino, CA, responsible for defining Jamcracker's ASP
aggregation architecture, Netfish Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, responsible for
Netfish's B2B integration server, The Boeing Company, Seattle, WA, leading
Boeing's workflow research and Digital Equipment, Mountain View, CA, defining
the policy resolution component of Digital's workflow product. He has a Ph.D. in
computer science from the University of Erlangen, Germany and a Master in
computer science from the University of Munich, Germany.
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Tutorial 3: Models and Languages for Describing and Discovering Eservices
Dr. Fabio Casati
Dr. Ming-Chien Shan
Hewlett Packard Laboratories
USA
Abstract
E-services are business functions made available via the Internet by service
providers, and accessible by clients that could be human users or software
applications. The main benefit of the e-services environment is that clients are
able to dynamically discover the available e-service that best meets their needs,
to examine its properties and capabilities, and to determine if and how to access
it. However, in order to deliver e-services to clients, service providers are faced
with several challenges. In particular, they need to describe e-services in a way
that is accessible and understandable by the clients and to advertise them in web
directories, so that they can be discovered by brokers as well as by end -users. In
this tutorial we discuss the main requirements for models and languages for
service description and discovery, and we present relevant approaches proposed
by standardization consortia.
About The Speakers
Fabio Casati is a researcher at HP Labs, Palo Alto. He got his PhD from
Politecnico di Milano (Italy) in 1999. His research interests include workflow
management, e -services, mobile environments, and business process
intelligence. He is author of more than 30 papers in international conferences
and journals, and has served as organizer and program committee member in
several conferences. He is also a lecturer of "Technologies for e -business" at
San Jose State University.
Ming-Chien Shan is a research program manager in the Hewlett Packard
Laboratories, Palo Alto, California. He joined IBM DB2 team in 1978 working on
query optimization, data definition manager and distributed DBMS. He then
joined HP in 1985 and managed various research projects, including objectoriented DBMS, heterogeneous DBMS, workflow and telecom service
provisioning . Currently, he is the manager of e-business solutions program.
Ming-Chien received his PhD degree in computer science from University of
California, Berkeley in 1980. He has published more than 50 technical papers
and been granted 15 software patents.
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The Semantic Web As “Perfection Seeking:”
A View from Drug Terminology
Mark S. Tuttle, Apelon, Inc., mtuttle@apelon.com
Steven H. Brown, MD, Vanderbilt University / Veterans Administration
Keith E. Campbell, MD, PhD, Inoveon, Inc.
John S. Carter, University of Utah / Apelon, Inc.
Kevin D. Keck, Keck Labs
Michael Lincoln, MD, University of Utah / Veterans Administration
Stuart J. Nelson, MD, National Library of Medicine
Michael Stonebraker, PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Abstract. To date, the Semantic Web has viewed formal terminology, or
ontology, as either immutable, or something that can change but that has no past
and no future – only a present. Change, or process – such as “perfection seeking,”
is outside the scope of the proposed “semantics,” except in so far as it is
represented in attributes. In contrast, current U.S. Government efforts to
formalize drug (medication) terminology are being driven by the need to manage
changes in this terminology asynchronously and longitudinally. For example,
each year the FDA (Federal Drug Administration) approves about 150 new drugs
and thousands of changes to the “label” of existing drugs, the VHA (Veterans
Health Administration) must manage new drugs, label changes, and tens of
thousands of drug “packaging” changes, and the NLM (National Library of
Medicine) must maintain a current index of references to proposed or approved
medications in the world’s biomedical literature. We propose that an emerging
multi-federal-agency reference terminology model for medications, mRT, be used
to drive development of the necessary repertoire of “semantic” change
management mechanisms for the Semantic Web, and that these “process”
mechanisms be organized into an ontology of change.

1. Overview – Using mRT to drive the development of Semantic Web change
management
Creating standards, especially standards that create information industry infrastructure,
is difficult, time-consuming and at constant risk for irrelevance and failure. One way to
mitigate this risk, and secure the participation of the diverse interest groups required to
make such standards a success is to focus on process – as in the process that produces and
maintains a good standard. This is in contrast to an approach that says some existing
artifact selected from a list will be THE standard, and all the others will NOT be the
standard. An observation that we attribute to Betsy Humphreys from the National
Library of Medicine in the context of biomedical terminology standards is that it doesn’t
matter where you start, i.e., it doesn’t much matter which terminology or terminologies
one selects as a starting point; instead what does matter is the process by which the
proposed standard evolves to achieve and sustain the desired degree of quality,
comprehensiveness, and functionality. The process is what determines where the
standard ends up.
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Seen in this light, change, even a large amount of change, will be a feature of
successful formal terminologies, or ontologies. We hope to demonstrate the feasibility
and utility of this approach. The challenge in the context of the Semantic Web is to
choose a representation for change that makes it explicit. Viewed this way the Semantic
Web would be “perfection seeking,”1 and the ongoing changes would be part of the
semantics. The challenge with this approach is the formulation of the units of change and
the creation of an ontology of these change units. This follows a Semantic Web notion
expressed by Tim Berners-Lee in a discussion of Metadata Architecture [1] “… metadata
itself may have attributes such as ownership and an expiry date, and so there is metametadata but we don't distinguish many levels, we just say that metadata is data and that
from that it follows that it can have other data about itself. This gives the Web a certain
consistency.” Making change part of the Semantic Web would preserve that consistency.
One way to focus the development of the desired units, inter-relationships, and uses is
to solve real problems and gain experience from deployments of these solutions; we
propose to do this by formulating, deploying and evaluating what we now call “The New
Drug Transaction.” This transaction needs to supply diverse, operating healthcare and
biomedical information systems with the requisite formal definition of a new drug, given
a reference model, and do so at Web scale. The main challenge is how to do this in a way
that first avoids breaking working applications that use the drug terminology and second
preserves the longitudinal value of existing and future patient descriptions of medication
use.
More generally, healthcare and biomedicine undergo constant change – some of it
perfection seeking and some of it clerical – and the relevant terminology needs to change
in parallel. Again, the challenge is to the extent possible to accommodate change without
breaking what already works, and without losing the value of historical data.
A simple, large-scale model of longitudinal change management is that used by
MEDLINE, the National Library of Medicine’s citation database
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi). The formal “semantics” of MEDLINE
are supported by MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), a concept-based biomedical
terminology that is updated annually (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html).
Each year, rules are written that transform citations indexed using the previous year’s
MeSH into citations indexed using the new version of MeSH. In this way, by “re-writing
history,” old citations can be retrieved as appropriate using current terminology. As can
be appreciated, formulating the rules requires manual intervention and testing, but more
than 11 million citations, each tagged with about a dozen index terms selected from some
18,000 concepts, are maintained longitudinally in this way. While MEDLINE has always
been a pre-eminent and exemplar information retrieval system, the notion of “history rewriting” implies a loss of information; the declining cost of secondary storage may
eliminate one of the reasons for such information loss, a theme that will be re-examined
below.

1

Peri Schuyler, then head of the MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) at the NLM, used this term in the
context of the UMLS (Unified Medical Language System) Project in 1988.
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2. Background - The Semantic Web is a generalization of formalization efforts
already underway in healthcare and biomedicine
In his recent Scientific American article Berners-Lee argues that the Semantic Web is
infrastructure, and not an application [2]. We couldn’t agree more. To us, this view is a
top-down and horizontal approach to Semantic Web objectives, and it is this kind of
disciplined thinking that made the Web the success that it is today.
In parallel with this effort, progress toward related goals is occurring in healthcare and
biomedicine and we think of this progress as bottom-up and vertical. Thus, at present,
healthcare and biomedicine have a repertoire of standard terminologies and standard
messages and, in some instances, their use is or will be mandated by law.2 While current
deployments of these artifacts lack the formality required for the Semantic Web they
nevertheless represent a rehearsal of many of the processes that the Semantic Web will
require. Further, as will be described in a later section, the shortfalls of current healthcare
terminology and message standards are driving a new generation of healthcare
terminologies and messages that do have some of the desired formal properties. All this
is part of a gradual evolution in healthcare information technology that is changing its
focus from “systems” to “data,” [3] [4] a trend predicted in [5]. The authors believe that
the major forcing function for this evolution is the need to “scale” healthcare information
technology to ever larger enterprises and collections of individuals and enterprises; while
this trend began before the Web, the presence of the Web has accelerated the change.
What is missing in healthcare and biomedicine is a way to link its relevant progress
and experience with that occurring in the Semantic Web community. The Web
influences healthcare information technology, but the Web is little influenced by lessons
learned in healthcare IT. We believe that medications represent a domain in which these
two activities can be joined productively. The potential significance of such a joining
cannot be over-estimated. Healthcare now costs the U.S. more than $1 trillion/year, and
medications are the largest single category of cost and the fastest growing category of
cost.3 They are also involved in a significant number of life-threatening medical errors.
[6]
At a deeper level, we believe that the Semantic Web is an opportunity to shrink the
“formalization gap” described by Marsden S. Blois, PhD, MD (1918-88). Blois argued
that overcoming this gap was the fundamental challenge of medical informatics: ‘This
discontinuity in formalization between a manual (human) medical information process
and the machine code necessary to accomplish comparable ends begins at a very high
descriptive level and it is not itself a concern of computer science. If this concern is to be
given a name at all, it must be regarded as concerning medical applications, and it is
increasingly being referred to as "medical information science" in the United States, and
as "medical informatics" in Europe. It will be the task of this new discipline to better
understand and define the medical information processes we have considered here, in
order that appropriate activities will be chosen for computerization, and to improve the
man-machine system.’ [7] One rationale for a “perfection seeking” approach to the
2

HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act).
Last year, VHA (Veterans Health Association) spent about $2.5 billion on medications, and MHS
(Military Health System – covering active duty personnel and their dependents) spent about $1.5 billion.
Personal conversation, Donald Lees, RPh, 6/01.
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Semantic Web is the difficulty of getting the formalizations right, and of maintaining
them, and the patient descriptions based on them, in the face of change.
3. A model - semantic definitions for medication active ingredients
If change management were not such a critical issue, already complete approximations
of the medication reference model shown in Figure 1 could be used by Semantic Web
developers to test proposed representations. Carter, et al. [8] describe how about 1,000
active ingredients were given “Aristotelian” definitions represented in Description Logic
and “published” in XML. One result of this effort was a focus on the emerging
importance of “The New Drug Transaction” as a necessary conjunct to expansion of the
model to cover all important active ingredients, and to trial deployments.

Figure 1 – DRAFT formal model of medications for potential use by three Federal Agencies: Active
ingredients have “Aristotelian” definitions represented using Description Logic; these definitions will place
each Active Ingredient in an IS_A hierarchy of Chemical Structure Classes, and describe each Active
Ingredient using named relationships into reference taxonomies for, respectively, Mechanism of Action,
Therapeutic Use, and Pharmacokinetics. Each Active Ingredient (molecule) will also have a machineprocessible three-dimensional structural description (identifier). Not shown are inactive ingredients and
other necessary details.
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This model, developed over the last few years, has proven remarkably robust in the
face of multi-disciplinary and multi-institutional inspection, and sample instantiations.
Its next test will be to represent portions of various order-entry formularies used by the
public and private sectors. A typical formulary covers about 10,000 – 100,000
“orderables” and the goal will be to produce “useful” definitions of the active ingredients
contained in these orderables using early versions of the reference taxonomies for
Chemical Structure, Mechanism of Action, Therapeutic Use, and Pharmacokinetics. This
test will also allow us to gain experience assembling and formalizing medication
information obtained from multiple authorities and disciplines that is used for related but
still different purposes. For example, there will be at least three different kinds of
“Therapeutic Use,” also called “indications” – “FDA approved”, “VA
approved”(generally a superset of FDA approved), and “Described in the Literature”.4
The whole notion of “orderables” will also force clarification of the boundary between
the so-called “terminology model” (categories and hierarchies) and the “instance” or
“database” model (the orderables themselves, along with all their attributes). Everyone
agrees that that the former is a good way to organize the latter, and that there should be a
boundary between the two models – that is, the two models are similar and related but not
the same, but few agree on where the implementation boundary should be, especially in
light of emerging interoperation requirements based on re-usable objects. This dilemma
should resonate with those working on the Semantic Web.
4. A process – embracing change and making it explicit
The model presented in Figure 1 is little more than an academic exercise without
accompanying productive change management. Currently, excepting MeSH and
MEDLINE (described above), change management in authoritative, deployed biomedical
terminologies is at best primitive. [9] [10] As a result, there are few “warehouses” of
patient descriptions that can be searched over time, that is across changes in the
terminologies used to formalize the descriptions. Of the few patient description
repositories that support such “time travel” no two do so in the same way, and none use
existing or proposed standards. An explicit goal of the mRT project is to begin to
overcome this shortfall at least in the context of medications.
The view of change management presented here is a synthesis of current and emerging
practices in healthcare terminology, e.g., the use of Description Logic, earlier and current
work on the handling of time-oriented data in database system models, e.g., POSTGRES
[11] and T-SQL [12] [13], and our current understanding of the Semantic Web. This
synthesis can be summed up by the conclusion that “Process is more important than
representation.”
4.1 A “new drug” transaction
The first step in making formal terminology changes into a terminology/ontology
“thing,” or unit, is to create a unit of change that has the same general properties as any
4

An important side-effect of this effort will be an authoritative collection of so-called “off-label” uses of
medications; such uses represent legal, but not FDA-approved, medication indications.
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other “thing-ness” unit. For example, given the appropriate reference taxonomies, used
to (in the Description Logic sense) “classify” medications, one can create the desired
reference terminology – mRT – by “adding” the (Aristotelian) definitions of each drug,
one drug at a time. But, of course, this ignores, among many other things, the fact that
the reference taxonomies need to be changed, too. Frequently, new drugs come with new
mechanisms of action and new indications (therapeutic objectives), and thus the
corresponding “new drug transaction” may need to update the reference taxonomies
before adding the definition of the new drug. These latter cases will be covered in “Other
transactions” below.
To make the simple case more tangible, here is one potential near term future of the
kind of “New Drug Transaction” that does not require updating the reference
taxonomies:
1) The FDA will approve a new drug and “publish,” as XML, a newly “structured”
version of the traditional package insert, or “label,” designed to “explain” that
drug to both humans and computers. (One can think of this document as a
“contract” between the FDA and the drug manufacturer.) The data that will
appear in the new drug transaction is the result of processes now in place at the
FDA; regulations are pending that will increase the degree of machineprocessibility and formality of this data. [14]
2) The NLM will further process and enhance the parts of the label that can be
processed usefully by computers, and then “publish” it, once again in XML. The
“enhancements” may include connections to the biomedical literature, related
terminology and foreign language names.
3) Applications or servers electing to process the new drug transaction will see that
the XML indicates that it is an “add,” the simplest kind of transaction to process.
That is, the transaction will add a new concept – the new drug, the appropriate
relationships to other concepts in the various reference taxonomies, and attributes
of the new drug. (In every formulary or medication reference terminology known
to the authors this is done manually, at present.)
It is not hard to imagine that most applications, e.g., drug order-entry systems, would
be tolerant of such an insertion and subsequently “do the right thing.” However, the
problem with this simple form of the new drug transaction is that, as described by domain
experts, most new drugs represent “changes in understanding,” and it is not at all clear
how existing applications can deal with such changes in understanding automatically, or
know when they need help from humans. An extreme instance of such new
understanding would be a drug that triggered a reorganization of the Aristotelian
classification of existing drugs. (Changes in understanding due to pharmacogenetics may
cause these kinds of “re-organizing” updates.)
4.2 Other transactions
In this context, “changes in understanding” are represented by changes in the reference
taxonomies, e.g., for chemical structure, mechanism of action, pharmacokinetics, and
therapeutic use. That is, a typical “new drug transaction” will need to include one or
more changes to the reference taxonomies along with the (simple) “add” described above,
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and these changes will represent “changes in understanding.” It can be assumed that
changes to the reference taxonomies will “break” existing applications, e.g., the decision
support that operates in conjunction with order entry. The authors claim that to the
degree that we can overcome this problem in the context of medication terminology
maintenance that we are solving a problem that will be faced by the Semantic Web.
As presently planned our solution will be built on two foundations: First, mRT will
not “overwrite” information; that is, per POSTGRES [15] any “garbage collection” or
“archiving” will be handled asynchronously with new drug transactions, the practical
effect being that an explicit, time-oriented, history of mRT is available to applications at
all times. Second, appropriate use of Description Logic permits consistency-preserving
updates; for example, if prior to execution of the new drug transaction an off-line, an
updated copy of mRT is “reclassified” successfully (in the DL sense), then, in principle,
mechanisms exist that can correctly update a run-time database (terminology server)
“incrementally” (and thus quickly). Thus, such updates represent one useful repertoire of
units of change.
Per earlier work of Stonebraker, et al. and more recent work of Snodgrass, et al., one
can view a “database” as a time-oriented accumulation of changes. Thus the current
“state” of the database is acquired through a computation, or “view,” on the transactions
accumulated over time. (See [13], for an enumeration of the many subtleties implicit
here.) Part of the desired functionality is implemented, currently, in the MEME
(Metathesaurus Enhancement and Maintenance Environment) deployed at the NLM. [16]
The Metathesaurus (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/umlsmeta.html) is a
gigabyte+ synthesis of most authoritative biomedical terminologies, now released
multiple times per year. Increasingly, a “release” is becoming a report on a time-oriented
database.5 Gradually, the whole notion of a “release” will become less important, and,
instead, the Metathesaurus will be seen as a time-oriented record – a no-information-loss
history – of authoritative terminologies. Of interest to those trying to deploy solutions on
the Semantic Web, in run-time systems, use of incremental “write-once / read-many”
databases make locking and error recovery significantly simpler.
We expect that the simple new drug transaction will be the easiest formal unit of
change to specify. Quantitatively, the most important unit of change will be a transaction
that introduces a change to the definition of an existing medication. For practical reasons
the latter transactions are both the most important to accommodate in existing medication
order entry systems and the most difficult. Frequently, they affect how drugs are to be
used, e.g., the change may be a new contraindication.
Complicating this approach are the presence of larger changes-in-understanding – socalled “lumps” and “splits” - that, seemingly, violate the “axioms” implicit or explicit in
DL tools. “Splits” occur when a concept is “split” into two or more concepts, typically
because of the emergence of new knowledge. The latter may be new concepts or existing
concepts. And the original concept that is split may be retired, or it may be retained as a
subsumer of the “split” concepts. Splits are most often prompted by new information
system needs, related to the emergence of new knowledge. Similarly, “lumps” – the
merging of two previously distinct concepts – is usually prompted by the detection of
clerical errors, or by the discovery that two things we thought were different proved not
to be. As will be appreciated by those who favor the use of Description Logic (DL) in
5

Brian Carlsen, personal conversation.
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these contexts, a feature of DL, namely its support for formal definitions, helps to
decrease the number of inadvertent “missed synonyms”. Alternatively, some less mature
domains, e.g., Bioinformatics, avoid the problem by using terminologies in which terms
are freely lumped or split as needs dictate.
4.3 An ontology of change
If we view a formal terminology or ontology as a corpus of “facts,” or assertions,
collected over time, then one can contemplate an ontology of such facts, or changes. This
much is straightforward. The difficulty is defining and implementing the semantics to be
attached to each type of “change unit.” One step toward such semantics is the simple
expedient of tagging each terminologic unit – concept, term, relationship, and attribute with a “Start Date” and (any) “End Date”; then, in principle, an application can know the
state of the terminology at any point in time. More disciplined and complete forms of
such semantics are what are needed to preserve the longitudinal functionality of systems
that use the ontology, and what will be needed to transfer knowledge gained from a
successful test of the new drug transaction to the Semantic Web.
In the MEDLINE - “rewriting history” - example described above, semi-automated
methods accommodate the effects of new concepts, retired concepts, split concepts and
lumped concepts in MeSH, as best as can be done each year. Thus, one “blunt
instrument” approach to the analogous problem in the Semantic Web is for every
repository of historical information to have a companion “warehouse” that is consistent
with the current relevant ontologies. The semantics of change are then implemented in
the potentially frequent re-computation of this warehouse, as appropriate. The
companion argument here is that so-called Clinical Data Repositories (CDRs) and some
biomedical research databases are being implemented as “write-only” databases because
they represent the authoritative archive of record. Any so-called “data-healing” is done
outside the CDR in adjacent data warehouses that are built from queries that run against
the authoritative archive. Such pragmatics may evolve into functional requirements for
the Semantic Web.
Regardless, the challenge posed by “ontologizing” these units of change is to represent
what, for example, should be inherited or shared by other units. Thus, the new drug
transaction is a specialized version of the change transaction and thus should inherit any
properties of the former. At present, it is not clear how “split” and “lump” should be
handled, formally.
4.4 “Perfection Seeking”
While the notion of “perfection seeking” has been very helpful in that it helps those in
an inter-disciplinary project “satisfice” in particular domains so as to make progress
toward the over-all goal, it has not yet been formalized, e.g., in the form of a metric. At
present, terminology and terminology process are bereft of quality metrics. One
exception is some work by Campbell, et al., that measured the degree to which lexically
implied subsumption (one term appearing within, or sharing sub-strings with, another
term) had been represented logically, i.e., in DL, in a large healthcare terminology. [17]
While the metric was aimed at measuring the yield of “lexically suggested logical
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closure” it also revealed the degree to which the lexical suggestions were not converted to
logical relationships, e.g., because of linguistic ambiguity.
A related hypothesis was that expressed by Blois, namely that conceptualization and
naming was more stable and predictable at “lower” biological levels, e.g., for molecules.
[18] Thus, we would expect fewer synonyms and fewer changes to the Chemical
Structure portion of the formal definitions of ingredients.
The fact remains, however, that we’ve yet to “formalize” (or even measure)
perfection-seeking to any useful degree. It is still an entirely human process. However,
there is some evidence that tools can aid formalization and while doing so improve
conceptualization. [19] [20] Specifically, when a user, in this case a physician, is given
the task of entering a formal term for a patient “problem,” an interface that displays
potentially related formal terms in response to the input of a casual term can help the user
better conceptualize the concept being entered. Thus, even when the user interface
returns an exact equivalent for the casual term, users may choose a “better” formal term
from the displayed semantic neighborhood. The simple explanation for this phenomenon
is that humans are better at recognition than recall. Those developing ontologies will be
familiar with the phenomenon; once domain experts can “see” a domain model they can
almost always make it better.
4.5 Architecture, tools and the local enhancement problem
Implicit in much that has been written here is the architectural notion of vocabulary
servers, or in this context, formal terminology or ontology servers. That is, such servers
“normalize” terminology functions for enterprises, some at Web scale. [See for example
the National Cancer Institute’s EVS (Enterprise Vocabulary Server)
http://ncievs.nci.nih.gov/NCI-Metaphrase.html ] We believe that such servers will be
essential to the support of the Semantic Web, and as usual on the Web, the challenge will
be how to maintain them in loose synchrony as appropriate.
A clear result of experience to date shows that terminology development, especially
formal terminology development cannot be undertaken for long without non-trivial
supporting tools and software. Foremost among the required tools is a scalable
terminology editing workstation, one evolutionary sequence of which was begun by
Mays, et al. [21] The fact that formal terminologies will almost always be constructed
and maintained by geographically separated domain experts implies additional
requirements for “configuration management,” conflict resolution, and the like. One
approach to these problems is described in [22]. Further, experience in both the U.S. and
United Kingdom has shown that the rate-limiting factor for large-scale terminology
development is workflow management, rather than the editing work itself.
One short-term reality is the need for what we call “local enhancement.” In the
healthcare domain, enterprises will have some locally produced, i.e. “locally mixed and
prepared,” medications for the foreseeable future, and academic medical centers will
always have new terms and concepts in substantive use locally. For these and other
reasons, an authoritative reference terminology will need to be enhanced locally. The socalled “update paradox” is that those who add the greatest quantity of local enhancements
incur the greatest maintenance burden as the external terminology authority evolves.
This tradeoff is made more complex by external reimbursement and reporting
requirements.
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5. Additional exemplars - reference terminologies and semantic messages in
healthcare and biomedicine
In response to the shortfalls of current authoritative biomedical terminologies a
number of efforts are underway focused on the development of so-called “principled”
reference terminologies. For the purposes of this paper the “principles” in question are
those that are computer-empowering, indeed the whole point of a reference terminology
is to empower computers, particularly, as with the Semantic Web, to empower computerto-computer interoperation. Several examples are represented in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Emerging Reference Terminologies in Biomedicine: The GCPRMedications reference
terminology defined some 1,000 medication active ingredients in terms of Chemical Structure Class,
Mechanism of Action, and Therapeutic Use. The NCI MMHCC (Mouse Models of Human Cancer
Consortium) is developing detailed diagnostic terminologies for eight organ sites in mice, as a prelude to
“certification” of the models as representative of human cancer behavior. NCI is also “modeling” about
250 genes known to be associated with cancer; in particular the association between these genes, the
proteins they produce (or do not produce), and diseases is being made explicit. SNOMED-RT is a large
(100K+ concept) effort by CAP (College of American Pathologists) and Kaiser Permanente Healthcare to
“formalize” SNOMED International (SNOMED = Systematic Nomenclature of Medicine). The AMA
(American Medical Association) is formalizing CPT-4 (Current Procedural Terminology). Each of these
efforts employs a Description-Logic-based representation. The modular approach implied by this
repertoire of reference terminologies in turn creates a need for a reference terminology for Biology that
would represent the considerable commonality in, for instance, mice and humans. Similarly, a formal
model of human anatomy being developed by Rosse, et al., at the University of Washington may evolve
into a reference terminology for vertebrate anatomy as a way to, again, capture inter-species commonality
for reuse in other models. A terminology model of Physiology, now being contemplated by some groups,
may represent another piece of the “normal” reference model. Not shown is a laboratory testing method
terminology being developed by the CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) .[23]
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As recently as a few years ago such a (relative) “explosion” of formal terminology
efforts would have been inconceivable. Now such efforts are taking on, in specific
domains, the challenge implied by the Semantic Web, namely the development of
ontologies for specified domains. Early versions of some of these terminologies are
being deployed this year.
HL7, version 3 (http://www.hl7.org/page.cfm?p=524), is a proposed standard for
semantic messages in healthcare. It builds on the widely deployed HL7, version 2,
standard syntax by using “value sets” taken from external, authoritative, formal
terminologies.
6. Summary – healthcare and biomedicine are a rehearsal for the Semantic Web
We are building on our experience with the use of formalization processes for update
management in critical working systems. We believe that the challenges we face are
specialized equivalents of challenges to be faced by Semantic Web developers as more
and more sophisticated systems are deployed and become critical. Among other things
these experiences reveal the critical role of process, and that this process needs to be
made explicit and intrinsic. We are attempting to fulfill this requirement through the
development of an ontology of change, and a recognition that process is more important
than representation. If successful, the Semantic Web community may be able to
generalize this ontology sufficiently to allow it to be migrated into the “horizontal”
Semantic Web infrastructure, and support a “perfection-seeking” Semantic Web.
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Abstract. Ontologies are becoming increasingly prevalent and
important in a wide range of e-commerce applications. E-commerce
applications are using ontologies to support parametric searches,
enhanced navigation and browsing, interoperable heterogeneous
information systems, supplier enablement, configuration management,
and transaction discovery. Applications such as information and
service discovery and autonomous agents that are built on top of the
emerging Semantic Web for the WWW also require extensive use of
ontologies. Ontology-enhanced commercial applications, such as these
and others require ontology management that is scalable (supporting
thousands of simultaneous distributed users), available (running
365x24x7), fast, and reliable. This level of ontology management is
necessary not only for the initial development and maintenance of
ontologies, but is essential during deployment, when scalability,
availability, reliability and performance are absolutely critical.
VerticalNet’s Ontology Builder and Ontology Server products are
specifically designed to provide the ontology management
infrastructure needed for e-commerce applications. These tools bring
the best ontology and knowledge representation practices together with
the best enterprise solutions architecture to provide a robust and
scalable ontology management solution.

1 Introduction
Ontology Builder and Ontology Server were developed in response to the business needs
for ontologies in VerticalNet’s e-commerce and B2B applications. They provide a
scalable and distributed ontology environment, which is a component critical to the
success of e-commerce applications. More broadly, however, this component is also
critical to the success of any architecture, which leverages background information, such
as the Semantic Web. The next generation web – commonly referred to as the Semantic
Web – obtains its power and “intelligence” from utilizing markup information on content
sources along with background information on terms and content. The success of such an
endeavor relies on environments that support creation and maintenance of background
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information, while working in a broadly distributed environment like the web. Ontology
Builder/Server provide such an environment in an industrial strength implementation.
Vertical Net currently hosts 59 industry-specific e-marketplaces that span diverse
industries such as manufacturing, communications, energy, and healthcare. Each emarketplace acts as an industry-specific comprehensive resource that provides businesses
and professionals with information on products, technology, industry regulations, and
news and allows buyers and sellers to exchange information, source, buy, and sell
products.
The primary challenge in developing these e-marketplaces is integrating the disparate
sources of information in a way that presents buyers with a single, coherent browsing and
navigation experience that includes contextually relevant information from all of the
available sources. Suppliers have to be able to display their products on the e-marketplace
in a way that enables buyers to purchase electronically, even though the suppliers
maintain their product databases and availability and price information in their own
vocabulary. For example, different suppliers might use the terms memory device,
passives, and RAM to refer the same product and have very different internal
vocabularies.
The use of ontologies was seen as the best solution not only to solve these particular
problems [18, 19], but also to provide a common knowledge infrastructure for other ecommerce applications like service discovery, auctions, and request for proposal. Most
of VerticalNet’s e-commerce applications are now knowledge-enabled and use ontologies
to drive their services.
2 Requirements
An extensive requirement gathering process was undertaken to compile requirements for
VerticalNet’s ontology management solutions. We identified the following key
requirements for ontology management for VerticalNet:
1 Scalability, Availability, Reliability and Performance – These were considered
essential for any ontology management solution in the commercial industrial
space, both during the development and maintenance phase and the ontology
deployment phase. The ontology management solution needed to allow distributed
development of large-scale ontologies concurrently and collaboratively by multiple
users with a high level of reliability and performance. For the deployment phase,
this requirement was considered to be even more important. Applications
accessing ontological data need to be up 365x24x7, support thousands of
concurrent users, and be both reliable and fast.
2 Ease of Use – The ontology development and maintenance process had to be
simple, and the tools usable by ontologists as well as domain experts and business
analysts.
3 Extensible and Flexible Knowledge Representation – The knowledge model
needed to incorporate the best knowledge representation practices available in the
industry and be flexible and extensible enough to easily incorporate new
representational features and incorporate and interoperate with different knowledge
models such as RDF(S) [2, 15] or DAML [11]/DAML+OIL [8].
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Distributed Multi-User Collaboration – Collaboration was seen as a key to
knowledge sharing and building. Ontologists, domain experts, and business
analysts need a tool that allows them to work collaboratively to create and
maintain ontologies even if they work in different geographic locations.
Security Management – The system needed to be secure to protect the integrity of
the data, prevent unauthorized access, and support multiple access levels.
Supporting different levels of access for different types of users would protect the
integrity of data while providing an effective means of partitioning tasks and
controlling changes.
Difference and Merging – Merging facilitates knowledge reuse and sharing by
enabling existing knowledge to be easily incorporated into an ontology. The
ability to merge ontologies is also needed during the ontology development
process to integrate versions created by different individuals into a single,
consistent ontology.
XML interfaces – Because XML is becoming widely-used for supporting
interoperability and sharing information between applications, the ontology
solution needed to provide XML interfaces to enable interaction and
interoperability with other applications.
Internationalization – The World Wide Web enables a global marketplace and ecommerce applications using ontological data have to serve users around the
world. The ontology management solution needed to allow users to create
ontologies in different languages and support the display or retrieval of ontologies
using different locales based on the user’s geographical location. (For example, the
transportation ontology would be displayed in Japanese, French, German, or
English depending on the geographical locale of the user.)
Versioning – Since ontologies continue to change and evolve, a versioning system
for ontologies is critical. As an ontology changes over time, applications need to
know what version of the ontology they are accessing and how it has changed from
one version to another so that they can perform accordingly. (For example, if a
supplier’s database is mapped to a particular version of an ontology and the
ontology changes, the database needs to be remapped to the updated ontology,
either manually or using an automated tool.)

The requirements of scalability, reliability, availability, security, internationalization
and versioning were considered to be the most important for an industrial strength
ontology management solution.
3 Existing Ontology Environments
Given the above requirements, several existing ontology management environments were
evaluated1:
1

The evaluation was done in Fall’99 and hence does not include ontology management environments such
as OntoEdit (http://www.ontoprise.de), WebODE (http://delicias.dia.fi.upm.es/webODE/), and OILEd
(http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/oil/), which were available for use after Fall’99.
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•
•
•
•

Ontolingua/Chimaera [6, 16]
Protégé/PROMPT [10, 20]
WebOnto/Tadzebao [4]
OntoSaurus, a web browser for Loom [12] (http://www.isi.edu/isd/ontosaurus.html)

Some of these environments have already been compared based on different criteria
than those formulated at VerticalNet [5]. Figure 1, shows a feature set matrix and our
evaluation2 of the tools based on VerticalNet’s requirements. To keep the evaluation
simple, a three level (+, 0, -) scale was used, where (+) indicates a requirement was
surpassed, (0) indicates the requirement was met and (-) indicates that the tool failed to
meet the requirement.
Although, none of the existing ontology development
environments provide all of the required features, they are nevertheless strong in
particular features and have different but very expressive underlying knowledge
representation models.
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Figure 1: Comparison of Some Ontology Environments
Ontolingua provides a very powerful and expressive representation with its frame
language and its support for KIF [9] – a first order logic representation. In combination
with its theorem prover (ATP), Ontolingua provides extensive reasoning capabilities and
with Chimaera [16], it supports ontology merging and diagnostics. Ontolingua also
provides expressive and operational power not found in other environments such as
support for generating and modifying disjoint covering partitions of classes.
WebOnto/Tadzebao provides very rich collaborative support for browsing, creating
and editing ontologies, together with the ability to collaboratively annotate and hold
synchronous and asynchronous ontology related discussions using the Tadzebao tool.
OntoSaurus provides a graphical hyperlinked interface to Loom knowledge bases.
Loom provides expressive knowledge representation, automatic consistency checking
and deductive support via its deductive engine – the classifier.
Protégé is the easiest to use and supports the construction of knowledge-acquisition
interfaces based on ontological data. It also has a component framework for easily
integrating other components via plugins. Protégé already provides several plugins
including PAL, a first order logical language for expressing constraints, and
SMART/PROMPT [20], a tool for merging and alignment of ontologies
2

This was not a formal evaluation with published, unambiguous evaluation criteria. It was however a good
faith effort to evaluate VerticalNet requirements as understood in the various tools.
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However, despite their strengths, all of the ontology solutions fell short on the
scalability, reliability, and performance requirements, perhaps because industrial strength,
commercial scalability was not seen as a important aspect of ontology management since
most of the ontology usage until recently has been restricted to research and academia.
Also, none of the tools provided security, internationalization, or versioning support –
requirements considered critical for e-commerce applications.
After evaluating these solutions against our requirements, we decided to build our own
ontology management solution with the goal of bringing the best ontology and
knowledge representation practices together with the best enterprise solutions
architecture to satisfy the requirements of ontology-driven e-commerce applications.
4 Ontology Builder
Ontology Builder is a multi-user collaborative ontology generation and maintenance tool
designed to incorporate the best features of existing ontology toolkits in order to provide
a simple, powerful and yet broadly usable tool. Ontology Builder uses a frame-based
representation based on the OKBC Knowledge Model [3]. OKBC was developed
recognizing the wide general acceptance of frame-based systems [13] and provides an
API (Applications Programming Interface) for frame-like systems. Written entirely in
Java, Ontology Builder can run on multiple platforms. It is based on the J2EE (Java 2
Enterprise Edition) platform (http://java.sun.com/j2ee), which is a standard for
implementing and deploying enterprise applications. Ontology Builder also provides:
• Import and export based on XOL (XML-based Ontology Exchange Language)
[14]3
• A verification engine designed to maintain consistency of terms stated in the
language
• A role-based security model for data security and ontology access
• An ontological difference and merging engine

3

At the time of design and development, a DAML option did not exist. Today there are plans to support
DAML+OIL and RDF as well.
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Figure 2: Ontology Builder Main Screen
4.1

Architecture

Ontology Builder is based on the J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) platform, a standard
for implementing and deploying “enterprise” applications. The term “enterprise” implies
highly-scalable, highly-available, highly-reliable, highly-secure, transactional, distributed
applications. The J2EE technology is designed to support the rigorous demands of largescale, distributed, mission-critical application systems and provides support for multi-tier
application architecture. Multi-tier applications are typically configured to include:
• A client tier to provide the user interface
• One or more middle-tier modules that provide client services and business logic for
an application
• A backend enterprise information system data tier that provides data management
The client tier is a very “thin” tier, that contains only presentation logic. The business
and data logic are usually partitioned into separate components and deployed on one or
more application servers. This partitioning of the application into multiple server
components allows components to be easily replicated and distributed across the system,
ensuring scalability, availability, reliability and performance.
Central to the J2EE platform architecture are application servers, which encapsulate
the business and data logic and provide runtime support for responding to client requests,
automated support for transactions, security, persistence, resource allocation, life-cycle
management, and as well as lookup and other services.
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Ontology Builder uses a 4-tier architecture comprised of a presentation tier, web tier,
service tier, and data tier. This architecture, shown in Figure 3, can be deployed using a
single application server. The application server encapsulates the service tier, which
consists of the business and data logic. A single server can support many simultaneous
connections and multiple servers can be easily clustered as needed for scalability, load
balancing, and fault tolerance. Within the presentation tier, a client can be either a Java
applet or application. The clients have easy-to-use interfaces written using the Java
Swing APIs. Both applet and application-based clients communicate with the web tier
via the HTTP protocol. The web-tier communicates with the service tier using RMI
(Java Remote Method Invocation) (http://java.sun.com/products/rmi-iiop/index.html).
The service tier communicates with the data tier through the JDBC (Java Data Base
Connectivity) protocol (http://java.sun.com/products/jdbc).
Collaboration is
implemented
using
a
JSDT
(Java
Shared
Data
Toolkit)
server
(http://java.sun.com/products/java-media/jsdt), which forwards all communication and
change events to the respective clients.

Figure 3: The Architecture of Ontology Builder
4.2

Knowledge Representation

Ontology Builder uses an object-oriented knowledge representation model based on and
compatible with the OKBC knowledge model and is designed to use the best practices
from other frame-based systems. Ontology Builder implementation supports the OKBC
operations on classes, slots, facets, and individuals. Currently, however, no external
interfaces are exposed to enable other knowledge systems to use Ontology Builder as an
OKBC compliant server. Interoperability, knowledge sharing, and reuse are important
goals and our future plans call for making Ontology Builder work as a fully compliant
OKBC server.
Ontology Builder supports a metaclass architecture to allow the introduction of
flexible and customizable behaviors into an ontology. This could potentially be used for
incorporating other knowledge models or extending the existing knowledge model within
Ontology Builder. Ontology Builder predefines certain system constants, classes, and
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primitives in a default upper ontology, which can be extended or refined to change the
knowledge model and behaviors within the system. The main predefined concepts are:
• CLASS - the default metaclass for all classes, CLASS is an instance of itself
• SLOT – the default metaclass for all slots and an instance of CLASS
• T – the root in the default upper ontology (sometimes referred to as THING in
other ontologies)
• INDIVIDUAL – the class of ground objects. Operationally, every entity that is not
a class is an instance of INDIVIDUAL.4
• Predefined slots – slot-minimum-cardinality, slot-maximum-cardinality, slotvalue-type, slot-value-range and domain. These are template slots on the class
SLOT.
• Predefined facets– minimum-cardinality, maximum-cardinality, value-type, valuerange and documentation-in-frame. These define the specific values for the slot as
associated with either a class or a slot frame.
• Predefined primitive data types – boolean, string, integer, float, date, etc.
An ontology is composed of classes, slots, individuals and facets, which are all
implemented as frames. Ontology itself is also defined as a frame and contains
information such as author, date created and documentation. Both classes and slots
support multiple-inheritance in an Ontology Builder ontology.
Classes are all instances of the metaclass CLASS by default, which is changeable by
the user. Classes can be instances of multiple metaclasses and they may be subclasses of
multiple superclasses.
Slots are defined independently of any class and are instances of the metaclass SLOT
by default, which is also changeable by the user. They can also be instances of multiple
metaclasses and parent classes. Like classes, slots also support a multiple-inheritance
hierarchy. Slot hierarchies can be used to model naturally hierarchical relationships
between terms. For example, you might need to model the notion of price along with the
subrelations of wholesale-price, retail-price, and discount-price.
Slots can be attached to a class frame or a slot frame, as slots are themselves first-class
objects and when attached describe the properties of the frame. A slot can be attached
either as a template slot or as an own slot. Own slots cannot be directly attached to a
frame, but are acquired by the frame (class, slot or individual) being an instance of
another class. Template slots can be directly attached to either a class or a slot frame.
The domain own slot (acquired by a slot frame from being an instance of class SLOT) is
useful for limiting the applicability of the slot only to the specified domain class and its
subclasses. If a slot does not define a domain, it can be applied to all classes in an
ontology. This flexibility is often useful during the early stage of ontology development
when the slots used in an ontology are still being refined. Later however, it is often
useful to define a domain for slots so that they are only used in specific contexts.
Facets specify the specific values for a slot-class or a slot-slot association. A facet is
considered associated with a frame-slot pair, if the facet has a value for that association.
The predefined facets (value-type, value-range, minimum-cardinality, maximum4

Note: Slots and facets are instances of CLASSES. Currently, all entities are either CLASSES or
INDIVIDUALS but for extensibility, we are not stating that INDIVIDUALS and CLASSES form a
covering partition for all things.
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cardinality etc.) hold the values given to a slot’s own slots (slot-value-type, slot-valuerange, etc.) when the slot is associated with a frame. The facet values can only be a
specialization of the slot frame’s own slot values. For example, if slot color is defined to
have a slot-value-type of “color”, when it’s attached to a frame, the value can only be
changed to a specialization of “color”, “rgbcolor” or “hsvcolor”. If the value is changed,
then the “value-type” facet will hold the changed value. In addition to predefined facets,
Ontology Builder supports the creation and use of user-defined facets. A user-defined
facet can be created and attached to a slot when the slot is attached to a frame. For
example, a user-defined facet might be used to specify whether or not a slot is
“displayable”.
4.3

Ontology Inclusion (Uses Relationship)

Ontology construction is time consuming and expensive. To lower development and
maintenance cost, it is beneficial to build reusable and modular ontologies so that new
ontologies can be created and assembled quickly by mixing and matching existing
validated ontologies. Both Ontolingua and Protégé have the capability to include
ontologies for the purpose of reuse [7, 22]. Protégé allows projects to be included, but
the included projects cannot be easily removed and no duplicated names can exist across
projects used (included projects plus the current working project) due to the requirement
that names must be unique. This unique name requirement in Protégé is limiting because
duplicate names occur in practice. Ontolingua provides facilities that allow flexible
combination of axioms and definitions of multiple ontologies. Ontolingua eliminates
symbol conflicts among ontologies in its internal representation by providing a local
name space for symbols defined in each ontology.
Ontology Builder supports concepts reuse and ontology inclusion through the “uses”
relationship. The “uses” relationship allows all classes, instances, slots, and facets from
the included ontology to be visible and used by an ontology. For example, if ontology A
“uses” ontology B, all of the concepts defined in ontology B (classes, instances, slots and
facets) can be referenced from ontology A. A class in ontology A can be a subclass of a
class in ontology B, and any class in A can use any slots defined in ontology B. The
“uses” relationship can be added or removed easily from an ontology. When a “uses”
relationship is removed, inconsistencies might exist in the current working ontology
because concepts defined in the removed “uses” ontology still are being referenced, even
though the ontology is not being used. Changes made to an ontology are propagated in
real-time to all ontologies that use that ontology. Although this ensures that the latest
concepts are available for use, it might also cause inconsistencies. Verification can be
performed to diagnose and identify frames that have inconsistencies
The “uses” relationship is transitive. If ontology A “uses” ontology B, and ontology B
“uses” ontology C, then ontology A “uses” ontology C automatically. Ontology Builder
also allows cyclical “uses” relationship, that is ontologies A and B can both use each
other. Concepts are unambiguously identified by using a globally unique identifier that is
generated automatically when a concept is first created; or by using a fully qualified
name. A fully qualified name is the concept name concatenated together with the “@”
and the ontology name. For example, car@transportation. The fully qualified name is
guaranteed to be unique as a concept name is enforced to be to be unique within a
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specific ontology and ontology names are unique across all ontologies in the knowledge
base. The fully qualified names are used automatically when working with concepts in
ontologies other than the ontology where they are initially defined.
4.4

Data Storage and Knowledge-Relational Mapping

Knowledge-base systems traditionally used the computer’s main memory for storing the
knowledge needed at run-time. The amount of information that can be stored is limited
by the available memory and there might be an initial delay in loading all of the entities
into memory from a flat file. Moreover, the storing of the knowledge model in flat files
is not secure, is error-prone, and quickly becomes unmanageable as the size of the
knowledge base increases. Object-Oriented Database Systems (OODS) can also be used
to store the knowledge model and provide superior modeling for representing the
relations and hierarchies within an ontology. However, when compared to relational
DBMS (RDBMS), OODS lack in performance, enterprise usage and acceptance,
internationalization support, and other features. RDBMS are still the storage mechanism
of choice in enterprise computing when it comes to storing large amounts of
performance-critical data. RDBMS can store gigabytes of data, search several million
rows of data extremely quickly, and also support data replication and redundancy.
Ontology Builder uses an enterprise-class RDBMS so that very large-scale ontologies
and large numbers of ontologies can be stored and retrieved quickly and efficiently.
Several other knowledge based systems SOPHIA [1] and an environment for large
ontologies motivated by PARKA [23] have also used RDBMS for these and other similar
reasons. Ontology Builder currently supports the Oracle 8 and Microsoft SQL Server
RDBMSs for data storage.
Ontology Builder employs a sophisticated database schema to represent the OKBC
based knowledge model and can support all OKBC-defined operations that could be
performed on classes, instances, slots and facets, as well as the operations specified by
the OKBC ask/tell interface. The multiple-table database schema also supports
internationalization, which permits ontologies to be developed in any language. Multiple
translations of the same ontology can coexist in the same database and can be used to
view the same ontology in different locales. The schema is normalized; each piece of
information is stored in only one location so that modifications to a concept are
automatically propagated to all entities that use that concept.
Knowledge-relational mapping is accomplished via a high-performance persistence
layer that converts relational data to and from in-memory Java objects that represent the
different entities and relationships of the knowledge model. Information retrieval is
optimized to retrieve information about multiple concepts via one JDBC database call,
which dramatically improves performance. Moreover, a lazy-loading algorithm is used
to retrieve information on an as-need basis. For example, when an ontology is first
loaded, only the classes and the class hierarchy are loaded; attached slots, slot values, and
facet values are only loaded when a user decides to browse or edit a particular class.
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4.5

Multi User Collaboration & Locking

Ontology construction is often a collaborative endeavor where the participants in the
ontology building process share their knowledge to come to a common understanding and
representation of the ontology. These participants might be geographically separated and
for collaboration require the ability to hold discussions and view the changes made to the
ontology by other collaborators. Ontology Builder provides this type of multi-user
collaborative environment. Collaborators can hold discussions individually or in a group
and see changes made to the ontology by other collaborators in real time.
Collaboration is implemented via the Java Data Shared Toolkit (JSDT), which
provides the communication, messaging, and session management infrastructure for
collaboration within Ontology Builder. As they log into the system, each user is
registered with the JSDT server in a default “global” discussion room. Messages sent by
any user in this discussion room are received by all other current users of the system.
Each ontology also defines its own discussion room, which is created the first time any
user opens the ontology for browsing or editing. Users who open the same ontology are
added to that ontology’s discussion room automatically and can see the messages from
and collaborate with other users within that ontology’s discussion room. A user can also
open a private chat session with any other user who is logged on to the system.
Edits to any ontology in the system are broadcasted to all users, regardless of their
interest. The change record indicates the type of edit operation, the affected concept and
ontology, and the user who performed the action. Figure 4 is a snapshot of the
collaboration window that shows the system log and a discussion between collaborators.
Any changes to the ontology are committed to the database immediately, so that the
changes are available to all other users in real time. An icon is displayed automatically
next to the concepts within an open ontology that have been modified by other users,
indicating to the user that the information currently displayed in the Ontology Builder
client is no longer accurate. The user might already know what has changed based on the
discussion with other collaborators or can look in the system messages to see exactly
what was changed in the affected concept. An ontology can be refreshed at any point to
retrieve the latest state.
Since multiple collaborators can make changes to the same ontology, some kind of
locking scheme is necessary to prevent users from overwriting each other’s changes.
Ontology Builder uses a pessimistic locking strategy that requires an explicit lock to be
acquired by a collaborator before any edits are allowed to a concept. Explicitly locking a
concept implicitly locks all of the parents and children of the locked concept, preventing
other users from editing either the children or the parents of the locked node. Explicitly
locking a concept still allows other users to edit the siblings of the locked concept.
Locked concepts are shown with a locked icon in all of the clients, indicating which
concepts are currently being edited.
This locking strategy enables multi-user
collaboration and reduces inconsistencies generated from multiple collaborators working
on the same ontology.
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Figure 4: Collaboration Window in Ontology Builder
4.6

Verification

Ontology Builder provides a verification engine to resolve any inconsistencies that might
have been introduced during the ontology development and maintenance process.
Maintaining consistency is not only critical during the development process where a
particular ontology might “use” other ontologies, it is even more critical during the
deployment phase where the ontologies have to be valid and consistent so that they can
be used by applications without any errors. Real-time verification is a fairly complex
task and requires a truth maintenance system (TMS) of some sort in order to have
acceptable performance. If a TMS is not used, thorough checks of all of the elements of
the ontology need to be done, which is not acceptable from a performance perspective.
Ontology Builder does some real-time verification during the edit/creation process itself
(for example, it checks for value-type and cardinality violations), but for a full
consistency check, the verification engine needs to be explicitly invoked by the user. The
verification engine checks for:
• Cycles
• Domain of slots is valid for the classes to which they are attached
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•
•
•
•
•
4.7

Minimum cardinality <= maximum cardinality
Minimum cardinality <= num of values <= maximum cardinality
Values are of specified value-types
Undefined symbols – symbols that are being used but not defined in the current
ontology or any of the ontologies it uses
Attached slots are consistent with the slot definition (Specialization of value-types,
value-ranges and cardinalities is checked for consistency)
Difference & Merging

Merging ontologies becomes necessary when there is a need to consolidate concepts
defined in multiple ontologies, often developed by different teams or gathered from
various sources, into a consistent and unified ontology that can be deployed with ecommerce applications. Because the general task of merging ontologies can become
arbitrarily difficult, extensive human intervention and negotiation are required. Chimaera
[17] and PROMPT [21] provide semi-automated tools to facilitate the merging process.
The merging tools in Chimaera and PROMPT suggest a list of merging candidates and
present available operations on the candidate frames. Once a user finishes a particular
merge operation, more suggestions could be generated and the tool guides the users to
finish the merging process. Chimaera also provides diagnostics on the results of merging
and other ontology modifications.
Ontology Builder follows a different path in that the initial list of merging candidate
frames is not generated. Instead, Ontology Builder relies on the user to decide where to
start the merging process. Essentially the user determines when two concepts mean the
same thing semantically. The rationale behind the decision is that in practice a user often
knows the structures and contents of the ontologies to be merged, and thus has the
knowledge to determine where to start the merging process. The goal of the difference
and merge service in Ontology Builder is to speed up the merge process once the initial
merging candidate frames have been chosen, rather than being a general-purpose merging
tool like those provided by Chimaera and PROMPT.
In Ontology Builder, the merge operation does not generate a third ontology that
contains the merged results from two input ontologies. Instead, Ontology Builder defines
a base ontology and merge ontology where the differences between the two ontologies
can be initially identified and then, if desired, the differences can be merged into the base
ontology.
Ontology Builder currently has a simplistic algorithm for reporting the differences
between two ontologies. Differences are reported for the two concepts selected for
comparison as well as for their children that have matching names. If there are no
matching names, the differencing stops. Ontology Builder reports the following
differences:
• Missing children/parents
• Missing slots
• Value, value-type, value-range, domain, documentation, and cardinality
differences for matched concepts
If desired, the differences can be merged. The merge operation
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•
•
•

Copies missing children recursively to the base ontology
Copies missing slots to the base ontology
Merges documentation, slot values, value-types, value-ranges and cardinalities for
the matched concepts

The difference and merge feature of Ontology Builder is simple compared to the
merging features available in other tools like PROMPT or Chimaera, but future plans call
for enhancing this functionality based on further requirements and proposed usage.
4.8

Role Based Security

Ontology Builder provides a flexible security model designed to allow client access to the
back-end services. Every user has an account on the system and is only allowed to access
the back-end services if properly authenticated. Each user is assigned a role, which
denotes the level of access for ontology management. Users assigned a particular role
can only perform the operations allowed by that role, however, users can be assigned
different roles for different ontologies. The security model also enables a much finergrained permissions system where individual edit operations in an ontology (such as
modify-documentation) can be enabled for particular users.
By protecting ontology data and controlling access to back-end services, Ontology
Builder’s security model meets one of the critical requirements for enterprise class
applications.
4.9

Internationalization

Ontology Builder is fully internationalized and can support the browsing and editing of
ontologies in multiple locales. A single representation of the ontology is maintained for
all locales. Names from each of the locales are linked to this one representation so that
changes in ontology structure in one locale are propagated and available in all the other
locales. Concepts, which have not been translated in a particular locale, are shown in the
locale in which they were initially created. For example, if the ontology was initially
created in English and then partially translated into Japanese, browsing it in Japanese will
show the names in English for the concepts that have not yet been translated. Ontology
Builder also provides support for translating from one locale into another locale. Hooks
are provided to use a translation tool or service if desired to semi-automate the translation
process. The snapshot in Figure 5 shows a Japanese ontology with some untranslated
words in English and French.
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Figure 5: Ontology creation in Japanese
4.10 Import & Export
Ontology Builder provides import and export functionality based on XOL (XML based
Ontology Exchange Language) [14]. XOL is based on OKBC-Lite, a simplified form of
the OKBC knowledge model, and is “designed to provide a mechanism for encoding
ontologies within a flat file that may be easily published on the WWW for exchange
among a set of application developers.” In Fall’ 99, when the decision to use XOL was
made, XOL was considered to be an emerging standard for exchange and publication of
ontologies. Since, then other ontology representation and exchange standards such as
RDF and DAML+OIL have emerged and we plan to support these standards in the near
future. The XOL DTD used by Ontology Builder has been modified to support
internationalization, metaclass, uses, and facet definitions, which are not part of the
original DTD.
5 Ontology Server
Ontology Server is a scalable, high-performance server and is a critical component for ecommerce applications that require ontologies to drive their services. It provides a very
scalable, available, reliable, and high-performance solution. Ontology Server uses
exactly the same architecture and representation as Ontology Builder and provides XML
and Java RMI interfaces for access to the ontological data. It is optimized for read-only
access, which facilitates the use of data-caching mechanisms to enhance performance,
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which is critical for e-commerce applications. Ontology Server defines its own
interfaces, which are simpler and more suitable for e-commerce applications than the
general OKBC interface.
6 Usage & Performance
Ontology Builder was released internally for use by VerticalNet ontologists and domain
experts in April 2000, following a beta release in February 2000. The server - a Sun
Ultra 1/60, 1 Gigabyte of RAM, with Oracle 8.0.4 - is hosted out of Palo Alto and
accessed mainly from Horsham, Pennsylvania but it is also accessed from several other
locations. Over the past year 84 different users have created 974 ontologies on the
server. Concurrent usage peaked at about 20 users using the system at one time. The
current database has over 5 million records, consisting of 650,000 classes, 480,000 slots,
680,000 frame-slot relations, 220,000 frame-slot-facet relations, 650,000 parent-child
relations and 1,100,000 meta-class relations.
Ontology Builder and Ontology Server both use the same architecture and back-end
services. However, Ontology Server is optimized for read-only access to the ontological
data and gives better performance than Ontology Builder for read operations. Figure 6,
shows the performance graph for read operations for Ontology Server. 25 to 1000 clients
were simulated accessing 100 different frames, each frame being accessed by each client
100 times. The performance tests were done on a Windows 2000 Pentium III (800 mHz)
machine with 512 megabytes of RAM, using SQLServer 2000 default configuration
without any tuning. Multiple clients were simulated using multiple threads on a
Windows 2000 Pentium III (800 mHz) machine. The performance data is given for
average response time - the time experienced by a client to retrieve a frame, including
server processing time, networking delay, lookup and Java serialization/deserialization
and for overall requests per second – the number of frame accesses per second or the
server throughput.
Ontology Server Performance
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The graph shows that as the number of clients increases, the throughput remains
almost the same but the average response time increases, as now clients have to wait for
previous requests from other clients to complete. The average response time for 200
users is about 2 seconds, but as the number of users increases the response time gets
much longer, which may not be acceptable. To allow a more scalable solution multiple
servers can be clustered together to handle thousands of users concurrently with a
reasonable response time. The choice of application server can also significantly impact
the response time and the server throughput as some application servers provide better
performance and scalability than others. The choice of database and fine-tuning of the
database can also increase performance and scalability.
Excluding the networking, serialization and lookup time, Ontology Server’s actual
processing time is only 1-3 milliseconds and does not vary significantly with the number
of clients, once the frame has been initially loaded from the database. The initial loading
time is about 20–250 milliseconds for each frame, depending on the number of slots,
facets, class, parents, children and metaclass relations to be retrieved. Once retrieved, the
application server caches the frame and subsequent requests to retrieve that frame take
only 1-3 milliseconds regardless of the client requesting the frame. The number of
frames to be cached can be specified as a parameter. Frames not being accessed for a
while are cached out and replaced with the newly requested frames as the caching limit is
reached. Since, all of our tables use primary keys, the size of the database and tables
does not significantly increase the initial loading time of the frame. Figure 7, shows the
access time in milliseconds for retrieving a bare frame (with no relational information)
from the frame table with different sizes.
Num. Of Rows
Min. Time
Max. Time
Avg. Time
Iterations
1000
3.12
14.45
7.2
200
10,000
3.84
17.12
7.75
200
100,000
3.23
15.78
9.35
200
1,000,000
4.52
19.35
11.85
200
Figure 7: Access time for retrieving from database table with different sizes
Ontology Builder does not use caching for retrieving ontological data, but uses lazy
loading to retrieve information as needed. Each piece of information is retrieved from
the database every time it is requested. For the same machine configuration as described
above, the average response time to retrieve a simple frame with parents, children,
metaclasses and slots (without slot values and frame-slot-facets) is about 50 milliseconds,
which translates into 20 read transactions per second. The average time to create a
simple frame in Ontology Builder is about 35 milliseconds, which translates into 30 write
transactions per second. In practice this level of performance for Ontology Builder has
proved to be acceptable, as the ontology development and maintenance is not a
performance intensive process. Clustering multiple servers, choice of application server
and tuning the database can further improve Ontology Builder’s performance.
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7 Discussion
Ontologies are becoming much more common as a core component of e-commerce
applications. Industrial strength solutions are needed and, in fact, critical for the success
and longevity of these applications. We have presented two Vertical Net products:
Ontology Builder and Ontology Server. We believe these products bring together the
best knowledge management and ontology practices and the best enterprise architectures
to provide industrial-strength solutions for ontology creation, maintenance, and
deployment.
When evaluated against our initial product requirements, Ontology Builder and
Ontology Server meet or surpass most of the requirements. Figure 8, shows this
evaluation and compares Ontology Builder with the ontology environments compared in
Figure 1. Even though we have provided reasonable solutions to most requirements,
designated by a 0, we believe there is still considerable room for improvement and plan
to continue to enhance functionality in these particular areas.
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Figure 8: Comparison of Ontology Builder with other Ontology Environments
We believe we have delivered a robust solution for our most critical requirements –
scalability, availability, reliability and performance. By using an enterprise architecture
(J2EE) and an enterprise RDBMS as the back end storage, we have provided an
enterprise-class scalable, reliable, available, and high-performance ontology management
solution.
The Ontology Builder client provides an easy-to-use interface for ontologists, domain
experts, and business analysts. Though, we have not done formal usability studies, many
domain experts and analysts have been able to use the tool productively, with a minimum
of training. However, we believe, there is always room for improvement in user-interface
design and usability and we plan additional work on usability in response to user studies
and needs analysis.
Our knowledge model is based on the OKBC knowledge model and provides
flexibility and extensibility for incorporating new features and existing knowledge
models. However, Ontology Builder does not support axioms yet and does not include a
full reasoning component. While we do support internal consistency checking and
propagation of implicit information, we do not provide an OKBC interface and thus do
not support full OKBC compliance. We plan to extend our knowledge model to support
axiomatic reasoning and also plan to implement an OKBC interface. Our current
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import/export format is XOL, future plans include support for other common formats
such as RDF and DAML+OIL.
We have provided a multi-user collaborative environment to facilitate the ontology
building, sharing, and maintenance process. Collaborators can hold discussions and see
changes committed by other users. The collaborative environment could be further
improved by providing optimistic locking (where a frame is not allowed to be edited,
only when it is being updated) instead of pessimistic locking. We are also investigating a
more complete conferencing and whiteboarding solution, perhaps by integrating a third
party
tool
like
Microsoft
NetMeeting
(http://www.microsoft.com/windows/netmeeting/default.asp) or Netscape Conference
(http://home.netscape.com/communicator/conference/v4.0).
Our role-based security model provides data security, data integrity, user
authentication and multiple levels of user access. A fine-grained model in which a set of
permissions could be assigned to a user of a particular ontology has also been designed.
The difference and merging engine currently uses a simple algorithm. Future plans
call for a more sophisticated difference and merging algorithm
Ontology Builder is fully internationalized and can be used in multiple languages and
ontologies can be created and displayed in multiple locales.
Ontology Builder currently does not provide any versioning support. Versioning of
ontologies is needed so that changes from one version to another can be tracked and
managed and so that applications can determine what specific version of an ontology is
being accessed. We hope to provide fine-grain versioning control functionality in the
future.
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Abstract. The upper-level ontologies are theories that capture the most common concepts, which are relevant for many of the tasks involving knowledge extraction, representation, and reasoning. These ontologies use to represent the skeleton of the human
common-sense in such a formal way that covers as much aspects (or ”dimensions”) of
the knowledge as possible. Often the result is relatively complex and abstract philosophic theory.
Currently the evaluation of the feasibility of such ontologies is pretty expensive
mostly because of technical problems such as different representations and terminologies used. Additionally, there are no formal mappings between the upper-level ontologies that could make easier their understanding, study, and comparison. As a result,
the upper-level models are not widely used. We present OntoMap — a project with the
pragmatic goal to facilitate an easy access, understanding, and reuse of such resources
in order to make them useful for experts outside the ontology/knowledge engineering
community.
A semantic framework on the so called conceptual level that is small and easy
enough to be learned on-the-fly is designed and used for representation. Technically
OntoMap is a web-site (http://www.ontomap.org) that provides access to upper-level
ontologies and hand-crafted mappings between them. Currently it supports just online browsing and DAML+OIL export. The next step will be to provide the resources
in various formats, including an application server giving an uniform access to the
resources via OKBC. This way OntoMap will become part of the semantic web, i.e.
machine-understandable rather than just human-readable.

1

Introduction

The structure of the paper is as follows: the next section makes an introduction to the UpperLevel Ontologies, including a principal comparison to the domain-specific ones, discussion
on their relations with the lexical knowledge bases and some incompatibility issues. Section 3 discusses the representation languages and primitives with subsections about the most
significant paradigms and a short overview of the approaches for their unification. Section
4 describes the primitives used in the OntoMap project – the OntoMapO ontology. Section
5 focuses on the OntoMapO methodology for mapping concepts between ontologies. More
technically section 6 enumerates the formats in which OntoMap will provide all the ontologies and mappings. The initial set of ontologies to be hosted and the mappings between them
are discussed in section 7. The next section 8 demonstrates the OntoMap usability with a
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sample snapshot. Section 9 provides an idea about the services that could be provided on top
of the results of the project. The next section concludes the paper.
2 Upper-Level Ontologies
The upper-level ontologies capture mostly concepts that are basic for the human understanding of the world. They are ”grounded” in (supported by, wired to) the common sense that
makes it hard to formalize a strict definition for them. They represent the so called prototypical knowledge.
For example, what should be a formal KL-ONE-style or Frame-style definition of a ”table”. Most of the tables have 4 legs, however, there are pretty obvious exceptions for tables
with three legs, single leg or even without anything to be considered as a leg. There could be
also a ”serious” table with 6 legs. What should be the minimum and maximum cardinality for
the slot/role leg? And what should be the type restriction? This is the reason to have most of
the upper-level concepts being primitive in KL-ONE terms – they can only have partial definitions, some necessary conditions that involve other partially defined concepts. This is the
practical reason to have the upper-level ontologies (for example, Upper Cyc Ontology, SENSUS, MikroKosmos) defined mainly in terms of taxonomic relations. An attempt to strongly
use attributes in their definitions could be hard, expensive, and usually leads to involvement
of default reasoning or other similar mechanisms that cause intractability.
2.1 Domain-Specific vs. Upper-Level Ontologies
This pseudo-dilemma seems to be mostly a question of goal and scope of the developers
of the ontology rather than a representational or management problem. Of course, there exists a significant real difference between the two types of ontologies. The domain-specific
ontologies that are trying to capture, for example, a market segment or certain scientific area
typically consist of well-defined concepts. For example, in the natural sciences (Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Medicine) the knowledge is usually easy to formalize because
it is more or less systematic — it could be expressed using well-defined scientific terms. In
such cases, the objects in the universe of discourse are either purely abstract either they are
some idealized/simplified models of the real phenomena in the world. For instance, a triangle
is nothing more than a polygon with three angles.
2.2 Lexical Knowledge Bases
The so-called lexical knowledge bases (LKB, such as WordNet) are lexicons, thesauri, or dictionaries that attempt to formalize the lexical semantics — the meanings of the words in one
or more natural languages. Similar to the upper-level concepts, the meanings of the words are
grounded in the common understanding of huge populations — there are no formal definitions, the words can bear a number of different meanings often based on associations, typical
uses, collocations, and prototypical knowledge. Going further, the meanings of many words
are just primitive concepts. Historically the LKBs and the upper-level ontologies seriously
influenced each other. Some upper-level ontologies were developed on the basis of a LKB —
such example is the SENSUS ontology ([10]). Other upper-level ontologies were developed
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in order to give formal semantics to a LKB — such an example is the EuroWordnet Top Ontology, [15]. This is the reason to have a number of LKB semantic resources included in the
initial set of ontologies to be hosted in OntoMap.
2.3 Philosophical Diversity
The existence of several upper-level ontologies that disagree on the most basic concepts about
the entities in the world demonstrates a significant philosophical diversity. The practical goals
OntoMap project is after seem to require clarification of these basic discrepancies. Which
properties of the entities in the world are the most basic ones? What follows from different
choices on this level? On which level of generality the differences disappear if they disappear
at all? For example, the top of the MikroKosmos ontology (see [14]) demonstrates a typical
top-level:
ALL
PROPERTY
ATTRIBUTE
RELATION
OBJECT
SOCIAL-OBJECT
PHYSICAL-OBJECT
MENTAL-OBJECT
INTANGIBLE-OBJECT
EVENT
SOCIAL-EVENT
PHYSICAL-EVENT
MENTAL-EVENT
However, it ignores the stuff/object (countable) distinction that is very basic in Cyc (see
[2]) and other upper-level ontologies.
Our understanding is that OntoMap should not try to choose the best upper-model or to
produce a new one. The upper-level have to be chosen according to the specific application –
we just want to make the comparison easier.
2.4

Some Disadvantages of the Automatic Mapping

Automatic mapping or merging of ontologies is not involved in OntoMap — we start with
the assumption that there either exist some hand-crafted mappings, or such can be developed.
Even though it seems that automatic mapping could reduce the efforts, the typical heuristics
employed (see [11], [1]) can have a very limited role in the case of upper-level ontologies
because of a number of reasons:
• there is relatively small number of upper-level resources, because they are complex, expensive, and (potentially) more reusable than the domain-specific ones;
• they are more complex than the domain-specific ones, because they handle more abstract
and partially defined concepts. Much of the semantics is represented just as a free text
gloss, rather than as a formula in some knowledge representation formalism. So, in many
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cases the equivalence (or mapping) between two concepts could be judged only by interpretation of the glosses;
• the mappings between upper-level ontologies are more re-usable because the ontologies
are more reusable;
• the quality of the mapping is extremely important because a mistake in the upper-levels
of an ontology can have terrible effect on the lower levels.
3 Unified Representation Needed
In order to provide a uniform representation of the ontologies and the mappings between
them, a relatively simple meta-ontology (let us call it OntoMapO) of property types and
relation types should be defined. Before presenting OntoMapO we will make an overview of
the related problems and approaches.
3.1 Terminological Diversity
There are number of different notions (or terminologies) that are currently used in knowledge
management community. The differences (both phraseological and conceptual) are rooted in
the main paradigms in the knowledge representation. Here is a non-exhaustive overview of
the most popular ”languages” used by the ontologists:
• concepts, relations, properties — these are usually the terms inspired by the early semantic networks (let us use the abbreviation SemNet below), mathematics and philosophy. Concepts are used to express any kind of static and cognitively autonomous semantic
phenomena. They classify the entities in the domain of discourse — each entity either
belongs to a certain concept’s interpretation, either not. In other words, the information
carried out by the concept is either true for the entity either not. The entities that belong to
the interpretation of the concept are called instances of the concept. Typical concepts are
Person, Food, Meeting, Idea. The properties come to represent characteristics, aspects, or
attributes of the entities, as well, as relations between them. They are further separated
into attributes and relations. Typical representatives are: color, gender (attributes); loves,
causes (relations).
• classes, slots, facets and frames — obviously, this is the frame-based terminology (to
be referred as Frames below). Here classes correspond to the concepts while the notion for the instances remains the same. The slots (especially as they evolved in the last
years) correspond to the properties. Slots are further distinguished into template-slots
(class- or concept-attributes in SemNet) and own-slots (instance-attributes in SemNet).
The template-slots are defined on a class level — for example, Color is a template-slot
for the class Car. In contrast, own-slots connect some values of the template-slots to certain instances of the class, say Colour(Ferarri, Red). Facets are properties of the slots, for
example, Domain, Range, Min-Cardinality, Documentation. Formally speaking, they are
own-slots of the slots. There is no clear favorite for a single term corresponding to the
facet notion in the rest of the paradigms;
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• concepts, roles, individuals — this is the terminology used in the so called description
logics (DL), the descendants of the KL-One knowledge representation language (CLASSIC, LOOM, KRIS, SHIQ). This paradigm is pretty close to the one used in the semantic
networks. Strictly speaking, it is developed to make them more precise on the epistemological level. The roles correspond to the properties, the individuals correspond to the
instances;
• classes, objects, attributes - this is the terminology used in the object-oriented paradigm
(OO), mostly popular for the purposes of the software engineering. The classes correspond to the concepts while the attributes (also called data members) correspond to
properties. Equivalent of the class-attributes are the static data members. The objects are
always instances of certain class;
• collections, individuals, predicates, constants - this is the terminology used by the cyclists, the people developing the Cyc knowledge base at Cyc Corp. Roughly, the collections correspond to concepts, individuals to the instances, and binary predicates (that
are kind of collections themselves) correspond to properties. The constants are names of
collections, individuals, or predicates.
3.2

The Conceptual Level

There are number of attempts to resolve the terminological diversity by managing ontologies
in a representation-independent fashion on the so called knowledge-level or conceptual level.
Two of the most popular approaches are reported in [4] (ODE) and [12] (OntoEdit). Even
sticking to the frame-based terminology the knowledge-model of Protégé-2000 (see [13]) is
also a good example for a self-contained and well designed conceptualization that provides
sufficient expressive power to capture ontologies encoded in different languages.
A comprehensive classification of the different kinds of properties is reported in [7] —
according to different combinations of the meta-properties identity, rigidity and dependence
it introduces seven different notions corresponding to ”Concept” in ODE. The primitives used
in Cyc (see [2] and the previous sub-section) are interesting at least because the approach is
proven in a really large-scale knowledge base.
4 OntoMapO: The OntoMap Primitives
OntoMap is trying to use the minimal useful set of primitives. We were led by the understanding that the oversimplification is not that fatal for the overall usability as a complex system of
primitives could be. We tried to design OntoMapO to capture most of the semantics usually
encoded in upper-level models. The guideline was to give access to 80% of the ”knowledge”
content of of the upper-level ontologies within 20% of the complexity of the representation
needed to capture all of it.
We developed a minimalistic meta-ontology that is also as self-describing as possible.
Thus, most of the primitives are defined just in terms of the rest of the OntoMapO primitives.
OntoMapO ontology could be also seen as a language. A simple language that provides
some expressive power via single kind of expressions – binary relations between concepts.
We are intentionally not providing specific syntax in order to keep it as representation independent as possible. Further in this paper we will use a LISP-like syntax to serialize the
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relations, however, it is obvious that many other notations (say XML) could perform equally
well.
4.1 Comparison with Other Approaches
We will try first to give an impression about OntoMapO by quickly comparing it to two well
known approaches for ontology representation.
4.1.1 OntoMap vs. Ontolingua
Each concept is represented in Ontolingua with some twenty slots, many of which are not
obvious for people that do not understand frames. For example, if somebody wants to understand the definition of Corporation in the Enterprise Ontology as it is represented
in Ontolingua (see [18] and [17]) s/he has to bother about the meaning of slots like SetCardinality and Relation-Universe.
We undertake an approach opposite to the one employed in Ontolingua, [5], following the
rationale that even though many distinctions could be clearly defined in Ontolingua the most
of the semantic-model developers cannot understand them. Our vision is that the database
designers, for example, should not be expected to learn complex frame-based theories.
4.1.2

OntoMap vs. RDFS and DAML+OIL

OntoMapO is much similar to the RDFS. The equivalent for rdfs:Class is Concept in
OntoMap and again there are two basic relations: instantiation and inheritance (see subsection
Instantiation in Addition to Inheritance). An equivalent of rdf:Property in OntoMap is
BinaryRel.
We will try to outline just the major differences:
• in OntoMap rdfs:Resource is missing, actually there is no difference between classes
and resources – they are both considered as concepts (resp. rdfs:Class and Concept).
• as a consequence the property types (resp. rdf:Property or BinaryRel) are considered as a sub-class of the concepts.
• there is no special relation for rdfs:subPropertyOf – the sub-class relation (resp.
rdfs:subClassOf and ChildOf) is used for this purpose.
Similarly to the RDF triples, the basic expressive primitive in OntoMap are directed binary relations between the concepts that are labeled with other concepts.
The DAML+OIL language (see [8]) can be seen as extension of RDFS. OntoMapO is
much similar and basically simpler than DAML+OIL. It is missing class expressions (no
enumeration, boolean expressions, and property restrictions), Unique and Ambiguous properties. However, it is not the case that OntoMapO is a sub-language of DAML+OIL, in addition it has number of primitives for mapping (TopInstance, ExactClass, ParentAsInstance,
and ChildAsClass) and meronymy (PartOf, MemberOf, and SubstanceOf).
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4.2 Concepts, Relations, and Ontologies
Concept is the most basic primitive, so, we are leaving it to the reader’s intuition. Just as a
reference point the concepts could be compared to the constants in Cyc. The concepts could
be related to each other by binary relations. Each binary relation has a type that is a concept.
Each concept belongs to an ontology and, of course, there could be many different ontologies.
4.3 Instantiation in Addition to Inheritance
Our semantic framework got some inspiration from Cyc, Protégé-2000, and RDFS representation models (see [2], [13], and [16]) — in addition to the inheritance relations we also
employ as a basic mechanism the instantiation. So, the concepts are not only described by
their parents and children in the subsumption hierarchy but also from the classes that they
belong to. The classes themselves are also concepts that could belong to other classes and so
on. This way an infinite number of meta-levels could be defined.
We will use a simple set-theoretical semantics to explain the distinction between the inheritance and instantiation. Suppose that each concept is interpreted as a set of its instances.
So, (InstanceOf I C) means that I ∈ C. In the same fashion (ChildOf C1 C2)
means that C1 ⊂ C2. This interpretation has some pretty reasonable consequences:
• the inheritance relations are transitive — if (ChildOf C1 C2) and (ChildOf C2
C3) it follows that (ChildOf C1 C3). Really, from C1 ⊂ C2 and C2 ⊂ C3 it follows
that C1 ⊂ C3
• the instantiation is not-transitive — if I ∈ C and C ∈ MetaC it does NOT follows that
I ∈ MetaC
• the instantiation is transitive with respect to inheritance — if (InstanceOf I C1)
and (ChildOf C1 C2) it follows that (InstanceOf I C2). Really, from I ∈ C1
and C1 ⊂ C2 it follows that I ∈ C2
An obvious advantage of such extensive use of instantiation is that it makes the hierarchy
less tangled avoiding multiple-inheritance on many places. As a design principle, instantiation
should be used to express non-sortal properties of the concepts (see [7]). For example, in
OntoMapO (see below) we represent the transitivity of a relation type (say, ChildOf) via
instantiation. It is because the fact that certain relation is transitive does not determines its
identity — it is just a rigid property, namely a Category for relations.
4.4

Relations

Each relation between two concepts is an instance of the concept representing its type. Let
us extend the set-theoretical interpretation of our model — if (RelA B C) than the pair
< B, C > ∈ RelA. Suppose there are two concepts RelA and RelB that represent relation
types and the first one inherits the second one (ChildOf RelA RelB). Our interpretation
correctly predicts that RelB holds between all concepts where RelA holds. Let us show how
it works:
• let have concepts A and B and there is a relation of type RelA between them (RelA A
B)
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• following our interpretation we can state that < A, B > ∈ RelA
• also (ChildOf RelA RelB) means that RelA ⊂ RelB
• now it is obvious that < A, B > ∈ RelB, that means that
• there is a relation of type RelB between the concepts A and B.
In OntoMapO all the concepts representing relation types should be instances of the BinaryRel concept or at least one of its children. Further, OntoMap inference engine considers a binary relation to be transitive iff it is an instance of TransitiveRel that is a
child of BinaryRel. Examples for transitive relation are ChildOf and Equivalent.
Analogously, a concept represents a symmetric relation type iff it is an instance of SymmetricRel — we can take Inverse relation (discussed below) as such example.
4.5 Each OntoMapO Relation Has an Inverse Relation
Another principle that we followed was to define an inverse relation for each of the OntoMapO relations except the symmetric ones, of course. The rationale behind this was twofold:
• to emphasize that the OntoMap relations (in contrast to the slot notion, for example) does
not give any representational preference to the concept in the first place
• two make the relations easy to read and follow in both directions
So, ChildOf relation has its inverse ParentOf relation; InstanceOf is inverse to
ClassOf. In order to keep some correspondence to the frame-based systems we defined
HasSlot relation as an inverse to the Domain relation that could be defined between a
relation type and the concept which instances could be first arguments of the relation. Analogously, Reifies is inverse to the Range relation that holds between a relation type and
a concept which instances could be second arguments of the relation. Here are some real
constraints that take place in OntoMapO:
• (Domain Inverse BinaryRel) and the equivalent statement that
(HasSlot BinaryRel Inverse)
• (Range Inverse BinaryRel)
• (Domain ChildOf Concept), equivalently (HasSlot Concept ChildOf)
4.6

How Are the Predefined Relations Special

Let us call variants of a relation R all its direct or indirect children (i.e. sub-relations or
sub-properties) as well as the relations that are equivalent to it or one of its children.
OntoMap considers as an equivalence relation each relation that is variant of Equivalent. In a similar fashion, all the variants of ChildOf and ParentOf are treated as inheritance relations. Analogously, one relation is an instantiation relation iff it is a sub-relation
of InstanceOf or ClassOf relations. Obviously, all the sub-relations of Inverse are
properly interpreted as inversion by the OntoMap inference engine.
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This approach makes the primitives that the OntoMap inference engine understands extensible. For example, when ”explaining” Cyc’s knowledge model to OntoMap it is easy to
define (Equivalent #$genls ChildOf) – this way OntoMap automatically starts to
understand this kind of Cyc inference relations without any need to translate them further.
There is an interesting implementation issue related to this extensibility. In order to infer
all the inheritance relations, the engine should know all the equivalence relations (to be able
to detect the variants of ChildOf and ParentOf). However, the opposite is also true. The
appropriate algorithms were implemented.
4.7

The Hierarchy

The hierarchy below is basically an inheritance tree augmented with some instantiation information – after each concept name in brackets we have the (most specific) classes it belongs
to.
Top (Concept)
Concept (Concept)
BinaryRel (Concept)
TransitiveRel (Concept)
SymmetricRel (Concept)
Ontology (Concept)
Context (Concept)
ChildOf (TransitiveRel)
MuchMoreSpecific (TransitiveRel)
ParentOf (TransitiveRel)
MuchMoreGeneral (TransitiveRel)
ClassOf (BinaryRel)
ExactClassOf (BynaryRel)
InstanceOf (BinaryRel)
TopInstanceOf (BinaryRel)
SimilarTo (TransitiveRel, SymmetricRel)
Equivalent(TransitiveRel,SymmetricRel)
Inverse (SymmetricRel)
ChildAsClass (BinaryRel)
ParentAsInstance (BynaryRel)
Domain (BinaryRel)
Range (BinaryRel)
HasSlot (BinaryRel)
Reifies (BinaryRel)
DisjointWith (BinaryRel)
IsPartOf (TransitiveRel)
HasPart (TransitiveRel)
MadeOf (BinaryRel)
SubstanceOf (BinaryRel)
MemberOf (BinaryRel)
GroupOf (BinaryRel)
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The full definition of OntoMapO in DAML+OIL (version from March, 2001) together
with descriptions of each of the concepts is available at
http://www.ontomap.org/2001/07/ontomapo
5 Ontology-Mapping Primitives
There is no formal difference between the relations that can be used inside an ontology and
those to be used for mapping of concepts in different ontologies. However there are number
of relations that are not expected to be used inside well defined ontology — those should
be used for handling structural differences between different ontologies. For example, the
(TopInstance A B) should be used when a concept A from one ontology exists as a
concept B on the upper level of denotation in another ontology, i.e. (ChildOf X A) holds
iff (InstanceOf X B) holds. Such design patterns should not be tolerated inside a single
ontology. Here follow explanations for these relations:
• MuchMoreSpecific, MuchMoreGeneral – the first concept is much more specific
(resp. general) than the second one. Both are transitive and inverse to each other and have
to be used to ”constrain” the meaning of a concept that has not equivalent or even similar
concept in another ontology;
• TopInstance – the first concept is the most general instance of the second one. Inverse
to ExactClass;
• ExactClass – the first concept is a kind of meta-concept, the second concept is the
most general instance of the first one. Inverse to TopInstance;
• ParentAsInstance – the first concept is more general than all the instances of the
second one that is a meta-concept. Inverse to ChildAsClass
• ChildAsClass – the first concept is a meta-concept (class), all its instances are more
specific than the second concept. Inverse to ParentAsInstance
5.1 Representing Ontologies in OntoMap
When an ontology representation has a well defined conceptualization our approach is to map
its primitives to the OntoMapO primitives. For example, importing Upper-Cyc Model ([2])
we just defined that
(Equivalent #$genls ChildOf)
(Equivalent #$isa InstanceOf)
an so forth with the rest of the Cyc’s relations. While OntoMapO interprets each relation
that is equivalent or more specific than ChildOf as inheritance relation it starts perfectly
understand the inheritance in Cyc.
Analogously importing Protégé-2000 ([13]) meta ontology we can establish that:
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(Equivalent :DIRECT-SUPERCLASSES ChildOf)
(Equivalent :DIRECT-SUBCLASSES ParentOf)
(ChildOf :DIRECT-INSTANCES InstanceOf)
(ChildOf :DIRECT-TYPE ClassOf)
First, let us answer why :DIRECT-TYPE is more specific than ClassOf — in Protégé
each concept could be instance just of a single class. This limitation makes :DIRECT-TYPE
more specific relation than ClassOf. Even with this complication, OntoMap will be able to
interpret the instantiation as it is defined Protégé because :DIRECT-TYPE is a specification
(sub-relation) of ClassOf, so :DIRECT-TYPE is an instantiation relation.
6 Formats and Representations
Publicly available ontologies (or parts of them) will be presented in a number of standard
forms:
• PROLOG and KIF;
• DAML-OIL (already available);
• HTML - an online ontology browser as well as static pages available for download;
• SQL scripts for ORACLE and MS SQL Server;
• Ready-to-use files for MS Access (MDB);
• Online application server accessible via CORBA, EJB, RMI, and SOAP (an RPC protocol
based on XML.)
At present, the only the online ontology browser is implemented.
7 The Initial Set of Ontologies
The following ontologies will be hosted initially:
• Upper Cyc Ontology [UCYC]
• EuroWordnet Top Ontology [EWNTOP]
• EuroWordnet Clusters [EWNCLUST] - the clusters of EWN base concepts classified by
top concepts. An extension of ETOP
• WordNet 1.5 unique beginners [WNUB5]
• WordNet 1.6 unique beginners [WNUB6]
• WordNet 1.7 unique beginners [WNUB7]
• CORELEX [CLEX] - made on top of WNUB5
• MikroKosmos top-level [MKOSTOP]
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• SENSUS top-level [SENSTOP]
For each of the ontologies there will be available an ”executive summary” as well as the
most important documents about it (papers, reports, guides and so on), URLs. Of course,
the original ”distributives” provided by the creators will be also available. The following
ontologies are already hosted on OntoMap: UCYC, EWNTOP, WNUB7, and MKOSTOP.
Clear candidates for hosting are (or will be) also OpenCyc, any results of the SUO effort, and
the Simple Core Ontology.
Mappings between some of the ontologies will be provided in order to ensure an easier
understanding and comparison between them. So, the ontologies hosted will form an interconnected graph. Such mapping already exists between EWNTOP and UCYC (see [9]). The
mapping between WNUB7 and MKOSTOP and the later two ontologies was recently developed. Some of the relations in the graph exist because of the nature of the ontologies:
• EWNCLUST and ETOP - the concepts of the former one are just conjunctions of those
of the later one
• CLEX and WNUB5 - same as above
• WNUB5 and WNUB6 - there exist a mapping provided by the creators
• SENSTOP and UCYC - it is available as a part of the UCYC distributives as well as
separately by the SENSUS developers.
The following mappings will be developed as a part of the project:
• EWNCLUST to UCYC
• CLEX to EWNCLUST (both directions)
• WNUB7 to UCYC
• WNUB7 to EWNTOP
The mappings will be available in the same formats as the ontologies. Actually, each
mapping could be seen as an extension of the target ontology. For example, the mapping
between EWNTOP and UCYC can be considered as an extension of the UCYC with the
concepts of EWNTOP that are connected appropriately to the UCYC constants (see [9]).
No ontologies and upper-level models will be developed under the project instead of the
OntoMapO meta-ontology mentioned above.
8 One Usability Example
Here follows an example of how the OntoMap could help understanding a complex case in the
Upper Cyc Ontology - the #$MeetingTakingPlace constant. The comprehension comes
from the two sources: it is deeply positioned in the tangled subsumption hierarchy; and also
some important information is encoded via instantiation. The most readable representation in
[2] is:
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The collection of human meeting events, in which #$Persons
gather intentionally at a location in order to communicate or share some experience; business is often transacted at such a meeting. Examples include:
a particular conference, a business lunch, etc.
isa: #$DefaultDisjointScriptType, #$ScriptType,
#$TemporalObjectType
genls: #$SocialGathering
some subsets: (16 unpublished subsets)

The underlined text represents hyper-references to descriptions of the appropriate constants. Below follows the standard view on the same concept provided by OntoMap:
Concept: #$MeetingTakingPlace [UpperCyc]
Gloss: The collection of human meeting events, in which
#$Persons gather intentionally at a location in order to communicate or share some experience; business is often transacted at such a meeting. Examples include: a particular conference, a business
lunch, etc.
Super-concepts (parents): #$SocialGathering;
indirect: #$IntangibleIndividual,
#$CompositePhysicalAndMentalEvent, #$TemporalThing,
#$PhysicalEvent, #$MentalEvent, #$Intangible,
#$Thing, #$SpatialThing,#$MentalActivity,
#$PurposefulAction, #$Situation, #$HumanActivity,
#$AnimalActivity, #$Event, #$Action, #$Individual,
#$SocialOccurrence
Indirect parents in other ontologies:
Physical[EWN Top], Top[EWN Top], Mental[EWN Top],
Social[EWN Top], 2ndOrderEntity[EWN Top]
Instance of: #$DefaultDisjointScriptType
#$TemporalObjectType
indirect: #$Collection, #$ObjectType, #$Thing,
#$SituationType, #$SetOrCollection, #$Intangible,
#$MathematicalOrComputationalThing, #$ScriptType
Sub-concepts (children): <none>
Direct instances: <none>
All direct relations:
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#$genls: #$SocialGathering
#$isa: #$TemporalObjectType
#$isa: #$DefaultDisjointScriptType

This was a ”snap-shot” of the current on-line interface of OntoMap. Pay attention that
both indirect parents and classes are displayed that is extremely useful — it requires serious
efforts to reconstruct this indirect relations manually. Also, super-concepts in the EuroWordnet (EWN) Top Ontology can be seen, that provides a good impression about a possible position of #$MeetingTakingPlace there. These way people that are familiar with EWN
top can get an idea about the meaning of the Cyc constant.
9

Ontology Unification Services

In parallel with the maintenance of the server and updates to the content we will be able to
provide the following services for both domain specific and upper-level ontologies:
• Loading the ontology in OntoMap and hosting it there. This way it will become accessible in all the formats supported. Also its conformance profile could be determined (see
[3] and Unified Representation section). A security subsystem will be developed, so the
proprietary ontologies will not be publicly available.
• Developing of mappings to ontologies that are already hosted in OntoMap. The mappings
themselves will be also available in all the supported formats.
10

Conclusion

OntoMap project is still in an early phase that makes it hard to evaluate it. The experience
gathered providing the Upper Cyc Ontology as MS Access database is encouraging – even
though the original resource is available for a long time more than two hundred people found
it useful and downloaded it in this shape just for one year. We got a very positive feedback for
another experiment of ours – developing a mapping between the Upper Cyc Ontology and the
EuroWordnet Top Ontology and then providing it as a database as well as an online service.
Even without significant theoretical innovation such facilitatory efforts seem to be important
for the development of the semantic modeling community.
The first interesting result of the project is a Java-written inference engine that already
supports the OntoMapO language – it is sound and complete with its support for inheritance,
instantiation, inverse, transitive, and symmetric relations. The biggest ontology that we experimented with (Upper Cyc Ontology, about 3000 concepts) can be loaded in few seconds
and than queried in real-time. The inference engine is used for support of an on-line ontology
browser that is publicly available at http:\\www.ontomap.org. Apart from the engineering work needed to make available the remaining functionality of OntoMap portal we are
constantly working on evaluation and development of the semantic framework – OntoMapO.
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Abstract. The recent and growing interest in the Semantic Web has given rise to a
flurry of activity in standardization bodies (such as the W3C) to specify semantics
using formal languages and inference mechanisms. The real challenge, however, is
to link formal semantics with deeper meaning as reflected by consensus discovered
among users on the Semantic Web. We believe the process of deriving and formally
describing ontologies for the Web (expressed using standardized languages) is
necessarily a social-cultural one; hence, new consensus-based tools are required to
derive shared semantic systems for different communities of interest. This paper
introduces Consensus Analysis as a means for deriving semantic knowledge from the
information provided by subject matter experts and describes the Schemer System
prototype for acquiring and processing this information. The results of a trial
application of this approach and prototype on technologists asked to identify current
mass market consumer trends in the domain of Internet privacy and security are
reported. These findings implicate Consensus Analysis as a powerful tool capable of
enabling the semantic Web by yielding core knowledge such as controlled
vocabularies and domain ontologies.

1. Introduction
Recently there has been a great interest in the Semantic Web and issues related to
specification and exploitation of semantics on the WWW. In particular, shared ontologies are
being proposed for representing the core knowledge that forms the foundation for semantic
information on the Web. Fensel [1] has identified two broad research thrusts related to
ontologies:
1)
Approaches to standardize the formal semantics of information to enable machine
processing. Work being done as a part of the W3C RDF working group [2] and the
DAML+OIL initiative [3] falls within this category.
2)
Approaches to define real world semantics linking machine processable content
with meaning for humans based on consensual terminologies.
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To realize the goals of the Semantic Web, there is a need to wed approaches centered on the
formal representation of semantics with approaches to systematically acquire terminologies
that best express shared systems of meaning among users. We believe the process of
deriving and describing domain ontologies necessarily involves the search for consensus
among domain experts and, therefore, is inherently a social-cultural one. As such, the proper
approach to deriving knowledge, like domain ontologies, ought to be sensitive to the
semantic context of information, and should be informed by the real-world bottom-up,
decentralized process in which knowledge typically evolves. After all, decentralized models
for consensus achievement better reflect the dynamic sociological characteristics of the Web
(which have been the cause for its rapid acceptance and success). In this manner more
meaningful ontologies (expressed in standardized formal languages) can emerge through
more natural interactions of Web users within their respective communities. We agree with
Fensel [1] who claims that the real challenge for making the semantic Web a reality is, "a
model for driving the network that maintains the process of evolving ontologies."
Consistent with this claim, similar interest in Knowledge Management processes has
motivated new research in automatic knowledge acquisition, classification, and
representation [4]. Much of the discussion on Knowledge Management has focused on
information technology, e.g., hardware, software and communications networks, but has not
laid out in clear terms what notions of "knowledge" need to be supported by this technology.
For example, there exists in the literature a recurring theme that knowledge is any
information stored in a Knowledge Repository, and that this knowledge can somehow be
acquired or "discovered" automatically from disparate, heterogeneous information sources,
e.g., Web pages and networked document collections. This approach seems at best naïve as
it ignores the context and intended purpose of source information. Without establishing this
context and purpose, it seems unlikely that much useful "knowledge" can be discovered as it
leaves matters pertaining to information's meaning and relationships with existing knowledge
open to broad interpretation.
Within the literature there is expressed the idea that not all information is knowledge;
information only becomes knowledge once it is mapped to a knowledge structure, i.e., it is
organized in a way that makes it accessible and comprehensible to users [4]. In fact, this
qualification suggests that there may exist many such structures for organizing the same
information, again supporting the idea that context and purpose are essential for transforming
information to knowledge. It also implicates the importance of knowing the "community of
interest" (COI) for both the producer and consumer of information to enable this
transformation since members of different COIs may set different contexts or use the
information with very different intentions. In the emergent Semantic Web, it is critical to
determine the “consensus” knowledge structures for a COI.
The term "community" is becoming ubiquitous, particularly in discussions related to
delivery of personalized services on the Internet, yet there exist distinct usages of the term.
For some, a community seems to consist of all who, because of a shared interest in certain
kinds of information, frequent the same place, real or virtual, regardless of any interaction
among them, e.g., all those who browse the same Web site [5]. A more social usage entails
information exchanges among a collection of individuals, e.g., all those who exchange useful
information about some topic of mutual interest through email or chat rooms [6]. A more
sophisticated "cultural" notion of community refers to all who, in addition to meeting the two
preceding conditions, share a vocabulary, semantics and theory for organizing information.
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For members of this class of community there exists some common purpose and key
concepts for communicating ideas and sharing experiences. In this paper, this last notion of
community is adopted because, as it will be demonstrated, it provides an opportunity to
analyze knowledge, and its variations among individuals, with greater formal rigor. It also
helps to more clearly draw the lines operationally between information, individual
knowledge, and what will be referred to later as "cultural knowledge."
Much research has already been conducted in the social sciences, particularly cognitive
anthropology and cognitive psychology, on modeling knowledge domains, i.e., conceptual
categories that include other semantically-related categories, and eliciting the information
needed to build these models. However, most of these methods are extremely timeconsuming, taxing the attention of a few SMEs (Subject Matter Experts), those recognized as
experienced and possessing specialized domain knowledge. Consensus building is another
approach to building knowledge representations that is gaining increasing popularity in the
Information Processing standards community and elsewhere [7, 8]. New information
technology could be applied to eliminate much of the need (and enormous cost) of face-toface group decision-making meetings, e.g., read [9] and [10] for examples of IT approaches
to collaborative knowledge construction.
Previous methods for building knowledge from consensus have been tried, e.g., Delphi
approaches [11, 12], but these are typically iterative and require much human intervention.
While the importance of consensus to achieving views that best represent collective thinking
is often stressed, too often views are biased strongly by the force of individual personalities
and are not representative of any particular COI. Other problems arise from the
heterogeneous composition of decision-making groups whose members conceptualize the
same problem from widely different perspectives, i.e., those of different COIs. Moreover,
simple polling methods that only average expert opinion do not usually yield results with the
depth and logical properties of real domain knowledge, nor do they exploit the contributions
of the most competent SMEs. Thus, there is need for a different approach that derives, rather
than forces, consensus views, does so without the need for much human intervention and
many iterations, acquires useful information from SMEs (weighted by their competence) at
their convenience, and is capable of yielding shared knowledge for a demonstrable domain of
interest.
By combining new formal and more rigorous approaches to consensus-modeling,
specifically powerful methods of Consensus Analysis that already have been tested
successfully by Cognitive Anthropologists in numerous knowledge domains, the network
services approach taken in this research overcomes the limitations of previous computerassisted approaches. This is accomplished by (1) incrementally refining or "evolving"
knowledge, (2) providing metrics for evaluating the cultural saliency of a domain and the
knowledge-based competency of SMEs in a COI, (3) dynamically assigning SMEs to the
most “appropriate” COI and (4) not only spreading the task of knowledge acquisition among
many SMEs, rather than just a few, but also leveraging Web infrastructure to engage them at
their convenience.
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Figure 1. Knowledge distribution, knowledge sharing and consensus.

2. Cultural Knowledge and Consensus Analysis

Consensus Analysis is based on a few simple, but powerful, ideas , i.e., knowledge is both
distributed and shared [13]. For any knowledge domain, and any group of subjects “expert”
in this domain, so-called “SMEs” possess different experiences; hence, they know different
things, and some of them know more than others (see Fig. 1). Information sharing, e.g.,
among individuals A-H in the figure, facilitates the availability of a much larger pool of
information with non-uniform distribution of knowledge across SMEs. For example, many
information standards groups are composed of data providers, data users, librarians and
software vendors. These groups tend to possess different experiences with data, and apply
their own unique views and semantics to describe these data. Yet, certain individuals (the hitech “gurus”) are recognized as being more knowledgeable than others, i.e., there exist
recognized domain “experts.” Because of their widely regarded and highly-valued
knowledge, these experts are frequently requested to share what they know with others as
consultants or as leaders in standards-setting groups, or render opinions about how best to
describe or classify information in their domain of expertise. Hence, one typically finds
within any COI that there is differential expertise among its members, but also some
knowledge that is widely-shared and recognized as being “essential.” In fact, this knowledge
may be so fundamental and its use so widespread that, over time, it becomes logically wellstructured or canonical, e.g., even published as a metadata content standard. The process of
mapping information onto such a consensus standard is the essence of cultural knowledge
creation.
Cultural knowledge is not all that one knows (e.g., the set of knowledge for each
individual represented in the middle layer of Figure 1); nor is it the sum total of what
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everybody knows (e.g., the union of individual knowledge sets in the middle layer). Rather,
it is an abstraction, knowledge shared in its “broad design and deeper principles” by
members of a society or community [14]. In other words, while its entire details are not
usually known (or can be always be articulated explicitly) by anyone, cultural knowledge
consists of those things that all members of a COI understand all others hold to be true.
Kroeber [15] referred to this highly-structured, rich form of knowledge as a “systemic
culture pattern,” a coherent subsystem of knowledge that tends to persist as a unit. This unit
features a semantic system, consisting of an appropriate vocabulary and grammar, for
classifying and talking about elements within a knowledge domain. Examples of cultural
knowledge are: a kinship terminology [16, 17], or perhaps a metadata content standard [18],
a consensus statement for screening cancer [19], or a set of software requirements [20]. It is
this shared pool of structured information, acquired primarily by learning, which constitutes
cultural knowledge [21].
2.1 Robustness of the Consensus Model
The significance of information sharing and distribution of cultural knowledge has
encouraged some researchers to exploit consensus, measured by intersubject agreement, as
an indicator of knowledge. The method of Consensus Analysis was first presented in several
seminal papers [13, 22, 23]. In addition to introducing the formal foundation for Consensus
Analysis (reviewed later in more detail), the initial papers cited above also provided
examples of its application to modeling knowledge of general information among US college
students, and the classification of illness concepts among urban Guatemalans. Other more
recent applications of Consensus Analysis have focussed on measuring cultural diversity
within organizations [24]. These successes, obtained for a wide variety of domains and
social-cultural contexts, indicate that the following three explicit assumptions, upon which
Consensus Analysis is based, are extremely robust [13]:
i) Common Truth. There is core knowledge (expressed in a highly probable set of
answers to questions or "items") that is “applicable” to all SMEs or, put another way, all
SMEs are members of the same COI and generally share a common perspective or “cultural
reality.”
ii) Local Independence. The information or responses provided by each SME are
acquired independently from those of other SMEs, i.e., SME item response random variables
satisfy conditional independence for all possible response profiles and the core answer set.
iii) Homogeneity of Items. Each SME has a fixed level of “competence” or “expertise”
across all items, i.e., items used to sample what SME's know are equally difficult and provide
representative coverage of a coherent domain. In practice, this assumption has been found to
be quite robust and requires only that those SMEs who are most knowledgeable in a domain
consistently outperform non-experts.
From these assumptions, it is possible to derive a method for estimating three properties of
interest: (1) a measure of the overall saliency of the knowledge domain represented by the
pool of items, (2) the level of domain expertise or “cultural competence” for each SME based
on the amount of consensus or agreement between his/her responses to items with those of all
other SMEs, and (3) the most probable set of “correct answers," inferred from the responses
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of each SME and weighted by their respective competence measures, i.e., the consensus
view.
2.2 Statistical Methodology
As mentioned earlier, the Consensus Analysis Model can be derived formally from the three
assumptions given in section 2.1. This formal model consists of a data matrix X containing
the responses Xik of SMEs 1..i..N on items 1..k..M. From this matrix another matrix M* is
estimated and it holds the empirical point estimates M*ij, the proportion of matching
responses on all items between SMEs i and j, corrected for guessing (if appropriate), on offdiagonal elements (with M*ij = M*ji for all pairs of SMEs i and j). Alternatively, another
matrix C*, which contains the observed covariances C*ij between the responses of SMEs i and
j, corrected for variance among SME answers, may be substituted for M* [25]. To obtain D*i
, an estimate of the proportion of answers SME i “actually” knows and the main diagonal
entries of M* (or C*), a solution to the following system of equations is sought:
M* = D*D*’ or alternatively,
C* = D*D*’

(1)
(2)

where D* is a column vector containing estimates of individual competencies D1..Di..DN and
D*’ is merely its transpose. Since equation 1 (or 2) represents an overspecified set of
equations and because of sampling variability, an exact solution is unlikely. However, an
approximate solution yielding estimates of the individual SME competencies (the D*i) can be
obtained by applying Minimum Residual Factor Analysis [26], a least squares approach, to fit
equation 1 (or 2) and solve for the main diagonal values. The relative magnitude of
HLJHQYDOXHV WKH ILUVW HLJHQYDOXH 1 at least three times greater than the second) is used to
determine whether a single factor solution was extracted. All values of the first eigenvector,
v1, should also range between 0 and 1. These results test the validity of the Common Truth
assumption.
If the criteria above are satisfied, then the individual SME competencies can be estimated
with:
D*i = v1i √^ 1}

(3)

The D*i, then, are the loadings for all SMEs on the first factor. These estimates are required
to complete the analysis, i.e., to infer the “best” answers to the items. The estimated
competency values (D*i ) and the profile of responses for item k (Xik,l) are used to compute
the Bayesian a posteriori probabilities for each possible answer. The formula for the
probability that an answer is “correct” follows:
N

Pr(<Xik> i=1 | Zk=l) = ∏ [D*i + (1-D*i)/L] Xik,l [(1-D*i)(L-1)/L] 1-Xik,l
i=1
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(4)
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Figure 2. Schemer system architecture.

where Zk is the “correct” answer to item k, l is the lth response to item k, and L is the total
number of possible responses (l1...lL) to item k. Again, it should be mentioned that the
"correctness" of an answer is relative to the perspective shared by members of a particular
COI, i.e., the one sampled. Equations 1-4 provide formal motivation for the approach taken
in this research, and indicate algorithms that need to be implemented in software as part of a
network-enabled consensus server.
3. System Architecture and Prototype
Telcordia researchers have begun to design a software prototype called the Schemer System,
shown in Fig. 2. Key software components in this design have already been implemented to
communicate better some of the objectives of the approach, stimulate greater interest in it,
and demonstrate the feasibility of automating Knowledge Acquisition and Consensus
Analysis modeling. Future work will include development of Publication Services and a
fuller integration of software components in a continuous Web-based service.
In our current design, the Schemer System consists of a Schemer Client and Schemer
Server; however the latter really involves the interaction of four services: a Subject Matter
Expert Classification Service, a Knowledge Acquisition Service, a Consensus Engine, and a
Knowledge Publication Service. These services read and write information to several data
bases, one storing information about SMEs, another storing pools of items used to acquire
information from SMEs, and another which stores the derived knowledge structures, i.e., the
controlled vocabularies, forecasts, ontologies, classification schemes, or productions systems.
Next, each of these services is examined in more detail.
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Client. The job of the Schemer Client is to provide a graphical/text interface through
which a user communicates with the Schemer Server. It presents information sent by the
Server such as item forms and knowledge visualizations, both textual and graphic.
SME Classification Service. This service determines a knowledge domain of interest for a
SME, and assigns a SME to his/her proper COI. Classification is necessary to present a SME
with meaningful items and knowledge derived from a consensus analysis of peer responses.
Knowledge domain identification may be determined either by asking a SME to select a
known knowledge domain from a list or, if unknown to Schemer, the SME is asked to input
the name of this knowledge domain. COI classification may be accomplished in two stages,
a priori and post hoc. If nothing is known about the SME, then preliminary COI
classification is made by asking the SME to choose a COI from a list of COIs already known
to Schemer. If, however, the SME cannot find an appropriate COI in this list (or if the
knowledge domain is unknown to Schemer), then he/she is prompted for a list of key terms
frequently used to describe objects in the knowledge domain of interest. These terms are
matched against key term lists (if they exist) for known COIs to determine the “best” COI
classification for this SME. But once an item form has been constructed for this SME and
used to acquire more information, post hoc analysis of results obtained from Consensus
Analysis may be used to reclassify this SME, if he/she so chooses. To compare new
information obtained from the SME with information known for SMEs already classified, the
Subject Matter Expert Classification Service reads the data it needs from a repository of SME
profile objects.
Knowledge Acquisition Service. Based on the knowledge domain and preliminary COI
classification obtained for a SME, this service selects an appropriate item pool object and
composes an instrument or form that is used to determine what the SME knows about the
domain. Items published on these forms are read from a repository of item pool objects, each
identified by knowledge domain and COI. This service sends the form to the Client where
the SME enters his/her responses to items on the form, then sends these back to the
Knowledge Acquisition Service. The SME's response pattern, along with his/her ID, is stored
in a repository of SME profile objects, also grouped by COI and knowledge domain.
Consensus Engine. This service performs a Consensus Analysis of data collected for a
knowledge domain/COI grouping each time new responses are added to a SME's profile, and
stores the updated result in a Knowledge Repository, along with ancillary statistics, e.g.,
Goodness-of-fit indices. Not only does the Consensus Engine analyze data read from SME
profiles, but it also adds information to these, e.g., a SME's competency score.
Knowledge Publication Service. On a user's request, this service constructs forms with
textual and graphical representations of derived knowledge, stored in the Knowledge
Repository, for presentation on the Schemer Client. Access to information stored in this
repository is also provided by this service so that a user can retrieve a knowledge object for
use with his/her own software application.
To date, a skeleton Knowledge Acquisition Service has been built, capable of taking as
input from a SME's Web browser a knowledge domain and COI value, then return a form
with an appropriate item set for this knowledge domain/COI combination. Currently, only
dichotomous (True/False) formats are supported. Once a SME completes this form and
submits his/her responses to the Knowledge Acquisition Service, it notifies the Consensus
Engine that a SME's profile has been updated. The Consensus Engine processes all of the
response vectors for SMEs in the same knowledge domain/COI data base, then stores the
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results, e.g., eigenvalues, SME competency scores and the estimated answer key, in the
knowledge base. All of these services have been implemented in Java® and the R®
statistical programming environment, so can run under Unix® or Windows®.
4. Experiment
The remainder of this paper describes an experiment that was conducted among Telcordia
technologists to derive a consensus view of mass-market consumer trends related to Internet
security and privacy. While no attempt will be made to derive a domain ontology from this
experiment, our intent is to demonstrate how Consensus Analysis works and to further
suggest that it seems well-suited for this purpose.
A prototype of the Schemer system was built and used to deliver a questionnaire
consisting of sixty-seven items related to privacy and security of information on the Internet
(see Appendix A). These items were derived from Georgia Tech's 10th World Wide Web
User Survey, which includes a section entitled, “Online Privacy and Security”. A request
was mailed electronically to Research Scientists belonging to two labs within Telcordia
Technologies Applied Research. These sample SMEs were asked to answer items on the
questionnaire as if they were domain experts being asked for their opinions about mass
market consumer trends within the Web user community, not necessarily with their personal
opinion. Along with responses to the questionnaire, SMEs were asked for their employee ID
and a list of no more than twenty descriptors that they believed best represented their
professional area of expertise. The former was used as a pointer to other ancillary
information about the SME, e.g., lab, department, group, and office location, while the latter
was collected to help associate the domain expertise of a SME with that of others in the
sample. A total of thirty-six Research Scientists responded to the request above. This
sample was opportunistic, not random; moreover, a special request was made to members of
Telcordia's Computer Networking Research department, which specializes in Internet
security issues, so that the responses of these domain experts could be compared to others in
the sample.

Figure 3. Plot of MDS results showing similarities
in responses among SMEs. Similar SMEs are
plotted close to one another. Stress= 0.260 after 19
iterations.
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The similarity or agreement among SME response patterns can be explored in Figure 3. This
two-dimensional plot was obtained from a Multidimensional Scaling of only the off-diagonal
entries of the consensus matrix (Mij* in Equation 1) calculated for the thirty-six Telcordia
SMEs [27]. In this visualization, the SMEs with similar responses are plotted closest to one
another. The absence of clustering in this plot suggests that the study sample was drawn
from a single COI whose members share core domain knowledge about "Online Privacy and
Security." This notion was tested more rigorously by estimating a consensus model for these
data.
4.1 Knowledge Domain Validation
As the review of Consensus Analysis pointed out, knowledge derivation rests on establishing
the validity of the domain to those SMEs in the sample. This is accomplished by inspecting
the relative magnitudes of the eigenvalues for the first factors extracted from the consensus
matrix using Minimal Residuals Factor Analysis. Again, the “rule-of-thumb” is that the
eigenvalue of the first factor must be at least three times greater than the second; moreover,
subsequent eigenvalues should all be small and roughly equivalent. Inspection of the
eigenvalues for the first three factors extracted from the response set collected from
Telcordia SMEs reveals that the first is over six times greater than the second, and the second
and third eigenvalues are almost equal (see Table 1). This lends strong support to the claim
that the items on the questionnaire are sampling a single, coherent knowledge domain, and
that this domain has salience for the sample of respondents. Moreover, the high PseudoReliability Coefficient (0.944) also obtained suggests that these results are stable and would
likely be the same ones obtained with repeated sampling [13].
Table 1. Eigenvalues for testing saliency of "Online Privacy and Security"
knowledge domain.
Factor
1
2
3

Eigenvalue
11.902
1.831
1.559
15.292

Percent
77.8
12.0
10.2
100.0

Cumulative
%
77.8
89.8
100.0

Ratio
6.500
1.175

4.2 Estimation of SME Competence
Having established the saliency of “Online Privacy and Security” as a knowledge domain for
SMEs in the sample, it is possible to estimate each one's competency in this domain. The
competencies for this sample of SMEs are listed in Table 2. This metric can be interpreted as
the probability that a SME would correctly answer an item. Competencies for this sample
range from 0.32-0.76 with a mean of 0.56± 0.11. With a sample size of thirty-six, and
average competency level of 0.56, it ought to be possible to correctly classify (as either
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“true” or “false”) at least 95% of the items on the "Online Privacy and Security"
questionnaire with a 0.999 confidence level [13].
Table 2. Estimates of competency for thirty-six SME’s questioned
about "Online Privacy and Security."

SME
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Competency
0.48
0.60
0.41
0.56
0.48
0.75
0.75
0.67
0.32
0.58
0.61
0.47
0.52
0.50
0.42
0.52
0.59
0.45
0.59
0.67
0.55
0.67
0.46
0.76
0.35
0.51
0.67
0.52
0.72
0.52
0.63
0.58
0.64
0.51
0.69
0.59

Organization
C2E
C2E
C2E
C2E
C8E
ICI
Missing
I9B
C7H
C8I
C1B
C2I
I0B
C2I
C2F
C8E
I5I
C7E
C8E
C2I
C2A
I5I
C8F
C8B
I5B
C8F
C8F
I5H
C7H
A4B
Missing
I9D
C2A
I9I
C2A
C2A
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Location
M3B
M3B
M3B
M3R
M3B
N3X
Missing
M2R
M3B
N1X
M3B
M3B
M2R
M3B
M3R
M3R
M2B
M3B
M3B
M3R
M3B
M2R
M3B
N3Z
M3R
M3B
M3B
M2R
M3B
M2R
Missing
M2B
M3R
M2B
M3B
M3B

4.3 Knowledge Derivation
By using SME competencies as weights, the most probable set of answers can be estimated
from SME responses with Bayes’ formulation in Equation 4. In Table 3 the answers obtained
in this way are compared to the dominant responses given by the 1,482 respondents who
completed the GVU survey. Pearson’s Chi-square (with Yate’s continuity correction) was
calculated to test for independence between the two sets of answers [28]. A Chi-square value
of 11.852, with one degree of freedom, was obtained from the test, and with a p-value<0.001,
there is strong support to conclude that the answers estimated through Consensus Analysis
are not different from those obtained for the GVU sample. A Yule’s Q= 0.78 also indicates
that this association is a reasonably strong one.
Table 3. Cross tabulation comparing majority
responses on GVU survey to those estimated from
responses of Telcordia SMEs with Consensus
Analysis.

GVU Survey
False
True
Marginal Totals

Telcordia SMEs
False
True
20
14
5
28
25
42

Marginal
Totals
34
33
67

4.4 SME Classification
With estimates of SME competencies in hand, the spatial arrangement of points plotted in
Figure 3 can be given a particularly nice intuitive interpretation. Those SMEs who knew the
most about “Online Privacy and Security” are plotted in the center of this figure; in fact,
those ten SMEs with the highest competency scores fall within the shaded area; while those
with the lowest scores are located at the periphery of this plot. However, there also exists
idiosyncratic variation among these SMEs in what they know about this domain, and so
domain expertise seems to cross organizational boundaries. This idea was tested in several
ways.
The terms that SMEs provided to describe their technical areas of expertise were carefully
enumerated. Surprisingly, while the frequent use of “hot buzz words” was anticipated, it
seems that SMEs exploited free-listing as an opportunity to create very specialized identities.
In fact this sample of SMEs applied 189 unique descriptors (each consisting of one or more
terms) to characterize their expertise. The number of descriptors listed by SMEs ranged from
0-16 with an average list size of 5.25 descriptors. Four SMEs listed no terms. Only nineteen
of the 189 descriptors were listed by more than one SME and all but two of these nineteen
were listed only twice, further suggesting a reason for the absence of any discernable
clustering of points in Figure 3. However, the five most competent SMEs (24, 6, 7, 29, and
35) identified themselves as knowing more about business and marketing aspects of
telecommunications, e.g., “Business planning”, “economics”, “market-oriented
programming”; and used terms such as “system administration” and operations “hand-offs”,
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implying greater familiarity with consumer or user-oriented perspectives. The only shared
concepts expressed in the free lists of those SMEs (9, 25, 3, 15, and 18) with the lowest
competency scores were “distributed computing”, “Internet”, “Internet Protocols”, and to
some degree more abstract interests, e.g., “mathematics”, “formal methods”, and “theory of
distributed systems”. It seems that this group is focused more on privacy and security from a
network engineering or design perspective, rather than from a consumer's point-of-view.
More rigorous statistical tests of the organizational and locational basis for knowledge
distribution among these SMEs were also made. For these tests, two other symmetrical
distance matrices were constructed: the first from SME organization numbers and the second
from their office locations (both listed in Table 2). The Organization Code consists of three
characters that identify a SME's lab, department and group, respectively. A matrix, whose
cells express the organizational distance between SMEs, was constructed from this
information in the following manner: a “0” was assigned to all cells along the superdiagonal,
a “1” was entered into a cell for SMEs belonging to the same lab, department and group, a
“2” for SMEs belonging only to the same lab and department, a “3” to those SME's
belonging only to the same lab, and a “4” to those SMEs in different labs. The Office
Address also consists of three characters identifying a SME's office site (two possible sites
separated by about 50 miles), floor and wing. A locational distance matrix for SMEs was
calculated in the following manner: a “0” was assigned to all entries along the superdiagonal,
a “1” was entered in a cell for two SMEs located at the same site, on the same floor, and in
the same office wing, a “2” for SMEs occupying only the same site and floor, a “3” for those
SMEs only located at the same site, and a “4” to those SMEs located at different sites.
The strength of association between these two distance matrices and each of the two
distance matrices and the consensus matrix was tested using Quadratic Assignment [29].
With Quadratic Assignment a correlation statistic γ is computed between the corresponding
cells in two matrices of observed data. Then one of these matrices is repeatedly permuted
randomly, each time computing a new γ. A p-value for this randomization test is determined
by counting the proportion of times the value of γ computed for the data permutations
equaled or exceeded the value calculated for the observed data. The results obtained from
Quadratic Assignment testing with the Consensus matrix, and the Organizational and
Locational distance matrices, after 1,000 permutations, are given in Table 4.
Table 4. Results from significance testing of relationships
between organizational distance, inter-office distance and amount
of consensus among SME responses. (Quadratic Assignment with
1,000 permutations used for tests.)
Association
Organization/Location
Organization/Consensus
Location/Consensus

γ
(observed)
0.586
-0.388
-0.187

Proportion
As Large
0.000
0.810
0.160

Several conclusions can be drawn from these tests. As one might expect, there does
seem to be some association between a SME's organizational affiliation and the location of
his/her office. However, there exists little evidence to support the claim that either their
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organizational affiliation or the location of their office has much to do with what they know
about "Online Privacy and Security," though location does seem to influence more what one
knows than organizational affiliation, i.e., a possible "water cooler" effect. Another way of
putting this is that cross-organizational forums and informal sharing of information among
those who experience greater face-to-face contact may contribute more to learning and
knowledge formation than hiring practices and interactions structured more strictly along
organizational boundaries.
5. Conclusions
The experimental results obtained for the Schemer prototype are promising, especially
considering that the “correct” answers obtained for the GVU sample were in many cases
tentative due to a large, heterogeneous sample. Moreover, some of these answers were
derived statistically, with no prior analysis to weed-out items with near equal frequencies of
“true” and “false” responses. This finding implies that meaningful answers to difficult and
“fuzzy” problems might be obtained more quickly, and with less effort and cost, from the
information provided by a few competent SME's, rather than from a very much larger survey
sample [13].
So, what does this experiment have to do with the Semantic Web? We believe that it
demonstrates a potentially powerful use of consensus for deriving semantically-relevant
ontologies from domain experts. While this experiment asked SMEs to evaluate items
pertaining to Internet security and privacy, they might instead have been requested to rate
terms in a list on the basis of their salience to a knowledge domain, or to rate the relative
strength of semantic relationships between terms on this list. The protocol adopted for the
present experiment could be applied to analyze SME responses to these items to determine
(1) those terms that should be part of a controlled vocabulary, and (2) a standard set of
semantic relationships between terms in this vocabulary. Based on these consensus views
other items could be developed and evaluated by SMEs to derive defining attributes for terms
in the ontology. At each step in this process, Consensus Analysis provides important
"reality" checks. The metrics it yields, as computed in this study, more clearly indicate the
saliency of the targeted domain to SMEs and provide an opportunity to assess how much
domain knowledge is possessed by each SME in the sample. We conclude with the
conjecture that, by interviewing even a small number of competent SMEs, ontologies for
Web catalog and directory services can be similarly constructed in a manner that best
represents the collective wisdom of semantically-specialized communities-of-interest.
6. Future Work
This study provides motivation for future research in four key areas: Information acquisition,
knowledge derivation, knowledge representation and knowledge reuse.
Information acquisition. The ubiquity of the Web is encouraging some in the Knowledge
Management community to consider the automation of tried-and-tested information
gathering techniques, e.g., repertory grids [30]. Many such techniques exist, and it isn't
always clear when application of any particular one is appropriate, e.g., see [31, 32, 33].
Thus, there is a need to consider which of the many available information acquisition
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techniques are appropriate for gathering the information needed to derive different types of
knowledge, e.g., controlled vocabularies, ontologies or production systems, and how best to
deploy them electronically. In fact, a taxonomy of knowledge types, with a mapping of
acquisition methods to each, is needed.
Fortunately, this study was able to reuse items developed for the GVU Survey. But this
was only a proof-of-concept. Any meaningful implementation of the Schemer System (or
another like it) will require support for item development, preferably by incrementally
building pools from items submitted by SMEs. As in test development, items will have to be
classified by their author’s COI, then carefully pretested and analyzed for their
discriminability before being added to an item pool. There is also an opportunity for
evaluating alternative protocols for presenting items to subjects based on their background
and the knowledge domain being tested, and more flexible highly-interactive formats for
presenting items to subjects electronically.
Knowledge derivation. Consensus Analysis provides a rigorous framework for deriving
knowledge from information acquired from a group of SMEs. However, further refinements
of the method are required to accommodate missing information and guessing, different
difficulty levels of problems, and to enable appropriate classification of decision-makers into
their respective communities-of-interest. These features are particularly important for
supporting the idea of acquiring information from SME’s incrementally and at their
convenience. With regards to this last point, we envision the use of wireless communication
devices, e.g., PDAs, as a useful means to acquire information from SMEs in less-intensive,
asynchronous sessions.
Knowledge representation. For derived knowledge to be useful, it needs to be represented
in a way supported by other tools, but without sacrificing information about the details of its
structure and semantics. Hence, the expressiveness and adequacy of existing knowledge
representation standards, e.g., KIF [34], KRSL [35], RDF Core [2] and DAML+OIL [3] need
to be reviewed and evaluated.
Knowledge reuse. A minimal use of derived knowledge would be to publish it
electronically. However, in the case of some knowledge, e.g., controlled vocabularies or
ontologies, new services will be required to support rapid integration of this knowledge with
other technology. Thus, there is need to further explore new technologies for making
knowledge more accessible to end-users and software applications.
7. Summary
This paper described the Schemer prototype, a Web-based infrastructure to acquire
information from domain experts and process this information with a quantitative technique
known as Consensus Analysis. This approach yields metrics that determine (1) whether a
particular problem domain has salience for a group of subject matter experts, (2) the level of
competency for each of the subject matter experts, (3) the consensus view of this group
weighted by the competency of its members, and (4) a classification of subject matter experts
by their appropriate community-of-interest.
There is an opportunity to harness the same social-cultural processes that fostered the
creation, growth and success of the current Web to evolve rich ontologies. These will be the
focal point of the “emergent” Semantic Web and will be constructed dynamically based on
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consensus processes. Distributed and semantically-rich information spaces, supported by the
infrastructure needed to easily navigate them, promise to be the transforming technology of
the 21st century. New knowledge derivation techniques, such as consensus analysis,
embedded in tools that enable dynamic evolution of ontologies are a critical component of
the semantic Web. We see the Schemer prototype as an important step in the long march
towards realizing a semantic Web infrastructure.
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Appendix A
Items derived from Georgia Tech’s Graphics, Visualization and Usability Center’s 10th World Wide Web User
Survey on "Online Privacy and Security." Answers in parentheses based on simple "majority view" obtained
from survey of 1,482 respondents. (See http://www.gvu.gatech.edu/gvu/user_surveys/survey-1998-10/.)
In general, how concerned are most WWW users about security on the Internet (e.g., others reading their email,
finding out what websites they visit, etc.)? Keep in mind that in this context "security" can mean privacy,
confidentiality, and/or proof of identity for a WWW user or for someone else.
1.

Older (50+ years old) WWW users tend to be more concerned than younger users. (F)

2.

Experienced (> 4 years experience) WWW users tend to be less concerned than inexperienced
users. (T)

In general, how concerned are most WWW users about security in relation to making purchases or banking over
the Internet? Keep in mind that "security" can mean privacy, confidentiality, and/or proof of identity for a
WWW user or for someone else.
3.

Older (50+ years old) WWW users tend to be more concerned than younger users. (F)

4.

Experienced (> 4 years experience) WWW users tend to be less concerned than inexperienced
users. (T)

One thing that makes it difficult to study Internet security is people’s and business’ reluctance to report security
problems for fear of causing more problems for themselves. In addition, it is not always clear where they should
be reported. One idea is to have a "clearinghouse" where security problems can be studied and tracked. Please
provide you opinions about how such an idea might be received.
5.

Most WWW users would be willing to report a security break-in of their personal machine or
network to a clearinghouse that maintained their anonymity? (T)

6.

Most WWW users would be willing to report a security break-in of their business machine or
network to a clearinghouse that maintained their anonymity? (T)

7.

Less than 10% of WWW users have ever had their credit card number stolen (either online or offline)? (F)

8.

More than 50% of WWW users are willing to use their credit card on the web? (T)

9.

Less than 20% of WWW users have an unlisted phone number? (F)

10. Most WWW users are unwilling to put their name and address in a directory for public access on the Web
(e.g. the online equivalent of a phone company’s "White Pages")? (F)
11. Most WWW users are willing to conduct banking on the Web without a statement from the bank of the
security procedures used? (F)
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12. WWW users within the United States are more concerned than those in Europe or elsewhere about
conducting business online outside of their own country without a statement of the security procedures
used? (T)
13. In general, PRIVACY is more important than CONVENIENCE to most WWW users? (T)
14. WWW users will more likely participate in an "online auction" for something they are interested in
purchasing? (F)
15. Most WWW users think using the Internet for shopping and banking would make their life easier? (T)
16. For most WWW users security features are the deciding factor in choosing whether or not to do business
with an Internet-based company? (F)
17. Most WWW users believe that metrics to measure "how secure" a specific site is rated would not be of any
help or value to them? (F)
When one views a Web page, they issue a request to a machine that returns the page to them. Which of the
following information do most WWW users believe is technically possible to record/log about their page
request?
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Their email address (T)
Time of the request (T)
Their machine address (T)
The requested page (T)
An identifier that persists across visits to that site (T)
The type of browser they are using (T)
Their machine’s operating system (T)
Their geographical location (F)
Their screen size (F)

What information would most WWW users agree ought to be collected for each Web page they request?
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Their email address (F)
Time of the request (T)
Their machine address (F)
The requested page (T)
An identifier that persists across visits to that site (F)
The type of browser they are using (F)
Their machine’s operating system (F)
Their geographical location (F)
Their screen size (F)

Most WWW users would give demographic information to a Web site ...
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

if a statement was provided regarding what information was being collected (T)
if a statement was provided regarding how the information was going to be used (T)
in exchange for access to the pages on the Web site (F)
in exchange for a small discount at the Web site’s store or on their products (F)
in exchange for some value-added service (e.g., notification of events, etc.) (F)
if the data would only be used in aggregate form (i.e., not on an individual basis) (T)

What conditions would cause most WWW users to refrain from filling out online registration forms at sites?
42. Takes too much time (T)
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43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Required to give their name (F)
Required to give an email address (F)
Required to give their mailing address (F)
Information is not provided on how the data is going to be used (T)
Accessing the site is not worth revealing the requested information (T)
The entity collecting the data is not trusted (T)

Recent attention has been given to mass electronic mailings (a.k.a. spammings) which often contain
advertisements, political statements, get-rich-quick schemes, etc. Among most WWW users, which of the
following policies would most likely find support?
49.
50.
51.
52.

The Government ought to pass a law making it illegal. (F)
Mass mailing agencies ought to have to pay an ’impact’ fee. (F)
A blacklist of spammers should be built to allow message filtering. (F)
A registry ought to be created which contains a list of those not wishing to receive mass mailings.
(F)

53. Most of the time upon receiving a mass mailing, WWW users will read the message, then either send a
message back asking not to be included in future mailings, retaliate in some manner (e.g., mailing
bombings, denial of service, etc.), or perform some other action. (F)
Most WWW users would support which of the following?
54. New laws to protect privacy on the Internet. (T)
55. The establishment of key escrow encryption (where a trusted party keeps a key that can read
encrypted messages). (T)
56. Web sites need information about their users to market their site to advertisers. (T)
57. Content providers have the right to resell information about its users to other companies. (F)
58. A user ought to have complete control over which sites get what demographic information. (T)
59. Magazines to which a WWW user subscribes have the right to sell their name and address to
companies they feel will interest that user. (F)
60. WWW users like receiving mass postal mailings that were specifically targeted to their
demographics. (F)
61. WWW users like receiving mass electronic mailings. (F)
62. WWW users ought to be able to take on different aliases/roles at different times on the Internet.
(T)
63. WWW users value being able to visit sites on the Internet in an anonymous manner. (T)
64. WWW users ought to be able to communicate over the Internet without people being able to read
the content. (T)
65. WWW users would prefer Internet payment systems that are anonymous to those that are user
identified. (T)
66. Third party advertising agencies should be able to compile usage behavior across different web
sites for direct marketing purposes. (F)
67. There ought to be stricter laws to protect children’s privacy than adult’s privacy on the Internet.
(T)
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Abstract Ontologies are often seen as basic building blocks for the Semantic Web,
as they provide a reusable piece of knowledge about a specific domain. However, those
pieces of knowledge are not static, but evolve over time. Domain changes, adaptations
to different tasks, or changes in the conceptualization require modifications of the ontology. The evolution of ontologies causes operability problems, which will hamper
their effective reuse. A versioning mechanism might help to reduce those problems,
as it will make the relations between different revisions of an ontology explicit. This
paper will discuss the problem of ontology versioning. Inspired by the work done
in database schema versioning and program interface versioning, it will also propose
building blocks for the most important aspects of a versioning mechanism, i.e., ontology identification and change specification.

1

Introduction

Ontologies are often seen as basic building blocks for the Semantic Web, as they provide a
reusable piece of knowledge about a specific domain. However, those pieces of knowledge
are often not static, but evolve over time. Domain changes, adaptations to different tasks,
or changes in the conceptualization require modifications of the ontology. The evolution of
ontologies causes operability problems, which will hamper the effective reuse.
Support to handle those changes is needed. This is especially important in a decentralized and uncontrolled environment like the web, where changes occur without attunement.
Much more than in an controlled environment, this may have unexpected and unknown results. With the rise of the Semantic Web, those uncontrolled changes will have even more
impact, because computers will use the data. There are no longer humans in the chain that —
using a vast amount of background knowledge and implicit heuristics — can spot erroneous
combinations due to unexpected changes.
The problem is even worse, because there are a lot of dependencies between data sources,
applications and the ontologies. Changes to the latter will thus have far-reaching side effects.
It is often not practically possible to synchronism the changes to an ontology with modifications to the applications and data sources that use them. Therefore, a versioning methodology
is needed to handle revisions of ontologies and the impact on existing sources.
In this paper, we will explore the problem of ontology versioning and we will propose
some elements of a versioning framework. We will first discuss the nature of ontology versioning in Section 2. Because compatibility is a key issue in versioning, Section 3 contains an
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analysis of the compatibility between schema’s and conforming data. To come up with concrete requirements for a versioning framework, we will look at current practices for handling
ontology change in Section 4, in which we will also formulate those requirements. Section 5
will eventually present the proposed baseline for an ontology versioning framework on the
web. It will mainly concentrate on identification and referring issues. Section 6 concludes the
paper and sketches the directions for further research. Finally, the appendix shows how this
ideas may be implemented in RDF Schema and / or DAML+OIL.
2

The problem: versioning of ontologies

Before we can investigate the solutions for ontology versioning, we first have to take a closer
look at what it actually is. In a general sense, ontology versioning just means that there are
multiple variants of an ontology around. In practice, those variants often originates from
changes to an existing variant of the ontology and thus form a derivation tree. It is also possible that different “versions” of ontologies of the same domain are independently developed
and do not have a derivation relation. In this case, however, we will not use the word “version”, but we will see the variants as separate ontologies that describe the domain from a specific viewpoint or perspective. In our view, ontology versioning is closely related to changes
in ontologies.
We define ontology versioning as the ability to handle changes in ontologies by creating
and managing different variants of it. To achieve this ability, we need a methodology with
methods to distinguish and recognize versions, and with procedures for updates and changes
in ontologies. This also implies that we should keep track of the relationships between versions.
Focused on ontologies, we can say that a versioning methodology provides mechanism
to disambiguate the interpretation of concepts for users of the ontology variants, and that it
makes the compatibility of the variants explicit. The extend of the changes determines the
compatibility between the versions. This implies that the semantic impact of changes should
be examined. The central question that a versioning methodology answers is: how to reuse
existing ontologies in new situations, without invalidating the current usage.
2.1

Causes of ontology changes

A versioning methodology for ontologies copes with changes in ontologies. To examine the
causes of changes, we will have to look at the nature of ontologies. According to Gruber
(1993), an ontologies is a specification of a shared conceptualization of a domain. Hence,
changes in ontologies are caused by either:
1. changes in the domain;
2. changes in the shared conceptualization;
3. changes in the specification.
The first type of change is often occurring. This problem is very well known from the area of
database schema versioning. Ventrone and Heiler (1991) sketches seven different situations
in which changes in a domain (domain evolution) require changes to a database model. An
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example of this type of change is the merge of two university departments: this is a change in
the real world, which requires that an ontology that describes this domain is modified, too.
Changes in the shared conceptualization are also frequently happening. It is important to
realize that a shared conceptualization of a domain is not a static specification that is produced once in the history, but has to be reached over time. Fensel (2001) describes ontologies
as dynamic networks of meaning, in which consensus is achieved in a social process of exchanging information and meaning. This view attributes a dual role to ontologies in information exchange: they provide consensus that is both a pre-requisite for information exchange
and a result of this exchange process.
An conceptualization can also change because of the usage perspective. Different tasks
may imply different views on the domain and consequently a different conceptualization.
When an ontology is adapted for a new task or a new domain, the modifications represent
changes to the conceptualization. For example, consider an ontology about traffic connections in Amsterdam, with concepts like roads, cycle-tracks, canals, bridges and so on. When
the ontology is adapted from a bicycle perspective to a water transport perspective, the conceptualization of a bridge changes from a remedy for crossing a canal to a time consuming
obstacle1 .
Finally, a specification change is a kind of translation, i.e., a change in the way in which
a conceptualization is formally recorded. Although ontology translation is an important and
non-trivial issue in many practical applications, it is less interesting from a versioning perspective, for two reasons. First, an important goal of a translation is to retain the semantics,
i.e., specification variants should be equivalent2 and they thus only cause syntactic interoperability problems. Second, a translation is often created to use the ontology in an other
context (i.e., an other application or system), which heavily reduces the importance of interoperability questions. Therefore, we will leave specification changes alone and concentrate
on support for changes in the semantics of an ontology, caused by either domain changes or
conceptualization changes.
2.2

Consequences of the change

Versioning support is necessary because changes to ontologies may cause incompatibilities,
which means that the changed ontology can not simply be used instead of the unchanged
version. There are several type of things that may depend on an ontology. Each of these
dependencies may cause a different type of incompatibility.
• In the first place, there is the data that conforms to the ontology. In a semantic web, this
can be web pages of which the content is annotated with terms from an ontology. When
an ontology is changed, this data may get an different interpretation or may use unknown
terms.
• Second, there are other ontologies that use the changed ontology. This may be ontologies
that are built from the source ontology, or that import the ontology. Changes to the source
ontology may affect the resulting ontology.
1

Actually, for many people this meaning is also an element of the bicycle perspective.
Although in practice a translation often implies a change in semantics, possibly caused by differences in
the representation languages. See for a exploration of ontology language differences and mismatches (Corcho
and Gómez-Pérez, 2000) and (Klein, 2001).
2
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• Third, applications that use the ontology may also be hampered by changes to the ontology. In the ideal case, the conceptual knowledge that is necessary for an application
should be merely specified in the ontology; however, in practice applications also use an
internal model. This internal model may become incompatible with the ontology.
All things considered, we see that a versioning methodology is necessary to take care of
the following relations:
• between succeeding revisions of one ontology;
• between the ontology and:
– instance data;
– related ontologies;
– related applications.
In the rest of the paper, we will mainly concentrate on the relation between data sources and
related ontologies. This has two reasons. First, this specific dependency is occurring very
frequently at the Semantic Web and therefore forms an urgent problem. Second, because the
other dependencies can be considered as more complex cases of the first dependency, we will
have to start with the first case to come to the more complex situations in future work.
3

Analysis of compatibility

In Section 2, we discussed the relations between ontologies and depending data sources in
general. In this section, we will take a closer look at the compatibility of changed ontologies
and data sources.
We can imagine that — when the Semantic Web evolves — there will be various versions
of many ontologies around. There will also be a lot of web pages and applications that use
(or are intended to use) a specific version of the ontology. Consequently, there are a number
of (possible incompatibility) ways of combining versions of ontologies with versions of data
sources. Basically, there are three ways to relate ontology versions with data sources: (1)
using the intended version of the ontology for a data source, (2) using a newer version of the
ontology, and (3) using an older version of the ontology. As the first type of of combination
is naturally compatible, we thus have to explore the incompatibility of ontologies and data
sources in two directions, which are illustrated in Figure 1. The terms that we use are known
from the database schema versioning literature Roddick (1995).
• prospective use: the use of data sources that conform to a previous version of the ontology
via a newer version of the ontology (i.e. view the data from a newer perspective).
• retrospective use: the use of data sources that conform to a newer version of the ontology
via a previous version of the ontology (view the data from an older perspective).
Based on these directions of use, we can now categorize the compatibility of ontology revisions into different types. In this categorization, we examine whether it is valid to use a
revision of an ontology on the set of all possible instances of an other revision of the ontology. In other words, we assume that the data source that conforms to a specific version of
the ontology uses the whole ontology, i.e., all concepts and relations. From a compatibility
perspective, this is a worst case scenario. Table 1 shows the types of compatibility.
We can describe the types of revisions as follows:
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Ontology
version 1

Ontology
version 2

Ontology
version 3

Ontology
version 4

Ontology
version 1

Ontology
version 2

datasource

conforms to

datasource

conforms to

conforms to

datasource

Ontology
version 4

retrospective use

prospective use
conforms to

Ontology
version 3

conforms to

datasource

conforms to

datasource

datasource

conforms to

datasource

conforms to

datasource

Figure 1: Two examples of prospective and retrospective use of ontologies.

retrospective
use valid

prospective use valid
yes
no
yes
full compatible
upward compatible
no backward compatible
incompatible
Table 1: Categorization of compatibility

• full compatible revisions (upward and backward): the semantics of the ontology is not
changed, e.g. syntactic changes or updates of natural language descriptions; this type of
change is compatible in both prospective use and retrospective use.
• backward compatible revisions: the semantics of the ontology are changed in such a
way that the interpretation of data via the new ontology is the same as when using the
previous version of the ontology, e.g. the addition of an independent class; this type of
change is compatible in prospective use;
• upward compatible revisions: the semantics of the ontology is changed is such a way
that an older version can be used to interpret newer data sources correctly, e.g. the removal
of an independent class; this revision is compatible in retrospective use.
• incompatible revisions: the semantics of the ontology is changed in such a way that the
interpretation of old data sources is invalid, e.g. changing the place in the hierarchy of a
class; this type of change is incompatible in both prospective use and retrospective use.
Notice that both backward compatibility and upward compatibility are transitive: when
the changes from v1 to v2 as well as the changes from v2 to v3 are backward compatible,
then the changes from v1 to v3 are also backward compatible.
Consequently, if we know that all subsequent revisions to an ontology up to a certain
version are backward compatible, it is also possible to name the resulting version of the
ontology itself backward compatible. However, it is never allowed to call a version of an
ontology upward or full compatible, because the semantics of future versions are not known
beforehand! It is always possible that new versions of ontologies will introduce new things
that cannot correctly be interpreted via older ontology versions. Thus, backward compatibility
can be a characteristic of an ontology, but upward or full compatibility can not.
In the characterization above, we looked at compatibility from a theoretic perspective,
considering data sources that consist of all possible instances of the ontology to which they
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conform. As we already said, this is a worst case scenario. In practice, much more combinations of ontology versions and data sources yield a valid interpretation of the data than can be
assumed from the schema in Table 1.
For example, although the table depicts that an incompatible revision can not be used for
prospective interpretation (to interpret data sources that conforms to an older version), it is
very well possible that a specific prospective use is valid, i.e., that the ontology can be used
to correctly interpret some data that is committed to a previous version. This occurs when the
ontological commitment of a data source, i.e., that part of the ontology that is actually “used”
by a data source3 , is a subset of the complete “ontology” that is not affected by the revisions.
It is very much required that versioning methodologies and techniques for the Semantic
Web exploit this “practical” compatibility where possible. That is, the techniques should not
only determine whether a specific combination an ontology version and a data source version
provides a valid interpretation in general, but — even when the combination is not generally valid — try to use as much knowledge as possible. We think that such techniques for
“maximal exploitation” are essential for the development of the Semantic Web.
4

Current practices and requirements

To come up with concrete requirements for an ontology versioning mechanism on the web,
we will now look at the current practices for managing changes in web-ontologies. We will
describe a few typical scenarios for ontology change and explore the effects of those scenarios
on two examples.
Currently, there is no agreed versioning methodology for ontologies on the web. However,
in an decentralized and uncontrolled environment like the web, changes are certainly needed
and do occur! When we look at the current practices, we can sketch several scenarios for
ontology changes.
1. The ontology is silently changed; the previous version is replaced by the new version
without any (formal) notification.
2. The ontology is visibly changed, but only the new version is accessible; the previous
version is replaced by the new version.
3. The ontology is visibly changed, and both the new version and the previous version are
accessible.
4. The ontology is visibly changed, both the new version and the previous version are accessible, and there is an explicit specification of the relation between concepts of the new
version and the previous version.
4.1

Simple example

To come to concrete requirements for a versioning methodology, we will now look at the
effects of these scenarios on the compatibility when an ontology changes. As an example we
use an ontology of the education system in the Netherlands and web pages that are annotated
with this ontology.
3

This definition and the use of the term “ontology” is quite sloppy.
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In the distant past, there was only one type of higher education, which was called an
“University”. A small part of an ontology that describes this looks as follows:4
class-def Education
class-def AcadamicEducation
subclass-of Education
class-def Higher-Education-Institute
class-def University
subclass-of Higher-Education-Institute
slot-constraint type-of-education
has-value AcadamicEducation

Many years later, a new type of higher-education was introduced, which provides professional education. This type was called “HBO”. The above ontology has to be extended with
the following three definitions. This addition is a monotonic extension to the ontology and
the new version can be considered as being backward compatible with the first version.
class-def ProfessionalEducation
subclass-of Education
disjoint AcadamicEducation ProfessionalEducation
class-def HBO
subclass-of Higher-Education-Institute
slot-constraint type-of-education
has-value ProfessionalEducation

Let us suppose that there are a lot of web pages about education in the Netherlands around,
which are annotated using the first version of the ontology. We will now try to interpret
this information using the second version of the ontology (prospective use). We describe the
effects of the change for each of the scenarios that are listed above.
Ex. 1, ad 1 When we have completely no clue that the ontology is changed, we encounter —
in this backward compatible case — no problems at all. The terms that are used
in the data source are the same as those in the ontology, and they also have the
same meaning. A “University” on a web page is correctly interpreted.
Ex. 1, ad 2 When we know that the ontology is changed, but we don’t know anything about
the previous version of the ontology, nothing is sure anymore! Definitions could
be changed and we can not derive that the term “University” on a web page (using
ontology version 1) is the same as our definition.
Ex. 1, ad 3 In case the previous ontology can be accessed, we can compare and relate the
ontologies, and see whether the changes interferes with the semantics of existing
terms. In this case, we could have derived that the concept of ”University” is not
changed, and that the data sources can still correctly be interpreted.
4

We use the “presentation syntax” of OIL (Fensel et al., 2000a) to represent the ontology; the interpretation
is more or less straightforward. We could also have used DAML+OIL, but this would have required much more
space.
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Ex. 1, ad 4 If the relation between the concepts is explicitly specified, it would be clear that
the the new version is backward compatible with the previous version, because
the new version only adds a concepts. We could then safely conclude that the
interpretation of previous data is still valid.
Notice that in the last three scenarios it is important to know which version of the ontology is
used to annotate the data sources. This should me made explicit in some way.
4.2

More complicated example

In the year 2000, the Dutch government decided that both professional and academic institutes for higher-education are allowed to call themselves “University”. This implies a new
change to our ontology, resulting in a third version. This version is in general incompatible
with the previous version. In the new version, the definition of “University” is changed to:
class-def University
subclass-of Higher-Education-Institute
slot-constraint type-of-education
has-value (ProfessionalEducation or AcadamicEducation)

Let us again look at the consequences of this change with current versioning practices:
Ex. 2, ad 1 When we do not know that the ontology is changed, we use an other interpretation
of a “University” than intended. Because in this case, a University-v1 is a subclass
of University-v2, the interpretation of data is not incorrect, but also not complete.
We cannot interpret that every “University” in the data sources actually provide
academic education.
Ex. 2, ad 2 Same problem as with the change in the previous example.
Ex. 2, ad 3 If we have both version of the ontologies, we could compare them and see that
only the definition of “University” is changed. We can see that both versions are
subclasses of “Higher-Education-Institute”, and interpret all instances of the old
“University” as instance of “Higher-Education-Institute”. This is again correct
but incomplete. It ignores some knowledge that is available. Notice that, in this
case, smart agents (agents capable of performing OIL classification) can derive
that both Universities and HBOs are subclasses of new universities. Figure 2
shows5 the classes in our example before and after classification.
Ex. 2, ad 4 In the case in which the relations between the concepts in the two ontologies
are explicitly specified, it would tell us that “University” in the new ontology
subsumes both “HBO” and “University” in the previous version.
It is also worth to notice that, in the last two scenarios, it is necessary to be able to distinguish
between the different version of a concept. As the definition of “University” is changed, we
need a separate identifier for each version of the definition. Otherwise, it is not possible to
relate the previous and new definition to each other. In Figure 2, this is temporarily solved by
appending “-v2” to the concept name.
5

Modeled with the OILed tool, http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/oil/.
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Figure 2: The hierarchy of the example ontology before and after classification with FaCT.

4.3

Observations

Based on the examples above, we can make a few observations. First, changing an ontology
without any notification may result in a correct interpretation of the data. This is the case when
the modification in the ontology does not affect the existing definitions, i.e., when the change
is a monotonic extension. Heflin and Hendler (2000) show that the addition of concepts or
relations are such extensions. When used on a data source, ontologies that are extended in
this way yield the same perspective as when the original ontology is used. The interpretation
is also valid when the revised concepts subsumes the original concepts. However, although
the interpretation is correct in this case, it is only partial: not all the knowledge is exploited.
Because many changes in ontologies consist just of additions of concepts, it is understandable that the first scenario of ontology change is sometimes used. It is, however, not
difficult to think of an change that — in this scenario — will result in an invalid interpretation, e.g., every change that restricts the extension of a class. This scenario should therefore
be prevented.
Second, we see that it can be beneficial to have access to older versions of the ontology.
This allows to compare the definitions and judge the validness of definitions used with other
versions the data. In case of a cleanly modeled ontology, 6 it is even possible to have some
automate support for this, e.g. by using the FaCT classifier7 .
As a third observation, we see knowledge about the relation concepts of different versions may yield in a partial but correct interpretation of the data. This relation can either be
6

That is, the definitions of concepts should state whether they are necessary or necessary and sufficient; in Description Logic parlance: primitive or defined. This way of modeling is more naturally in OIL
than in DAML+OIL, as the second requires that a defined concept is modeled as an equivalence to a couple of restrictions. It is therefore questionable whether in practice DAML+OIL ontologies can benefit much
from the classification support. See also the discussion on this topic on the RDF-Logic mailing-list: http:
//lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/www-rdf-logic/2001Mar/0000.html.
7
http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/˜horrocks/FaCT/
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manually specified, or can partly be derived, as described in the previous paragraph. For the
specification of the relation between concepts of different versions, we need a identification
mechanism for individual concepts of an ontology version. If we cannot refer to a specific
version of a concept, this specification is not possible.
4.4

Requirements for versioning framework

Now we have explored the problems around ontology versioning, we can formulate requirements and wishes for a versioning methodology. We will first define the general goal for a
versioning framework.
A versioning methodology should provide mechanisms and techniques to manage
changes to ontologies, while achieving maximal interoperability with existing data
and applications. This means that it should retain as much information and knowledge
as possible, without deriving incorrect information.
Notice that this is much stricter than just specifying whether it is valid to use a certain version
of an ontology with a data source.
The general goal can be detailed in a number of more specific requirements. We impose
the following requirements on a versioning framework, in increasing level of difficulty:
• for every use of a concept or a relation, a versioning framework should provide an unambiguous reference to the intended definition; (identification)
• a versioning framework should make the relation of one version of a concept or relation
to other versions of that construct explicit; (change specification)
• a versioning framework should — as far as possible — automatically translate and relate
the versions and data sources, to enable transparent access. (transparent evolution)
5

Building blocks for a versioning methodology

After we have stated the problems and requirements, we will now provide elements of a
versioning methodology. We will concentrate our discussion on ontology identification and
change specification.
5.1

Ontology identification on the web

Identity of ontologies The first question that has to be answered when we want to identify
versions of an ontology on the web is: what is the identity of an ontology? This is not as trivial
as it seems. In Section 3, we already anticipated this question by stating that syntactic changes
and updates of natural language descriptions are fully compatible revisions. However, this is
very debatable! If an ontology is seen as a specification of a conceptualization, then every
modification to that specification can be considered a new conceptualization of the domain.
In that case, the descriptions specify different concepts, which are per definition not equal.
Looking at this from another perspective, one might regard an ontology primarily as a
conceptualization, which is represented as complete as possible in a specification. In this
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case one could argue that an update to a natural language description of a concept is not a
semantic change, but just a refined description of the same conceptualization.
In this philosophical debate, we take the following (practical) position. We assume that an
ontology is represented in a file on the web. Every change that results in a different character
representation of the ontology constitutes a revision. In case the logical definitions are not
changed, it is the responsibility of the author of the revision to decide whether this revision
is semantic change and thus forms an new conceptualization with its own identity, or just an
change in the representation of the same conceptualization.
Identification on the web The second question is: how does this relate to web resources
and there identity? This is brings us into the very slippery debate on the meaning of URIs,
URNs and resources (see Champin et al., 2001, and the discussion on the RDF Interest
mailing-list that followed its publication). The main questions in this discussion are: what
is a resource and how should it be identified. However, we will circumvent these questions
and approach the problem from another direction: are the “entities” in our domain (i.e., the
entities in the domain of ontology versions, e.g. a conceptualization, a revision, a specification) resources and can we give them an identifier?
These questions are relatively easy to solve! According to the definition of Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI’s) (defined in Berners-Lee et al., 1998), “a resource can be anything
that has identity”. In (Berners-Lee, 1996) is stated: a “resource” is a conceptual entity (a little
like a Platonic ideal). Both definitions comprise our idea of an ontology. Hence, an ontology
can harmlessly be regarded as a resource. An URI, which “is a compact string of characters
for identifying an abstract or physical resource” (Berners-Lee et al., 1998) can be used to
identify the resources. Notice that URI’s provide a general identification mechanisms, as opposed to Uniform Resource Locators (URL’s), which are bound to the location of a resource.
The important step in our proposed method is to separate the identity of ontologies completely from the identity of files on the web that specify the ontology. In other words, the
class of ontology resources should be distinguished from the class of file resources. As we
have seen above, a revision — which is normally specified in a new file — may constitute a
new ontology, but this is no automatism. Every revision is a new file resource and gets a new
file identifier, but does not automatically get a new ontology identifier.
Notice that we are at this point not compliant with the RDF Schema specification (Brickley and Guha, 2000), which states:8
this specification recommends that a new namespace URI should be declared whenever an RDF schema is changed.
This is recommendation seems too strong, because it also advises to use new URI’s when only
small corrections are made that do not affect the meaning, i.e., when the conceptualization is
not changed. This has already caused problems. For example, the Dublin Core working group
changed the URI of their meta-data term definitions when they published a new version with
more precisely stated definitions. This has caused a lot of annoyance in the library community,
who had to work with several URI’s for equivalent concepts. Eventually, the DC steering
committee decided to use one URI for all the versions of their definitions.
8

Although we might be intentionally compliant, because the RDFS specification argues that changing the
logical structure might break depending models. This recommendation could thus be interpreted as only valid
for logical changes.
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Baseline of an identification method When we take into account all these considerations,
we propose an identification method that is based on the following points:
• a distinction between three classes of resources:
1. files;
2. ontologies;
3. lines of backward compatible ontologies.
•
•
•
•

a change in a file results in a new file identifier;
the use of a URL for the file identification;
only a change in the conceptualization results in a new ontology identifier;
a new type of URI for ontology identification with a two level numbering scheme:
– minor numbers for backward compatible modifications (an ontology-URI ending
with a minor number identifies a specific ontology);
– major numbers for incompatible changes (an ontology-URI ending with a major
number identifies a line of backward compatible ontologies);

• individual concepts or relations, whose identifier only differs in minor number, are assumed to be equivalent;
• ontologies are referred to by an ontology URI with the according major revision number
and the minimal extra commitment, i.e., the lowest necessary minor revision number.
The ideas behind these points are the following. As already pointed out in the beginning of
this section, the distinction between ontology identity and file identity has the advantage that
file changes and location changes (e.g., copy of an ontology) can be isolated from ontological
changes. By using a new type of URI, it is possible to encode all the information in it that is
necessary for our usage, and it also prevents confusion with URL’s that specify a location.
The distinction between individual ontologies on the one hand and lines of backward compatible ontologies on the other hand, provides a simple way to indicate a very general type
of compatibility, likewise the “BACKWARD-COMPATIBLE-WITH” field in SHOE (Heflin
and Hendler, 2000). The distinction we make is also in line with the idea of “levels of generality”, which is discussed in (Berners-Lee, 1996). Applications can conclude directly —
without formal analyses or deduction steps — that a version can be validly used on data
sources with the same major number and a equal or lower minor number. To achieve a maximal backward compatibility, we also propose that not the minor number of the newest revision is specified in a data source, but the minimal addition to the base version that is used
by this data source. For example, suppose an ontology with concepts A, B and C. Version
1.1 added a concept D and version 1.2 added concept E. Then a data source data only relies on concepts A, C and D, would specify its commitment only to version 1.1, although
there is already a version 1.2 available. We adopted this idea from software-program library
versioning, as described in (Brown and Runge, 2000).
An interesting point for discussion is whether it would be possible to specify the real
ontological commitment, instead of only the necessary extra commitment. This could lead to
even more detailed decisions on compatibility. In our example, this would mean that the data
sources specifies that it relies on exactly A, C and D. This would require a different type of
identification.
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The point that states that individual concepts with a identifier that only differs in minor
number are considered to be equivalent, is necessary to actually enable the backward compatibility. By default, all resources on the web with a different identifier are considered to
different. This statement allows the creation of a stand-alone ontology revision, which has
concepts that are equal to a previous version.
5.2

Change specification and transparent evolution

For change specification and transparent evolution, there are two important requirements.
First, because of the suggested practice of referring to the minimal extra addition, the changes
in a line of backward compatible ontologies should be easily recognizable and identifiable.
Actually, the additions from one version to another together form a class of descriptions.
Our suggestion is to make this explicit by adding a class Additions<Major>.<Minor>, e.g.,
Additions1.2, of which the new descriptions are an instance. This makes that class a unique
identifier for the set of additions in a certain revision. The additions can be retrieved by asking
for all instances of a specific “Addition” class.
Second, the relation to a previous version should explicitly be specified. One aspect of
this specification is a pointer to the ontology from which it is derived. These pointers together form a lattice of versions that can be used to deduce the derivation relation from one
version to an arbitrary other version of the ontology. A second aspect of this specification is
the relation between concepts and relations in the previous and current version of the ontology. As concepts and relations that do not have the same major number in their identifier are
assumed to be different, this specification should both specify equivalence relations as subsumption relations. However, although a lot of relations between revisions of concepts can be
specified with “subclass-of” and “equivalence” relations, a more extensive (rule-)language is
necessary to enable the efficient specification of the relations, e.g. a language with quantifiers.
We have seen that an explicit specification of the relation between concepts allows to
retain as much information as possible. The relation between two revisions of an ontology
can be specified in a separate translation ontology. Both the previous version of the ontology
and the translation ontology should be linked from the new version, to allow the automatic
collection of all the statements that specify the relation.
6

Conclusions and further work

In this paper, we have explored the problem of ontology versioning in a web based context. We discussed the nature of ontology changes and looked at the consequences. Ontology
versioning shares some characteristics with database schema versioning and program library
versioning, but also as some peculiarities which are specific for the web based context, mainly
introduced by the decentralized nature of the web.
After examining the effects on compatibility of a few example scenarios for ontology
versioning, we have sketched some elements for a versioning framework for ontologies. This
elements are mainly focused on identification and referring. Our main goal in the design of
a framework is to achieve “maximal use” of the available knowledge. This implies that is is
not sufficient to find out whether a specific interpretation of a ontology on data is invalid, but
that we try to derive as much valid information as possible.
The ideas that are presented in this paper will be implemented in the On-To-Knowledge
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project (Fensel et al., 2000b), which builds an ontology-based tool environment to perform
knowledge management, dealing with large numbers of heterogeneous, distributed, and semistructured documents typically found in large company intranets and the World-Wide Web.
The work described in this paper is still ongoing. There are a lot of things that are not yet
done. We think that the most important flaw is the lack of a detailed analysis of the effect of
specific changes on the interpretation of data. This could be done in the same line as (Banerjee
et al., 1987), where effects of schema changes on OO databases are analyses. This analyses
should also cover the problem of data that becomes inconsistent. Further, the role of time is
also not taken into account. Finally, a clear example is needed to illustrate the proposals.
Eventually, this work will result in a versioning framework that gives very detailed procedures to allow evolving ontologies, while achieving maximal compatibility.
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A Implementation in DAML+OIL
This appendix gives a rough sketch how the ideas about identification and change tracking
might be used in RDF Schema or DAML+OIL. In both languages it is a common practice
to use the URL (location) of the ontology as its identifier. This URL is then defined as a
namespace, which makes the terms in the ontology identifiable. However, it is not required
for the namespace mechanism that URL’s are used. A namespace is defined as follows (Bray
et al., 1999):
[Definition:] An XML namespace is a collection of names, identified by a URI reference [RFC2396], which are used in XML documents as element types and attribute
names.
...
[Definition:] URI references which identify namespaces are considered identical when
they are exactly the same character-for-character. Note that URI references which are
not identical in this sense may in fact be functionally equivalent.
This means that actually URI’s function as identification mechanism.9 It is therefore easy to
adapt this mechanism for our ontology identification mechanism, which uses a separate URI
for ontology identity. We should then first design a URI for ontologies.
According to the URI definition, a “generic URI” has the following format: <scheme>:
//<authority><path>?<query> . Champin et al. (2001) pointed out that the use of a URL
as identification guarantees that the publisher has the authorization to use that specific part
of the URL namespace. This advantage can be retained when the <authority> and <path>
component in the new URI scheme also use the server name and path to the part of the
namespace that is owned by the publisher.
Our suggestion would be to use ontology as a name for the scheme, constitute the
<authority> and <path> from the server name and path of a URL, and use the major
(and probably a minor number) as last two elements of the path. A typical identifier for
an ontology would look as follows: ontology://www.cs.vu.nl/˜{}mcaklein/ontology/
example/2/1/, while an line of backward compatible ontologies is identified by ontology://www.cs.vu.nl/˜mcaklein/ontology/example/2/.
There is still one important open question. Using URL’s as ontology identifiers have the
advantage that localization of the file that specifies the ontology is trivial. With separate URI
scheme, we cannot use the URI of the ontology to locate the file that specifies it. There are
several solutions for this problem. One would be to have some kind of lookup system, like a
DNS for host names and IP-numbers. A practical solution would be to provide a direct mapping from ontology URI’s to file URL’s. For example, one could agree that when “ontology”
is replaced by “http” in a ontology URI, one acquire a URL of a directory with specifications
9

Remember that URL’s are a subset of URI’s. The URI definition Berners-Lee et al. (1998) says:
A URI can be further classified as a locator, a name, or both. The term ”Uniform Resource Locator”
(URL) refers to the subset of URI that identify resources via a representation of their primary access
mechanism (e.g., their network ”location”), rather than identifying the resource by name or by some
other attribute(s) of that resource. The term ”Uniform Resource Name” (URN) refers to the subset of
URI that are required to remain globally unique and persistent even when the resource ceases to exist
or becomes unavailable.
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of the ontology (conceptualization), and that appending newest.rdfs to the directory URL
yields the URL of the most recent specification. Although we now show that there are several
implementation possible, the versioning framework should specify exactly how people and
applications should behave with this respect.
Our suggestion is to extend the meta-information in a DAML+OIL ontology also with the
location of the ontology specification. Together with an identifier, a pointer to the previous
version and the the “translation” ontology, a piece of an DAML+OIL ontology might look as
follows:
<Ontology rdf:about="">
<identifier>ontology://www.cs.vu.nl/˜mcaklein/ontology/example/2/1/</identifier>
<derivation>
<from rdf:resource="ontology://www.cs.vu.nl/˜mcaklein/ontology/example/2/1/" />
<relation rdf:resource="ontology://www.cs.vu.nl/˜mcaklein/ontology/example/2/1/delta/" />
</derivation>
<location>http://www.cs.vu.nl/˜mcaklein/ontology/example/2/1/base.rdfs</location>
<info>${Id}: base.rdfs,v 1.15 2001/05/22 10:26:46 mcaklein Exp $</info>
</Ontology>
...
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Additions2.1">
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="HBO">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="#Additions2.1"/>
</rdfs:Class>
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Abstract
Increasingly, effort has been devoted to surveying ontology-related research studies from various aspects.
However, no survey is available for the ontology library system. For this reason, we decided to examine
existing library systems in this paper. First, we identified the main criteria (management, adaptation, and
standardization) for evaluating the functionality of the library systems. Then, based on the further enriched
criteria, we surveyed most existing ontology library systems. Finally, we summarized the comparison and
proposed various important requirements for structuring ontology library systems. The ontology library
systems surveyed include: WebOnto, Ontolingua, DAML Ontology Library System, SHOE, Ontology
Server, IEEE Standard Upper Ontology, OntoServer and ONIONS.

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of the World Wide Web, the amount of available information online has increased
exponentially. A lack of standardization and common vocabulary has continued to generate heterogeneity, which
strongly hinders information exchange and communication. Ontologies, which capture the semantics of information
from various sources and giving them a concise, uniform and declarative description, have gained significance due to
the demands in academia and industry [1]. As the number of different ontologies is on the increase, the task of
maintaining and re-organizing them in order to facilitate the re-use of knowledge is challenging. A breakthrough in
ontology technology would require methodological aids and tools that enable effective and efficient development. A
key aspect in achieving this is successful re-use of ontologies. Being developed for supporting knowledge sharing
and reuse, it is the lack of proper support of ontology re-use that hampers a broader dissemination of the ontology.
Ontology library systems are an important tool in grouping and re-organizing ontologies for further re-use,
integration, maintenance, mapping and versioning.
An Ontology library system is a library system that offers various functions for managing, adapting and
standardizing groups of ontologies. It should fulfill the needs for re-use of ontologies. In this sense, an ontology
library system should be easily accessible and offer efficient support for re-using existing relevant ontologies and
standardizing them based on upper-level ontologies and ontology representation languages. For this reason, an
ontology library system will, at the very least, feature a functional infrastructure to store and maintain ontologies, an
uncomplicated adapting environment for editing, searching and reasoning ontologies, and strong standardization
support by providing upper-level ontologies and standard ontology representation languages.
Recently, increasing effort has been devoted to surveying ontology-related research studies from various aspects,
including that of ontology representation languages [2], ontology development [3], and ontology learning approaches
[4]. However, no survey has been made of ontology library systems. This prompted us to examine the existing
library systems in this paper. We will identify the main criteria for evaluating their functionality. We will also
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carefully evaluate existing proposals according to these requirements. In order to facilitate ontology re-use, a library
system must, at the very least, support the following: (see Figure 1):
• ontology re-use by open storage, identification and versioning.
• ontology re-use by providing smooth access to existing ontologies and by providing advanced support in
adapting ontologies to certain domain and task-specific circumstances (instead of requiring such ontologies to be
developed from scratch).
• ontology re-use by fully employing the power of standardization. Providing access to upper-layer ontologies and
standard representation languages is one of the keys to developing knowledge sharing and re-use to its full
potential.

Ontology
A

Ontology
B

Ontology
C

……

Ontology
N

Ontology Library System

Management
- Storage
- Identification
- Versioning

Adaptation
- Searching
- Editing
- Reasoning

Standardization
- Language
- Upper-level ontology

Figure 1. General overview of the structure of the survey

The aspects above can be further specified as the follows:
Management. The most important function of an ontology library system is that of facilitating the re-use of
knowledge (ontologies). After all, the main purpose of ontologies is to enable knowledge sharing and re-use [5].
Important aspects of the re-use functionality of an ontology library system are open storage, identification, and
versioning support.
• Storage (how to store the ontology): (a) Is the ontology easily accessible (via a client/server architecture, Peerto-Peer, etc.) in supporting remote access and editing?; (b) Are ontologies classified according to some existing
or homemade categories? (Classifying ontologies is an important step in reorganizing them such that users can
easily search and identify relevant ontologies. It emphasizes the library system function of reorganizing
ontologies); and (c) Are ontologies stored in modules? (The modularity structure of an ontology library system
can facilitate the process of re-use, mapping and integration; it guarantees proficient ontology re-use).
• Identification (how to uniquely identify an ontology): Each ontology must have a unique identifier in the
ontology library system.
• Versioning (how to maintain the changes of ontologies in an ontology library system): Versioning is very
critical in ensuring the consistency among different versions of ontologies.
Adaptation. Ontology library systems should make facilitate the task of extending and updating ontologies. They
should provide user-friendly environments for searching, editing and reasoning ontologies. Important aspects in an
ontology library system include support in finding and modifying existing ontologies.
• Searching (how to search ontology from the ontology library system): Does a library system provide certain
searching facilities, such as keyword-based searching or other advanced searching? Does it feature an adequate
browsing function?
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•
•

Editing (how to add, delete and edit specific ontologies in the ontology library system. One of the most
important features that an ontology library system should have is one that modifies stored ontologies or adds new
ontologies): How does the system support the editing function? Does it support remote and cooperative editing?
Reasoning (how to derive consequences from an ontology): How does the system support ontology evaluation
and verification? Does it make it possible to derive any query-answering behavior?

Standardization. Ontology library systems should follow existing or available standards, such as standardized
ontology representation languages and standardized taxonomies or structures of ontologies.
• Language (the kind of standard ontology language used in the ontology library system, for instance, RDFs1,
XMLs2 or DAML+OIL3): Does the system only support one standard language or other different languages?
• Upper-level ontologies (Is the ontology library system ‘grounded’ in any existing upper-level ontologies, such
as Upper Cyc Ontology, SENSUS, MikroKosmos, the PENNMAN Upper Model, and IEEE upper-layer
ontology?): The upper-level ontology captures and models the basic concepts and knowledge that could be reused in creating new ontologies and in organizing ontology libraries.
This survey report is structured as the follows. We will begin by examining current ontology library systems in
light of the aspects outlined above. Next, we will provide a summary of our comparison of these systems. Finally, we
will discuss various important requirements for structuring ontology library systems.

2. State-of-the-art Survey
This section surveys current important ontology library systems. These include: WebOnto4 (Knowledge Media
Institute, Open University, UK), Ontolingua 5 (Knowledge Systems Laboratory, Stanford University, USA), DAML
Ontology library system6 (DAML, DAPAR, USA), SHOE7 (University of Maryland, USA), Ontology Server8 (Vrije
Universiteit, Brussels, Belgium), IEEE Standard Upper Ontology9 (IEEE), OntoServer10 (AIFB, University of
Karlshruhe, Germany) and ONIONS11 (Biomedical Technologies Institute (ITBM) of the Italian National Research
Council (CNR), Italy). ONIONS is a methodology for ontology integration and was successfully implemented in
several medical ontology library systems. Strictly speaking, it is not an ontology library system. However, since it
defines various criteria for developing such a system, we will examine it briefly here. There are many more ontology
library systems than we included in our comparison. We have only included approaches that are publicly available as
those offer enough detailed information to enable us to evaluate their actual functionalities.

2. 1 WebOnto
WebOnto is an ontology library system developed by the Knowledge Media Institute of the Open University (UK)
[6]. It is designed to support the collaborative creating, browsing and editing of ontologies. It provides a direct
manipulation interface displaying ontological expressions and also an ontology discussion tool called Tadzebao,
which could support both asynchronous and synchronous discussions on ontologies ([7], see Figure 2).

1

http://www.w3.org/RDF/
http://www.w3.org/XML/
3
http://www.ontoknowledge.org/oil/oilhome.shtml
4
http://eldora.open.ac.uk:3000/webonto
5
http://www-ksl-svc.stanford.edu:5915/
6
http://www.daml.org/ontologies/
7
http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/plus/SHOE/
8
http://www.starlab.vub.ac.be/research/dogma/OntologyServer.htm
9
http://suo.ieee.org/refs.html
10
http://ontoserver.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/
11
http://saussure.irmkant.rm.cnr.it/onto/
2
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Figure 2. The architecture of the Tadzebao and WebOnto Server [6].

2.1.1 Management
Storage. WebOnto relies on a client/server-based architecture. The servers are responsible for storing and
maintaining ontologies and user dialogues, the clients are the interfaces to access the stored ontologies. Ontologies
stored in the WebOnto are not classified according to some existing categories. Ontologies are divided into small
units (for instance, ontology is the tree-structural of classes, and the small unit is the class and its parents). They are
then stored in a specific Module containing name, type, and the names of class parents. This system can draw
graphical representations of ontologies based on the modularity storage.
Identification. Ontologies stored in the WebOnto library system are identified by their unique names. Even though
an ontology is divided into small units, each unit contains the name, type, and the names of the class parents.
Versioning. WebOnto only mentioned that ontologies can be inherited from ancestor ontologies. No actual
versioning support is provided.
2.1.2 Adaptation
Searching. Ontologies are graphically displayed. They can only be browsed by using browsing commands, such as
viewing a new ontology or inspecting its structure. No direct query interface is provided.
Editing. TaDzeBao is designed for discussing and editing ontologies (see Figure 2). It supports both asynchronous
and synchronous discussions and editing on ontologies. The Tadzebao server is responsible for maintaining the
ontologies, and delivering ontologies to requesting Tadzebao clients. The client is responsible for presenting a
consistent view of the selected ontologies.
Reasoning. Ontologies in WebOnto are represented in OCML, which supports rule-based reasoning.
2.1.3 Standardization
Language. Ontologies (classes, instances, functions, procedures, or rules) are represented in OCML only [6]. In
other words, no standard representation languages for ontologies are supported.
Upper-level ontologies. WebOnto does not include a 'giant' standard upper-level ontology but has a more finegrained structure ([8] and [9]). At the top there is the base ontology describing the meta-model of OCML (things
such as relations, functions, procedures, classes, instances, slots, etc., similar to SHOE). Below are the imported
(with a few modifications) 'simple time' ontology from the Ontolingua library and ontologies describing
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organizations, technologies, events and basic common concepts. Figure 3 shows the typical ontology inclusion
hierarchy in the WebOnto ontology library system.

Figure 3. Structure of upper-level ontology in WebOnto

2.1.4 Summary
The WebOnto’s ontology library system is client/server and graphically based. It stores an ontology as a module with
a unique name for identification. It supports asynchronous and synchronous ontology editing. Ontology searching is
limited to ontology navigating or browsing (but graphical-based). The ontology is represented by OCML, which can
support rule-based reasoning. It does not have any ontology versioning function or strong support in respect to
ontology standardization issues.
2.2 Ontolingua
Ontolingua was developed in the early nineties at the Knowledge Systems Laboratory of Stanford University (see
Figure 4, [10]). It consists of a server and a representation language. The server provides a repository of ontologies
(ontology library system) to assist users in generating new ontologies and amending the existing ontologies
collaboratively. The ontology stored at the server can be converted into different formats [11].
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Figure 4. Screenshot of part of Ontolingua system (how to create an ontology)

2.2.1 Management
Storage. Ontolingua is client/server-based. It provides a distributed server architecture for ontology construction,
use and re-use. Access to the contents of ontologies is provided via a network API and access to information derived
from the contents by a general-purpose reasoner. The ontology server works like a database server and can enable
distributed ontology repositories for editing, browsing, etc. The ontology server of Ontolingua supports a suite of
other services, including configuration management for ontologies, support for ontologies that have components
resident on remote servers, and support for an Ontology-URL that enables ontologies to be linked to the World Wide
Web [12]. Ontologies stored in Ontolingua are not classified according to some existing categories. Ontology re-use
in Ontolingua is supported by a modular structured library based on the following functions: inclusion, polymorphic,
refinement, and restriction. Ontologies in this ontology library system are organized based on the lattice theory. Each
ontology defines a set of formal terms. Ontologies can include (import from) other ontologies. Terms contained in an
ontology are in the namespace of the ontologies that include it. In the lattice, an ontology includes the ontologies
under which it is indented (see Figure 5). It applies the minimization and amortization principles enabling ontology
writers to re-use existing ontologies in a flexible, powerful way [10].
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Kif-Sets
Kif-Extensions
Frame-Ontology
Jat-Generic
Job-Assignment-Task
Basic-Matrix-Algebra
Tensor-Quantities
3d-Tensor-Quantities
Simple-Geometry
Mechanical-Components
Mace-Domain
Abstract-Algebra
Physical-Quantities
Standard-Dimensions
Vt-Design
Vt-Domain
Vt-Example

Figure 5. Part of the lattice of ontologies in the ontology library system of Ontolingua

The naming policy for Ontolingua is a good example of how the re-use of knowledge can be facilitated. The
ontology in which a symbol is defined is called the symbol's home ontology. For example, if the symbol S is defined
in ontology A as well as in ontology B, then from the perspective of ontology A, the input text "S" is interpreted as
"the symbol named S defined in ontology A". From the perspective of ontology B, however, the input text "S" is
interpreted as "the symbol named S defined in ontology B". The Ontolingua server input/output system includes a
symbol-renaming feature that allows users to assign a name to a symbol, which is local to the perspective of a given
ontology. This feature enables ontology developers to refer to symbols from other ontologies using names that are
appropriate to a given ontology. It also enables them to determine how to resolve naming conflicts among symbols
from multiple ontologies.
Identification. Each ontology has a name that uniquely distinguishes itself from any other ontology.
Versioning. The Ontolingua server does not feature any versioning functions.
2.2.2 Adaptation
Searching. Ontolingua features graphical ontology browsing and supports swift jumps from one term in the ontology
to others term using hyperlinks. Ontolingua’s class/subclass browsers can display an entire hierarchy in compact
fashion, offering users a swift overview of an ontology. One particularly difficult task for ontology library systems is
that of supporting efficient query answering from ontologies represented in a highly expressive language. Ontolingua
develops an idiom-based retrieval feature that returns instances of a sentence containing diagrammatic variables
from a given ontology. The retrieval feature employs a general purpose reasoner (i.e., theorem prover) and classifier
that can be run as a background process to infer and cache sentences that match idioms used by the API and by
translators. The general purpose reasoner developed for the Ontolingua representation language can provide basic
reasoning support for ontology services including classification, deriving and catching instances of sentence
diagrams to support idiom-based ontology access, ontology testing, and client-side execution [12]. Ontolingua also
provides several tools that allow users to search for terms within ontologies in the library. A user may choose to use
wild cards in searching the entire library for terms whose name matches the specified pattern. Context-sensitive
searching is also available when the user needs to fill in the name of a term, by for instance, adding a value to a slot.
Constraints are used to limit searches in context-sensitive searching. Finally, Ontilingua provides a Reference
ontology that serves as an index of the ontology repository for class-based retrieval. Users can browse the reference
ontology looking for classes of interest in the repository.
Editing. Ontolingua features four basic types of pages for the simple interface: the table of contents for the ontology
library system, ontology summary pages, frame pages (for classes, relations or instances), and the class browser.
Remote distributed groups can use their web browsers to build, and maintain ontologies stored at the server.
However, this work cannot be carried out at the same time. Ontolingua supports vocabulary translation, which
enables ontology builders to specify translation rules declaratively between the vocabulary used in a source ontology
and the vocabulary used in a target ontology [12]. Ontolingua allows users to undo or redo any number of
modifications made to the ontology since it was last saved.
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Reasoning. Ontolingua enables developers to use an ontology to describe familiar situations and to query those situations
to determine whether those situations have expected properties. It also includes a feature for specifying a test suite for an
ontology, in which each test consists of a situation specification, a set of queries about the situation, and the answers
expected to the queries.
2.2.3 Standardization
Language. The ontologies are stored primarily in KIF. KIF is a monotonic first order logic with a simple syntax and some
minor extensions to support reasoning about relations. This language provides explicit support for building ontological
modules that can be assembled, extended, and refined in a new ontology [1]. KIF is widely used among researchers in the
United States .
Upper-level ontology. The public version of CYC upper-level ontology, called HPKB-UPPER-LEVEL with extended
material drawn from Pangloss, WordNet, and Penma, is available on the Ontolingua server [13]. It contains approximately
3000 concepts, English definitions, and a few basic relationships between them. This upper-level ontology aims to
maximize re-usability, enabling a greater degree of interoperation among knowledge-based systems by trying to account
for all features associated with one event.
2.2.4 Summary
Ontolingua’s ontology library system is client/server-based. It offers several options for re-using ontology: modular
structure storage, lattice of ontology, naming policy, and a reference ontology (upper-level taxonomy). It supports
collaborative ontology editing. Users can access the ontology library system via the Web. It also includes some relatively
advanced searching features (wild-card and context intensive searching). In addition, Ontolingua supports ontological
language translating, ontology testing and ontology integrating. HPKB-UPPER-LEVEL on the Ontolingua server
maximizes re-usability and enables a greater degree of interoperation among knowledge-based systems.
2.3 DAML Ontology library system
The DAML ontology library system is part of the DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) Program, which officially
started in August 2000. The goal of the DAML effort is to develop a language and tools to facilitate the concept of the
Semantic Web. The ontology library system contains a catalogue of ontologies developed using DAML (Figure 6)12. This
catalogue of DAML ontologies is available in XML, HTML, and DAML formats. People can submit new ontologies via
the public DAML ontology library system.
<ontology uri="http://www.davincinetbook.com:8080/daml/rdf/personal-info.daml" id="2">
<description>DAML ontology for homework 1</description>
<poc name="Mark Neighbors" organization="Booz-Allen &amp; Hamilton" email="neighbors_mark@bah.com"/>
<submitter name="Mark Neighbors" organization="Booz-Allen &amp; Hamilton" email="neighbors_mark@bah.com"
date="2000-10-31"/>
<keyword>personal information</keyword>
<dmoz>http://dmoz.org/dmoz5</dmoz>
<dmoz>http://dmoz.org/dmoz6</dmoz>
<funder>DARPA DAML Program</funder>
<class>AnnotatedBulletList</class>
<class>Bullet</class>
<class>BulletList</class>
<class>Company</class> ……
……….
<property>bulletList</property>
<property>companies</property>
<property>currentEmployerIDs</property>
<property>currentProjectIDs</property>
<property>description</property>
……….
<namespace>http://156.80.108.115/2000/10/daml-ont.daml</namespace>
<namespace>http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns</namespace>
<namespace>http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema</namespace>
</ontology>

Figure 6. Example of an ontology in the DAML ontology library
12

http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~Ehorrocks/DAML-OIL/
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2.3.1 Management
Storage. The DAML ontology library system is client/server-based. The structure of the stored ontology in this
library system includes: ontology uri: ontology id; description; keyword; poc (point of contract): name, organization,
email; submitter: name, organization, email; dmoz (open directory category); funder; classes (class names);
properties (properties names); and namespaces (for example, Figure 6). Ontologies are classified according to Open
Directory Category (www.dmoz.org), which includes arts, business, computers, games, health, home, kids and teens,
news, recreation, reference, regional, science, shopping, society, sports, and world. This library also provides a
summary of submitted ontologies, sorted by URI, Submission Date, Keyword, Open Directory Category, Class,
Property, Funding Source, and Submitting Organization. The DAML ontology library system is still at its early age.
It only provides a simple environment for people to submit and browse ontologies in the library. No module storage
is considered at this moment.
Identification. Ontologies are identified by the URIs and identifiers.
Versioning. No versioning functions are provided.
2.3.2 Adaptation
Searching. This ontology library system offers no specific searching features. It contains only a catalogue of
ontologies in three formats: XML, HTML and DAML. The HTML version can help users search by generated
indexing of ontologies on URI, submission date, keyword, open directory category, class, property, namespace used,
funding source, and submitting organization. The other two formats support simple browsing only.
Editing. No specific editing functions are available.
Reasoning. At present, this ontology library system does not support any reasoning functions13.
2.3.3 Standardization
Language: The DAML ontology library is very preliminary at this moment. It aims to push and popularize the
standard ontology language. It is, therefore, not surprising that the library system supports language standards for the
semantic web, i.e. RDF, RDF Schema and DAML-ONT (now is DAML+OIL).
Upper-level ontology. At present, there is no upper-level ontology for the DAML ontology library system.
2.3.4 Summary
The DAML ontology library system is just in its beginning stages. Naturally, the objective is to offer various
functions for ontology library system management. So far, however, we have not been able to find any publicly
available literature with detailed information on the technology. Even at this early stage, this system is very strong in
its support for web-based ontology languages.
2.4 SHOE (University of Maryland, USA)
SHOE (Simple HTML Ontology Extensions) was developed by the University of Maryland (USA) ([14], see Figure
7). SHOE is also the first web-semantics language developed as a markup, and has been used for various
applications, including for food safety for the US Food and Drug Administration and a military logistics planning
system.
2.4.1 Management
Storage. SHOE’s ontology library system contains lists of ontologies. These ontologies are indexed alphabetically.
They are also classified based on the ontology dependency with clear tree structure. The upper-level ontology (Base
13

Developed by University of Manchester (UK), the FaCT (Fast Classification of Terminologies,
http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~horrocks/FaCT/) reasoner can be integrated into the DAML ontology library system and will give it
some reasoning supports.
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Ontology), for instance, forms the root of the tree. The generic ontologies (e.g. Dubline Core Ontology, General
Ontology, Measurement Ontology) form the first branch of the tree. And the specific ontologies (e.g. Beer Ontology,
Commerce Ontology, Personal Ontology) make up the leaves of the tree. Except for the upper-level ontology, each
ontology is stored in the standard format, including ontology ID, version, description, contact, revision date,
extended ontologies, renames, categories, relationships, constants, inferences, definitions, notes and change history.
Identification. The unique name becomes of the identifier of ontology.
Versioning. SHOE’s versioning scheme is very essential in handling different types of revisions. It maintains each
version of ontology as a separate web page and each instance must state the version to which it adheres. Data sources
can, therefore, upgrade to the new ontology. To enter a revision in SHOE, the ontology designer copies the original
ontology file, assigns it a new version number, then adds or removes elements accordingly. If the revision merely
adds ontology elements, then it can be used to form perspectives that semantically subsume the original perspective.
Therefore, it can specify that it is compatible with previous versions using the optional BACKWARDCOMPATBLE-WITH field in the <ONTOLOGY> tag. Agents and query systems that discover this ontology can
also use it instead of any of the ontologies with which it is backwardly compatible to form an alternate perspective
for any data source.
SHOE is currently the ONLY project focusing on the problem of maintaining consistency as the ontology
evolves. It separates instances from ontologies so that ontologies can provide different perspectives on the same data.
It identifies different types of ontology revisions that could significantly affect the reasoning with existing data
sources. For instance, revisions that add categories or relations have no effect, revisions that modify rules can change
the answers to queries, and revisions that remove categories or relations may eliminate certain answers [14].

Figure 7. Screenshot of SHOE ontology library system
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2.4.2 Adaptation
SHOE features no Searching and Editing environment. Users have to edit their ontology somewhere else and submit
it to SHOE. The alphabetical indexing of ontologies enables users to browse and search SHOE ontologies.
Reasoning. Reasoning supports are provided to handle revision problems. For instance, a revision that adds or
removes rules can provide an alternative perspective (p’) for a legacy data source. This makes it possible to reason
the subsumption relations of the alternative perspective (p’) with the original perspective (p) ([14] and [15]).
2.4.3 Standardization
Language: Ontology is written in SHOE. SHOE is an HTML-based knowledge representation language. It is a
superset of HTML, which adds the tags to semantic data. There are two categories for SHOE tags: tags for
constructing ontologies and tags for annotating web documents. There is also an XML-based version of SHOE [15].
Upper-level ontology. Base ontology is the upper-level ontology for SHOE. It becomes the parent ontology for all
SHOE ontologies on the web. All other SHOE ontologies extend the base ontology directly or indirectly. Base
ontology declares the global data types (string, number, date and truth), ISA hierarchy (entity, SHOEEntity), and
relationships (description and name). There is a one-to-one correspondence between a version of SHOE and a
version of the base ontology. Thus, the version of the Base ontology reflects the version of SHOE.
2.4.4 Summary
The SHOE ontology library system contains various ontologies (written in SHOE) with direct or indirect extensions
of the upper-level ontology (Base ontology). SHOE flags itself with its versioning functions to solve inconsistencies
caused by ontology evolution. SHOE itself is an extended HTML language with adding tags to represent ontologies
and semantic data.
2.5 Ontology Server (Vrije Universiteit Brussels, Belgium)
Ontology Server, which was developed by the Vrije Universiteit in Brussels, links ontology engineering to database
semantics. It deploys database techniques to manage and understand ontologies. The database management system
(DBMS), equipped with various syntactical constructs, enables database diagrams to present objects, sub-type
taxonomies, integrity constraints, derivation rules, etc. (see Figure 8).
2.5.1 Management
Storage. The ontology model consists of 5 basic elements: context, terms, concepts, roles and lexons. The ontology
contains a set of contexts, which form the ontology itself. The ontology has a name (mandatory and unique in the
ontology server), a contributor, an owner, a status ("under development", "finished") and documentation (an
arbitrary string in which the contributor or owner can specify relevant information). The context is a grouping entity
to group terms and lexons in the ontology. Every context within an ontology has its own unique name. A concept is
an entity representing some “thing” and is identified by a unique ID. A term is an entity representing a lexical
representation of a concept. Lexon is a grouping element with a triple structure containing a starting term, a role and
a second term. Lexon always appears in a context and describes certain relations that are valid within that context. In
this case, the lexons can be considered relations between concepts. The Database Management System is used to
implement storage.
Identification. The unique name is the identifier for each ontology in this ontology server.
Versioning. The first prototype currently under construction does not take account of the version control. However,
this will become a crucial issue in the next step.
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Figure 8. Ontology server architecture

2.5.2 Adaptation
Searching & Editing. Database API provides unified access to the basic structures of the ontology server. As the
data in the ontology server, ontologies are managed by the DBMS (Database Management System). The API itself is
specified as four different java interfaces. One of these is an interface to establish and close the connection to the
database. The second interface features all of the basic functions required to add information to the ontology server
(specific methods for adding ontology, context, terms, concept, lexons, users and versions are included). The third,
the retrieval interface, features all of the basic functions to retrieve information from the ontology server. (The
specific methods for this can be divided in two groups: (a) retrieving methods for detailed information about
ontologies, contexts, terms, concepts, lexons, users and versions; and (b) retrieving methods for grouped information,
such as those that retrieve all ontologies from the ontology server, all contexts from an ontology, all terms from a
context, all lexons from a context and all users from the ontology server). And finally, the modification interface
features all of the basic functions needed to modify information already present in the ontology server (it includes
specific methods for modifying ontologies, contexts, terms, concepts, lexons, users and versions). In the future, an
ontology manager will be developed to provide support for storing ontologies expressed in XML. WordNet will be
added to the ontology server using the ontology manager. The ontology browser (currently under development) will
assist users in accessing and browsing ontologies, contexts, terms, concepts, lexons, users and versions.
Reasoning. According to the documents available, no reasoning functions are specified.
2.5.3 Standardization
Language. The ontology object is expressed in XML.
Upper-level ontology. No upper-level ontology is adopted in this Ontology Server.
2.5.4 Summary
Ontology Server manages ontologies by using DBMS (Database Management System). It separates semantics from
ontologies; thus, each ontology model contains 5 basic elements (context, terms, concepts, roles and lexons).
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Ontology can be accessed and searched through database API, including via the modification interface, the retrieval
interface, and in the future, ontology manager, and ontology browser.

2.6 Others
This section discusses systems that are either not very standard in ontology library systems or are still in the very
preliminary stages of development.
2.6.1 IEEE Standard Upper Ontology (IEEE)
The IEEE Standard Upper Ontology (SUO) Working Group has invested tremendous effort, working with a large
number of ontologists, to create a standard top-level ontology to enable various applications, such as data
interoperability, information search and retrieval, automated inferencing, and natural language processing. Their
ontology library system is very simple and is accessible in its preliminary form on their website. It contains a group
of classified ontologies, such as, ontologies in SUO-KIF, formal ontologies and linguistic ontologies/lexicons. Only
the very basic hyperlinks of the ontologies are provided to help users jump to the home pages hosted by the
ontologies (see Figure 9). There are no clear management, adaptation and standardization functions, such as those
discussed in Section 1.
One special effort worth mentioning here is the first-ever merger of certain SUO sources into a single and
coherent ontology, an ontology accessible via the website. This merger was achieved by combining David Whitten's
structural ontology, John Sowa's upper ontology, Allen's temporal logic, Russell and Norvig's upper ontology, Casati
and Varzi's formal theory of holes, Barry Smith's formal theory of boundaries, Borgo, Guarino, and Masolo's formal
theory of physical objects, the Core Plan Representation, and the Agents and Numbers ontologies from the
Ontolingua server.

Figure 9. Screenshot of IEEE SUO

2.6.2 OntoServer (AIFB)
OntoServer, which is currently under construction, is an ontology server to support building, maintaining and using
ontologies. It has a client/server-based architecture, which integrates various types of software or tools to form toolbased support for an ontology environment (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. OntoServer infrastructure

OntoServer will integrate tools from ontology engineering (such as OntoEdit, Text-To-Onto, Ontology
Merger/Mapper, Ontology Visualization and Translator) and ontology applications (such as OntoBroker,
OntoWrapper, Ontology Visualization (Hyperbolic View), DTD-Maker, Intranet Management System and Semantic
Community Web Portals). OntoServer is still in its very early stages; no detailed information is available from its
homepage. Consequently, we can only sketch the infrastructure.
2.6.3 ONIONS
ONIONS (ONtological Integration Of Naive Sources) is a methodology for ontology integration (ontology
mediation, alignment and unification). It was developed in the early 1990s to account for the problem of conceptual
heterogeneity. ONIONS creates a stratified design of an ontology library system. It contains richly documented and
formalized generic ontologies and a cognitively transparent top level. Moreover, intermediate modules contain the
most general concepts of a domain, based on the generic ontologies and the top level. Domain ontologies are
designed based on intermediate ontology ([16], see Figure 10).

Generic
ontologies

Intermediate
Ontologies

Domain ontologies

Figure 10. The stratified design of an ontology library system (ONIONS)
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ONIONS is committed to developing a large-scale ontology library system for medical terminology. This
methodology employs a design based on logic description for the modules in the library and makes extended use of
generic theories, thus creating a stratification of the modules. The current implementation of the methodology
employs LOOM, a knowledge representation system that supports classification services based on the description
logic. Ontologies are classified based on description logic. The ontology library system covers all local definitions
and the paradigms used in building multi-local, integrated definitions. Further classification in this library is based on
steps pertaining to the diffusion, use, classification, and validation of the models.
ONIONS is mainly an ontology integration methodology, which is implemented by many projects. It creates
a stratified ontology library system including generic ontology, intermediate ontology and domain ontology.

3. Summary of the Survey
Research on ontology library systems is still a very new field. The following summary is based on our survey of
the ontology library systems described above (see also Table 1).
3.1 Management
Storage. The ontology library systems in this survey fall into one of two categories: (a) those with a
client/server-based architecture aimed at enabling remote accessing and collaborative editing (WebOnto,
Ontolingua, DAML Ontology Library); and (b) those that feature web-accessible architecture (SHOE, IEEE
SUO). Ontology Server features a database-structured architecture. Most ontologies in this survey of ontology
library systems are classified or indexed. They are stored in a modular structured library (or lattice of
ontologies). WebOnto, Ontolingua and ONIONS all highlight the importance of a modular structure in an
ontology library system as that structure facilitates the task of reorganizing ontology library systems and reusing and managing ontologies.
Identification. The standard way to identify an ontology is by its Unique name or Identifier.
Versioning. Only SHOE supports versioning for handling the dynamic changes of ontologies. Versioning is an
important aspect of the ontology library system. Although many of the systems surveyed do not currently have
this function, they clearly show that it is needed for future improvements.
3.2 Adaptation
Searching. Most of these ontology library systems can be accessed through the Internet or World Wide Web.
They offer simple browsing only. Ontolingua is the only one that offers some functional searching features,
such as keyword searching (wide-card searching), simple query answering, context sensitive searching, etc. As
it is embedded in the database management system, Ontology Server could also provide SQL-based searching.
Editing. Most ontology library systems only provide simple editing functions. WebOnto and Ontolingua
support collaborative ontology editing (asynchronous and synchronous).
Reasoning. Very simple reasoning functions are provided by WebOnto (rule-based reasoning), Ontolingua
(ontology testing) and SHOE (ontology revision).
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WebOnto

Table 1. The summary of the ontology library system survey
Ontolingua
DAML library
SHOE
Ontology Server

Others

Management

(IEEE SUO, OntoServer,
ONIONS)
- web access (IEEE SUO),
client/server-based
(OntoServer),
- classification of ontology
(IEEE SUO, ONIONS)
- stratified design (ONIONS)

Storage

- client/server-based
- no classification
- modularity storage

- client/server-based
- no classification
- modular structured library (
lattice of ontologies, naming
policy)

- client/server-based
- classification of
ontology
- no modularity storage

- web accessible
- classification of
ontology
- tree structure of
ontology dependency

- database access
- no classification
- modularity storage

Identification

- unique name
- unique unit name
- indirect: inherited
from ancestor
ontology
- graphical display
- simple browsing

- unique name

- unique URI and
Identifier
No versioning

- unique name

- unique name

- versioning support
for ontology revision

- no versioning

- no versioning

Versioning
Searching

Adaptation
Standardization

Editing

TaDzeBao:
- asynchronous and
synchronous
discussions and
editing on ontologies,

Reasoning

- rule-based
reasoning

Language

OCML

Upper-level
Ontology

- no standard upperlevel ontology
- a more fine-grained
structure: based
ontology, simpletime, common
concepts

No versioning

- simple browsing
- idiom-based retrieval facility
for simple query answering
- wild-card searching
- context sensitive searching
- reference ontology as the index
- simple interfaces
- collaborative ontology
construction
- vocabulary translation
- undo/redo
- hyperlinked environment

- simple browsing

- simple browsing

- database API
- DBMS
- add, modify, retrieve
- ontology manager
- ontology browser

- simple browsing (IEEE
SUO,

No specific editing
functions

- no editing

- add, modify, retrieve

- no editing

- use situation to determine the
expected properties.
- ontology testing
KIF
- ontology language translation
- public version of CYC upperlevel ontology (HPKB-UPPERLEVEL)

- no reasoning

- limited reasoning
support for ontology
revision
SHOE

- no reasoning

- no reasoning

RDF, RDFs,
DAML+OIL
No standard upper-level
ontology
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- Base Ontology

XML
- no standard upperlevel ontology

- IEEE SUO (upper-level
ontology integration)

3.3 Standardization
Language. These ontology library systems use different languages to store their ontologies.
In this case, the important function for the future ontology library system should support
inter-language translating (like Ontolingua) or some standard language should be accepted or
proposed within the ontology community (such as DAML+OIL).
Upper-level Ontology. Ontolingua has a public version of CYC upper-level ontology called
HPKB-UPPER-LEVEL with some modification drawn from Pangloss, WordNet, and Penma.
WebOnto and SHOE doesn’t have the standard upper-level ontology but has its own finegrained structure (e.g., Base Ontology). IEEE SUO tries to set up a public standard upperlevel ontology.
4. Conclusions: Ontology library system requirement
Now that we have surveyed the ontology library systems above, we will summarize
important requirements for structuring an ontology library system to enhance ontology
management, adaptation and standardization:
4.1 Management
Storage. A client/server-based architecture is critical to an ontology library system’s
capacity to support collaborative ontology editing. An ontology library system should also be
web accessible.
It is necessary to classify ontology in an ontology library system in order to facilitate
searching, managing and re-using ontology. Some of the ontology classification mechanisms
available are based on distinguishable features of ontologies. Examples include the
following:
• the subject of ontologies (The DAML ontology library system classifies ontologies
according to the Open Directory Category (www.dmoz.org));
• the structure of the ontology (The Ontolingua ontology library system has an
inclusion lattice showing the inclusion relations between different ontologies);
• inter and intra ontology features ([17] indexed ontologies based on the intra and inter
ontology features. Examples include general, design process, taxonomy, axioms,
inference mechanism, application, contributions, etc.);
• the lattice structure ([18] built a lattice of ontologies showing the relevance of
ontologies);
• the dimensions of the ontology ([19] indexed ontologies using dimensions
(task/method dependency and domain dependency) to partition the library into a core
library and a peripheral library);
• stratified upper-level ontology (ONIONS used generic, intermediate and domain
layer to index ontologies),
• the relations of ontology ([17] indexed ontology based on defined relations, such as
the subset/superset relation, extension relation, restriction, and mapping relation),
• the components of ontology ([17] also mentioned the indexing of ontology based on
the component of ontologies, such as domain partitioning (partition domain in logical
units), alternative domain views (polymorphic refinement), abstraction (abstract and
detailed ontologies), primary ontologies versus secondary ontologies, terminological,
information and knowledge modeling ontologies).
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Modular organization in the ontology library system organizes units into modules. This
serves to maximize cohesion within modules and minimize interaction between modules
[20]. Most of the ontology library systems that aim to facilitate ontology re-use, ontology
mapping and integration have adopted this structure. ONIONS also highlights the stratified
design of an ontology library system. Different naming policies assist the ontology library
system to achieve the modular organization or stratified storage of ontologies [21]. The
disjointed partitioning of classes can facilitate modularity, assembling, integrating and
consisting checking of ontologies. If, for instance, a certain class, such as ‘people,’ were
disjointed from another class, say ‘countries’, then consistency checks could be carried out
much sooner and faster. Thus, the partition modification has proven to be extremely valuable
for editing purposes. Linking class names with their own contexts or using name space for
differentiating them can serve to prevent violation within individual ontologies. As
ontologies continue to grow, so too does the importance of systematic and consistent naming
and organizational rules.
Identification. Unique ontology URL, Identifier and name are used as the identifier for
ontologies in the ontology library systems.
Versioning. A version control mechanism is very important to an ontology library system.
Unfortunately, most existing ontology library systems cannot support it, except for SHOE.
4.2 Adaptation
Searching & Editing. An ontology library system should feature a visualized browsing
environment, using hyperlinks or cross-references to closely related information. It should
support collaborative editing and offer advanced searching features by adopting various
existing information retrieval techniques, database searching features, or AI heuristic
techniques. Ontology library systems could also monitor user profiles based on access
patterns in order to personalize the view of ontologies [22].
Reasoning. A simple reasoning function should be included in order to facilitate ontology
creation, ontology mapping and integration.
4.3 Standardization
Language. Syntactically, an ontology representation language should be standardized or
inter- or intra- ontology language translation should be supported. Semantically, an ontology
library system should feature the common vocabulary (or faceted taxonomy). At any rate, it
should eliminate the implicitness and misunderstanding of terms in different ontologies (due
to synonyms, homonyms, etc.) for most generic classes. Preferably, an ontology library
system should also support compatibility with or mapping between multiple controlled
vocabularies from different domains. This would not only serve to guarantee flexibility in
expressing an ontology semantically, but also to liquidate implicitness. The structures of
these common vocabularies or multiple controlled vocabularies must be faceted, or
modulated so as to facilitate the re-use, mapping and integration of ontologies [23]. These
vocabularies can help in simple synonym matching, sibling analysis, and disjoint partition
checking.
Upper-level Ontology. Standard upper-level ontology is important for better organization of
ontology library systems (Ontolingua, IEEE SUO).
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4.4 Others
Ontology scalability. Ontology library systems should also consider increasing the scale of
ontologies.
Maintaining facility. Ontology library systems should also provide some maintenance
features, such as consistency checking, diagnostic testing, support for changes, and
adaptation of ontologies for different applications.
Explicit documentation. Each ontology in an ontology library system should be extensively
documented. The documentation should include such information as how the ontology was
constructed, how to make extensions and what the ontology’s naming policy, organizational
principles and functions are. Such explicit documents about the ontologies themselves will
pave the way for efficient ontology management and re-use.
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Abstract. This paper discusses technology to support the use of UML for representing
ontologies and domain knowledge in the Semantic Web. Two mappings have been
defined and implemented using XSLT to produce Java classes and an RDF schema
from an ontology represented as a UML class diagram and encoded using XMI. A
Java application can encode domain knowledge as an object diagram realised as a
network of instances of the generated classes. Support is provided for marshalling and
unmarshalling this object-oriented knowledge to and from an RDF/XML serialisation.
The paper also proposes an extension to RDF allowing the identification of property–
resource pairs in a model for which ‘closed world’ reasoning cannot be used due to
incomplete knowledge.

1 Introduction
The vision of the Semantic Web is to let computer software relieve us of much of the burden
of locating resources on the Web that are relevant to our needs and extracting, integrating
and indexing the information contained within. To enable this, resources on the Web need to
be encoded in, or annotated with, structured machine-readable descriptions of their contents
that are expressed using terms or structures that have been explicitly defined in a domain
ontology.
Currently, there is a lot of research effort underway to develop ontology representation
languages compatible with World Wide Web standards, particularly in the Ontology Inference
Layer (OIL [1]) and DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML [2]) projects. Derived from
frame-based representation languages from the artificial intelligence knowledge representation community, OIL and DAML schema build on top of RDF Schema by adding modelling
constructs from description logic [3]. This style of language has a well understood semantic
basis but lacks both a wide user community outside AI research laboratories and a standard
graphical presentation—an important consideration for aiding the human comprehension of
ontologies.
This paper discusses Semantic Web technology based on an alternative paradigm that
also supports the modelling of concepts in a domain (an ontology) and the expression of information in terms of those concepts. This is the paradigm of object-oriented modelling from
the software engineering community. In particular, there is an expressive and standardised
modelling language, the Unified Modeling Language (UML [4]), which has graphical and
XML-based formats, a huge user community, a high level of commercial tool support and
an associated highly expressive constraint language. Although developed to support analysis
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and design in software engineering, UML is beginning to be used for other modelling problems, one notable example being its adoption by the Meta Data Coalition 1 [5] for representing
metadata schemas for enterprise data.
The proposed application of UML to the Semantic Web is based on the following three
claims:

 UML class diagrams provide a static modelling capability that is well suited for representing ontologies [6].
 UML object diagrams can be interpreted as declarative representations of knowledge [7].
 If a Semantic Web application is being constructing using object-oriented technology, it
may be advantageous to use the same paradigm for modelling ontologies and knowledge.
However, there is one significant current shortcoming of UML: it lacks a formal definition. The semantics of UML are defined by a metamodel, some additional constraints expressed in a semi-formal language (the Object Constraint Language, OCL), and descriptions
of the various elements of the language in English. The development of formal semantics for
UML is an active area of research as evidenced by a number of recent workshops [8, 9, 10]
and the formation of an open-membership international research group to facilitate work in
this area [11]. In particular, as UML is a very large language with some redundancy, research
is underway to identify a core of UML modelling constructs from which the other language
elements can be derived [12, 13]. A formal definition of this core will then indirectly provide
semantics for the complete language.
The present author believes that future developments in this area will provide at least a
subset of UML with the formal underpinnings required for the unambiguous interpretation of
ontologies. For the present, the use of the more basic features of class and object diagrams
for representing ontologies and knowledge seems no more prone to misinterpretation than the
use of the Resource Description Framework—a language which underlies the Semantic Web
but also lacks official formal semantics (although some have been proposed [14]). It is also
worth noting that many of the difficulties in providing precise semantics for UML lie with its
features for dynamic modelling of systems, rather than the static models used in the present
work.
Further discussion of the benefits and limitations of UML for ontology modelling is beyond the scope of this paper which focuses on technology to support the use of object-oriented
modelling for the Semantic Web. An overview of this technology is given in Section 2. Section 3 presents an example ontology in UML and gives a brief description of the features of
UML used in this example (for a good introduction to a much larger subset of the language
see Muller [15]). Section 4 describes the techniques used to generate an RDF schema and a
set of Java classes (complete with RDF-based object marshalling support) from a UML ontology. Section 5 proposes an extension to RDF that allows the inclusion in an RDF model of
information on how complete that model is for particular property–resource pairs. Some preliminary thoughts on the possibility of performing reasoning with ontologies and knowledge
expressed in UML are presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 gives an overview of related
work.
1

the MDC has since merged with the Object Management Group to work jointly on the OMG’s Common
Warehouse Metamodel for data warehousing, business intelligence, knowledge management and portal technology metadata.
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Figure 1: Overview of the implemented technology for object-oriented knowledge representation

2 Required technology for UML and the Semantic Web
To enable the use of UML representations of ontologies and knowledge, standard formats are
needed to allow both ontologies and knowledge about domain objects to be published on the
Web and transmitted between agents. In addition, there is a need for code libraries to help
application writers parse and internalise this serialised information.
This technology already exists for UML class diagrams. The XML Model Interchange
language (XMI) defines a standard way to serialise UML models. There are also a number
of Java class libraries existing or under development to provide a convenient interface for
applications to access this information. However, there is currently no similar technology
available to help Java applications construct, serialise and read object-oriented encodings of
knowledge that are conceptualised as UML object diagrams. XMI documents can encode the
structure of object diagrams, but this is necessarily done in a domain-independent way using
separate but cross-referenced XML elements for each object, link, link end and attribute–
value binding. What is required is a way to generate from an ontology a domain-specific
encoding format for knowledge about objects in that domain, and an application programmer
interface (API) to allow convenient creation, import and export of that knowledge.
Figure 1 shows an approach to object-oriented ontological and object-level knowledge
representation that has been implemented and is described in this paper. First, a domain expert designs an ontology graphically using a CASE tool supporting the Unified Modeling
Language, and then saves it using the standard XML-based format XMI (XML Model Interchange). A pair of XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations) stylesheets then
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take the XMI representation of the ontology as input and produce (i) a set of Java classes
and interfaces corresponding to those in the ontology, and (ii) a representation of the ontology using RDF (Resource Description Framework) using the modelling concepts defined in
RDF Schema. The generated Java classes allow an application to represent knowledge about
objects in the domain as in-memory data structures. The generated schema in RDF defines
domain-specific concepts that an application can reference when serialising this knowledge
using RDF (in its XML encoding). The marshalling and unmarshalling of object networks to
and from RDF/XML documents is performed by a pair of Java classes: MarshalHelper
and UnmarshalHelper. These delegate to the generated Java classes decisions about the
names and types of fields to be serialised and unserialised, but are then called back to perform
the translation to and from RDF, making use of an existing Java RDF application programmer’s interface [16].
Note that the generated RDF schema does not contain all the information from the original UML model. If an application needs access to full ontological information, it can use
the original XMI document with the help of one of the currently available or forthcoming
Java APIs supporting the processing of UML models. The purpose of the RDF schema is
to define RDF resources corresponding to all the classes, interfaces, attributes and associations in the ontology in order to support RDF serialisation of instance information. For the
sake of human readers, the schema records additional information such as subclass relationships and the domains and ranges of properties corresponding to attributes and associations.
However, this information is not required for processing RDF-encoded instance information because each generated Java class contains specialised methods marshalFields and
unmarshalFields containing hard-coded knowledge about the names and types of the
class’s fields. This is a design decision intended to avoid potentially expensive analysis of the
schema during marshalling and unmarshalling. This it should be possible to use this serialisation mechanism in situations where optimised serialisation is important, such as in agent
messaging systems.
3 An example domain
This section presents an example ontology modelled as a UML class diagram and some knowledge encoded as an object diagram. The ontology defines a subset of the concepts included
in the CIA World Factbook and is adapted from an OIL representation of a similar subset
[17].
3.1 An ontology in UML
Figure 2 presents the CIA World Factbook ontology represented as a UML class diagram.
The version shown here is not a direct translation from OIL: there is an additional class
AdministrativeDivision, UML association classes are used where appropriate, and
instead of defining the classes City and Country as specialised types of Region (GeographicalLocation in the OIL original), the ontology represents these as optional roles that a
region may have.
The boxes in the diagram represent classes, and contain their names and (where applicable) their attributes. The lines between classes depict association relationships between
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1

0..1

<<datatype>>
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Figure 2: A UML ontology for a subset of the CIA World Factbook

classes. A class A has an association with another class B if an object of class A needs to
maintain a reference to an object of class B. An association may be bidirectional, or (if a
single arrowhead is present) unidirectional. A ‘multiplicity’ expression at the end of an association specifies how many objects of that class may take part in that relationship with a
single object of the class at the other end of the association. This may be expressed as a range
of values, with ‘*’ indicating no upper limit. Association ends may be optionally named. In
the absence of a name, the name of the adjacent class, with the initial letter in lower case,
is used as a default name. Associations can be explicitly represented as classes by attaching
a class box to an association (see LandBoundary and AreaComparison in the figure).
This is necessary when additional attributes or further associations are required to clarify the
relationship between two classes.
The dog-eared rectangle in the lower left corner of the figure contains a constraint in the
Object Constraint Language (OCL). This language provides a way to constrain the possible
instances of a model in ways that cannot be expressed using UML’s structural modelling
elements alone. The constraint shown here states that i) a country’s capital is a city in that
country, and ii) if a country c has another as a neighbour, then that neighbouring country has c
as a neighbour. Finally, the keyword “datatype” appearing in guillemets above the class Real
indicates that this is a pre-existing built-in datatype. OCL defines a minimal set of primitive
datatypes and it is currently assumed that the ontology designer has used these primitive
types.
Note that UML includes notation for class generalisation/specialisation relationships, although this is not required for the example presented in this paper.
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Figure 3: Information about New Zealand as a UML object diagram

3.2 Knowledge as an object diagram
Figure 3 presents some knowledge about New Zealand from the CIA World Factbook, expressed as an object diagram. For brevity, this diagram omits most of New Zealand’s cities
and administrative divisions, and provides no information about the region named Colorado,
to which New Zealand is compared in terms of area.
In object diagrams, rectangles denote objects, specifying their class (after an optional
name and a colon) and the object’s attribute values. The lines between objects show ‘links’:
instances of associations between classes.
4 From UML to RDF and Java
The previous section presented some knowledge expressed as a UML object diagram. This is
an abstract representation of that knowledge. To enable this style of knowledge representation
to be used for Semantic Web applications it is necessary to define an API to allow creation
of the knowledge in this form and a serialisation format to allow Web publication and transmission of the knowledge. These can be generated automatically from an XML encoding of
the Word Factbook using the XSLT stylesheets that have been developed. One stylesheet produces an RDF schema corresponding to the ontology and the other produces a corresponding
set of Java classes and interfaces.
XSLT is a language for transforming XML documents into other documents. An XSLT
stylesheet is comprised of a set of templates that match nodes in the input document (represented internally as a tree) and transform them (possibly via the application of other templates) to produce an output tree. The output tree can then be output as text or as an HTML
or XML document.
The main issue common to both mappings is the problem of translating from UML
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classes, which may have different types of features such as attributes, associations and association classes, to a model where classes only have fields or (in RDF) properties. It was
also necessary to generate default names for fields where association ends are not named in
the UML model. The OCL conventions for writing navigation paths through object structures
were used to resolve these issues. Also, attributes and association ends with a multiplicity
upper limit greater than one are represented as set-valued fields (bags in RDF Schema) or, in
the case of association ends with a UML “ordered” constraint, list-valued fields (sequences
in RDF Schema). Further details about the mappings have been discussed elsewhere [18] and
are beyond the scope of this paper.
4.1 The generated RDF schema
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a simple resource–property–value model designed for expressing metadata about resources on the Web. RDF has a graphical syntax as
well as an XML-based serialisation syntax. For readability, examples in this paper are presented in the graphical syntax, although in practice they are generated in the XML format.
RDF Schema is a set of predefined resources (entities with uniform resource identifiers) and relationships between them that define a simple meta-model including concepts
of classes, properties, subclass and subproperty relationships, a primitive type Literal,
bag and sequence types, and domain and range constraints on properties. Domain schemas
(i.e. ontologies) can then be expressed as sets of RDF triples using the (meta)classes and properties defined in RDF Schema. Schemas defined using RDF Schema are commonly called
RDF schemas (small ‘s’).
The main issue in generating an RDF schema that corresponds to an object-oriented model
is that RDF properties are first-class objects and are not defined within the context of a particular class. This can lead to conflicting range declarations if the same property (e.g. head) is
used to represent a field in two different classes (e.g. Brew and Department). The solution
chosen was to prefix each property name representing a field with the name of the class. This
has the disadvantage that in the presence of inheritance a class’s fields may be represented
by properties with different prefixes: some specifying the class itself and some naming a parent class. This might be confusing for a human reader but is not a problem for the current
purpose: to specify a machine-readable format for object-oriented knowledge interchange.
Figure 4 presents a subset of the generated RDF schema corresponding to the UML model
presented in Figure 2. Only the classes Country and Region and the relationships between
them are included here.
In the standard RDF graphical notation used in the figure, an ellipse represents a resource
with its qualified name shown inside as a namespace prefix followed by a local name. A
namespace prefix abbreviates a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) associated with a particular namespace, and the URI for the resource can be constructed by appending the local name
to the namespace URI. A property is represented by an arc, with the qualified name for the
property written beside the arc (in this case the arcs are given labels with the corresponding
URIs shown in the table).
Figure 4 includes one property that is not part of RDF Schema. There is no mechanism in
RDF Schema to parameterise a collection type (such as rdf:Bag) by the class of elements it
may contain. Therefore, the non-standard property rdfsx:collectionElementType
was introduced to represent this information (this is abbreviated in the figure by the arc label
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Figure 4: Part of the World Factbook schema in RDF

et). The definition of this property is shown in Figure 5. The object serialisation mechanism
described in this paper does not require this information but it is useful to people reading the
schema.
The schema in Figure 4 completely defines the encoding of instance data in RDF. Figure 6 shows how an object diagram is encoded in RDF with reference to the schema. This
corresponds to the central Region and Country objects from Figure 3 together with the
AreaComparison link to the Colorado Region object. The five resources outlined in
bold are the ones being defined. There are two resources of type wfb:Region, one of type
wfb:Country, one of type rdf:Bag (representing the set of the country’s area comparisons) and one element in the bag, an instance of the area comparison association class (which
is represented in RDF as the type wfb:AreaComparison). Depending on the needs of the
rdfs:ConstraintProperty

t
rdfsx:collectionElementType

d

rdfs:Container

r
rdfs:Class

Property labels
t = rdf:type
d = rdfs:domain
r = rdfs:range

Name space abbreviations
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rdfsx = http://nzdis.otago.ac.nz/0_1/rdf-schema-x#

Figure 5: An extension to RDF Schema
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Figure 6: Information about New Zealand encoded in RDF

application, defined objects might be assigned URIs or represented as anonymous resources.
In this case, they are anonymous—the labels x and y are included to allow reference to these
resources later in this paper. The rectangles represent RDF literals.
Note that while this graphical notation for RDF looks complicated, its encoding in XML
only requires five XML elements to represent the information, as shown in the appendix.
4.2 The generated Java classes and marshalling framework
The generated RDF schema described in the previous section defines a domain-specific serialisation format for object-oriented representation of knowledge about the domain. To facilitate
the processing of knowledge communicated in this form, a set of Java classes can also be generated from the ontology using XSLT. These allow Java applications to instantiate instances
of the domain concepts. In addition, the generated classes, along with some additional utility
classes, allow these in-memory structures to be marshalled and unmarshalled to and from the
RDF serialisation format defined by the generated RDF schema. The aim of the marshalling
code is to allow a Java application to maintain an internal representation of object-oriented
knowledge and to easily read and write parts of this knowledge to and from a format suitable
for transmission or publication on the Web.
Figure 7 presents a class diagram outlining the structure of the generated Java classes
and the marshalling framework. The class MarshalHelper is part of a support package
used by the generated classes. A static method marshalObjects provides the entry point
for an application to marshal a network of objects. A similar class UnmarshalHelper is
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MarshalHelper
marshalString(fieldName : String, value : String, known : Boolean)
marshalObjects(objects : Collection, root : DomainObject, namespace : String, os : OutputStream) : QName

Creates MarshalHelper object h and
for each o in objects calls:
o.marshal(h)

Adds triple to RDF model, either property value
or statement that property value isn't known

DomainObject
OID : int
hashcode() : int
equals(o : Object) : boolean
compareTo(o : Object) : int
marshal(h : MarshalHelper)
«abstract» marshalInheritedFields(h : MarshalHelper)
marshalFields(h : MarshalHelper)

...
marshalInheritedFields(h);
marshalFields(h);
...

Has empty default definition

Region
name : String
nameKnown : boolean = false
...
name() : String
setName(name : String)
nameKnown() : boolean
setNameKnown(known : Boolean)
Region()
Region(name : String)
marshalInheritedFields(h : MarshalHelper)
marshalFields(h : MarshalHelper)
main(args[] : String)

Defined in all generated classes as:
super.marshalFields(h);

...
h.marshalString("name", name, nameKnown);
...

Registers class in a properties file, indexed by URI

Figure 7: The structure of the generated classes and the marshalling methods

also provided, but is not discussed here. The class DomainObject is an abstract base class
that all generated classes specialise (the specialisation relationship is represented by a closed
arrow pointing to the more general class). The class Region is shown as an example of a
generated class.
This diagram does not show all the fields and methods. In particular, the class Region
also contains fields and methods related to the association ends as_city, as_country
and as_admin_division from the ontology shown in Figure 2. There are some fields
and methods depicted that are related to whether or not a field value is “known”. This is
discussed in Section 5.
There is a significant difference between knowledge represented propositionally and knowledge represented in the form of an object diagram. Propositions are self-contained statements
of knowledge whereas object diagrams are networks of objects. When serialising knowledge,
an application may only wish to include some of the information it knows about a domain.
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// Build object diagram
Region rNZ = new Region("New Zealand");
Country cNZ = new Country();
AreaComparison ac = new AreaComparison();
ac.setCountry(cNZ);
ac.setRegion(rNZ);
ac.setProportion("About the size of");
Set comparisons = new HashSet();
comparisons.add(ac);
Region rColorado = new Region("Colorado");
rNZ.setAs_country(cNZ);
cNZ.setRegion(rNZ);
cNZ.setAreaComparisonSet(comparisons);
// Now marshal it
Set toMarshal = new HashSet();
toMarshal.add(rNZ); toMarshal.add(cNZ);
toMarshal.add(ac); toMarshal.add(rColorado);
try {
QName rootQName =
MarshalHelper.marshalObjects(
toMarshal, rNZ, "http://nzdis.otago.ac.nz/nzdata1#",
new FileOutputStream("nz.xml"));
}
catch (MarshallingException e) { ... }
Figure 8: Sample Java code to create and marshal an object diagram

For example, Figure 6 compares New Zealand’s area to that of Colorado, but doesn’t provide
the information that Colorado is an administrative division of the United States. To allow
this selectivity, the marshalObjects method takes a collection of objects as an argument.
Links to any objects outside this collection will not be serialised. To allow a particular entry
point into the knowledge structure to be identified, a root object is specified and the method
returns the qualified name of the RDF resource in the serialised model that represents that
object. A namespace for the serialised information is also provided.
Figure 8 shows the Java code that would produce the RDF serialisation in Figure 6.
5 Modelling incomplete knowledge
Because object diagrams are inter-linked networks of objects rather than sets of discrete facts,
and because classes may have attributes or associations that are optional (i.e. have a multiplicity lower bound of zero), it is important to be able to distinguish between a statement that
there are no values for a given property and the omission or lack or knowledge about a given
property. In other words, the recipient of object-oriented information needs a way of knowing
for which objects and which properties a closed world assumption can safely be made. This
is achieved by including extra boolean fields in the generated Java classes that record for each
regular field whether or not its value is ‘known’ or, for set- or list-valued fields, ‘closed’—
meaning that the contents of the set or list provide complete knowledge of that field. Setting
the value of a single-valued field sets its ‘known’ field to true and all fields also have a method
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t
rdf:Property

d
rdfx:notClosedOn

r
rdfs:Resource

Property labels
t = rdf:type
d = rdfs:domain
r = rdfs:range

Name space abbreviations
rdf = http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
rdfs = http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
rdfx = http://nzdis.otago.ac.nz/0_1/rdf-x#

Figure 9: Schema for the notClosedOn property

wfb:Country.capital
wfb:Country.city

nco
nco
nco

x

wfb:Country.administrativeDivision
nco

wfb:Region.as_admin_division
Property labels
nco = rdfx:notClosedOn

y

Name space abbreviations
rdfx = http://nzdis.otago.ac.nz/0_1/rdf-x#
wfb = namespace chosen for the World Factbook schema

Figure 10: Meta-knowledge about incomplete information

allowing the programmer to explicitly specify the status of the field.
When unmarshalling an object diagram from the RDF encoding it is assumed that complete information about all properties is included unless otherwise specified (although the
opposite could equally well be implemented as the default assumption). Incomplete information is indicated using a non-standard RDF property notClosedFor that associates a
property with a resource, meaning that complete information is not provided for that property
applied to that resource. Figure 9 shows the declaration of the notClosedOn property.
Figure 10 presents an example of this property applied to the encoding of knowledge
about New Zealand that was shown in Figure 6. When combined with the RDF-encoded
information in Figure 6, this specifies that the RDF model does not contain complete (or
possibly any) information about the capital, cities and administrative divisions of the country
represented by the resource labelled x. Also, there is possibly missing information about the
administrative division property of the region represented by the resource labelled y .
In order to have this meta-level information added to the RDF serialisation, the Java code
shown in Figure 8 must have the following lines added before the call to marshalObjects:
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cNZ.setCapitalKnown(false);
cNZ.setCitySetClosed(false);
cNZ.setAdministrativeDivisionSetKnown(false);
rNZ.setAs_admin_divisionKnown(false);

Similar mechanisms for handling incomplete knowledge have been used in knowledge
representation systems LOOM [19] (which includes :closed-world and :open-world
relation properties) and CLASSIC [20] (which allows roles to be declared to be ‘closed’).
This notion has also been formalised in description logic by the use of epistemic operators
that modify roles, and in AI planning by the use of “local closed world” formulae [21]. The
notClosedOn property used in this work should also include a reference to the current
RDF model, but this is not currently possible as RDF does not provide a way to declare that
a set of statements collectively constitute a model with a given URI.
6 Reasoning with OCL
The Semantic Web, as envisioned by Tim Berners-Lee [22], includes a logical layer which
allows “the deduction of one type of document from a document of another type; the checking of a document against a set of rules of self-consistency; and the resolution of a query by
conversion from terms unknown into terms known”. One of the biggest challenges for the
Semantic Web community is to find interoperable ways of incorporating inference rules into
ontologies. There is much research to be done in this area. For example, although the XML
DTD for OIL 1.0 defines a rule-base element, its content is unconstrained text and no
semantic connection is made between this rule base and the rest of the language. The RDF
schemas defining later versions of OIL and DAML do not currently contain any way of representing rules, although it is a goal of the DAML project to produce an enhanced language,
DAML-L, with support for rules.
It is therefore an important question to evaluate how well UML fares in this regard. In
fact, UML includes a powerful mechanism for expressing inference rules: the Object Constraint Language. OCL has been claimed to be “essentially a variant of [first order predicate
logic] tuned for writing constraints on object structures” [23]. This claim is true from a syntactic viewpoint: OCL is sufficiently expressive to represent any first-order inference rules
that an ontology designer may wish to specify (although this expressiveness also means that
reasoning about unconstrained OCL expressions is likely to be undecidable in general). From
a semantic viewpoint, the above claim cannot be verified as OCL currently lacks a formal
specification. However, this shortcoming has been recognised in the UML 2.0 OCL RFP [24]
and at least one proposal for formal semantics for OCL has already been made [25].
The object-oriented syntax of OCL is also unlike any commonly used logical language,
and attempting to write rules in OCL can be frustrating for the inexperienced. A constraint
can often be expressed in several different ways and the resulting expression can look quite
unlike its counterpart in first-order logic. Consider the constraint in Figure 2. The second
conjunct specifies that the neighbourhood relationship between countries is reflexive. The
form of this constraint might be immediately recognised as a standard pattern by an OCL
expert but it is not obvious to the uninitiated.
To enable tractable reasoning about ontologies in UML, and to avoid the awkward syntax
of OCL, it would be useful to define a macro language on top of OCL comprising predicates
such as reflexive(path-expression) which are defined in terms of OCL. The set
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: Person

+

: Man
name = "Kim"

child

parent

name = "Kim"

: Person
name = "Bob"

parent
2

+

Person
name : String

* child

{ son = child->select(oclIsTypeOf(Man))
Person.allInstances->forAll(
p | self.name = p.name implies self = p) }

2
*

Man
/son

child

parent

: Man

: Person

name = "Kim"

name = "Bob"
son

Figure 11: An example of inference over knowledge in UML

of macros could be chosen to ensure that reasoning over these expressions is tractable. This
would also help to allow the translation of rules between UML-based and other representations of an ontology. This is a subject for future research.
Recent research has also shown how inference rules in UML can be expressed as graph
transformations on the UML metamodel [26, 13]. To give a taste of what inference with UML
might look like, Figure 11 shows how new knowledge in the form of an object diagram can
be generated by combining existing knowledge and information about the ontology. In this
example, one agent has communicated to another that there is an object of class Man with
“Kim” as the value of its name attribute. The other agent knows that there is a Person
object with name Kim and that this object is the child of a Person object with name Bob.
The ontology for this domain states that Man is a specialisation of Person, and includes
two OCL constraints: one defining the derived role (indicated by ‘/’) son (a son is a child
that is a man), and the other stating (rather unrealistically) that the name attribute uniquely
identifies objects of class Person. Over several steps of inference the agent can conclude
that the two objects with name Kim are the same and therefore Kim is a male child, i.e. a son.
Implementing this style of deduction in UML is a subject for future research.
7 Related Work
A number of other projects have investigated the serialisation of instances of ontological
models.
Skogan [27] defined a mechanism for generating an XML document type definition (DTD)
from a UML class diagram and implemented this as a script for the UML-based modelling
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tool Rational Rose. This is being used for the interchange of geographical information. The
mapping is only defined on a subset of UML and many useful features of class diagrams,
including generalisation relationships, are not supported.
Work has also been done on producing DTDs [28] and XML schemas [17] from models
expressed in ontology modelling languages (Frame Logic and OIL respectively). The latter
work reported that the XML Schema notion of type inheritance does not correspond well to
inheritance in object-oriented models, which was a factor in the choice of RDF as a serialisation format in the research described here.
Since its initial proposal, OIL has been redesigned as an extension of RDFS [29]. This
means that an ontology in OIL is also an RDF schema and therefore knowledge about resources in a domain modelled by an OIL ontology can easily be expressed using RDF.
The UML-based Ontology Toolset (UBOT) project at Lockheed Martin is working on
tools to map between UML and DAML representations of ontologies [30]. This project has
a different focus from the work described in this paper. Rather than using the existing features of UML to describe ontologies, the language is being extended with a set of UML
‘stereotypes’ (specialisations of UML modelling constructs) that correspond to classes and
properties in the RDF schema for DAML. A proposal has also been made for an extension to
the UML metamodel that would allow global properties in DAML ontologies to be modelled
as aggregations of UML association ends (which are local to classes) [31].
The Web site http://www.interdataworking.com provides a number of ‘gateways’ that can
be used to convert between different data formats. One particular ‘gateway stack’ can be used
to produce an RDF schema from an XMI document, although no information is given about
the mapping and how much of UML is supported. The resulting schema is defined using a
mixture of properties and (meta)classes from RDF Schema (such as rdfs:subClassOf)
and from Sergey Melnik’s RDF representation of the UML metamodel [32]. The schema defines properties and classes that can be referenced when encoding object information in RDF,
and could itself be used as an alternative to an XMI encoding for publishing and serialising an
ontology modelled using UML. However, as XMI is an Object Management Group standard
for model interchange, it is being supported by an increasing number of tools and APIs and
there seem to be few advantages in using a different format for encoding UML models. If it
is required to annotate an ontology with additional information that is not part of the XMI
format (one of Melnik’s desiderata) this could be achieved using external annotations and
XLink [33].
Xpetal [34] is a tool that converts models in the ‘petal’ output format of the UML-based
modelling tool Rational Rose to an RDF representation. No details are provided about the
mapping from UML to RDFS and which UML features are supported.
8 Conclusion
This paper has described technology that facilitates the application of object-oriented modelling, and the Unified Modeling Language in particular, to the Semantic Web. From an ontology specified in UML, a corresponding RDF schema and a set of Java classes can be
automatically generated to facilitate the use of object diagrams as internal knowledge representation structures and the import and export of these as RDF documents. A mechanism was
also introduced for indicating when an object diagram has missing or incomplete knowledge.
Important areas for future work are the identification of tractable subsets of OCL for
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encoding inference rules and the definition of mappings between object-oriented representations of ontologies and knowledge and more traditional description logic-based formalisms.
This would allow applications to choose the style of modelling most suitable for their needs
while retaining interoperability with other subsets of the Semantic Web.
The software described in this paper is publicly available at http://nzdis.otago.ac.nz/projects
under the name “uml-data-binding”.
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Appendix
The following is an XML serialisation of the RDF model representing information about New
Zealand that was shown in Figure 6.
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:wfb="http://nzdis.otago.ac.nz/0_1/world-fact-book#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<wfb:Region rdf:ID="region1">
<wfb:Region.name>New Zealand</wfb:Region.name>
<wfb:Region.as_country rdf:resource="#country1"/>
</wfb:Region>
<wfb:Country rdf:ID="country1">
<wfb:Country.region rdf:resource="#region1"/>
<wfb:Country.areaComparison rdf:resource="#bag1"/>
</wfb:Country>
<rdf:Bag rdf:ID="bag1">
<rdf:li rdf:resource="#comparison1"/>
</rdf:Bag>
<wfb:AreaComparison rdf:ID="comparison1">
<wfb:AreaComparison.country rdf:resource="#country1"/>
<wfb:AreaComparison.region rdf:resource="#region2"/>
<wfb:AreaComparison.proportion>About the size of
</wfb:AreaComparison.proportion>
</wfb:AreaComparison>
<wfb:Region rdf:ID="region2">
<wfb:Region.name>Colorado</wfb:Region.name>
</wfb:Region>
</rdf:RDF>
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Abstract. Recent research has shown that RDF Schema, as a schema layer Semantic Web language,
has a non-standard metamodeling architecture. As a result, it is difficult to understand and lacks clear
semantics. This paper proposes a fixed layer metamodeling architecture for RDF Schema (RDFS(FA))
and demonstrates how the problems of RDF Schema can be solved under RDFS(FA). Based on this
metamodeling architecture, a clear model-theoretic semantics of RDFS(FA) is given. Interestingly,
RDFS(FA) also benefits DAML+OIL by offering a firm semantic basis and by solving the “layer
mistake” problem.

1 Introduction
The Semantic Web, with its vision stated by Berners-lee [1], aims at developing languages for expressing information in a machine understandable form. The recent explosion of interest in the World Wide
Web has also fuelled interest in ontologies. It has been predicted (Broekstra et al. [3]) that ontologies
will play a pivotal role in the Semantic Web since ontologies can provide shared domain models, which
are understandable to both human being and machines.
Ontology (Uschold and Gruninger [20]) is, in general, a representation of a shared conceptualization of a specific domain. It provides a shared and common understanding of a domain that can be
communicated between people and heterogeneous and distributed application systems. An ontology
necessarily entails or embodies some sort of world view with respect to a given domain. The world
view is usually conceived as a hierarchical description of important concepts (is-a hierarchy), a set of
crucial properties, and their inter-relationships.
Berners-lee [1] outlined the architecture of Semantic Web. We would like to call it a functional
architecture because the expressive primitives are incrementally introduced from languages in the
lowest layer (i.e. matadata layer) to those in the higher layer (e.g. logical layer), so that the languages
in each layer can satisfy the requirements of different kinds (or levels) of applications:
1. In the metadata layer, a simple and general model of semantic assertions of the Web is introduced.
The simple model contains just the concepts of resource and property, which are used to express the
meta information and will be needed by languages in the upper layers. The Resource Description
Framework (RDF) (Lassila and R.Swick [13]) is believed to be the general model in metadata
layer.
2. In the schema layer, simple Web ontology languages are introduced, which will define a hierarchical description of concepts (is-a hierarchy) and properties. These languages use the general model
in metadata layer to define the basic metamodeling architecture of Web ontology languages. RDF
Schema (RDFS) (Brickley and Guha [2]) is a candidate schema layer language.
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3. In the logical layer, more powerful Web ontology languages are introduced. These languages are
based on the basic metamodeling architecture defined in schema layer, and defines a much richer set
of modelling primitives that can e.g. be mapped to very expressive Description Logics (Horrocks
et al. [11], Horrocks [10]) to supply reasoning services for the Semantic Web. OIL (Horocks et al.
[9]) and DAML+OIL (van Harmelen et al. [22]) are well known logical layer languages.
This paper will focus on the metamodeling architecture other than the functional architecture. We
should point out that “metamodeling” and the “metadata layer” in the functional architecture are not the
same. Metadata means data about data. Metamodeling concerns the definition of the modelling primitives (vocabulary) used in a modelling language. Many software engineering modelling languages,
including UML, are based on metamodels. Among the Semantic Web languages, the schema layer
languages are responsible to build the metamodeling architecture.
In this paper, we argue that RDFS, as a schema layer language, has a non-standard and non-fixed
layer metamodeling architecture, which makes some elements in the model have dual roles in the
RDFS specification. Therefore, it makes the RDFS specification itself quite difficult to understand by
the modellers. The even worse thing is that since the logical layer languages (e.g. OIL, DAML+OIL)
are all based on the metamodeling architecture defined by schema layer languages (RDFS), these
languages therefore have the similar problems, e.g. the “layer mistake” discussed in Section 2.3.
We propose a fixed layer metamodeling architecture for RDFS (we call it RDFS(FA)) which is
similar to the metamodeling architecture of UML. We analyse the problems of the non-fixed metamodeling architecture of RDFS and demonstrate how these problems can be solved under RDFS(FA).
Furthermore, We give a clear semantics to RDFS(FA).
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain the data model of RDF, RDFS
and DAML+OIL, the languages belonging to the matadata level, schema level and logical level of the
Semantic Web Architecture respectively. We will focus on the metamodeling architecture of RDFS
and locate what the problems are and where they come from. In Section 3 we discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of fixed and non-fixed layer metamodeling architecture and then briefly explain the
metamodeling architecture of UML. In Section 4 we propose RDFS(FA), and give a clear semantics
to RDFS(FA). We also demonstrate how the “layer mistake” problem with DAML+OIL is solved in
RDFS(FA). Section 5 briefly discuss the advantages of RDFS(FA) and our attitudes on how to make
use of UML in the Web ontology languages.
2 Current Data Models of Semantic Web Languages
2.1 RDF Data Model
As a Semantic Web language in the metadata layer of the functional architecture, RDF is a foundation for processing metadata. It provides interoperability between applications that exchange machineunderstandable information on the Web. The foundation of RDF is a model for representing named
properties and property values. The RDF data model provides an abstract, conceptual framework for
defining and using metadata. The basic data model consists of three object types:
Resources: All things being described by RDF expressions are called resources. A resource may be
an entire Web page, a part of a Web page, a whole collection of pages (Web site); or an object that
is not directly accessible via the Web, e.g. a printed book. Resources are always named by URIs.
Properties: A property is a specific aspect, characteristic, attribute, or relation used to describe a
resource.
Statements: A specific resource together with a named property plus the value of that property for
that resource is an RDF statement.
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Homepage
http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/memberlist#jpan

http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/jpan/Zhilin
Creator

Title

Home Page of Jeff Z. Pan

Figure 1: An Example of RDF in a Directed Labeled Graph
In a nutshell, the RDF data model is an object-property-value mechanism. The metadata information is introduced by a set of statements in RDF. There are several ways to express RDF statements. First, we can use the binary predicate form Property(object,value), e.g. Title(‘http://img.
cs.man.ac.uk/jpan/Zhilin’, “Home Page of Jeff Z. Pan”). Secondly, we can diagram an
RDF statement pictorially using directed labeled graphs: ‘[object ]-Property- [value]’ (see Figure 1).
Thirdly, RDF uses an Extensible Markup Language (XML) encoding as its interchange syntax:




rdf:Description rdf:ID="http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/jpan/Zhilin" 


Title  Home Page of Jeff Z. Pan /Title 
/rdf:Description 

The RDF data model is so called “property-centric”. We can use the “about” attribute to add more
properties to the existing resource. Generally speaking, with the object-property-value mechanism,
RDF can be used to express:



attributes of resources: in this case, the ‘value’ is a literal (e.g the “Title” property above);
relationships between any two resources: in this case, the ‘value’ is a resource, and the involved
properties represent different roles of the two resources with this relationship; in the following example, there exists a “creator-homepage” relationship between “http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/jpan/Zhilin”
and “http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/memberlist#jpan” (see also Figure 1):




rdf:Description rdf:ID="http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/memberlist#jpan" 

Homepage rdf:resource="http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/jpan/Zhilin"/ 
/rdf:Description 
rdf:Description about="http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/jpan/Zhilin" 

Creator rdf:resource="http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/memberlist#jpan"/ 
/rdf:Description 





weak type of resources: the ‘type’ is weak because RDF itself has no standard way to define a
Class, so the type here is regarded only as a special attribute; for example,





rdf:Description about="http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/memberlist#jpan" 

rdf:type rdf:resource="#Person"/ 
/rdf:Description 

statement about statement: RDF can be used for making statements about other RDF statements,
which are referred to as higher-order statements. This feature of RDF has yet to be clearly defined
and is beyond the scope of this paper.

2.2 RDF Schema Data Model
As we have seen, on the one hand, RDF data model is enough for defining and using metadata. On the
other hand, the modelling primitives offered by RDF are very basic. Although you can define “Class”
and “subClassOf” as resources in RDF (no one can stop you doing that), RDF provides no standard
mechanisms for declaring classes and (global) properties, nor does it provide any mechanisms for
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Figure 2: Directed Labeled Graph of RDF Schema
defining the relationships between properties or between classes. That is the role of RDFS–a Semantic
Web language in the schema layer.
RDFS is expressed by using RDF data model. It extends RDF by giving an externally specified
semantics to specific resources. In RDFS, rdfs:Class is used to define concepts, i.e. every class must
be an instance of rdfs:Class. Resources that are described by RDF expressions are viewed to be instances of the class rdfs:Resource. The class rdf:Property is the class of all properties used to characterize instances rdfs:Resource. The rdfs:ConstraintResource defines the class of all constraints. The
rdfs:ConstraintProperty is a subset of rdfs:ConstraintResource and rdf:Property, all of its instances
are properties used to specify constraints, e.g. rdfs:domain and rdfs:range. For example, the following
RDFS expressions




rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Animal" 

rdfs:comment  This class of animals is illustrative of a number of

ontological idioms. /rdfs:comment 
/rdfs:Class 
rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Person" 

rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Animal"/ 
/rdfs:Class 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="John" 

rdf:type rdf:resource="#Person"/ 


rdfs:comment  John is a person. /rdfs:comment 
/rdf:Description 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="Mary" 

rdf:type rdf:resource="#Person"/ 


rdfs:comment  Mary is a person. /rdfs:comment 
/rdf:Description 










define the classes “Animal” and “Person”, with the latter being the subclass of the former, and two
individuals “John” and “Mary”, which are instances of the class “Person”. Individual “John” can also
be defined in this way,




Person rdf:ID="John" 


rdfs:comment  John is a person. /rdfs:comment 
/Person 

which is an implicit way to define rdf:type property. Note that here “Person” is a class.
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Figure 3: A “Person–hasFriend” Example of RDF Schema
Figure 2 pictures the subclass-of and instance-of hierarchy of RDFS: rdfs:Resource, rdfs:Class,
rdf:Property, rdfs:ConstraintResource and rdfs:ConstraintProperty are all instances of rdfs:Class, while
rdfs:Class, rdf:Property and rdfs:ConstraintResource are subclass of rdfs:Resource. It is confusing that
rdfs:Class is a sub-class of rdfs:Resource, while rdfs:Resource itself is an instance of rdfs:Class at the
same time. It is also strange that rdfs:Class is an instance of itself.
In RDFS, all properties are instances of rdf:Property. The rdf:type property models instance-of
relationships between resources and classes. The rdfs:subClassOf property models the subsumption
hierarchy between classes, and is transitive. The rdfs:subPropertyOf property models the subsumption
hierarchy between properties, and is also transitive. The rdfs:domain and rdfs:range properties are used
to restrict domain and range properties. For example, the following RDFS expressions







rdf:Property rdf:ID="hasFriend" 

rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/ 

rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Person"/ 
/rdf:Property 
rdf:Description about="#John" 

hasFriend rdf:resource="#Mary"/ 
/rdf:Description 

define a property “hasFriend” between two “Person”s and  ‘John’, ‘Mary’  is an instance of “hasFriend” (see Figure 3).
In RDFS, properties are regarded as sets of binary relationships between instances of classes, e.g.
a property “hasFriend” is a set of binary tuples between two instances of the class “Person”. One
exception is the rdf:type, since it is just the instance-of relationship. In this sense, rdf:type is regarded
as a special predefined property.
Figure 2 also shows the range and domain constraints in RDFS–rdfs:domain and rdfs:range can
be used to specify the two classes that a certain property can associate with. So the rdfs:domain of
rdfs:domain and rdfs:range is the class rdf:Property, the rdfs:range of rdfs:domain and rdfs:range is
the class rdfs:Class. The rdfs:domain and rdfs:range of rdfs:subClassOf is rdfs:Class. The rdfs:domain
and rdfs:range of rdfs:subPropertyOf is rdf:Property. The rdfs:range of rdf:type is the class rdfs:Class.
The rdf:type property is regarded as a set of binary links between instances and classes (as mentioned
above), while the value of the rdfs:domain property should be a class, therefore rdf:type does not have
the rdfs:domain property (cf. Brickley and Guha [2]).
As we have seen, RDFS use some primitive modelling primitives to define other modelling primitives (e.g. rdf:type, rdfs:domain, rdfs:range, rdf:type and rdfs:subClassOf). At the same time, these
primitives can be used to define ontologies as well, which makes it rather unique when compared to
conventional model and metamodeling approaches, and makes the RDFS specification very difficult to
read and to formalize (Nejdl et al. [16], Broekstra et al. [3]). For example, in Figure 3, it is confusing
that although rdfs:Class is the rdf:type of “Animal”, both “Animal” and rdfs:Class are rdfs:subClassOf
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rdfs:Resource, where rdfs:Class is a modelling primitive and “Animal” is an user-defined ontology
class.
2.3 DAML+OIL Data Model
DAML+OIL is an expressive Web ontology language in the logical layer. It builds on earlier W3C
standards such as RDF and RDFS, and extends these languages with much richer modelling primitives.
DAML+OIL inherits many aspects from OIL, and provides modelling primitives commonly found in
frame-based languages. It has a clean and well defined semantics based on description logics.
A complete description of the data model of DAML+OIL is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, we will illustrate how DAML+OIL extends RDFS by introducing some new subclasses
of rdfs:Class and rdf:Property. One of the most important classes that DAML+OIL introduces is
daml:Datatype. DAML+OIL divides the universe into two disjoint parts, the object domain and the
datatype domain. The object domain consist of objects that are members of classes described in
DAML+OIL. The datatype domain consists of the values that belong to XML Schema datatypes. Both
daml:Class (object class) and daml:Datatype are rdfs:subClassOf rdfs:Class. Accordingly, properties
in DAML+OIL should be either object properties, which relate objects to objects and are instances of
daml:ObjectProperty; or datatype property, which relate objects to datatype values and are instances of
daml:Datatype- Property. Both daml:ObjectProperty and daml:DatatypeProperty are rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:Pro- perty. For example, we can define a datatype property called “birthday”:




daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="birthday" 

rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#UniqueProperty"/ 

rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Animal"/ 

rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#date"/ 
/daml:DatatypeProperty 

Besides being an instance of daml:datatypeProperty, the “birthday” property is also an instance of
daml:UniqueProperty, which means that “birthday” can only have one (unique) value for each instance
of the “Animal” class. In fact, daml:UniqueProperty is so useful that some people even want to use it
to refine DAML+OIL predefined properties, e.g. daml:maxCardinality:




rdf:Property rdf:about="#maxCardinality" 

rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#UniqueProperty"/ 
/rdf:Property 

This statement seems obviously right, however, it is wrong because the semantics of daml:Uniq- ueProperty requires that only the ontology properties can be regarded as its instances (cf. van Harmelen
et al. [21]). This is the so called “layer mistake”. The reason that people can easily make the above
“layer mistake” lies in the fact that the schema layer language RDFS doesn’t distinguish the modelling
information in the ontology level and that in the language level. Another example is what we had mentioned before in Figure 3, it is not appropriate that both rdfs:Class and “Animal” are rdfs:subClassOf
rdfs:Resource.
It is the existence of the dual roles of some RDFS modelling elements, e.g. rdfs:subClassOf, that
makes RDFS have unclear semantics. This partially explains why Brickley and Guha [2] didn’t define
the semantics of RDFS. We should stress that DAML+OIL is built on top of the syntax of RDFS, but
not the semantics of RDFS. On the contrary, RDFS relies on DAML+OIL to give semantics to its
modelling primitives. In other words, DAML+OIL not only defines the semantics of its newly introduced modelling primitives, e.g. daml:UniqueProperty, daml:maxCardinality etc., but also the modelling primitives of RDFS, e.g. rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:domain, rdfs:range etc (van
Harmelen et al. [see 21]). This breaks the dependency between logical layer languages and schema
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layer languages and indicates that RDFS is not yet a fully qualified schema layer Semantic Web language.
3 Fixed or Non-fixed Metamodeling Architecture?
3.1 The Advantages and Disadvantages of Non-fixed Metamodeling Architecture
The dual roles of some RDFS modelling elements indicate that something might be wrong with the
metamodeling architecture of RDFS. The RDFS has a non-fixed metamodeling architecture, which
means that it can have possibly infinite layers of classes. The advantage is that it makes itself compact.
However, it has at least the following three disadvantages or problems:
1. The class rdfs:Class is an instance of itself. Usually, a class is regarded as a set, and an instance of
the class is a member of the set. A Class of classes can be interpreted as a set of sets, which means
its members are sets. In RDFS, all classes (including rdfs:Class) are instances of rdfs:Class, which
is suspicious by close to Russell paradox. The paradox arises when considering the set of all sets
that are not members of themselves. Such a set appears to be a member of itself if and only if it is
not a member of itself, hence the paradox.
2. The class rdfs:Resource is a superclass and instance of rdfs:Class at the same time, which means
that the super set (rdfs:Resource) is a member of the subset (rdfs:Class).
3. The properties rdfs:subClassOf, rdf:type, rdfs:range and rdfs:domain are used to define both the
other RDFS modelling primitives and the ontology, which makes their semantics unclear and
makes it very difficult to formalize RDFS. E.g. it is not clear that the semantic of rdfs:subClassOf
is a set of binary relationships between two sets of objects or a set of binary relationships between
two sets of sets of objects, or else.
As a result, RDFS has no clear semantics, it even rely on DAML+OIL to give itself semantics,
which makes RDFS a not so satisfactory schema layer semantic Web language.
3.2 The Advantages and Disadvantages of Fixed Metamodeling Architecture
We can demonstrate the advantages of fixed metamodeling architecture by showing how the problems
of RDF Schema mentioned in Section 3.1 are solved under the fixed metamodeling architecture.
The reason that problem 1 exists is that RDFS uses a single primitive rdfs:Class to implicitly
represent possibly infinite layers of classes. But do we really need infinite layers of classes? In practice,
rdfs:Class usually acts as a modelling primitive in the ontology language and is used to define ontology
classes (e.g. “Person”). One reasonable solution is to explicitly specify a certain number of layers of
class primitives, with one being an instance of another, and the class primitives in the top layer having
no type at all, which means that it is not an instance of anything. It isn’t because it can’t have a type,
but because it doesn’t have to have a type, from the pragmatic point of view. This is the main difference
between the fixed and non-fixed metamodeling architecture.
But how many class primitives do we really need? Problem 2 indicates that we need at least two
class primitives in different metamodeling layers–one as the type of rdfs:Resource, the other as a
subclass of rdfs:Resource. In fact, in the four-layer metamodeling architecture of UML, there exist two
class primitives in different metamodeling layers, which are Class in metamodel layer and MetaClass
in meta-metamodel layer (see Section 3.3). In practice, it has not been found useful to have more than
two class primitives in the metamodeling architecture (technology Inc. [19, pg. 298]). Therefore, it is
reasonable to explicitly define two class primitives in different metamodeling layers of RDF Schema,
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one is MClass in Metalanguage Layer and the other is LClass in Ontology Language Layer1 (see
Section 4.1). This makes RDFS have a similar metamodeling architecture to that of the well known
UML, so that it is easy for the modellers to understand.
Problem 3 is mainly about predefined properties. It can be solved by specifying which level of
class we intend to refer to when we use these predefined properties. (see Section 4.1).
From the discussion above, we believe that although the schema layer language won’t be as compact as it is, there will be several advantages if it has a fixed metamodeling architecture:
1. We don’t have to worry about Russell’s Paradox.
2. It has clear formalized semantics.
3. DAML+OIL and other logical layer Semantic Web languages can be built on top of both the syntax
and semantics of the RDFS with fixed metamodeling architecture.
4. It is similar to the metamodeling architecture of UML, easy to understand and use.
3.3 UML Metamodeling Architecture
The Unified Modelling Language (OMG [17]) is a general-purpose visual modelling language that
is designed to specify, visualise, construct and document the artifacts of a software system. It is a
standard object-oriented design language that has gained virtually global acceptance. UML has a fourlayer metamodeling architecture.
1) The Meta-metamodel Layer forms the foundation for the metamodeling architecture. The primary
responsibility of this layer is to define the language for specifying a metamodel. A meta-metamodel
can define multiple metamodels, and there can be multiple meta-metamodels associated with each
metamodel. Examples of meta-objects in the metamodeling layer are: MetaClass, MetaAttribute.
2) A Metamodel is an instance of a Meta-metamodel. The primary responsibility of the Metamodel
layer is to define a language for specifying models. Examples of meta-objects in the metamodeling
layer are: Class, Attribute.
3) A Model is an instance of a Metamodel. The primary responsibility of the Model Layer is to define
a language that describes an information domain. Examples in Model layer are class “Person” and
property “hasFriend”.
4) User Objects are an instance of a Model. The primary responsibility of the User Objects Layer is
to describe a specific information domain. Examples in User Objects Layer are “John”, “Mary”
and  ‘John’  ’Mary’  .
The four-layer metamodel architecture is a proven methodology for defining the structure of complex models that need to be reliably stored, shared, manipulated and exchanged (Kobryn [12]). In the
next section, we will use the metamodeling methods of UML to build a fixed layer metamodeling
architecture for RDFS.
4 Web Ontology Language Data Model with Fixed Metamodeling Architecture
We will now illustrate what the data model of an RDF-based Web ontology language will look like
under the fixed metamodeling architecture.
1 In

this sense, there are three kinds of classes: meta classes in the Metalanguage Layer, language classes in the Language
Layer and ontology classes, which are instance of LClass, in Ontology Layer.
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Figure 4: Directed Labeled Graph of RDFS(FA)
4.1 RDF Schema Data Model with Fixed Metamodeling Architecture
Firstly, we will map the original RDFS into RDFS under the Fixed metamodeling Architecture (or
RDFS(FA) for short). One principle during this mapping is that we try to minimise the changes we
make to RDFS.
As we discussed in Section 3.2, we believe it is reasonable to define a four-layer metamodeling
architecture for RDFS(FA). These four metamodeling layers are:
1. The Metalanguage Layer (M Layer, corresponding to the Meta-metamodel Layer in UML) forms
the foundation for the metamodeling architecture. Its primary responsibility is to define the language layer. All the modelling primitives in this layer have no types (see Section 3.2). Examples
of modelling primitives in this layer are rdfsfa:MClass and rdfsfa:MProperty.
2. The Language Layer (L Layer, corresponding to the Metamodel Layer in UML), or Ontology Language Layer, is an instance of the Metalanguage Layer. Its primary responsibility is to define a language for specifying ontologies. Examples of modelling primitives in this layer are rdfsfa:LClass,
rdfsfa:LProperty. Both of them are instances of rdfsfa:MClass.
3. The Ontology Layer (O Layer, corresponding to the Model Layer in UML) is an instance of Language Layer. Its primary responsibility is to define a language that describes a specific domain,
i.e. an ontology. Examples of modelling primitives in this layer are “Person” and “Car”, which are
instances of rdfsfa:LClass, and “hasFriend”, which is an instance of rdfsfa:LProperty.
4. The Instance Layer (I Layer, corresponding to the User Objects Layer in UML) is an instance
of Ontology Layer. Its primary responsibility is to describe a specific domain, in terms of the
ontology defined in the Ontology Layer. Examples in this layer are “Mary”, “John” and hasFriend 
‘John’,‘Mary’  .
RDFS(FA) is illustrated in Figure 4. We map the modelling primitives of RDFS to the primitives
in corresponding metamodeling layers of RDFS(FA), so that no modelling primitives will have dual
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roles in the metamodeling architecture of RDFS(FA).
First, we map rdfs:Class and its instance primitives in RDFS to the metamodeling architecture of
RDFS(FA) as follows:
1. rdfs:Class is mapped to rdfsfa:MClass in Metalanguage Layer and rdfsfa:LClass in Language
Layer, so that rdfsfa:LClass is an instance of rdfsfa:MClass.




rdf:Description rdf:ID="MClass" 

rdfs:comment  The concept of class in the Metalanguage Layer.

/rdfs:comment 

rdfsfa:msubClassOf rdf:resource="#MResource"/ 
/rdf:Description 
rdfsfa:MClass rdf:ID="LClass" 


rdfs:comment  The concept of class in the Language Layer. /rdfs:comment 

rdfsfa:lsubClassOf rdf:resource="#LResource"/ 
/rdfsfa:MClass 




2. rdfs:Resource is mapped to rdfsfa:MResource in the Metalanguage Layer and rdfsfa:LResource in
Language Layer, so that rdfsfa:MResource is the super class of all the modelling primitives in the
Metalanguage Layer, while rdfsfa:LResource is an instance of rdfsfa:MClass and the superclass of
rdfsfa:LClass.




rdf:Description rdf:ID="MResource" 

rdfs:comment  The most general resource in the Metalanguage Layer.

/rdfs:comment 
/rdf:Description 
rdfsfa:MClass rdf:ID="LResource" 

rdfs:comment  The most general resource in the Language Layer.

/rdfs:comment 
/rdfsfa:MClass 




3. The rdfs:Property is mapped to rdfsfa:MProperty in the Metalanguage Layer and rdfsfa:LProperty
in the Language Layer.




rdf:Description rdf:ID="MProperty" 

rdfs:comment  The concept of property in the Metalanguage Layer.

/rdfs:comment 

rdfsfa:msubClassOf rdf:resource="#MResource"/ 
/rdf:Description 
rdfsfa:MClass rdf:ID="LProperty" 

rdfs:comment  The concept of property in the Language Layer.

/rdfs:comment 

rdfsfa:lsubClassOf rdf:resource="#LResource"/ 
/rdfsfa:MClass 




4. The rdfs:ConstraintResource is in the Metalanguage Layer, where it is rdfsfa:msubClassOf rdfsfa:
MResource.




rdf:Description rdf:ID="ConstraintResource" 

rdfsfa:msubClassOf rdf:resource="#MResource"/ 
/rdf:Description 

5. The rdfs:ConstraintProperty is in the Metalanguage Layer, where it is rdfsfa:msubClassOf rdfsfa:
MProperty and rdfs:ConstraintResource.
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rdf:Description rdf:ID="ConstraintProperty" 

rdfsfa:msubClassOf rdf:resource="#MProperty"/ 

rdfsfa:msubClassOf rdf:resource="#ConstraintResource"/ 
/rdf:Description 

As shown in Figure 4, modelling primitives are divided into three groups in the Metalanguage
Layer, Language Layer and Ontology Layer. rdfsfa:LClass is not an instance of itself, but an instance
of rdfsfa:MClass. rdfsfa:LResource is an instance of rdfsfa:MClass and a super class of rdfsfa:LClass.
In general, there are three kinds of “classes” in the metamodeling architecture of RDFS(FA)2 : meta
classes in the Metalanguage Layer (e.g. rdfsfa:MClass, rdfsfa:MProperty), language classes in the
Language Layer (instances of rdfsfa:MClass, e.g. rdfsfa:LClass, rdfsfa:LProperty) and ontology class
in the Ontology Layer (instance of rdfsfa:LClass, e.g. “Person”, “Car”).
In order to solve problem 3 mentioned in Section 3.1, we need to be able to specify which kind of
class (out of the three kinds of “classes” mentioned above) we want to refer to. In RDFS(FA), we add
the layer prefix (e.g. m- for Metalanguage Layer, l- for Language Layer etc.) on the properties when
we use the predefined property primitives. Based on the above principle, we can map the property
primitives in RDFS to the metamodeling architecture of RDFS(FA) as follows:
1. rdfs:domain is a set of binary relationships between instances of rdf:Property and rdfs:Class. As
classes and properties occur in three different layers of RDFS(FA), rdfs:domain is mapped to three
different properties in RDFS(FA): rdfsfa:odomain, rdfsfa:ldomain and rdfsfa:mdomain. As shown
in Figure 4, the rdfsfa:ldomain is defined in the Metalanguage Layer and used in the Language
Layer, while rdfsfa:odomain is defined in the Language Layer and used in the Ontology Layer (see
Figure 5).




rdfs:ConstraintProperty rdf:ID="odomain" 

rdfs:comment  This is how we specify that all instances of a particular
ontology property describes instances of a particular ontology class.

/rdfs:comment 
/rdfs:ConstraintProperty 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="ldomain" 

rdfs:comment  This is how we specify that all instances of a particular
language property describes instances of a particular language class.

/rdfs:comment 
/rdf:Description 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="mdomain" 

rdfs:comment  This is how we specify that all instances of a particular
meta property describes instances of a particular meta class.

/rdfs:comment 
/rdf:Description 








2. Similarly, rdfs:range is mapped to rdfsfa:orange, rdfsfa:lrange and rdfsfa:mrange.





rdfs:ConstraintProperty rdf:ID="orange" 

rdfs:comment  This is how we specify that all instances of a particular
ontology property have values that are instances of a particular ontolo
gy class. /rdfs:comment 
/rdfs:ConstraintProperty 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="lrange" 

rdfs:comment  This is how we specify the values of an instance of a
particular language property have values that are instances of a

particular language class. /rdfs:comment 

2 Accordingly,

there are three kinds of “properties” as well.
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/rdf:Description 
rdfsfa:MProperty rdf:ID="mrange" 

rdfs:comment  This is how we specify the values of an instance of a
particular meta property should be instances of a particular meta class.

/rdfs:comment 
/rdf:Description 




3. rdf:type is a set of binary relationship between resource and rdfs:Class. As RDFS(FA) has meta
classes, language classes and ontology classes, rdf:type is mapped to rdfsfa:otype, rdfsfa:ltype
and rdfsfa:mtype. E.g. in Figure 4, rdfsfa:MClass is the rdfsfa:mtype of rdfsfa:LResource and
rdfsfa:LClass.




rdfsfa:MProperty rdf:ID="otype" 

rdfs:comment  Indicates membership of an instance of rdfsfa:LClass

/rdfs:comment 

rdfsfa:lrange rdf:resource="#LClass"/ 
/rdfsfa:MProperty 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="ltype" 

rdfs:comment  Indicates membership of rdfsfa:LClass or rdfsfa:LProperty

/rdfs:comment 

rdfsfa:mrange rdf:resource="#MClass"/ 
/rdf:Description 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="mtype" 

rdfs:comment  Indicates membership of rdfsfa:MClass or rdfsfa:MProperty.

/rdfs:comment 
/rdf:Description 







4. rdfs:subClassOf is a set of binary relationship between two instances of rdfs:Class, so rdfs:subClassOf
is mapped to rdfsfa:osubClassOf and rdfsfa:lsubClassOf . E.g. in Figure 4, rdfsfa:LClass is an
rdfsfa:lsubClassOf rdfsfa:LResource and rdfsfa:MClass is an rdfsfa:msubClassOf rdfs:MResource.




rdfsfa:MProperty rdf:ID="osubClassOf" 

rdfs:comment  Binary relationship between two ontology classes.

/rdfs:comment 

rdfsfa:ldomain rdf:resource="#LClass"/ 

rdfsfa:lrange rdf:resource="#LClass"/ 
/rdfsfa:MProperty 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="lsubClassOf" 

rdfs:comment  Binary relationship between two language classes.

/rdfs:comment 

rdfsfa:mdomain rdf:resource="#MClass"/ 

rdfsfa:mrange rdf:resource="#MClass"/ 
/rdf:Description 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="msubClassOf" 

rdfs:comment  Binary relationship between two meta classes.

/rdfs:comment 
/rdf:Description 







5. Similarly, rdfs:subPropertyOf is a set of binary relationships between instances of rdf:Property, so
it is mapped to rdfsfa:osubPropertyOf, rdfsfa:lsubPropertyOf and rdfsfa:msubPropertyOf .


rdfsfa:MProperty rdf:ID="osubPropertyOf" 

rdfs:comment  Binary relationship between two ontology properties.
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/rdfs:comment 
rdfsfa:ldomain rdf:resource="#LProperty"/ 

rdfsfa:lrange rdf:resource="#LProperty"/ 
/rdfsfa:MProperty 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="lsubPropertyOf" 

rdfs:comment  Binary relationship between two language properties.

/rdfs:comment 

rdfsfa:mdomain rdf:resource="#MProperty"/ 

rdfsfa:mrange rdf:resource="#MProperty"/ 
/rdf:Description 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="msubPropertyOf" 

rdfs:comment  Binary relationship between two meta properties.

/rdfs:comment 
/rdf:Description 










6. The rdfs:comment, rdfs:label, rdfs:seeAlso and rdfs:isDefinedBy are treated as documentation in
RDFS, and are not related to the semantics of RDFS(FA), so we are not going to discuss them in
this paper.
Below is an RDFS(FA) version of the “Person–hasFriend” example. As with other Web ontology
languages, these statements describe resources in the Ontology Layer and the Instance Layer.



















rdfsfa:LClass rdf:ID="Animal" 

rdfs:comment  This class of animals is illustrative of a number of

ontological idioms. /rdfs:comment 
/rdfsfa:LClass 
rdfsfa:LClass rdf:ID="Person" 

rdfs:osubClassOf rdf:resource="#Animal"/ 
/rdfsfa:LClass 
rdf:Property rdf:ID="hasFriend" 

rdfsfa:odomain rdf:resource="#Person"/ 

rdfsfa:orange rdf:resource="#Person"/ 
/rdf:Property 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="John" 

rdfsfa:otype rdf:resource="#Person"/ 


rdfs:comment  John is a person. /rdfs:comment 
/rdf:Description 
rdf:Description rdf:ID="Mary" 

rdfsfa:otype rdf:resource="#Person"/ 


rdfs:comment  Mary is a person. /rdfs:comment 
/rdf:Description 
rdf:Description about="#John" 

hasFriend rdf:resource="#Mary"/ 
/rdf:Description 

In the Ontology Layer, “Animal” and “Person” are ontology classes, so they are instances of rdfsfa:LClass. The ontology class “Person” is the rdfsfa:odomain and rdfsfa:orange of the property “hasFriend”, so both the values of and resource described by instances of “hasFriend” are instances of
“Person”. In the Instance Layer, the rdfsfa:otype of individuals such as “John” and “Mary” is the ontology class “Person”. Figure 5 is a directed labeled graph of the above RDFS(FA) statements. Here
the rdfsfa:mtype of rdfsfa:LClass is the meta class rdfsfa:MClass, the rdfsfa:ltype of “Person” is the
language class rdfsfa:LClass and the rdfsfa:otype of “John” is the ontology class “Person”. The language class rdf:Property is rdfsfa:lsubClassOf the language class rdfs:Resource while the ontology
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Figure 5: A “Person–hasFriend” example in RDFS(FA)
class “Person” is rdfsfa:osubClassOf the ontology class “Animal”. This example clearly shows that the
modelling primitives in RDFS(FA) no longer have dual roles. Thus a clear semantics can be given to
them.
Note that, as in RDFS (see Section2.2), we can define rdfsfa:otype, rdfsfa:ltype and rdfsfa:mtype
properties within RDFS(FA) in an implicit way as well. E.g., individual “John” can also be defined as




Person rdf:ID="John" 


rdfs:comment  John is a person. /rdfs:comment 
/Person 

Here “Person” is an ontology class, so the above expressions use an implicit way to define rdfsfa:otype
property.
4.2 Data Model Semantics of RDFS(FA)
In this section, we use a Tarski style ([18]) model theoretic semantics to interpret the data model of
RDFS(FA). Classes and properties are taken to refer to sets of objects in the domain of interests and
sets of binary relationships (or tuples) between these objects.
In RDFS(FA), the meaning of individuals, pairs of individuals, ontology classes and properties is
given by an interpretation , which is a pair   , where  is the domain (a set) and  is an
interpretation function, which maps every individual name x to an object in the domain  :




every pair of individual names x, y to a pair of objects in  :











every ontology class name OC to a subset of  :


!

every ontology property name OP to a subset of  :
#"

!



In the Language Layer, the interpretation function 
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,
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& '*)
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so that the interpretation of every possible ontology class (OC ) is an element of the interpretation of
rdfsfa:LClass (LC ), the interpretation of every possible ontology property (OP ) is an element of the
interpretation of rdf:Property (LP ). Note that LR is interpreted as the union of LC and LP , and not
as &('-)/2/3 '-)/./'-)54 , so instances of rdfsfa:LResource must be either ontology classes (sets of objects),
or ontology properties (sets of tuples), and can’t be interpreted as a “mixture” of sets of objects and
tuples.
In the Metalanguage Layer, interpretation function  maps rdfsfa:MClass (MC) to &7698) :
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Figure 6: Semantics of Predefined Properties in RDFS(FA)
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so that the interpretations of rdfsfa:LClass (LC ), rdfsfa:LProperty (LP ) and rdfsfa:LResource (LR )
are all elements of the interpretation of rdfsfa:MClass (MC ), and all the possible pairs of subsets of
LC and subsets of LP are elements of MP .
Unlike rdfs:Class in RDFS, classes in RDFS(FA) have clear semantics. Clean semantics can also
be given to the predefined properties of RDFS(FA) as shown in Figure 6, where
y
,

&;z
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AB)

0@&;z
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As mentioned above, in order to specify which kind of class we want to refer to when we use the
predefined properties, we add the layer prefixes to these properties. Subclass-of and subproperty-of are
the subset relationship between the classes or properties within the same layer. Domain and range are
foundation modelling primitives of RDFS(FA) properties, which can be used to specify two classes
that a certain property can describe/use in descriptions in a certain layer. Type is a special cross-layer
property, which is used to link instances to classes.
4.3 DAML+OIL Data Model with Fixed Metamodeling Architecture
With a fixed metamodeling architecture, RDFS(FA) has its own semantics and makes itself a fully qualified schema layer Semantic Web language. Thus, DAML+OIL (or any other logical layer Semantic
Web language) can be built on both its syntax and semantics.
From the point of view of metamodeling architecture, the modelling primitives that DAML+ OIL
introduces are mainly located in the Language Layer (a complete description of the DAML+OIL
data model with fixed metamodeling architecture will be given in a forthcoming paper). daml:Class
is rdfsfa:lsubClassOf rdfsfa:LClass and daml:ObjectProperty is rdfsfa:lsubClassOf rdfsfa:LProperty;
both daml:Datatype and daml:DatatypeProperty are rdfsfa:lsubClassOf rdfsfa:LResource. The above
four are disjoint with each other. The “birthday” property lies in the Ontology Layer and can be defined
in the following way:




daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="birthday" 

rdfsfa:ltype rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#UniqueProperty"/ 

damlfa:odatadomain rdf:resource="#Animal"/ 

damlfa:odatarange rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#date"/ 
/daml:DatatypeProperty 

where damlfa:odatadomain is a set of binary relationships between instances of daml:DatatypeProperty
and daml:Class, and damlfa:odatarange is a set of binary relationships between instances of daml:DatatypeProperty and daml:Datatype.
On the other hand, it is clear that Language Layer primitives can’t be used to define/modify other
Language Layer primitives, e.g. Uniqueproperty can not be used to restrict the numbers of values of
the maxCardinality as follows:




rdfsfa:MProperty rdf:about="#maxCardinality" 

rdfsfa:ltype rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#UniqueProperty"/ 
/rdfsfa:MProperty 

In RDFS(FA), Language Layer properties can only be defined using Metalanguage Layer primitives,
for which DAML+OIL doesn’t provide any semantics. This is not clear in RDFS, where modellers
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might be tempted to think that they can modify DAML+OIL in the above manner, exploiting the
semantics of DAML+OIL itself. To solve the above problem, one can define MUniqueProperty in the
Metalanguage Layer and then set daml:maxCardinality as its instance.
In short, RDFS(FA) not only provides a firm semantic basis for DAML+OIL, it also eradicates the
possibility of the “layer mistake” mentioned above.
5 Discussion
A fixed layer metamodeling architecture for RDFS is proposed in this paper. We demonstrate how to
map the original RDFS to RDFS under the Fixed metamodeling Architecture (RDFS(FA)) and give
a clear model-theoretic semantics to RDFS(FA). We believe that although RDFS(FA) won’t be as
compact as RDFS, there will be several advantages if RDFS has a fixed metamodeling architecture:
1. We don’t have to worry about Russell’s Paradox. (Other ways of thinking may include non wellfounded sets.)
2. RDFS(FA) has a clear formalized semantics.
3. DAML+OIL and other logical layer Semantic Web languages can be built on top of both the syntax
and semantics of RDFS(FA).
4. The metamodeling architecture of RDFS(FA) is similar to that of UML, so it is easier for people
to understand and use.
Some other papers have also talked about UML and the Web ontology language. Chang [4] summarized the relationship between RDF-Schema and UML. Melnik [14] tried to make UML “RDFcompatible”, which allows mixing and extending UML models and the language elements of UML
itself on the Web in an open manner. Cranefield and Purvis [5] investigated the use of UML and OCL
(Object Constraint Language) for the representation of information system ontologies. Cranefield [6]
proposed UML as a Web ontology language. Cranefield [7] described technology that facilitates the
application of object-oriented modelling, and UML in particular, to the Semantic Web. However, none
of these works address the problem of the metamodeling architecture of RDFS itself.
It is well known that UML has a well-defined metamodeling architecture (Kobryn [12]). It refines
the semantic constructs at each layer, provides an infrastructure for defining metamodel extensions,
and aligns the UML metamodel with other standards based on a four-layer metamodeling architecture,
such as the Case Data Interchange Format (EIA [8]), Meta Object Facility (MOF-Parners [15]) and
XMI Facility for model interchange (XMI-Parners [23]).
However, We believe Semantic Web languages and UML have different motivation and application domain. Besides the metamodeling architecture, Semantic Web languages also have a functional
architecture. Within this functional architecture, RDF is a good candidate for the metadata layer language, while UML is obviously not designed as a metadata language. The schema layer languages
must support global properties (anyone can say anything about anything) rather than the local ones,
while the considerations of UML mainly focus on the local properties. The modelling primitives of
logical layer languages, e.g. OIL and DAML+OIL, are carefully selected so that they can be mapped
onto very expressive description logics (DLs), so as to facilitate the provision of reasoning support; on
the UML side, reasoning over OCL is still under research.
Therefore, we prefer to enhance Web ontology languages by using the methodologies in UML,
rather than making UML a component in Web ontology languages. Accordingly, we have used the
metamodeling methods of UML to build a fixed layer metamodeling architecture for RDFS in this
paper. Further research will include a detailed study of the data model of DAML+OIL based on
RDFS(FA) and the reasoning support provided by corresponding Description Logics.
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1 Introduction
As is well recognised within the Semantic Web community, ontologies will play a crucial
part in the delivery of the Semantic Web, facilitating the sharing of information between
communities, both of people and software agents.
In order to support this use of ontologies, a number of representational formats have been proposed, including RDF Schema (RDF(S)) [RDF], the Ontology Interchange Language (OIL)
[OIL] and the Darpa Agent Markup Language (DAML) [DAM]. These last two have been
brought together to form DAML+OIL, a language now being proposed as a W3C standard
for ontological and metadata representation.
DAML+OIL draws heavily on the original OIL specification, but has some key differences.
In this paper, we highlight some of those differences, in particular the contrast in modelling
primitives available in OIL and DAML+OIL, and discuss the impact that this may have on
the use of DAML+OIL as a format for exchange, modelling and delivery of ontologies.
The original purpose of OIL was to enable the sharing – the exchange – of ontologies. This
sharing and exchange can be seen to have (at least) two dimensions:
the unequivocal sharing of semantics so that when the ontology is deployed it can be
interpreted in a consistent manner;
ensuring that when the ontology is viewed by an agent (in particular here a person) other
than the author, the intention of the author is clear.
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The latter is essential for cases where a) the ontology will be reused by another ontologist; or
b) the ontology will be exposed through some kind of browser, editor or query interface.
These issues have been raised in [Euz00], which considers three levels of understanding when
considering exchange languages: syntactic, semantic and semiotic. The first two levels are
required in order to support our first requirement, and are not under debate in this particular
context as languages such as DAML+OIL and OIL provide a well defined syntax and semantics for the constructions in the language. The third level is of more interest, as it is this
semiotic level that impacts on the clarity of an ontology when presented to someone other
than the author.
The motivation behind OIL’s adoption of frame’s modeling constructs was to facilitate the
faithful capture of the epistemology of the modelling process. Other information such as argumentation can be seen as an important part of the acquisition and development of reusable
or shareable ontologies [UG96]. We should also bear in mind Gruber’s principles for ontology design [Gru93] which include the desire for properties such as clarity, extendability and
a minimal encoding bias.
The drift of DAML+OIL away from constructs that are epistemologically supportive only
serves the deployment purpose and fails somewhat in supporting authoring. In this paper we
argue why this is relevant, and show how this drift damages the ease of construction of tools
such as OilEd (see Section 4).

2 OIL
It is of use at this point to revisit the motivation for OIL and look at the factors which had an
influence on the language. The Ontology Inference Layer (OIL) is a language developed by
the OIL consortium. It has been discussed in a number of papers [FHvH 00, BKD 00] and
we do not intend to present it in detail here. In our discussion of OIL here, please note that
we refer to the language as defined by [OIL00]. For good reasons, OIL draws on three roots
as depicted in Figure 1:
Frame-based Representations;
Description Logics;
Web based languages;

2.1 Frame-based Representations
Frame-based and object-oriented approaches to modelling employ modelling primitives based
on classes (or frames) with certain properties known as attributes. These attributes have local,
rather than global, scope, and are applicable to the classes they are defined for. OIL embraces
this approach and allows the definition of a class in terms of a collection of superclasses and
a collection of attribute or slot constraints.
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Figure 1: The Roots of OIL

Frames thus supply what is arguably a “natural” style and “friendly” face to the modeller.
Frame-based representations can suffer, however, from a lack of a well-defined semantics.
for example it is sometimes not clear whether a slot constraint represents a universal quantification – all fillers must take a particular value – or an existential quantification – there
is a filler with a particular value. This makes reasoning or computation over a frame-based
representation troublesome.
OIL itself was influenced by XOL, an early proposed ontology standard from the BioOntology Core Group1 based on OKBC-Lite. Frame based representations have successfully been
used within the Bioinformatics community for some time [SGB00], for example EcoCyc
[Eco] and RiboWeb [Rib].

2.2 Description Logics
Description Logics (DLs) describe knowledge in terms of concepts and role restrictions that
can then be used to automatically derive classification hierarchies. DLs allow the definition
of classes in terms of descriptions that specify the properties satisfied by objects belonging
to the concept. DLs will, in general, supply a range of concept forming operators that can be
used in these descriptions, including conjunction, disjunction, negation, and various forms of
role quantification. A key aspect of DLs is their formal semantics and reasoning support. DLs
define fragments of first-order logic which in general have high expressive power but which
still allow for decidable and efficient inference procedures.
Description logics are hard to interact with directly, however. In the past, DLs have been
delivered as large, monolithic systems requiring users to model in the underlying syntax.
1

http://smi-web.stanford.edu/projects/bio-ontoloogy
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UK-Animal-lover
superclass
has-pet
lives-in

Person
3 Animal
UK

Figure 2: Example Frame

OIL draws from DL languages and provides a range of expressive concept forming operators.
In addition, OIL inherits a formal semantics and reasoning procedures from the DL world but
without compromising usability. OIL adds extra mechanisms such as recursive class definitions and more general axioms to the basic frame-based modelling primitives, producing a
powerful hybrid. This relationship with DL languages is made explicit through the provision
of a mapping from OIL to the Descripion Logic  . Of course, one could argue that via
this mapping from OIL to  , OIL itself is simply an alternative syntax for a DL. This
is true in some respects, but the thesis of this paper is that the alternative presentation of OIL
is important and offers a different modelling experience to the user than that obtained when
using the underlying raw logic.

2.3 Web based languages
In addition to the definition of modelling primitives and their semantics, an ontology representation and exchange language requires a delivery format and concrete syntax. Schemas
have been defined for OIL in terms of both XML-Schema and RDF schema, allowing OIL
to sit happily alongside existing standards. In particular, as OIL extends RDF Schema, an
RDFS-aware application may be able to read OIL ontologies and extract basic class hierarchies without necessarily being OIL-aware.
Figure 2 shows an informal example of a frame. This describes a UK animal lover as a
person with at least 3 pets who lives in the UK. Note that within such a description it is not
always clear whether the intended interpretation of a slot fillers is as a universal or existential
quantification.

3 DAML+OIL
DAML+OIL is a more recent proposal for an ontology representation language that has
emerged from work under DARPA’s Agent Markup Language (DAML) initiative along with
input from leading members of the OIL consortium. DAML+OIL draws heavily on the original OIL language, but differs in a number of ways. In particular, DAML+OIL has moved
away from the original frame-like ideals of OIL and is, in a much stronger sense than OIL,
an alternative syntax for a Description Logic.
Assertions in a DAML+OIL ontology (such as the superclasses or slot constraints applying
to a class) are couched in terms of general axioms. The idea of a “frame”, a single place in
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Figure 3: OilEd

which facts about a class are gathered is lost, or is at least not inherent in the language.

4 The OilEd Experience
OilEd is a simple ontology editor2 . It was developed initially as a demonstration of the possibilites and benefits of using as reasoner to classify ontologies, but has enjoyed some success
as an ontology editor in its own right. A major factor in this success was the adoption of a
“frame-based” paradigm, closely tied to the underlying OIL language description. As discussed in [SHGB01], the use of OIL and its frame-like approach proved vital in supporting
biologists involved in a modelling exercise.
Although frames can have their associated problems (for example the problems of interpretation as introduced earlier), OIL’s well defined semantics has helped to alleviate these,
allowing the use of DL-based semantics and a reasoner. OilEd can communicate with the
FaCT reasoner using its CORBA interface [BHPST99]. This allows OilEd to classify and
organise concept hierarchies, spot inconsistencies, and means that the modeller can construct
the model through the use of descriptions rather than explicitly building hierarchies.
Figure 3 shows an example class description panel from OilEd. It shows the description of
a class in terms of its explicit superclasses, along with a collection of slot constraints. Tools
2

Sometimes described as the “NotePad” of ontology editors.
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class-def defined White-van-man
subclass-of Man
slot-constraint drives
has-value White-van
covered White-van-man by Aggressive-driver

Figure 4: Definition of White Van Man

such as Protege 2000 [GEF 99] (from which OilEd draws much influence) and OntoEdit
[SM00] also use the frame-based paradigm. Note that in contrast to Figure 2, the drives slot
here is explicitly typed as has-value , the OIL primitive for an existential quantification.
The original implementation of OilEd predates the definition of DAML+OIL, and the internal representations used for ontologies follow very closely those in the original OIL language.
OilEd can now read and write DAML+OIL (using the RDFS format), but during the development of the tool, a number of issues came up, in particular a mismatch between the underlying
models of OIL and DAML+OIL.

5 DAML+OIL vs. OIL
As introduced above, assertions in DAML+OIL are couched in terms of axioms. This has the
effect that all descriptions of concepts are collapsed into a collection of axioms, possibly losing information about the way in which the model was constructed. Returning to our original
motivations, if we are simply considering the delivery of ontologies to applications that then
need to use that information for reasoning or queries, this is unlikely to be an issue.
However, if we consider the activity of modelling and exchange of ontologies between, for
example, ontologists, this is of importance. OIL allows the modeller to state things in more
than one way. For example, we can define White-van-man3 as a man who drives a white van.
In addition, we can add an axiom that states that White-van-man is an aggressive driver. The
corresponding OIL (in terms of OIL’s textual representation) appears in Figure 4.
Alternatively, we could simply introduce the class White-van-man, and then make a number
of assertions (through equivalence and covering axioms) about the class, as shown in Figure 5.
The semantics of both of these sets of definitions (in terms of their mapping to the underlying
DL) are identical. However, we can argue that the alternative organisation of the facts carries
some extra information about the way that the ontologist has chosen to produce the model.
This is not, in itself, a problem. When modellers choose to use tools such as OilEd or Protege
to construct ontologies, however, it becomes more important. In order to read in an ontology
from a DAML+OIL description, we need to be able to reconstruct frame-style descriptions
3

The term White Van Man was first coined in 1997, and has come to represent a particular class of driver in
the UK. For more information, see http://www.sirc.org/publik/white_van_man.html.
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class-def primitive White-van-man
equivalent
White-van-man
(man and
(slot-constraint drives
has-value White-van))
covered White-van-man by Aggressive-driver

Figure 5: Alternative definition of White Van Man through axioms

of concepts. This is not always possible to do in a consistent manner. In our example, when
faced with the alternative presentation, we cannot tell that the original intention was that the
first axiom should be taken as the definition, while the second is some “extra” information.
Both of these descriptions would map to the same set of DAML+OIL axioms as shown in
a DAML+OIL form in Figure 6, and an editor (or ontologist) would be unable to determine
which was the original construction. The issue here is concerned with the levels of understanding as discussed in [Euz00]. There is no debate over the lexical or semantic levels of
understanding as these are well catered for in the language. Here, as discussed in Section 1
we are concerned with the semiotic level which is particularly important when dealing with
exchange of models between people and the faithful reproduction of these representations.
This has ramifications not just for the process of exchange, but impacts on tool developers
wishing to use DAML+OIL as a representational format. The prevalence of frame-based
ontology editors and their popularity among users suggests that the frame-based paradigm is
appropriate for such tools. Description Logic languages certainly have a place in the toolkit of
the conceptual modeller but they have not gained much popularity as raw tools for conceptual
modelling in the past. This is unlikely to change.
If the developer of tool X wishes to preserve information about the way in which the model is
constructed, then information (representing for example whether class definitions or axioms
were used) will need to be kept in addition to the DAML+OIL encoding of the ontology. If
ontologies are then shared between users of tool X, this extra information must be shared too.
The extensible nature of RDF makes this feasible (if we use an RDF Schema based exchange
format), and DAML+OIL ontologies with this extra information could then be used. If the
users of tool Y also wish to use this information, though, the developers of tool Y will also
need to be aware of X’s (non-standard) extensions to the DAML+OIL format. In effect, we are
introducing a new standard that extends the original. Care must be taken if these extensions
are to be maintained consistently – this can place barriers on the ease with which exchange
can be supported between and within communities.
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<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="White-van-man">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="Aggressive-driver"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="White-van-man">
<daml:sameClassAs>
<rdfs:Class>
<daml:intersectionOf>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="man"/>
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="drives"/>
<daml:hasClass rdf:resource="White-van"/>
</daml:Restriction>
</daml:intersectionOf>
</rdfs:Class>
</daml:sameClassAs>
</rdfs:Class>

Figure 6: DAML+OIL description of White Van Man

6 Conclusions
It must be stressed that this paper is not intended as a general criticism of DAML+OIL. Languages like OIL and DAML+OIL are crucial to the success of the Semantic Web – without
well-defined semantics and inference procedures, agents will not be able to consistently process information. As a delivery platform for ontologies, DAML+OIL is quite satisfactory and
indeed, in the opinions of the authors, is a great improvement over alternative representations such as simple RDF Schema or Topic Maps. However, as an exchange and modelling
format, DAML+OIL is lacking in the areas outlined above. To quote from [Euz00], “good
understanding cannot be ensured by meaning preservation”.
The authors would be the first to admit that this is neither a radical discovery nor a shocking
conclusion. We must, however, be careful that in adopting DAML+OIL we do not lose the
features that made OIL such an attractive proposition as a language not only for Ontology
representation and delivery, but also for sharing and exchange.
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Abstract. XML Declarative Description (XDD) is a unified modeling language with
well-defined declarative semantics. It employs XML as its bare syntax and enhances
XML expressive power by provision of mechanisms for succinct and uniform
expression of Semantic Web contents, rules, conditional relationships, integrity
constraints and ontological axioms. Semantic Web applications, offering certain Web
services and comprising the three basic modeling components: application data,
application rules and logic, and users’ queries and service requests, are represented in
XDD language as XDD descriptions. By integration of XDD language, Equivalent
Transformation computational paradigm and XML syntax, XML Equivalent
Transformation (XET)—a declarative programming language for computation of
XDD descriptions in Equivalent Transformation computational paradigm—is
developed. By means of XDD and XET languages, a new declarative approach to the
development and the execution of Semantic Web applications is constructed.
Keywords. Semantic Web, Semantic Web applications, Semantic Web services,
XML Declarative Description, XML Equivalent Transformation.

1 Introduction
The Semantic Web [7] is a vision of the next-generation Web which enables Web
applications to automatically collect Web contents from diverse sources, integrate and
process information, and interoperate with other applications in order to execute
sophisticated tasks for humans. For the current Web to evolve from a global repository of
information primarily designed for human consumption into the Semantic Web,
tremendous effort has been devoted to definition and development of various supporting
standards and technologies. Prominent markup languages with an aim to define a syntax
convention for descriptions of the semantics of Web contents in a standardized
interoperable manner include XML, RDF, RDF Schema, OIL [6,8,12] and DAML+OIL
[13]. Moreover, for Web applications to effectively communicate and interoperate in the
heterogeneous environment, a standard Agent Communication Language (ACL) [15]
becomes a necessity. Two major current ACLs are Knowledge Query and Manipulation
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Language (KQML) [9] and Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents ACL (FIPA-ACL)
[10,15].
With an emphasis on the modeling and the development of Semantic Web applications
offering certain Web services, there arises a need for a tool which is capable of modeling
their three major components: application data, application rules and logic, and queries
and requests. XML Declarative Description (XDD) [5,17]—a unified, XML-based
Semantic Web modeling language with well-defined semantics and a support for general
inference mechanisms—aims to fulfill such a requirement. XDD does not only allow direct
representation and manipulation of machine-comprehensible Web contents (such as
documents, data, metadata and ontologies, encoded in XML, RDF, OIL or DAML+OIL
syntax), but also provides simple, yet expressive means for modeling their conditional
relationships, integrity constraints and ontological axioms as well as Semantic Web
applications. XDD serves the three important roles: content language, application-rule
language and query or service-request language, in modeling such three main components
of Semantic Web applications.
Based on XDD language, a declarative programming language, i.e., XML Equivalent
Transformation (XET) is constructed. Given an application’s model specification,
represented in terms of an XDD description, an XET program capable of executing and
handling the application’s queries as well as service requests can be obtained directly.
Thus, the developed technologies—XDD and XET languages—present a new paradigm
for modeling and programming Semantic Web applications. By integration with existing
Web and agent technologies, XDD and XET also allow both syntactic and semantic
interoperability among Web applications, and hence enable the development of intelligent
services as well as automated software agents.
Section 2 formalizes an extended XDD language with set-of-reference functions,
Section 3 presents an XDD approach to modeling Semantic Web resources and
applications, Section 4 describes XET programming language and outlines an approach to
its employment in Web application development, Section 5 demonstrates a prototype
system which adopts the developed technologies, Section 6 reviews current related works,
and Section 7 draws conclusions.
2 XML Declarative Description
XDD [5,17] is a language the words and sentences of which are XML expressions and XML
clauses, respectively. XML expressions are used to express explicit and implicit as well as
simple and complex facts, while XML clauses are employed to represent ontology, implicit
and conditional relationships, constraints and axioms. First, the data structure of XML
expressions and their sets, characterized by an XML Specialization System, will be given
and then followed by the syntax and semantics of XML clauses.
2.1 XML Specialization System
XML expressions have a similar form to XML elements except that they can carry
variables for representation of implicit information and for enhancement of their expressive
power. Every component of an XML expression—the expression itself, its tag name,
attribute names and values, pairs of attributes and values, contents, sub-expressions as well
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Table 1: Variable types.
Variable Names
Beginning with




Variable Type
N-variables: Name-variables
S-variables: String-variables
P-variables: Attribute-value-pair-variables



E-variables: XML-expression-variables




I-variables: Intermediate-expression-variables
Z-variables: Set-variables

Instantiation to
Element types or attribute names
Strings
Sequences of zero or more attributevalue pairs
Sequences of zero or more XML
expressions
Parts of XML expressions
Sets of XML expressions

as some partial structures—can contain variables. XML expressions without variables are
called ground XML expressions or simply XML elements, those with variables non-ground
XML expressions. Table 1 defines all types of variables and their usages.
An XML expression takes formally one of the following forms:
1. evar,
2. t a1=v1 … am=vm pvar1 … pvark / ,
3. t a1=v1 … am=vm pvar1 … pvark vm+1 /t ,
4. t a1=v1 … am=vm pvar1 … pvark e1 … en /t ,
5. ivar e1 … en /ivar ,
where
evar is an E-variable,
vi is a string or an S-variable,
ivar is an I-variable,
k, m, n 0,
ei is an XML expression.
t, ai are names or N-variables,
pvari is a P-variable,
The domain of XML expressions and their sets can be defined as follows:


: the set of all XML expressions,


X : the subset of
X which comprises all ground XML expressions in
X,



(  X  VZ)
= X  2
: the set of all XML expressions in X and sets of XML
expressions and Z-variables in 2(  X  VZ), and



= X  2  : the set of all ground XML expressions in X, and sets of ground XML
expressions in 2  X.


X





Note that elements of the sets and may be at times referred to as objects and ground
objects, respectively, and when it is clear from the context, a singleton {X} where X  VZ is
a Z-variable, will be written simply as X.
Instantiation of those various types of variables is defined by basic specializations, each
of which has the form (v, w) where v specifies the name of the variable to be specialized
and w the specializing value. For example, ( ! , " #%$ ), (& %$ , ')(+* ) and (&,- * ,
(,. */ , ,. *0$ )) are basic specializations which rename the N-variable & 1 to " #%$ ,
instantiate the N-variable & %$ into the tagname '0(+* , and expand the E-variable &,- *
into the sequence of the E-variables ,. *2 and ,. *0$ , respectively. There are four types of
basic specializations:
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KLM<1N ) O!P#"%)0(Q*K+R1.O/+2
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Non-ground XML expression a:
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Ground XML expression g:
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Figure 1: Successive applications of basic specializations c1, …, c5 to a non-ground XML
expression a in X by the operator  , yielding a ground XML expression g in  X.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Rename variables.
Expand a P- or an E-variable into a sequence of variables of their respective types.
Remove P-, E- or I-variables.
Instantiate variables to XML expressions or components of XML expressions which
correspond to the types of the variables, i.e., instantiate:
N-variables to element types or attribute names,
S-variables to strings,

E-variables to XML expressions in X,
I-variables to XML expressions which contains their sub-elements at an arbitrary
depth, or
Z-variables to sets of XML expressions and Z-variables.

The data structure of XML expressions and sets of XML expressions are characterized
by a mathematical abstraction, called XML Specialization System, which will be defined


in terms of XML specialization generation system  =  , ,  ,  , where


is the set of all basic specializations, and


 is a mapping from  to partial_map( ) (i.e., the set of all partial mappings on
),
called the basic specialization operator; it determines, for each basic specialization c

in  , the change of objects in
caused by c.
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set of XML expressions A 
 A non-ground
4K5$6L8:H; 20>0?FAQ#"JBCR0E 4K576D8:H; 20h
4K5$6L8:H; 20>O(@
 #1< CR"E 4K576L8:H; 20h
Specialized into
4,
 6 IH8 

by  ( )

A ground set of XML expressions G  

 J?
J?
J?
J?

Z [
Z [
Z [
Z [

1"2">J0?@JA)#"BCR"EJ? Z [ 1"20h
1"2"> ( @#1
 <C-0EJ? Z [ 1"20h
1"2 <"L! CR0E"J? Z [ 1"2"h
1"
2 #VN(!Q1%
 $QCR0E"J? Z [ 1"&
2 

Z
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( ),+.-0/1 2 4357698":;<;>=
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Y

Z

A specialization
which changes the non-ground set A to the ground set G by
4V5K6 83:J;
Instantiation of the N-variable
occurred in the elements of the set A into the tag
G7[]\4^ _4`IJI
name
,
4UW6 XI8
Instantiation of the Z-variable
into the set of two XML elements:
G[b\^ _`I<Idc,e I*fMI*gihYj
Gm[b\^ _m`<I<I*c
Gm[b\^ _`I<IdcnofqprI<Its7j
{a
,a
alk
a,k Gm[b\^ _`I<Idc }.
Figure 2: Specialization of a non-ground set of XML expressions in
into a ground set of

in  .
XML expressions in  by the operator  using a specialization



Figure 1 illustrates examples of a non-ground XML expression a in
, basic
specializations c1, …, c5 in  and their successive applications to a by the operator  in

order to obtain a ground XML expression g in .
Denote a sequence of zero or more basic specializations in  by a specialization.


Based on the XML specialization generation system  =  , ,  ,  , the XML


Specialization System is  =  , ,  ,   , where


=  * is the set of all specializations, and

 :   partial_map( ) is the specialization operator which determines, for each

specialization s in  , the change of each object a in
caused by s such that:
o  ( )(a) = a, where  denotes the null sequence,
o  (c s)(a) =  (s)(  (c)(a)), where c   and s   .


Intuitively, the operator  is defined in terms of the operator  such that for each a 
and
s = (c1 … cn)   ,  (s)(a) is obtained by successive applications of  (c1), …,  (cn) to a.
Note that, when  is clear from the context, for   ,  ( )(a) will be written simply as a .
With reference to Figure 1, let a specialization in  denote the sequence of the basic
specializations c1, c2, c3, c4 and c5; by the definition of  , g =  ( )(a) = a . Similarly,

Figure 2 shows examples of a non-ground set of XML expressions A in , a specialization
 in  and its application to A by the operator  , in order to obtain a ground set of XML

expressions G in , i.e., G =  (  )(A) = A  .
2.2 XDD: Syntax
The definitions of XML declarative descriptions with references and its related concepts are
given next in terms of the XML specialization system  .
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Table 2: Definitions of the concepts constraints, references and XML clauses on .
Being in Ground
Form IFF

Concept

ai 

A constraint: q(a1, … , an)
where n > 0, q 

and ai 



for 1  i  n

A reference: r =  a, f, P
where - a 
,
- f
and
- P is an XML declarative description which will be called the
referred description of r

a

An XML clause: H  B1, B2, ..., Bn
where - n  0,
- H is an XML expression in X,
- Bi is an XML expression in X, a
constraint or a reference on , and
- the order of Bi is immaterial.

Comprising only
ground
objects,
ground constraints
and ground references



Application of a Specialization
, Yielding
q(a1, … , an)

= q(a1 , … , an )

r =  a, f, P

=  a , f , P

H



B1 , B2 , ..., Bn

Let
be a set of constraint predicates and the set of all mappings: 2   2  , the
elements of which are called reference functions. An XML declarative description on  ,
simply called an XDD description, is a (possibly infinite) set of XML clauses on  . Table 2
defines concepts of constraints, references and XML clauses on  .
The notion of constraints introduced here is useful for defining restrictions on objects in


, i.e., both on XML expressions in X and on sets of XML expressions in 2( X  VZ). Given

a ground constraint q(g1, … , gn), gi  , its truth or falsity is assumed to be predetermined.
Denote the set of all true ground constraints by Tcon. For instance:
Define  (a1, a2) as a constraint which will be true iff a1 and a2 are XML elements of
and ! ( v2 ( , respectively, where v1, v2 are
the forms  ( v1  (
numbers and v1 > v2. Obviously, a constraint  ( ( 10 ( ,  ( 5  ( )
is a true ground constraint in Tcon.
Define a constraint   (G, g) which will be true, iff G is a set of XML elements and
g the XML element *  v& *  ! , where v denotes G’s cardinality.
The concept of references defined here together with an appropriate definition of a set-ofreference function in will be employed to describe complex queries/operations on sets of
XML expressions such as set construction, set manipulation and aggregate functions, e.g.,

min, max and count in SQL. Given a, x 
denote a set-of-reference function
X, let fx,a 

and be defined as follows: For each G "
X,


fx,a(G) = {{x 

X

|



 , a  G }}.



(1)

In other words, for each subset G of X, fx,a(G) is a singleton set, the element of which is a
set of ground XML expressions of the form x , for any specialization   , which makes
a become a ground XML expression in G. Intuitively, a and x are used to define the
condition for constructing a set and to determine the elements comprising that set,
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respectively, i.e., x  fx,a(G) iff a  G. The objects a and x will be referred to as filter and
constructor objects, respectively. Given a specialization in , application of to fx,a yields
fx,a = fx , a . For example, assuming that G is the set

           %(   , (  ** ,
            / **  , (  ** ,
},
             , (   **

, (   
* *
, (   
* *
, (   
* *

{

then

f "! #%$'& &)(*$,+-,./*0*1 (3254
=

6*+7*8 9;:<-,-=*> ?<> !@> 9A(*.B' "B'4/*0*1 (*256C+7*8 9;:-A-,4 (G)
{ {  #ED5D  )(+*  (   ,   #ED5D
,

 0(+*F "G 

} }.

In other words, such a set-of function filters the XML elements of the set G with the pattern

   ** H      % 

, (

 , (  **

— the filter object

and then constructs the resulting set of XML elements using the pattern

  ID5D

 0(+*!.  

— the constructor object

Note that the effect of the binding of the variable %  in the filter object will also cascade
to the constructor object.

Based on the definition of the set-of function, a reference r =  S, fx,a, P , for x, a 
X
(  X  V)
and S  2
, is called a set-of reference.
Given an XML clause C = (H J B1, B2, ..., Bn), H is called the head and (B1, B2, ..., Bn)
the body of C, denoted by head(C) and body(C), respectively. The sets of all XML
expressions, constraints and references in the body of C are denoted by object(C), con(C)
and ref(C), respectively. Thus, body(C) = object(C)  con(C)  ref(C). If n = 0, such a
clause is called a unit clause, if n 0, a non-unit clause. When it is clear from the context, a
unit clause (H J ) is written simply as H, i.e., the left-arrow symbol is omitted. Therefore,
every XML element can be considered as a ground XML unit clause, and moreover every
XML document can be modeled as an XDD description comprising solely ground XML
unit clauses.
The heights of an XML clause C and of an XDD description P, denoted by hgt(C) and
hgt(P), are defined as follows:
If ref(C) = K (C contains no reference), then hgt(C) = 0;
Otherwise hgt(C) is the maximum height of all the referred descriptions contained in
its body plus one.
hgt(P) is the maximum height of all the clauses in P.
2.3 XDD: Declarative Semantics
Given an XDD description P on  , its declarative semantics, denoted by (P), is defined
inductively as follows:
1. Given the meaning (Q) of an XDD description Q with the height m, a reference r =
g, f, Q is a true reference, iff g  f( (Q)). For any m 0, define Tref(m) as the set
of all true references, the heights of the referred descriptions of which are smaller
than or equal to m, i.e.:
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Tref(m) = { g, f, Q | g 
2. The meaning



, f

, hgt(Q)

m, g  f ( (Q)) }

(2)

(P) of the description P is a set of XML elements defined by:
(P) =



n

[TP ]n ( )


1

(3)

where - K is the empty set,
- TP1(K ) = TP(K ) and [TP]n(K ) = TP([TP]n-1(K )) for each n 1, and
- the mapping TP: 2   2  is:

For each G "
, g  TP(G) iff there exist a clause C  P and a specialization  
is a ground clause, with head g and all objects, constraints and
such that C
references in its body belong to G, Tcon and Tref(n), for some n
hgt(P),
respectively, i.e.:
  , C is a ground clause,
TP(G) = {head(C ) | C  P,
(4)
object(C ) " G, con(C ) " Tcon,
ref(C ) " Tref(n), n hgt(P) }
Intuitively, the meaning of a description P, i.e., (P), is a set of all XML elements, which
are directly described by and derivable from the unit and the non-unit clauses in P,
respectively, i.e.:
Given a unit clause (H J

) in P, for



 :

H 
(P) if H is an XML element.
Given a non-unit clause (H J B1, ..., Bi, Bi+1, ..., Bj, Bj+1, …, Bn) in P, assuming
without loss of generality that B1, ..., Bi are XML expressions, Bi+1, ..., Bj are
constraints, and Bj+1, ..., Bn are references, for   :
H



(P) if - H

is an XML element,

- B1 , ..., Bi 
(P),
- Bi+1 , ..., Bj are true constraints, and
- Bj+1 , ..., Bn are true references.
Based on the formalized concepts of XDD language, Figure 3 demonstrates two XDD
descriptions denoted by Q and P, and then determines their semantics, which is sets of
XML elements denoting certain objects and their relationships in a real-world domain.
3 Modeling Semantic Web Resources and Applications
XDD language allows collections of Semantic Web resources, such as documents, data,
metadata and ontologies, encoded in XML, RDF, OIL or DAML+OIL syntax, to be
represented in terms of XDD descriptions. In the descriptions, explicit information items
are directly expressed as ground XML unit clauses, while rules, conditional relationships,
integrity constraints and ontological axioms are formalized as XML non-unit clauses. The
descriptions’ semantics, which can be directly determined under the language itself, is
defined as sets of XML elements—surrogates of objects and their relationships in a realworld domain.
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(c) XML Declarative Description P.
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(d) The height and the meaning of P.
Figure 3:XDD descriptions Q and P and their declarative semantics.

Besides its employment to model various kinds of Semantic Web resources, XDD can
also be applied to describe certain operations such as queries, document transformation and
processing rules as well as program specifications. Figure 4 illustrates examples of
Semantic Web resource modeling and a query formulation and shows that although
information about senior employees and their bonuses is not explicit, it can be deductively
inferred based on the clause R3; this representation offers a more compact form and
provides an easier way of information modification than explicit enumeration of such
information. With this simple, yet expressive modeling mechanism, XDD can readily be
applied to model Semantic Web applications.
A Semantic Web application, offering certain Semantic Web services, comprises three
main components: application data, application rules or logic, and users’ queries or
requests for services. For instance: In a Semantic Web search engine, offering an
information-gathering service,
its application data: a catalog or descriptions of Semantic Web contents,
its application rules: domain-model ontologies and axioms, and
its requests: user queries describing their informational needs.
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In a business-2-business (B2B) commerce application, its three components are
a catalog of available products and services,
business rules and policies such as price discounting and refund rules, and
queries and business transactions such as a request for a quotation and an order
placement.
XDD language provides means for modeling Semantic Web applications in that it
enables direct representation of:
application data (facts), encoded in XML, RDF, OIL or DAML+OIL syntax, in terms
of XML ground unit clauses,
application rules or logic in terms of XML non-unit clauses—the heads and bodies of
the clauses describe the consequences and antecedents of the rules, respectively—and
users’ queries or service requests in terms of XML non-unit clauses—the heads of the
clauses describe the structure of the query results or the service responses and the
bodies specify the queries’ selection conditions or the service requests and their
constraints.
Thus, XDD language has the three vital roles:
content language,
application-rule language, and
query or service-request language.
See Figure 4 for an example of each role. Basically, each query/request will be executed on
a specified collection of application data and rules and will return as its answer a set of
XML elements, derivable from such a collection and satisfying all of its conditions. More
precisely, given a set of application data and rules, modeled as an XDD description P, and a
query/request, formulated as an XML clause Q: (H J B1, B2, ..., Bn), the response to Q is
the set
{H

|H 

(P 

{Q}),



 }.

By employment of Equivalent Transformation (ET) computational paradigm [2,3], which
is based on semantics-preserving transformations (equivalent transformations) of
declarative descriptions, the computation of an answer/response to such a query/request Q
is carried out by successive transformations of the XDD description P  {Q} into a simpler
but equivalent description, from which the answer can be obtained readily and directly. In
brief, P  {Q} will be successively transformed until it becomes the description
P

{Q1, …,Qn},

where n 0 and the Qi are ground XML unit clauses.
Note that in order to guarantee correctness of a computation, only equivalent
transformations are applied at every step. The unfolding transformation, a widely-used
program transformation in conventional logic programming, is a kind of equivalent
transformation. Other kinds of equivalent transformations can also be devised, especially
for improvement of computation efficiency. Thus, ET provides a more flexible, efficient
computational framework.
XET, a declarative programming language for computation of XDD descriptions in ET
paradigm, will be presented next.
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(b) Modeling of application rules and logic – descriptions of relationships among employee objects.
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Figure 4: Modeling of an application.
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4 XET Programming Language
XET (XML Equivalent Transformation) [18] is a declarative programming language which
can directly and succinctly manipulates XML data. By integration of XDD language, ET
computational paradigm and XML syntax, XET possesses XDD’s expressiveness and ET’s
computational power as well as XML’s flexibility, extensibility and interchangeability.
Therefore, XET naturally unifies “Documents’, “Programs” and “Data”, and with its
computational and reasoning services, it also unifies “Document Processing
(Transformation)”, “Program Execution” and “Query processing”. Available XML editing
and validating tools can also be employed to edit and validate XET programs. The syntax
of XET language, described by XML Schema, is available in [18]. XET provides useful
sets of built-in operations including:

Modeling of
Application
Data and Logic
using XDD
language

Model Specification:
an XDD description P








Application
Implementation
using XET
language

An XET program
P.xml








An XET program
P.xml

Program
Refinement
An XET
program P.xml

Addition of new ET
rules for improvement
of computational
efficiency








Program
Compilation and
System Setup

Operational System
A query/request
represented in terms of
XDD/XET language

Result

Note: Step

k

can be automated.
Figure 5: A declarative approach to Semantic Web application development.
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Data type checking
Document well-formedness and
validity checking
Arithmetic operations and relations
String manipulation operations

XML expression unification and matching
XML expression operations
Input/Output operations
File manipulation operations
Communication services

Once an XDD description which models a Semantic Web application’s data and logic
has been formulated, an XET program corresponding to such a description can be obtained
directly. The obtained XET program can be iteratively refined, if new ET rules have been
devised for improvement of computational efficiency. Finally, using XET compiler [18], the
program is compiled and an operational system obtained. In response to a query/request
submitted in terms of XDD or XET language, the system executes it and returns its result.
Based on such processes, Figure 5 outlines a new declarative approach to Semantic Web
application development. With reference to the XDD description and the query Q of Figure
4, an XET program corresponding to such a description is given by Figure 6 and the answer
to the query Q by Figure 7.
Note that the declarative semantics of an XET program can be determined based on that
of its respective XDD description.
Figure 8 depicts an example scenario of Semantic Web service execution, which starts
when a user or an application A issues a query describing a service need together with
constraints and preferences to a Semantic-Web-Service Search Engine B, which will then
searches, from its database of Web services, for Semantic Web applications offering the
demanded services with the requested properties and restrictions. Based on the returned list
of applications, A selects an appropriate one, say Semantic Web application C, and sends it
a query or a service-request as well as user constraints and preferences. C then executes
such a query or request with respect to its data and application rules and logic. During its
execution, C may forward corresponding sub-queries and/or sub-requests to other related
applications based on its defined rules and logic and wait for their replies and responses.
Once the execution has been finished, a reply to A’s query/request is returned. Note that
Steps 1 and 2 can be skipped, if the user/application A knows at a priori which application
provides the desired service. Similarly, at Steps 5.1 and 5.3 if the application C does not
know which application it should interoperate, it may ask B for a list of applications
offering the required services. In addition, during the execution, it is often a case that
communicating parties may involve in a negotiation for modification of service conditions.
From the example scenario, one may observe that XDD and XET can serve as a tool for
modeling and implementing a wide diversity of Semantic Web applications offering
various kinds of services. Consider, for instance, the Semantic-Web-Service Search Engine
B, which maintains a database of Web services described by means of Web-service
metadata and provides a search facility for finding of particular services satisfying some
specified criteria. Such a search engine is simply modeled as an XDD description
comprising XML unit clauses, describing a collection of registered services and their
properties/capabilities (in terms of Web-service metadata), and XML non-unit clauses,
modeling Web-service ontologies as well as implicit relations among services in the
collection. From such a description, an XET program which is capable of searching for
services with desired properties and constraints can be obtained directly. Other applications
C, D and E serving certain specific services can also be modeled and implemented in a
similar manner.
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Figure 6: An XET program P.xml.
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Figure 9: Prototype Semantic Web application.

5 Prototype Application
Founded on the proposed framework, a prototype Semantic Web application, which
provides product-information-gathering as well as e-shopping services, has been
implemented by means of XDD modeling language and XET programming language. The
employed XDD and XET languages have been enhanced with the ability to handle rule
conflicting problems using rule prioritization information [11]. Such an additional feature
enables, for example, a formalization of a discounting policy stating that if a customer is a
member of the store, a 10 percent discount is offered, and if a customer has a late-payment
history, no discount is offered and that the latter has higher priority than the former [11].
Due to space limitation, declarative semantics of prioritized XDD descriptions and XET
programs is omitted; its formal definition is available in [18].
To buy some products (Figure 9), a customer may fill out an order form and submit it online to the application Web site or directly send an HTTP request with appropriate
parameters encoded in XML to the application URL. The application first checks its stock,
and if the products are available, it will calculate the order’s price, send a request to a credit
card company (another Semantic Web application) for a debit of the customer’s account,
send a request to a shipping company and then wait for their responses. After the order
process has been finished, the application notifies the customer of the completed process.
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6 Related Works
Business Rule Markup Language (BRML) [11] is an XML-based language for encoding of
Courteous Logic Programs (CLP)—an extension of conventional logic programs by
inclusion of the ability to express prioritized conflict handling. BRML is a language in the
RuleML Initiative, which has been specifically designed to represent business rules and
policies. However, since BRML provides merely an XML embodiment of CLPs, its
expressive power is relatively limited in that its sole permitted representation is atomic
formulae with simple-structure terms. Complex XML data with nesting structures cannot be
directly represented in BRML. Instead they require appropriate translations into
corresponding sets of atomic formulae. Figure 10, for example, shows the CLP’s and
BRML’s representations of the XML element E1 and the XML clause R1 of Figure 4.
Comparing XDD with BRML, one can readily observe that XDD provides a more direct
and succinct modeling mechanism; While possessing sufficient expressive power to
represent simple as well as complex statements and relations, its representation is still
readable.
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Figure 10: The CLP’s and BRML’s representations of the element E1 and the clause R1 of Figure 4.
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OIL [6,8,12] and DAML+OIL [13] are the two most recent, improved ontology-based
semantic markup languages for Web resources which extends RDF Schema by richer sets
of modeling primitives. However, their current versions still lack expressive power in that
arbitrary rules and axioms cannot be described [6]. Since these languages’ schemas and
instances, which are encoded in RDF/XML serialization, can be directly represented in
XDD as XML unit clauses, XDD can be employed to serve as their foundation, in order to
help enhance their expressiveness [17]. Therefore, resources and applications modeled by
these languages become immediately instances of XDD language and hence directly
programmable by XET language. Note that with the awareness of the DAML+OIL’s
limitation in representing rules and axioms, the language is being extended with the ability
to express Horn clauses and will be called DAML-L [16].
With reference to the overall process of Semantic Web service implementation defined in
[11,16], XDD can be uniformly employed to materialize each step of the process:
Service Advertisement and Discovery: A collection of service properties and
capabilities described by means of metadata or Semantic Web Service Markup
Language [16] can be directly represented as XML unit clauses, and their additional
constraints and relations modeled in terms of XML non-unit clauses. Based on such
declarative advertisements of Web services, discovery of a particular service having
specific properties and capabilities is expressed as an XML non-unit clause, which
will be evaluated on the Web service database and return as its reply a list of
applications or service providers offering the requested service.
Negotiation: Given particular negotiation rules and procedures for selection of Web
services (e.g., response time, data accuracy and cost conditions), corresponding XML
non-unit clauses can be declaratively defined. Besides definition of such rules, an
appropriate employment of Agent Communication Language (ACL) [15] which
allows the negotiating parties to effectively communicate and interoperate must also
be considered. By a careful formulation and implementation of the two major current
ACLs (i.e., KQML [9] and FIPA-ACL [10,15]) in XDD [14], XDD readily provides
an effective communication in the negotiation stage, allowing every negotiating party
to communicate with one another via XDD uniform interface, and hence enabling a
higher level of interoperability.
Service Execution: Execution of a service according to a given procedure can be
represented in XDD by appropriate XML clauses. Based on such a declarative
specification, an application can automatically execute the service.
Service Composition and Integration: It is often a case that a service is designed as a
composition or an integration of other existing services. The execution of such a
composite service often requires interaction with those related services in terms of
request-for-service calls and returned responses. Using XDD, one can represent
service composition and integration by an XML clause, the head of which specifies
the composite service and the body of which describes the composition rule as well as
the service calls and the data to be exchanged with other services. Such service calls
and exchanged data could be embodied in an ACL.
Service Customization: In order to increase the level of share-ability, reusability and
user’s satisfactory of provided services, a service may be defined by a particular
generic procedure which can then be customized for execution of a specific service
request. Such a generic procedure is described by a set of XML clauses, and its
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customization is realized by either parameter instantiation or by addition of XML
clauses into it—this latter case is equivalent to program refinement. Note that
different customizations normally lead to different sequences and results of service
execution.
In summary, with these supports, XDD readily provides sufficient Semantic Web
modeling facilities for development of intelligent, automated Web applications requiring
interoperation with other independently-developed applications.
7 Conclusions
The proposed XDD language is an expressive modeling language which allows collections
of Semantic Web resources (modeled in terms of XML, RDF, OIL or DAM+OIL) to be
directly represented with their semantics precisely and formally determined. In addition to
such a resource modeling facility, XDD also provides a means for descriptions of Web
resource manipulations, service provisions and business rules and processes. Moreover, its
extension [18] by the ability to handle rule conflicting problems has enhanced its
expressive power to be sufficient to capture and describe complex and conflicting rules and
logic in Semantic Web applications.
Founded on XDD’s expressive power and ET’s computational efficiency, XET
programming language and its compiler have also been developed. By means of XDD and
XET languages, the paper has proposed a declarative framework for Semantic Web
application development and has demonstrated that a variety of Semantic Web applications
and services is simply expressible by XDD and hence programmable by XET. Moreover,
the development of the prototype system based on the proposed framework has helped
prove the framework’s viability and potential in real applications. Integration of the
proposed framework with appropriate Web and agent technologies allows intelligent as
well as automated Web services, which demand syntactic and semantic interoperability, to
be easily and rapidly developed. Note also that an XET program which performs particular
tasks can be exchanged, shared and reused by multiple applications.
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Abstract. RDF may be considered as an application of XML intended to interoperably exchange semantics between Web applications. In its current form, this
objective may be hard to reach. Even if the semantical gems hidden in the RDF/RDFS
specification are precisely captured, as, for example, in the axiomatic formalizations
currently available, the useabilty of RDF’s concepts and constraints is limited: RDF
offers a data model but does not specify the processing of RDF-encoded data. RDFS
describes some basic (ontological) concepts and constraints but does not specify
the processing of RDFS-encoded ontological information. The expressiveness of
the constraints is rather limited and no clear means of providing semantics for new
concepts and constraints are specified. This paper presents one possible approach to
overcome this weaknesses. The definition and interpretation of semantics and the
processing of the RDF-encoded information will be delegated to a host formalism
(first order logic). An elaborated example specifies an extended set-algebraic range
constraint and applies the extended vocabulary to a security management task. The
definition of semantics is made explicit in the RDF Schemata. The new constraints
and concepts are added to the concepts and constraints of an underlying axiomatic
interpretation of RDF(S). A Prolog-based implementation of the approach, the RDF
Schema Explorer, which is available on-line, is presented. The tool allows to process,
validate, query and extend a FOL interpretation of (extended) RDF Schemata.1
Keywords: Semantic Web, RDF, Semantic Extensibility, Host Formalism, Prolog

1

This paper draws from an earlier paper that we will present at the German Wirtschaftsinformatik conference.
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1

Exchanging Semantics on the Web

Semantic annotation of data becomes increasingly important, as increasingly complex interactions, involving a multitude of actors, call for a shared and common understanding of the
exchanged information. Semantic annotation may enable intelligent search instead of keyword matching, query answering instead of information retrieval [7]2 , knowledge base definition instead of data format exchanges etc. The Semantic Web Activity of the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) emphasizes the importance of semantics for the further development of the Web. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [9, 2] may develop into one
of the foundations of the Semantic Web by enabling semantic interoperability. RDF intends
to provide a standard for describing the semantics of information via metadata descriptions
(compare [7]).
For the Semantic Web to scale, independent and heterogenous actors (users, agent, tools)
must be able to exchange and process (meta-)data based on a common semantic interpretation. One may question if RDF provides the means to achieve this. We want to emphasize two
issues here: (1) most aspects of the RDF Schema specification are expressed informally, and
(2) the concepts and constraints of the RDF Schema specification do not provide sufficient
expressiveness and lack a clear extension mechanism.
The first issue has been addressed before3 – in [4] we chose first order logic (FOL) to
express the main concepts and constraints defined in the RDF specifications. The main benefit
of using FOL is that it is a well-studied expression mechanism with a commonly agreed-upon
interpretation. This has been utilized in the RDF Schema Explorer, a Prolog-based tool we
developed that integrates Jan Wielemaker’s RDF parser [11] and the axioms given in [4]. A
Web-based version of the RDF Schema Explorer is accessible online [10]. It allows to query
and validate RDF descriptions not only on the statement level but also with respect to the
facts and rules that capture the semantic concepts and constraints of RDF.
The second issue has been discussed in the context of modeling ontologies in RDF(S),
see [5]. Staab et al. state about RDF(S) that “the lack of capabilities for describing the semantics of concepts and relations beyond those provided by inheritance mechanisms makes
it a rather weak language for even the most austere knowledge-based systems”. They propose an approach that extends the semantics of vocabularies expressed in RDF(S) via axioms
which are considered as objects that are describable in RDF(S).
Our work, to be discussed below, can be seen as a combination of the work cited above4 .
We also provide means to explicitly specify the (axiomatic) semantic of properties from
within RDF, compare Figure 1. This capability is implemented and available in the RDF
Schema Explorer [10].
Furthermore, the definition of extended vocabularies is based on the axioms that capture
the core RDF(s) concepts and constraints. These axioms are also available accessibly and
explicitly. This tight integration of the RDFS concepts / constraints with the extended seman2

Fensel provides an instructive overview of rationales for (ontology-driven) semantics in different networking contexts.
3
Though, unfortunately, it is not yet on the issue list of the current RDF working group to provide some more
formal (axiomatic) semantics for RDFS, so this effort documents only one possible, not-standardized attempt to
capture the meaning of RDF Schema
4
While we implemented the RDF Schema Explorer without knowledge of the approach of Staab et al., we
nevertheless very much agree with their rationales for making axioms available “as objects that are describable
in RDF(S)”. We would like to recommend their paper as a complementary source of well-chosen arguments for
extending RDFS with explicitly available axioms
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<rdf:Property rdf:ID="path">
<rdfs:comment rdf:parseType="Literal">
The semantic of this property is used to
express transitiv path relations.
</rdfs:comment>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:ID="path">
<rdfs:isDefinedAs rdf:parseType="Literal">
path(S,O) :- statement(S,path,O).
path(X,Z) :- statement(X,path,Y), path(Y,Z).
</rdfs:isDefinedAs>
</rdf:Property>
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Figure 1: Defining more sophisticated semantics with a host formalism. In the left part of the figure, semantics
are informally described within rdfs:comments. This may lead to the development of a plethora of interpretationspecific RDF tools. This is contrasted with the approach to make (axiomatic) meaning explicitly available, thus
making it generally accessible for precise and interoperable interpretation (within the limits of the chosen host
formalism as far as it extends RDFS).

tics, as well as the availability of a prolog-based implementation maybe considered as the
main difference to the work of Staab et al.
Below, we will demonstrate this integration by means of an application that especially
emphasizes the use of an extended range constraint in an access-control context. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the extension mechanisms is presented.
We describe how the RDF Schema Explorer operates and which basic predicates are provided
to query an RDF description. In Subsection 2.1 the extension mechanism, used to formally
define more sophisticated semantics in RDF schemata, is explained. An example, taken from
an access control context, is presented in Subsection 2.3 to demonstrate the extension mechanism and the related RDF syntax. We include a brief discussion of one of the core concepts
of RDFS, the range constraint. In Section 3 the paper is concluded with a brief discussion of
the presented approach.
2

Specifying Extensible Semantics in RDF

Below, the RDF Schema Explorer [10] is presented that allows to query RDF models not
only on a statement level but also with respect to the facts and rules that capture the semantic
concepts and constraints of RDFS. For this purpose, a number of pre-defined predicates is
available. This also allows to validate the models against this RDFS rule set. In addition, it
is possible to define the semantics of newly introduced predicates from within RDF and to
query/check/validate these extended models.
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Predicate
statement(S,P,O)
res(R)
lit(O)
reifies(R,S,P,O)
reifyingStatement(R)
reifies fact(R)
subClassOf(C,D)
instanceOf(R,C)
subClass cycle violation(C)
subPropertyOf(X,Y)
subProperty cycle violation(P)
domain constrained property(P)
domain(X,P)
domain violation(S,P,O)
is range(C,P)
range cardinality violation(P)
has range(P)
range(X,P)
range violation(S,P,O)
violation(T,S,P,O)

Purpose
Contains the basic facts of the knowledge base.
Gives the resources.
Gives the literals.
R reifies the (not necessarily present) triple [S,P,O].
R fulfills reifies/4 for some S,P,O.
R fulfills reifies/4 for some S,P,O and the triple [S,P,O] is indeed
in the knowledge base.
Transitive predicate that captures the relation that is expressed with the
rdfs:subClassOf property.
Transitive predicate that captures the relation that is expressed with the
rdf:type/rdfs:subClassOf properties.
This is true if the knowledge base allows to infer subClassOf(C,C).
A transitive predicate that captures the relation that is expressed with the
subPropertyOf predicate.
This is true if the knowledge base allows to infer subPropertyOf(P,P).
At least one statement that specifies a domain constraint is present for
property P.
X is an instance of one of the classes that are in the domain of P.
This is true if a statement [S,P,O] is in the knowledge base, and P is
domain-constrained and S is not in the domain of P.
C is (one of) the range restriction(s) for P.
There are (at least) two different range restrictions for P.
P is range-constrained.
X is an instance of (one of) the class(es) to which the range of P is constrained to.
P is range-constrained, the statement [S,P,O] is in the knowledge base
and O is not in the range of P.
A convenience predicate that collects the above violations. T will show
the type of the violation and S,P,O will be the violating triple - with
the exception of range cardinality, where S will be the violating
predicate and O will be one of the ranges S should be constrained to. In
this case, all ranges that are given will be shown as different instances of
violation.

Table 1: A collection of the predicates that axiomatize the RDF Schema constraints.

The tool works as follows. First, some RDF-File will be fed into the SWI-Prolog-based
RDF parser5 . This file will be parsed and a relation will be created that contains the triples,
e.g.[S,P,O], in a relation statement(S,P,O)).6
The slightly modified parser tries to normalize the URIs–no matter, if a resource is
given in subject, predicate, or object position, the parser tries to transform it into the format namespace:resource name. This makes querying much easier. Furthermore, some form
of normalization is necessary to be able to discover that xxx:yyy and URI of xxx#yyy are (or
better: “represent”) indeed the same resource.
Now, one could already query this simple triple database. The tool offers a query
field allowing to ask the Prolog engine things like statement(S,rdf:type,O) or
5

Credits go to Jan Wielemaker. Some minor modifications have been made related to namespaces.
Note that we do not assume per se that every triple encodes an instance of a binary relation. As has been
discussed in [5], a triple plus a reification and a simple negated truth predicate may easily be used to imply
intentions that render the mapping to binary relations faulty – e.g. triple [S,P,O], plus Reification R representing
[S,P,O], plus triple [R hasTruthValue FALSE] may express that it is known that [S,P,O] is not true.
6
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setof(O,statement(S,P,O),Z). While it is certainly useful to know a little bit about Pro-

log, it is not necessary, because the tool offers a choice of predefined queries from a preselection list.
However, this would not be completely satisfying. As one will normaly use concepts/constructs from RDFS, the fact and rule base that has been outlined in the paper “A
logical interpretation of RDF” ([4]) is provided. The effect is that the knowledge level predicates that are briefly explained in Table 2 can be used to check and query a model with respect
to the RDF schema constraints.
In addition, we have defined a number of additional convenience predicates. Most
of them can be chosen from the pre-selection menu on the query form. An example is
show statements(S,P,O) where a value for any of the variables S,P, or O cab be substituted in and a list of the triples containing the substituted value at the corresponding position
will be generated.
While this all makes it rather easy to play with the effects of RDF schema concepts and
constraints, one will soon discover that the semantics implied by RDFS are pretty general
(not to say “weak”). We therefore allow to introduce semantics on top of the basic facts and
rules which makes it possible to specify more precisely what a modeler intends with her
predicates. This can be done in two ways:
1. Either, some Prolog rules may be directly keyed into the query field, for example
assert(trans_rel(S,O):- statement(S,path,O)).
assert(trans_rel(S,O):- statement(S,path,Z), trans_rel(Z,O)).

which defines the predicate trans rel to represent a transitive property path. This would
allow to inquire if two resource are transitively related, or
2. the RDF-level mechanism that we provide to define the semantics of predicates within
RDF documents is used. This mechanism will be discussed in some detail in the following
subsections.
2.1

The Extension Mechanism

The mechanism to be described allows to provide the semantics for properties within RDF
schema declarations. A special predicate rdfs:isDefinedAs is available to extend the basic
rule set with additional semantics for newly defined properties (it is also possible to define
the basic rule set this way). The interpretation of the schemata will rely on a suitably chosen
host formalism. For the current implementation, the Prolog-flavor of first-order logic has been
selected.
The example below, defining the transitive property path, can be fed directly into the
RDF Schema Explorer.7
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<RDF
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
7

Note, however, that to make it exiting, some resource that are related via the path property would be required.
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xmlns:rdfs="http://.../TR/2000/CR-rdf-schema-20000327#">
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="path">
<rdfs:isDefinedAs rdf:parseType="Literal">
path(S,O) :- statement(S,path,O).
path(X,Z) :- statement(X,path,Y), path(Y,Z).
</rdfs:isDefinedAs>
</rdf:Property>
</RDF>

Note the use of statement above, which is meaningful because all predicates that are
defined in the basic rule set are accessible.
In the current version of the RDF Schema Explorer, only Prolog code may be provided
(to be read by SWI-Prolog in the sequence that is implied by the XML serialization8 ). In
future versions, other languages (such as implementations of Description Logics [1]) may be
allowed as well.
2.2

An Advocacy for a set-algebraic range-constraint

In RDFS, the applicability and expressiveness of the range constraint is rather limited. To see
this, first a brief review of (our version of) the intended semantics of the range constraint in
the current version of RDFS is given. In [4] the range constraint has been captured as
is_range(X,P) :- statement(P,rdfs:range,X).
has_range(P) :- is_range(_,P).
range(X,P)
:- is_range(C,P), instanceOf(X,C).
range_violation(S,P,O) :- statement(S,P,O), has_range(P), not(range(O,P)).

In RDFS, the following further restrictions apply.
1. At most one range constraint is allowed.
2. Only two distinguished sets of entities, namely Resources and Literals exist.
3. The semantics of subclassing can be captured with the rule
instanceOf(I,C) :- statement(I,rdf:type,C).
instanceOf(I,D) :- statement(I,rdf:type,C), subClassOf(C,D).

With an open-world assumption, not much could be deduced from a range constraint9 , because knowing that the range of a property p is constrained to the set X ⊂ Resources and
8

Unfortunately, in standard SLD-resolution-based Prolog, sequence does matter. This matches, however,
naturally with XML (and not quite so naturally with RDF, which does not use sequence information with the
notable exception of Seq-type containers). If one would parse the XML serialization, compute triples from
it, scramble the triple sequence and subsequently start to assert the property definitions, this might lead to a
behaviour that was not intended – however, it would conform to the notion of RDF as being set-oriented.
9
We do not infer types from range constraints. Rationales: Two possible interpretations of the range constraint have been discussed (RDF-IG, Rdf-logic), (a) the constraint and the (b) axiom interpretation. Roughly,
(a) says that a property p may (only) be applied to instances of classes that are in the range of p while (b)
states that, from using a resource r as a value of a range-constrained property p, it can be infered that r
has the type of the range of p. Formally, both interpretation can be formulated as instanceOf (O, C) ←
statement(S, P, O), range(P, C), with the difference that, with the constraint interpretation, we have to ask
if this is a (logical) consequence of the known statements (facts) and rules (axioms) while, with the axiom
interpretation, this will be treated as one of the rules/axioms that allows us to infer type information (and no
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knowing that a resource r is an element of a set Y ⊂ Resources does not allow to conclude
that attaching a value r to p would violate the range constraint. This would only be reasonable
if it would be known that X and Y are disjoint. However, this information is only available for
Literals and Resources and is not expressible in RDF for the relation between two (or more)
arbitrary subsets of Resources. Assuming that the world is closed and complete, one could argue that two subclasses X, Y of a class R are disjoint if no entity is known that is an instance
of both classes. Nevertheless, two problems remain: schemata are mostly used to guide the
design/evolution of models, ie. not all instances will be known at schema design time – and
introducing further information may render earlier decisions inconsistent (because adding a
type information to a resource may show that two classes are in fact not distinct but overlapping etc.) – SO, considering a world as complete is dangerous with respect to inter-temporal
validity. In addition, only a richer set of constraints (including set-union, set-difference and
set-disjunction) would allow to specify all constraints that seem reasonable if the range of
a property should be restricted. To see this consider the following: The are two classes, C1
and C2, and a property p. With “reasonable” we mean the following range constraints: for
[x,p,y], range(p,Exp) may constrain y to be an element of Exp defined as
Exp := C1 ∪ C2
Exp := C1 ∩ C2
Exp := C1\C2
Exp := C2\C1
Exp := (C1\C2) ∪ (C2\C1)
Exp := !(C1)

(y in C1 OR y in C2)
(y in C1 AND y in C2)
(y in C1 AND y NOT in C2)
(y in C2 AND y NOT in C1)
(y in C1 XOR y in C2)
(y not in C1)

An often suggested extension of RDFS is to allow multiple range constraints and to interpret
these constraints as binding the allowed range to the disjunction of the classes. However,
this would restrict the interpretation of multiple range constraints to one (limited) case of
the cases given above10 . Below, we will suggest a solution that not only conforms to RDF but
also offers a flexible and general way to specify range constraints. The required interpretation
can be encoded on schema level, making it possible to specify and enforce different types of
range constraints in different application domains.
Below, only one range constraint will be allowed. This is sufficient if classes (or class
expressions) can be constructed from other classes (or class expressions). In this case, each
range constraint will point to exactly one class and the construction of the class directly
expresses the constraint. Above, the Exp term represents the constructed class and the right
hand side gives the construction expression. An example for applying a range constraints
using a constructed class is:

validation will be possible). We adopt the practice of the examples in (Sec. 3.1, Sec. 7.1 of [2]), where types
are assigned to resources with the rdf:type/rdfs:subClassOf properties, and the range-constraint is used to “state
that a . . . property only ´makes sense’ when it has a value which is an instance of the class . . . ”, allowing
for validation. This conforms to interpretation (a) above. Please note that now, no types of resources will nor
should be infered, instead it is possible to check (with the range constraint) if properties are applied to resources
of the correct type (with rdf:type, rdfs:subClassOf or subproperties of these properties as the available devices
to provide typing information).
10
A solution could be to introduce specific range constraints / range constraint types for all of the above
cases. This is, however, problematic, because it does not scale very good to “mixed” range dependencies with
3, 4, . . . , n classes.
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[C1,rdf:type,rdfs:Class]
[C2,rdf:type,rdfs:Class]
[A,rdf:type,ConstructedClass]
[A,isConstructedFrom,"C2 \ C1"]
[p, rdfs:range, A]

With [X, rdf:type, C1], X would violate the intended range constraint if it would be
chosen as a value for p.
If it is assumed that the object “C2 \ C1” is modeled as a literal, the above solution can
be formulated as well-formed RDF easily. However, to interpret it, an application-level check
of the class construction semantics would be required. This is not really nice, because range
constraints seem to be too important to leave their semantics to “proprietary” vocabularies
and interpretations, but this might be a matter of taste. With respect to the intended interoperability based on RDF schemata, making the semantics of the constructs expressible within
RDF seems to offer a more interoperable solution. In fact, the property isConstructedFrom
denotes a multi-ary relation between classes. This can be transformed (generally) into a sequence of (3-ary) “atomic” set-algebraic operations (expressed below as nested tuples), as in
the following example that expresses A = (C1 ∩ C2)\C3.
[ A1, intersection, [C1,C2] ]
[ A, difference, [A1, C3] ]

In RDF, this is expressible using reification and a suitable interpretation of the reified statements:
[
[
[
[

A1,
A1,
A1,
A1,

[
[
[
[

A,
A,
A,
A,

rdf:type, rdf:Statement ]
rdf:subject, C1 ]
rdf:predicate, rdfsets:intersection]
rdf:object, C2 ]
rdf:type, rdf:Statement ]
rdf:subject, A1 ]
rdf:predicate, rdfsets:difference]
rdf:object, C3 ]

Suitably interpreted, this allows to express a set algebraic range constraint like:
[ p, rdfsets:range, A ]

2.3 Sharing Security Schemata – An Example
In the following we demonstrate how such set constructs can be defined in an RDF-conform
manner by applying the above introduced extensions mechanism to the domain of role-based
access control. The semantics are build upon the basic RDF rules given in [4]. In the example
below11 , the task is to decide if access to certain documents should be granted to certain users.
The decision depends on the membership of users in certain groups12 . Figure 2 depicts the
specific situation.
11

The RDF source of the following example is easily accessible as part of the RDF Schema Explorer on-line
demonstration [10].
12
Conceptually, membership in groups or role assignment can both be represented with set-algebraic class
expression – and this is the mechanism used in this example.
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Internal Users

External Users

User 2

User 1

= Bad Guys

Figure 2: Access shall only be granted to users in the white section of the above venn diagrams, i.e., bad guys
like user 1 should not get access.

Three new predicates are introduced, namely union, difference and intersection13 . These predicates can be used to construct classes from other classes with the help of binary relations and
reification, both being completely valid RDF constructs. This will be utilized to construct
classes from set-algebraic expressions over other (constructed) classes.
The extension is based on the already introduced semantic primitive isDefinedAs (to ease
the demonstration, we assume that the property is in the rdfs namespace). To make it possible to mix meta-schema, schema and instance expressions in the example below, we adopted
the following convention: if a namespace this# is introduced, the namespace abbreviation
will be omitted during the parsing process. This makes it possible to use the namespace
within the document while still being able to normalize the resource names to make them
easily useable for querying the model.14 .
First, a subclass of rdfs:Class, ConstructedClass is introduced. The rules described
above are used to define the semantics of the newly introduced predicates. Additionally, the
semantics of both the type and the range property are (monotonically) extended to be able
to cope with constructed classes.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<RDF
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://.../TR/2000/CR-rdf-schema-20000327#"
xmlns:rdfsets="this#">
<!-- Meta Schema definitions -->
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="ConstructedClass">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=
"http://.../TR/2000/CR-rdf-schema-20000327#Class"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<Description
about="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type">
<rdfs:isDefinedAs rdf:parseType="Literal">
constructed_class(C):-instanceOf(C,’ConstructedClass’).
</rdfs:isDefinedAs>
</Description>
13

A NOT will not be introduced because it allows to formulate unbounded class expressions, ie. expressions
that depend on an (unknown) universal set. Set-difference contains implicit (bounded) NOT constraints and is
sufficient for most purposes.
14
The reader may adopt this practice with self-developed extension schemata to make it easy to feed schemata
and instances as one document into the RDF Schema Explorer [10].
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<Property rdf:ID="union">
<rdfs:isDefinedAs rdf:parseType="Literal">
in(X,S,P,O) :- P = union, instanceOfSet(X,S).
in(X,S,P,O) :- P = union, instanceOfSet(X,O).
</rdfs:isDefinedAs>
</Property>
<Property rdf:ID="difference">
<rdfs:isDefinedAs rdf:parseType="Literal">
in(X,S,P,O) :- P = difference,
instanceOfSet(X,S), not(instanceOfSet(X,O)).
</rdfs:isDefinedAs>
</Property>
<Property rdf:ID="intersection">
<rdfs:isDefinedAs rdf:parseType="Literal">
in(X,S,P,O) :- P = intersection,
instanceOfSet(X,S), instanceOfSet(X,O).
</rdfs:isDefinedAs>
</Property>
<Description about=".../CR-rdf-schema-20000327#range">
<rdfs:isDefinedAs rdf:parseType="Literal">
instanceOfSet(X,A) :- constructed_class(A),
reifies(A,S,P,O), in(X,S,P,O).
instanceOfSet(X,A) :- instanceOf(X,A).
range(X,P) :- is_range(C,P), instanceOfSet(X,C).
</rdfs:isDefinedAs>
</Description>

Now the schema definitions follow, expressing that Internal Users, External Users, and
Bad Guys are plain classes and that All Users and Trusted Users are constructed classes,
with All Users = Internal Users ∪ External Users and Trusted Users = All Users \
Bad Guys.
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Internal_Users"/>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="External_Users"/>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Bad_Guys"/>
<rdfsets:ConstructedClass rdf:ID="All_Users">
<subject
rdf:resource="#Internal_Users"/>
<predicate rdf:resource="#union"/>
<object
rdf:resource="#External_Users"/>
<type
rdf:resource=".../22-rdf-syntax-ns#Statement"/>
</rdfsets:ConstructedClass>
<rdfsets:ConstructedClass rdf:ID="Trusted_Users">
<subject
rdf:resource="#All_Users"/>
<predicate rdf:resource="#difference"/>
<object
rdf:resource="#Bad_Guys"/>
<type
rdf:resource=".../22-rdf-syntax-ns#Statement"/>
</rdfsets:ConstructedClass>

Access will be granted according to a closed security policy that is, all accesses have to
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be allowed explicitly. This will be expressed by attaching a property AccessAllowedFor to
resources that is constrained to the range Trusted Users.
<Property rdf:ID="AccessAllowedFor">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Trusted_Users"/>
</Property>

The following instance definitions will entail a range constraint violation.
<Description rdf:ID="user_1">
<type rdf:resource="#Internal_Users"/>
</Description>
<Description rdf:ID="user_1">
<type rdf:resource="#Bad_Guys"/>
</Description>
<Description rdf:ID="user_2">
<type resource="#External_Users"/>
</Description>
<!-- Objects to restrict access to: -->
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Important_Documents"/>
<rdfsets:Important_Documents rdf:ID="Weak_Secret_1">
<rdfsets:AccessAllowedFor rdf:resource="#user_1"/>
<rdfsets:AccessAllowedFor rdf:resource="#user_2"/>
</rdfsets:Important_Documents>
</RDF>

Here, user 1 is known as a bad guy, accordingly, he should not be granted access. In fact, the
range constraint on AccessAllowedFor is violated. To see this, consider the extended rule
set for the set-algebraic range constraint:
/* RDFS rule set
is_range(X,P) :has_range(P) :range(X,P)
:-

*/
statement(P,rdfs:range,X).
is_range(_,P).
is_range(C,P), instanceOf(X,C).

/* Extension */
range(X,P) :- is_range(C,P), instanceOfSet(X,C).
/* Detecting the violation (from RDFS rule set) */
range_violation(S,P,O) :- statement(S,P,O), has_range(P), not(range(O,P)).

The RDF descriptions above allow to derive that user 1 is not a member of the constructed
class Trusted Users and thus, is not in the range of AccessAllowedFor.
We hope that this simple example may already demonstrate that the above mechanism,
together with a Prolog engine, is a pretty powerful instrument to define/extend semantics, to
validate documents against RDFS and user-provided constraints, and to query a model on the
knowledge level. This may help to leave the simplistic triple structure behind and to capture
the meaning of (extended) vocabularies more precisely. It allows to develop domain specific
vocabularies build upon the formalized RDF/RDFS constraints. These vocabularies can be
re-used in schema definitions for other domains as well. The RDF Schema Explorer will
support this with dynamic loading and incremental interpretation of schema definitions (via
HTTP).
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3

Discussion

The approach outlined above allows to define RDF (meta-)schemata that precisely capture
the semantic intentions if interpreted within a suitable host formalism. The approach represents the intended semantics of RDF schemata explicitly, making it possible to treat the
definition as first-class resources within RDF15 . The approach is paradigm-independent, as it
allows to select different host formalisms for specific purposes 16 . The specific Prolog-based
instantiation of the approach is expressive as it allows to utilize the available expressiveness
of Prolog. Furthermore, production-quality implementations of Prolog are widely available.
It may be asked why pure Prolog or any other KR Language (like KIF/SKIF) has not been
chosen as an implementation language for the semantic web. We think that constraining people to a certain implementation language may not always be a good idea. There are always
pros and cons for a certain implementation language. We propose to give an implementer
the possibility to use a suitable implementation language for her application domain. Pure
RDF/RDFS remains to be an exchange mechanism for (rudimentary) knowledge while an
implementer should have the choice to integrate this basic knowledge (for example based on
an axiomatization of RDFS) with more elaborate semantics defined on top of a suitable host
formalism (with the consequence that this part of the knowledge may not be interpretable in
different host formalisms).
To summarize: We presented a detailed example that demonstrates the use of the involved
techniques in an access control context. The Prolog-based RDF Schema Explorer that we
developed allows to validate and query such extended models. Both, the tool and a workable
version of the example are accessible on-line. Besides being able to interpret (extended) RDF
schemata, the tool is suitable to support the prototyping of domain-specific schemata, as the
semantics of the defined properties can be changed on the fly and the consequences can be
inspected utilizing the convenience predicates (such as violation, show classes, etc.).
We expect that the interoperable definition of meta-schemata will develop into a necessity, once the formulation of complex semantic constraints in various emerging application
domains such as cooperative security management, automated business contract negotiation
etc. – all involving a number of autonomous partners and, thus, exhibiting a need for semantic interoperability – is identified as a key requirement for the success of the underlying
collaborations.
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Abstract. The basic result presented is the following: with two (hopefully reasonable)
assumptions about the intentions behind the RDF model, it can be shown that the
RDF model and a model allowing for nested triple and lists of resources and triples,
can be mapped to one another (in both directions). This allows to establish a close
link between the RDF model and extended models recently suggested (SlimRDF [3],
XRDF [4]). Further, the approach may help to clarify some problems related to interpreting the roles of reification and containers in the RDF model.

1

Introduction

As RDF is considered to be a key ingredient of the evolving semantic web, lack of clarity
should be avoided. Reification and Containers gave rise to a number of discussions. In this
paper, we propose an interpretation of these two constructs that may help to clarify this issue.
It also demonstrates, how complex expressions can be constructed from RDF that allow a
straightforward representation of the modeler’s intentions. The basic idea is as follows: In
RDF, if someone wants to express a relation between a statement and a resource or two
statements, she has to utilize reification. If a relation between an entity (be it a resource or
a triple or another group of entities) and a group of entities should be expressed, rdf:Bag,
rdf:Seq or rdf:Alt have to be used. Essentially, both constructs are needed to allow expressing
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nested or grouped constructs with flat triples. Both constructs are not properly tied into the
RDF model, for example, the meaning of attaching a predicate to a reificant1 is not fixed in
the model (if r reifies [s, p, o] and [r, p2 , o2 ] is given, is the intention to express [s, p, o] is
p2 -related to o2 or is the intention to take the triple literally, that is r is p2 -related to o2 ?).
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 demonstrate the interpretation of a collection of flat-triple statements as one
nested triple.
/Home/Lassila
s:Title

s:Creator

Ora’s Home Page

Ora Lassila

rdf:subject

rdf:object

rdf:subject

rdf:_1

rdf:object

rdf:_2
D_001

rdf:predicate

rdf:predicate
rdf:type

rdf:Bag

s:Title

s:Creator

rdf:Statement

Figure 1: Demonstrating bags and reification (Figure 9 in [2])

/Home/Lassila

s:Creator

Ora Lassila
1

s:Title
/Home/Lassila

Ora’s Home Page
2

rdf:type
rdf:Bag

Figure 2: An intention-equivalent nested representation.

We decided to fix the possible interpretation of the flat-triple constructs reification and containers by assuming that each reification is only a surrogate for the triple it represents and
each container is only a surrogate for a list of entities2 , that is, in a natural representation of
the intentions, each reification and each container will be substituted by the represented triple
or list and all only technically necessary triples of the flat model will be eliminated. We will
argue that such a non-flat model captures the essence of the initial set of statements. In the
following, the two underlying assumptions will be presented more precisely.
1.1

Assumptions

Let S be a set of flat-triple statements.
1
2

This terminology will be explained shortly.
An entity may be a resource, a literal, a statement or a list of entities.
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Assumption 1: Be r the reificant3 of the triple [s, p, o] as defined in [2], that is,
the set S contains the triples [r, rdf:subject, s], [r, rdf:predicate, p], [r, rdf:object, o] and
[r, rdf:type, rdf:Statement] (we will generally present triples in an infix4 sequence, that is
as [subject, predicate, object]). The reification is used in another statement, say [s1 , p1 , r].
Now, we assume that the intentions behind this subset of statements is to express that p1 relates s1 to [s, p, o]. This intention can easily be captured in a model allowing nested triples
as [s1 , p1 , [s, p, o]].
Assumption 2: Be c a container, for example of type Seq, that is [c, rdf:type, rdf:Seq] ∈
S. The n-ary sequence RC = (r1 , . . . , rn ) of resources contains the elements of c, that is,
[r, rdf: i, ri ] ∈ S for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The container is used in another element of S, say
[s, p, c]. Now, we assume that the intentions behind this subset of statements is to express that
p relates s to (r1 , . . . , rn ). This intention can easily be captured in a model allowing for lists
of resources as [s, p, (r1 , . . . , rn )].5
Based on these two assumptions, the role of containers and reification can intuitively be
described as allowing to express structure of arbitrary complexity with the limited instrument
of a model based on flat triples.
In the next section, an extended model will be suggested that directly captures the underlying intentions of the constructs reification and container by introducing nesting and lists. In
Section 3, we will prove that every RDF model can be expressed as an extended model and
that every extended model can be expressed as an RDF model. This may suggest that the more
comprehensive representation of the RDF model (that is: the extended model) may be prefered when RDF models are used in applications. In Section 4 this aspect is briefly explored
and two representation of the extended model, namely a graph notation and a straightforward
XML DTD are suggested. In Section 5, two issue that explore the relation between structural
and semantical aspects may give hints on possible directions for developing semantics for the
extended models. Section 6 concludes the paper with a brief discussion.
2

An Extended Model

Let A be a reasonably selected alphabet. Let A∗ be the set of strings defined over A. The
following grammar defines expressions over A∗ of the form R recursively as
R

::=

r

|

0 0

( R 0 ,0 R 0 )0

|

0 0

[ R 0 ,0 R 0 ,0 R 0 ]0

Here, r denote elements of A∗ . (Sub-)Expressions of this form will be called atomic. A (sub)expression of form R is called resource. A (sub-)expression of form R which matches the
pattern [R, R, R] is called statement. A (sub-)expression of form R which matches the pattern (R, R) is called list. Note that we will frequently use (r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ) instead of the more
cumbersome (r1 , (r2 , (. . . , (rn−1 , rn ) . . . ) where this can be done without the risk of misinterpretation. We will also leave out the comma regularly. Furthermore, we will only consider
3

In [2], this is called reified statement, which might be a bit confusing–there is something that is reified, yes,
but that is the “original” statement [s, p, o]. Instead of reificant, reifying resource could be used. Note, that it
would not be very useful to say reifying statement because r is not defined to be a member of the set statement
(which is a concept of the RDF model defined in [2]), instead r has the type rdf:Statement, which is, for the core
RDF model, only a string representing a resource, and requires an interpretation in the context of RDF Schema
and its constraints and concepts.
4
infix with respect to the predicate.
5
Note, that both assumptions together can be used to build list of statements etc.
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finite sets of finite expressions.
3

Relation between Extended model and RDF model

Let us begin with a remark: we will assume that the sets of statements of the RDF model that
we will consider below are, in a certain sense, well-behaved, that is, we will assume that no
reificant nor container is part of the (possibly complex) structure that it represents6 . We will
capture this more precisely in an algorithm that tries to order resources in strata so that each
resource in a stratum represents structures that consist of resources of lower ranking strata.
The algorithm can also be used to detect whether its input (a set of statements of the RDF
model), is not well-behaved.
Below, we will show that extended model and RDF model can be mapped to another. First,
some definitions are needed to prepare the stage. In the following, s, p, o, s1 , o1 , r1 , . . . , rn will
all be entities, that is, either an atom, a statement or a list if the extended model is considered
or resources or literals (only possible in object position) if the RDF model is considered.
Note that the definitions 1 and 3 can be applied to both models.
Definition 1 (Reification).
Given a resource r and the following set of statements, T r :
T r = { [r, rdf:subject, s], [r, rdf:predicate, p],
[r, rdf:object, o],[r, rdf:type, rdf:Statement] }
Then, r is called a reificant of [s, p, o] and T r is called a reification of [s, p, o].
Definition 2 (Reification: Derivation, Consequence).
Let u be a nested statement of the extended model of the form [[s, p, o], p1 , o1 ]. Let r be a
reificant of [s, p, o] and T r be the corresponding reification. The set D = [r, p1 , o1 ] ∪ T r is
called a derivation of u. u, in turn, is called a consequence of D (analogously defined for u =
[s1 , [s, p, o], o1 ] and [s1 , p1 , [s, p, o]] ). With respect to a set C of statements, we say that u is
derivable in C if D ⊆ C.
Definition 3 (Container).
Given a resource c and the following set of statements (with X ∈ {rdf:Seq, rdf:Alt,rdf:Bag }):
T c = { [c, rdf:type, X]} ∪ {[c, rdf: i, ri ] | i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Then, c is called a container, T c
is called an n-ary container definition and the n-ary sequence Rc = (r1 , . . . , rn ) of entities
is called the elements of c.
Definition 4 (Container: Derivation, Consequence).
Let u be a nested statement of the extended model of the form [(r1 , . . . , rn ), p, o]. Let c be
a container for the elements (r1 , . . . , rn ) of the Seq-type and let T c be the corresponding container definition. The set D = [c, p, o] ∪ T c is called a derivation of u. u, in
turn, is called a consequence of D (analogously defined for u = [s, (r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ), o] and
[s, p, (r1 , r2 , . . . , rn )] ). With respect to a set C of statements, we say that u is derivable in C if
D ⊆ C.
6

In the RDF model, as it is described in [2], it is, for example, possible to reify a statement that contains the
representing reificant–which should, almost certainly, not be allowed. The same goes for containers containing
themself.
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Note that a consequence can not be a statement from the flat RDF model. However, the
derivation of a statement with only one level of nesting can completely consist of statements
from the flat model. To be able to define some notion of equivalence between sets of statements from the extended and the flat model, we have to define how a deeply nested statement
can be derived recursively from a set of flat statements.
Definition 5 (Rooted, Root, Hull). Be O a set of flat statements from the RDF model. Let
N be a set of statements from the extended model. Let u be a statement from the extended
model. We say that u is rooted in O if either
(1) u ∈ O or
(2) a derivation D of u can be given such that each statement t ∈ D is rooted in O.
We say that N is rooted in O if every statement n of N is rooted in O. O is called root of
u if u is rooted in O; it is called minimal root of u if it is a root of u and for any statement
t ∈ O, u is not rooted in O\{t}. O is called root of N if every statement n ∈ N is rooted in
O; it is called minimal root of N if it is a root of N and for any statement t ∈ O a statement
n ∈ N can be found such that n is not rooted in O\{t}. We say that N is a hull of O, if O
is a minimal root of N – we will alternatively say that N and O are intention-consistent (or
simply consistent).
Example The following set O of flat statements is a minimal root (that is, no statement can
be removed from O) for the nested statement [Gustaf says [Ecki likes (Reinhold Wolfram)]]:
{ [Gustaf says r1 ], [r1 rdf:type rdf:Statement], [r1 rdf:subject Ecki], [r1 rdf:predicate likes]
[r1 rdf:object l1 ], [l1 rdf:type rdf:Seq], [l1 rdf: 1 Reinhold], [l1 rdf: 2 Wolfram] }. The sets
{ [Gustaf says [Ecki likes (Reinhold Wolfram)]] } or { [Gustaf says [Ecki likes (Reinhold
Wolfram)]], [Gustaf says r1 ], [r1 rdf:predicate likes} are, among finitely many others7 , are
hulls of O.
We look for hulls that contain only the minimally necessary number of statements to
capture, with respect to the above asumptions, the intentions of the underlying set of flat
statements.
Definition 6 (Essence). Be O a set of flat statements from the RDF model. Let
N O = {N |N is a set of statements from the extended model ∧ N is a hull of O} be the set
O
of possible hulls of O. The subset of Nmin
= {N ∈ N O |@M ∈ N O with |M| < |N |} is the
O
set of minimal hulls. An element of Nmin is called a minimal hull or essence of O – we will
alternatively say that N and O are intention-equivalent (or simply equivalent).
Note that due to the definitions of derivations, the minimal hull of a given set of statements
from the RDF model is unique.
Example The minimal hull for the set O of the above example is { [Gustaf says [Ecki
likes (Reinhold Wolfram)]] }.
Now, the following two propositions can be proved. The first one essentially states, that
each set of extended statements can be expressed as an intention-consistent set of flat statements, while the second will show that each set of flat statements can be expressed as an
intention-equivalent set of extended statements.
Proposition 1: For each set N of statements from the extended model, a set O of statements from the RDF model can be found such that O is a minimal root of N .
7

In contrast, for a set of nested statements there is usually an infinite set of possible minimal roots due to the
possible variations in naming the necessary containers and reificants.
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Proof: Intuitively, each nested statement can be expressed with a set of flat statements
that allows to derive, possibly incurring intermediate nested statements, the initial statement
(some care has to be taken not to confuse the symbols used in the model). Let us consider an
example:
Initial Expression:
First Step:
(add derivation of
the list)
Second Step:
(add derivation of
the embedded
statement)

[Gustaf says [Ecki likes (Reinhold Wolfram)]]
[Gustaf says [Ecki likes l1 ]]
[l1 rdf:type rdf:Seq]
[l1 rdf: 1 Reinhold], [l1 rdf: 2 Wolfram]
[Gustaf says r1 ]
[r1 rdf:type rdf:Statement], [r1 rdf:subject Ecki]
[r1 rdf:predicate likes], [r1 rdf:object l1 ]
[l1 rdf:type rdf:Seq]
[l1 rdf: 1 Reinhold], [l1 rdf: 2 Wolfram]

This can be formalized as follows. Be C E a set of statements8 from the extended model. With
the following construction, an intention-consistent set C R of statements from the RDF model
can be determined.
Algorithm Flaten(In: C E )
(1) C R = ∅. Foreach t ∈ C E do
(2) Expand(t,0,C R )
(1) Function Expand (In: Expression t, In: Int l, InOut: Set of Statements E) returns a Symbol
(2)
If t ∈ A∗ then return t
(3)
If F orm(t) =Statement (matching [s, p, o]) then
(4)
sr = Expand(s,l+1,E); sp =Expand(p,l+1,E); so = Expand(o,l+1,E)
(5)
r =Symbol9 (t);
(6)
if (l = 0)10 then E = E ∪ { [sr , sp , so ]}; return EmptySymbol else
E = E∪ { [r, rdf:type, rdf:Statement],
[r, rdf:subject, sr ], [r, rdf:predicate, sp ] [r, rdf:object, so ] }; return r
(7)
If F orm(t) =List (matching (r1 , . . . , rn )) then
(8)
r =Symbol(t);
(9)
E = E ∪ { [r, rdf:type, rdf:Seq]}
(9)
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n do
(10)
si =Expand(ri ,l+1,E)
(11)
E = E ∪ { [r, rdf: i, si ] }
(12)
return r;
Let us sketch the proof of the correctness of the algorithm: (1) The algorithm terminates. To
see this, consider the following: The function Expand recursively descents through the structure of its input expression. It will stop the descent in each branch of the structure as soon as
8

Arbitrary sets of expressions resp. resources could also be allowed. This would require only a simple, but
unnecessary (for this presentation) extension.
9
The function Symbol returns a new symbol for each subexpression t that is not already represented in the
flat model, otherwise, the already known symbol will be returned. This will be discussed below
10
The top-level expression is always a statement. There is no need to reify this statement because the reificant
would be left unused (in this particular expansion).
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an element of A∗ is found (which will ultimately be the case, as the expressions have been assumed to be finite). Furthermore, each subexpression branch will be considered exactly once.
(2) C E and and the computed set C R are intention-consistent. To see this, consider the following. First note that all statements added to C R are flat. The algorithm constructs a derivation
for each top-level statement by constructing derivations for each embedded expression while
returning from the descent. Thus, each statements of C E is rooted in the constructed C R . C R
is a minimal root because no other statements but elements of derivations are added to C R .
A note regarding the function Symbol. In the algorithm, we have chosen to compute one
unique name for literally identic subexpressions, that is if, say, the statement [Ecki likes
RDF] is encountered twice, it will be reified only once (although, to keep the algorithm above
simple, it will be flatened twice but this will result in an identic set of flat statements and the
redundancy will thus vanish due to considering sets). This makes it easy to identify literally
equivalent expressions in the flat model (they have the same “name”), it, however, may make
it more difficult to explore the differences in the meaning of multiple occurences of literally
identic expressions (this will have to consider the structural context of such expressions –
sensibly dealing with this kind of context should be made possible in the semantics build
upon this models, so, for a full discussion of the implications, precise objectives for semantics
are required. It is, nevertheless, easy to generate a new symbol for each occurence of literally
identic subexpressions, if this is found to be the better way to go).
Proposition 2: For each set O of statements from the RDF model, a set N of statements
from the extended model can be found such that N is a minimal hull of O.
Proof: (constructive) The resources used in the RDF model can be arranged in strata if
it is assumed that no circular definitions of reifications resp. containers exist (see below for
details). The following algorithm will either determine a stratification or detect that circular
references exist.
Algorithm Stratification(In: C E )
Initially, all resources and literals are unmarked.
[Compute Stratum 0] Mark all literals as being in stratum 0. Mark all resources that are
neither a reificant nor a container as being in stratum 0.
[Compute further Strata] while there is a resource r that is unmarked and all the resources
or literals that are represented by r (this set of entities will be called E)11 are marked do
Determine the highest marking, say j, of a resource in R.
Mark r to be in stratum j + 1.
[Check validity] if an unmarked resource exists
then return “ERROR: there are mutually referencing structures”
else return “OK - a stratification has been determined”.
With the above assumption of a finite input set and finite expressions, the algorithm eventually
terminates (in each round, an unmarked resource is marked). If the algorithm prints out the
“OK” message, the following condition will hold: each resource r that represents a structure
11

If r is a reificant and [s, p, o] is a statement that r reifies then s,p and o are in E. If c is a container then
the elements of Rc (as defined above) are in E. Note that with the definition of container above, a set of flat
statement that defines a n-ary container also defines (n − 1), (n − 2) . . . -ary containers. We assume that E
contains all eintities that are elements of the container with the largest arity. Besides this solution for the case in
which r represents more than one structure, all other cases should probably be considered an error (for example,
a resource that represents two statements or a statement and a container, or two non-inclusive containers).
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belongs to a higher stratum then the resources/literals that are part of the represented structure.
If the algorithm returns an ERROR message, at least one resource represents a structure
that contains either the resource or a structure that, if recursively dereferenced, contains the
resource.12
From finiteness follows that a highest ranking non-empty stratum, say k exists. Furthermore, it follows from the construction that the strata that are formed by marking resources
and literals as their elements, are consecutively numbered.
Example This is an example of a mapping from a stratified set of flat statements to an
extended statement:
Input: { [Gustaf says r1 ] [r1 rdf:subject Ecki], [r1 rdf:predicate likes], [r1 rdf:object l1 ], [r1
rdf:type rdf:Statement], [l1 rdf:type rdf:Seq], [l1 rdf: 1 Reinhold], [l1 rdf: 2 Wolfram] }
Stratum 0: { Gustaf Reinhold Wolfram Ecki says likes rdf:object rdf:type rdf:subject
rdf:predicate rdf:Statement rdf:Seq rdf: 1 rdf: 2 }
Stratum 1: {l1 }
Stratum 2: {r1 }
Now a mapping along the stratification can be performed. First, { [l1 rdf:type rdf:Seq], [l1
rdf: 1 Reinhold], [l1 rdf: 2 Wolfram] } is mapped to (Reinhold Wolfram), the statements
are removed from the initial set, and each occurence of l1 is replaced by (Reinhold Wolfram), leading to the next set of statements (now already extended): { [Gustaf says r1 ] [r1
rdf:subject Ecki], [r1 rdf:predicate likes], [r1 rdf:object (Reinhold Wolfram)], [r1 rdf:type
rdf:Statement], [(Reinhold Wolfram) rdf:type rdf:Seq] }. Next, the set { [r1 rdf:subject Ecki],
[r1 rdf:predicate likes], [r1 rdf:object (Reinhold Wolfram)], [r1 rdf:type rdf:Statement] } is
mapped to [Ecki says (Reinhold Wolfram)] which replaces r1 , resulting in the minimal hull,
[Gustaf says [Ecki likes (Reinhold Wolfram)].
This is captured in the following algorithm. It will determine an intention-equivalent extended model, C E from a set of statements of the RDF model, C R .
Algorithm Nest(In: C R )
For stratum s = 1 to k do
For all resources r in s do
if r is a reificant then
Remove from C R the four statements defining the reification
which has r as a reificant.
Replace all occurences of r in expressions in C R by the statement that r reifies.
if r is a container then
Remove from C R all statements of the form [r, i, ri ] and
build a list Rr from the resources ri
Replace all occurences of r in expressions in C R by the list Rr
E
C = C R.
Again, the proposition follows from the construction.
The relation between the RDF model and the extended model relies on the two assumptions.
If these assumptions are not accepted as being a reasonable interpretation of the intentions
behind the RDF model, then the propositions and proofs given above do not hold. However,
the newly introduced model may still be considered as a reasonable, comprehensive alterna12

Note that this can also be a chain of reifications and containers, that is, we consider it to be an error if a
container contains a reificant that reifies a statement that contains the container etc.
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tive to the RDF model due to its ability to capture complex expressions naturally. We will
try to illustrate this by suggesting two alternative representations in the next section, namely
a graphical notation and a XML DTD, which both may be considered as advantageous13 if
compared to the alternatives offered in the RDF M&S specification.
4

Graphical and XML Representations of the Extended Model

The following graphical examples and the XML DTD largely follow the presentation in the
XRDF discussion paper [4]. Both offer (reversibly mapable) alternatives to the statement/list
notation of the extended model.
4.1

The Extended Model as a Graph

The graphical language for the extended model provides the constructs oval (representing resources) and directed labeled arcs (representing relations). Each oval representing a resource
of the atom-type has inscribed a content taken from the alphabet A∗ . Each embedded oval
will be augmented with a number that is unique within the oval it is directly embedded in.
Numbers will be left out where possible (ie., in statements, where the ordinal number follows
from the direction of the arc, and in lists with one element only). A precise transformation to
and from the nested-triple notation of the extended model is straightforward (compare [4]).
Some examples of the graphical notation are given in the figures below.
XWMF

Reinhold Klapsing

XWMF

was created by

Reinhold Klapsing
was created by

Figure 3: Representing “XWMF was created by
Reinhold Klapsing”

Figure 4: The same statement, now neglecting the
fact that the predicate is also a resource (which is
the usual way).

XWMF

Reinhold Klapsing

1

Dr. F. Porsche

2

was created by

Porsche
was founded by
XWMF

Reinhold Klapsing
was created by

was said by
was said by
Eckhart

Eckhart

Figure 5: Representing “‘XWMF was created by
Reinhold Klapsing’ was said by Eckhart.”, a statement about the previous statement.

Figure 6: Eckhart made two statements.

It is left to the reader to flaten the graphically represented statement of the extended model
to corresponding sets of flat RDF statements. This may suffice to demonstrate that already
mildly complex examples of modeling tasks are much more straightforward to formulate
(either graphical or in triple notation) with the extended model than with the flat model. Given
13

Aware: subjective judgement. We hope, however, that some readers may share our opinion.
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XRDF Document

RDF-XRDF-Converter 2

XRDF-to-Flat-Triples

Wolfram Conen

1

were created by

3

1

Reinhold Klapsing 2

Eckhart Köppen

3

Figure 7: A group of people jointly created a collection of artifacts.

the intention-equivalence of the two models (based on the two assumptions stated above), the
extended model seems the more convenient way to express the intentions of set of flat model
statement in which reification and containers are used.
4.2

A pure XML syntax for the Extended Model

It is straightforward to represent the (few) ingredients of the nested/list model as an XMLDTD (compare [4] with slightly different list and predicate definitions).
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

statement
list
atom
subject
predicate
object

(subject, predicate, object)>
(statement | atom | list)+>
(#PCDATA)>
(atom|statement|list)>
(atom|statement|list)>
(atom|statement|list)>

A conversion of an XML document that conforms to the above DTD into an extended model
is immediate. The algorithm Flaten from above gives a conversion to an RDF model. From
this, a XML/RDF representation (at least a direct, explicit representation where each statement results in one description) can be derived easily.
Example: The statement [(XWMF was created by Reinhold Klapsing) (Porsche
was founded by Dr. F. Porsche) was said by Eckhart] , compare Figures 6 above, can
be “serialized” as follows:
<statement>
<subject><atom>Eckhart</atom></subject>
<predicate><atom>says</atom></predicate>
<object>
<list>
<statement>
<subject><atom>XWMF</atom></subject>
<predicate><atom>was_created_by</atom></predicate>
<object><atom>Reinhold Klapsing</atom></object>
</statement>
<statement>
<subject><atom>Porsche</atom></subject>
<predicate><atom>was_founded_by</atom></predicate>
<object><atom>Dr. F. Porsche</atom></object>
</statement>
</list>
</object>
</statement>
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There is a number of reasons that make pure XML an attractive alternative to the RDF/XML
serialization dialect, we refer the interested reader to the XRDF discussion paper for further
details. We will now briefly turn our attention to basic semantic aspects that are closely related
to the nested structure of expression of the extended model.
5

Some brief considerations of Semantics

To facilitate the authoring and deployment of meta-data, syntactical and structural simplicity is needed. A layered approach has proven to be useful for the definition of models and
techniques (this is especially obvious in the context of XML-based standards, where XML
is the basis for other standards like namespaces which in turn are used in the definition of
XSLT).With the extended model proposed above, we define the syntax of a lowest layer,
make use of the structural primitives statement and list. On top of this basic structural model,
semantic definitions and interpretations can be layered. Though this is not the main topic of
the paper, we will briefly discuss two aspects that are related to semantical explorations of
nested structures.
5.1

Exploring/Propagating Meaning from Outside to Inside

For the task of designing suitable semantics with the extended model we will have to consider
a number of design options. We will propose one possible route and point out a few more
things that might come in handy. Our route makes use of the following key observation:
the semantics related to (sub-)expressions depend on their position within the surrounding
structure – that is, the semantics will be explored starting from the outermost part of the
structure and proceeding to the innermost part. Let’s consider an example that demonstrates
a simple kind of truth predicate.
[ [sky color blue] hasTruthValue FALSE] ]
or, in a flatened version
[r type statement][r subject sky][r predicate color][r object blue] [r hasTruthValue FALSE]
The following transformation and constraints will give the flatened version some meaning in
a FOL representation:
Transformation: Map each triple [s,p,o] into an instance of a predicate triple(s,p,o).
Constraints :
(1) reifies(R,S,P,O) ←
triple(R,type,statement) ∧ triple(R,subject,S) ∧
triple(R,predicate,P) ∧ triple(R,object,O).
(2) falsified resource(R) ←
statement known as true(R,hasTruthValue,FALSE).
(3) statement known as false(S,P,O) ←
triple(S,P,O) ∧ reifies(R,S,P,O) ∧ falsified resource(R).
(4) statement known as true(S,P,O) ←
triple(S,P,O) ∧ not(statement known as false(S,P,O)).
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The statement . . . -predicates could be used for further inferences. Note that further embedding works out fine also, ie. falsifying falsified statements is possible. The key point here
is that the truth of the information contained in a triple will be propagated from the outermost expression to the innermost. This principle can be used to define more sophisticated
semantics as well, as would be necessary to give a proper meaning to expressions like
[Reinhold believes [Ecki assumes [[Wolfram is nice] hasTruthValue FALSE]]]
It is clear that the actual meaning of embedded expressions depends on the “semantical”
scope that is propagated from the outer predicates.
Scope
Scope
Scope
Scope

3: (believes Reinhold
2:
(assumes Ecki
1:
(hasTruthValue FALSE
0:
(is Wolfram nice))))

What is actually done with this information will depend on the proper definition of semantics
for predicates and their interaction. With respect to the above example the following question should be answered: what should be the meaning of an elementary statement of which
someone believes that someone else assumes that its negation is true. Here, an “elementary”
statement can be defined as a statement that has a predicate that does not modulate the truth
value of the subject or object (like is in the above example). This may suffice to show how
the meaning of statements generally depend on their position. From the intention-equivalence
of extended and RDF model shown above, it follows that this is also true for RDF models
– note, that the “position” of a statement in a complex structure is given by its occurence in
reifications/lists, for example, the following set of statements flatens the above expression:
[Reinhold believes r3 ]
[r3 subject Ecki] [r3 predicate assumes] [r3 object r2 ] [r3 type Statement]
[r2 subject r1 ] [r2 predicate hasTruthValue] [r2 object FALSE] [r2 type Statement]
[r1 subject Wolfram] [r1 predicate is] [r1 object nice] [r1 type Statement]
Note that there is no need (or better: no use) to “materialize” the intermediate “propositions”
like [Ecki assumes r2 ], for, if this would be done, an intention-equivalent extended model
would contain two statements:
[Reinhold believes [Ecki assumes [[Wolfram is nice] hasTruthValue FALSE]]]
[Ecki assumes [[Wolfram is nice] hasTruthValue FALSE]]
which is somewhat different from having only the first statement, because now, [Ecki . . . ]
has become a factual statement. It should also be clear from this example that, within the
scope of different statements, literally identic subexpressions can have different meaning.
This also demonstrates that it is not necessary to give every occurence of literally identic
subexpressions an unique identity, because the actual meaning of each occurence depends on
its context, which is captured by the position of the subexpression within other expressions.
5.2

Abbreviating Expressions with Structural Transformations

It is possible to provide some kind of syntactic sugar with the help of structural transformations that map a “sugarized” notation to the regular extended model. Some possible transformations are discussed in [4]. This creates the possibility to specify for a predicate which type
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of transformation should be performed prior to interpreting the predicate. The transformations can also be applied recursively and can make use of indirection (see example below).
This touches upon basic layers of semantics for which an extensive discussion is beyond the
scope of this paper. We will therefore only give two brief examples.
The predicate likes is defined to be of the transformation type n × m, that is a statement of the form [(n1 , . . . , nk ) likes (m1 , . . . , ml )] will be expanded to the list of statements
([n1 likes m1 ] . . . [n1 likes ml ] [n2 likes m1 ] . . . [nk likes ml ]). So,
[Wolli likes (Reinhold Eckhart)]
is transformed to
([Wolli likes Reinhold] [Wolli likes Eckhart])
Further assume that a specific predicate, representedBy, can be used to give names to lists (a
similar predicate will exist for statements), like in
[(Reinhold, Eckhart) representedBy Friends]
Now, the type of the predicatelikes can be adapted to the possibilities of indirection, that is if
a name is encountered in subject or object position, the predicate will not be applied to the
name (which is a resource itself) but to resource or list of resources that is represented by
that name. We will denote the transformation type of likes accordingly as in × im. Now, the
following becomes possible:
[Wolli likes Friends]
which will result in the same list of statements as above. Note that this or similar kinds of
indirection can be used to cleanly seperate between relations to a resource and to the resources
(lists/statements) that may be represented by resources.
This technique of basic transformation that may be applied prior to assessing the complete
semantics of predicates, may easily be used to answer the above question:
Assume that describedBy is a predicate of the transformation type descriptive which takes
a list with an even number of elements in object position as an input to the transformation
which performs the following:
[Reinhold describedBy (hasName Klapsing hasAddress Essen)]
which will be transformed to
([Reinhold hasName Klapsing] [Reinhold hasAdress Essen])
Whether this kind of transformations should be part of a basic layer of (pre-)semantics certainly remains to be discussed.
6

Discussion

Let us briefly discuss one of the potential problems of upgrading from the RDF model to the
extended model: the typing of containers. The issue is that two containers with definitions
that refer to the same sequence of elements but with different types (e.g., one Bag, one Seq)
become indistinguishable with the above mapping into the extended model. Allow two brief
remarks: (1) one solution is to relegate this kind of typing of containers to a schema level.
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Together with, for example, the representedBy property described in 5.2, names for lists can
be introduce and types for the lists represented by the names can be attached to the names
etc. (2) Another solution is to drop the typing of containers and to simply regard them all
as sequences – and to attach the information how a lists should be treated to the properties
that make use of the list (each property can interpret a sequence as a Bag or an Alt construct
if this suits the definition of the semantics of this property). More alternatives exist and a
solution (an adaptation of the mapping) should be provided when defining a schema level for
the extended model
Certainly, more details could be explored and more questions should be asked and answered14 . However, this may suffice to demonstrate that the nesting of statements and the use
of list of statements and resources may allow for a natural representation of useful structures
that are cumbersome to model and difficult to use in RDF. Based on the interpretation of reification and containers given above, the RDF model (or, intention-equivalently, the extended
model) can be seen as providing a (relatively rich) abstract syntax to build rather complex
expressions. This may ease modeling with RDF (respectively with the extended model) and
may also provide a more clear-cut syntactic layer for the schema layer(s) to be put on top of
this model.
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Abstract
The Coalition Agents Experiment (CoAX) is an international collaboration carried
out under the auspices of DARPA’s Control of Agent-Based Systems (CoABS)
programme. The overall aim of CoAX is to demonstrate how an agent-enabled
infrastructure, based upon the CoABS Grid, can enhance interoperability between
heterogeneous components, including actual military systems, in a realistic
scenario. The scenario is based on a peace-enforcement operation in the year 2012
in ‘Binni’ (a mythical state in Africa) which requires a mix of Coalition forces to
work together.
The agent infrastructure allows the construction of a coalition command
support system, with agents grouped into domains to reflect real-world
organisational and national boundaries. Each domain is a community of agents that
has its own secure communications, capabilities and information spaces, and is
governed by policies at the domain, host, virtual machine and agent levels.
Communications between agents, whilst given some minimal semantic
grounding via the use of conversation policies, should in future utilise emerging
Semantic Web technology. In particular, the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) and the DARPA Agent Mark-up Language (DAML) promise to deliver a
greater degree of semantic interoperability. This paper describes practical
experiences taking initial steps towards this goal, implementing agents that use a
query language to exchange data between RDF models and implementing a
prototype RDF browser. We discuss the specific requirements for querying,
merging and attributing of RDF data by agents in a coalition environment, and the
particular restrictions affecting agents on controlled networks, rather than on the
Web. Finally, some challenges and requirements for the future are outlined.
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1. Introduction
In order to demonstrate how planning, visualisation and execution activities in coalition
operations can be augmented by agent technology, a collaborative programme of work has been
put together under DARPA's Control of Agent-Based Systems programme (CoABS). This work
involves 16 partner organisations, and is entitled the Coalition Agents Experiment (CoAX) [1,2].
This paper begins with an introduction to the challenges of coalition operations and
our technical approach to solving them, and gives an overview of the CoAX demonstrations. It
then outlines the infrastructure and systems in the current demonstration and the techniques used
to integrate them. In evaluating this demonstration, areas that would benefit from Semantic Web
technology are noted.
Our initial work on implementing agents that use RDF, including a basic query
language and a RDF browser, is then described. This is followed by discussion of the benefits
gained from this approach and the limitations of the current technology, in particular the
querying and merging of RDF models and the attribution of data via the reification mechanism.
The importance of software tools for rapid integration is emphasised. Finally, we note the
potential advantages of the emerging DAML language [3] over RDF, and discuss future work.
2. Background
The year is 2012, and climate change in the Sudanese plain of East Africa has enabled the
production and export of wheat in large quantities. The only way to transport this increasing
volume of food to the European market is by sea. Competition over sea port access has led the
government of Gao to launch a pre-emptive strike to open a corridor to the sea, declaring the
annexed area to be the independent country of Binni. This action has incensed the government of
neighbouring Agadez, who have launched repeated guerrilla activities to dislodge the Gao
forces. Because of this dangerously unstable situation in Binni, the UN has passed a Resolution
to create and deploy a UN War Avoidance Force for Binni (UNWAFB).
"Binni - Gateway to the Golden Bowl of Africa" [4] is a hypothetical scenario based
on the Sudanese Plain. The countries of Gao, Agadez and Binni are fictitious, as are the events,
organisations and personalities that lead to the crisis requiring UN intervention.
The vignette used for the CoAX experiment concerns a specific operation in which
the UN forces are attempting to keep mutually hostile forces apart long enough to enable peace
negotiations (figure 1). Incomplete, changing information, as well as deliberate misinformation
from some parties hampers the UN efforts.
2.1 Coalition operations
Coalition military operations will become an increasingly important feature in future years. In
any military operation, enabling commanders to have access to timely and relevant information
is crucially important to a successful outcome. The difficulties are compounded in the virtual
organisation of the coalition since there will be a mixture of equipment, operational procedures,
languages, etc. Moreover, there is a pressing need to set up such organisations rapidly in order to
respond decisively to emerging crises.
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Figure 1. The fictional nation of Binni. The UN forces are considering a controversial firestorm to separate the
warring forces of Gao and Agadez. Misinformation from Gao agents initially leads the UN to believe that the forces
are further to the west than is in fact the case.

2.2 Technical approach
From a technical perspective, coping with the inherent heterogeneity and tight time-scales are
major challenges. Traditional approaches to software integration are too inflexible to share
information between such disparate command systems at short notice. Agent-oriented
approaches are believed to offer advantages in such environments [5].
The principal motivation of the CoAX experiment is to investigate the conjecture that
software agent technology can provide an advanced infrastructure able to support the demanding
information, Command and Control requirements of a coalition force [2].
For the purposes of this research, an agent is defined as a software entity acting on
behalf of, or mediating the actions of, a human user and having the ability to autonomously carry
out tasks to achieve goals or support the activities of the user. Here, agents are supporting a
community of human experts; they must not ‘take over’ or become obtrusive or obstructive.
Their purpose is to help people cope with the complexities of working collaboratively in a
distributed information environment. Agents operate mostly behind the scenes, integrated into
familiar tools and methods of working, linking and fusing disparate sources of information as
available — tasks well-matched with Semantic Web technologies. The CoAX project is
producing a series of staged demonstrations of increasing complexity, showing agents and agent-
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wrapped legacy systems communicating over the CoABS Grid [6], developed at Global InfoTek,
Inc (GITI). The Grid is a framework for federating heterogeneous systems. Although the Grid is
being developed with a military application in mind, it is a general-purpose agent framework
with potential use by a variety of applications.
In recent demonstrations, agents are grouped into domains, using the Knowledgeable
Agent-oriented System (KAoS) from Boeing and the University of West Florida’s Institute for
Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC) [7]. This system enables domain policies to be changed
at runtime; for example, to cut off communications with a domain containing hostile agents or to
drastically reduce CPU and network resources to agents launching a denial-of-service attack.
The current demonstration at the time of writing has grown to 25 agents grouped into
6 domains; elements of this demonstration are outlined below. The full demonstration
(documents, images and video) may be seen in detail on the CoAX web-site [1]. The
demonstration is genuinely heterogeneous, comprising systems and agents from at least 6
different organisations (including two real military systems) with more to be added in future
demonstrations for 2001 and beyond.
3. Current demonstration
3.1 CoABS Grid Infrastructure
At the most basic level, the agents and systems to be integrated require infrastructure for
discovery of other agents, and messaging between agents. This is provided by the CoABS Grid.
Based on Sun's Jini services [8], the Grid allows registration and advertisement of agent
capabilities, and communication by message passing. Agents can be added or removed, or their
advertisements updated, without reconfiguration of the network. Agents are automatically purged
from the registry after a short time if they fail. Multiple lookup services may be used, located by
multicast or unicast protocols.
In addition, the Grid provides functionality such as logging, visualisation, encryption
and authentication.
3.2 Knowledgeable Agent-oriented System (KAoS)
At a higher level, the KAoS framework is used to group agents into domains, to facilitate policy
administration. Agents in a domain are subject to the policies of that domain. A given domain
can extend across host boundaries and, conversely, multiple domains can exist concurrently on
the same host. Policies can be scoped variously to individual agent instances, agents of a given
class, agents running on a given host or instance of a platform (e.g., a single Java VM), or agents
in a given domain or sub-domain [7]. The KAoS Policy Administration Tool (KPAT), a
graphical user interface to domain management functionality, has been developed to make policy
specification, revision, and application easier for administrators without specialized training.
The concept of policy-based management necessarily extends beyond typical
security concerns. For example, KAoS policies will ultimately be used to represent not only
authorization, encryption, access and resource control policies, but also conversation policies,
mobility policies, domain registration policies, and various forms of obligation policies. The
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Figure 2. Agents are shown grouped into domains. Each domain contains two specialised agents: the Domain
Manager (DM) and Matchmaker (MM). There are domains for countries (the US, and the fictional country of Gao),
for coalition structures (such as the Joint Forces Air Component HQ), and for functional groups (Observers). Some
agents (shown below the line) are not domain-aware, but have proxies within the domains. Various agents are
associated with databases (DB). Other agents (MBP, Intel, CAMPS, WeatherViz, PP) are described below.

KAoS policy representation is currently very simple but an implementation of a more
sophisticated DAML-based policy representation will be available later this year.
The domain structure of the current demonstration is shown in figure 2. Each domain contains
two specialised agents, the Domain Manager, which enforces (directly or indirectly) the domain
policies, and the Matchmaker, which provides functionality similar to the Grid registry.
KAoS also provides support for defining and using conversation policies: the
structuring of messages for particular purposes or speech acts, such as Inform, Query, Request
and others. Each basic policy forms a finite state machine, where each message, labelled with a
verb identifying its purpose, represents a transition between states [9]. More general constraintbased DAML policy representations and mechanisms incorporating additional communications
aspects, such as time limits, and the ability to compose policies from smaller fragments, are
under development [10].
3.3 Systems integrated
The demonstration, at the time of writing, includes 25 agents from about six different
organisations, grouped into six domains, written using three different programming languages.
Some of the main elements are described briefly below.
3.3.1 Master Battle Planner (MBP)
A core agent in the demonstration is MBP – a highly effective visual planning-tool
for air operations. MBP assists air planners by providing them with an intuitive visualisation on
which they can manipulate the air intelligence information, assets, targets and missions, using a
map-based graphical user interface (figure 3).
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Figure 3. Master Battle Planner map display of the fictional countries of Binni, Gao and Agadez. A selected mission
is highlighted in yellow; proceeding from an airbase, to refuelling tanker, via waypoints and airspaces to the target,
and back to base by a different route.

The operator can interact with these operational entities and can plan individual air missions (or
complex packages of missions) by dragging and dropping offensive units onto targets on the
map. Supporting / defensive elements are added in the same way. The system provides the
operator with analytical tools to assess the planned air operations.
MBP is a monolithic C++ application, which has been agent-enabled by wrapping it
in Java code, using the Java Native Interface, and providing a proxy agent which communicates
with the wrapper using the JavaSpaces API [11]. The agent enabling of MBP allows it to receive
scenario data (targets, assets, airspaces etc) from other agents (Intel, figure 2), and update this
information continuously. Information concerning other air missions can be accepted and merged
with missions planned within MBP; export of mission data to other agents is under development.
3.3.2 Consolidated Air Mobility Planning System (CAMPS)
The second real military system integrated into the demonstration is Air Force Research
Laboratories’ CAMPS Mission Planner. CAMPS develops notional schedules for aircraft to pick
up and deliver cargo within specified time windows. It takes into account numerous constraints
on aircraft capabilities, port capabilities, etc. [12–14].
In the demonstration scenario, CAMPS schedules airlifts of cargo into Binni. These
airlift flights could potentially conflict with offensive air missions, so the scheduled flights are
requested from the CAMPS agent, translated by another agent, and sent to MBP, forming part of
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the normal MBP air visualisation.
This is an interesting example, as only partial translation is possible; CAMPS and
MBP differ fundamentally in their definition of air missions. A CAMPS mission consists of an
arbitrary collection of flights, where a flight is a single journey from A to B by a single aircraft.
However, an MBP mission consists of a starting point and a route, which must return to the
starting point (perhaps by a different path), and may consist of multiple aircraft. CAMPS can
therefore produce routes that have no fully valid representation in MBP, although they could be
partially represented or indicated graphically. This is a fundamental limit on the achievable
degree of interoperability.
3.3.3 Ariadne
In a similar manner, weather information extracted from web-sites by the Ariadne system from
USC/ISI is gathered by the WeatherViz agent (figure 2). It is translated and forwarded to MBP,
again forming part of the normal picture of the air situation. Ariadne facilitates access to webbased data sources via a wrapper/mediator approach [15,16]. Wrappers that make Web sources
look like databases can be rapidly constructed; these interpret a request (expressed in SQL or
some other structured language) against a Web source and return a structured reply. The
mediator software answers queries efficiently using these sources as if they formed a single
database. Translation of the XML from Ariadne into the XML expected by MBP was initially
handled by custom code, but can now be performed more easily using XSL Transformations
[17].
3.3.4 Process Panel
The Artificial Intelligence Applications Institute (AIAI) of the University of Edinburgh has
provided its IP2 Process Panel agent (PP, figure 2), which provides user level, configurable task
and process management aids for inter-agent co-operation [18]. Each user may have their own
panel to reflect their role in a co-operative process. The Process Panel keeps track of the air
planning process through inter-agent messages.
3.3.5 NOMADS agents
The NOMADS mobile agent system from IHMC is used in the demonstration to allow untrusted
agents (Gao Observer) to run in the Observer domain alongside trusted agents (DGO, DAO,
figure 2). The Aroma virtual machine provides dynamic resource control mechanisms, protecting
the host from a malicious or buggy agent [19]. When a denial-of-service attack is mounted by an
agent from Gao, the excessive usage of CPU, disk and network is detected and a change of
policy is automatically executed, in concert with the KAoS domain management mechanisms. A
human operator can then choose to lower the resource limits even further using KPAT.
3.3.6 Future additions
Future demonstrations for 2001 and beyond have introduced further agent systems and
capabilities. These include a multi-level co-ordination agent from the University of Michigan
[20]; a field observation system using Dartmouth College’s D’Agents technology [21]; and
eGents (agents communicating over e-mail) from Object Services and Consulting, Inc [22]. This
demonstration extends into the execution phase of coalition operations, showing near real-time
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visualisation of air operations based upon data from agents.
4. Evaluation of demonstration
4.1 Aims and achievements
The aim of this demonstration was to investigate how software agent technology can provide an
advanced coalition infrastructure. We were successful in integrating a variety of real military
systems and agents, and were able to demonstrate increased functionality and interoperability
between previously stand-alone systems. The systems were written separately by different
organisations, in different languages, under different operating systems. Dynamic data sources
were an important feature, removing the reliance on static data files. Agents also integrated data
from disparate systems seamlessly as far as the user was concerned; weather and airlift missions
were merged into the MBP view of air operations, for example.
Agent enabling of real legacy systems via wrappers was found viable, even where the
original system made no allowance for integration with other systems.
Using KAoS, the ability to group agents into domains was demonstrated, and to
change the domain policies dynamically; for example, to cut off communications with a domain
containing hostile agents. Using KAoS domain management tools in conjunction with the Aroma
virtual machine also allowed dynamic resource limits to be applied to individual agents to
prevent denial-of-service attacks.
4.2 What is missing?
However, the vision of the CoAX project is to achieve rapid, dynamic coalition formation, in
which agent domains are created and removed on-the-fly, and agents come and go.
Interoperability between agents should be achieved very rapidly, with as little human
intervention as possible. Agent interoperability was achieved relatively easily, due to the
discovery and messaging facilities provided by the CoABS Grid, but message structures,
primarily in XML, were pre-agreed, or translators were hand-coded. This process is timeconsuming. Tools such as XSLT can accelerate the process (and for rapid integration, graphical
tools based on languages such as XSLT may still be valuable) but are still human driven. A
fundamental problem for such agents is that there is no mechanism for sharing terms and
relations (via shared or partially shared ontologies). Consequently, messages have no
unambiguous meaning (even to humans) outside of the agent that generates them. XML provides
shared syntax, but not shared meaning.
4.3 How can Semantic Web technology help?
Berners-Lee et al write: [23] "Some low-level service-discovery schemes are currently available,
such as Microsoft's Universal Plug and Play, which focuses on connecting different types of
devices, and Sun Microsystems's Jini, which aims to connect services. These initiatives,
however, attack the problem at a structural or syntactic level and rely heavily on standardisation
of a predetermined set of functionality descriptions. Standardisation can only go so far, because
we can't anticipate all possible future needs. The Semantic Web, in contrast, is more flexible."
The CoABS Grid infrastructure used in this work is based upon Sun’s Jini, but
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requires only one standard interface – the ‘AgentRep’ which provides inter-agent messaging
functionality, with arbitrary message content. It is therefore possible to combine the discovery
services of Jini and the messaging, security, logging and other services of the CoABS Grid with
machine-understandable semantics by writing messages in emerging Semantic Web languages
such as the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and the DARPA Agent Mark-up Language
(DAML).
5. Initial work
The aim of this initial work was to implement simple agents using a Semantic Web language to
exchange data about the demonstration scenario. Practical experience with RDF and RDF
Schema will assist in understanding the issues involved and assessing the current technology.
5.1 Special features of the Coalition domain
There are some differences between the Web and the networks expected in a command
information system.
Hendler [24] predicts that on the Web we will not see large complex consistent
ontologies, carefully constructed by expert AI researchers, and shared by a great number of
users. Rather, we will see a great number of small ontological components largely created of
pointers to each other and developed by Web users in much the same way that Web content is
currently created. There has been little work so far on developing explicit ontologies for coalition
operations; we expect that the situation will improve as benefits from the initial Semantic Web
technology are realised.
A coalition network could perhaps be regarded as being ‘on the edge of the Web’,
consisting of multiple fire-walled networks with guarded portals between them, and between
them and the Web itself. A greater degree of control will be present. Medium size ontologies
would be expected, constructed with care by individual coalition members and groups of
members, but not all directly interoperable or consistent with each other. The challenge is to map
between them at short notice. In a best-case scenario, many of these ontologies would use
standard ontology libraries developed over time for common domains. Complete mapping is not
always possible, as noted in the description earlier (section 3.3.2) of mapping data between MBP
and CAMPS. There is a need for techniques and tools to handle this, perhaps detecting and
flagging the problematic elements for human attention. Hendler [24] notes that there are many
possible techniques to map between ontologies, and that this is an interesting challenge for the
future.
Some of the initial interest in Semantic Web technology has focussed on the mark-up
of conventional web pages with semantic metadata for improved search engines and webcrawling agents. In a coalition system, some data may be utilised in this way, but the main focus
is on inter-agent messages expressed directly in RDF or another Semantic Web language. It is
important to note that not all agents in a command system will have direct access to the WWW,
for obvious security reasons.
5.2 Resource Description Framework (RDF)
Our initial work was based on RDF and RDF Schema (RDFS), following the initial W3C
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Recommendation and the release of a number of parsers, APIs and frameworks for RDF. Due to
the time scales of this project, it was essential to investigate technologies available now, as well
as potential for the future. We regard RDF as an initial test-bed for investigating Semantic Web
issues, and a stepping-stone to future technologies.
DAML promises a far greater level of power but is still at an early stage of
development as far as tools are concerned. For rapid coalition integration, effective tools are the
essential requirement. A powerful and expressive language is not useful in practice until it can be
written, modified and applied rapidly, by those without expertise in logic: “A crucial aspect of
creating the Semantic Web is to enable users who are not logic experts to create machinereadable Web content” [24].
There is also an interesting correspondence between RDF and DCADM (Defence
Command and Army Data Model), the UK Ministry of Defence’s preferred – and indeed in
many cases, mandated – solution [25]. DCADM is a combination of two technologies. The first
is an innovative immutable datastore. In most datastores when a record is modified the old
version is overwritten by the new version. In the DCADM immutable datastore, both versions
are preserved. This has considerable potential advantages in the sort of Command and Control
systems that are envisaged as the primary applications of DCADM. The datastore can support
multiple competing values, reflecting the uncertainty factor present in the 'fog of war', and it
maintains a complete audit trail of who changed what values and when.
The second component of DCADM is a metadata model that can be used to describe
the data models that form the basis for interoperability. In this respect, DCADM and RDF
provide essentially equivalent facilities. Data models developed in DCADM are readily
translated into RDF, and vice versa.
We have implemented simple agents, running on the CoABS Grid inside KAoS
domains, which can store and query RDF databases. They make use of basic RDF Schema
ontologies for defining the class and property hierarchy and the range and domain constraints on
properties and their values. The entities in the scenario fall into a number of superclasses, such as
mobile or fixed objects, natural features or man-made installations, locations, airspaces, or
activities. Basic constraints apply: physical objects possess a location; vehicles can have a speed;
airfields have runways. RDF Schema cannot however express many other features of the
domain; even the fact that friends are disjoint from enemies.
The agents need to acquire information from other agents, and from their own
databases. We have therefore implemented a simple RDF query language and query engine with
an SQL-like syntax, similar to other recent query languages [26,27]. Most RDF query language
proposals appear to be client-server oriented, assuming fast access by the client to a local
database in-memory or on disk. However, with a mainly peer-to-peer model, where access via
messages over a network may be slow, special features may be required.
As an alternative to returning individual values of properties matched by a query, the
query engine can return the sub-graph of triples matched by the query, as a complete RDF
document, using a query of the form:
select triples where <constraint list>

This allows the returned data to be directly parsed and merged into an agent’s database.
Returning complete RDF documents in this way supplies the context necessary when using
asynchronous messaging; if individual context-free values were returned they would have to be
somehow matched up with large numbers of outstanding queries.
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Queries may be formed which return the sub-graph accessible from a specified
resource, so an agent can ask for everything known about a resource in a single query, using the
form:
select reachable where <constraint list>

Without this feature, a potentially very large number of queries would be required.
Reading or editing raw RDF syntax is difficult, and rapidly becomes impractical as
the number of triples increases. In the process of developing the experimental schemas, a
prototype RDF browser has been implemented. This allows the user to seamlessly navigate
through both the schema and data, searching for resources either by type or via the query
language. All resources are clickable hotlinks, and a history is kept, allowing navigation of an
RDF graph in the now-familiar style of a Web browser. Namespaces are automatically
abbreviated to namespace prefixes, e.g. 'rdf:type'. In figure 4, scenario data from the CoAX
demonstration is being queried for resources of a specified type; the properties of a selected
resource can then be viewed. In figure 5, the classes in the corresponding RDF Schema are being
examined; super-classes and properties related to the selected class are shown.
This browser was not intended to replace dedicated ontology editors, but to provide
tighter support for the specific features of RDF, to handle data and schema seamlessly, and
handle large numbers of instances. Some ontology editors do not support features of RDF such
as the sub-property hierarchy, global properties, and multiple domains and ranges for properties;
in general they cannot handle arbitrary RDF. The aim is to facilitate the creation and
examination of models without having to hand-code RDF in XML; there is a lack of mature tools
for this at present.
Desirable enhancements to the browser include:
• support for reification and containers (creation, and checking of imported data for all 4
properties of a reification quad; checking and repairing collection properties (_1, _2,...)
for correctness; filtering data by origin and timestamp;
• enhanced namespaces support including filtering by namespace;
• explicit support for properties (subPropertyOf relationship, range and domain);
• editing support (selection of sub-graphs and multiple nodes; clean deletion of entire
objects, collections, and reified statements);
• graphical display of portions of an RDF graph.
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Figure 4. RDF browser. A search for resources of a specified type has been performed; these resources are listed on
the left. All the properties of the selected resource (Bandar Airbase) are shown – these form hotlinks that can be
explored further by clicking on them. Literals are not hotlinks, of course; these are shown in black.

Figure 5. RDF Browser class display, showing superclasses, properties of the class (both direct and inherited) and
usage of this class by other properties.
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6. Discussion
6.1 Advantages of RDF
RDF provides a formal data model for representing entities (resources) and the relations between
them, and a syntax for XML serialisation of data models. RDF describes directed labelled
graphs, rather than just labelled trees as in XML. The use of RDF is a move away from inflexible
XML data structures and DTDs, allowing more natural handling of partial data, which inevitably
occur in uncertain military environments. For example, a system that represents an entity such as
a radar installation may store many attributes such as location, allegiance, range, type and so on;
yet if a radar is detected electronically at a great distance, we know very little about it and cannot
'fill in all the blanks' of a database form or XML DTD. Rather, data arrive gradually from
disparate sources and must be merged together. Partial data records or changes in document
structure can be problematic when handling XML, although more recent XML technologies such
as XPath and XQuery have increased flexibility to some extent. These advances also counter the
size and complexity of code previously required to handle XML trees.
RDF Schema adds a very basic ontological framework, although it appears from the
many discussions on the RDF mailing lists that the semantics of RDF and RDFS are unclear in
the current specifications [28]. This may be hindering the development of systems with formal
semantics on the top of RDF, such as DAML. Very basic inference is possible using the RDFS
class and property hierarchy definitions, and property restrictions [24]. This is already used to
some extent by current query engines.
Although this seems trivial, it offers a substantial improvement over the keyword
searches that Web users suffer at present, and a qualitatively different capability from semanticsfree XML data. In many cases, the level of power needed to achieve significant benefits in
interoperability is quite small, and so RDF and RDF Schema are useful in themselves. For
example, in this coalition scenario, it is easy to search for data about any damaged friendly
ground units, without needing to know their exact type. One could also learn their exact types
(subclasses of the class GroundUnit) in the same query. Simple constraints on properties would
also allow queries to specify particular regions in space or time. A flexible query interface to
agents creates possibilities for all kinds of useful (and perhaps unforeseen) interactions between
systems, in contrast with rigid one-to-one message links.
6.2 Current limitations
The growing industry support for XML points to an XML-based solution for semantic mark-up,
yet RDF is verbose and not easily readable or writeable by humans. ‘Notation 3’ [29] is an
interesting experiment with a more concise syntax (with additional logic elements). Authoring
and processing tools would of course make the syntax less of an issue.
For rapid integration of agents, tools are the emphasis, not languages. A more
powerful language is of no use in this domain if it cannot be deployed easily. Tools and APIs are
needed throughout the lifecycle of the data – creation, checking, storing, querying and inference,
mapping and converting.
Judging from the large volume of debate on the RDF mailing lists, the development
of such tools appears to be suffering delays due to the substantial number of unresolved issues
concerning the RDF and RDF Schema standards, and their interpretation [28].
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A practical problem encountered is that there is an assumption in some APIs and
parsers that schemas will always be loaded over the Web from their home site (rather than being
cached) which is not realistic on a coalition network.
6.3 Querying requirements
A query language allows agents to seek and exchange information, especially when enhanced by
a schema/ontology, but of course we rely on agents understanding the same query language, and
there is no standard query language for RDF.
A standard language is of less importance when querying local databases or Web
documents; any suitable language could be used. In a community of heterogeneous agents there
is a need to talk to other agents in a common tongue, or at least translate down to some ‘lowest
common denominator’.
A variety of languages have been developed [26, 27, 30–33] with differing
capabilities. Many do not yet deal with some of the more controversial aspects of RDF such as
reification and collections. Kokkelink [34] has suggested work on standard RDF querying by
attempting to re-use previous experience with XML in the development of XPath, XQuery and
XSL Transformations.
In the absence of a standard query language, a simple technique for gaining rapid
interoperability at the expense of increased messaging load is the use of a remote model
interface. The majority of current RDF frameworks allow an RDF graph (model) to be queried
using a single triple where each of the subject, predicate and/or object can be a wildcard. This
can be regarded as the lowest common denominator for querying. Instead of sending complex
queries for a remote agent to process, the work could be done locally, sending multiple messages
invoking only the basic query method of the remote agent. As far as the initiating agent is
concerned, the process is the same as querying a local (albeit very slow) model database (figure
6). Primitive agents can be made to support complex queries, and agents using differing query
languages can be rapidly integrated, although the load on the network will greatly increase.
One could also send a mobile agent implementing complex queries to a remote host,
interrogate agents there using low-level messages, and return the results. This could reduce the
network load but requires more sophisticated infrastructure, especially for security issues.

Figure 6. Use of a remote model interface, allowing Agent 1 to perform complex querying of the more primitive
Agent 2, which only supports matching of single wild-carded triples.
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6.4 Merging models
A fundamental process in a command information system is the collection and fusion of data
from many sources. Merging data from multiple RDF sources (agents) into a single model raises
several issues. Firstly, the identification of redundant anonymous resources. Anonymous
resources are usually assigned locally unique identifiers by the parser; if the data in an RDF
model originates from multiple documents, the same (anonymous) resource in different
documents will normally receive two different identifiers. For example, figure 7 shows data
obtained from three separate sources, which require merging.
Unfortunately, it does not seem possible to determine in general whether the duplication is
intended, and therefore whether the redundancy can safely be eliminated. Cardinality restrictions,
available in DAML, could help to resolve this issue. For example, in RDF, either of the graphs in
figure 8 might be chosen. Can John Smith only have one weight? It might initially appear so, but
suppose the data track his weight during a diet! Each weight would then be valid for a particular
point in time, and could possess equivalent values in various units.

Figure 7. Three RDF data models which we are attempting to merge. The anonymous middle nodes are assigned a
locally unique identifier by the parser, but we cannot determine unambiguously whether they are in fact the same
resource.

Figure 8. Two possible results of merging the models in figure 7.
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Secondly, merging of RDF Bags or Alternatives cannot be achieved without renumbering all the
member attributes (rdf:_n) of one of the collections. Merging of Sequences does not necessarily
make sense in general. Other problems with the RDF containers have been identified [28]; for
example, adding an element to an RDF Bag requires one to know all the existing elements.
6.5 Attribution
As mentioned earlier, it is valuable for an agent operating in an uncertain environment to store
multiple competing values, and maintain an audit trail of changes. As levels of trust and other
factors change, the most reliable or up-to-date data can be selected. In a military coalition
context this ability is essential.
Reification provides part of the solution; we can reify statements and attach
additional data (timestamp, origin, trust values) to them. In the example above, it would then be
possible to determine that John Smith weighed 200 pounds (91 Kg) last year but only 180
pounds last week, although the initial value was measured by his doctor and the recent value is
his own optimistic claim! However, once the criteria for selecting competing data values have
been chosen, we still need to query the data as easily as if it were ‘flat’. Most current APIs and
query languages do not appear to provide a solution yet. Reification is a contentious issue in
RDF with a number of problems identified. The concept of contexts has been introduced as an
improvement [28,35].
In practical cases, it may be that no decision can be made automatically; to assist
human decisions, there is a need for ways of visualising the changes in data according to time, or
source.
6.6 DAML versus RDF(S)
The case for DAML is strongly made in several recent papers [24,36], and centres on DAML’s
greater expressive power and formal semantics. RDF(S) is not considered to provide sufficient
expressive power for many applications.
DAML+OIL, an ontology language based upon description logics and encoded in
RDF, provides a rich set of constructs not available in RDF(S). In addition to defining classes
and properties, one can express the disjointness or equivalence of classes and a variety of
restrictions on the usage of classes and properties, such as cardinality. Additional information
can be expressed about properties, for example stating that they are transitive. New classes can
be constructed by taking the complement of another class or the intersection of other classes. A
Property can be declared as the inverse of other properties. In recent versions, DAML+OIL has
also been integrated with the XML Schema datatypes. A logical language, DAML-L, is under
development.
There are some incompatibilities between RDF(S) and DAML. Firstly, the semantics
of domain and range are different from those in RDF Schema. Secondly, the RDF Schema
specification demands that the subclass relation between classes must be acyclic. DAML+OIL
deliberately has no such restriction. Finally, parsers based on the current RDF specification will
not support the daml:collection parse type, although a pre-processing stage can overcome this
problem. The DAML collections address the previously mentioned problems with RDF Bags
(section 6.4).
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6.7 What next ?
Initial proof-of-concept contributions to the CoAX experiment will involve replacing some of the
XML communication links with RDF to compare the relative complexity and robustness of the
code. The simple agents used for this will provide a test-bed for showing the increased flexibility
of RDF(S), for example assembling partial data from several sources to form a complete
description, and queries assisted by the class hierarchy defined in the schema. Agents supporting
a common query language, or a remote model interface, are far more accessible to other agents,
greatly increasing the interaction possibilities.
We also wish to explore the use of RDF Reification or Contexts [35] for tagging data
with their origin, reliability, timestamp etc. This is obviously of crucial importance in a
command information system where it is essential to be able to roll back or exclude false or
inaccurate data. There is much scope here for work on tools to visualise the data, providing
different views of the data filtered by time, origin, etc.
A further step would be the interoperation of agents without fully shared
terminology, via translator agents. There are interesting practical issues in handling the agent
conversation policies with interruptions to request translation of terms.
Further steps, such as more expressive ontologies and the use of inference rules,
move into the territory of DAML; we expect that emerging DAML tools and the DAML-L logic
language will provide us with an opportunity to explore these capabilities. As previously noted,
we are collaborating with IHMC on specification and implementation of a DAML-based policy
representation (KAoS Policy Language, or KPL), which will used to represent both simple
atomic policies (e.g., Java permissions) and complex constructions. Representation of both
authorizations (i.e., permitting, permitting with qualification, or forbidding some action) and
obligations (i.e., requiring some action to be performed) will be possible. We expect that an
initial specification of KPL will be available later this year.
7. Conclusions
Although RDF and RDF Schema have a number of flaws, they are useable for a variety of
applications and for agent experimentation. In the context of CoAX, for example, they allow
richer interactions between agents, and more useful and complex queries. Thus, RDF and RDF
Schema still offer interesting possibilities and can contribute significantly to agent
interoperability in a coalition setting. Alongside the development of languages, tools and agents,
expertise in constructing ontologies for coalition operations will be needed. Some of the flaws
will be addressed by the emerging DAML family of languages; others relate to the RDF data
model and syntax; these need to be addressed. There is also a profusion of RDF query languages,
although work toward a standard has been proposed.
DAML adds the formal semantics and expressiveness demanded by the logic
community, but is incomplete as yet; we look forward to future developments, particularly in the
area of tools for creating, parsing, checking, querying and reasoning with the languages.
One of the greatest challenges ahead lies in the development of mechanisms for
merging or mapping between ontologies automatically, as far as possible, and fusing data from
disparate sources, enabling heterogeneous agent systems to interoperate rapidly and effectively.
It is important to acknowledge that any fundamental differences between systems (such as
described in section 3.2.2 will always be a barrier to complete interoperability.
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Abstract. In this paper, we analyze a geospatial application for visualizing U.S. election results in order to show the problems that need to be solved in the mapping
between different XML representations and their conceptual models. We propose a
framework that provides a number of core classes that allow applications to treat XML
documents as graphs and to evaluate XPath expressions against such document graphs.
We also propose a mechanism that allows information to be exchanged between document types. Our goal is to ultimately attain an overall framework for interoperation
where maintenance problems are minimized. To achieve this, we anticipate the need
for introducing metadata in the semantic layer that will guide the translation process
between document types.
Keywords: Geospatial applications, user interface backend, object interoperability, technologies for interoperability.

1 Introduction
In statewide geospatial applications, hundreds of systems need to be integrated. In these applications, challenges in achieving interoperability are at the semantic level (e.g., different
classification schemes) and at the data structure level (e.g., different XML DTDs). Current
approaches that deal with this problem require the intervention of a human expert to perform
the mapping between XML representations or to map between the conceptual models for
those representations. Also, changes in the representations will typically entail specific code
changes by a human expert. A recently proposed layered model [11] partitions this problem
by considering the requirements of different layers: syntax, object, semantic, and application.
This paper discusses our approach to interoperability in the object layer using XML [2],
developed as a part of a framework for geospatial data visualization applications. Applications using our framework should be able to seamlessly pull data from multiple XML data
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Figure 1: User interface for the election scenario

sources. Thus, we focus on the backend portions that allow for querying and integrating data
from multiple XML sources.
In developing our framework, we have focused on a number of application scenarios. In
this paper, we examine our election results scenario. In this scenario, we create an application that will visualize results from the 2000 U.S. Presidential Election, superimposing vote
totals and campaign donations over a given region on a map. Users will be able to search
for a geographic area in the United States, choose which data to display (e.g., demographic
information, votes cast per candidate, campaign donations, etc.), and then view that data on
a map of the region. Data can be displayed at multiple granularities, depending on what the
user wants to see (e.g., the user can display a map of Massachusetts with county boundaries
showing election results for each county and then zoom in on a map of Worcester County
showing election results and campaign donations for each municipality). A screen shot from
this scenario is shown in Figure 1.
XML was chosen as our data representation language because it is quickly becoming the
new standard for information interchange. The main appeal of XML is that it allows users
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to define their own document types, and then store and exchange documents conforming to
that document type. A document type declaration is used to accomplish this. Document type
declarations serve to identify the root element of a document, but can also contain a document type definition (DTD) [1]. This provides users a way of declaring the markup, syntax,
and structure of a given document type. This also provides the parser a way of determining
whether a document is valid (i.e., conforms to a DTD), rather than just well formed (i.e., uses
correct XML syntax).
Allowing everyone to create their own document types makes data exchange easier, but it
also makes data interoperability more difficult. Different organizations could model the same
information with different document types [1]. It is trivial to load and view documents with
different document types, but integrating the data between them is potentially quite difficult.
In this paper, we concentrate on providing a general-purpose application framework that
allows data to be interchanged between various XML document types. We utilize XPath to
concisely describe a path through the document graph and to select a number of nodes whose
values can be aggregated. Finally, we introduce the concept of a geospatial authority. Authoritative geospatial information about the region being covered by a given application is
collected in an XML document. This document serves as the source for geospatial relationships at the core of the application. For instance, in our election scenario, we maintain a
geospatial authority containing the names of all of the states, the counties contained in those
states, and the municipalities contained in those counties. This provides us with a means of
query refinement by providing context for a given geospatial query (e.g., a search for the
string “Worcester” would yield matches in New York, Vermont, Massachusetts, Wisconsin,
Missouri, and Pennsylvania—the authority allows us to ask the user for clarification in which
“Worcester” is desired). This also provides us with context and a starting point when looking
up data in other documents, as seen in the examples given below.
Our framework is implemented in Java 1.3 and uses Apache’s Xalan-Java 2 API for XML,
XPath, and XSLT processing.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we examine treating an XML document
as a graph, using the Document Object Model (DOM) and XPath as a means of traversing the
graph. In Section 3, we present a number of classes that form the core of the backend of our
application framework. In Section 4, we introduce our lookup mechanism that allows users to
interchange data from one document type to another. Finally, in Section 5, we examine issues
that remain open or that need to be addressed to complete our framework.
2 XML As a Graph
XML is actually a collection of W3C recommendations that define the syntax and semantics of XML and its related technologies [1]. The core XML recommendation is the XML
Information Set (or Infoset) [5], which models the core abstractions of XML as a set of information items [1]. Information items represent the pieces of an XML document, what is
required of them, and how they behave. The items modeled in the Infoset are reflected in
the Document Object Model (DOM) [9]. The DOM allows programmers to access XML
documents uniformly, regardless of the underlying implementation.
When an XML document is loaded using a DOM compliant parser, a DOM tree is returned. The DOM provides interfaces to the following information items: documents, document fragments, document types, entities, entity references, elements, attributes, processing
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instructions, comments, text, CDATA sections, and notations. While this is useful, for certain
purposes it would be more useful to deal with XML documents as a graph of elements.1 Each
element would have a type corresponding to its attributes. It should be possible to retrieve an
element’s children, parent, siblings, etc.
Also worth noting is the XPath [4] engine in the Xalan-Java API. XPath provides a simple
way of expressing a path through a document tree to select a set of nodes. When a path
expression is evaluated, the XPath facilities select a set of nodes relative to a context node.
Any information item represented in the DOM (and consequently any information item in
any document) can be selected by an XPath expression. Using XPath expressions to traverse
an XML document is much more concise and easier to understand than using the DOM.
Also, after analyzing a DTD, it is possible to generate XPath expressions for the body of the
accessor methods necessary to perform the graph operations described above.
3 Framework Core Classes
Our framework provides a number of core classes, shown below in Figure 2, that allow applications to treat XML documents as graphs, to perform XSL transformations on an XML
document, to evaluate XPath expressions against a document, and to perform inter-document
lookups.
The base class that we use in the framework is the XMLObject class. In our Java implementation, the XMLObject class contains a reference to a node in the DOM tree. Through
this node reference, it is possible to retrieve any data contained in the node, as well as any
nodes linked to that node in the DOM tree. This class also provides an interface to the XPath
facilities in the Xalan-Java API. The node referenced by an XMLObject object is used as the
context node when evaluating XPath expressions. When an XPath expression is evaluated, a
set of DOM nodes matching that expression are selected and placed in a DOM NodeList.
The NodeList interface is wrapped by the XPathResult class, which allows users to
cast the  node in the list to a Boolean, Double, Integer, Node, or String. Coupled
with prior knowledge of attribute types (determined by a domain expert, or in the future by
analyzing an XML Schema for a given document type), this allows typed access to data in
the document.
The XPathResult class also provides aggregate operations for the set of nodes that
match a given XPath expression. Once a set of nodes is selected, it is often necessary to
traverse the set, accumulating data. Rather than have the application designer write code to
perform these aggregate operations, we provide such code in our framework. The aggregate
operations that are provided are listed in Figure 3.
There are three subclasses of the XMLObject class: XMLData, XMLSource, and LookupResult. The XMLData class represents elements in the DOM tree and is the basis for
treating a document as a homogeneous graph. It encapsulates many of the DOM methods that
relate only to elements (i.e., retrieving attribute names, retrieving attribute values by attribute
name, retrieving children, ancestors, and siblings). It also translates the name and namespace
1

Documents whose elements contain references to other elements (e.g., IDREFs) can be considered to be
a graph, rather than a tree. In the DOM, references are not considered to be edges in the document tree, thus
maintaining the tree structure. However, in certain circumstances, it may be necessary to treat references as
edges, and thus treat the document as a graph. In any case, an XML document is primarily tree-structured, so
we can use terms like sibling, parent, ancestor, and child.
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XMLObject

#node : org.w3c.dom.Node
+XMLObject(node : org.w3c.dom.Node)
+evalXPath(xpathExpr : String) : XPathResult
+getNode( ) : org.w3c.dom.Node

XMLSource

#cachedDocuments : Hashtable
#XMLSource(doc : org.w3c.dom.Document)
+applyXSLTransformation(xsltFilename : String) : XMLSource
+getRootNode( ) : XMLData
+newInstance(filename : String) : XMLSource
+serialize(output : java.io.PrintWriter)

XMLData

+XMLData(element : org.w3c.dom.Node)
+getAttrNames( ) : Enumeration<String>
+getAttrByName(name : String) : String
+getChildren( ) : Enumeration<XMLData>
+getParent( ) : XMLData
+getType( ) : String
+getValue( ) : String
+toString( ) : String

LookupResult

#lookup : Lookup
#srcNode : org.w3c.dom.Node
#LookupResult(result : org.w3c.dom.DocumentFragment)
+newInstance(result : org.w3c.dom.DocumentFragment,
lookup : Lookup,
srcNode : org.w3c.dom.Node) : LookupResult
+invokeOperation(opName : String, args : Object[]) : Object
+getLookup( ) : Lookup
#setLookup(lookup : Lookup)
+getSourceNode( ) : org.w3c.dom.Node

Figure 2: UML class diagram of core framework classes
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XPathResult



#result : org.w3c.dom.NodeList
+XPathResult(result : org.w3c.dom.NodeList)
+itemAsBoolean(i : int) : Boolean
+itemAsDouble(i : int) : Double
+itemAsInteger(i : int) : Integer
+itemAsNode(i : int) : org.w3c.dom.Node
+itemAsString(i : int) : String
+getLength( ) : int
+aggregateAnd( ) : Boolean
+aggregateOr( ) : Boolean
+aggregateDoubleSum( ) : Double
+aggregateDoubleProduct( ) : Double
+aggregateDoubleMin( ) : Double
+aggregateDoubleMax( ) : Double
+aggregateDoubleMean( ) : Double
+aggregateIntegerSum( ) : Integer
+aggregateIntegerProduct( ) : Integer
+aggregateIntegerMin( ) : Integer
+aggregateIntegerMax( ) : Integer
+aggregateIntegerMean( ) : Integer
+aggregateConcatenate( ) : String
+aggregateStringList( ) : Enumeration<String>
+aggregateStringSet( ) : Enumeration<String>
+aggregateNodeList( ) : org.w3c.dom.NodeList

Figure 3: UML class diagram for the XPathResult class

of an element into the type of the graph node. XMLData objects are instantiated by the XMLSource class. XMLSource objects represent XML documents and allow users to load and
parse documents, to serialize documents out to a stream, and to retrieve the root node of a
document as an XMLData object. The XMLSource class also provides access to the XSLT
[3] facilities (discussed below) provided in the Xalan-Java API. The LookupResult class
encapsulates the resulting data from an inter-document lookup (discussed below).
3.1 Example using the Framework Core Classes
In our election scenario, we start with an XML document that we call the geospatial authority,
which contains geographic information about the area being covered by the application (in
this case, the United States). For simplicity, we consider an authority document that contains
state elements, which in turn contain county elements, which in turn contain municipality
elements. The DTD for the geospatial authority is shown below:
<!ELEMENT state
(county+)>
<!ELEMENT county
(municipality+)>
<!ELEMENT municipality EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST state
name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST county
name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST municipality name CDATA #REQUIRED>
This would suggest that subclasses of XMLData are needed for states, counties, and municipalities. Each of these classes would have an accessor method that would allow the user
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to retrieve the name, as well as the region(s) contained by that region (e.g., retrieve all counties for a given state, or retrieve the municipality named “Worcester” from Worcester county
in Massachusetts). There are also documents for each state containing election results. Potentially, each state can have a different DTD, and consequently, a different structure for its
results document. For simplicity, we will examine the DTDs for election results from only
two states, Massachusetts and Maine:
MA results.dtd
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

state
county
municipality
candidate

(county+)>
(municipality+)>
(candidate+)>
EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST
<!ATTLIST
<!ATTLIST
<!ATTLIST

state
county
municipality
candidate

name CDATA #REQUIRED>
name CDATA #REQUIRED>
name CDATA #REQUIRED>
name CDATA #REQUIRED
votes CDATA #REQUIRED>

ME results.dtd
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

state
county
municipality
ward
precinct
candidate

(county+)>
(municipality+)>
(ward+)>
(precinct+)>
(candidate+)>
EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST
<!ATTLIST
<!ATTLIST
<!ATTLIST
<!ATTLIST
<!ATTLIST

state
county
municipality
ward
precinct
candidate

name
name
name
id
id
name
votes

CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA
CDATA

#REQUIRED>
#REQUIRED>
#REQUIRED>
#REQUIRED>
#REQUIRED>
#REQUIRED
#REQUIRED>

This represents the general structure of the election result data as presented at the Massachusetts and Maine state websites. In order to better understand these DTDs, Figure 4 shows
the E-R diagrams of these document types.
Note that in the diagram, the cardinality of all relationships is one-to-many. This is due
to the fact that, in the DTD, all subelements have the “+” qualifier, meaning that one or more
instances of that subelement can appear. While this is fine for the state-to-county relationship
and the county-to-municipality relationship, it does not tell the whole story for candidates.
The municipality- or precinct-to-candidate relationship should have a cardinality of manyto-many, since there are many municipalities or precincts and many candidates. However,
the DTD does not reflect this—it only states that each municipality or precinct can have
more than one candidate. To determine a many-to-many relationship, it would be necessary
to examine the actual data.
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Figure 4: DTD E-R Diagrams

It was stated above when discussing the geospatial authority document that classes for
states, counties, and municipalities would be desirable. However, since each state’s results
document could potentially have a different structure, it would be unfeasible to define a separate state, county, municipality, and candidate class for each state’s election results. It would
make more sense to have just one state, county, and municipality class for the entire application and let the framework classes handle the necessary translation between the underlying
XML formats of the various election result documents. To accomplish this, we introduce our
lookup mechanism.
4 Lookups
Interoperability hinges upon a system that is able to seamlessly interchange data between
various document types. Data from one document needs to be selected, possibly restructured,
and then linked to data in another document. Our framework provides a way of linking data
in this manner using what we call lookups. This section discusses the features of our lookup
mechanism and some of the design rationale behind those features. We will illustrate this
using a running example from our election scenario: defining a lookup for Massachusetts
election results for municipalities.
Lookups in our system are specified declaratively in a lookup specification document.
This document, stored in XML, allows application designers to specify all lookup types for
an application. Each lookup is given a name, a description, and an identifier, as shown below:
<?xml version=‘1.0’ standalone=‘no’?>
<!DOCTYPE lookup-spec SYSTEM ‘lookup-spec.dtd’>
<lookup-spec>
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<lookup name=‘MA Municipal Results’
description=‘Massachusetts election results per
municipality’
id=‘1’>
4.1 Predicates
Any node in an XML document used by our system can potentially have any number of
lookups associated with it. Therefore, we first need a way in which we can define predicates that determine whether a lookup exists from a given source node. These predicates are
expressed as XPath expressions. When checking if a node is associated with a lookup, the
predicate XPath expressions are evaluated using this source node as the context node. If all
of the predicates evaluate to non-null results, we can consider this node associated with this
lookup and can proceed to execute the lookup. In our example, we only want to link municipalities in the geospatial authority to municipalities in the Massachusetts election results
document. Consequently, we define the following predicates:
<predicate>
<!-- ensure that the source node is a municipality -->
self::municipality
</predicate>
<predicate>
<!-- ensure that the source node is in Massachusetts -->
ancestor::state[attribute::name=‘Massachusetts’]
</predicate>
4.2 Arguments
Lookups actually link entities (that is, entities in the database sense; these entities are expressed in XML as elements) in different documents, not actual instances of the entities. In
other words, lookups act as a link between different data types, not their objects. It may only
be possible to state a lookup in terms of variables whose values depend on the context of
the lookup being performed (i.e., the source node’s context). For instance, in our running
example linking a municipality in Massachusetts with a municipality in the election results,
one lookup can serve all municipalities in the state. Contextual data, such as the county and
municipality name, is necessary for the lookup to be performed, but cannot be determined
until the lookup is about to be executed. Therefore, we provide a mechanism for defining
arguments whose values are computed before executing the lookup and then substituted into
the body of the lookup. These arguments are associated with an XPath expression. When the
lookup is about to be executed from a given source node, the XPath expression is evaluated
using the source node as the context node, and the resulting value is substituted for the argument name in the body of the lookup. For example, we would need to define arguments for
county and municipality names in order to properly link a municipality to the election results:
<argument>
<name>$county_name</name>
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<value>parent::county/attribute::name</value>
</argument>
<argument>
<name>$municipality_name</name>
<value>attribute::name</value>
</argument>
4.3 Lookups: XPath or XSLT
The next step is to define the actual body of the lookup. There are two types of lookups supported by our framework. The first type of lookup involves simply selecting a set of nodes in
a document using an XPath expression. To specify an XPath lookup, the actual XPath expression can be stated directly in the lookup specification document. The second type of lookup
involves restructuring a subset of the data in a document using XSLT. To specify an XSLT
lookup, the name of the XSLT file can be stated in the lookup specification document. When
the time comes to execute a given lookup, the XPath expression or XSLT file is loaded, argument values are evaluated and substituted, and the lookup is performed. It is also necessary
to state the file name of the target document. In our example, we want to find the municipality element in the target document and to select all children of that municipality. The XPath
lookup to accomplish this, written in terms of the variables given above, is shown here:
<target-document>
MA_election_results.xml
</target-document>
<!-Start at the root, trace through the tree to find the
municipality, and select all children of the municipality.
-->
<xpath-expr>
/child::state[attribute::name=‘Massachusetts’] \
/child::county[attribute::name=‘$county_name’] \
/child::municipality[attribute::name=‘$municipality_name’] \
/child::*
</xpath-expr>
4.4 Linking the Results
When an XPath expression is evaluated, a NodeList or a NodeIterator containing the
selected nodes is returned. When an XSLT file is evaluated, the resulting DOM tree structure is returned. While DOM trees that result from XSL transformations can have XPath
expressions evaluated against them, NodeLists and NodeIterators that result from
XPath expressions cannot. It would be useful to organize these results in such a manner that
XPath expressions can be evaluated against them. Similarly, we would like to be able to cache
and possibly serialize these results. It would be nice if we could simply add these nodes as
children of the lookup’s source node, but this is not allowed by the DOM because it could
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potentially make the containing document invalid. However, the DOM provides the DocumentFragment interface for representing lightweight collections of nodes. The DocumentFragment interface is intended to support movement of nodes for operations such as
“cut” and “paste” [9]. Also, since DocumentFragments are nodes, XPath expressions can
be evaluated against them.
We can specify that the XSLT part of the Xalan-Java API produce a DocumentFragment with the results of the transformation. For XPath lookups, we can simply take each
node in the resulting NodeList or NodeIterator and add that node as a child of a
DocumentFragment.
Our framework provides the LookupResult class, a subclass of XMLObject, to store
the resulting DocumentFragment. The details of this class are discussed later on, but it is
worth noting here that in the lookup specification, the application designer can specify which
result class to instantiate with the lookup results. Either LookupResult, or a subclass of
it, can be specified to take the lookup results. In our running example, we simply use the
LookupResult class:
<result-class>LookupResult</result-class>
4.5 Operations: Accessing the Results
Once a lookup is performed, code is needed to access the data contained in the nodes that
result from the lookup. Potentially, each lookup can select nodes from different documents
containing different structures. Therefore, each lookup would require its own class to be instantiated with the appropriate code to access its data. However, this can quickly become cumbersome as the number of lookups increase. Also, if the structure of the various documents
change, those classes would need to be rewritten. In our election scenario, each state could
potentially require a separate class for lookups for its election results. While these classes
could be arranged into an inheritance hierarchy, having 50 election result classes would be a
little excessive. It would be more useful if accessor methods could be defined at the lookup
level.
Accessor methods can be defined using XPath expressions that will be evaluated using the
DocumentFragment as the context node. The return values for such accessor methods can
be computed using our aggregate operations discussed above. The application designer can
therefore define accessor operations in the lookup specification using a name, aggregation
type, and an XPath expression for the body of the operation. Parameters can also be defined
when extra context is needed for the operation. Default values for those parameters can also
be given, where necessary.
In our running example, we would define the following two operations:
<!-- select all candidate names, return a set of strings -->
<operation name=‘getCandidateNames’ aggregation=‘sset’>
<body>
child::candidate/attribute::name
</body>
</operation>
<!-- select vote total for a candidate, return an integer -->
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<operation name=‘getVotesByCandidate’ aggregation=‘isum’>
<parameter>
<name>$candidate_name</name>
</parameter>
<body>
child::candidate[attribute::name=‘$candidate_name’] \
/attribute::votes
</body>
</operation>
</lookup>
</lookup-spec>
If all election result lookups define operations with the same name, multiple classes to
represent the election results would no longer be needed. Rather, we can use one subclass of
LookupResult. Operations defined in the lookup specification can be invoked using the
invokeOperation() method provided by the LookupResult class. In our subclass,
we can provide methods (e.g., getCandidateNames() and getVotesByCandidate()),
which simply call invokeOperation() with the appropriate parameters.
4.6 The Lookup Specification
As stated above, all lookups are specified in an XML document. These documents must
conform to the lookup specification DTD (lookup-spec.dtd), shown below:
<!ELEMENT lookup-spec
<!ELEMENT lookup

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

(lookup+)>
(predicate+,
argument*,
target-document,
(xpath-expr | xslt-file),
result-class,
operation*)>
lookup name
CDATA #REQUIRED
description CDATA #REQUIRED
id
ID
#REQUIRED>
predicate
(#PCDATA)>
argument
(name,
value)>
name
(#PCDATA)>
value
(#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

target-document
xpath-expr
xslt-file
result-class

<!ATTLIST

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

<!ELEMENT operation

(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(parameter*,
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<!ATTLIST

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

body)>
operation name
CDATA #REQUIRED
aggregation (nodelist |
and | or |
dsum | dprod | dmin | dmax | dmean |
isum | iprod | imin | imax | imean |
concat | slist | sset) #REQUIRED>
parameter
(name, default-value?)>
default-value
(#PCDATA)>
body
(#PCDATA)>

5 Conclusion and Open Issues
In this paper, we analyzed a geospatial application for the U.S. elections as a means of illustrating the problems that need to be solved in the mapping between different XML representations and their conceptual models. The framework that we presented allows application
designers to treat XML documents as homogeneous graphs and to evaluate XPath expressions
and XSL transformations against a document. Our framework also allows application designers to define a set of lookups that integrate data from multiple documents. Data retrieved
using a lookup can also have operations defined for it declaratively in a lookup specification. Coupled with our aggregation operations, this provides uniform access to non-uniformly
structured data.
We anticipate the need for introducing metadata in the semantic layer to guide the translation process between document types. In this section, we discuss metadata issues in the
semantic layer and a number of other issues that still need to be investigated.
5.1 Metadata, Semantics, and Ontologies
A certain amount of metadata is necessary for a domain expert or application designer to appropriately identify the entities that can be linked and how the lookups should be performed.
In some cases, this metadata is available from the DTD or from another external source that
describes that document type. In other cases, this metadata may be implied. For example, one
can reasonably expect measurements in documents from Europe to be in metric units, while
measurements in documents from the United States to be in feet and inches, even though
this information is not explicitly stated anywhere in the document. Some conversions may be
handled by XSLT, but some may require more complicated computations and consequently
must be performed by another mechanism.
There are also naming issues that need to be taken into consideration. For instance, it
is possible for a geographic entity to have multiple accepted spellings (e.g., Foxboro, MA
vs. Foxborough, MA; or Mt. Washington vs. Mount Washington). Often times, foreign place
names have multiple accepted English spellings, and this too must be taken into consideration.
In some cases, this can be handled using a crosswalk table or some other form of dictionary
data structure. In other cases, the accepted spellings of a place name may depend on the
current context or the location of that place.
Further research is also needed to see how to use ontologies, especially as presented in
[7] and [8], in our system.
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5.2 Technical Issues
We need an engine capable of executing graph queries. With such an engine, it may be possible to take a generic graph query language that supports aggregation, such as the G+ language
presented in [6], and compile queries in that language into XPath expressions or another XML
based query language (e.g., XQL, or whichever XML query language reaches W3C recommendation status).
We can also look at performance issues, especially in a distributed environment. Each
XML document that we are interoperating between can potentially be stored on a different
server. We need to look at different ways of caching and processing data. We also are examining different security schemes for accessing the various XML data sources.
At this point in the development of our framework, much of the code necessary to perform the tasks described above must be written by hand. This may become too complex to
be practical. In the future, we plan to analyze all DTDs that will be supported by and application and generate the necessary code to perform many of the tasks described above. It
would still be necessary for the application designer or a domain expert to determine the
links between the different document types. It may be possible, however, to automatically or
semi-automatically generate the lookup specifications necessary to execute the lookups, but
more research is needed in this area. In order to generate any code based on a DTD, it is first
necessary to parse the DTD to determine its structure. This can be done by creating a DTD
graph, using algorithms described in [10] and [12]. From there, we can begin to examine
code generation for XPath-based accessor methods in the lookup specification. It may also be
possible to automatically or semi-automatically generate the lookup code (using either XPath
or XSLT). Code generation can be supplemented by the input of the application designer or
domain expert via a visual tool that displays E-R diagrams based on a given DTD.
5.3 Document Structure
The election scenario example shown throughout this paper is somewhat contrived (the actual data was originally retrieved in HTML format from a website and then converted to
XML) as we have created all of the documents and defined their structure. Obviously, in a
real-world application, the document structures could potentially be quite different, requiring
more restructuring of the data.
We also need to examine the effects that changing a document type would have on code
that has already been written or generated. Ideally, our final framework would be sufficiently
powerful to handle such changes.
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Abstract. New approaches in the Web environment are underway. These new
methodologies try to leverage it from an information medium to a knowledgeable
level, from a machine point of view. This upgrade, mainly focused on improving Web
automation capabilities, can solve some of the problems derived from its widespread
adoption. Among them, the necessity of a framework to manage the enormous market
of digitalised multimedia and to ensure that all the intervening actors get a satisfactory
experience from the Internet adventure. An application under development is
described and future plans in this direction are presented. A broker component has
already been implemented applying a Semantic Web layered architecture. Its mission
is to mediate in a restricted community of digital video providers and distributors,
benefiting also final purchasers. The intention is to use it as a test bed for this
promising initiative and its application in the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
domain.

1 Introduction
The Internet, and more concretely Web technologies, has matured, passed the promises phase
and is currently firmly established in our society. Now it takes part of our daily life, it is in the
appropriation phase [1]. We are trying to profit, economically or not, from it, as we did with
other revolutionary ideas that arose before. Now, we can observe with greater perspective and
calm what has been achieved and what can be done further. It seems like new phases must be
engaged, solving the new problems that came up and, why not, making new promises.
One of the biggest problems, strongly founded on the consequences of the overall Digital
Era, is the easy copy and ulterior uncontrolled distribution of multimedia creations. This
motivates new approaches to intellectual property management, mechanisms by which the
authors of these materials and all other implicated actors get fair revenues from their efforts.
However, the management of such features in the current Web environment, decentralised
and enormously dynamic, becomes almost impossible if these mechanisms are not largely
automated. Therefore, the real problem is the lack of an easy automation framework in the
current Web, as it also happens to other initiatives in the field, for instance thus centred on
resource location.
This fundamental problem is the focus of the new Web environment initiative, the
Semantic Web. The migration of the interoperability layer from the syntactic to the semantic
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level is the base of this initiative. This new approach, despite less suited a priori to computer
abilities, provides a more capable base for the automation of complex processes in a highly
heterogeneous environment like the Web.
The Semantic Web is the core of all the work presented in this paper. It has been applied to
its main objective, the use of semantics in the Web for IPR conceptual modelling. In addition
the implemented business model and architecture will be shown, since there is already a
developed part and in order to provide a practical context.
Work already done has been co-financed by the Catalonian Government initiative to
establish a pilot infrastructure of the future Internet 2. Concretely, inside the multimedia
cluster that explores the multimedia capabilities of this evolution of the current Internet,
especially for video distribution. The developed application, called MARS (Multimedia
Advanced brokerage and Redistribution Surveillance), deals with video IPR management for
a group of video producers that also participate in the project. However, it is important to
remark that despite this initial focus, it can easily upgrade to any type of intellectual property
resources and to wider environments, mainly thanks to the semantic approximation choosen.

2 Approach
In this section, we depict the different facets that explain the way the described project has
been considered. They have marked the development until now but have even greater
influence in the future work.
2.1 Intellectual Property Rights and the Semantic Web
Since now the Web is more and more business oriented, organisations in all sectors are trying
to automate its processes and relations to improve services, reduce costs and attain global
markets. However, these efforts are finding great difficulties, especially when considering its
implementation in the wide and open environment that the Web provides. Moreover, the
multimedia creations sector is not one of the easiest to deal with.
There are many problematic issues. The products in this market are not clearly defined
ones. They can have multiple independent components that involve multiple actors with
different rights over this material. Consider, for instance, a sophisticated Web advertisement,
with a soundtrack, some good quality photos, a synthetic animation of the product to clearly
show its functionality, etc.… Related to this, there is the identification problem of all these
creations and the actors involved.
Finally, there are the interoperability problems that an automated approximation to this
problem will find. There exist many different vocabularies to deal with intellectual property,
derived from diverse cultures, legislations, communities… This is the key issue to extract full
potential from an automated platform for IPR management can provide. Understanding
between parties using different vocabularies is fundamental. Therefore, there must be a
supporting layer enabling such mappings, since no communication is possible if there is not a
common base.
All these requirements fit pretty well in the features Semantic Web is promising. Indeed,
we can now observe some initiatives in this direction, as it could be observed in the last W3C
Workshop on Digital Rights Management [2]. Therefore, our intention in the underway
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MARS project [3] is to develop an IPR management system that profits from Semantic Web
features. It should appear completely integrated in the Web, facilitating interoperability and
allowing advanced processes automation by extracting full potential from the provided
semantic layer.
As an overview, detailed further, our plans involve the following Semantic Web building
blocks:

• URIs as identifiers. This includes URNs when persistence is needed. They are used to
identify creations and to reference digital certificates. The latter, in conjunction with
digital signatures, will allow actor identification and validation of the statements they
made.

• Ontologies. They define the different vocabularies used during statements construction.
They are not limited to the intellectual property domain, some model more abstract levels
or describe concrete multimedia types, for instance videos. Ontologies are interconnected,
directly or by common upper levels, so interoperability through mappings between them is
feasible.

• Metadata carrying semantic annotations. It is the framework that merges the previous
pieces. Metadata fragments will talk about a resource through an URI and use ontology
words and the semantics they define.
2.2 Semantic ExtraWeb
Although Semantic Web initiative has great potential, it is still at its beginnings. For the
moment, as it happened to the initial Web, it is being applied to very limited and more or less
closed environments, sometimes called Community Web Portals. We can also use the more
general term Semantic Extrawebs, since they apply to the same scope than the well-known
extranets. However, Semantic Web has openness in its foundations, inherited from its Web
origins, and this establishes a great difference with other similar initiatives. In the future, it
may upgrade easily to the global domain aggregating independently developed initiatives.
Therefore, for the moment, the developed system is intended to cope with the necessities
of a small community of users in the multimedia environment. This is not a handicap for
future wider extensions or interactions with other previously endemic communities. As has
been said, interoperability is one of the main features of the Semantic Web, as can be read for
instance in [4].
2.3 Business model and brokerage
Figure 1 shows the general IPR model that has been considered. It is inspired by the one
defined by the Imprimatur project [5].
However, we have simplified this model considering the necessities of the community
participating in our project. This allows us to facilitate implementation without losing any
characteristic because the application environment does not have the entire requirements
covered by the complete model. First, the number of actors has been reduced because the
main participants in our project cope with the three top roles of the value chain, shown in the
centre of figure 1.
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Figure 1: general IPR model

A further modification is the introduction of a new entity that will coordinate all the
services provided to the value chain. Brokerage is a main issue in e-commerce environments
[6][7]. Therefore, a broker will be the main interacting party for the other actors, hiding them
the complexities of the whole model. At the same time, it presents a unified view to all the
available services. The broker can also coordinate actions in an efficient and coherent form
because it has a central and complete view of all that occurs.
The final considered business model is presented in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Considered business model

Two of the provided services must be highlighted because they are tightly connected to the
undertaken approximation. They are the Watermark and Fingerprint facility and the IPR
Control service. They appear because IPR control, and not IPR enforcement, is the method
we have implemented to ensure that all the actors get the expected revenues. There have been
many attempts to implement methods that restrict uncontrolled multimedia contents
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distribution. However, until now, they have not had the expected results. They have not
succeeded because they impose proprietary software, or even hardware, solutions and
contradict the current openness and multi-device tendencies.
Therefore, our approach comes from a different point of view. Digital multimedia
materials treated by the application do not carry any mechanism to avoid its copy and
redistribution. Instead, they are watermarked, they contain an invisible digital mark that
contains an identification number. It is inserted with a password that must be provided later to
retrieve it.
On the other hand, modular chunks of metadata are also associated to multimedia
resources. They explain, in a machine understandable way, the rights situation of these
multimedia streams of bytes and other characteristics. No need to say that such streams, with
so complex senses for us, are hardly understandable for computers. Therefore, metadata must
have the necessary expressive power to deal with the complexities of the intellectual property
and multimedia field.
These metadata annotations, in conjunction with the possibilities of digital signatures and
certificates, can be used as proofs on transmission and licensing of rights on intellectual
property, i.e. digital contracts. For instance, we can get a system mainly based on licensing,
where this semantically modelled licenses and other statements allow a great level of
automation of their processing [8].
Among this processes there is IPR Control. Its commitment is the continuous monitoring
of the Web, focusing in those services providing multimedia material online. When a
suspicious digital creation is found it tries to identify it. There are three kinds of identification:

• If the creation is not watermarked, or the mark is not accessible, identification could be
done by contextual information or some unique characteristics.

• If a watermark is retrieved, automatic identification can be very reliable. There is also the
possibility that more than one watermark is found, identifying different component
creations.

• There is also the possibility that the creation has a fingerprint. This special watermark, not
only identifies a creation, but also determines a concrete transaction.
Results could not be accurate enough in the first case. For instance, from the video title
appearing in the controlled Web page a controlled video copy corresponding to it can be
located. Digital videos can be compared, e.g. total length or some key frames. Finally, if it is
not possible to determine identity, pre-established with a similarity threshold, identification
may require human intervention. Therefore, the watermarks and fingerprints present in the
other two cases are very useful.
Finally, after identification, the relevant IPR statements are retrieved. Thus, we can check
if the intellectual property is available in a situation under its rights statements. In case the
identification has been done thanks to a fingerprint, we can even track to the last controlled
transaction on this creation.
If any problem is encountered then we enter the legal scenario. Now, we have some clues
pointing to a party that may have bypassed the rights it has acquired and, at least, one actor
using a creation under unlawful conditions, from the IPR statements perspective. Here we
must return from the world of bits back to the world of atoms. Affected parties must be
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notified and then laws have the floor. At this point, our system has nothing to do and we must
rely on laws application. However, some help can be provided, digital signatures have legal
support in some countries and signed contracts and notarisation of the IPR database can be
considered in the legal scenario. We hope, in the future, laws and technology may evolve
more aware from each other and mutual support would be easier.
To conclude, we must say that, although the business model points to IPR control, the
application per se is not limited technologically to this methodology. The components
focusing on this control solution are only Watermarking and IPR Control. However, semantic
IPR statements can be used also for rights enforcement.

3 Architecture
This section will describe the architecture of the application we are developing. It is
composed of the broker and some related tools, shown in figure 2. The provided view is
structured in layers, see figure 3, starting at the final user side with the presentation layer and
then going deeper in. Application logic layer provides the high level services available for the
intervening actors of the multimedia value chain. Knowledge layer is the application core
setting the vertebral column for the whole initiative, which is made persistent using the
storage layer at the bottom.

Presentation

Java Applets
HTML

Application logic

CORBA/HTTP

Knowledge

RDF Metadata
RDFSchemas

Storage

Relational
Database

Services

Figure 3: Layered application architecture

However, we will explain the different layers in an order more coherent with the followed
development process. We started conceptualising the domain, i.e. establishing the knowledge
layer. Then, over the previous structure, the services required by the actors were defined
inside the application logic. Finally, the persistence and the user interface were completed.
3.1 Knowledge layer
This layer has guided the application development from the beginning. Its mission is to create
a well-established conceptualisation of the domain, in our particular case a digitalised
multimedia market. More specifically, it is an environment for video commercialisation
structured following the previous business model, centred in supporting IPR management of
these digital assets.
The fundamental objective is producing a machine interpretable model and thus to make
the conceptual level the automation support point. We have followed Semantic Web guidance
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and, in this initial phase of the project, only the more basic tools it provides have been used.
More sophisticated ones were not available when the project started or just announced.
Therefore, we use RDF [9] and RDFSchema [10] as the building blocks of the knowledge
layer. RDF uses URIs as resource identifiers and becames the language to express the
metadata that describes video semantics. Nevertheless, the real semantics carrier resides in the
structure of the vocabularies used by the metadata language. These vocabularies are
implemented using RDFSchema.
These key issues of the knowledge level (identification, vocabulary and metadata) are
detailed in the next sections.
3.1.1 Identification
URLs are the way things are named in the Web but URLs have a serious problem, its
persistence. We can get one URL to some Web resource but it may be unavailable in the
future or point to a completely different thing.
To avoid this problem and enlarge the set of things that RDF can refer to it uses URIs [11].
These are very similar to URL, indeed URIs include URLs, but they are an identification
system, not only locators. Formally, any identifiable object, real or virtual, can have an URI
and, what is more important, URIs also include URNs. These are especial ones because they
have an institutional commitment to persistence. This can be reduced to a kind of mapping
service from the URN that continuously identifies it to the location where it can be actually
found, which is an URL. It can also provide more information but, at least, we have the
institution compromise this identifier is stable.
Therefore, URIs give us a very flexible identification system. Commonly we will use
directly URLs in the IPR statements we construct with RDF. This is not a problem if we have
a clear idea about what the URL is pointing to. Nevertheless, in some cases it would be
preferable a more Web-independent and deeply founded identifier.
For instance, if we are talking about a book it is preferable to use the ISBN that actually is
identifying it, in URN form urn:isbn:84-85081-95-1.
In our case, we will use URN when talking about creations in their abstract form, this is a
video as an intellectual creation. The mapping schemes, or institutions that make the
persistence commitment, can be specialised ones like in the books case or other oriented to
the digital environment, like the digital object identifiers provided by DOI [12].
For the moment, because the system is pretty closed and for testing purposes, the broker is
acting as an identifiers issuer in the form of URNs, like urn:mars:687455. Nevertheless, the
broker can be completely transparent to this matter. Creations can be previously identified
and this identifier provided to the broker, although always in URI form. In the other hand,
when talking about a concrete copy of a video available in a defined location, an URL will be
used in the common way. For example http://video.provider.org/687455.mpg.
Finally, all the intervening actors also need identification. The intention stated in the
approach was to identify them by using digital certificates. Profiting from this public key
infrastructure digital signatures would also be used to track responsibility in the transactions
actors realise. However, this module has not been adapted yet. Now, we use the traditional
user-identifier and password method, so this issue is moved to the future work section.
Currently, the broker generates these user identifiers, like the previous video creations
identifiers in URN form.
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3.1.2 Vocabularies
Ontologies, formalised vocabularies, are the building blocks of the Semantic Web. Indeed, the
Semantic Web tools provide only the grounding over which different vocabularies can be
developed and interconnected, facilitating its reuse and refinement.
In the MARS project, some of these vocabularies have been used to construct the
conceptual model of the application domain. Some are reused and some are RDFSchema
implementations of previously defined conceptualisations. Finally, the uncovered aspects
have been attained developing the application specific ones.
Any RDFSchema can be reused. Actually, the application is reusing the Dublin Core [13]
RDFSchema. This provides a very generic set of properties for basic creations descriptions.
However, other possibilities exist, the most remarkable could be future schemas for MPEG7
[14] that would allow very detailed video descriptions.
The basic schema, that provides the groundings of the application domain model, is a
RDFSchema implementation of a predefined model. Work started from the results of the
INDECS [15] project, mainly a structured dictionary of terms for metadata related to the ecommerce of intellectual property. Its focus is providing an interoperability framework for
this sector so it was a good starting point for the implementation of a schema for IPR
management. First, a deep study of the INDECS documentation resulted on a clearer
hierarchical view. The upper levels and the connection we made to RDF for its posterior
RDFSchema implementation are shown in figure 4.
rdfs:Class

Entity

Percept

Being

Thing

Concept

Attribute

Creation

Event

Situation

rdfs:Literal

rdf:Property

Role

Relation

Quantity

Label

Figure 4: MARS INDECS-based upper ontology levels

After that, a minimal implementation of the whole model was made resulting in a RDF
schema. We focused on the indispensable parts for our concrete application. The basic upper
levels and those necessary for IPR modelling were the main interesting parts.
On top of that, the more concrete part dealing with videos, and other features specific to
our approach, were constructed. This new schema is not an isolated part, it is grounded on the
INDECS based schema by refining the appropriate concepts it defines. For instance, we
added some concrete intellectual property rights so real IPR statements can be done. Some of
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these extensions are presented in figure 5, where original INDECS concepts are preceded by
the indecs alias.
indecs:IP

indecs:Creation

Video

indecs:IPR

MoralRight

Exploitation
Right

News
Film
Documentary
Thriller

Comedy

Reproduction
Right
Distribution
Right
Communication
Right

Figure 5: Some concepts defined in mars-schema

3.1.3 Metadata
Now we have the methods to refer to resources and some words to say things about them.
There is an example of metadata in table 1, a set of RDF statements serialized in XML form
about a video documentary. This is only a video description.
Table 1: Video resource RDF annotation
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1#"
xmlns:mars="http://dmag.upf.i2/schemas/mars/video#"
>
<mars:Documentary rdf:ID=”urn:mars:3928172”>
<dc:title>Climate change</dc:title>
<dc:description>
Some reseach groups. . .of the planet.
</dc:description>
<dc:language>en</dc:language>
<dc:date>1999-06-27</dc:date>
<mars:markedCopy
rdf:resource=”ftp://mmm.upc.i2/30m-climatics.mpg”/>
<mars:preview
rdf:resource=”vstcp://192.168.48.3:5000/climatics.mpi/>
</mars:Documentary>
</rdf:RDF>

A more complex example dealing with IPR statements is shown in figure 6. It presents a
graph view of a set of statements modelling an IPR agreement between two hypothetic
parties, Gamma Productions and Wide Distributions. The former is transferring the
Reproduction Right for a limited time to the latter. Furthermore, it is licensing the
dissemination of a concrete number of copies worldwide for the same period using the
Internet. Gamma Productions revenue is a fixed payment of 1000
This agreement can be easily expressed using the RDF Data Model and consequently
serialised in its XML form.
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Figure 6: Graph view of an IPR agreement

It can serve as an example of the great expressive power that can be achieved using the
basic tools of the Semantic Web, RDF and RDFSchema.
The conclusion of this part is that, although not visible, the important thing behind these
chunks of metadata is their hidden semantics that emerge from the structure and interrelations
of the used RDFSchemas. Now, we will move to the application logic level, where all this
knowledge is really used. There, in an automated environment, they will be more significant.
3.2 Application logic layer
The broker provides a CORBA [16] interface to the entities willing to use their services. The
actors in the considered model, especially content providers and distributors, can use this
interface or http encapsulations of it with Java Servlets [17]. The remaining actors, the
purchasers, will interact with the system through more user-friendly interfaces, distributors
will provide them with web video-shops.
Available services for the business model roles are shown in table 2.
Table 2: Available services for the business model roles
Affiliated (any registered user)
- affiliate(string rdfUserDescription)
- login(string affiliatedId, string password)
- getRightsHolderRole()
- getDistributorRole()
RightsHolder (content provider)
- register(string rdfVideoDescription)
- offer(string videoId, string markedProductLoc, string markKey)
Distributor (or a purchaser through distributor’s web shop interface)
- getSchemas()
- search(string xmlQuery)
- buy(string markedVideoId)
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For the moment, the logical layer focuses on facilitating storage and retrieval of video
descriptions and IPR statements about these videos. Therefore, the real work carried out in
this layer reduces to profit from semantic annotations to improve searches for registered
videos.
Queries are sent using the search method of the Distributor role. Actually, a XML
formatted string is fetched containing a multiple property-value query with logic connectives.
This allows easy integration with common web shop’s forms without restricting the available
properties. The used schemas determine the available properties and they can be listed with
the getSchemas method. The broker contains an independent module to map XML to internal
queries so new and more expressive query formats can be plugged in.
Future work, presented in section 4, will try to extract its full potential from the knowledge
layer, which will also be improved. These enhancements would allow more sophisticated
services, some of them sketched then.
3.3 Storage layer
Supporting all the system there is the storage layer, it provides the necessary persistence. A
RDF oriented mechanism has been adopted, the RDF Data Model is directly stored in a
database in its triple form. This allows a Relational Database implementation using only a
table for triples. We will refer to it as the monolithic approach.
However, to avoid redundant storage of entities with many properties, or entities or literals
referred as values of diverse properties, we have taken them out of the main table. To improve
efficiency, digests of all entity and property identifiers, i.e. URIs, are used as the real table
identifiers.
Consequently, entities and literals were stored in different tables, but this introduced a lot
of problems when translating user queries to SQL ones, they became really complicated. We
opted to unify both tables and to add a new attribute, isLiteral, to easily differentiate literals
from entities. This increases searches efficiency; when we find a literal, as there cannot be
properties applying to it, we can stop searching for them.
The database design can be seen in figure 7.
Entities

Properties

ENTITIES ( ID, name, isLiteral )

PROPERTIES ( subjectID, propertyID, propertyName, entityID )
Figure 7: EER diagram and table intensions

A completely knowledge-independent storage medium has been obtained. The database
does not suffer any change when new schemas are developed or reused. Even the previous
and new schemas are stored in the same medium, because they are expressed using RDF and,
consequently, they have a triple form that allows their transparent storage in the database.
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3.4 Presentation layer
Finally, this layer contains all that purchasers will see when interacting with MARS services.
As mentioned before, the user will interact through the Web pages of the distributors’ video
shops. These pages are totally out of the main MARS development process, though we have
implemented a minimal web shop for testing purposes. In addition, we have developed a tool
to facilitate that distributors use broker’s search capabilities without great effort.
The tool takes the form of an easily integrable Java applet. It provides a palette of
properties and classes for each of the available schemas and, when a concrete property is
selected, help on possible values. Figure 8 shows a capture of it.

Figure 8: Query construction applet.

4 Future work
Not all the planned work has been finished and even the completed part needs an update,
since new advances in the field are continuous. Therefore, there is still a lot of work to be
done. Some of these future intentions are depicted in this section. They are presented
following the layered structure of the architecture, each improvement is described in the
section where it takes place.
4.1 Knowledge layer
This layer is one of the more affected by the future advances of the Semantic Web,
consequently it is going to cope with a great part of the future work.
4.1.1 Ontologies
In the future, we are going to stop talking about schemas. New languages on top of
RDFSchema have been developed and they allow expressing what now can be considered as
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real ontologies. Therefore, future plans in the knowledge layer will centre in upgrading the
developed schemas to the possibilities offered by ontology capable languages, like
DAML+OIL [18].
Moreover, we are going to substitute the current upper levels inherited from the INDECS
model with those from another ontology really focused on this matter, like SUO [19].
Nevertheless, the more concrete levels of INDECS, mainly those concerned with IPR, will be
maintained but adapted to be founded in the new conceptual base level. It will not be really a
replacement process, it will be implemented, if possible, by cross mapping the old and the
new upper levels. Acting this way will allow greater interoperability and backward
compatibility between the different versions of MARS. Therefore, even INDECS unaware
application would communicate, or at least partially understand all the metadata generated by
MARS.
Finally, one of the problems that have come out is the sparse diffusion of metadata in the
Web. To reduce its impact, a lexical layer will be put under the main part of the application
ontology. This will allow ontology driven information extraction from natural language.
Metadata will be easier to produce or will be automatically retrieved, for instance from Web
pages. This can be faced using a lexicon like Wordnet [20], although it is limited to English.
However, recently the EuroWordnet [21] project has extended it to other European languages.
4.1.2 Trust
As commented in section 3.1, the use of public key infrastructures has been moved to future
work. The primary intention is requiring that each actor taking part in the systems have its
own digital certificate. This certificate, with its corresponding private key, will be used for
digitally signing all the statements done by this actor (agreements, offers, assertions…) so
responsibility can be tracked later and even produce contracts.
We are planning to apply digital signatures at the RDF Data Model level [22], not to its
serialised form. This approach avoids ambiguity problems while maintaining the flexibility
RDF annotations provide.
4.2 Application logic layer
This layer may also receive a lot of work. However, unlike the previous one, it will not have
the priority. This is because this layer feeds on the semantics generated by the knowledge
layer. Therefore, the new extensions will be undertaken when all profit from a well-developed
knowledge level can be taken.
However, a research line classifiable under this section is already been designed and first
implementations are been produced. It is a mobile agent platform related to the IPR control
service. It would consist of a brigade of mobile agents patrolling the Web randomly or
focusing on suspicious user constrained zones. Their mission will be, when possible, to
automatically test the IPR situation of the found multimedia items against available IPR
databases [23]. In addition, we are considering automatic, or partially assisted, negotiation on
multimedia assets carried out by agents [24].
However, to enable sophisticated and highly automated implementations, more powerful
tools are necessary. The Semantic Web has been until now very focused on representation
issues, and less effort has been made to exploit these representations. That is reasonable
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because the latter needs that the former is well established before advances can be done.
Following these trends, we are now considering Conceptual Graphs [25] as on of the
formalisms to apply to the logical level.
Conceptual Graphs, due to their graph oriented philosophy, seem well suited as
RDF/RDFSchema extensions. Indeed, some proposals to map between Conceptual Graphs
and RDF/XML have been done [26]. Conceptual Graphs can also be translated to and from
predicate logics, so integration with other initiatives in the field is possible, like DAML-L
[27].
4.3 Storage layer
The intention is to continue using common relational databases, they are widely used and this
facilitates implementation and deployment. However, some improvements can be done, for
instance using Object Relational Databases. They provide subtable relations between tables
that simplify queries on subtype hierarchies, this allows simplifying the current complex and
inefficient SQL queries.
We are also considering using pre-build RDF storage packages, like the ICS-FORTH [28]
RDFSuite. This package provides advanced storage of RDF metadata and enhanced
mechanisms for retrieval, a SQL like language and RDF oriented called RQL.
4.4 Presentation layer
Finally, we are also planning to use Conceptual Graphs in the user. We can profit from its
graphical orientation to develop more intuitive interfaces, allowing a more sophisticated level
of interaction. For instance, graphical conceptual graphs editors could guide user interaction,
during resource description or query formulation, profiting from domain knowledge, i.e.
ontologies. Therefore, the editor can recommend best-suited choices or even warn user about
inconsistent constructions. Figure 9 shows its possible appearance.

Figure 9: Drawing of a feasible query interface using graphs and ontologies palette.
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5 Conclusions
Although the Semantic Web is at its beginnings, in our experience in the MARS project it has
demonstrated its high potential. The promise of interoperability at the semantic level seems
very appropriate in a heterogeneous domain with great expressiveness requirements, like IPR
management.
Most significant improvements must be done in the business models, and it is going to be
difficult to satisfy all the participants, from customers to authors. Notwithstanding,
technology can provide a very valuable help in this process. Moreover, there are many other
environments where this approach could give great results. Those tightly related to the Web
approach (openness, decentralisation, universality…) could be specially benefited.
From a more general point of view, it has been interesting to see the benefits that a
knowledge driven approximation to software development can provide. Traditionally, in the
software development environment, there is a knowledge level phase were a model of the
domain of application is done. Nevertheless, the produced model is only used for human
consumption. When the project enters the machine aware part most of the produced
conceptual value is lost. For instance, we can think about relational database models, the SQL
implementation is the only view that the application has, while the Extended Entity
Relationship diagram is exclusively used for documentation purposes.
Therefore, it would be interesting to profit from this initial effort, making the conceptual
model machine available. The Semantic Web faces this problem using ontologies.
Nevertheless, this is not revolutionary, the new value it adds is inherited from the previous
Web. The Web provided the rhizome1 approach to the information level, where the rhizome
approach stands for a hierarchy less, open and decentralised way of organisation [29]. This
approach, applied to information, has showed as the best suited in an Internet-connected
world. Therefore, the novelty, and the challenge, is to apply it to the knowledge level, i.e.
constructing a Web of interrelated ontologies.

1

The rhizome serves as a metaphor for the multiplicity and infinite interconnectedness of all thought, life,
culture, and language. Developed by French theorists Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari in their book “A
Thousand Plateau's” [29], from which there is an interesting quote:
“A rhizome ceaselessly establishes connections between semiotic chains, organizations of power, and
circumstances relative to the arts, sciences, and social struggles. A semiotic chain is like a tuber agglomerating
very diverse acts, not only linguistic, but also perceptive, mimetic, gestural, and cognitive: there is no language in
itself, nor are there any linguistic universals, only a throng of dialects, patois, slangs, and specialized languages.
There is no ideal speaker-listener, any more than there is a homogeneous linguistic community.... There is no
mother tongue, only a power takeover by a dominant language within a political multiplicity. Language stabilizes
around a parish, a bishopric, a capital. It forms a bulb. It evolves by subterranean stems and flows, along river
valleys or train tracks; it spreads like a patch of oil. It is always possible to break a language down into internal
structural elements, an undertaking not fundamentally different from a search for roots. There is always
something genealogical about a tree. It is not a method for the people. A method of the rhizome type, on the
contrary, can analyse language only by decentering it onto other dimensions and other registers. A language is
never closed upon itself, except as a function of impotence.”
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Abstract. For the past two years the Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG), a working group of ISO/IEC, have
been developing MPEG-7 [1], the "Multimedia Content Description Interface", a standard for describing
multimedia content. The goal of this standard is to develop a rich set of standardized tools to enable both humans
and machines to generate and understand audiovisual descriptions which can be used to enable fast efficient
retrieval from digital archives (pull applications) as well as filtering of streamed audiovisual broadcasts on the
Internet (push applications). MPEG-7 is intended to describe audiovisual information regardless of storage,
coding, display, transmission, medium, or technology. It will address a wide variety of media types including: still
pictures, graphics, 3D models, audio, speech, video, and combinations of these (e.g., multimedia presentations).
MPEG-7 is due for completion in October 2001. At this stage MPEG-7 definitions (description schemes and
descriptors) are expressed solely in XML Schema [2-4]. XML Schema has been ideal for expressing the syntax,
structural, cardinality and datatyping constraints required by MPEG-7. However it has become increasingly clear
that in order to make MPEG-7 accessible, re-usable and interoperable with other domains then the semantics of
the MPEG-7 metadata terms also need to be expressed in an ontology using a machine-understandable language.
This paper describes the trials and tribulations of building such an ontology represented in RDF Schema [5] and
demonstrates how this ontology can be exploited and reused by other communities on the semantic web (such as
TV-Anytime [6], MPEG-21 [7], NewsML [8], museum, educational and geospatial domains) to enable the
inclusion and exchange of multimedia content through a common understanding of the associated MPEG-7
multimedia content descriptions.

1. Introduction
Audiovisual resources in the form of still pictures, graphics, 3D models, audio, speech, video
will play an increasingly pervasive role in our lives, and there will be a growing need to enable
computational interpretation and processing of such resources. Forms of representation that
will allow some degree of machine interpretation of audiovisual information’s meaning will be
necessary [27]. The goal of MPEG-7 [1] is to support such requirements by providing a rich
set of standardized tools to enable the generation of audiovisual descriptions which can be
understood by machines as well as humans and to enable fast efficient retrieval from digital
archives (pull applications) as well as filtering of streamed audiovisual broadcasts on the
Internet (push applications).
The main elements of the MPEG-7 standard are:
• Descriptors (D), representations of Features, that define the syntax and the semantics of
each feature representation;
• Description Schemes (DS) that specify the structure and semantics of the relationships
between their components. These components may be both Descriptors and Description
Schemes;
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•
•

A Description Definition Language (DDL) to allow the creation of new Description
Schemes and, possibly, Descriptors and to allows the extension and modification of
existing Description Schemes;
System tools, to support multiplexing of descriptions, synchronization of descriptions with
content, transmission mechanisms and coded representations (both textual and binary
formats) for efficient storage and transmission, management and protection of intellectual
property in MPEG-7 descriptions.

XML Schema language has been chosen as the DDL [9] for specifying MPEG-7
descriptors and description schemes because of its ability to express the syntactic, structural,
cardinality and datatyping constraints required by MPEG-7 and because it also provides the
necessary mechanisms for extending and refining existing DSs and Ds. However it has
recently become increasingly clear that there is also a need for a machine-understandable
representation of the semantics associated with MPEG-7 DSs and Ds to enable the
interoperability and integration of MPEG-7 with metadata descriptions from other domains.
New metadata initiatives such as TV-Anytime [6], MPEG-21 [7], NewsML [8], and
communities such as the museum, educational, medical and geospatial communities, want to
combine MPEG-7 multimedia descriptions with new and existing metadata standards for
simple resource discovery (Dublin Core [10]), rights management (INDECS [11]), geospatial
(FGDC [12]), educational (GEM [13], IEEE LOM [14]) and museum (CIDOC CRM [15])
content, to satisfy their domain-specific requirements. In order to do this, there needs to be a
common understanding of the semantic relationships between metadata terms from different
domains. XML Schema provides little support for expressing semantic knowledge. RDF
Schema provides us with a way to do this.
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [16] is the accepted language of the
semantic web due to its ability to express semantics and semantic relationships through class
and property hierarchies. In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of expressing the
semantics of MPEG-7 Descriptors (Ds) and Description Schemes (DSs) in an RDF Schema [5]
ontology. An earlier paper evaluated RDF Schema for video metadata representation (prior to
the development of MPEG-7) and determined a number of limitations [23]. In this paper we
hope to ascertain whether those limitations still exist when representing the semantics of
MPEG-7 DSs and Ds or whether they can be overcome – either by using the extra constraints
provided by DAML+OIL [17] or through combining RDF Schema semantics with XML
Schema encoding specifications in a complementary manner.
Whilst manually building the RDF Schema for a core subset of MPEG-7, we also hope to
be able to recognize patterns and hence determine automatic mechanisms for generating
compatible RDF Schema definitions corresponding to the complete set of MPEG-7 XML
Schema definitions.
In Section 2 we describe the methodology, problems encountered and results of building
an RDF Schema ontology for MPEG-7. In Section 3 we describe how the RDF Schema
semantic definitions for MPEG-7 can be linked to their corresponding pre-existing XML
Schema definitions (or recommended encodings). In Section 4 we describe how the MPEG-7
RDF Schema can be merged with RDF schemas from other domains to generate a single
"super-ontology" called MetaNet. Expressed in DAML+OIL [17], MetaNet can be used to
provide common semantic understanding between domains. Finally we illustrate how this
super-ontology can be used to enable the co-existence of interoperability, extensibility and
diversity within metadata descriptions generated by integrating metadata terms from different
domains.
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2. Building the Ontology
During the early development stages of MPEG-7, Unified Modelling Language (UML) [18]
was used to model the entities, properties and relationships (description schemes and
descriptors) which comprised MPEG-7. However the massive size of the specification (the
Multimedia Description Schemes specification [19] is almost 800 pages and that is only one
part out of 7 parts) combined with the belief that the UML models were a development tool
only, which duplicated information in the XML schemas, led to the decision to drop them
from the final specifications.
Although the lack of an existing data model hampered the development of an RDF
Schema ontology, it also means that the generated RDF Schema will be even more valuable providing both a data model as well as definitions of the semantics of the MPEG-7 terms and
the relationships between them. Building the data model and schema should also highlight any
inconsistencies, duplication or ambiguities which exist across the large number of MPEG-7
description schemes and descriptors.
Without a data model to build on, the class and property hierarchies and semantic
definitions had to be derived through reverse-engineering of the existing XML Schema
definitions together with interpretation of the english-text semantic descriptions. To simplify
the process, we used a core subset of the MPEG-7 specification together with a top-down
approach to generate the ontology described here. An additional very helpful mechanism for
determining the data model was to generate the DOM (Document Object Model) for the XML
Schema (using XML Spy). This graphical representation of the structures helped determine the
class and property hierarchies.
The first step was to determine the basic multimedia entities (classes) and their hierarchies
from the Multimedia Description Scheme (MDS) basic entities [19]. This process is described
in Section 2.1. Next the structural hierarchies were determined from the Segment Description
Schemes (Section 2.2). Section 2.3 describes the non-multimedia entities defined within
MPEG-7. Section 2.4 describes the different multimedia and generic properties associated with
the multimedia entities. Sections 2.5 describes the RDF Schema representations of the MPEG7 visual and audio descriptors defined in [20] and [21] respectively.
2.1 Top-level MPEG-7 Multimedia Entities
The top-level Multimedia Content entities are described in Section 4.4 of the MDS FCD [19].
The RDF class hierarchy corresponding to these basic entities is illustrated in Figure 1 and the
RDF Schema representation of these entities and relationships is shown in Appendix A.
Within MPEG-7, multimedia content is classified into five types: Image, Video, Audio,
Audiovisual and Multimedia. Each of these types have their own segment subclasses.
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Figure 1: Class Hierarchy of MPEG-7 Top-level Multimedia Content Entities

2.2 MPEG-7 Multimedia Segments and Hierarchical Structures
MPEG-7 provides a number of tools for describing the structure of multimedia content in time
and space. The Segment DS (Section 11 of [19]) describes a spatial and/or temporal fragment
of multimedia content. A number of specialized subclasses are derived from the generic
Segment DS. These subclasses describe the specific types of multimedia segments, such as
video segments, moving regions, still regions and mosaics, which result from spatial, temporal
and spatiotemporal segmentation of the different multimedia content types. Table I describes
the different types of MPEG-7 segments and Figure 2 illustrates the corresponding segment
class hierarchy.
Segment
StillRegion
ImageText
Mosaic
StillRegion3D
VideoSegment
MovingRegion
VideoText
AudioSegment
AudioVisualSegment
AudioVisualRegion
MultimediaSegment
EditedVideoSegment

Fragment or segment of multimedia content.
2D spatial regions of an image or video frame.
Spatial regions of an image or video frame corresponding to text or
captions.
Mosaics or panoramic view of a video segment.
3D spatial regions of a 3D image.
Temporal intervals or segments of video data.
2D spatio-temporal regions of video data.
Spatio-temporal regions of video data that correspond to text or captions.
Temporal intervals or segments of audio data.
Temporal intervals or segments of AV data.
Arbitrary spatio-temporal segments of AV data.
Composites of segments that form a multimedia presentation.
Video segments that result from an editing work.
Table I: Semantic Definitions of MPEG-7 Segment Types
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Figure 2: Class Hierarchy of MPEG-7 Segment Classes

The RDF Schema representation for the segment class hierarchy can be found in Appendix
A. Certain segment entities, such as the VideoSegment, are subclasses of multiple superclasses
i.e., both the Video class and the Segment class. The relationships of these segment types to the
top-level multimedia entities is illustrated in Figure 3. Multimedia resources can be segmented
or decomposed into sub-segments through 4 types of decomposition:
• Spatial Decomposition - e.g., spatial regions within an image;
• Temporal Decomposition - e.g., temporal video segments within a video;
• Spatiotemporal Decomposition - e.g., moving regions within a video;
• MediaSource Decomposition - e.g., the different tracks within an audio file or the different
media objects within a SMIL presentation.
The different types of segment decomposition can be represented via an RDF property
hierarchy. For example:
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="decomposition">
<rdfs:label>decomposition of a segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="temporal_decomposition">
<rdfs:label>temporal decomposition of a segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#decomposition"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
</rdf:Property>
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Figure 3: Valid decomposition relationships between MPEG-7 Segment Classes (from Figure 32 [19])

If we consider the decomposition of a VideoSegment then, we would like to constrain the
temporal decomposition of VideoSegments into either smaller VideoSegments or StillRegions.
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="videoSegment_temporal_decomposition">
<rdfs:label>temporal decomposition of a video segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#temporal_decomposition"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#VideoSegment"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#VideoSegment"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#StillRegion"/>
</rdf:Property>

However this is illegal within RDF Schema because of the inability to specify multiple
range constraints on a single property. This limitation was first recognized in [23] when RDF
Schema was being considered as a candidate for the MPEG-7 DDL. The only way to express
this within RDF Schema is to define a new superclass which merges the permissable range
classes into a single common class.
DAML+OIL [17] permits multiple range statements but interprets the resulting range to
be the intersection of the specified classes. In this case, we want to specify that the range will
be an instance from the union of the two classes (VideoSegment and StillRegion). In order to
do this we must use daml:unionOf to define a class which is the union of these two classes and
then specify this new class as the range. For example:
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="#VideoSegmentsOrStillRegions">
<daml:unionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection">
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="#VideoSegment"/>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="#StillRegion"/>
</daml:unionOf>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="videoSegment_temporal_decomposition">
<rdfs:label>temporal decomposition of a video segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#temporal_decomposition"/>
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<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#VideoSegment"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#VideoSegmentsOrStillRegions"/>
</rdf:Property>

Also associated with the segment classes are the properties which define the location of a
segment within its containing media object. These include such properties as: mediaLocator,
spatialLocator, mediaTime (temporal locator) and spatioTemporalLocator. If the segment is
non-continuous (i.e., the union of connected components) , then the spatialMask,
temporalMask, spatio-TemporalMask and mediaSpaceMask properties may be applicable.
These are sequences of spatial, temporal or spatiotemporal locators. Below we represent the
temporalLocator or mediaTime property (which has two components, the mediaTimePoint
(start of a segment) and the mediaDuration (length of the segment)):
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="mediaTime">
<rdfs:label>temporal location of a video or audio segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#MediaTime"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="MediaTime">
<rdfs:label>time point or interval within media</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Time"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="mediaTimePoint">
<rdfs:label>time point</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#MediaTime"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www. mpeg7.org/2001/MPEG-7_Schema# basicTimePoint"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="mediaDuration">
<rdfs:label>temporal length of segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#MediaTime"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=" http://www. mpeg7.org/2001/MPEG-7_Schema#basicDuration"/>
</rdf:Property>

2.3 Basic Non-multimedia Entities within MPEG-7
As well as the multimedia entities described above, MPEG-7 defines a number of basic nonmultimedia entities which are used in different contexts across MPEG-7. These include:
• Agent
o Person
o PersonGroup
o Organisation
• Role
• Place
• Time
• Instrument
The RDF Schema representations of these classes can be found in Appendix A. The code
below shows both the XML Schema definition for the Person complexType. Figure 4 shows
corresponding the RDF model for the Person Class. This example illustrates how, in generating
the RDF Schema, we have translated the children elements of the XML Schema complexType to
properties attached to the RDF Schema class.
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<complexType name="PersonType">
<complexContent>
<extension base="mpeg7:AgentType">
<sequence>
<element name="Name" type="mpeg7:PersonNameType"/>
<element name="Affiliation" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<complexType>
<choice>
<element name="Organization" type="mpeg7:OrganizationType"/>
<element name="PersonGroup" type="mpeg7:PersonGroupType"/>
</choice>
</complexType>
<element name="Address" type="mpeg7:PlaceType"/>
</sequence>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>
<complexType name="PersonNameType">
<sequence>
<choice minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<element name="GivenName" type="string"/>
<element name="FamilyName" type="string"/>
</choice>
</sequence>
</complexType>

Again we have the situation where we would like to be able to say that the Affiliation property
can have values which are instantiations of either the Organisation or PersonGroup class i.e., we
would like to be able to define multiple possible ranges. DAML+OIL provides a way of doing
this through the unionOf mechanism as shown below:
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Affiliation">
<rdfs:comment>Either an Organisation or a PersonGroup</rdfs:comment>
<daml:unionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection">
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="#Organisation"/>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="#PersonGroup"/>
</daml:unionOf>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="affiliation">
<rdfs:label>affiliation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Affiliation"/>
</rdf:Property>
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Figure 4: RDF Class and Property Representation of PersonDS

2.4 Multimedia Description Schemes
Figure 5 provides an overview of the organization of MPEG-7 Multimedia DSs into the
following six categories: Basic Elements, Content Description, Content Management, Content
Organization, Navigation and Access, and User Interaction. The MPEG-7 DSs in Figure 5
define descriptions which provide:
• Information describing the creation and production processes of the content (director, title,
short feature movie);
• Information related to the usage of the content (copyright pointers, usage history, broadcast
schedule);
• Media information of the storage features of the content (storage format, encoding);
• Structural information on spatial, temporal or spatio-temporal components of the content
(scene cuts, segmentation in regions, region motion tracking);
• Information about low level features in the content (colors, textures, sound timbres,
melody description);
• Conceptual, semantic information of the reality captured by the content (objects and
events, interactions among objects);
• Information about how to browse the content in an efficient way (summaries, views,
variations, spatial and frequency subbands);
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•
•

Organization information about collections of objects and models, which allows
multimedia content to be characterized on the basis of probabilities, statistics and
examples;
Information about the interaction of the user with the content (user preferences, usage
history)

Figure 5 - Overview of MPEG-7 Multimedia DSs (from Figure 1 [19])

We will not cover all of these DSs in this paper but have chosen to represent only the
CreationDS in order to demonstrate RDF Schema’s ability to model a typical MPEG-7 DS.
Figure 6 illustrates the RDF Schema classes and properties corresponding to the CreationDS
(expressed in XML Schema) below.
<complexType name="CreationType">
<complexContent>
<extension base="mpeg7:DSType">
<sequence>
<element name="Title" type="mpeg7:TitleType"/>
<element name="Abstract" type="mpeg7:TextAnnotationType"/>
<element name="Creator">
<complexContent> <extension base="mpeg7:AgentType">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element name="Role" type="mpeg7:ControlledTermType"/>
<element name="Instrument" type="mpeg7:CreationToolType"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</extension></complexContent>
</element>
<element name="CreationLocation" type="mpeg7:PlaceType"/>
<element name="CreationDate" type="mpeg7:DateType"/>
</sequence>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>
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Figure 6 – RDF Class and Property Representation of MPEG-7 Creation DS

2.5 Low Level Visual and Audio Descriptors
The set of features or properties which is specific to the visual entities (Image, Video,
AudioVisual, StillRegion, MovingRegion, VideoSegment) include:
• Colour
• Texture
• Motion
• Shape
Each of these features can be represented by a choice of descriptors. Table II below lists the
visual features and their corresponding MPEG-7 descriptors. Precise details of the structure
and semantics of these visual descriptors are provided in ISO/IEC 15938-3 FCD Multimedia
Content Description Interface - Part 3 Visual [20].
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Feature
Color

Texture

Shape

Motion

Descriptors
DominantColor
ScalableColor
ColorLayout
ColorStructure
GoFGoPColor
HomogeneousTexture
TextureBrowsing
EdgeHistogram
RegionShape
ContourShape
Shape3D
CameraMotion
MotionTrajectory
ParametricMotion
MotionActivity

Table II: Visual features and their corresponding Descriptors

Similarly there is a set of audio features which is applicable to MPEG-7 entities containing
audio (Video, AudioVisual, Audio, AudioSegment):
•
•
•
•

Silence
Timbre
Speech
Melody

ISO/IEC 15938-3 FCD Multimedia Content Description Interface - Part 4 Audio [21]
describes in detail the XML Schema specifications of the audio descriptors. Each of these
audio features can be represented by one or more audio descriptors. Table III below lists the
audio descriptors which correspond to each audio feature.
Feature
Silence
Timbre

Speech

MusicalStructure
SoundEffects

Descriptors
Silence
InstrumentTimbre
HarmonicInstrumentTimbre
PercussiveInstrumentTimbre
Phoneme
Articulation
Language
MelodicContour
Rhythm
Reverberation, Pitch, Contour, Noise

Table III: Audio features and their corresponding Descriptors

Only certain low-level visual and audio descriptors are applicable to each segment type. Table
IV below illustrates the association of visual and audio features to different segment types.
RDF Schema must be able to specify the constraints on these property-to-entity relationships.
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Feature
Time
Shape
Color
Texture
Motion
Audio

Video
Segment
X
X
X
X

Still
Region
X
X
X
-

Moving
Region
X
X
X
X
-

Audio
Segment
X
X

Table IV: Relationships between Segment types and Visual and Audio Features

Using the color descriptor, we demonstrate in Figure 7, how RDF Schema is able express these
constraints through the domain and range values in the color property definitions.

Figure 7: RDF Class and Property Representation of the MPEG-7 Color Descriptor

3. Linking the MPEG-7 XML and RDF Schemas
In a previous paper [22] we outlined the advantages of separating the semantics of domainspecific metadata terms from the recommended encodings by defining both an RDF Schema
and an XML Schema in the domain’s registered namespace. The RDF Schema file defines the
domain-specific semantic knowledge by specifying type hierarchies and definitions - based on
the ISO/IEC 11179 standard for the description of data elements. The XML Schema file
specifies the recommended encodings of metadata elements and
descriptions by defining types and elements, and their content models, structures, occurrence
constraints and datatypes. In addition, the XML Schema file contains links to the
corresponding semantic definitions in the RDF Schema file. Because the underlying semantics
will remain relatively stable compared to the syntax, which will be application-dependent, we
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choose to make the RDF Schema the base schema and to point to the base RDF Schema from
the application-specific XML Schemas, rather than the other direction.
The most concise and flexible method for implementing the link from the XML Schema
definitions to their corresponding RDF Schema definitions is to exploit the openness of XML
Schema attributes. Since nearly all types are extended from the openAttrs type in the Schema
for Schemas in [3], it is possible to extend XML Schema simpleType and complexType
definitions with a "semantics" attribute defined in another namespace e.g.,
"XMLRDFSchemaBridge". Using this approach, the value of the "semantics" attribute is set to
the RDF Property or Class which defines the semantics of the corresponding simple or
complex type. We have chosen to link the semantics to XML Schema type definitions, rather
than element declarations. This is because restrictions, extensions, redefinitions and elements
are all built on top of XML Schema types, so the most logical and flexible approach is to
attach the semantics to the type rather than the element. The XML Schema code below
demonstrates an implementation of this approach.
<schema xmnls="http://www.w3.org/2001/10/XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="http://www.mpeg7.org/2001/MPEG-7_Schema"
xmlns:mpeg7="http://www.mpeg7.org/2001/MPEG-7_Schema"
xmlns:xx="http://www.example.org/XMLRDFSchemaBridge">
<annotation>
<documentation>
XML Schema for MPEG-7
</documentation>
</annotation>
<simpleType name="Person"
xx:semantics="http://www.mpeg7.org/2001/MPEG7_Schema/mpeg7.rdf#Person">
<extension base="Agent"/>
</simpleType>
<simpleType name="Organisation"
xx:semantics="http://www.mpeg7.org/2001/MPEG-7_Schema/mpeg7.rdf#Organisation>
<extension base="Agent"/>
</simpleType>
...
</schema>

4. Balancing Metadata Interoperability, Extensibility and Diversity
By making the semantic knowledge of a domain or community available in a machineunderstandable RDF Schema, it becomes possible to merge separate ontologies or metadata
vocabularies from different communities into a single encompassing ontology expressed using
DAML+OIL. Using the ABC vocabulary ([24][28]), developed within the Harmony project
[29], as the top-level or umbrella, we have manually developed a draft version of such a
"super-ontology" - the MetaNet ontology [26]. MetaNet expresses the semantic relationships
(e.g., equivalent, narrower, broader) between metadata terms from different domains. By
linking the semantic knowledge provided by MetaNet with XSLT [25], we have been able to
perform both the semantic and the structural and syntactic mapping required to map between
XML-encoded metadata descriptions from different domains. The overall architecture of a
system, which should enable the coexistence of metadata interoperability together with
extensibility and diversity, is illustrated in Figure 8. The key components are:
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•
•

•
•

Domain-specific namespaces which express each domain’s metadata model and vocabulary
using both an RDF Schema and an XML Schema. Each XML Schema contains links to the
corresponding RDF Schema;
MetaNet - a single "super" metadata ontology, generated by merging the domain-specific
ontologies (RDF Schemas) from different namespaces. This is expressed using
DAML+OIL and will be based on a common underlying, extensible vocabulary such as the
ABC vocabulary being developed within the Harmony project [24];
XSLT - a language suitable for transforming between XML-encoded metadata
descriptions. Combined with the semantic knowledge of MetaNet, XSLT [25] is capable of
flexible dynamic mappings between application profile instantiations;
Application Profiles - XML Schema definitions which combine, restrict, extend and
redefine elements from multiple existing namespaces. Application profiles could also
embed RDF Schema definitions of new classes or properties which are derived from
classes and properties defined in the domain-specific RDF Schemas.

Figure 8: The Proposed Web Metadata Architecture

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we first outlined the reasons for why an RDF Schema representation of MPEG-7
is desirable. We then described the methodology, problems encountered and results of
manually building an RDF Schema representation for a core subset of MPEG-7. Our
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conclusion from this exercise is that, although RDF Schema is capable of expressing the
semantics of MPEG-7 Description Schemes and Descriptors, it does have certain serious
limitations. RDF Schema’s property-centricity makes it difficult to generate property
definitions and domain constraints from the class-centric XML Schema definitions. The
inability to specify multiple range constraints or class-specific property constraints are other
major limitations of RDF [23] within this context. However, these can be overcome through
the use of DAML+OIL extensions to RDF Schema including multiple range constraints,
boolean combinations of classes and class-specific constraints on properties. In addition, the
lack of cardinality and datatyping constraints in RDF Schema can be overcome by maintaining
the XML Schema definitions and linking them to the RDF Schema semantic definitions.
Whilst generating the RDF Schema representation of a subset of MPEG-7, we have also
been able to determine certain repetitive patterns and other information which can be derived
from the XML Schema definitions (baseTypes, comments, annotation, textual semantic
descriptions, the DOM). We believe that by exploiting this information, it may be possible to
automate the generation of an RDF Schema/DAML+OIL representation of MPEG-7 from the
existing XML Schema definitions.
So our future work plan is to attempt to develop programmatic tools capable of
automatically processing an MPEG-7 XML Schema document and converting this to a
DAML+OIL ontology which correctly represents the semantics of MPEG-7 description
schemes and descriptors and which is compatible and consistent with the corresponding XML
Schema. Links to this ontology can then be added to the MPEG-7 XML Schema definitions.
Once the MPEG-7 ontology is complete, we will then investigate ways of merging this
with the ABC/MetaNet ontology [28] as well as other metadata ontologies from other domains
(rights management, museums (CIDOC CRM)), to enable a common understanding of
descriptive terms across domains and the sharing and exchange of multimedia content over the
semantic web.
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Appendix A: An MPEG-7 Ontology Expressed as a DAML+OIL Schema
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:daml="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:mpeg7="http://www.mpeg7.org/2001/MPEG-7_Schema#"
xmlns="http://www.mpeg7.org/2001/MPEG-7_Schema#">
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="MultimediaContent">
<rdfs:label>MultimediaContent</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>The class of multimedia data</rdfs:comment>
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<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Resource"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Image">
<rdfs:label>Image</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>The class of images</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Video">
<rdfs:label>Video</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>The class of videos</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Audio">
<rdfs:label>Audio</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>The class of audio resources</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="AudioVisual">
<rdfs:label>AudioVisual</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>The class of audiovisual resources</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Multimedia">
<rdfs:label>Multimedia</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>The class of multimedia resources</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Segment">
<rdfs:label>Segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>The class of fragments of multimedia content</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="StillRegion">
<rdfs:label>StillRegion</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>2D spatial regions of an image or video frame</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Image"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="ImageText">
<rdfs:label>ImageText</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Spatial regions of an image or video frame that correspond to text or
captions</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#StillRegion"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Mosaic">
<rdfs:label>Mosaic</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Mosaic or panaoramic view of a video segment</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#StillRegion"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="StillRegion3D">
<rdfs:label>StillRegion3D</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>3D spatial regions of a 3D image</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Image"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="VideoSegment">
<rdfs:label>VideoSegment</rdfs:label>
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<rdfs:comment>Temporal intervals or segments of video data</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Video"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="MovingRegion">
<rdfs:label>MovingRegion</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>2D spatio-temporal regions of video data</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="VideoText">
<rdfs:label>VideoText</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Spatio-temporal regions of video data that correspond to text or captions</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MovingRegion"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="AudioSegment">
<rdfs:label>AudioSegment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Temporal intervals or segments of audio data</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Audio"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="AudioVisualSegment">
<rdfs:label>AudioVisualSegment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Temporal intervals or segments of audiovisual data</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#AudioVisual"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="AudioVisualRegion">
<rdfs:label>AudioVisualRegion</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Arbitrary spatio-temporal segments of AV data</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="MultimediaSegment">
<rdfs:label>MultimediaSegment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Segment of a composite multimedia presentation</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Multimedia"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="EditedVideoSegment">
<rdfs:label>EditedVideoSegment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Video segment that results from editing work</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#VideoSegment"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="decomposition">
<rdfs:label>decomposition of a segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="spatial_decomposition">
<rdfs:label>spatial decomposition of a segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#decomposition"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="temporal_decomposition">
<rdfs:label>temporal decomposition of a segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#decomposition"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
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<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="spatio-temporal_decomposition">
<rdfs:label>spatio-temporal decomposition of a segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#decomposition"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="mediaSource_decomposition">
<rdfs:label>media source decomposition of a segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#decomposition"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Segment"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="videoSegment_spatial_decomposition">
<rdfs:label>spatial decomposition of a video segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#spatial_decomposition"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#VideoSegment"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#MovingRegion"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="VideoSegmentsOrStillRegions">
<daml:unionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection">
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="#VideoSegment"/>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="#StillRegion"/>
</daml:unionOf>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="videoSegment_temporal_decomposition">
<rdfs:label>temporal decomposition of a video segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#temporal_decomposition"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#VideoSegment"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#VideoSegmentsOrStillRegions"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="MovingOrStillRegions">
<daml:unionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection">
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="#MovingRegion"/>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="#StillRegion"/>
</daml:unionOf>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="videoSegment_spatio-temporal_decomposition">
<rdfs:label>spatio-temporal decomposition of a video segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#spatio-temporal_decomposition"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#VideoSegment"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#MovingOrStillRegions"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="videoSegment_mediaSource_decomposition">
<rdfs:label>media source decomposition of a video segment</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#mediaSource_decomposition"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#VideoSegment"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#VideoSegment"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Agent">
<rdfs:label>Agent</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Agent - person, organisation or group which performs
an act.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Resource"/>
</rdfs:Class>
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<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Person">
<rdfs:label>Person</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>An individual person.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Agent"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="PersonGroup">
<rdfs:label>PersonGroup</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>A group of persons with a collective title.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Agent"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Organisation">
<rdfs:label>Organisation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Organisation.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Agent"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="role">
<rdfs:label>The Role played by an agent or place in an event</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Agent"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Place"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Place">
<rdfs:label>Place</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes real, fictional, historical locations.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Resource"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Time">
<rdfs:label>Time</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes date/time points and durations</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Resource"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Instrument">
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Instrument</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes instrument or tool used to perform an action.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Resource"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="name">
<rdfs:label>name</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#PersonName"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Affiliation">
<rdfs:comment>An affiliation is either an Organisation or a PersonGroup </rdfs:comment>
<daml:unionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection">
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="#Organisation"/>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="#PersonGroup"/>
</daml:unionOf>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="affiliation">
<rdfs:label>affiliation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Affiliation"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="address">
<rdfs:label>address</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Address"/>
</rdf:Property>
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<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Address">
<rdfs:label>Address</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Address of person, organisation or person group.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Place"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="PersonName">
<rdfs:label>PersonName</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Name of an individual person.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Resource"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="givenName">
<rdfs:label>givenName</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PersonName"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Literal"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="familyName">
<rdfs:label>familyName</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PersonName"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Literal"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Creation">
<rdfs:label>Creation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>A multimedia content creation.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MultimediaContent"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="title">
<rdfs:label>title</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#multimediaDescriptor"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Creation"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Title"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="abstract">
<rdfs:label>abstract</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#multimediaDescriptor"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Creation"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#TextAnnotation"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="creator">
<rdfs:label>creator</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#multimediaDescriptor"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Creation"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Creator"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="creationLocation">
<rdfs:label>creationLocation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#multimediaDescriptor"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Creation"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Place"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="creationDate">
<rdfs:label>creationDate</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#multimediaDescriptor"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Creation"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Time"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Creator">
<rdfs:label>Creator</rdfs:label>
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<rdfs:comment>Person, organisation or person group who created the content.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Agent"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="role">
<rdfs:label>role</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Creator"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#ControlledTerm"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="creationTool">
<rdfs:label>instrument</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Instrument used by creator to create multimedia content.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Creator"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Instrument"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Color">
<rdfs:label>Color</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Color of a visual resource</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Resource"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="DominantColor">
<rdfs:label>DominantColor</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>The set of dominant colors in an arbitrarily-shaped region.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Color"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="ScalableColor">
<rdfs:label>ScalableColor</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Color histogram in the HSV color space.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Color"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="ColorLayout">
<rdfs:label>ColorLayout</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Spatial distribution of colors.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Color"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="ColorStructure">
<rdfs:label>ColorStructure</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes color content and the structure of this content.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Color"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="GoFGoPColor">
<rdfs:label>GoFGoPColor</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Group of frames/pictures color descriptor.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ScalableColor"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="color">
<rdfs:label>color</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Color descriptor - applicable to video segments, still regions and moving
regions.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#visualDescriptor"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#VideoSegment"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#StillRegion"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#MovingRegion"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Color"/>
</rdf:Property>
</rdf:RDF>
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Abstract.One vision of the “Semantic Web” of the future is that software agents
will interact with each other using formal metadata that reveal their interfaces. We
examine one plausible paradigm, where agents provide service descriptions that tell
how they can be used to accomplish other agents’ goals. From the point of view of
these other agents, the problem of deciphering a service description is quite similar
to the standard AI planning problem, with some interesting twists. Two such twists
are the possibility of having to reconcile contradictory ontologies — or conceptual
frameworks — used by the agent, and having to rearrange the data structures of a
message-sending agent so they match the expectations of the recipient. We argue
that the former problem requires human intervention and maintenance, but that the
latter can be fully automated.
1

Introduction

Suppose an agent is given the task of buying the paperback edition of “Robo Sapiens” for less than $25.
The agent must carry out several tasks:
1. Find other agents that might be able to help carry out the given action. (A
broker agent would perform this part.)
2. For each such agent, get a description of what service it provides. This description must be expressed in a formal language, such as DAML (DARPA
Agent Markup Language).
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3. If the goal description and the service description do not use the same ontology, find a common framework to translate them to. An ontology is a “conceptual scheme,” a way of talking about the world.1
4. Find and execute a plan for satisfying its goal, that is, a series of interactions
with a given bookseller that result in the agent acquiring a copy of the book.
The primitive actions of the plan will be actions that send and receive messages. Building and decoding these messages may require further translation,
between what one agent wants to receive and what the other knows.
One of the key questions we address in this paper is how agents’ goals and
servers’ service description can be represented, and what is necessary to make the
two mesh. Many treatments of such problems assume that representations can be as
simple as lists of keywords and values
(‘‘Task: buy; Thing-to-buy: book; Price: (

$25);  .’’)

Such notations work fine as long as all tasks fit within a preimagined framework,
but are unable to express anything novel.
We prefer to use notations that respect the degrees of freedom we’re likely to
require in the future. It seems inescapable that such notations will have the power
of formal logic:
(do-for-some (  (m - Merchant b - Book)
(and (= (title b) "Robo Sapiens")
(sells m b)
(< (price m b) (* 25 $))))
(  (m - Merchant b - Book)
(buy-from m 1 b)))
(do-for-some  ) means, “For some object(s)  satisfying predicate  , do
( ).” We use Lisp-style notation for logical constructs. Function application
is written (function arg   arg ), even if the function is traditionally written
using infix notation. So (* (+ 3 4) 5) is the Lisp way to write (3+4)*5.2
The notation (  (params) ) denotes a function whose parameters are params
and whose value is . We use the term body of the  -expression to refer to . Although it’s not our emphasis in this paper, all expressions must be typable, meaning
that it must be possible to assign consistent types to all their subexpressions. When
necessary for typability or perspicuity, parameters can have declared types, indicated using the notation (  (   param - type   )   ).  -expressions
have many purposes. The first  -expression in our example is a predicate, because
its body is of type Proposition. The second denotes a function from merchants
and books to actions, so that applying it to a particular merchant and book yields
a particular action, namely, buying one copy of that book from that merchant. The
1

Original meaning: the philosophical study of being. As used in AI, the word “ontology” has come to
mean “what is represented as existing.”
2
We depart from Lisp notation in two contexts. We represent finite sets using braces and tuples using
angle brackets. Lisp purists may prefer to read  a, b, c  as (set a b c), and <a b c> as (tuple
a b c).
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combination of do-for-some and  work together to define a “quantifier” for actions, analogous to the usual existential quantifier  in mathematical
logic. The action (do-for-some  ) is carried out whenever the agent does
( ) for some  satisfying  . There is no presupposition that it achieves this by,
say, finding an  that satisfies  , then doing (  ). In the present case, it might
search for a plan for (buy-from m96 1 b97), where m96 and b97 are placeholder constants labeled with the constraints that b97 be Robo Sapiens, and that
m96 be a merchant that sells b97 for less than $25. Or it might pursue it in some
other way entirely; the logic doesn’t care.
In this paper, we focus on the question how these logic-based representations
can be used, and in particular what happens after brokers have done their work, so
that two or more agents know of each other’s existence and possible usefulness.
At that point the task becomes getting the agents to talk to each other in order to
solve a common problem. For clarity, we will adopt the following terminology: the
planning agent is the one whose point of view we are taking, i.e., the buyer in our
example; the target agent(s) are those the planning agent is trying to interact with.
We assume the target agents are not under our control. They share some of the
notational assumptions we make, but we must take their notations as we find them.
2

Using Self-Describing Agents

One of our notational assumptions is that each target agent will have a service description embedded in the interface it presents to the world, which one may visualize as a web page. This description will have an internal and an external form.
The external form is “web-friendly,” in the sense that it looks like XML, and,
when appropriate, can be displayed and browsed through. Such a language is under development under the label “DARPA Agent Markup Language,” or DAML
(http://www.daml.org), which is an extension of RDF, the Resource Description Framework.
(See http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/REC-rdf-syntax-19990222.)
So what we have been writing as
(book-isbn book21 "0-262-13383-0")
might be encoded on the web more like this:
<rdf:Description about=‘‘#book21’’>
<pub:book isbn>0-262-13383-0</pub:book isbn>
</rdf:Description>

However, these are simply two alternative syntaxes for the same thing, which is
represented internally as an abstract syntactic object.
The first hurdle to overcome is that the two agents must “speak the same language.” Two different booksellers (e.g., Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble) must
use the same industry-specific vocabulary in their service descriptions. If they don’t,
then we have an ontology translation problem, an issue we’ll address in section ??,
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making only two remarks here: (1) Within an industry there will be strong motivation to adopt a standard vocabulary, as is indeed already happening with XML;
(2) the main place the translation problem will arise is when satisfying a request
requires interaction of agents from multiple communities.
Assuming for now that the service description is in the same language as our
service request, what we have to do is verify that there is a way of carrying out the
request by talking to the target agent. (In general, we may have a collection of target
agents to talk to, but we’ll ignore that.)
This kind of verification is close to what AI researchers call a planning problem:
Given a description of a system, an initial state of the system, and a goal, find a sequence of actions that achieve the goal in that system. Here the service description
plays the role of system description and initial state. Once the action sequence has
been found, during the planning phase, it must be executed. During this plan execution phase, the actions are executed in order. It is reasonable (we hope) to assume
that the planning agent will succeed if it executes the plan; but there may well be
situations where the plan exits prematurely with some sort of failure indication. In
that case the agent may give up, or replan, starting from the situation it finds itself
in halfway through the original plan.
Let’s look at an example of planning and execution, involving a fictional bookseller, “Nile.com.” . One thing you can do at Nile.com’s web page is find out if
they have a book in stock. Nowadays this is done by using the search facility, and
visually inspecting the output, looking for phrases such as “In stock, usually ships
within 24 hours.” In an agent-oriented world, actions such as filling in a form and
pushing a button will have dual descriptions in terms of agents sending messages.
Similarly, outputs will be defined in terms of formal languages, as well as being
displayable for human consumption.
We will formalize this by having send and receive actions:
!
!

(send agent message): Send the given message to the given agent; creates
a message id that the sending agent can use to identify replies.
(receive agent message-id): Receive a message, sent in reply to the original sender’s message.

The message to the bookseller is of the form (search  <key , val >,   ,
<key " , val " >  ).3 The response is a list of “book descriptions,” giving important
information about each book that matches the search keys. These descriptions will
also be in an XML dialect, but as usual we will use a more compact notation.
So the plan we are looking for might begin:
(series (tag s1
(send Nile.com
(test-in-stock
<<author "Philip K. Dick">
<title "Ubik">>)))
(tag r2 (receive Nile.com (value s1))))
(test (= (value r2) empty-set)
3

As before, what’s actually sent is a piece of XML. This is an ongoing area of research; W3C’s effort is
described at http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/Forms/.
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(fail (not-in-stock   ))
  ))
In this plan, the tags allow us to give names to steps in the plan. The value of a
step is the result it returns. The value of s1 is a message id that later receives can
refer to. The value of r2 is the set of tuples received in answer to the in-stock
query.
To formalize this in terms a planner can understand, we create action definitions
such as
(:action (send ?a - agent ?msg - Message)
:vars (?id - Message-id)
:value ?id
:effect (reply-pending ?a ?id ?msg))
(:action (receive ?a - agent ?id - Message-id)
:vars (?msg - Message)
:precondition (reply-pending ?a ?id ?msg)
:effect (forall (?d - (Lst (Tup Attribute String))
?sv - Message)
(when (and (= ?msg (test-in-stock ?d))
(this-step-val ?sv))
(know-val (has-in-stock ?a ?d)
?sv))))
This is an extension of PDDL (Planning Domain Definition Language) notation,
which is in standard use in the AI planning world[?, ?]. The details of the notation
are not important here, but the gist is that sending a message creates a message id,
so that a later reception can know what it’s a response to. In addition, in the case
where the message sent was an “in-stock” inquiry, one result of the action is that the
planning agent knows whether the target agent has the book in stock. In other words,
by executing this action the planning agent will have acquired new information.
This way of representing the effects of receive is too clumsy for practical
use, because to be realistics the effect specification would have to list the effects of
all the possible sends that the receive could be in answer to. A better idea is to
have assertions of the form
(message-exchange message-id
sent-message
received-message
effect)
and have the :effect field of :receive consult these assertions:
:effect (when (and (this-step-val ?sv)
(message-exchange ?id ?smsg ?sv ?e))
?e)
Obviously, an AI planner can solve problems involving actions that acquire information only if it can reason about situations in which it doesn’t already know
everything. As it happens, many planning algorithms, including some of the most
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efficient, cannot. They require it to be the case that the initial state of the world, the
set of possible actions, and the effects of every action are all known. The only uncertainty is which action sequence will bring about a desired result. There has been
much research on relaxing these assumptions, but no approach that is obviously
correct.
Fortunately, the version of the problem we are confronted with is not as bad as
the general case, because our agent knows at planning time exactly what it will and
will not know at plan-execution time. In addition, we can avoid tackling extremely
general formalizations of what it means for an agent to know something. For automated agents, we can appeal to the difference between computable and noncomputable terms. A term is computable 4 if it can be “evaluated,” yielding a canonical
term for an object of its type. For instance, the term (+ 5 4) is computable, because we can hand it to a programming-language processor and get back 9. We will
use the term computational for a term like 9 that is canonical in the sense alluded to,
meaning that it can take part in further computations using standard algorithms. We
write (val (+ 5 4) 9), where val is a variant of equality that applies only
to computable terms and their computational values. By contrast, (number-ofplanets sun), while it may also happen to denote nine, is not a computational
representation of nine in the way the term 9 is. It is not even computable, because
we cannot simply ask a Lisp system to evaluate (number-of-planets sun)
and expect to get back 9.5
A plausible principle for agents is
To know something is to have a computable term whose
value is (a computational representation of) that something.
We formalize this principle by introducing predicates expressing what the planning agent knows. (We currently do not provide for reasoning about what the target
agents know; we believe that there is little symmetry between the two cases, because even if the planning agent believes that a target agent has a computable term
denoting something, the planning agent won’t know what that term is or how to
evaluate it.)
One such predicate is (know-val $# ), which means that the agent knows
the value of expression , and that the value is the value of computable term # . For
example, the agent might record
(know-val (book-isbn book21) (value step14))
meaning that (val (value step14) % ) if and only if % is a string giving a
legal ISBN (International Standard Book Number) for book21. Here we make use
of the fact that after a plan step  has been executed, (value  ) is a computable
term.
We will also require a predicate (know-val-is
#'& ), which is roughly
equivalent to
4

We adopt this term with some hesitation, because its usual meaning has somewhat different connotations.
However, we can’t think of a better one.
5
Of course, there may be programs, say, a front end to a database of astronomical facts, in which one can
do exactly this; in that context the term (number-of-planets sun) would be computable.
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(and (know-val

# ) (val #(& )))

except that the planner will avoid trying to make such a goal true by changing the
value of # .
A computational term representing a finite set is the familiar )#**+  +# "  ,
where # , is a computational term representing the - ’th element of the set. Sometimes it is sufficient for an agent to have a partial listing of a set. To represent that
situation, we have two further predicates
!

!

(known-elements .# ): Meaning that # is a computable term whose
value is a computational representation of the set of all objects the planning
agents knows to be elements of  .

2.1

(known-elements-are .# # + +/#)"0 ): In which the elements are
spelled out.
Proposed Planning Algorithm

Most previous work in the area of planning with incomplete knowledge—so-called
contingent planning—has been done in the context of partial-order planning [?, ?,
?]. This fact is mainly a historical accident, because work on planning with incomplete knowledge happened to coincide with a period when partial-order planning
was popular.
We are adding a contingent-planning ability to our Unpop planner [?], which
is in the family of estimated-regression search planners [?]. These systems build a
plan by starting with a null series of actions and adding actions to its trailing end.
At each stage, it attempts to add the action that will maximally reduce the estimated
effort required to finish the plan. The effort is estimated by constructing a tree of
subgoals that relates the original goal to the current situation. The branches of the
tree are simplified versions of the actual sequence of actions that will be required
to solve the problem. The tree, called the regression graph, can be computed efficiently, but is only a heuristic estimate of the actual actions required, because many
interactions between actions are ignored.
To handle contingent planning, Unpop must be modified thus:
1. The output of the planner can’t be a simple sequence of actions; it must include if-then-else tests that send execution in different directions based
on information gathered.
2. As a consequence, the space searched by the planner cannot be a simple space
of action sequences. One alternative would be to let the space be the set of
“action trees,” each branch of which corresponds to a sequence. However,
this idea has a couple of bugs that we will discuss below.
3. Given a goal of the form (know-val 1  ), the planner must either verify that the planning agent already knows , or find an action whose value
can be be used to construct . For a goal of the form (send  2 ), the planner must verify that it knows, or can come to know, sufficient information to
build 2
To deal with this last issue, the planner must index actions by the values they
compute, in much the way that planners traditionally index them by the effects they
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can bring about. However, there are some differences. There will seldom be an
exact alignment between what the planning agent knows and what it needs to know.
For instance, if the value of an action (ask-name ?c) is <(last-name ?c)
(first-name ?c)>, and the planning agent wants to know the last-name of
D, it will have a goal (know-val (last-name D) ?r). The term (lastname D) can be extracted from the action value by using the function (elt 34- ),
which gets the - ’th element of a tuple 3 . So all the planner has to do is propose the
action (ask-name D), which will have, among other things, the effect (knowval (last-name D) (elt (value  ) 1)), assuming  is the step with
action (ask-name D). A bit of care must be taken here to ensure that  is a
placeholder for the correct step, which of course doesn’t exist yet. We discuss this
issue at greater length in section 3.1.
Let’s look more closely at the search-space issue. As we said above, the most
straightforward idea is to think of a partially constructed plan as a tree of actions,
with the branch points occurring after information-gathering steps. A plan is completed successfully when every branch leads to a successful conclusion. One bug
with this idea is that it may be asking too much to require every branch of a plan to
succeed. Often there is a “normal” result of an information-gathering step, such that
it is reasonable to expect the normal result to occur. If it might not occur, the best
thing for the planner to do is tack on a short branch saying “Give up!” The resulting
branching plan has one branch that succeeds and one that fails, which is perfectly
all right. If Nile.com might not have your book, that is no reason to give up on the
attempt to deal with them. Hence rather than require all branches to succeed, we
require just one to succeed, hopefully the most likely one.
Another problem has to do with efficiency. Suppose a plan has a branch point
fairly early, leading to subplans  and 65 . In general, the planner has to do a
search through different partial versions of  and 65 . Suppose it eventually finds
versions  7 ,  5 ,  ,  8 of  , and versions 65 ,  965 of 95 . Using the tree
representation, we must represent these as 2;: distinct trees. The numbers 2 and
: might be around 50 in a realistic case, so we have 2500 different plans to think
about. Worse, the computation the planner does for, say, <>= 57? is the same regardless
of whether it is paired with  5 = ? or  5 = ?75 , so the planner will have to do the same
work over and over.
The best search space therefore turns out to be the one we started with: a set of
sequences of steps, each representing a partial plan. The only difference is that each
sequence may be annotated with zero or more knowledge notes recording what the
planner will have learned at various points in the sequence. There is also a difference
in what the planner must do when a complete sequence is found. It now may discard
all the competing plans that reflect the same knowledge notes, and keep working on
plans that represent other knowledge states. For instance, the planner may find a
plan for buying a book assuming that there is a paperback edition. Having found it,
it may continue to look for a plan to handle the case where it discovers that there is
no paperback edition.
When the planner runs out of patience, it returns however many branches it can
cobble together. If during execution it diverges from the branches it predicted would
succeed, it must replan. In some such cases, the new information it has will allow it
to find a good plan; but many times the problem will just not have a solution.
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2.2

Scripts and Hierarchical Planning

So far, we seem to be assuming that service descriptions contain specifications of
the effects of individual atomic transactions with the server. These are indeed important, but in practice many servers will also provide “scripts,” that is, standard
sequences of transactions that can be used to accomplish common goals.
For instance, a bookseller might provide a script for the action (buy-from 2
:A@ ), meaning “Buy : copies of something answering to the description @ .” (To
keep things simple, we suppress the price argument we used earlier.) That script
might look like:
(:method buy-from
:params (?m - Merchant
?quant - Integer
?d - Item-description)
:vars (?r - (Set ISBN) ?isbn - ISBN)
:precondition
(and (forall (x) (if (?d x) (is Book x)))
(know-val-is (image book-isbn
(set-of-all ?d))
?r  ?isbn  ))
:expansion
(series (send ?m
(verify-in-stock ?isbn))
  ))
The notation (set-of-all ?d) is the set of all objects matching description
?d. In traditional notation that would be written )6B (?d ?x)  . The function
(image CED )
creates a list with elements ( CEDGF ), ( CD ),  , ( CED IHJ ), so (image bookisbn   ) changes a list of books into a list of their ISBNs, a computational
object.
The idea behind scripts is that if the planning agent just wants to carry out the
action (buy-from   ), or any action that fits one of the scripts, it can save
searching for a plan by just finding and tuning the appropriate script. (Tuning might
include filling in actions to achieve goals for which the script supplies no action.)
This style of planning is usually called hierarchical, because the problem is to
instantiate hierarchies of actions using large building blocks rather than assembling
sequences of individual actions. Hierarchical planning is fairly well understood, and
tends to be efficient when it is applicable at all (because the script writer has done
most of the work already). There is an interesting research question here about how
to get a planner to do both hierarchical and sequential planning. Our approach will
be to augment the notion of partial plan to include partially expanded scripts as well
as open goals, but the focus of this paper is on agent-communication issues, so we
won’t go into this any further. However, we do point out that the goal we started
with, (do-for-some   (  (   ) (buy-from m 1 b))), is actually
an action rather than a propositional goal, so we’ve been assuming that actions are
part of problem specifications all along.
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3

Ontology and Data Structure Translation

It’s time we turned to our principal topic, which is how to cope with ontology and
data-structure mismatch. We begin with the latter.
3.1

Glue Code

Assuming that the planning agent and target agent use the same ontology, there is
still a potential mismatch problem. Suppose that the planning agent is dealing with
a book seller that offers a discount if you order 10 or more books, not counting bulk
orders. Somewhat artificially, let’s suppose that the planning agent is responsible
for sending the total at some point. That is, the planner contemplates executing the
action:
(send G (non-bulk-total
(size (set-of-all
(  (b)
(intention (buy-from G 1 b)))))))
This looks complex, so let’s break it down into parts.
(set-of-all ( 

(b) (intention (buy-from G 1 b))))

is the set of all books b such that the planning agent intends to buy exactly 1 copy of
b from G. The function non-bulk-total is a constructor that builds a message
to send to the target agent — a computational object.
Obviously, the planning agent should know what it plans to buy. Using the principle of section 2, that means it must have a computable term for it. Suppose the
following is true in the initial situation:
(

(know-val (image (b k)
(set-of-all
(  (b k)
(intention
(buy-from G k b)))))
pending-orders)
This formula states that the computable variable pending-orders contains (by
stipulation) a set of triples <author title quantity> for every book the planning
agent intends to buy some quantity of. Let’s explain that more gradually. The setof-all expression here is similar to the one we need to send, except that it denotes
a set of tuples < KML > for every book K that the agent plans to buy L copies of.
These tuples are not computational, but we can convert it to something that is by
using image. While a book or an author is an abstract object in a universe of
discourse, the name of the book or author is just a string, and the number of copies
the agent intends to buy is represented as a sequence of binary digits. Furthermore,
the use of know-val announces that the variable stored in pending-orders is
computable, and its value will be a purely computational object, namely an ordinary
tuple holding two strings and an integer.
The message the agent needs to send, and the data it has in its possession, are
tantalizingly closely related, but not identical. We need a procedure that translates
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from what the agent knows to what it needs to send. We call such a procedure glue
code, because it connects two things together. In [?] we discussed how to generate
glue code automatically; the same approach will work in this context, with some
minor modifications to the assumptions we make about the source side. In the original paper we assumed that the things the agent “knows” are strung together in a
tuple; now we posit that these entities are the values of an unordered collection of
computable terms, of which only a subset may be relevant to building a particular
data structure.
Space does not permit us to explain in detail how the algorithm works. We treat
the glue-code-generation problem as finding a computable function C such that
( C “things agent knows”) = “things agent needs”
The right-hand side is called the target, the arguments to C are called the source.
The algorithm operates by transforming the target until it contains only terms that
appear in the source, in which case C can be produced by  -abstraction (replacing
terms with variables).
The output of the algorithm in our example should be
(non-bulk-total
(size (filter (  (b k) (= k 1))
pending-orders)))
The value of
(filter D )
is a copy of list D containing just the elements satisfying predicate  . In this context,
it means that we discard from pending-orders all the tuples corresponding to
bulk orders.
The planning context adds another dimension to the problem of glue-code generation. In addition to the computable terms that the planner knows about, it must
also entertain the possibility of generating new computable terms of the form (value
step), where step is a new step added to the plan. The open research question is how
to fit this into the computation of the regression graph.
3.2

Ontology Translation

We now turn to the most difficult problem that web-based agents must cope with,
the problem of reconciling disparate ontologies, or representational frameworks.
The reason it is so difficult is that it often requires subtle judgments about the relationships between the meanings of formulas in one notation and the meanings of
formulas in another. Furthermore, there is no obvious “oracle” that will make these
judgments. For instance, we cannot assume that there is an overarching (possibly
“global”) ontology that serves as a court of appeals for semantic judgments. There
are times when such a strategy will work, but only after someone has provided a
translation from each of the disparate ontologies to the overarching framework, and
there is no reason to expect either of these translation tasks to be any easier than the
one we started with. Indeed, the more the overarching framework encompasses, the
harder it will be to relate local ontologies to it. Hence the work of ontology reconciliation inevitably involves a human being to do the heavy lifting. The most we can
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hope for is to provide a formal definition of the problem, and software tools6 to aid
in solving it.
The goal of these tools is to develop and maintain ontology transformations. An
ontology transformation is a mechanism for translating a set of facts expressed in
one ontology ( N ) into a set of expressions in another ontology ( NO5 ), such that the
new set “says the same thing” as the original set.
Ontology translation is partly a matter of syntax and partly a matter of logic.
The logical issues include:
!

Vocabulary: What symbols does the ontology use and what do they refer to?
!

Expressiveness: What logical constructs are allowed?

The expressiveness issue may not sound ontological, but it can be. For instance, if
the ontology allows us to talk about possible truth, it may commit us to assuming
the existence of possible but nonactual worlds in which propositions false in this
world are true.
In addition to such purely logical issues, computational questions about how
facts are structured and accessed are often mixed into the ontology question. Examples:
!

!

Implicit content: What facts are represented implicitly in a given formalism?
For instance, if the formalism allows a list of objects at a certain point, does
it imply that the list comprises all the objects with a certain property?

!

Indexing: How are facts associated with “keys” so that they can be retrieved
when necessary? Specifically, is every fact associated with a class of object
it is true of?
Efficiency: Is the language restricted in such a way as to make some class of
inferences more efficient?

Past work in the area of ontology transformation [?, ?] has addressed both logical and computational issues. We think it is more enlightening to separate them out.
From the point of view of logic, computational issues affect mainly the concrete
syntax of an ontology. Therefore it ought to be possible to find an abstract version
NQP of any ontology N , such that any set of facts expressed in N can be translated
into a set of facts in N P . Furthermore, all abstract ontologies use the same syntax,
so that there is no longer any need to mix syntactic and computational issues into
logical ones. In other words, we assume that an ontology transformation NQORSN 5
can always be factored into three transformations NTURVNQ P RVN 5>P RWN 5 . This
may not seem like an improvement at first, but it has some advantages. First, it allows us to focus on abstract R abstract transformations, and put syntax on the back
burner. Second, the translation NRXNYP should not be very difficult, because it is
essentially a matter of “parsing” a set of facts; going in the other direction, NQPURZN
is a matter of “generating” the concrete representation of a set of facts. Third, the
transformation N([ZNQP has to be done just once for each ontology.
One might object that not all the content of a set of facts can be pulled out and
made into explicit formulas, and therefore that our decomposition, however tidy,
will not work in practice. We take this objection seriously, but for now our principal
6

Such as those described by [?].
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reply is that for ontologies in which it is valid the transformation problem is not
very well defined no matter what approach you take to it.
Hence we will continue to employ our tactic of focusing on abstract rather than
concrete data structures. We will assume that all facts are expressed in terms of
formal theories, each of which we take to contain the following elements:
1. A set of types.
2. A set of symbols, each with a type.
3. A set of axioms involving the symbols.
In addition we introduce the concept of a dataset, that is, a set of facts expressed
using a particular ontology. This concept abstracts away from the actual representations of, say, Nile.com’s current inventory, and treats it as a set of identifiers and
facts about them, which uses symbols from that ontology.
Once we have cleared away the syntactic underbrush, the ontology-transformation
problem becomes much clearer. One is likely, in fact, to see it as trivial. Suppose one bookseller has a theory NQ with a predicate (in-stock x - Book
t - Duration), meaning that x is in stock and may be shipped in time t. Another bookseller expresses the same information in its theory N 5 , with two predicates, (in-stock y - Book) and (deliverable d - Duration y that is in terms of N , which contains
Book). We are presented with a dataset \
fragments such as
(:constants ubik blade-runner - Book)
(:axioms (in-stock ubik (* 24 hr))
(in-stock blade-runner (* 4 day))
  )
To translate this into an equivalent dataset that uses NO5 , we must at least find a
translation for the axioms. The types and constants need to be handled as well, but
we’ll set that aside for a moment. We will use the notation \
RZ\]5 as a mnemonic
for this sort of transformation problem.
With this narrow focus, it becomes almost obvious how to proceed: Treat the
problem as a deduction from the terms of one theory to the terms of the other. That
is, combine the two theories by “brute force,” tagging every symbol with a subscript
indicating which theory it comes from. Then all we need to do is supply a “bridging
axiom” such as
(forall (b t) (iff (in-stock b t)
(and (in-stock 5 b)
(deliverable 5 t b))))
which we can use to translate every axiom in \ . More precisely, we can use it to
augment the contents of \ 5 . Any time we need an instance of (in-stock 5 x)
and (deliverable 5 y x), the bridging axiom will tell us that (in-stock 5
ubik) and (deliverable 5 (* 24 hr) ubik) are true (and maybe other
propositions as well). We then discard the subscripts, and we’re done. Furthermore,
elementary type analysis tells us that ubik is of type Book 5 .
This idea is similar to the lifting axioms of [?]. The main difference is that they
focused on axioms of the form (if (axiom in one domain) axiom in another),
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whereas we use iff. The reason for the difference is that we are interested in
inferring facts of the form (not (in-stock 5 x)); we could avoid this sort
of inference if we could rely on a closed-world assumption for the predicate instock.
Of course, the deductive approach does not solve all problems. Here is a list of
some of the remaining issues:
1. It is potentially reckless to reduce ontology transformation to theorem proving. In the example, the required deduction was easy, but in general it could
be undecidable, after finding zero, one, or two axioms, whether there are any
more. However, we are inclined to think that most of the theorem-proving
problems that arise during ontology translation are straightforward.
2. We attached subscripts to predicates and types, but not to other identifiers.
That implies that we can just take a symbol like ubik over to the target
theory. But suppose the target dataset must be compatible with some existing
N 5 dataset, and the symbol ubik is already in use. In principle the deductive
framework can accommodate this situation, by including a test for whether
ubik and ubik5 refer to the same object, i.e., whether we can prove (=
ubik ubik 5 ). It is often easy to show that they are not equal, by showing
that they are of different types. But suppose we can’t prove either that the two
identifiers are equal or that they are unequal. What do we do then? Also, do
we have to test all pairs of symbols for equality? (Two symbols could easily
be provably equal even though they are spelled differently.)
We glossed over similar problems with variables and types. We wrote (forall
(x y)   ), implying that x and y could live in both ontologies. We may
want to allow that as a special case, but in the general case it is necessary to
provide transformations for the values of variables. To modify our example
somewhat, suppose that the types of the arguments of deliverable are
actually Integer and Book, so that (deliverable 24 K ) means that
K ships within 24 hours. But let’s also suppose that the symbol Book happens
to denote exactly the same sort of thing in both domains. Then our bridging
axiom might become:
(forall (b - Book
t - Duration t5 - Integer)
(if (= t (* t5 hr)))
(iff (in-stock b t )
(and (in-stock 5 b 5 )
(deliverable 5 t 5 b 5 )))))
Note that equality and Integer are not domain-specific. (Put another way,
there is a standard ontology where such general-purpose things live, and all
other ontologies inherit from it.)
3. As has been observed before, two ontologies often carve the world up differently. They may have different “granularity,” meaning that one makes finer
distinctions than the other; of course, NT might make finer distinctions than
N 5 in one respect, coarser distinctions in another.
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The last issue is likely to be the most troublesome. Here’s an example: Suppose N is the ontology we have been drawing examples from, a standard for the
mainstream book industry. Now suppose NY5 is an ontology used by the rare book
industry. The main difference is that the rare-book people deal in individual books,
each with its own provenance and special features (e.g., an autograph by the author). Hence the word “book” means different things to these two groups. For the
mainstream group, a book is an abstract object, of which there are assumed to be
many copies. If a customer buys a book, it is assumed that he or she doesn’t care
which copy is sent, provided it’s in good condition. For the rare-book industry, a
book is a particular object. It may be an “instance” of an abstract book, but this is
not a defining fact about it.
For example, if you buy Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass from Amazon.com,
you can probably choose from different publishers, different durabilities (hardcover
vs. paperback, page weight), different prices, and various other features (scholarly
annotations, large print, spiral binding, etc.). However, you certainly can’t choose
exactly which copy you will receive of the book you ordered; and you probably
can’t choose which poems are included, even though Whitman revised the book
throughout his life. The versions in print today include the last version of each
poem included in any edition.
If you buy the book from RareBooks.com, then there is no such thing as an
abstract book of which you wish to purchase a copy. Instead, every concrete instance
of Leaves of Grass must be judged on its own merits. Indeed, making this purchase
is hardly a job for an automated agent, although it could be useful to set up an agent
to tell you when a possibly interesting copy comes into the shop.
Let’s look at all this more formally. Suppose that the planning agent uses the
industry-standard ontology ( NO5 ), and the broker puts it in touch with RareBooks.com,
with a note that although it bills itself as selling books, its service description uses a
different ontology ( N ). If after trying more accessible sources the planning agent’s
goal can’t be achieved, then the broker may search for an existing ontology transformation that can be used to translate RareBooks’s service description from NQ to
N 5 .7
Let us sketch what some of the bridging axioms between NT and N 5 might look
like. In particular, we need to infer instances of (is Book 5  ) given various
objects of type Book with various properties. Objects of type Book 5 we will call
commodity books; an example is the Pocket Books edition of Mein Kampf. Objects
of type Book we will call collectable books; an example is a copy of Mein Kampf
once owned by Josef Stalin. It is roughly true that many, but not all, rare books
can be thought of as instances of particular commodity books. Two rare books are
instances of the same commodity book if they have the same publisher, the same
title, the “same” contents, and the same characteristics (e.g., hardcover, large print,
and such).8 We can produce the following bridge axioms:
(:functions (book-type x - Book ) - Book 5 )
7

If it can’t find one, all it can do is notify the maintainers of the ontologies of the problem; there is no way
for the broker, the planning agent, or the end user to find a transformation on the fly.
8
An easy way to tell if they are the same would be to check if they have the same ISBN, but the ISBN
system has been in effect for only thirty years, so it won’t apply to many rare books.
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(:axioms (forall (b1 b2 - Book )
(iff (and (= (publisher b1 )
(publisher b2 ))
(= (title b1 ) (title b2 ))
(= (phys-charac b1 )
(phys-charac b2 ))
(< (revision-dif b1 b2 ) 1.5))
(= (book-type b1 ) (book-type b2 ))))
(forall (b - Book )
(= (buy b )
(buy 5 (book-type b )))))
This should all be self-explanatory, except for the predicate revision-dif, which
we suppose is in use in the rare book business to express how many revisions are
found between an earlier and later copy of an author’s work. We have introduced a
new function book-type, which maps individual collectable books to their types,
which are commodity books.
For axioms such as these to do the planning agent any good, it must be possible
for the planning agent to use them to translate a rare-book dealer’s service description. Suppose the agent is trying to buy a copy of Lady Chatterly’s Other Lover, a
little-known9 sequel to D.H. Lawrence’s famous work. Having exhausted the usual
sources, it attempts to deal with RareBooks.com. The planning agent first translates
the service description, so that all actions are in terms of (book-type K ) instead
of K . Assuming it can find a way to carry out its plan, at the last stage it must translate its messages back into talking about collectable books. This requires producing
glue-code in the combined axiom set. Similarly, the first step in deciphering a message from the target agent is to apply glue code to rearrange the data structures into
something the planning agent can decode.
4

Conclusions

Here are the main points we have tried to make:
1. Interagent communication requires a sophisticated level of representation of
knowledge states, action definitions, and plans.
2. This representation can only be logic-based; no other notation has the expressive power. Embedding this logic in some form of XML/RDF/DAML
notation is a good idea for web-based agents, but puts nontrivial demands on
the representational power of those notations.
3. In spite of the expressivity, there are algorithms for manipulating logic-based
expressions that might overcome computational-complexity problems.
4. In particular, planning algorithms are a natural fit to the idea of a service description. The service description specifies the possible interactions with an
agent; a plan is a sequence of interactions to achieve a specific goal. Finding
such plans is more or less what planning algorithms do.
9

in fact, fictitious
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5. Planning algorithms will, however, have to be extended in various ways, in
order to cope with disparities between what it knows and what the target
agent wants to receive.
6. There are two key disparities that must be dealt with: ontology mismatches
and data-structure mismatches. The former requires human management of
a formal inter-theory inference process. The latter requires automatic generation of “glue code” to translate data structures.
This is obviously work in progress. We are in the process of adapting our Unpop planner to handle hierarchical and contingency planning, and connecting it to
the glue-code generator. We are building the architecture for managing ontology
transformations.
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Abstract. One of the basic problems in the development of techniques for the semantic
web is the integration of ontologies. Indeed, the web is constituted by a variety of
information sources, each expressed over a certain ontology, and in order to extract
information from such sources, their semantic integration and reconciliation in terms
of a global ontology is required. In this paper, we address the fundamental problem
of how to specify the mapping between the global ontology and the local ontologies.
We argue that for capturing such mapping in an appropriate way, the notion of query
is a crucial one, since it is very likely that a concept in one ontology corresponds
to a view (i.e., a query) over the other ontologies. As a result query processing in
ontology integration systems is strongly related to view-based query answering in data
integration.

1

Introduction

One of the basic problems in the development of techniques for the semantic web is the integration of ontologies. Indeed, the web is constituted by a variety of information sources, and
in order to extract information from such sources, their semantic integration and reconciliation is required. In this paper we deal with a situation where we have various local ontologies,
developed independently from each other, and we are required to build an integrated, global
ontology as a mean for extracting information from the local ones. Thus, the main purpose
of the global ontology is to provide a unified view through which we can query the various
local ontologies.
Most of the work carried out on ontologies for the semantic web is on which language or
which method to use to build the global ontology on the basis of the local ones [13, 2]. For
example, the Ontology Inference Layer (OIL) [13, 2] proposes to use a restricted form of the
expressive and decidable DL studied in [4] to express ontologies for the semantic web.
In this paper, we address what we believe is a crucial problem for the semantic web: how
do we specify the mapping between the global ontology and the local ontologies. This aspect
is the central one if we want to use the global ontology for answering queries in the context of
the semantic web. Indeed, we are not simply using the local ontologies as an intermediate step
towards the global one. Instead, we are using the global ontology for accessing information in
the local ones. It is our opinion that, although the problem of specifying the mapping between
the global and the local ontologies is at the heart of integration in the web, it is not deeply
investigated yet.
We argue that even the most expressive ontology specification languages are not sufficient
for information integration in the semantic web. In a real world setting, different ontologies
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are build by different organizations for different purposes. Hence one should expect the same
information to be represented in different forms and with different levels of abstraction in
the various ontologies. When mapping concepts in the various ontologies to each other, it
is very likely that a concept in one ontology corresponds to a view (i.e., a query) over the
other ontologies. Observe that here the notion of “query” is a crucial one. Indeed, to express
mappings among concepts in different ontologies, suitable query languages should be added
to the ontology specification language, and considered in the various reasoning tasks, in the
spirit of [4, 5]. As a result query processing in this setting is strongly related to view-based
query answering in data integration systems [20, 17]. What distinguishes ontology integration
from data integration as studied in databases, is that, while in data integration one assumes
that each source is basically a databases, i.e., a logical theory with a single model, such an
assumption is not made in ontology integration, where a local ontology is an arbitrary logical
theory, and hence can have multiple models.
Our main contribution in this paper is to present a general framework for an ontology of
integration where the mapping between ontologies is expressed through suitable mechanisms
based on queries, and to illustrate the framework proposed with two significant case studies.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we set up a formal framework for ontology integration. In Sections 3 and 4, we illustrate the so called global-centric approach and
local-centric approach to integration, and we discuss for each of the two approaches a specific
case study showing the subtleties involved. In Section 5 we briefly present an approach to integration that goes beyond the distinction between global-centric and local-centric. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.
2

Ontology integration framework

In this section we set up a formal framework for ontology integration systems (OISs). We
argue that this framework provides the basis of an ontology of integration. For the sake of
simplicity, we will refer to a simplified framework, where the components of an OIS are the
global ontology, the local ontologies, and the mapping between the two. We call such systems
“one-layered”. More complex situations can be modeled by extending the framework in order
to represent, for example, mappings between local ontologies (in the spirit of [12, 6]), or
global ontologies that act as local ones with respect to another layer.
In what follows, one of the main aspects is the definition of the semantics of both the
OIS, and of queries posed to the global ontology. For keeping things simple, we will use in
the following a unique semantic domain ∆, constituted by a fixed, infinite set of symbols.
Formally, an OIS O is a triple hG, S, MG,S i, where G is the global ontology, S is the set
of local ontologies, and MG,S is the mapping between G and the local ontologies in S.
Global ontology. We denote with AG the alphabet of terms of the global ontology, and we
assume that the global ontology G of an OIS is expressed as a theory (named simply G)
in some logic LG .
Local ontologies. We assume to have a set S of n local ontologies S1 , . . . , Sn . We denote
with ASi the alphabet of terms of the local ontology Si . We also denote with AS the
union of all the ASi ’s. We assume that the various ASi ’s are mutually disjoint, and each
one is disjoint from the alphabet AG . We assume that each local ontology is expressed as
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a theory (named simply Si ) in some logic LSi , and we use S to denote the collection of
theories S1 , . . . , Sn .
Mapping. The mapping MG,S is the heart of the OIS, in that it specifies how the concepts1
in the global ontology G and in the local ontologies S map to each other.
Semantics. Intuitively, in specifying the semantics of an OIS, we have to start with a model
of the local ontologies, and the crucial point is to specify which are the models of the
global ontology. Thus, for assigning semantics to an OIS O = hG, S, MG,S i, we start by
considering a local model D for O, i.e., an interpretation that is a model for all the theories
of S. We call global interpretation for O any interpretation for G. A global interpretation
I for O is said to be a global model for O wrt D if:
• I is a model of G, and
• I satisfies the mapping MG,S wrt D.
In the next sections, we will come back to the notion of satisfying a mapping wrt a local
model. The semantics of O, denoted sem(O), is defined as follows:
sem(O) = { I | there exists a local model D for O
s.t. I is a global model for O wrt D }
Queries. Queries posed to an OIS O are expressed in terms of a query language QG over the
alphabet AG and are intended to extract a set of tuples of elements of ∆. Thus, every query
has an associated arity, and the semantics of a query q of arity n is defined as follows. The
answer q O of q to O is the set of tuples
q O = {hc1 , . . . , cn i | for all I ∈ sem(O), hc1 , . . . , cn i ∈ q I }
where q I denotes the result of evaluating q in the interpretation I.
As we said before, the mapping MG,S represents the heart of an OIS O = hG, S, MG,S i.
In the usual approaches to ontology integration, the mechanisms for specifying the mapping
between concepts in different ontologies are limited to expressing direct correspondences
between terms. We argue that, in a real-world setting, one needs a much more powerful
mechanism. In particular, such a mechanism should allow for mapping a concept in one
ontology into a view, i.e., a query over the other ontologies, which acquires the relevant
information by navigating and aggregating several concepts.
Following the research done in data integration [16, 17], we can distinguish two basic
approaches for defining this mapping:
• the global-centric approach, where concepts of the global ontology G are mapped into
queries over the local ontologies in S;
• the local-centric approach, where concepts of the local ontologies in S are mapped to
queries over the global ontology G.
We discuss these two approaches in the following sections.
1

Here and below we use the term “concept” for denoting a concept of the ontology.
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3

Global-centric approach

In the global-centric approach (aka global-as-view approach), we assume we have a query
language VS over the alphabet AS , and the mapping between the global and the local ontologies is given by associating to each term in the global ontology a view, i.e., a query, over
the local ontologies. The intended meaning of associating to a term C in G a query Vs over
S, is that such a query represents the best way to characterize the instances of C using the
concepts in S. A further mechanism is used to specify if the correspondence between C and
the associated view is sound, complete, or exact. Let D be a local model for O, and I a global
interpretation for O:
• I satisfies the correspondence hC, Vs , sound i in MG,S wrt D, if all the tuples satisfying
Vs in D satisfy C in I,
• I satisfies the correspondence hC, Vs , completei in MG,S wrt D, if no tuple other than
those satisfying Vs in D satisfies C in I.
• I satisfies the correspondence hC, Vs , exacti in MG,S wrt D, if the set of tuples that
satisfy C in I is exactly the set of tuples satisfying Vs in D.
We say that I satisfies the mapping MG,S wrt D, if I satisfies every correspondence in
MG,S wrt D.
The global-centric approach is the one adopted in most data integration systems. In such
systems, sources are databases (in general relational ones), the global ontology is actually a
database schema (again, represented in relational form), and the mapping is specified by associating to each relation in the global schema one relational query over the source relations.
It is a common opinion that this mechanism allow for a simple query processing strategy,
which basically reduces to unfolding the query using the definition specified in the mapping,
so as to translate the query in terms of accesses to the sources [20]. Actually, when we add
constraints (even of a very simple form) to the global schema, query processing becomes
even harder, as shown in the following case study.
3.1

A case study

We now set up a global-centric framework for ontology integration, which is based on ideas
developed for data integration over global schemas expressed in the Entity-Relationship
model [3]. In particular, we describe the main components of the ontology integration system,
and we provide the semantics both of the system, and of query answering.
The OIS O = hG, S, MG,S i is defined as follows:
• The global ontology G is expressed in the Entity-Relationship model (or equivalently as
UML class diagrams). In particular, G may include:
– typing constraints on relationships, assigning an entity to each component of the
relationship;
– mandatory participation to relationships, saying that each instance of an entity must
participate as i-th component to a relationship;
– ISA relations between both entities and relationships;
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– typing constraints, functional restrictions, and mandatory existence, for attributes
both of entities and of relationships.
• The local ontologies S are constituted simply by a relational alphabet AS , and by the
extensions of the relations in AS . For example, such extensions may be expressed as
relational databases. Observe that we are assuming that no intensional relation between
terms in AS is present in the local ontologies.
• The mapping MG,S between G and S is given by a set of correspondences of the form
hC, Vs , sound i, where C is a concept (i.e., either an entity, a relationship, or an attribute)
in the global ontology and Vs is a query over S. More precisely,
– The mapping associates a query of arity 1 to each entity of G.
– The mapping associates a query of arity 2 to each entity attribute A of G. Intuitively,
if the query retrieves the pair hx, yi from the extension of the local ontologies, this
means that y is a value of the attribute A of the entity instance x. Thus, the first
argument of the query corresponds to the instances of the entity for which A is
defined, and the second argument corresponds to the values of the attribute A.
– The mapping associates a query of arity n to each relationship R of arity n in G.
Intuitively, if the query retrieves the tuple hx1 , . . . , xn i from the extension of the
local ontologies, this means that hx1 , . . . , xn i is an instance of R.
– The mapping associates a query of arity n + 1 to each attribute A of a relationship
R of arity n in G. The first n arguments of the query correspond to the tuples of R,
and the last argument corresponds to the values of A.
As specified above, the intended meaning of the query Vs associated to the concept C
is that it specifies how to retrieve the data corresponding to C in the global schema
starting from the data at the sources. This confirms that we are following the globalas-views approach: each concept in the global ontology is defined as a view over the
concepts in the local ontologies. We do not pose any constraint on the language used
to express the queries in the mapping. Since the extensions of local ontologies are relational databases, we simply assume that the language is able to express computations over
relational databases.
To specify the semantics of a data integration system, we have to characterize, given the
set of tuples in the extension of the various relations of the local ontologies, which are the
data satisfying the global ontology. In principle, one would like to have a single extension as
model of the global ontology. Indeed, this is the case for most of the data integration systems
described in the literature. However, we will show in the following the surprising result that,
due to the presence of the semantic conditions that are implicit in the conceptual schema G,
in general, we will have to account for a set of possible extensions.
Example 1. Figure 1 shows the global schema G1 of a data integration system O1 =
hG1 , S1 , M1 i, where Age is a functional attribute, Student has a mandatory participation in
the relationship Enrolled, Enrolled isa Member, and University isa Organization. The schema
models persons who can be members of one or more organizations, and students who are
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Person

Member

Organization

Student

Enrolled

University

Age

Figure 1: Global ontology of Example 1

enrolled in universities. Suppose that S is constituted by S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 , S5 , S6 , S7 , S8 , and that
the mapping M1 is as follows:
Person(x)
Organization(x)
Member(x, y)
Student(x)
Age(x, y)
University(x)
Enrolled(x, y)

←
←
←
←
←
←
←

S1 (x)
S2 (x)
S7 (x, z) ∧ S8 (z, y)
S3 (x, y) ∨ S4 (x)
S3 (x, y) ∨ S6 (x, y, z)
S5 (x)
S4 (x, y)

From the semantics of the OIS O it is easy to see that, given a local model D, several
situations are possible:
1. No global model exists. This happens, in particular, when the data in the extension of the
local ontologies retrieved by the queries associated to the elements of the global ontology
do not satisfy the functional attribute constraints.
2. Several global models exist. This happens, for example, when the data in the extension
of the local ontologies retrieved by the queries associated to the global concepts do not
satisfy the ISA relationships of the global ontology. In this case, it may happen that several
ways exist to add suitable objects to the elements of G in order to satisfy the constraints.
Each such ways yields a global model.
Example 2. Referring to Example 1, consider a local model D1 , where S3 contains the tuple
ht1 , a1 i, and S6 contains the tuple ht1 , a2 , v1 i. The query associated to Age by the mapping
M1 specifies that, in every model of O1 both tuples should belong to the extension of Age.
However, since Age is a functional attribute in G1 , it follows that no model exists for the OIS
O1 .
Example 3. Referring again to Example 1, consider a local model D2 , where S1 contains p1
and p2 , S2 contains o1 , S5 contains u1 , S4 contains t1 , and the pairs hp1 , o1 i and hp2 , u1 i are
in the join between S7 and S8 . By the mapping M1 , it follows that in every model of O1 , we
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have that p1 , p2 ∈ Person, hp1 , o1 i, hp2 , u1 i ∈ Member, o1 ∈ Organization, t1 ∈ Student, and
u1 ∈ University. Moreover, since G1 specifies that Student has a mandatory participation in
the relationship Enrolled, in every model for O1 , t1 must be enrolled in a certain university.
The key point is that nothing is said in D2 about which university, and therefore we have to
accept as models all interpretations for O1 that differ in the university t1 is enrolled in.
In the framework proposed, it is assumed that the first problem is solved by the queries
extracting data from the extension of the local ontologies. In other words, it is assumed that,
for any functional attribute A, the corresponding query implements a suitable data cleaning
strategy (see, e.g., [15]) that ensures that, for every local model D and every x, there is at
most one tuple (x, y) in the extension of A (a similar condition holds for functional attributes
of relationships).
The second problem shows that the issue of query answering with incomplete information arises even in the global-as-view approach to data integration. Indeed, the existence of
multiple global models for the OIS implies that query processing cannot simply reduce to
evaluating the query over a single relational database. Rather, we should in principle take all
possible global models into account when answering a query.
It is interesting to observe that there are at least two different strategies to simplify
the setting, and overcome this problem that are frequently adopted in data integration systems [16, 20, 17]:
• Data integration systems usually adopt a simpler data model (often, a plain relational data
model) for expressing the global schema (i.e., the global ontology). In this case, the data
retrieved from the sources (i.e., the local ontologies) trivially fits into the schema, and can
be directly considered as the unique database to be processed during query answering.
• The queries associated to the concepts of the global schema are often considered as exact.
In this case, analogously to the previous one, it is easy to see that the only global extension to be considered is the one formed by the data retrieved by the extension of the local
ontologies. However, observe that, when data in this extension do not obey all semantic
conditions that are implicit in the global ontology, this single extension is not coherent
with the global ontology, and the OIS is inconsistent. This implies that query answering
in meaningless. We argue that, in the usual case of autonomous, heterogeneous local ontologies, it is very unlikely that data fit in the global ontology, and therefore, this approach
is too restrictive, in the sense that the OIS would be often inconsistent.
The fact that the problem of incomplete information is overlooked in current approaches
can be explained by observing that traditional data integration systems follow one of the
above mentioned simplifying strategies: they either express the global schema as a set of
plain relations, or consider the sources as exact (see, for instance, [11, 19, 1]).
In [3] we present an algorithm for computing the set of certain answers to queries posed to
a data integration system. The key feature of the algorithm is to reason about both the query
and the global ontology in order to infer which tuples satisfy the query in all models of the
OIS. Thus, the algorithm does not simply unfold the query on the basis of the mapping, as
usually done in data integration systems based on the global-as-view approach. Indeed, the
algorithm is able to add more answers to those directly extracted from the local ontologies,
by exploiting the semantic conditions expressed in the conceptual global schema.
Let O = hG, S, MG,S i be an OIS, let D be a local model, and let Q be a query over the
global ontology G. The algorithm is constituted by three major steps.
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1. From the query Q, obtain a new query expand G (Q) over the elements of the global ontology G in which the knowledge in G that is relevant for Q has been compiled in.
2. From expand G (Q), compute the query unfold MG,S (expand G (Q)), by unfolding
expand G (Q) on the basis of the mapping MG,S . The unfolding simply substitutes each
atom of expand G (Q) with the query associated by MG,S to the element in the atom. The
resulting unfold MG,S (expand G (Q)) is a query over the relations in the local ontologies.
3. Evaluate the query unfold MG,S (expand G (Q)) over the local model D.
The last two steps are quite obvious. Instead, the first one requires to find a way to compile
into the query the semantic relations holding among the concepts of the global schema G. A
way to do so is shown in [3]. The query expand G (Q) returned by the algorithm is exponential
wrt to Q. However, expand G (Q) is a union of conjunctive queries, which, if the queries in the
mapping are polynomial, makes the entire algorithm polynomial in data complexity.
Example 4. Referring to Example 3, consider the query Q1 to O1 :
Q1 (x) ← Member(x, y) ∧ University(y)
It is easy to see that {p2 , t1 } is the set of certain answers to Q1 with respect to O1 and D2 .
Thus, although D2 does not indicate in which university t1 is enrolled, the semantics of O1
specifies that t1 is enrolled in a university in all legal database for O1 . Since Member is a
generalization of Enrolled, this implies that t1 is in QO
1 , and hence is in unf M1 (exp G1 (Q1 ))
evaluated over D2 .
4

Local-centric approach

In the local-centric approach (aka local-as-view approach), we assume we have a query language VG over the alphabet AG , and the mapping between the global and the local ontologies
is given by associating to each term in the local ontologies a view, i.e., a query over the
global ontology. Again, the intended meaning of associating to a term C in S a query Vg
over G, is that such a query represents the best way to characterize the instances of C using
the concepts in G. As in the global-centric approach, the correspondence between C and the
associated view can be either sound, complete, or exact. Let D be a local model for O, and I
a global interpretation for O:
• I satisfies the correspondence hVg , C, sound i in MG,S wrt D, if all the tuples satisfying
C in D satisfy Vg in I,
• I satisfies the correspondence hVg , C, completei in MG,S wrt D, if no tuple other than
those satisfying C in D satisfies Vg in I,
• I satisfies the correspondence hVg , C, exacti in MG,S wrt D, if the set of tuples that
satisfy C in D is exactly the set of tuples satisfying Vg in I.
As in the global-centric approach, we say that I satisfies the mapping MG,S wrt D, if I
satisfies every correspondence in MG,S wrt D.
Recent research work on data integration follows the local-centric approach [20, 17, 18, 6,
8]. The major challenge of this approach is that, in order to answer a query expressed over the
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global schema, one must be able to reformulate the query in terms of queries to the sources.
While in the global-centric approach such a reformulation is guided by the correspondences
in the mapping, here the problem requires a reasoning step, so as to infer how to use the
sources for answering the query. Many authors point out that, despite its difficulty, the localcentric approach better supports a dynamic environment, where local ontologies can be added
to the systems without the need for restructuring the global ontology.
4.1

A case study

We present here an OIS architecture based on the use of Description Logics to represent
ontologies [6, 7]. Specifically, we adopt the Description Logic DLR, in which both classes
and n-ary relations can be represented [4]. We first introduce DLR, and then we illustrate
how we use the logic to define an OIS.
4.1.1

The Description Logic DLR

Description Logics2 (DLs) are knowledge representation formalisms that are able to capture
virtually all class-based representation formalisms used in Artificial Intelligence, Software
Engineering, and Databases [9, 10].
One of the distinguishing features of these logics is that they have optimal reasoning algorithms, and practical systems implementing such algorithms are now used in several projects.
In DLs, the domain of interest is modeled by means of concepts and relations, which
denote classes of objects and relationships, respectively. Here, we focus our attention on the
DL DLR [4, 6], whose basic elements are concepts (unary relations), and n-ary relations.
We assume to deal with an alphabet A constituted by a finite set of atomic relations, atomic
concepts, and constants, denoted by P , A, and a, respectively. We use R to denote arbitrary
relations (of given arity between 2 and nmax ), and C to denote arbitrary concepts, respectively
built according to the following syntax:
C ::= >1 | A | ¬C | C1 u C2 | ∃[i]R | (≤ k [i]R)
R ::= >n | P | i/n : C | ¬R | R1 u R2
where i denotes a component of a relation, i.e., an integer between 1 and nmax , n denotes the
arity of a relation, i.e., an integer between 2 and nmax , and k denotes a nonnegative integer.
We consider only concepts and relations that are well-typed, which means that only relations
of the same arity n are combined to form expressions of type R1 u R2 (which inherit the
arity n), and i ≤ n whenever i denotes a component of a relation of arity n.
The semantics of DLR is specified as follows. An interpretation I is constituted by an
interpretation domain ∆I , and an interpretation function ·I that assigns to each constant an
element of ∆I under the unique name assumption, to each concept C a subset C I of ∆I ,
and to each relation R of arity n a subset RI of (∆I )n , such that the conditions in Figure 2
are satisfied. Observe that, the “¬” constructor on relations is used to express difference of
relations, and not the complement [4].
A DLR knowledge base is a set of inclusion assertions of the form
C1 v C2
2

R1 v R2

See http://dl.kr.org for the home page of Description Logics.
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>I1
AI
(¬C)I
(C1 u C2 )I
(∃[i]R)I
(≤ k [i]R)I

=
⊆
=
=
=
=

∆I
∆I
∆I \ C I
C1I ∩ C2I
{d ∈ ∆I | ∃hd1 , . . . , dn i ∈ RI . di = d}
{d ∈ ∆I | ]{hd1 , . . . , dn i ∈ R1I | di = d} ≤ k}

>In
PI
i/n : C I
(¬R)I
(R1 u R2 )I

⊆
⊆
=
=
=

(∆I )n
>In
{hd1 , . . . , dn i ∈ >In | di ∈ C I }
>In \ RI
R1I ∩ R2I

Figure 2: Semantic rules for DLR (P , R, R1 , and R2 have arity n)

where C1 and C2 are concepts, and R1 and R2 are relations of the same arity. An inclusion
assertion C1 v C2 (resp., R1 v R2 ) is satisfied in an interpretation I if C1I ⊆ C2I (resp.,
R1I ⊆ R2I ). An interpretation is a model of a knowledge base K, if it satisfies all assertions in
K. K logically implies an inclusion assertion ρ if ρ is satisfied in all models of K.
Finally, we introduce the notion of query expression in DLR. We assume that the alphabet A is enriched with a finite set of variable symbols, simply called variables. A query
expression Q over a DLR knowledge base K is a non-recursive datalog query of the form
Q(~x) ← conj 1 (~x, ~y1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ conj m (~x, ~ym )
where each conj i (~x, ~yi ) is a conjunction of atoms, and ~x, ~yi are all the variables appearing
in the conjunct. Each atom has one of the forms R(~t) or C(t), where ~t and t are variables
in ~x and ~yi or constants in A, R is a relation of K, and C is a concept of K. The number of
variables of ~x is called the arity of Q, and is the arity of the relation denoted by the query Q.
We observe that the atoms in query expressions are arbitrary DLR concepts and relations,
freely used in the assertions of the KB.
Given an interpretation I, a query expression Q of arity n is interpreted as the set QI of
n-tuples of constants hc1 , . . . , cn i, such that, when substituting each ci for xi , the formula
∃~y1 .conj 1 (~x, ~y1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ ∃~ym .conj m (~x, ~ym )
evaluates to true in I.
DLR is equipped with effective reasoning techniques that are sound and complete with
respect to the semantics. In particular, checking whether a given assertion logically follows
from a set of assertions is EXPTIME-complete in (assuming that numbers are encoded in
unary), and query containment, i.e., checking whether one query is contained in another one
in every model of a set of assertions, is EXPTIME-hard and solvable in 2EXPTIME [4].
4.1.2 DLR local-centric OIS
We now set up a local-centric framework for ontology integration, which is based on ideas
developed for data integration over DLR knowledge bases [6, 5]. In particular, we describe
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the main components of the ontology integration system, and we provide the semantics both
of the system, and of query answering.
In this setting, an OIS O = hG, S, MG,S i is defined as follows:
• The global ontology G is a DLR knowledge base.
• The local ontologies S are again seen as a set of relations each giving the extension of
an ontology-concept in the ontology. We observe that again we have only extensional
knowledge on such relations in S.
• The mapping MG,S between G and S is given by a set of correspondences of the form
hVg , T, asi, where T is a relation of a local ontology, Vg is a query expression over G, and
as is either sound , complete, or exact.
Observe that we could partition the global ontology in several parts, one for each local
ontology, modeling the intensional knowledge on the local ontology wrt the OIS, plus one for
the reconciled global view of such ontologies. By making use of the so called interschema
assertions [12] the different parts can be related to each at the intesional level. For simplicity
we do not deal with interschema assertion in this case study, however it is immediate to extend
the framework presented here to include them as well [6, 7].
Query answering in this setting requires quite sophisticated techniques that take into account the knowledge both in the global ontology and in the mapping in answering a query
posed over the global ontology with the data contained in the local ontologies. Such query
answering techniques are studied in [5].
Example 5. Consider for example the OIS Od = hGd , Sd , Md i defined as follows:
• The global ontology Gd is the DLR knowledge base
American u ∃[1](RELATIVE u 2 : Doctor) v Wealthy
Surgeon v Doctor
expressing that Americans who have a doctor as relative are wealthy, and that each surgeon is also a doctor.
• The set Sd of local ontologies consists of two ontologies, containing respectively the
relations T1 and T2 , with extensions {ann, bill} and {ann, dan}.
• The mapping MG,S is {hV1 , T1 , sound i, hV2 , T2 , sound i}, with
V1 (x) ← RELATIVE(x, y) ∧ Surgeon(y)
V2 (x) ← American(x)
Given the query expression Qw (x) ← Wealthy(x) over Gd , asking for those who are wealthy,
d
we have that the only answer in QO
w is ann. Consider an additional local ontology, consisting
of a relation T3 with an extension not containing bill, and mapped to G by the correspondence
hV3 , T3 , exacti, with V3 (x) ← Wealthy(x). Then, from the constraints in Gd and the information we have on the correspondences, we can conclude that bill is not an answer to the
query asking for the Americans.
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5

Combining the global-centric and local-centric approaches

The global-centric and the local-centric approach can be combined together into an approach
using unrestricted mappings, in which the restrictions on the direction of the correspondence
between global and local ontologies are overcome [14]. In the unrestricted approach, we have
both a query language VS over the alphabet AS , and a query language VG over the alphabet
AG , and the mapping between the global and the local ontologies is given by relating views
over the global ontology to views over the local ontologies. Again, the intended meaning of
relating the view Vg over the global ontology to the view Vs over the local ontology is that Vs
represents the best way to characterize the objects satisfying Vg in terms of the concepts in S.
Analogously to the other cases, the correspondences between Vg and Vs can be characterized
as sound, complete, or exact. Let D be a local model for O, and I a global interpretation for
O:
• I satisfies the correspondence hVg , Vs , sound i in MG,S wrt D, if all the tuples satisfying
satisfying Vs in D satisfy Vg in I,
• I satisfies the correspondence hVg , Vs , completei in MG,S wrt D, if no tuple other than
those satisfying Vs in D satisfy Vg in I,
• I satisfies the correspondence hVg , Vs , exacti in MG,S wrt D, if the set of tuples that
satisfy Vg in I is exactly the set of tuples satisfying Vs in D.
Again, we say that I satisfies the mapping MG,S wrt D, if I satisfies every correspondence in MG,S wrt D.
Example 6. Consider the OIS Ou = hGu , Su , Mu i, where both Gu and the two ontologies S1
and S2 forming Su are simply sets of relations with their extensions.
• The global ontology Gu contains two binary relations, WorksFor, denoting researchers
and projects they work for, and Area, denoting projects and research areas they belong to.
• The local ontology S1 contains a binary relation InterestedIn denoting persons and fields
they are interested in, and the local ontology S2 contains a binary relation GetGrant,
denoting researchers and grants assigned to them, and a binary relation GrantFor denoting
grants and projects they refer to.
• The mapping Mu is formed by the following correspondences
– hV1 , InterestedIn, completei, with V1 (r, f ) ← WorksFor(r, p) ∧ Area(p, f )
– hWorkFor, V2 , sound i, with V2 (r, p) ← GetGrant(r, g) ∧ GrantFor(g, p)
This situation can be represented neither in the global-centric nor in the local-centric approach.
Query answering in this approach is largely unexplored, mainly because it combines the
difficulties of the other ones. However, in a real world setting, this may be the only approach
that provides the appropriate expressive power.
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6

Conclusions

We have presented a general framework for ontology integration, where a global ontology
is used to provide a unified view for querying local ontologies, as in the semantic web. The
framework represents a sort of design space for the problem of integrating ontologies within
semantic web applications. We have argued that the mapping between the global and the local
ontologies is the main aspect of the framework, and we have discussed various approaches for
specifying such a mapping. Independently of the approach, we have stressed that the notion
of query is crucial for the task of ontology integration.
The two case studies we have presented have shown the need of sophisticated techniques
for query answering in an ontology integration system. The two case studies illustrated simplified settings, drawn from data integration. One should expect things to become even more
complex when ontology integration is considered in its full generality. Recently several proposals have been made, based on the idea of expressing ontologies as knowledge bases, e.g.,
in Description Logics [13, 2], and applying automated reasoning techniques for several services in the design of and the interaction with the semantic web. We believe however that
such an idea needs to be extended by considering queries as first order citizens and having
the ability to reason on them.
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Abstract.
Resolving heterogeneity among information systems is a crucial problem if we
wish to gain value from the many distributed resources available to us. Problems of
heterogeneity in hardware, operating systems, and data structures have been widely
addressed, but issues of diverse semantics have been handled mainly in an ad-hoc
fashion. In this paper, we present ONION, a system based a scalable approach to
interoperation of information systems by articulating their associated ontologies. An
articulation focuses on the semantically relevant intersection of information resources
with respect to a type of application. However, ontologies obtained from diverse sources
are represented using different conceptual models. We have designed a simple intermediate conceptual model - the ONION conceptual model - that we use to transform
ontologies into before we generate semantic correspondences or articulations between
them.
In ONION, application-dependent articulation rules that capture the correspondence between concepts in different ontologies are established between source ontologies semi-automatically. Finally we present an ontology algebra, based on the
articulation rules, for the composition of ontologies.

1 Introduction
Today a large number of diverse information sources - databases, knowledge bases, collections of documents - are available on the Internet. Often, we cannot answer a query from a
single source, and need to compose knowledge from multiple sources. Intelligent searching
and querying on the World Wide Web - the largest collection of distributed information and
knowledge sources - often requires composing information from heterogeneous information
sources. Today, the bulk of this composition is done by the end-user. Not only is this extremely tedious and time-consuming, but also, often, the end-user does not have any idea
of the semantics used by the builder of the information source. In this paper, we present
a brief overview of the ONION (ONtology compositION) system, which takes a principled
approach to enable semi-automatic interoperation among heterogeneous information sources.
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1.1 Heterogeneity
Most information sources have been independently constructed and are autonomously maintained. Attempts have been made to integrate information from these various information
sources into a monolithic information source [1], [2]. Such an approach creates maintenance
and scalability problems. When an information source is to be added, the large information
source must be restructured. Often such maintenance leads to substantial delays [3].
Some researchers have tried to first build a standard ontology or global schema and then
build information sources that conform to the ontology or schema [4], [5]. Even though the
approach has worked for small communities, it is almost impossible to come up with an
agreed-to-standard for knowledge in larger domains, especially among groups that have different applications in mind.
Besides, it is prohibitively expensive to restructure existing knowledge so that it conforms
to the standard ontology even if such a beast ever came into being.
1.2 Maintenance
Everyday new discoveries expand our knowledge, and change the views of the universe that
we live in. Therefore, even if information sources start off with a common ontology, such
an ontology has to be updated periodically. The maintainers of the information sources that
use the standard ontology will have to agree on the updates being proposed and on the restructuring of the ontology. They may have entirely different applications in mind or may not
subscribe to a newly discovered theory. Furthermore, some participants might see the changes
required to support the proposed updates as an unnecessary imposition since restructuring the
information source will require substantial effort on their part. Thus generating new consensus on updates to the standard ontology is a time-consuming and tenuous process. For fast
changing fields, arriving at a consensus within a short period of time is not even feasible.
Therefore, we need a system where the information sources are autonomously maintained.
1.3 A Realistic Setting
We, believe that the information sources should be autonomous and we should not require
them to conform to a standard ontology in order to allow composition of knowledge from
them. Instead of integrating information sources, we intend to enable interoperation among
them.
Unfortunately, the composition of knowledge from multiple independently maintained
information sources is a hard problem. Independently constructed information sources are
heterogeneous and often use different vocabularies and conceptual models. The organization
of class-subclass hierarchies are substantially different. Often, they use different terms to represent the same concept and the same term to represent entirely different concepts. In order to
interoperate among such information sources we need to resolve their semantic heterogeneity.
Karp [6] proposes a strategy for database interoperation. We extend Karp’s approach to
apply to not only databases, but also to knowledge bases and information sources.
As in [7], [8], and [6], we assume that information sources are independently created
and maintained. In Karp’s system, each database comes with a schem a which is saved in
a Knowledge Base of Databases. Correspondingly, we assume that associated with each in-
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formation source is an ontology. However, we do not require all ontologies to be saved in a
central repository.
The ontologies associated with information sources are based on some existing, known
vocabularies and conceptual models. Native drivers and wrappers provide access to the ontol ogies and help us restructure the information if needed. We establish application-specific
articulation rules, i.e., rules that establish correspondence between concepts in different ontologies, semi-automatically.
Queries are rewritten using the articulation rules. Before a query is dispatched to a source,
the terms in the query are rewritten using the articulation rules that indicate the semantic correspondence between the terms in the query and those in the source. This rewriting ensures
that a source gets a query that conforms to the vocabulary and the semantics of the source.
During query planning, optimization is enabled based on the algebraic properties of the operations.
In this paper, we describe the ONION system and highlight our approach to interoperation. In Section 2, we describe the common conceptual model that ONION uses for its
internal representation of ontologies. In Section 3 we discuss the semi-automatic articulation
of ontologies. In Section 4 we outline an Ontology Algebra that we use to compose information from diverse sources. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 The ONION Conceptual Model
The heterogeneity among information sources needs to be resolved to enable meaningful information exchange or interoperation among them. The two major sources of heterogeneity
among the sources are as follows. First, different sources use different conceptual models and
modeling languages to represent their data and meta-data. Second, sources using the same
conceptual model differ in their semantics. The ONION system uses a common ontology
format, which we have described below. It first converts all external ontologies to this common format and then resolves the semantic heterogeneity among the objects in the ontologies
that it is articulating.
Melnik, et al., [9] have shown how to convert ontologies and different classes of conceptual models into those using one common format. For example, say one information source
uses UML [10] and another using DAML+OIL [11]. ONION will convert the ontologies
associated with both information sources to the ONION conceptual model described below.
Since the number of classes of such conceptual models that are in use and that we want
to support is small, we will provide wrappers which will convert from these models to the
ONION format.
Instead of converting all ontologies from their native models to the ONION format, an
alternative is to do so declaratively. That is, first generate rules that correlate parts of one
ontology to parts of another based on semantic similarity. Then these rules could be used
to transform ontologies as required. However, this approach would require us to create and
manipulate articulation rules that would not only have semantic information but also have information about how we should transform the conceptual models underlying each ontology.
These rules would be more complex since they would have information about reformating
the ontologies, and would be less usable than the rules required once both ontologies have
been converted to a common format. Besides, by converting to the ONION format, we eliminate the necessity of n2 pariwise conversions among n ontologies and instead reduce it to n
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conversions (of all the ontologies to the common format).
We solve the problem of establishing correspondences among ontology formats and the
problem of establishing articulations among the concepts in the ontologies differently because
we believe that the small number of conceptual modeling formats that we intend to support
(currently XML, RDF, DAML+OIL) can be converted to use one common conceptual model,
whereas the number of concepts and thus objects used in ontologies are rather large and
creating a huge, integrated, common, global ontology is untenable and unmaintainable.
Information sources were, are and will be modeled using different conceptual models.
We do not foresee the creation of a de facto standard conceptual model that will be used
by all information sources. On the other hand, we need a common ontology format for our
internal representation. We use the ONION format to represent the source ontologies and
manipulate them to create the articulation ontology. The design choices for the conceptual
model that we will transform the various source ontologies to range from the least common
denominator of the different conceptual models used by the various sources to the greatest
common multiple of them. Instead of choosing a model that has various complex features
that capture the intricacies of all the conceptual models, we strive to keep our model simple.
2.1

A Graph-Oriented Conceptual Model

Our common conceptual model for the internal representation of ontologies is based on the
work done by Gyssens, et al.,[12]. In its core, we represent an ontology as a graph. Formally,
an ontology O = (G; R) is represented as a directed labeled graph G and a set of rules R.
The graph G = (V; E ) comprises a finite set of nodes V and a finite set of edges E .
An edge e is written as (n1 ; ; n2 ) where n1 and n2 are two nodes belonging to the set
of nodes V and is the label of the edge between them. The label of a node n is given by
a function (n) that maps the node to non-null string. In the context of ontologies, the label
is often a noun-phrase that represents a concept. The label of an edge e = (n1 ; ; n2 ) is a
string given by = Æ (e). The label of an edge is the name of a semantic relationship among
the concepts and can be null if the relationship is not known. The domain of the functions 
and Æ is the universal set of all nodes and edges respectively (from all graphs) and the range
is the set of strings (from all lexicons). For the rest of the paper, we will assume that the
function  maps a node to a unique label (the concatenation of the name of the node in the
ontology and the name of the ontology), and thus will use the label of a node as a unique
identifier of the node. To represent an edge, we can substitute the label of a node for a node
and write edge e = ((n1 ); ; (n2 ).
The graph in the ONION conceptual model can be expressed using RDF [13]. Each
edge in our graph is coded as an RDF sentence, with the two nodes being the subject and
the predicate and the relationship being the property. However, in order to keep our model
simple, we have not included the containers that provide collection semantics in RDF. If the
children of a node need to be ordered we use a special relationship, as explained below. By
choosing RDF, we can use the various tools that are available and do not have to write parsers
and other tools for our model.
The set of logical rules R are rules expressed in a logic-based language. Although, theoretically, it might make sense to use first-order logic as the rule language due to its greater
expressive power, to limit the computational complexity we will use a simpler language like
Horn Clauses. A typical rule r 2 R is of the form CompoundStatement ) Statement.
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A CompoundStatement is the conjunction of multiple Statements. A Statement is of the form
(Concept Relationship Concept). A Concept can either be a label of a node in the ontology
graph or a variable that can be bound to a node (in the ontology graph) representing a concept.
A Relationship, as in an edge label in the ontology graph, expresses a relation between the
two Concepts. A detailed description of the rule language can be found in [14].
2.2 Semantic Relationships in ONION
The ONION articulation generator can easily derive better semantic matches among concepts in a pair of ontologies if it has some semantic information about the relationships used in
the ONION ontology model. Certain conceptual models allow only strictly-typed relationships with pre-defined semantics. For instance, relationships like SubClassOf, AttributeOf,
etc., have very clearly defined semantics in most object-relational databases. A system that
knows the exact semantics of the relationships in a conceptual model can use the information,
e.g., to find better matches between concepts in two ontologies or to perform type-checking
and flag errors.
Other models allow any user-defined relationships without any restriction. For instance,
relationships like OwnerOf tend to be interpreted according to the semantics associated to
it by the local application. Such relationships need not be strictly typed and a general system
that imports such a model does not know of the application-specific semantic interpretation of
the relationships. This approach provides enormous flexibility and can accommodate a large
number of relationships. However, since the semantics of these relationships are not exactly
known by the system, it cannot use them for matching related concepts or for type-checking.
The ONION conceptual modeling encourages the use of a set of strictly-typed relationships with precisely defined semantics. The set of relationships that our articulation generator
knows the semantics of is fSubClassOf; P artOf; AttributeOf; InstanceOf; V alueOf g.
In ONION, we assign the conventional semantics to each of these relationships. Some of
these relationships impose type-restrictions on the two nodes they relate. Some of the relationships (like SubClassOf , InstanceOf ) are somewhat similar to those in RDF-Schema
but the set of relationships that have defined semantics in our conceptual model is different
and much smaller to maintain its simplicity.
The following is a description of the semantics of he set of pre-defined relationships
available in our common conceptual model:
SubClassOf: The relationship is used to indicate that one concept is a subclass of another. The two concepts that it relates must be of type Class. For example, the statement
(Car SubClassOf V ehicle) denotes that the concept Car is a subclass of concept V ehicle.
That is any instance of the class Car is also an instance of the class V ehicle and all the attributes of the class V ehicle are also attributes of the class Car . The relationship SubClassOf
is transitive and in the absence of an explicit rule in an ontology that states the SubClassOf
relationship is transitive, we will add one to the ontology before reasoning or rewriting the
queries using the rules.
AttributeOf: This relationship indicates that a concept is an attribute of another concept,
e.g., an edge (ConceptA AttributeOf ConceptB ) indicates that ConceptA is an attribute
of ConceptB . ConceptB has to be of type Class or of type Object and ConceptA is of
type Class. This relationship, also referred to as PropertyOf in some information models, has
typically the same semantics as attributes in (object-)relational databases .
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PartOf: This relationship indicates that a concept is a part of another concept, e.g., an edge
(Chassis P artOf Car ) indicates that Chassis is part of a Car . The first concept is of type
Class while the second concept can be of type Class or Object. In relational databases, such
relationships are often coded as attributes, but we believe that this relationship is sufficiently
different semantically from the relationship AttributeOf to warrant separate consideration.
InstanceOf: This relationship indicates that an object is an instance of a class. Therefore,
the first concept in the relationship is of type object and the second of type Class. For example,
an edge (MyCar InstanceOf Car ) indicates that MyCar is an instance of the Class Car .
ValueOf: This relationship is used to indicate the value of an attribute of an object, e.g.,
("29" V alueOf Age). Thus, the first concept is of type literal and the second of type Class.
Typically, the second concept (in our example, the class Age), in turn has an edge (in our
example, (Age AttributeOf P ersonA)) from the object it describes.
2.3 Sequences

XML is becoming the dominant format for expressing data and meta-data on the web. Like
SGML and other markup languages primarily designed to express documents, XML imposes
order among its elements. By itself, the graphical ONION model, described above, does not
impose order among the children of a node. In order to express order, we introduce a special
relationship, namely Sequence, which is very similar to the container Sequence in RDF. For
example, a list ranking cars can be described using the edges (MoneyLineRanking Sequence CarRankingList
1 HondaAccord), and (CarRankingList : 2 F ordT aurus). The intermediate node CarRankingList represents the list object and its elements form an ordered sequence. In an edge
of the form (ConceptA Sequence ConceptB ) the first concept can be a class or an object
and the second concept is an object representing the list. The individual elements of the list
can be objects or classes and are related to the list-object via the relationships : 1; : 2; : : : ; : N
where the list has N elements.
In ONION conceptual model, we do not require that every relationship must belong to
the small set of relationships whose semantics are predefined. The model is flexible enough
to allow any other user-defined relationship. The articulation generator will not be able to use
the relationships, whose semantics it is not aware of, unless the semantics are captured using
rules in the source ontology. For example, if the source ontology uses a relationship Is A and
has a rule that says that ”Is-A” is transitive, the articulation generator can use that information
to generate matches. The articulation rules that the articulation generator generates uses only
the relationships whose semantics are predefined to establish correspondences among nodes
in the source ontologies.
The articulation generator generates matches among nodes in the two source ontologies
that is supplied to it and does not attempt to match relationships among ontologies. The
articulation generator uses only relationships whose semantics are clearly defined to it to
derive meaningful matches among the nodes and ignores the relationships that it does not
know the semantics of. Therefore, if two RDF models have the relationships ”Buyer” and
”Owner” and for the purposes of the application we want to generate a match between the
two, we need to represent these relationships as nodes in the ONION model and then run the
articulation generator to match them.
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2.4 Reference and Subsumption
In conceptual models, especially those used to model documents, like XML, SGML, OEM
etc. [15], where there are nested objects and entities, an object is modeled as a subtree in
a graph. The entire subtree rooted at a node comprises the object that the node represents.
When a query asks for the object, the entire subtree is returned. Such models assume that an
object subsumes all objects that are in its subtree. If any relationship needs to be expressed
between two objects a reference to the second object is used. The reference is denoted by
having a node with the the identifier of the second object and having an edge to this node.
The use of this additional node that refers to a different object helps preserve the tree structure
of the models, which is required for documents, since they are in essence serialized entities.
In our model, however, even though many of the relationships, with pre-defined semantics, are essentially subsumptive in nature, we intend to keep the concept of an object as
simple as possible. Faced with the question of defining the scope of an object in our common
conceptual model, we take the minimal approach. In our world, a single node represents a
concept: a class, an object, or a value. All edges are referential in nature. Thus, when a query
asks to select an object, only the node representing the object is returned and not the entire
subtree rooted at the node. This minimal definition of an object helps us keep the articulation rules and the resulting ontology intersections as small as possible. As we will see later,
the larger the intersection, the greater the cost when using the articulation to answer queries.
Thus we make the choice to keep the definition of an object as simple as possible.
Apart from the graph model, our conceptual model allows us to declaratively supply rules.
Some features in other models can be converted using the rules to capture their semantics.
If this is not possible, relationships which are not interpreted by ONION can be used. Some
features still cannot be expressed using the ONION model.
The common conceptual model is used to bring ontologies to a common format - so that
the articulation generator needs to understand only one format. So if a feature cannot be
translated into our common conceptual model, it will not be matched with similar features
carrying similar semantic messages in other ontologies. However, such information will still
be accessible from the individual ontology and the engine associated with the individual
sources.
We resolve the heterogeneity with respect to ontology models and modeling languages
by building wrappers that convert ontologies using various conceptual models to an ontology
in our common conceptual model. However, the second problem of semantic heterogeneity
among the concepts used in the source models still remains. In the next section, we will
summarize various methods that we use to automatically suggest ontology articulations.
3 Resolving Semantic Heterogeneity
An important requirement for the application scenarios that our system will be used for is
high precision. In distinction to research tasks, casual browsing, and web-surfing, the cost of
eliminating false hits is very high in business environments. At this point we believe that resolving semantic heterogeneity entirely automatically is not feasible. We, therefore, advocate
a semi-automatic approach wherein an automatic articulation generator suggests matches between concepts in the two ontologies it is articulating. A human expert, knowledgeable about
the semantics of concepts in both ontologies, validates the generated suggested matches using
a GUI tool. An expert can delete a suggested match or say that the match is irrelevant for the
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application at hand. The expert can also indicate new matches that the articulation generator
might have missed. The process of constructing an articulation is an iterative process and after the expert is satisfied with the rules generated, they are stored and used when information
needs to be composed from the two ontologies.
In order to keep the cost of computation and especially maintenance (which often dominates other costs in established business environments) low, we strive to make the articulations minimal. Currently, the onus is on the expert to keep the articulation minimal. In future,
we hope to make the automated heuristics aware of the needs of the application and minimize
the articulations.
The matching algorithms that we use can be classified into two types - iterative and noniterative.
Non-iterative Algorithms
Non-iterative algorithms are ones that generate the concepts that match in the two ontologies
in one pass. These algorithms do not generate any new matches based on existing matches.
The non-iterative algorithms that we employ involve matching the nodes based on their content.
The articulation generator looks at the words that appear in the label of the two nodes (or
associated with the two nodes, e.g., if the nodes are documents or if more elaborate descriptions of the concepts that are represented using the nodes are available) that it seeks to match
and generates a measure of the similarity of the nodes depending upon the similarity of the
words used in their descriptions or labels.
The non-iterative methods that we currently use primarily refer to dictionaries and the
Nexus [16] and also use several semantic indexing techniques based on the context of occurrence of words in a corpus. Since the articulation generator is modular in nature, it should be
easy to add any other sophisticated heuristic (like consulting WordNet [17]) that allows us to
generate semantic similarity measures between phrases.
Iterative Algorithms
Iterative algorithms require multiple iterations over the two source ontologies in order to
generate semantic matches between them. These algorithms look for structural isomorphism
between subgraphs of the ontologies, or use the rules available with the ontologies and any
seed rules provided by an expert to generate matches between the ontologies. Iterative algorithms are typically used after the non-iterative algorithms have already generated some
semantic matches between the ontologies and use these generated matches as its base.
For example, one heuristic we use is to look at the attributes of each node and see if
the attributes of the two nodes have matched. If a reasonably large number of attributes are
the same, the two nodes are related. If all the attributes of one node are also attributes of
another node, the articulation generator indicates that the second node is a subclass of the
first node. Another heuristic matches nodes based on the matches between their parent (or
child) nodes. The expert has the final decision whether to bless this educated guess generated
by the articulation generator.
Due to space limitations, we will not describe in detail all the heuristic algorithms that we
use to match ontologies, but refer the interested reader to [18].
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In the next section, we will briefly define an Ontology Algebra, which allows us to systematically compose information from diverse information sources. Since we focus on small,
well-maintained ontologies in order to achieve high-precision, but we still want to serve substantial applications, we will often have to combine results of prior articulations. The ontology algebra provides the compositional capability, and thus enhances the scalability of our
approach.
4 Ontology Algebra
When we compose information from multiple information sources it is important to do so in a
principled fashion, especially when the number of such sources is large. The key to scalability
is the systematic and effective composition of information.
In this section, we present an algebra that allows us to compose information to any level.
By retaining a log of the articulation and subsequent composition process, we can also, with
minimal adaptations, replay the composition whenever any of the sources change[16]. Without such a capability, integrated ontologies soon became stale and useless. Redoing a substantial integration manually is rarely done, because of the cost, and the realization that the
work will be obsolete again in a short time.
The algebra has one unary operator: Select, and three binary operations:Intersection,
Union, and Difference. The unary operator allows us to highlight and select portions of an
ontology that are relevant to the task at hand. Given an ontology and a node, the select operator selects the subtree rooted at the node. Given an ontology and a set of nodes, the select
operator selects only those edges in the ontology that connect the nodes in the given set.
Each binary operator takes as operands two ontologies that we want to articulate, and generates an ontology as a result, using the articulation rules. The articulation rules are generated
by an articulation generation function briefly discussed above.
4.1 Intersection
Intersection is the most important and interesting binary operation. The intersection of two
ontologies O 1 = (N 1; E 1; R1), and O 2 = (N 2; E 2; R2) with respect to the set of articulation rule generating f unction AR is:
OI1;2 = O1 \AR O2, where OI1;2 = (NI; EI; RI ),
NI = Nodes(AR(O1; O2)),
EI = Edges(E 1; NI \ N 1) + Edges(E 2; NI \ N 2) + Edges(Arules(O1; O2)) ,
and RI = Rules(O 1; NI \N 1)+Rules(O 2; NI \N 2)+AR(O 1; O 2) Edges(AR(O 1; O 2)).
The nodes in the intersection ontology are those nodes that appear in the articulation rules.
The edges in the intersection ontology are the edges among the nodes in the intersection
ontology that were either present in the source ontologies or have been established as an articulation rule. The rules in the intersection ontology are the articulation rules that have not
already been modeled as edges and those rules present in the source ontology that use only
concepts that occur in the intersection ontology.
The articulation rules are of two types - ones that are simple statements expressing binary
relationships and the more complex rules expressed in Horn Clauses that are mostly supplied
by the expert. An example of rules of the former type is: (O 1:CarSubclassOfO 2:V ehicle)
and one of the more complex logic-based ones is a conjunctive rule of the form: e.g. con-
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Car
InexpCar

O1

SubClass

MSRP

Equ

OI

LuxuryCar
Price

LuxuryTax

O2

z ArticulationRules = { (O2.LuxuryCar SubClass O1.Car),
(O1.MSRP Equ O2.Price)}

Figure 1: The Intersection Ontology OI of Source Ontologies O1 and O2

junctive rules of the form (O 1:XInstanceOfO 1:Car ); (Y P riceOfX ); (Y > 30000) )
(O 1:XSubClassOfO 2:LuxuryCar ). The former set of rules are modeled as edges in the
articulation ontology and the second set of rules which require some form of reasoning to
derive statements from are left as rules belonging to the articulation ontology. These rules
will be processed during the query evaluation process only when necessary.
For all articulation generator functions, we require that O 1 \AR O 1 = O 1, that is the
articulation generator function should generate such articulation rules that upholds the abovementioned property as a sanity-check. Articulation generator functions that do not satisfy the
above equality are unsound and for the purposes of our compositions, we do not use any
unsound articualtion generator function.
In Figure 1, we show two ontologies O 1, O 2, the articulation rules between them and the
intersection ontology OI . Equ is a short-hand that we use when to indicate classes that are
equivalent in the two ontologies.
Note that since we consider each node as an object instead of the subtree rooted at the
node, we will get only the node in the intersection by virtue of its appearing in an articulation
rule and not automatically include its attributes or subclasses. Again, a minimal linkage serves
our needs better than inclusion of possibly irrelevant concepts. Inclusion of attributes will be
required to define subclass relationships among nodes in the source ontologies precisely.
Each node in the intersection has a label which contains the URI of the source in which it
appears. If the attributes of the object that it represents are required, the application’s query
processor has to get that information from the original source. Defining the intersection with a
minimal outlook reduces the complexity of the composition task, and the maintenance costs,
which all depend upon the size of the articulation.
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4.2 Union
The union OU between two ontologies O 1 = (V 1; E 1; R1) and O 2 = (V 2; E 2; R2) is expressed as OU = O 1 [AR O 2 = (V U; EU; RU ) where
V U = V 1 [ V 2 [ V I1;2 ,
EU = E 1 [ E 2 [ EI1;2 ,
and RU = R1 [ R2 [ RU1;2 ,
and where OI1;2 = O 1 \AR O 2 = (V I1;2 ; EI1;2 ; RI1;2 ) is the intersection of the two ontologies.
The union operation combines two source ontologies retaining only one copy of the concepts
in the intersection. Though queries are often posed over the union of several information
sources, we expect this operation to be rarely applied to entire source ontologies. The union
of two source ontologies is seldom materialized, since our objective is not to integrate source
ontologies but to create minimal articulations and interoperate based on them. However, we
do expect that larger applications will often have to combine multiple articulations and here
is where the union operation is handy.
4.3 Difference
The difference between two ontologies O 1 and O 2, written as O 1 O 2, includes portions of
the first ontology that are not common to the second ontology. The difference can hence be
rewritten as O 1 (O 1 \AR O 2). The nodes, edges and rules that are not in the intersection
ontology but are present in the first ontology comprise the difference.
One of the objectives of computing the difference is to optimize the maintenance of articulation rules. An articulation might need to be updated when one of the source ontologies that
it articulates is changed. A change in the source ontology is to be forwarded to the articulation
engine.
The articulation engine then checks if the changes are confined to the difference between
the ontology and the other ontologies that it has been articulated with. If the change happens
to be in the difference, then it does not occur in the intersection and is not related to any
of the articulation rules that establish semantic bridges between ontologies. Therefore, the
articulation rules do not need to be changed. If the changes to a source ontology, instead, is
not in the difference, the articulation in which it occurs needs to be updated to reflect the
change in the source ontology.
Using a formal process minimizes the maintenance costs in two ways: first of all we can
recognize when a change in a source does not require a change in the articulation rules, and
if a change is required we can rapidly regenerate the affected articulations, and adapt them to
the new situation.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we present a brief overview of the ONION system used for the interoperation
of information sources. ONION uses a simple conceptual model to which different ontology
models are mapped using wrappers. The articulation generator is then applied to ontologies expressed using the sc ONION conceptual model to generate semantic correspondences
leading to articulation rules among concepts in the source ontologies. A domain expert vali-
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dates the generated rules or supplies new rules. These rules form the basis of interoperation
among the autonomously maintained information sources. Finally, we briefly highlighted an
ontology algebra that provides the formal basis for composition of information and the maintenance of the articulations. The ONION approach supports precise composition of information from multiple diverse sources by not relying on simple lexical matches, but requiring
human-validated articulation rules among such sources. This approach allows the reliable
exploitation of information sources that are autonomously maintained without any imposition on the sources themselves. The algebra based on the articulation rules allows systematic,
composition, which unlike integration is much more scalable. When sources change maintenance is rapid since the effect of the changes can be determined using the algebra and the
composition can be regenerated where needed.
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Abstract. Topic Maps and RDF are two independently developed paradigms and standards for the representation, interchange, and exploitation of model-based data on the
web. Each paradigm has established its own user communities. Each of the standards
allows data to be represented as a graph with nodes and labeled arcs which can be
serialized in one or more XML- or SGML-based syntaxes. However, the two data
models have significant conceptual differences. A central goal of both paradigms is
to define an interchangeable format for the exchange of knowledge on the Web. In
order to prevent a partition of the Web into collections of incompatible resources, it is
reasonable to seek ways for integration of Topic Maps with RDF. A first step is made
by representing Topic Map information as RDF information and thus allowing Topic
Map information to be queried by an RDF-aware infrastructure. To achieve this goal,
we map a Topic Map graph model to the RDF graph model. All information from the
Topic Map is preserved, such that the mapping is reversible. The mapping is performed
by modeling the graph features of a Topic Map graph model with an RDF graph. The
result of the mapping is an RDF-based internal representation of Topic Maps data that
can be queried as an RDF source by an RDF-aware query processor.

1 Introduction
Different Communities are currently working on the vision of a Semantic Web: the idea of
having data on the Web defined and linked in a way that it can be used by machines not just for
display purposes, but for automation, integration and reuse of data across various applications.
In order to make this vision a reality for the Web, supporting standards, technologies and
policies must be designed to enable machines to make more sense of the Web, with the result
of making the Web more useful for humans. One issue for the Semantic Web is how to allow
for inter-operable representations of data on the Web. RDF [1] and Topic Maps [2] are two
independently developed standards, which can be used to represent data on the web in an interoperable fashion. Both standards have established a large user community and will most likely
be building blocks of the future Semantic Web. To prevent a partition of the Semantic Web
into incompatible subsets, ways for inter-operation of overlapping standards like RDF and
Topic Maps have to be found. By Interoperability, we mean for example that any Topic Map
source of data can be queried with an RDF-aware query infrastructure and vice versa. Both
directions are equally important, as both standards have their advantages and disadvantages
and are equally likely to be used on the future Semantic Web. We chose to begin with the
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approach of making Topic Map sources queriable for an RDF infrastructure. The reason for
this is partly because the RDF community has established a query infrastructure (eg. [9]),
which can be reused for querying Topic Map resources. The Topic Map community is in the
process of standardizing a query language, commmercial packages already offer proprietary
query languages 1 . Other approaches that make RDF sources available to Topic Map aware
query infrastructure have been proposed and their relation to this work is presented in Section
6.
Our approach to integration of Topic Maps and RDF data fllows the layered approach to
data interoperability proposed in [12]. This approach splits data models into different layers,
much like the layers in a network protocol stack. This layered model is useful for understanding
complex data model interoperation, since the integration problem complexity is broken into
smaller problem parts. An introduction to the layered approach to data interoperability is
given in Section 2. We make a Topic Map RDF-queriable by performing a mapping between
the two data models on a layer, on which in both of the models, data is represented as a
graph. Thus, in fact, our mapping is a mapping between two types of graphs. The mapping is
performed by modeling the Topic Map graph with an RDF graph. On top of the graph layer,
there may be additional semantics, which we do not consider in this paper. For example, the
graph may be used to represent UML data, DAML+OIL data or Topic Map data. Figure 1
shows an overview of the architecture that we have in mind for the integration of different
sources.
Information Source

RDF Query

DAML/OIL
semantics
RDF Data
Model

Query
Execution
Planner

XML Syntax

Information Source

serialized
UML
data

serialized
DAML/OIL
data

Information Source

UML
semantics
RDF Data
Model

Topic Map
semantics
RDF Data
Model
SGML
Syntax

XMI Syntax

serialized
Topic Map
data

Figure 1: Overview of the integration of different data sources.

Each of the data sources in Figure 1 stores persistent data according to a certain serialization
syntax. From each of these persistent data, a memory data model based on RDF as a low-level
object model can be built. This RDF model in all information resources can then be queried by
1

See http://k42.empolis.co.uk/tmql.html
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an RDF-aware query infrastructure. This way, information sources with different model-based
data representations can be integrated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We will first introduce the data
models of RDF and Topic Maps with respect to the layered interoperability approach. General
familiarity with RDF and Topic Maps is assumed. Thereafter, in Section 3, we will present
our integration approach in more detail including two small exemplary mappings. Section 4
presents a real world application example for the joint querying of a Topic Map information
source and an RDF information source. Section 5 shortly describes the implementation of our
mapping approach. Section 6 gives a brief overview of related work. Finally, in Section 7 we
summarize our contributions.
2 Overview of the data models
In this section, we will give a brief overview of the RDF and Topic Map data models with
respect to the layered model introduced in [12].
2.1

The layered interoperability model

The layered model of data interoperability in [12] breaks up the problem of data model
integration into a stack of layers which are quasi-independent from each other. This approach
resembles the ISO protocol stack for network interoperation. The different layers presented
are from bottom to top, the syntax layer, the object layer and the semantic layer. Each of those
layers actually has sublayers, but we do not require such a detailed perspective on the layers
here. The syntax layer is concerned with a serialization syntax for persistent storage of data.
The object layer is concerned with how to assign identity to objects or how binary relations
are represented. The semantic layer is concerned with the interpretation of the objects and
their relationships.
We will not present details on each of the layers and their involvement in the mapping.
The important essence is, that our approach works by performing a graph transformation on
the object layer, which can be performed quasi-independently from the other layers. This
independence is possible, because any semi-structured data model [15] can be represented as
a directed graph, which is also the data model of RDF. Thus, any kind of semi-structured data
model can be represented by RDF on the object layer. How the RDF graph is interpreted on
a higher level can differ again for different data models. In this paper we will not consider
the issue of mapping those higher level semantics. We will only look at RDF as the common
denominator for data representation and query purposes. The Topic Map semantic on a higher
level will thus be conserved with our mapping and only the representation on the object layer
will be mapped to RDF.
2.2

RDF

The Resource Description Framework Model and Syntax Specification [1], which became
a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Recommendation in February 1999, defines the
RDF data model and a basic serialization syntax. The RDF Data model is essentially a
directed, labeled graph: it consists of entities, identified by unique identifiers, and binary
relationships between those entities. In RDF, a binary relationship between two specific
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entities is represented by a statement (or triple). An RDF statement can be represented in a
graph as two nodes and a directed arc between the nodes. The node with the outgoing arc
is called subject of the statement, the arc is called property and the node with the incoming
arc is called object of the statement. The RDF data model distinguishes between resources,
which have URI identifiers, and literals, which are just strings. The subject and the predicate
of a statement are always resources, while the object can be a resource or a literal.
Taking the perspective of the layered interoperability model, RDF has several possible
syntaxes on the syntax layer, among which there is one basic and on abbreviated syntax
defined in [1]. On the object layer, the RDF model is a directed graph, as described above.
The semantic layer of RDF is minimal. Together with additional languages like DAML+OIL,
more more complex semantics can be expressed with RDF.
2.3

Topic Maps

Topic Maps [2] have been standardized in 1999. A Topic Map is defined as a collection
of Topic Map documents, which adhere to a certain SGML syntax defined in the standard
document. The SGML Syntax of those documents is described in the standard along with
an informative conceptual model for memory representation of Topic Maps. Topic Maps can
be used as a format for the representation of multi-dimensional subject-based indices for
document collections. Topic Maps can also be used as a format for interoperable knowledge
representation.
The original ISO standard specified an SGML syntax for the exchange of Topic Maps. To
make Topic Maps applicable on the Web, the XML Topic Maps standard has been drafted [3].
XTM defines an XML syntax for Topic Maps and gives a specific, albeit slightly simplified,
data model of a Topic Map. Both the SGML syntax and the XML syntax incorporate syntax
shortcuts for complex data model constructs. The XML syntax presented in [3] has been
appended to [2] after publication.
Several representations on the object layer have been proposed for Topic Maps. We will
adhere to the graph representation described in [6]. This graph representation knows four
different kinds of arcs and three different kinds of arcs. The nodes do not differ in their
properties, but in which arcs they can be connected to. Additionally, each node can have
several subject identity points. Subject identity points serve partly serve as unique identifiers
for the nodes.
The semantics of the graph nodes defined on the object layer is that of subjects, defined
as anything that can be referred to in human discourse. These subjects are divided into topics,
associations and scopes, corresponding to the three different node types. Topics can have
a number of characteristics, which can be bound to them by means of associations. The
processing models described in [7] and [6] state some semantic constraints on the graph,
which have to be enforced in order to produce a consistent Topic Map. Basically, these
constraints ensure that no duplicate topics occur in a consistent Topic Map.
3 Integration Approach
Our general approach is that we model a graph representation of a Topic Map with the means
that an RDF graph gives us. This is an approach that has been termed "modeling the model" in
[13]. In this approach, all information from the source model is preserved and just represented
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in another format. Thus, this transformation can also be seen as a syntax transformation.
We picked this approach because it has an advantage over an approach that would perform a
semantic mapping between representations. A semantic mapping will most likely incur loss of
information and thus make an inverse mapping impossible. The semantic mapping approach
is called “mapping the model”in [13].
3.1

Semi-structured data

Our integration goal is to generate a memory internal representation of a Topic Map, which
can be queried with an RDF query infrastructure. This means that the surface syntax of the
two data models is not of interest for our task. Thus, our approach is applicable for both the
SGML syntax as well as the XML syntax. However, our implementation only considers the
XML (XTM) syntax. We implemented the processing model proposed in [6] to construct a
Topic Map graph model from an XTM document.
RDF is closely related to the concept of semi-structured data, identified in the database
community [11], [15] as a means for data integration [10] [14] and transformation [4].
Any kind of data that can be represented as a graph is called semi-structured data. Thus,
if heterogeneous data sources are transformed into a graph representation in some standard
representation format, all this data can be queried with the same query infrastructure in the
same query. This makes joint queries over multiple data sources possible.
RDF can be used to represent semi-structured data as a graph. This also applies to Topic
Maps data , since there is a graph representation defined for Topic Maps [6]. Topic Maps have
the expressive power of a schema language and can be used to represent ontologies. An RDF
adapter for Topic Maps makes a Topic Map information source RDF queriable.
We will now describe the different aspects of the representation of Topic Maps as RDF
with respect to the layered data model described in [12].
3.2

Object layer

The representation of Topic Maps as RDF is a graph transformation on the object layer of
the layered data model. The object layer describes how object identity is established and how
binary relationships are described in a certain data model.
The RDF Model and Syntax description gives a graph model for RDF. The Topic Maps
standard does not enforce a certain internal representation for a Topic Map. Instead, several
processing models have been proposed, which describe how to deserialize an abbreviated
syntax into a consistent graph-based internal data structure [7], [6]. We use the graph model
presented in [6]. This graph model has the characteristics described in Section 2. Our goal is
to map the Topic Map graph representation onto an RDF graph representation without any
loss of information. We do this by mapping each element of the Topic Map graph described
in [6] to a corresponding construct in RDF.
A prerequisite for the mapping is, that the Topic Map graph is consistent, i.e. there are
no redundant elements in the Topic Map graph [6]. A Topic Map graph tm = (N; A; S )
consists of a set of nodes N , which have the three types a, t and s, a set of arcs A, which
have the different types associationMember, associationScope, associationTemplate and
scopeComponent and a set of resources S which indicate or constitute a subject. The associationMember arc has a t-node attached as a role label. Each node has at most one subject
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constituting resource and any number of subject indicating resources attached to it. The
connection with these resources is not part of the graph [6], but taken care of in the implementation domain. However, for a mapping without loss of information, we need to consider
those resources as well.
An RDF Model graph r = (R; L; ST ) consists of a set of resources R, a set of literals L
and a set of statements ST . Our mapping m maps the set of all consistent Topic Maps TM
to the set of all RDF Models R. The set of Nodes N is mapped to the set of resources R in
RDF. The set of arcs A is mapped to the set of statements ST in RDF. The set of subject
indicating/constituting resources S is also mapped to the set of resources R in RDF.We map
the Topic Map graph to an RDF graph by first mapping the graph nodes and then mapping
the arcs.
Each node in the Topic Map graph is mapped to a resource in the RDF model. The ID of
the RDF resource is the ID of one of the subject identity points of the Topic Map node. If
there is no subject identity point for the node, an ID is generated. For the rest of the subject
identity points, statements are generated, which connect the subject identity points to its node
in the RDF graph. An RDF statement is generated, which identifies the type of node that has
been mapped. The Topic Map graph model knows three different kinds of nodes. We make
use of the namespace capability of RDF to define the three types of nodes available in Topic
Maps. The node types are defined as shown in Figure 4. An exemplary mapping of a Topic
Map node to an RDF graph is shown in figure 2.
Topic Map graph

;;
;;

m

SIR: http://www.stanford.edu/rdftm/denmark.html
SIR: http://www11.in.tum.de/rdftm/denmark.html

RDF graph

...de/.../
denmark.html

tms:sir

...edu/.../
denmark.html

RDF:type

tms:t

Figure 2: Exemplary mapping of a Topic Map node to an RDF graph

After all the nodes have been mapped, we map the arcs in the Topic Map graph to
statements in the RDF graph. For each arc between two nodes n1 and n2 we generate an
RDF statement. The property of the statement corresponds to the arc type in the Topic Map
graph. The corresponding properties are defined in the schema in Figure 4. Although arcs
in the Topic Map graph are not explicitly directed, they have an implicit directionality given
through the node types at each arc end. Thus, the RDF graph is not more constrained than
the Topic Map graph in that respect. If the mapped arc is an associationMember arc, it has
a role label in the Topic Map graph. To represent this in the RDF graph, we reify the RDF
statement signifying this arc and bind the role label node to this statement with the roleLabel
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property defined in Figure 4. The mapping of an associationMember arc between two nodes
is shown in Figure 3.
Topic Map graph

a

associationMember

t

t

SCR: http://www.stanford.edu/
SCR: denmark.xtm#denmarkstring
rdftm/denmark.xtm#denmark

m

SCR: http://www.topicmaps.org/
xtm/1.0/psi1.xtm#role-basename

RDF graph

;;
;;
;; ;;
;;
tms:t

RDF:type

ID1

RDF:type

denmark.xtm#
denmarkstring

tms:associationMember
.../
psi1.xtm#rolebasename

RDF:subject

tms:roleLabel

RDF:object

ID2

RDF:property

tms:
association
Member

Figure 3: Exemplary mapping of a Topic Map associationMember arc to an RDF graph

3.3

Semantic layer

RDF can be the basis for an ontology definition language and Topic Maps can be seen as an
ontology definition language. RDF requires additional vocabulary such as DAML+OIL for
ontology definition and RDF itself merely provides the object layer in this data model stack.
Topic Maps on the other side have richer semantics, and provide a number of features of an
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ontology definition language. For a comparison on the semantic layer, DAML+OIL based on
RDF is a more appropriate candidate for a comparison with Topic Maps. However, this will
not be investigated in this paper.
4 Application Example
We will now present an example for the integration of two heterogeneous information sources
for querying. The first source is a Topic Map serialized in XTM [3] based on the CIA World
Fact Book. The second source is the Open Directory2, which is represented in RDF. We
would like to find travel information for countries which have petroleum as a natural resource.
Countries with petroleum as a natural resource can be found in the CIA World Fact Book and
travel information can be found in the Open Directory collection of web pages. First, we will
present how a part of the Topic Map source is mapped to RDF. Then, we will show how the
two information source can be jointly queried.
4.1

Mapping the Topic Map source to RDF

As a first preparatory step for our integration approach, we defined an RDF Schema which
defines the node and arc types of a Topic Map graph. Figure 4 shows the RDF schema
definition.
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3c.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3c.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:tms="http://www-db.stanford.edu/rdftmmapping/tm-schema#"
xmlns="http://www-db.stanford.edu/rdftmmapping/tm-schema#">
<rdfs:Class ID="t"/>
<rdfs:Class ID="a"/>
<rdfs:Class ID="s"/>
<rdf:Property ID="associationMember"/>
<rdf:Property ID="associationScope"/>
<rdf:Property ID="associationTemplate"/>
<rdf:Property ID="scopeComponent"/>
<rdf:Property ID="roleLabel">
<rdf:Property ID=="sir">
</rdf:RDF>

Figure 4: The RDF Schema for an RDF-based Topic Map

For the actual construction of an RDF representation of a Topic Map graph, the next step
is the generation of a graph representation from a (XTM) Topic Map document. For this
purpose we implemented an API for Topic Maps which exposes a graph-based data structure
and allows us to directly operate on the Topic Map constructs for the graph construction. The
API also conforms with the processing model presented in [6], which is required to generate a
valid Topic Map graph from an abbreviated syntax. Figure 5 shows a short snippet of a Topic
Map with information from the CIA World Fact Book in the form of an XTM document.
Processing this XTM document results in the graph shown in Figure 4.1.
After processing the XTM document snippet according to the processing model, the
generated graph for this short XTM document snippet looks like this:
2

http://www.dmoz.org/
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<topic id="denmark">
<basename>
<baseNameString>Denmark</baseNameString>
</basename>
</topic>
<association id="denmark-has-petroleum">
<member>
<roleSpec>
<topicRef xlink:href="#country"/>
</roleSpec>
<topicRef xlink:href="#denmark"/>
</member>
<member>
<roleSpec>
<topicRef xlink:href="\#natural-resource">
</roleSpec>
<topicRef xlink:href="petroleum">
</member>
</association>
<topic id="country"/>
<topic id="natural-resource"/>

Figure 5: XTM document subpart

Figure 4.1 shows the Topic Map graph that is generated according to the XTM processing
model. The ellipses represent nodes, the lines represent arcs with different types. The role
labels for association member arcs are connected to the arcs via another arc, the role label arc.
The graph that is induced by the XTM snippet above basically represents a topic node that
represents the subject Denmark. The graph also represents the fact that Denmark has petroleum
as a natural resource. It also shows that the base name "Denmark" has been assigned to the
Denmark topic.
We will now represent this graph as an RDF graph. In fact, the transformation of the graph
is performed during the construction of the Topic Map graph according to the transformation
guidelines presented above. To construct the graph, we generate RDF triples. Figure 7 shows
the mapped RDF graph.
It can be seen in Figure 7 that the graph can be translated in a straightforward manner. The
RDF graph has additional type edges to signify the node types. All nodes in the graph which
have no type edges are assumed to be of type topic in this graph. As IDs of each of the nodes
we used the ID of either the respective XTM element, or generated an ID. The additional
role topics, which are attached to the association member edges in the Topic Map graph, are
modeled by reification of a statement in RDF: The statement that signifies the association
member edge from a topic to an association is reified and becomes the subject in another
statement that has the role topic as an object and the RDF-Schema-defined roleLabel as its
property.
Although the mapping transforms undirected arcs into directed arcs, the mapping between
the two graph representations is still a bijective mapping. The direction of arcs in the Topic
Maps graph model is implicit. For querying purposes, arcs in the RDF graph of a Topic Map
have to be queried in two directions.
By translating all graph constructs mentioned in the XTM processing model to an RDF
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Figure 6: The generated Topic Map graph

graph we essentially generated an RDF representation of a Topic Map. We can now query
this RDF graph with an RDF query language. An example for the utility of this will now be
shown.
4.2

Joint querying of the information sources

As an example for the usefulness of our integration approach, consider the following scenario:
We would like to find Web pages about travel in countries, which exploit petroleum as a natural
resource. The available resources include a Topic Map constructed from the CIA world fact
book 3 , which includes general resources about countries, but no Web pages about travel. To
retrieve the requested travel pages, we access the Open Directory collection of Web pages. The
Open Directory is a large Web page directory constructed in a collaborative way by a large
number of expert volunteers. The directory structure of the Open Directory is represented
in RDF. With our integration approach, a query processor can now query both information
sources and integrate the results into one query result. The distributed and heterogeneous
nature of the information sources remains transparent to the user.
For our query example, we will assume the existence of a query engine which can query
distributed information resources that are represented in RDF. The basis for such a query
engine can be the query infrastructure and F-Logic syntax presented in [9]. The extension that
3

http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/
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Figure 7: The generated RDF Topic Map graph

would have to be performed is to alllow to specify information sources to which certain parts
of the query have to be directed. Figure 8 shows an example of a query in F-Logic syntax,
as introduced in [9]. The query uses the assumed capability of the query engine to specify
source with the @ character. The query in Figure 8 can now be posed to query the two above
mentioned information sources.
This example query assumes the existence of a name mapping, which resolves the naming
differences between resources (mapsTo property). Please note also that the query in Figure
8 is simplified in that naming conventions of DMOZ are not considered here. Also, the
Travel_and_Tourism property will have to be constructed from the DMOZCountry
URI.
The query answers queries over two different sources: the CIA World Factbook and the
DMOZ Open Directory. The structure of the query language mimics RDF and is subject
[predicate->object]source. The first part of the query retrieves all countries, which
have petroleum as a natural resource. This part of the query can be answered from the CIA
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FORALL pages <- Country, DMOZCountry, X, Y, Z
Y[tms:roleLabel->country;
rdf:object->Country
]@CIA_WORLD_FACTBOOK
and
X[tms:roleLabel->natural-resource;
rdf:object->petroleum;
rdf:subject->
Z[tms:associationMember->Country
]@CIA_WORLD_FACTBOOK
]@CIA_WORLD_FACTBOOK
and
Country[mapsTo->DMOZCountry]
and
DMOZCountry[Travel_and_Tourism ->
dmozpage[links->pages]
]@DMOZ.

Figure 8: Query in F-Logic Syntax over DMOZ and RDF-based Topic Map

World Factbook Topic Map, in the RDF representation given above. Now we are able to query
the DMOZ data for travel information on this country. The result of the query is a list of web
pages from DMOZ categories like Top/ Regional/ Europe/ Denmark/ Travel, etc.
It can be seen that by representing a Topic Map in RDF, the information source becomes
queriable with an RDF query language. But the actual query also requires a query processor,
which can handle the distributed sources.
5 Implementation
The implementation of our RDF adapter for Topic Maps can handle the XTM syntax of Topic
Maps. Both [2] and [3] constrain their normative part of the standard on the specification of an
exchange syntax for Topic Maps. In order to represent a Topic Map with RDF, a graph model
has to be constructed from a Topic Map document. Our implementation considers the XTM
syntax and constructs a graph representation according to the processing model presented in
[6]. The construction of the graph model is performed through a graph-based API proposed in
[5]. The implementation of this API simplifies the realization of the processing model, since
the underlying data model is the same for both. Along with the creation of the API objects,
an equivalent set of RDF triples is generated.
For parsing the XTM document we use a SAX-based parser, which feeds events to
our implementation of the processing model, which then constructs the RDF graph. After
constructing the graph, the redundancy rules are enforced.
6 Related Work
In [8], a general approach to integration of heterogeneous model-based information has been
presented. It is shown that in principle all model based information can be represented by an
RDF based meta-model. It is shown that this also includes Topic Maps. However, the authors
do not go into details about this specific mapping.
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In [13] two general approaches to the integration have been proposed. The first approach
shows how Topic Maps can be modeled with RDF vocabulary and vice versa. The second
approach shows how a semantic mapping between the two standards can be performed.
Semantic mappings bear the disadvantage that inherently, the transformation is lossy and the
transformation is not bijective. The examples show the general approach of mapping Topic
Maps to RDF.
Also, representing RDF data as Topic Map data is possible, but for the purpose of querying
various sources through one query infrastructure, the inverse direction is the easier solution.
RDF has the simpler data model, allowing more efficient and simpler storage and query
facilities than Topic Maps. Pure syntax transformations have been proposed 4, but this approach
disregards the need for a processing model to generate the Topic Map graph from the serialized
syntax.
We have shown that from the point of view of an integrated Semantic Web it is desirable
to be able to query a Topic Map source with an RDF query. This can be achieved if the Topic
Map source itself represents its data as RDF data. The problem of integration of RDF and
Topic Maps has been approached with little success so far. Most Integration approaches have
lead to the conclusion that RDF is not expressive enough to represent Topic Maps. What
we aim to achieve is not to convert a Topic Map document into a number of serialized RDF
statements, which would render the document difficult to read. Instead we aim to generate an
internal representation of a Topic Map, which is really a set of RDF statements. This way, a
data source which stores Topic Map data can be queried as if it was an RDF source. Thus,
what we need to achieve is a mapping of an internal Topic Map representation to an internal
representation of a set of RDF statements.
7 Conclusion
Interoperability is of greatest importance for the future Semantic Web. We suggested a way
to achieve interoperability between Topic Maps and RDF, which enables the joint querying
of RDF and Topic Maps information sources. Our work builds on existing work on general
approaches for the integration of model based information resources. In contrast to those
general approaches we showed a detailed mapping specifically from XTM Topic Maps to
RDF. We achieved this by adopting an internal graph representation for Topic Maps, which
has been published as part of one of the processing models for Topic Maps. We perform a
graph transformation to generate an RDF graph from the Topic Map graph representation.
The Topic Map source can now be queried with an RDF query language together with
RDF information sources. We see this as a first step towards the integration of the many
heterogeneous information sources available on the Web today and in the future.
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Abs tract. Because different applications and different communities require different
features, the semantic web might have to face the heterogeneity of the languages for
expressing knowledge. Yet, it will be necessary for many applications to use
knowledge coming from different sources. In such a context, ensuring the correct
understanding of imported knowledge on a semantic ground is very important. We
present here an infrastructure based on the notions of transformations from one
language to another and of properties satisfied by transformations. We show, in the
particular context of semantic properties and description logics markup language,
how it is possible (1) to define properties of transformations, (2) to express, in a
form easily processed by machine, the proof of a property and (3) to construct by
composition a proof of properties satisfied by compound transformations. All these
functions are based on extensions of current web standard languages.

1. Introduction
The idea of a “semantic web” [Berners-Lee 2001] supplies the (informal) web as we
know it with annotations expressed in a machine-processable form and linked together.
Taking advantage of this semantic web will require the manipulation of knowledge
representation formalisms.
There are several reasons why the semantic web could suffer from diversity and
heterogeneity. One main reason is that it depends on content providers and content providers
have diverse goals and focal points that will not lead them to invest on the same area of the
semantic web. Yet these areas of interest will overlap meaningfully and putting part of their
content together will be required for taking advantage of them in unexpected applications
[Wiederhold 1999]. Another reason arises from the observation that the web sites and web
pages are more often generated on demand depending on (1) the device on which they will be
displayed and (2) the preferences of the users. There is no reason why the semantic web
resources would not require the same kind of operations. There are several other reasons for
expecting heterogeneity including legacy knowledge bases and systems, learning curves…
Because we think that nothing better can happen to the semantic web than having well
suited languages for each task while preserving interoperability, we aim at providing a path
toward this goal. This paper is a short description of the technicalities involved in a solution
to interoperability despite diversity.
Imagine a second-hand hardware provider company willing to build a semantic web
support for its business involving repair and printers. Because the company core competence
is neither technical support, nor printers, it will prefer to reuse knowledge models (or
ontologies, which can be quickly described as conceptual schemes of knowledge bases) from
authoritative sources. Additionally, the company has decided to use a particular representation
and deduction formalism for processing knowledge (similar to the SHIQ language for which
the FaCT reasoner can perform subsumption test). This company will find a technical support
ontology written in DAML-ONT and a printer ontology written in OIL that fulfill its
requirements.
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The problem then consist of importing these two ontologies in the SHIQ language in a
semantically valid way (i.e. preserving the consequences they entail). The solution will resort
to transforming each ontology into a common format and transforming this format into a form
compatible with SHIQ. This can be achieved by a homemade transformation or by assembling
transformations available through the web (see Figure 1). Of course, the transformation
system engineer will choose transformations that satisfy the desired properties (consequence
preservation). To that extent, (s)he will refer to the properties advertised for each
transformation. But (s)he has to make sure that the assertions are correct (they can be
erroneous, or valid within a specific context…). There are two basic alternatives to this
problem: trusting or checking.
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Figure 1 : The complete construction of a transformation, by composing more elementary transformations
gathered from the web, and the proof of consequence preservation by composing lemmas.

Checking is possible if the proofs of the asserted properties are available somewhere. It
will then be possible to check the properties satisfied by the transformations and to deduce
those satisfied by the compound transformations. In order to contribute to the global web of
transformations, the transformation system engineer will publish the new compound
transformation and the proofs of its properties.
The framework presented here is distributed, modular, incremental (i.e. anyone can add a
new transformation, a new assertion or a new proof at any time) and ensure a high level of
safety. In these matters, it is fully adequate for the semantic web.
The remainder presents the building blocks of such an infrastructure. The presentation is
based on the simple example above (the complete example has been implemented in DLML
and XSLT). First, we describe DLML, an XML encoding of knowledge representation
language and the kind of transformations that can be performed on these languages (§2).
Then several consequence-preserving properties are introduced (§3). The proofs of such
properties are expressed in such a way that machines can manipulate them (§4). Last, we
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introduce an environment for building, checking, proving and publishing transformation and
proofs by composition (§5).
2. A family of representation languages : DLML
In order to simplify the presentation and to facilitate the transformations, we will restrict
ourselves to a set of languages that act as pivot languages between the actual representation
languages used in the semantic web.
In this presentation, a language L will be a set of expressions. A representation (r) is a set
of expressions in L. In this framework, a model of a set of assertions r⊆L, is an
interpretation I satisfying all the assertions in r. An expression δ is said to be a consequence
of a set of expression r if it is satisfied by all models of r (this is noted r|=Lδ). A family of
languages is a set L of languages that share constructors having the same interpretation in all
the languages. A family can be structured such that a language L∨L’, such that any formula
of L or L’ is a formula of L∨L’, always exists. The “family of languages” approach
[Euzenat 2001c] is an interesting case, because it enables a fast implementation of meaningpreserving transformations. Using a family of languages makes the representations easier to
understand because the elements have the same meaning across languages. It will enable the
fragmentation of these transformations into unit transformations and the precise
characterization of the transformation properties.
A good example of a family of languages is the description logics for which an extensive
language hierarchy has been defined [Donini 1994]. This presentation will focus on our
“Description Logic Markup Language” (DLML) on which we have carried out experiments.
DLML [Euzenat 2001d] is a modular system of document type descriptions (DTD) encoding
the syntax of many description logics (§2.1). The actual system contains the description of
more than 40 constructors and 25 logics. To DLML is associated a set of transformations
(written in XSLT) enabling the conversion of a representation from one logic to another
(§2.2).
Note that we do not put forth DLML as the standard language of the semantic web but
rather as one of the many languages that can be used for transformation purposes. DLML is
used here as a proof of concept. The general framework, however, will work with other
languages.
2.1

Modular Encoding

Description logics allow the manipulation of two kinds of terms: concepts and roles.
Below are one role description stating that the role inktype has for domain of application the
InkPrinter concept and one concept term description stating that a ColorInkPrinter is an
InkPrinter whose inktype(s) are all instances of the ColorInkType concept.
inktype ≤ (domain InkPrinter)
ColorInkPrinter ≤ (and InkPrinter (all inktype ColorInkType))

Term descriptions are built from sets of atomic concept (resp. role) names and term
constructors. They are constrained by equations of the kind above where two terms are
related by a formula constructor (here ≤). A terminology is a set of such equations.
Concept terms are interpreted as sets of individuals of the domain of interpretation and
roles are sets of pairs of individuals. The interpretation I of the constructors above is :
I((and c 1,… c n)) =
I(c 1)∩… I(c n)
{ x∈D ; ∀y ; 〈x,y〉∈I(r) ⇒ y∈I(c)}
I((all r c)) =
{〈x,y〉 ; <y,x>∈I(r)}
I((inv r)) =
{〈x,y〉 ; x∈I(c)}
I((domain c)) =
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As usual, a model of a terminology is an interpretation I which satisfies all the assertions
of the terminology.
DLML takes advantage of the modular design of description logics by describing individual
constructors separately. The modular encoding of the description logics is made of three kind
of DTD: atoms (introducing the atomic terms), term constructors (e.g., all, and, not) and
formula constructors (e.g. =, ≤). An arbitrary number of these XML files are put together in
order to form a particular logic.
For instance below is the content of the DTD of the INV (converse of a role) constructor:
<!ELEMENT dl:INV (%dl:RDESC;)>

We have also defined the notion of Document Semantic Description (DSD) which enables
the description of the formal semantics of an XML language (just like the DTD or schemas
express the syntax). To the DTD above is associated a DSD describing the semantics of the
operator (i.e. I((inv r))=(I(r))-1):
<dsd:denotation match="dl:INV">
<mml:eq/>
<mml:apply>
<mml:inverse/> <!-- converse for binary relations -->
<dsd:apply-interpretation select="*[1]"/>
</mml:apply>
</dsd:denotation>

In the experimental DSD language, the XML elements are identified by XPATH
[Clark 1999b] expressions (dl:INV or *[1] standing for any term of constructor INV and
any first argument of the term). The syntax is very similar to that of XSLT [Clark 1999a]
(with denotation, interpretation and apply-interpretation corresponding to
template and apply-template). The remaining expressions are mathematical symbols
expressed in MathML [Carlisle 2001].
The DLML family of languages provides the DTD and DSD of all the covered operators and
can build automatically those of a particular logic from its DLML description. The DLML logic
descriptions are like the following:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<!DOCTYPE dlml:logic SYSTEM "dlml.dtd">
<dlml:logic name="shiq" version="1.0">
<dlml:atoms/>
<dlml:cop
<dlml:cop
<dlml:cop
<dlml:cop
<dlml:cop
<dlml:cop
<dlml:cop
<dlml:cop
<dlml:cop
<dlml:cop
<dlml:rop
<dlml:rop

name="anything"/>
name="nothing"/>
name="and"/>
name="or"/>
name="not"/>
name="all"/>
name="some"/>
name="csome"/>
name="catleast"/>
name="catmost"/>
name="inv"/>
name="trans"/>

<dlml:cint name="cprim"/>
</dlml:logic>

From this description, two XSLT stylesheets can generate the DTD and DSD corresponding
to the language. They can be used for expressing SHIQ terminologies in XML.
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2.2

Transformations

What can such a DTD for description logics be good for? Once a language is encoded in
it is very easy to transform syntactically a representation into another one. A
transformation is an algorithmic manner to generate one representation from another (not
necessarily in the same language). A transformation τ:L→L’, from a representation r of L
generates a representation τ(r) in L’.
More precisely, we take advantage of the XSLT transformation language (“XML Style
Language Transformations” [Clark 1999a]) recommended by W3C, for which we put
forward a compound transformation language (see §5.1).
The first application is the import and export of terminologies from a description logic. In
our example, the representations in OIL and DAML-ONT are imported in DLML through
transformations. Then, the result is exported to SHIQ (the FaCT system [Bechhofer1999a]
has an XML entry point). These transformations are simple XSLT stylesheets.
More elaborate transformations can be developed. The imported representations are then
merged and three successive steps (inspired from those of OIL [Horrocks 2000]) are applied
to the result: the three steps concern the suppression of the DOMAIN constructor with the help
of the ALL and INV constructors (domain2allinv), the suppression of the ONE-OF
constructor with the help of new exclusive concepts (oneof2orcexcl) and the elimination of
the exclusion introducers with the help of the NOT constructor (cexcl2not).
The piece of stylesheet presented below converts a terminology containing the DOMAIN
restrictions on roles (attributes) in a terminology which replaces them by a ALL constraint on
the inverse (INV) of the role applied on the whole universe (ANYTHING). For instance, it will
convert:
inktype ≤ (domain InkPrinter)
into:
AnyThing ≤ (all (inv inktype) InkPrinter)
XML,

Both formulas equally say that only InkPrinters can have the inktype attribute.
<xsl:template match="dl:TERMINOLOGY">
<dl:TERMINOLOGY>
<xsl:comment>Introduction of the DOMAIN</xsl:comment>
<dl:CPRIM>
<dl:ANYTHING />
<dl:AND>
<xsl:apply-templates select="dl:RPRIM " mode="gatherdomain" />
</dl:AND>
</dl:CPRIM>
<xsl:comment>The terminology</xsl:comment>
<xsl:apply-templates />
</dl:TERMINOLOGY>
</xsl:template>
<!-- gather domains in role introduction and add this for root -->
<xsl:template match="dl:RPRIM " mode="gatherdomain">
<dl:ALL>
<dl:INV>
<dl:RATOM><xsl:value-of select="dl:RATOM[1]/text()"/></dl:RATOM>
</dl:INV>
<xsl:apply-templates select="dl:DOMAIN/*" />
</dl:ALL>
</xsl:template>
<!-- usual processing -->
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<xsl:template match="*|@*|text()">
<xsl:copy><xsl:apply-templates select="*|@*|text()"/></xsl:copy>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="dl:RPRIM">
<dl:RPRIM>
<dl:RATOM><xsl:value-of select="dl:RATOM[1]/text()"/></dl:RATOM>
<xsl:choose>
<xsl:when test="dl:DOMAIN">
<dl:ANYRELATION/>
</xsl:when>
<xsl:otherwise><xsl:copy-of select="."/></xsl:otherwise>
</xsl:choose>
</dl:RPRIM>
</xsl:template>

This stylesheet gathers all the DOMAIN constraints of relations in a range (ALL) constraint of
the inverse (INV) of the relation and applies it to ANYTHING. Then, it reproduces the whole
terminology with domain constraints suppressed (i.e. replaced by ANYRELATION) 1.
Such transformations are assembled for transforming terminologies in one logic into
another, equivalent, one. This is what is achieved in our example involving the three
transformations.
3. Properties : consequence preservation
Operationally, the content of the previous section is sufficient for importing a
representation from one language to another. However, it does not provide any idea of what
properties are satisfied by each transformation step, nor by the transformation process as a
whole. In order for the semantic web to be safely used by machines, it is necessary to define
what properties have to be satisfied by the transformations. We focus here on the
consequence preservation property (a semantic property) which is described in §3.1. In the
context of families of languages we have described a set of more precisely characterized
properties that entail consequence preservation. They are presented in the following
subsections (§3.2-3.4).
3.1

Transformation properties

A property is a Boolean predicate about the transformation (e.g., “preserving information”
is such a predicate — it is true or false of a transformation — and is satisfied if there exists
an algorithmic way to recover r from τ(r)). We consider more closely preservation properties
which preserve (or counter-preserve) an order relation between the source representation (r)
and the target representation (τ(r)). There can be many such properties (content or structure
preservation, traceability, and confidentiality…) affecting different aspects of the
representation. They can be roughly classified as:
— Syntactic properties : like the completion (τ(r)<<r, in which << denotes structural
subsumption between representations) ;
— Semantic properties : like consequence preservation (τ(r)⇒r,
i.e. equation 2
below) ;
— Semiotic properties : like interpretation preservation (let σ be the interpretation rules
and |≡i be the interpretation of individual i, ∀δ∈L, ∀i,j, r,σ |≡i δ ⇒ τ(r),τ(σ) |≡j
τ(δ)).
1 This transformation is not sufficient to eliminate all occurrences of domain. For instance, (all (domain C)
C’) has to be transformed into (or (not C) (all anyrelation C’)). But this is sufficient for our demonstration.
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In the context of the communication of formal representations, we would like to warrant
the preservation of the meaning of the representations. This can be defined by the two
complementary equations:
∀r⊆L, ∀δ∈L, r|=Lδ ⇒ τ(r) |= L’ τ(δ)
(1)
(2)
∀r⊆L, ∀δ∈L, τ(r) |= L’ τ(δ) ⇒ r|=Lδ
Generalized interoperability is, of course, out of reach. Consequently we study restricted
cases of these equations. In the context of the “family of languages” approach we identified
several properties presented below which are more precise and entail equation (1).
3.2

Language inclusion

The simplest transformation is the transformation from one logic to a syntactically more
expressive one (i.e. which adds new constructors). The transformation is then trivial, but yet
useful, because the initial representation is valid in the new language; it is thus identity:
∀δ∈L, r|= Lδ ⇒ r |= L’ δ
This trivial interpretation of semantic interoperability is one strength of the “family of
languages” approach because, in the present situation, nothing has to be done for gathering
knowledge. For this case, one can define the relation between two languages L and L’ as
L<L’ which has to comply with L⊆L’. We can then define L=L’as equivalent to L<L’ and
L’<L. This defines the syntactic structure of L.
This simple property is satisfied by the merge operation that puts together the two
representations issued from the DAML-ONT translation and the OIL translation.
3.3

Model preservation

If L<L’ does not hold, the transformation is more difficult. The initial representation r can
be restricted to what is (syntactically) expressible in L’: τ<(r). However, this operation (which
is correct) is incomplete because it can happen that a consequence of a representation
expressible in L’ is not a consequence of the expression of that representation in L’:
∃δ∈L’; τ<(r)|≠L’ δ and r|= L δ
To solve this problem, as stated in [Visser 2000a], it is necessary to deduce from r in L
whatever is expressible in L’. Let τp(r)= τ<(Cn(r)) be this expression. It is such that ∀r⊆L,
∀δ∈ L∧L’, r|= L δ⇒ τp(r)|= L’ δ.
The previous proposal is restricted in the sense that only expressions of the source
language are allowed in the target language, though there exist equivalent non-syntactically
comparable languages. This is the case of the description logic languages ALC and ALUE
which are known to be equivalent while none has all the constructors of the other. For that
purpose, one can define LpL’ if and only if the models are preserved, i.e.
∃τp; ∀r⊆L, ∀ 〈I, D〉; 〈I, D〉|= L’ τp (r) ⇒ 〈I, D〉|= L r
This property is satisfied by the domain2allinv and cexcl2not transformations.
The τp transformation is not easy to produce (and can generally be computationally
expensive) but we show, in §4.1, how this can be practically achieved.
3.4

Model isomorphism

Another possibility is to define < as the existence of an isomorphism between the models
of r and those of τ<(r) :
∃τ<; ∀〈I’, D’〉, ∃〈I, D〉; ∀r⊆L, 〈I’, D’〉|= L’ τ< (r) ⇒ 〈I, D〉 |= L r
This also ensures that ∀r⊆L, ∀δ∈L, r |= L δ ⇒ τ< (r)|= L’ τ< (δ).
This property is satisfied by the oneof2orcexcl transformation. It can be used in order to
use a prover built for a logic with a logic whose models are isomorphic to it.
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This provides a structure based on semantics to the family of languages L. Summarizing,
the syntactic and semantic structure of a language family provides different semantic
properties characterizing transformations, all of them entailing consequence preservation.
We have considered only transformations that do preserve all information because
languages have at least the same expressivity. It can happen that representations are imported
to a language of lower expressivity. In such a case, consequence preservation cannot be
ensured. Some information must be lost by the transformation. This can be subject to
properties that characterize the kind of information that can be sacrificed.
4. Proofs, annotations and proof-checking
The approach to semantic interoperability defended here is based on transformations and
their properties. Hence, in order to ensure formally the properties of transformations, one
must exhibit a proof of the property. In fact, the proof and the transformation can be strongly
tied together to the extent that they are built together (§4.1). In such a case, the publication of
the proof is as important as the publication of the transformation (§4.2). The proof can be
checked thus providing confidence with the corresponding transformation (§5.2).
4.1

From proofs to transformations

When providing transformations from one language to another, it is useful to prove the
properties that are satisfied by the transformations (e.g. that the transformation terminates or
that it preserves interpretations). For instance, the proof that the domain2allinv
transformation preserves interpretations is as follows (inference rules are in brackets):
r ≤ (domain C)
[hypothesis](0)
⇒ I(r) ⊆ I((domain C))
[dsd/syn-to-sem](1)
2
[dsd/expand-interp](2)
⇒ I(r) ⊆ {〈x,y〉∈D ; y∈I(C)}
⇒ ∀〈x,y〉∈I(r), y∈I(C)
[sets/incl-in](3)
⇒ ∀x∈D, ∀y, 〈x,y〉∈I(r) ⇒ y∈I(C)
[pc/quant-intro](4)
⇒ ∀x∈ D, ∀y 〈x, y〉∈{〈w,z〉; 〈z,w〉∈I(r)} ⇒ y∈I(C)
[set/in-incl](5)
⇒ D ⊆ {x∈ D, ∀y; 〈x, y〉∈{〈w,z〉; 〈z,w〉∈I(r)} ⇒ y ∈I(C )}
[dsd/retract-interp](6)
[dsd/retract-interp](7)
⇒ D ⊆{x∈ D; ∀y; 〈x,y〉∈ I((inv r)) ⇒ y∈I(C)}
[dsd/retract-interp](8)
⇒ I(AnyThing) ⊆ {x∈ D; ∀y; 〈x,y〉∈I((inv r)) ⇒ y∈I(C)}
[dsd/retract-interp](9)
⇒ I(AnyThing) ⊆ I((all (inv r) C))
[dsd/sem-to-syn](10)
⇒ AnyThing ≤ (all (inv r) C)
This proof, like many language equivalence proofs in description logics, shows that
whatever term built from some term constructor (here DOMAIN) is expressible with other term
constructors (here ALL, INV and ANYTHING) though preserving the interpretation of the terms.
One characteristic of such proofs in term-based languages is that they are constructive: they
exhibit a transformation from one language to the other. They can thus be translated into a
transformation (and this results in the XSLT example presented in §2.2).
Another example is the transformation from ALUE to ALC, which is based on the
argument that any NOT constructor can be pushed down the term structure:
(not c) ⇔ (anot c)
for c atomic
(not (anot c)) ⇔ c
(not (not c)) ⇔ c
(not (all r c)) ⇔ (csome r (not c))
(or (not c 1)… (not c n))
(not (and c 1,… c n)) ⇔
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(not (some r))

⇔

(all r Nothing)

This proof can be turned into a transformation, which applies the rules (from left to right)
recursively on the structure of the terms. In DLML, many of the transformations across
languages have been designed together with their proofs. We did this for the above
transformations. This principle, which is the instantiation of the Curry-Howard
correspondence, can be applied to many transformations.
4.2

Proof annotations

If the designers build proofs of some properties, it is desirable, especially in a worldwide
distributed environment, to publish these proofs. It is thus useful to be able to represent
them. The representation of the proof itself can be provided in MathML [Carlisle 2001] and
OMDoc [Kohlhase 2000] a language extending MathML towards the expression of
mathematical macrostructures (e.g., theories, theorems, axioms, and proofs). In this
formalism, the two first steps of the proof above would look like:
<omd:proof id=’domain2allinvpr’ for=’domainelim’ theory=’dlml’>
<omd:hypothesis id=’domain2allinv_0’/>
<omd:derive id=’domain2allinv_1’>
<omd:FMP>
<omd:assumption id=’domain2allinv_0’>
<OMOBJ>
<dl:rprim>
<dl:ratom>r</dl:ratom>
<dl:domain>
<dl:catom>C</dl:catom>
</dl:domain>
</dl:rprim>
</OMOBJ>
</omd:assumption>
<omd:conclusion id=’domain2allinv_1cl’>
<OMOBJ>
<mml:apply><mml:subset/>
<dsd:apply-interpretation>
<dl:ratom>r</dl:ratom>
</dsd:apply-interpretation>
<dsd:apply-interpretation>
<dl:domain><dl:catom>C</dl:catom></dl:domain>
</dsd:apply-interpretation>
</mml:apply>
</OMOBJ>
</omd:conclusion>
</omd:FMP>
<omd:method><omd:ref theory=’dsd’ name=’syn-to-sem’/></omd:method>
<omd:premise xref=’domain2allinv_0’/>
</omd:derive>
<omd:derive id=’domain2allinv_2’>
<omd:FMP>
<omd:assumption id=’domain2allinv_1cl’/>
<omd:conclusion id=’domain2allinv_2cl’>
<OMOBJ>
<mml:apply><mml:subset/>
<dsd:apply-interpretation>
<dl:ratom>r</dl:ratom>
</dsd:apply-interpretation>
<dsd:apply-interpretation>
<dl:domain><dl:catom>C</dl:catom></dl:domain>
</dsd:apply-interpretation>
</mml:apply>
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</OMOBJ>
</omd:conclusion>
</omd:FMP>
<omd:method><omd:ref theory=’dsd’ name=’expand-interp’/></omd:method>
<omd:premise xref=’domain2allinv_1cl’/>
<omd:conclusion>
</omd:derive>
…
<omd:derive id=’domain2allinv_10’>
<omd:FMP>
<omd:assumption id=’domain2allinv_9cl’/>
<omd:conclusion id=’domain2allinv_10cl’>
<OMOBJ>
<dl:cprim>
<dl:anything/>
<dl:all>
<dl:inv><dl:ratom>r</dl:ratom></dl:inv>
<dl:catom>C</dl:catom>
</dl:all>
</dl:cprim>
</OMOBJ>
</omd:conclusion>
</omd:FMP>
<!-- this is substitution of interpretation by its definition -->
<omd:method><omd:ref theory=’dlml’ name=’completeness’/></omd:method>
<omd:premise xref=’domain2allinv_9cl >
</omd:derive>
<omd:conclude id=’domain2allinv_10’>
<omd:FMP>
<omd:assumption id=’domain2allinv_9cl’/>
<omd:conclusion id=’domain2allinv_10cl’>
<OMOBJ>
<dl:cprim>
<dl:anything/>
<dl:all>
<dl:inv><dl:ratom>r</dl:ratom></dl:inv>
<dl:catom>C</dl:catom>
</dl:all>
</dl:cprim>
</OMOBJ>
</omd:conclusion>
</omd:FMP>
<!-- this is substitution of interpretation by its definition -->
<omd:method><omd:ref theory=’dlml’ name=’completeness’/></omd:method>
</omd:conclude>
</omd:proof>

The namespace prefix are omd for OMDoc, mml for MathML, dsd for DSD and dl for
DLML. We took some liberty with OMDoc (e.g. instead of OpenMath objects — OMOBJ —
we put MathML expressions, because DSD is based on MathML instead of OpenMath).
However, this is just a matter of syntax: the relevant part is the ability of OMDoc for
representing proofs.
It is also useful to attach the property and the proof to the transformations. One solution
consists of adding it to the transformation structure. There are two problems with this
solution: the XSLT language does not enable this, though Transmorpher does, and this would
prevent people who are not owner of the transformation to claim properties and publish
proofs. Hence the best solution seems to use RDF for annotating the transformations from the
outside.
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5. Composing transformations, composing proofs
In a family of languages, composing transformations can be a very convenient way to
transform from one language to another. This is what has been proposed in the introductory
example. Each elementary transformation can be used in various compound transformations.
We have developed a system, Transmorpher, for dealing with such composition of more
elementary transformations (called transformation flows, §5.1). Transmorpher is an
environment for defining transformations and assembling them, on one hand, annotating
them by properties they satisfy or those they must satisfy and proving the properties of
compound transformations on the other hand. The proof of properties of components can be
gathered from the web and checked (§5.2) and the proof of the compound transformation can
be obtained by composing the properties of the components (§5.3). Once the proofs are
produced, both the transformation and the proof can be exported to the web (§5.4).
5.1

Transmorpher

In order to prove or check the properties of transformations, it is necessary to have a
representation of these transformations. The XSLT language enables the expression of a
transformation in XML but is relatively difficult to analyze. In order to overcome that
problem, we have designed and developed in collaboration with the FluxMedia company, the
Transmorpher environment [Euzenat 2001b]. It is a layer on top of XSLT allowing the
expression of complex transformation flows such as the one of Figure 2 (which is that of the
example). A transformation flow is the composition of elementary transformation instances
whose input/output are connected by channels. A transformation flow is itself a
transformation.
One of the goals of Transmorpher is the encapsulation of XSLT, used for performing the
transformations, such that transformations are easier to analyze through special purpose
syntax and hierarchical decomposition. This should facilitate the description of proofs
through “Lemmas” attached to component transformations.
Transmorpher enables the definition and processing of generic transformations of XML
documents. It provides XSLT extensions for:
— Describing straightforwardly simple transformations (removing elements, replacing
attribute names, merging documents...);
— Composing transformations by connecting their (multiple) input and output;
— Applying transformations until closure;
— Applying regular expression substitution;
— Calling external transformation engines (such as XSLT).
Transmorpher describes the transformation flows in XML. Input/output channels carry the
information, mainly XML, from one transformation to another. Transformations can be other
transformation flows or elementary transformations. Transmorpher provides a set of abstract
elementary transformations (including their execution model) and one default instantiation.
Among elementary transformations are external calls (e.g. XSLT), dispatchers, serializers,
query engines, iterators, mergers, generators and rule sets. Figure 2 presents the
representation of the above transformation flow in Transmorpher graphic format.
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Figure 2 : Transmorpher description of the importation of DAML-ONT and OIL fragments into the DLML
representation of SHIQ.

Transmorpher is mainly a set of documented Java classes (which can be refined or
integrated into other software) and a transformation flow processing engine. A transformation
flow can be expressed by programming in Java or providing an XML description. Figure 2 is
the description of the following transformation flow:
<process name="assemble-onto" in="i1 i2" out="o">
<apply-external type="xslt" name="daml2dlml" file="daml2ldaml.xsl"
in="i1" out="o1"/>
<apply-external type="xslt" name="oil2dlml" file="oil2loil.xsl"
in="i2" out="o2"/>
<merge type="concat" name="ldaml+ldaml" in="o1 o2" out="o3"/>
<apply-external type="xslt" name="domain2allinv"
file="domain2allinv.xsl" in="o3" out="o4"/>
<apply-external type="xslt" name="oneof2cexclor" file="oneof2or.xsl"
in="o4" out="o5"/>
<apply-external type="xslt" name="cexcl2not" file="cexcl2not.xsl"
in="o5" out="o"/>
</process>

An extension of Transmorpher consists of attaching assertions to the transformations in a
transformation flow in order to tell if a property is assumed, proved or to be checked. This
will allow real experimentation of proving properties of compound transformations.
5.2

Towards proof checking

Proof-carrying code [Necula 1998] is an infrastructure in which a program is provided
with the proof of the properties that it satisfies. A client system that wants to run the former
program will check the proof against this program in order to ensure that it can do it safely.
These principles can be applied to the verification of the transformations and their properties
as soon as a representation of the proof is available.
In order to be able to check proofs of semantic properties such as (1) or (2), it is necessary
to have (a) the representation of the transformation which is provided by XSLT or by
Transmorpher, (b) the semantics of the transformation language, (c) the representation of the
semantics of the logics provided by their DSD and (d) the representation of the proof like the
one described above. Of these elements, the only missing one is the representation of the
semantics of XSLT. There are several attempts, however, to provide a semantics for XSLT
fragments that can be used [Wadler 2000, Bex 2000]. Another path consists of defining a
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transformation language simpler than XSLT but with a clean semantics. This is partly the case
of Transmorpher.
Checking is the opposite of trusting. Both approaches have different advantages: trusting
does not require to spend time checking the arguments while checking does not require to
maintain a heavy model of trust and is independent of who provides the arguments. Proofcarrying code can be applied to untrusted items. So if someone needs particular
transformations satisfying particular properties, she can try to find such transformations and
proof of properties on the web and check them.
Unlike watermarking, proof-carrying code does not require any encoding of the
transformation because it checks the proof against the program. The program can have been
modified, if the checker finds that the proof is still valid, then this is all that is required. It is
not even required that the proofs are provided with the program. In fact, someone can publish
an automatic proof of the termination of the above transformation web site not connected to
the DLML one and the proof-checker must be able to decide if the proof is valid or not.
5.3

Proof by composition

Once the properties of elementary transformations are available, either by checking,
trusting or proving, an interesting point is the elaboration of the proof of properties for
transformation flows.
If each of these more elementary transformations is annotated by the assertion of the
properties it satisfies, the property concerning the compound transformation remains to be
computed. A very simple example is the termination property on finite input that is preserved
through composition, but not by iteration until saturation. Model preservation for its part is
preserved through both composition and iteration.
This can be exemplified with the properties that have been considered in §3. It is possible
to establish the properties of the composition of two transformations given their own
properties. This yields (the very simple) Table 1.
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Table 1 : Composition table for the semantic relations on transformations (≤ is consequence preservation).

Table 1 shows that the transformation flow above, that assembles all transformations of
the example, is indeed consequence preserving.
5.4

Safe transformation development cycle

The techniques presented here provide a framework in which transformations from one
representation language to another are available from the network and proofs of various
properties of these transformations are attached to them. It is noteworthy that transformations
and proofs do not have to come from the same origin. They can even be produced by the
application.
The transformation system engineer can gather these transformations and their proofs,
check the proofs before importing them in the transformation development environment. She
will then be able to create a new transformation flow and generate the proofs of the required
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properties. Finally, she will be able to publish on the network the transformation and its
proof.
Given two languages with their semantics, in order to transform representations in one
language into representations in the other that satisfy some properties, the following
transformation edition process (see Figure 1) can be attempted:
1. Fetching transformations that can help performing part of the task ;
2. Fetching assertions and proofs about these transformations ;
3. Checking the proof or trusting the assertions of properties about the transformations ;
4. Composing transformations into a global transformation that is supposed to do the
transformation;
5. Proving that this composition preserves the properties that are required by the global
transformation ;
6. Publishing transformation, assertions and proofs for others to use it.
Then, the problem proposed in introduction will be reduced to: gather available
ontologies, create a safe transformation flow for importing them in the current knowledge
processing environment and apply the transformation flow. The transformation flow can be
applied at any time for updating the compound ontology and its properties will remain valid
as long as the languages remain the same.
6. Conclusion
We have presented a framework for formally ensuring semantic interoperability in the
semantic web. Interoperability is assured by transformations that have to satisfy some clientdefined properties. The proof of properties are encoded in a machine-readable way so that the
client can check them. Transmorpher enables the composition of these transformations into a
more elaborate one whose proof of properties can be facilitated by simple composition of the
properties of its components (either proof-checked or trusted).
If enough actors are interested in sharing transformations safely instead of developing
again and again the same transformation, here is an architecture enabling its formal and
modular realization. We strongly believe that there will be a strong interest in such a
framework in the context of the growing use of XML and XML transformations inside and
across companies. In fact, if semantic properties are more related to the semantic web, many
other properties of general interest can be taken into account by this framework.
The main strength of the framework is not its sophistication, but rather its relative
simplicity. Its distributed, modular and incremental characteristics make it adapted to the web.
No doubt that it will not be practical in all cases, but it works for cases like the one presented.
This framework is very close to that of proof-carrying code [Necula 1998] of which it is
an instantiation on particular programs and properties. Moreover it is fully based on widely
available XML technologies (XML, XPATH, XSLT, MATHML, OMDOC, RDF) or local
extensions (DLML, DSD, Transmorpher). For a description of complementary work on the
topic of semantic interoperability (e.g. [Masolo 1999, Chalupsky 2000, Ciocoiu 2000]),
see [Euzenat 2001a].
This infrastructure is a prospective framework for which many pieces are already available
and several of them linked together. The main part of it, with the notable exception of proofchecking, has already been implemented as a proof of concept. The DLML framework is
operational and several experiments have been made with XSLT transformations.
Transmorpher is an ongoing work whose basic functions are operational. The OMDoc and
DSD languages are available.
We have some examples of proof (mainly of model preservation or model isomorphism)
in description logics that should be a very good first testbed for the application of these
concepts. We also have examples of transformations between heterogeneous representations
(e.g. description logics and syllogistic).
The proof-checker is the difficult point because we will need one that can interface easily
with the kind of proofs required by the framework. There are two issues to be solved next :
generalization and scalability.
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Generalization requires a lot of fundamental work about topics such as generalizing from
to other representation languages (we have superficially investigated syllogisms and
considered DAML-ONT as a description logic language), generalizing semantics properties,
generalizing to other (e.g. structural, semiotic) properties, generalizing the kind of proofs
required. We are currently committed to investigate the semantic properties more thoroughly.
Robustification and scalability will be required in order to consider the workability of the
whole system. Positive elements are the intrinsic distribution of our framework and the fact
that any element can be replaced by another with similar interface.
DLML
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Abstract. A programming language is described which is built within RDF. Its code,
functions, and classes are formalized as RDF resources. Programs may be expressed
directly using standard RDF syntax, or via a conventional JavaScript–based syntax.
RDF constitutes not only the means of expression, but also the subject matter of
programs: the native objects and classes of the language are RDF resources and
DAML+OIL classes, respectively. The formalization of computation within RDF allows
active content to be integrated seamlessly into RDF repositories, and provides a
programming environment which simplifies the manipulation of RDF when compared to
use of a conventional language via an API. The name of the language is "Fabl".

1. Introduction
Fabl1 is a programming language which is built within RDF[1]. The constituents of the
language - its code, functions, and classes - are formalized as RDF resources, as is the data
over which computation takes place. This means that programs reside within the world of RDF
content rather than being relegated to a separate realm connected to RDF via an API. The
starting point for the formalization is DAML+OIL[2].
The language provides an efficient imperative programming framework for the RDF
domain. Programs may be expressed as RDF objects using standard RDF syntax, or via a
conventional syntax which might be described as JavaScript 2 enhanced with types and
qualified property names. The language is designed to be easy to learn for programmers
familiar with the conventional JavaScript/HTML/XML/DOM web–programming model. In
fact, the conceptual cleanliness of RDF makes the language and its semantics far simpler than
this conventional model. The initial implementation is similar in runtime efficiency to other
scripting environments.
As a computational formalism for RDF, the neighboring points of comparison for Fabl are
the RDF APIs (eg [3], [4]), in which computation is expressed in conventional ways, but the
subject matter of the computation is expressed in RDF. Fabl has several advantages over APIs:
1. Simplicity of programming.
2. Functions and programs can be managed, inspected, manipulated, and annotated in the
same manner as any other RDF resources; they are first–class citizens of the RDF world.
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3. Fabl's type system exploits the RDF property–centric style. This yields a system of a kind
different, and in some ways more expressive and flexible, than those found in the main thread
of object–oriented type systems running from Simula through C++, Java, C#, and Curl.
4. Fabl programs are formalized within RDF in a manner that provides an open framework
for extension of the language. The implementation of Fabl is, with the exception of a few low
level utilities, written in Fabl itself. Further, the process by which programs are analyzed and
converted into an efficiently executable form can be extended by addition of new RDF content.
This means that extension of Fabl to include new language facilities, such as new control
structures, new syntax, or new typing systems built on different principles can all be carried
out in the RDF style: by extending the base of RDF files which describe the language.
Although Fabl defines a particular (albeit, extensible) textual format for programs on the
one hand, and implements a particular byte–code and virtual machine for interpretation on the
other, the core of the design is its formalism for describing imperative computation as RDF.
This integrates computation into the RDF realm of distributed semantic description, decoupled
from any particular source language and from any particular execution technique. Concretely,
active entities, from simple spreadsheets to complex simulations, can be formalized in RDF,
and made available to any agent that has a use for them, independent of the language (or
graphical interface) from which they were created.
Whether or not the particular formalism introduced here is the right one, RDF can and
should be used as a vehicle for standardizing computation as well as passive content. If nothing
else, Fabl shows the practicality of this idea.
2. Application Scenarios
Close integration of computation with RDF can benefit both sides of the integration. Most
trivially, RDF mechanisms can be used to annotate programs - for example by using the
Dublin Core[5] to assert information about date, author, and publisher of code. With the
development of simple computational ontologies, metadata about code of the sort useful to
software engineeers can be asserted in RDF; examples include call trees, traces, and
performance information. The openness of RDF, which allows continually evolving
vocabularies and tools to be applied to preexisting data, should benefit the realm of
programming as much as any other domain.
Beyond annotation, the formalization of functions and code as RDF resources is the first
step in integrating algorithmic computation and inference in an RDF setting. The combination
of inference and algorithmic computation might be applied to automatic assembly of programs
from available components, and to problem solving which mixes inference and algorithmic
computation (when a subproblem is inferred to be solvable by an available algorithm, the
algorithm is invoked). This direction of work requires more complex computational ontologies
which formalize the kinds of statements about computational objects needed to support useful
inference.
Going in the other direction, thorough integration of computation with RDF facilitates the
development of active RDF content. The initial application to which we are appying Fabl
provides an example. We have defined relatively simple ontologies for geography (themed
maps, as in GIS), and for events located in a geographical context. This geographical and
historical information is depicted by interactive web-delivered maps in the Macromedia Flash
format (see our web site[6] for examples). The active aspect of our RDF repository consists
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primarily of handlers which generate interactive maps from the underlying geographical and
historical information, and which maintain consistency between the data and its depiction as
changes are made. The handlers are RDF resources and their relationship to other data is
expressed by RDF statements. Regularities (eg all resources in this class have that handler) are
asserted by DAML+OIL restrictions.
This application provides a template for a wide range of possible applications, wherein
complex situations are represented in RDF, and where consistency constraints are
automatically maintained by associated constraint propogation mechanisms which are at least
partly algorithmic (rather than strictly deductive) in nature. The kind of complete integration
proposed here is not the only possible approach to this kind of application, but we would argue
that first-class status for computational entities in the RDF world removes a layer of
indirectness and complexity that would otherwise be necessary.

3. An Example
Consider the the simplest of data structures, a point on the plane with two coordinates,
which can be expressed in Java by:
public class Point {
double xc;
double yc;
}

Here is an extract from a Fabl RDF file at http://purl.oclc.org/net/fabl/examples/geom
defining the same structure:
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf ="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:xsd ="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:daml="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#"
xmlns:fabl="http://purl.oclc.org/net/nurl/fabl/"
xmlns:nurl="http://purl.oclc.org/net/nurl/"
>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="xc"/>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="yc"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#xc"/>
<daml:toClass
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#double"/>
<daml:cardinality>1</daml:cardinality>
</daml:Restriction>
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#yc"/>
<daml:toClass
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#double"/>
<daml:cardinality>1</daml:cardinality>
</daml:Restriction>
</rdfs:Class>
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The Fabl type system makes use of the March, 2001 version of DAML+OIL. The above
RDF asserts that every member of Point has xc and yc properties, and that these properties
each have exactly one value of type double. All of the examples in this paper use the name
space declarations given just above, which will be abreviated in what follows by [standard–
namespace–declarations]. Here is vector addition for points:
<rdf:RDF
[standard–namespace–declarations]
xmlns:geom="http://purl.oclc.org/net/fabl/examples/geom#"
>
<fabl:code>
geom:Point function plus(geom:Point x,y)
{
var geom:Point rs;
rs = new(geom:Point);
rs . geom:xc = x.geom:xc + y.geom:xc;
rs . geom:yc = x.geom:yc + y.geom:yc;
return rs;
}
</fabl:code>
</rdf:RDF>

The above text is not, of course, legal RDF. Rather, it represents the contents of a file
intended for analysis by the Fabl processor, which converts it into RDF triples. The pseudo–
tag <fabl:code> encloses Fabl source code; everything not enclosed by the tag should be legal
RDF.
Note that the syntax resembles that of JavaScript, except that variables and functions are
typed. Fabl types are RDF classes, and are named using XML qualified[7] or unqualified
names (details below).
Here are the contents of the file http://purl.oclc.org/net/fabl/examples/color:
<rdf:RDF
[standard–namespace–declarations] >
<daml:Class rdf:ID="Color"/>
<Color rdf:ID="yellow"/>
<Color rdf:ID="blue"/>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="colorOf">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Color"/>
<rdf:/Property>

The following fragment assigns a color to an existing Point: yellow if its x coordinate is
positive, and blue otherwise:
<rdf:RDF
[standard–namespace–declarations]
xmlns:geom="http://purl.oclc.org/net/fabl/examples/geom#"
xmlns:color="http://purl.oclc.org/net/fabl/examples/color#"
>
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<fabl:code>
fabl:void function setColor(geom:Point x)
{
if (x . geom:xc > 0) x.color:colorOf = color:yellow;
else x.color:colorOf = color:blue;
}
</fabl:code>

The expression fabl:void may only be used in a context where the return type of a function
is indicated. It signifies that the function in question does not return a value. Note that
fabl:void is not a class, and in particular is should not be identified with daml:Nothing. A
function with return type daml:Nothing would indicate that the function returns a value
belonging to daml:Nothing - an impossibility.
The setColor example illustrates the central difference between an RDF class and its
counterparts in the object–oriented programming tradition. An RDF class is an assertion about
properties possessed by a resource, which does not preclude the resource from having
additional properties not mentioned in the class, nor from belonging to other classes, nor even
from aquiring new properties and class memberships as time goes on. The progression of data
types in programming languages exhibits growing freedom of type members: C or Pascal types
exactly determine the structure of their members; C++ and Java classes determine the structure
of members to a degree, but allow extension by subclasses; the RDF model leaves the structure
of members free except as explicitly limited by the class definition.
Unless a property has been explicitly constrained to have only one value, Fabl interprets the
value of a property selection:
x.P

as a bag. In the following example, the first function returns the number of colors assigned
to an object, and the latter returns its unique color if it has only one, and a nul value otherwise.
xsd:int function numColors(daml:Thing x)
{
return cardinality(x.color:colorOf);
}
color:Color function theColorOf(daml:Thing x)
{
var BagOf(color:Color) cls;
cls = x.color:colorOf;
if (cardinality(cls)==1) return cls[0];
else return fabl:undefined;
}

fabl:undefined is a special identifier which denotes no RDF value, but rather indicates the
absence of any RDF value in the contexts where it appears.
4. RDF Computation in Fabl
RDF syntax and semantics can be viewed as having three layers: (1) a layer which assigns
concrete syntax (usually XML) to RDF assertions, (2) the data model layer, in which RDF
content is represented as a set of triples over URIs and literals, and (3) a semantic model,
consisting of the objects and properties to which RDF assertions refer. DAML+OIL specifies
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semantics[8] constraining the relationship between the data model and the semantic model.
The proper level of description for computation over RDF is the data model; the state of an
RDF computation is a set of triples <subject,predicate,object>. This triple set in turn can be
construed as a directed labeled graph whose nodes are URIs and literals, and whose arcs are
labeled by the URIs of properties.
Fabl is executed by a virtual machine. An invocation of the Fabl VM creates an initial RDF
graph which is in effect Fabl's own self description: the graph contains nodes for the basic
functions and constants making up the Fabl language. Subsequent activity modifies the RDF
graph maintained by the VM, called the "active graph". The Fabl interpreter can accept input
from a command shell, or can be configured as a server in a manner appropriate to the
application.
The universe of RDF files on the web plays the role of the persistent store for Fabl. The
command
loadRdf(U)

adds the triple set described in the RDF file at URL U to the active graph.
The active graph is partitioned into pages. The data defining a page includes: (1) the
external URL (if any) from which the page was loaded, (2) the set of RDF triples which the
page contains, (3) a dictionary which maps the ids appearing in the page (as values assigned to
the rdf:ID attribute) to the resources which they identify, and (4) a set of namespace definitions
(bindings of URIs to namespace prefixes). Many pages are the internal representations of
external RDF pages, but new pages can be created which are not yet stored externally.
saveRdf(x,U)

saves the page upon which x lies at the file U. The current implementation interacts with the
external world of RDF via simple loading and saving of pages, but there are interesting
additional possibilities involving distributed computation, which are outlined in a later section
A global variable or constant X with value V is represented by a daml:UniqueProperty
named X whose value on the URI fabl:global is V. (It doesn't matter what values the property
assumes when applied to other resources, nor does fabl:global play any other role.) For
example, the following fragment defines the global pi:
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="pi">
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#UniqueProperty"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#double"/>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:Class rdf:about="http://purl.oclc.org/net/nurl/fabl/global">
<pi>3.14159265358979323846 </pi>
</daml:Class>

The values of global properties can be referred to directly by name in Fabl. For example,
since http://purl.oclc.org/net/fabl/examples/geom includes the lines above defining pi, the
following fragment illustrates reference to pi as a global:
<rdf:RDF
[standard–namespace–declarations]
xmlns:geom="http://purl.oclc.org/net/fabl/examples/geom#"
>
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<fabl:code>
xsd:double function timesPi(xsd:double x){return x * geom:pi}
</fabl:code>

As indicated in the initial example above, basic manipulation of the active graph is
accomplished via conventional property access syntax: If P is the qualified name of a property,
and x evaluates to an object, then
x.P

returns a bag of the known values of P on x, that is, the set of values V such that the triple
<x,P,V> is present in the active graph. However, if P is asserted to be univalued - if it was
introduced as a UniqueProperty, or has a cardinality restriction to one value - then
x.P

evaluates to the unique value instead. The assigment
x.P = E

for an expression E adds the triple <x,P,value(E)> to the active graph, unless P has been
asserted to be a univalued, in which case the new triple replaces the previous triple (if any)
which assigned a value to P on x. The command:
var Type name;

is equivalent to:
<daml:UniqueProperty rdf:ID="name">
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="Type"/>
</daml:UniqueProperty>

The function:
new(Type)

creates a new node N in the active graph, and adds the triple <N,rdf:type,Type>. Initially,
nodes created with the new operator lack an associated URI. However, Fabl allows URIs to be
accessed and set as if they were properties, via the pseudo–property uri.
x.uri

is the current URI of x if it has one, and fabl:undefined if not.
x.uri = newURI;

assigns a new URI to x. If newURI is already assigned to another node y in the active
graph, x is merged with y. The merged node will possess the union of the properties possessed
by x and y prior to the merge.
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5. RDF Computation Via an API: A Comparison
The Java code below uses the Jena API[4] to implement the function presented at the
beginning of section 3: vector addition of points. This sample is included to give the reader a
concrete sense of the difference between Fabl code, which expresses elementary RDF
operations directly as basic operations of the language, and code using an API, in which the
same elementary operations must be expressed as explicit manipulations of a representation of
RDF content in the host language (here, Java). This is the only purpose of the sample, and the
details are not relevant to anything that appears later in this paper. Also, the points made here
apply equally to other RDF APIs.
import com.hp.hpl.mesa.rdf.jena.mem.ModelMem;
import com.hp.hpl.mesa.rdf.jena.model.*;
import com.hp.hpl.mesa.rdf.jena.vocabulary.*;
// The class GeomResources initializes variables
// xc, yc, and Point to RDF resources of the right kind.
public class GeomResources {
protected
static
final
String
"http://purl.oclc.org/net/fabl/examples/geom#";
public static String getURI(){return URI;}
public static Property xc = null;
public static Property yc = null;
public static Resource Point = null;
static {
try {
xc = new PropertyImpl(URI, "xc");
yc = new PropertyImpl(URI, "yc");
Point = new ResourceImpl(URI+"Point");
} catch (Exception e) {
System.out.println("exception: " + e);
}
}
}

URI

=

public class GeomFunctions {
// PointPlus is vector addition
public static Resource PointPlus(Resource x,Resource y) {
Resource rs = x.getModel().createResource();
rs.addProperty(RDF.type, GeomResources.Point);
rs.addProperty(GeomResources.xc,
x.getProperty(GeomResources.xc).getDouble() +
y.getProperty(GeomResources.xc).getDouble());
rs.addProperty(GeomResources.yc,
x.getProperty(GeomResources.yc).getDouble() +
y.getProperty(GeomResources.yc).getDouble());
return rs;
}
}

The Fabl implementation, we would argue, is easier to understand and easier to code. The
difference is not due to any defect of the Jena API, but to the inherent indirectness of the API
approach. Further, the direct expression of RDF primitives in Fabl is less than half the story
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with regards to ease of use. More significant is the fact that Fabl types are DAML+OIL
classes, and type checking and polymorphism at the RDF level are implemented within the
language. When using an API, type checking at the RDF level is the user's responsibility. For
example, Java will not complain at compile time (nor run time) if the method
GeomFunctions.PointPlus is applied to resources which are not members of
GeomResources.Point.
6. Nurls
In normal RDF usage, locators (that is URLs) are often used as URIs whether or not the
entities they denote exist on the web. However, nothing prevents the use of URIs which are
completely unrelated to any web location, for example:
<rdf:Description rdf:about= "my_green_sedan">

Identifying an entity in a manner which does not make use of a WWW locator has two
advantages. First, the question of where to find information about the entity is decoupled from
naming the entity, which allows all of the different varieties of information about the entity to
evolve without disturbing the manner in which the entity is named. Among other things, this
simplifies the versioning of RDF data. Second, use of non–locating URIs frees up the content
of the URI for expressing hierarchy information about the entities described.
In the Fabl implementation, the triple
<X,fabl:describedBy,U>

means that U denotes an RDF file which provides information about X.
(rdfs:isDefinedBy[9] has a closely related, but not quite identical intent; descriptions need not
always qualify as definitions). U is also taken as relevant to any subject Y whose URI
(regarded as a pathname, with "." and "/" as delimiters) extends that of X. For example, if
my_green_sedan is described by U, then so are my_green_sedan.engine, and
my_green_sedan/engine but not my_green_sedan_attenna. The Fabl command:
getRdf(Y);

loads the files known to describe the resource Y; that is those files F for which the triple
<X,fabl:describedBy,F> is present in the active graph,and Y is an extension of X. A typical
Fabl initialization sequence involves first loading a configuration file containing
fabl:describedBy statements which indicate where to find information about basic resources.
Then, as additional resources become relevant to computation, invocations of getRdf bring the
needed data into the active graph. In future, lazy strategies may be implemented in which, for
example, getRdf(X) is automatically invoked on the first access to a property of X. Also,
nothing precludes future development of complex discovery technology for finding relevant
RDF, rather than relying only on the simple describedBy mechanism.
It is desirable that non–locating URIs not conflict with URLs. For Fabl applications, we
have reserved the URI http://purl.oclc.org/net/nurl/ as a root URI whose descendants will never
serve as locators. This line appears in our standard namespace declaration:
xmlns:nurl=”http://purl.olc.org/net/nurl”
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Nurl stands for "Not a URL". The following fragment tells the Fabl VM where to find the
description of the Fabl language, and illustrates the points just made:
<rdf:Description about= "http://purl.oclc.org/net/nurl/fabl">
<fabl:describedBy
rdf:resource="http://purl.oclc.org/net/fabl/languageV0"/>
</rdf:Description>

To access a future release of the language which resides at .../languageV1, only the
configuration file need change; RDF which mentions language primitives via the namespace
prefix "fabl:" may be left unchanged.
If U is the source URL of a page in the active graph, and the triple
<X,fabl:describedBy,U> is present in the active graph, then X is said to be a subject of the
page. That is, the page has as its subject matter the part of the hierarchical URI name space
rooted at X. A page may have more than one subject. When a new triple <A,P,B> is created in
the course of computation, and the URI of A is an extension of the subject of a page, the new
triple is allocated to that page. (Slightly more complex rules - not covered here - govern the
case where the subjects of pages overlap.)
7. Identifiers
Identifiers in Fabl represent XML qualified or unqualified names. However, since the "."
character is reserved for property selection, "." is replaced by "\" when an XML name is
transcribed into Fabl. For example:
fablex:automobiles\ford

is the Fabl identifier which would have been rendered as
fablex:automobiles.ford

in XML. The interpretation of unqualified names is governed by the path and the home
namespace. The path is a sequence of namespaces. When an unqualified name U is
encountered, the Fabl interpreter searches through the path for a namespace N such that N:U
represents a node already present in the active graph. When a new unqualified name U is
encountered, it is interpreted as H:U, where H is the home namespace. Normally, the "fabl:"
and "xsd:" namespaces are included in the path, enabling unqualified reference to Fabl
language primitives and XML Schema datatypes[10].
8. Types
Any RDF type is a legal Fabl type.
X.rdf:type = T;

asserts that X belongs to the type T; that is it adds the triple <X,rdf:type,T> to the active
graph. (This statement is legal only if T is a daml:Class, not an XML Schema datatype). Of
course, a value may have many types.
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Fabl also includes its own primitives for constructing new types, that is, for introducing new
resources whose type is rdfs:Class. The following lines of Fabl introduce the type Point
which was discussed earlier.
class('Point');
var xsd:double geom:xc;
var xsd:double geom:yc;
endClass();

The constructors BagOf(T), ListOf(T), SeqOf(T), and Function(O,I0,...,IN) generate
parametric types denoting the set of all bags (resp. lists,sequences) with members in type T,
and of all functions from input types I0,.... IN to output type O, respectively.
Except for the parametric types, any Fabl statement which introduces a type is equivalent to
a set of DAML+OIL statements about the type. This was illustrated by the definition of Point
which appeared earlier. Only a part of the DAML+OIL formalism is used for this purpose. A
new Fabl class can be introduced by subclassing a daml:Restriction. Within the
daml:Restriction, properties may be restricted either (1) by daml:hasValue, or (2) by
daml:toClass with an optional daml:maxCardinality or daml:cardinality restriction with
value 1. The effect is that properties may be assigned values, or may be assigned types. If a
property is assigned a type, it may optionally be restricted to have either exactly one, or at
most one value of that type. A new class may also be introduced as a daml:intersectionOf
existing classes. Any DAML+OIL class may appear as a legal Fabl type, because any RDF
type at all can so appear, but Fabl syntax will only generate types in the subset just described,
and Fabl's type deduction mechanisms will not fully exploit available information in types
outside the subset. Coverage of more of DAML+OIL can be implemented in future extensions
of Fabl without disturbing the correctness of code written for the current subset.
Here are the details. A Fabl class definition starts with
class('classname');

and ends with
endClass();

Within the definition, statements of the form
var pathname = expression;

called an assignment and
var [qualifier] [type] pathname;

called an assertion may appear. The possible values of the optional qualifier are exists,
optional, and multivalued (exists is the default). A pathname is a sequence of names of
properties, separated by dots ("."). and represents sequential selection of the values of
properties along the path. The assertion:
var [qualifier] type pathname;
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means that, for all elements X of the class being defined, if v is a value of X.pathname,
then v belongs to type. The qualifier exists (resp. optional, multivalued) means that
X.pathname must have exactly one value (resp. at most one value, any number of values).
var [qualifier] pathname;

makes no claim about the type of X.pathname, only about the cardinality of the set of
values which it assumes (depending on the qualifier).
The assignment
var pathname = expression;

means that the value of the slot denoted by the pathname is initialized to the value of the
expression at the time when the member X is created, or when the class is installed (see
below). Here are examples:
class('Rectangle');
var Point geom:center;
var geom:width; //already declared to be a xsd:double in geom:
var geom:height; //already declared to be a xsd:double in geom:
endClass();
class('RedObject');
var color:color = color:red;
endClass();
class('RedRectangleCenteredOnXaxis');
var Rectangle && RedObject this;
var geom:center.geom:xc = 0.0;
endClass();

In the last example, The && operator denotes conjunction, and the pathname this refers to
members of the class being defined, so that
var class this;

means that the class within whose definition the statement appears is a subclass of class.
The translation of Fabl class definitions into DAML+OIL RDF is straightforward.
Assertions translate into toClass restrictions, and their qualifiers to cardinality or
maxCardinality restrictions. Assignments translate into hasValue restrictions. The only
minor complication is that, when pathnames of length greater than one appear, helper classes
are automatically generated which express the constraints on intermediate values in path
traversal (details ommitted).
9. Dynamic Installation of Classes
Recall that
x.rdf:type = C;

asserts that x belongs to daml:Class C. Such statements can be executed at any time,
thereby dynamically adding class memberships. The effect of the statement is not just to add
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the triple asserting class membership, but also to apply the constraints which C imposes on its
members. Consider, for example:
var rect = new(Rectangle);
rect.rdf:type = RedRectangleCenteredOnXaxis;

Recall that RedRectangleCenteredOnXaxis asserts constant values for slots
geom:center.geom:xc and color:color. Consequently, after the assertion that x belongs to this
class, the following triples are added to the graph:
<x,rdf:type,RedRectangleCenteredOnXaxis>
<x,color:colorOf,color:red>,
<x,geom:center,center–uri>,
<center–uri,rdf:type,geom:Point>
<center–uri,geom:xc,0.0>

Here, center–uri represents an anonymous node which has been created to represent the
value of the geom:center property of x.
10. Implementation of Parametric Types
Here is the definition of BagOf:
class('BagOf');
var daml:Class this;
var memberType;
endClass();
daml:Class function BagOf(rdfs:Class tp)
{
var BagOf rs;
rs = new(BagOf);
rs . memberType = tp;
rs . uri = 'nurl:fablParametricTypes/' + ' BagOf(' + uriEncode(tp.uri) +
')';
return rs;
}

This definition appears within the Fabl language definition, where memberType has
already been declared to be a UniqueProperty of type rdfs:Class. The operator uriEncode
encodes reserved characters (such as ":" and "/") as described in the URI standard[11]. Note
that BagOf implements a one–to–one map from the URIs of types T to the URIs of BagOf(T).
The implementation of the other parametric types ListOF, SeqOf, and Function are
analogous. Fabl programmers can introduce their own parametric types using the same
strategy.
11. Types of Fabl Expressions
Fabl is not just a language in which types may be created and manipulated, but a typed
language in the more usual sense that each Fabl expression E is assigned an rdfs:Class. Of
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course, any particular Fabl value (ie node in the active graph) may have arbitrarily many types,
but a Fabl expression is assigned one of the types which the values of the expression is
expected to assume. Types of function applications are deduced in the usual way. If a Fabl
function f is defined by
O function f(I0 a0,... IN aN)
{
...
}

then the type of f(i0,...iN) is O if i0,...iN have types I0 ... IN. Range assertions are exploited in
type deduction concerning property selections. If the triple
<P,rdfs:range,T>

is present in the active graph for property P, the expression
x.P;

is given type BagOf(T), unless P is asserted to be univalued, in which case the type of x.P
is T. (If more than one range type is assigned to P, this is equivalent to assigning the
conjunction of the range types.)
E ~ T

performs a type cast of the expression E to type T. Type casts are checked at runtime: if the
value of E does not lie in T when E~T is executed, an error is thrown. Simple coercion rules
are also implemented; for example ints coerce to doubles, and conjunctions coerce to their
conjuncts.
12. Functions and Methods
A function definition:
O function fname (I 0 a0,... IN aN))
{
...
}

adds a function to the active graph under the decorated name
'f’+hash(uri_encode(I 0.uri),...uri_encode(IN.uri),fname)+'_'+fname;

The purpose of decoration is to support polymorphism by assigning different URIs to
functions whose input types differ. If the function definition appears within the scope of a class
definition, the function is added beneath the URI of the class, and is invoked in the usual
manner of methods: <object>.fname(...). If preceded by the optional keyword final a method
cannot be overridden. The effect of a Java abstract method is obtained by including a property
of functional type in a class definition. Overriding of methods takes place as a side effect of
class installation when the class being installed assigns values to functional properties. This
simple treatment of method overriding is more flexible than conventional treatments; for
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example, dynamic installation of classes may change the set of methods installed in an object
at any time, not only at object-creation time as in Java or C++. These points are illustrated by
examples just below. The Fabl expression:
f[I0,...In]

denotes the variant of f with the given input types. For example,twice[SeqOf(xsd:int)]
denotes the variant of twice which takes sequences of ints as input. The Fabl operator:
supplyArguments(functionalValue,a 0,...aN)

returns the function which results from fixing the first N arguments to functionalValue at
the values of a0,...aN. Now, consider the following code:
class('Displayable');
var Function(fabl:void) Displayable\display;
...
endClass();

Note that by giving Displayable\display as the name of the functional property, we have
allocated a URI for that property in the hierarchy beneath the URI for Displayable. This
technique can be used in any context where a property which pertains to only one class is
wanted. Consider also a concrete variant which displays rectangles:
fabl:void function display(Rectangle r)
{
....
}

Then, with
class('DisplayableRectangle');
var Displayable && Rectangle this;
var Displayable\display = supplyArguments(display[Rectangle],this);
endClass();

a class is defined which is a subclass of both Rectangle and Displayable, and which
assigns concrete functions to the corresponding functional properties in the latter class. This is
similar to what happens when a C++ or Java class contains a virtual method which is
implemented by a method defined in a subclass. As noted earlier, the wiring of virtual methods
to their implementations can only take place at object creation time in Java or C++, and cannot
be undone thereafter, whereas Fabl allows wiring of functional properties to their
implementations to take place at any time during a computation, via, for example
someRectanglePreviouslyUndisplayable.rdf :type = DisplayableRectangle;

Fabl supports assertion of constraints as part of class definitions - constraints which are
applied to members at class installation time, and maintained thereafter by a constraint
propagation mechanism. The constraint facility is beyond the scope of this paper.
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13. Code as RDF
The foregoing discussion has described how Fabl data and types are rendered as sets of
RDF triples. The remaining variety of Fabl entity which needs expression in RDF is code.
Code is represented by elements of the class fabl:Xob (Xob = "eXecutable object"). Xob
has subclasses for representing the atoms of code (global variables, local variables, and
constants), and for the supported control structures (blocks, if–else, loops, etc). Here is the
class Xob:
class('Xob');
//atomic Xob classes such as Xlocal do not require flattening
var optional Function( Xob,Xob) Xob\flatten;
var rdfs:Class Xob\valueType;
endClass();

Subclasses of Xob include:
class('Xconstant'); //Constant appearing in code
var Xob this;
var Xconstant\value;
endClass();
class('Xlocal'); //Local variable
var Xob this;
var xsd:string Xlocal\name;
endClass();
class('Xif');
var Xob this;
var Xob Xif\condition;
var Xob Xif\true;
var optional Xob Xif\false;
endClass();
class('Xapply'); //application of a function to arguments
var Xob this;
var AnyFunction Xapply\function;
var SeqOf(Xob) Xapply\arguments;
endClass();

(The type AnyFunction represents the
Function(O,I0...IN)) The Fabl statement
if (test(x)) action(2);

translates to the Xob given by this RDF:
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union of all of the

function types

<fabl:Xif>
<fabl:Xif.condition>
<fabl:Xapply>
<fabl:Xapply.function rdf:resource="#f001a0e6f_test"/>
<fabl:Xapply.arguments>
<rdf:seq>
<rdf:li>
< fabl:Xlocal>
< fabl:Xlocal.name>x</fabl:Xlocal.name>
</ fabl:Xlocal>
</rdf:li>
</rdf:seq>
</fabl:Xapply.arguments>
</fabl:Xapply>
</fabl:Xif.condition>
<fabl:Xif.true>
<fabl:Xapply>
<fabl:Xapply.function rdf:resource="#f001a0e6f_action"/>
<fabl:Xapply.arguments>
<rdf:seq>
<rdf:li>
< fabl:Xconstant Xconstant.value=2/>
</rdf:li>
</rdf:seq>
</fabl:Xapply.arguments>
</fabl:Xapply>
</fabl:Xif.true>
<fabl:Xif>

f001a0e6f_action is the decorated name of the variant of action which takes an xsd:int as
input. Verbose as this is, it omits the Xob properties. Correcting this omission for the Xlocal
would add the following lines in the scope of the Xlocal element:
<rdf:type rdf:resource = "http://purl.oclc.org/net/nurl/fabl/Xob"/>
<fabl:Xob.valueType rdf:resource =
"http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema:int"/>

(The Xob\flatten property does not appear because Xlocals do not require flattening). A
full exposition of the set of all Xob classes is beyond the scope of this paper, but the above
examples should indicate the simple and direct approach taken. The class
class('Xfunction');
var xsd:string Xfunction\name;
var rdfs:Class Xfunction\returnType;
var SeqOf(Xlocal) Xfunction\parameters;
var SeqOf(Xlocal) Xfunction\localVariables;
var Xob Xfunction\code;
var SeqOf(xsd:byte) Xfunction\byteCode;
endClass();

defines an implementation of a function. When a Fabl function is defined, the code is
analyzed, producing an Xfunction as result. This Xfunction is assigned as the value of the
decorated name of the function.
The following steps are involved in translating the source code of a Fabl function or
command into an Xfunction:
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Source code [Parser] ->
Parse tree
[Analyzer] ->
Type–analyzed form (Xob) [Flattener]->
Flattened form (Xob) [Assembler] ->
Byte Code (executed by the Fabl virtual machine)

All of these steps are implemented in Fabl. The parse tree is a hierarchical list structure in
the Lisp tradition whose leaves are tokens; a token in turn is a literal annotated by its syntactic
category. A flat Xob is one in which all control structures have been unwound, resulting in a
flat block of code whose only control primitives are conditional and unconditional jumps.
Separating out flattening as a separate step in analysis supports extensibility by new control
structures, as will be seen in a moment.
The analysis step is table driven: it is implemented by an extensible collection of
constructors for individual tokens. The constructor property of a token is a function of type
Function(Xob,daml:List) which, when supplied with a parse tree whose operator is the token,
returns the analysis of that tree. Here is the code for the constructor for if. The parse of an if
statement is a list of the form (if <condition> <action>).
Xob function if_tf(daml:List x)
{
var Xob cnd,ift,Xif rs;
cnd = analyze(x[1]); //the condition
if (cnd.Xob\valueType!=xsd:boolean) error('Test in IF not boolean');
ift = analyze(x[2]);
rs = new(Xif);
rs . Xif\condition = cnd;
rs . Xif\true = ift; //no value need be assigned for Xif\false
return rs;
}

x[N] selects the Nth element of the list. Then, the statement
ifToken.constructor = if_tf[daml:List];

assigns this function as the constructor for the if token. More than one constructor may be
assigned to a token; each is tried in turn until one succeeds.
The Xif class, like other non–primitive control structures, includes a method for flattening
away occurences of the class into a pattern of jumps and gotos (details omitted). Constructors
and flattening methods rely on a library of utilities for manipulating Xobs, such as the function
metaApply, which constructs an application of a function to arguments, and metaCast which
yields a Xob with a different type, but representing the same computation, as its argument.
This simple architecture implements the whole of the Fabl language. The crucial aspect of
the architecture is that it is fully open to extension within RDF. New control structures, type
constructors, parametrically polymophic operators, annotations for purposes such as aspect–
oriented programming[12], and other varieties of language features can all be introduced by
loading RDF files containing their descriptions. The core Fabl implementation itself comes
into being when the default configuration file loads the relevant RDF; a different configuration
file drawing on a different supply of RDF would yield another variant of the language. This is
the sense in which the implementation provides an open framework for describing computation
in RDF, rather than a fixed language.
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Finally, note once again that Xobs provide a formalism for representing computation in
RDF which does not depend for its definition on any particular source language nor on any
particular method for execution. That is, it formalizes computation within RDF, as promised
by the title of the paper, and can yield the benefits sketched in the introduction.
14. Implementation
The practicality of an RDF–based computational formalism is a central issue for this paper,
so size and performance data for our initial implementation are relevant.
The implementation consists of a small kernel written in C. The size of the kernel as a
WinTel executable is 120 kilobytes. The kernel includes the byte–code interpreter, a
generation–scavenging garbage collector, and a loader for our binary format for RDF. The
remainder of the implementation consists of Fabl's RDF self description, which consumes 700
kilobytes in our RDF binary format. A compressed self–installing version of the
implementation, which includes the Fabl self description, consumes 310 kilobytes. Startup
time (that is, load of the Fabl self description) is about one third of a second on a 400MHZ
Pentium II. Primitive benchmarks show performance similar to scripting languages such as
JavaScript (as implemented in Internet Explorer 5.0 by Jscript) and Python. However, further
work on performance should yield much better results, since the language is strongly typed,
and amenable to many of the same performance techniques as Java.
The full value of formalizing computation within RDF will be realized only by an open
standard. We regard Fabl as a proof–of–concept for such a formalization. In the context of a
standards effort, we would be willing to contribute as Open Source whatever part of Fabl's
implementation is found to be relevant.
15. Future Work
The current Fabl implementation treats the external RDF world as a store of RDF triple sets,
which are activated explicitly via loadRdf or getRdf. However, an interesting direction for
future work is the definition of a remote invocation mechanism for RDF–based computation.
Here is an outline of one possibility.
Values of the fabl:describedBy property might include URLs which denote servers as well
as RDF pages. In this case, getRdf(U) would not load any RDF. Instead, a connection would
be made to the server (or servers) S designated by the value(s) of fabl:describedBy on U. In
this scenario, the responsibility of S is to evaluate properties, globals, and functions in the URI
hierarchy rooted at U. Whenever a property E.P, a global G, or a function application F(x) is
evaluated in the client C, and the URI of E, G, or F is an extension of U, a request is
forwarded to the server S, which performs the needed computation, and returns the result. The
communication protocol would itself be RDF–based, along the lines proposed on the www–
rdf–interest mailing list[13]. Such an approach would provide simple and transparent access to
distributed computational resources to the programmer, while retaining full decoupling of
description of computation in RDF from choices about source language and implementation.
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16. Other XML Descriptions of Computation
Imperative computational constructs appear in several XML languages. Two prominent
examples are SMIL[14] and XSLT[15], in which, for example, conditional execution of
statements is represented by the <switch> and <xsl:if> tags, respectively. The aims of these
formalizations are limited to specialized varieties of computation which the languages target.
Scripting languages encoded in XML include XML Script[16] and XFA Script[17].
Footnotes
1. FablTM is a trademark of The Behavior Engine Company, and is pronounced "fable".
2. The standardization of JavaScript is ECMAscript[18]
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Abstract. This paper lays out the design rationale of RuleML, a rule markup language for the Semantic Web.
We give an overview of the RuleML Initiative as a Web ontology effort. Subsequently, the modular syntax
and semantics of RuleML and the current RuleML 0.8 DTDs are presented (focusing on the Datalog and
URI sublanguages). Then we discuss negation handling, priorities/evidences, as well as agents and RuleML.
We next proceed to RuleML implementations via XSLT and rule engines. In our conclusions, we continue to
explore the bigger picture of ontologies and discuss some requirements for a future RuleML. An appendix
shows our Semantic Web scenario in the insurance industry.

1. Introduction
Rules have traditionally been used in theoretical computer science, compiler technology,
databases, logic programming, and AI. The Semantic Web tries to represent information in
the World Wide Web such that it can be used by machines not just for display purposes, but
for automation, integration, and reuse across applications; it has recently advanced to a W3C
Activity. Rule Markup for the Semantic Web has been a hot topic since rules were identified
as one of its Design Issues.
However, Semantic Web rules have been less systematically studied than the
corresponding ontology (actually, taxonomy) markup. The Rule Markup Initiative tries to
fill the gap by exploring rule systems (e.g., extended Horn logics) suitable for the Web,
their (XML and RDF) syntax, semantics, tractability/efficiency, and transformation and
compilation. Both derivation rules (which may be evaluated bottom-up as in deductive
databases, top-down as in logic programming, or by tabled resolution as in XSB) (10) and
reaction rules (also called "ECA" -- "event-condition-action" -- or "trigger" rules), as well
as possible combinations, are being considered.
In the context of the Semantic Web, rules may be built on F-logic for RDF inference, as
pioneered by SiLRI (4). This work has recently been extended for rules with expressive
bodies (full FOL syntax) in TRIPLE (5). Rules may also be used to enhance the content of
Web pages and XML documents in various ways. E.g., derivation rules allow the dynamic
inclusion of derived facts, while reaction rules allow the specification of behavior in
response to browser events.
RuleML started on the basis of pre-existing rule markup languages and has already
inspired further rule-markup projects. As examples, we just sketch our RFML, URML, and
AORML languages here, but refer readers to http://www.dfki.unikl.de/ruleml/#Participants
for the complete picture:
•

RFML (Relational-Functional Markup Language) is a (Web-)output format for
relational-functional knowledge bases and computations implemented as part of the
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Relfun system. The (Web-)input translation of RFML markup into Relfun's Prologlike syntax is implemented via an XSLT stylesheet.
•

URML was initially a project to Webize the ART and ARTScript Rule Language
(11). URML is pushing the effort further to integrate Object Oriented Rule-based
programming with XML and provide a basis for the implementation of Web objects
and their manipulation in rules.

•

AORML is a project to define a markup language for agent-oriented business rules
in the context of Agent Object Relationship (AOR) models.

Participants in the RuleML Initiative have expressed an urgent need for a standard rule
markup language, with translators in and out along with further tools. This need provided
the impetus for the RuleML effort.
This paper lays out the design rationale of the Rule Markup Language (RuleML), the
Initiative's evolving markup language for the Semantic Web. To accommodate the various
(Web) rule-user communities from Knowledge-Based Systems to Intelligent Agents to ECommerce, a modular hierarchy of sublanguages will be discussed. Rule extensions will
concern first-class URIs, Web-suited negations, labelings, certainties/priorities, and
packages. The Initiative also examines where current description methods and
implementation techniques (e.g., XML DTDs vs. Schemas and C vs. Java-based rule
engines) are sufficient for such rule markup and where they would need revisions and
extensions.
This paper further attempts to contribute to some open issues of Notation 3 (N3) and
DAML-Rules in relation to RuleML. Finally, by studying issues of combining rules and
taxonomies via sorted logics, description logics, or frame systems, the paper also touches
on the US-European proposal DAML+OIL.
2. The RuleML Initiative as a Web Ontology Effort
The RuleML Initiative started in August 2000 during the Pacific Rim International
Conference on Artificial Intelligence (PRICAI 2000). It has brought together expert teams
from several countries, including leaders in Knowledge Representation and Markup
Languages, from both academia and industry. The RuleML Initiative is developing an
open, vendor neutral XML/RDF-based rule language. This will allow for the exchange of
rules between various systems including distributed software components on the Web,
heterogeneous client-server systems found within large corporations, etc. The RuleML
language offers XML syntax for rules Knowledge Representation, interoperable among
major commercial and non-commercial rules systems.
Among our industrial participants are rules engine vendors, Web technology vendors,
XML/RDF tools vendors and also technology users such as financial corporations, telecom
companies and some of the major Web portals and ASPs. The RuleML Initiative is
collaborating with numerous related efforts such as the complementary Java Rules Engine
API specification, the W3C RDF working group, the DAML group, W3C P3P Activity,
PMML, and many others. This collaboration will enable RuleML to share mechanisms and
provide a rules language to existing and emerging industry standards such as the Semantic
Web and RDF, P3P, CC/PP and EDI (Electronic Data Interchange). The scenario in
Appendix 1 exemplifies some inferential and metadata uses of RuleML for the Semantic
Web.
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Since RuleML participants organized a Birds Of a Feather (BOF) session at W3C's
Technical Plenary and WG Meeting Event in February/March 2001, the Initiative has been
discussing with W3C about possibilities of a working group devoted to Web rules (axioms)
or to a combination of Web-ontology efforts as expressed by the 'equation' ontology =
taxonomy + axioms. This would create the chance of a uniform ontology language with a
description-logic taxonomy and Horn-logic-like rules.
In particular, large-scale RuleML rulebase exchange will require a taxonomy of the
relations defined in the rulebase, where a relation with its arguments becomes a class with
its slots. Participants in a rulebase exchange could then align each other's relation
hierarchies to detect incompatibilities prior to merging and firing their rule definitions.
Conversely, large-scale DAML+OIL taxonomies will require a rule system to derive/use
certain implicit information that is not captured by the taxonomy alone. The required rules
could be marked up according to the suitable RuleML expressive class. DAML+OIL
taxonomies and RuleML axioms should be expressed in compatible ways, ideally in one
unified language. To achieve this, the current RuleML 0.8 and DAML+OIL markups could
be co-developed in the Web Ontology Group towards a common version 1.0.
The fact that combined ontology systems quickly become undecidable is not a big issue
since the higher RuleML expressive classes, e.g. Horn logic, are already undecidable. A big
issue of the collaboration between DAML+OIL and RuleML, however, is the development
of an interleaved layered system whose decidable taxonomy expressive classes interact
well with the decidable or undecidable axiom expressive classes.
Initially, the possible combinations of taxonomies and axioms should be systematically
compared w.r.t. criteria such as naturalness vs. formality, expressiveness vs. efficiency, DL
terms as types for Horn variables vs. DL terms as Horn premises (or even conclusions), etc.
On the taxonomy side, this comparison should span the range from order-sorted logics
(which can be regarded as a degenerate description logic without slots, i.e. only the class
lattice) to expressive decidable description logics such as ALLNR. On the axioms side, we
should study the range from versions of Datalog, to Horn logic, to full first-order logic, and
conservative extensions (e.g., restricted higher-order syntax). The question then is which of
these respective subclasses go together well w.r.t. our criteria.
For example, it is well-known that order-sorted logics go together well with Horn logic
and even with full first-order logic, as, e.g., shown by solutions to Schubert's Steamroller
Problem such as (3): the combination reduces the search space. On the other hand, as
shown by (9), only versions of Datalog seem to go together well with expressive
description logics such as ALLNR: the combination enlarges the search space. If we allow
free variations of both the taxonomy and axioms expressive classes, there are also many
possible combinations in between. However, if a user community can state their
requirements w.r.t. expressiveness of the taxonomy, the axioms, or both, it will be easier to
fix the remaining degrees of freedom.
When building real Web ontologies it seems wise to start with less expressive classes on
both the taxonomy and axioms sides, since a builder community cannot anticipate the
requirements of future user communities. The ontological content should be packaged in an
as lightweight ontology language as possible to make it available to a maximum number of
users. The RuleML Initiative tried to prepare such a methodology through the bottom-up
construction of a system of sublanguages from RDF-like triples to labeled Horn logic with
equations plus URI individuals and relations. This could be complemented by a bottom-up
taxonomy-language (re-)construction, and brought together through joint work on ontology
layering.
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3. The Modular Syntax and Semantics of RuleML
The modular RuleML design is described in this section. RuleML encompasses a
hierarchy of rules, from reaction rules (event-condition-action rules), via integrityconstraint rules (consistency-maintenance rules) and derivation rules (implicationalinference rules), to facts (premiseless derivation rules). Till now, we have been mostly
working on derivation rules and facts (cf. appendix 2).
The RuleML hierarchy of rules constitutes a partial order rooted in reaction rules. Its
second main layer consists of, next to each other, integrity-constraint rules and derivation
rules. The third layer just specializes derivation rules to facts. Thus, the global RuleML
picture looks as shown in Figure 1.
Reaction Rules
1.

2.

Integrity Constraints

Derivation Rules
3.
Facts

Figure 1: The RuleML hierarchy top-level.
Let us discuss the hierarchy's numbered specialization links in turn. (For a more finegrained discussion of derivation rules, facts, and their further specialization to RDF triples
see Figure 2.)
•

Integrity constraints are considered as "denials" or special reaction rules whose only
possible kind of action is to signal inconsistency when certain conditions are
fulfilled.

•

Derivation rules are considered as special reaction rules whose action happens to
only add or 'assert' a conclusion when certain conditions (premises) are fulfilled.
This asserting of conclusions can be regarded as a purely declarative step, as used
for model generation and fixpoint semantics. Such rules can thus also be applied
backward for proving a conclusion from premises.

•

Facts are considered as special derivation rules that happen to have an empty
(hence, 'true') conjunction of premises.

We can now make more precise our views regarding the application direction for the four
rule categories:
•

General reaction rules can only be applied in the forward direction in a natural
fashion, observing/checking events/conditions and performing an action if and
when all events/conditions have been perceived/fulfilled.

•

Integrity constraints are usually also forward-oriented, i.e. triggered by updates,
mainly for efficiency reasons.
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•

Derivation rules, on the other hand, can be applied in the forward direction as well
as in a backward direction, the latter reducing the proof of a goal (conclusion) to
proofs of all its subgoals (premises). Since in different situations different
application directions of derivation rules may be optimal (forward, backward, or
mixed), RuleML does not prescribe any one of these.

•

For facts or 'unit clauses' it makes little sense to talk of an application direction.

While reaction rules, as the all-encompassing rule category, could implement all other
ones, in RuleML we are introducing tailored special-purpose syntaxes for each of these
categories. The following markup syntax only serves for our preliminary distinction of the
four categories (for instance, we plan to permit and/or nestings besides flat conjunctions as
premises):
•

Reaction rules: <rule> <_body> <and> prem1 ... premN </and> </_body> <_head>
action </_head> </rule>

•

Integrity constraints: <ic> <_body> <and> prem1 ... premN </and> </_body> </ic>
implemented by <rule> <_body> <and> prem1 ... premN </and> </_body> <_head>
<signal> inconsistency </signal> </_head> </rule>

•

Derivation rules: <imp> <_head> conc </_head> <_body> <and> prem1 ... premN
</and> </_body> </imp> implemented by <rule> <_body> <and> prem1 ... premN
</and> </_body> <_head> <assert> conc </assert> </_head> </rule>

•

Facts: <fact> <_head> conc </_head> </fact> implemented by <imp> <_head> conc
</_head> <_body> <and> </and> </_body> </imp>

Let us now elaborate on RuleML's derivation rules. Because of the infinity of possible
rule-markup syntaxes and the rich previous work on semantics of rule-system classes,
RuleML has attempted the following separation of concerns:
•

The sublanguage hierarchy. Figure 2 shows the 12 sublanguages that together
constitute the modularized basic RuleML definition. All sublanguages except the
'UR' (URL/URI) group correspond to well-known rule systems, where each
sublanguage has a corresponding semantic (model- and proof-theoretic)
characterization. Current work concerns a more precise URL/URI/URN semantics,
as discussed in section The RuleML 0.8 DTDs. Sections Negation Handling in
RuleML and Priorities/Evidences in RuleML prepare modular extensions of this
basis for negations and priorities, respectively.

•

The concrete markup. In recent months, the RuleML 0.7 DTDs have been
developed into the RuleML 0.8 DTDs without affecting the above semantics. The
new markup uses XML in RDF's 'explicit role-markup' style, relativizing XML's
positionality to places where RDF's Seq containers or DAML+OIL lists would be
needed. RuleML 0.8 is still being developed in DTDs, but will also be delivered
(via translators) in XML Schemas. In the next section it will be illustrated with an
earlier RuleML example, upgraded from 0.7 to 0.8.
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Figure 2: The RuleML hierarchy with 12 derivation-rule sublanguages.
4. The RuleML 0.8 DTDs
The upper layer of the RuleML hierarchy of rules is discussed in section The Modular
Syntax and Semantics of RuleML. In that terminology, the system of RuleML DTDs
presented here only covers derivation rules, not reaction rules.
This is because we think it is important to start with a subset of simple rules, test and
refine our principal strategy using these, and then work 'up' to the more general categories
of rules in the hierarchy. For this we choose Datalog, a language corresponding to
relational databases (ground facts without complex domains or 'constructors') augmented
by views (possibly recursive rules), and work a few steps upwards to further declarative
rules from (equational) Horn logic. We also work upwards from a URL/URI language
corresponding to simple objects. The join of both of these branches then permits inferences
over RDF-like 'resources' and can be re-specialized to RDF triples.
Regarding the concrete markup syntax, we have been experimenting with several DTDs
prior to the current, still preliminary, version. The rationale for our current tags is as
follows.
•

Rather than leaving conjunction implicit, an explicit tag pair <and> ... </and> with a
sequence of N conjuncts is used (this would preferably be a set of conjuncts),
preparing the unavoidable explicit markup of other boolean connectives (mainly
<or> ... </or>) and their nesting.

•

As a result of previous discussions, RuleML now uses an XML-RDF-unified data
model with "Order-Labeled (OrdLab) Trees" (exemplified in appendix 3) as its
notational base (2).

•

In particular, we conventionally mark up RDF-like predicates, here called 'roles', by
"_"-prefixed tags in XML (if all class-like 'type' tags would start with an upper-case
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letter, then 'role' tags could also be distinguished, Java-like, by having them start
with a lower-case letter, as in The FRODO rdf2java Tool).
•

Using an atom (for a single premise) or an and (for a conjunction of premises) in the
role of the body and an atomic conclusion in the role of the head, rules aggregate
two commutative roles; in particular, our Horn-like implication rules equivalently
become <imp> <_body> <and> prem1 ... premN </and> </_body> <_head> conc
</_head> </imp> or become <imp> <_head> conc </_head> <_body> <and> prem1 ...
premN </and> </_body> </imp> (thus unifying KIF's "implication" and "reverse
implication" syntaxes).

•

The main advantage of roles is that of feature-term or object-centered modeling: If
some extra information is to be added to an element such as a priority factor to the
imp element, then it is easy to attach, RDF-like, a new _priority role with a float-type
value; on the other hand the insertion, XML-like, of the float-type value directly into
the child sequence would (be harder to read and) cause all subsequent children to
assume a new position in the element (a problem for processing via XSLT etc.).

•

In the new data model an element can have "mixed content" in the new sense of
having both 'role' and 'type' children (see the atom examples below whose content
consists of one _opr-role child and _1, _2, ... var-type children): while the 'type'
children form an ordered sequence as in XML, without need for RDF's Sequence
container, (1) the 'role' children are commutative as in RDF (treating an ordered
sequence as a unit, as if it was reified into a Sequence container).

Appendix 2 contains a preliminary DTD for a Datalog subset of RuleML 0.8. Appendix 3
shows a simple example rule base that conforms to that DTD.
As indicated in Figure 2, besides the sublanguages towering above the Datalog DTD,
there is another major RuleML branch consisting of the sublanguages on top of 'UR'-object
(URL/URI) DTD. In RuleML we try to build on existing W3C work whenever possible.
Hence, Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) are used to locate, describe and access
resources and services such as classes, objects, software agents, Web components, Web
services, etc. The representation of objects as URIs in RuleML will also facilitate the
integration with related work on ontologies. Web objects and services use a URL/URI as
their unique object identifier (cf. SHOE, RDF, URML) and the point of access to the Web
(and in some cases standalone or intranet) resource or software agent. URLs/URIs can be
embedded in facts, rule conditions and rule actions.
The RuleML language thus offers support for URIs in its system of DTDs starting from
the 'UR' sublanguage. For example, in UR-Datalog, names can be assigned to individuals
and relations using content markup and/or an URI attribute. The content markup need not
be unique while the URI attribute is unique. The modular design of RuleML will allow us
to extend URIs to a number of other addressing schemes.
As a simple Datalog example consider the facts in appendix 3, which use content markup
to name, perhaps not uniquely, an individual book. Alternatively, in UR-Datalog the first of
these facts, say, can use a URI under an href attribute of the empty ind element as follows:
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<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>sell</rel></_opr>
<ind>John</ind>
<ind>Mary</ind>
<ind href="http://www.ibiblio.org/xml/books/bible2"/>
</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

Moreover, the second of these facts, say, can now combine the original content markup
with the URI attribute as follows:
<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>keep</rel></_opr>
<ind>Mary</ind>
<ind href="http://www.ibiblio.org/xml/books/bible2">XMLBible</ind>
</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

It should be noted that, content markup not being unique, a given URI can be combined
with different content markups in different elements. Thus, the second fact, say, could also
use the same URI with this time an extended PCDATA New XMLBible. Conversely, of
course, two different URIs can be combined with the same content markup.
5. Negation Handling in RuleML
In natural language, and in practical knowledge representation systems, such as the IBM
business rule system CommonRules (6) that is based on the formalism of extended logic
programs, there are two kinds of negation: a weak negation expressing non-truth (in the
sense of "I don't like snow"), and a strong negation expressing explicit falsity (in the sense
of "I dislike snow"). In RuleML, the weak negation connective is denoted by 'not' and the
strong negation connective by 'neg'. In the case of a complete predicate, such as being an
odd number, both negations collapse: 'not odd(x)' is equivalent to 'neg odd(x)', or in other
words, the non-truth of the atom 'odd(x)' amounts to its falsity. In the case of an incomplete
predicate, such as 'like', we only have that the strong negation implies the weak negation:
'neg like(I,snow)' implies 'not like(I,snow)', but not conversely. Also, while the double
negation form 'neg not' collapses (according to partial logic, see [Wag98]), the double
negation form 'not neg' does not collapse: not disliking snow does not amount to liking
snow.
Using two kinds of negation in derivation rules has been proposed independently in (7)
and (12). Rules with weak negation, or with other non-persistent connectives, lead to
nonmonotonic inference. It is well-known that the semantics of nonmonotonic knowledge
systems is not based on all models of a knowledge base but solely on the set of all intended
models. E.g., for relational databases, which can be viewed as the most fundamental case
of a knowledge system, the intended models are the minimal ones. The model-theoretic
semantics of nonmonotonic rules is based on the concept of stable (generated) models in
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classical and partial logic (see 7, 8 and 9). Notice that classical logic can be viewed as the
degenerate case of partial logic when all predicates are total.
Under the preferential semantics of stable (generated) models, the weak negation 'not'
corresponds to negation-as-failure in Prolog and to the EXCEPT operator in SQL in the
following way: a query expression "give me all objects x such that 'p(x) and not q(x)'"
corresponds to the SQL expression 'P EXCEPT Q' where P and Q denote the tables that
represent the extensions of the predicates p and q. Since SQL tables were not intended to
be able to represent incomplete predicates, SQL does not contain a strong negation
operator.
Because in many computational domains predicates are assumed to be complete
(according to the Closed-World Assumption), 'not' is used more frequently than 'neg'. An
example of a rule that defines a derived attribute of a certain class in a UML class model is
the following: A car is available for rental if it is physically present, is not assigned to any
rental order, is not scheduled for service, and does not require service. This rule defines the
derived Boolean attribute 'isAvailable' of the class 'RentalCar' by means of the stored
Boolean attributes 'isPresent', 'requiresService', 'isScheduledForService', and an association
'isAssignedTo' between cars and rental orders, here called 'isAssignedToRentalOrder'.
The association is shown more explicitly in the UML class model of Figure 3.
<imp>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>isAvailable</rel></_opr>
<var>Car</var>
</atom>
</_head>
<_body>
<and>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>isPresent</rel></_opr>
<var>Car</var>
</atom>
<not>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>isAssignedToRentalOrder</rel></_opr>
<var>Car</var>
</atom>
</not>
<not>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>isScheduledForService</rel></_opr>
<var>Car</var>
</atom>
</not>
<not>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>requiresService</rel></_opr>
<var>Car</var>
</atom>
</not>
</and>
</_body>
</imp>
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Figure 3: A UML model of the class RentalCar with the derived Boolean attribute /isAvailable.

The strong negation is an "open world" negation, since in an open world such as the
Web, the non-truth (or failure) of a statement does not imply its falsity. By combining weak
and strong negation, one can express default rules (in the sense of Reiter's default logic) in
a natural way. An example of this is the rule "a document that is not classified as being
official has normally to be treated as an unofficial document". Such a rule could, for
instance, supplement an ontology about enterprise documents and help answering queries
about unofficial documents. Let us assume that EEEBizz classifies documents by means of
a 'full'/'partial'/'open'-valued Approval property, while EEEComm classifies documents
with the help of a 'yes'/'no'-valued Released property. Then, we may want to use a rule that
allows to conclude a strongly negated atom on the basis of either of two weakly negated
atoms (the or in the _body could be eliminated via separate rules for the disjuncts):
<imp>
<_head>
<neg>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>isOfficialDocument</rel></_opr>
<var>DocumentName</var>
</atom>
</neg>
</_head>
<_body><or>
<not>
<atom>
<_opr>
<rel href="http://www.eeebizz.com/rdf sch#Approval"/>
</_opr>
<var>DocumentName</var>
<ind>full</ind>
</atom>
</not>
<not>
<atom>
<_opr>
<rel href="http://www.eeecomm.net/rdf-voc#Released"/>
</_opr>
<var>DocumentName</var>
<ind>yes</ind>
</atom>
</not>
</or></_body>
</imp>

Notice that this rule allows to conclude that a document is unofficial unless the contrary
is known. Therefore, it would provide the conclusion that a certain document is unofficial
even if it suggests to be official (at its own URI) but is not classified properly (at the
metadata's URI). This rule cannot be applied if there is an explicit 'full Approval'
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classification and an explicit 'yes, Released' classification of the document (according to
the respective definitions of EEEBizz and EEEComm).
For example, suppose the metadata consist only of the following 'full Approval' fact, an
RDF triple (according to the URC-bin-data-ground-fact DTD of RuleML, cf. Figure 2)
about a joint-mission document:
<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel href="http://www.eeebizz.com/rdf-sch#Approval"/></_opr>
<ind href="http://www.eeebico.org/docs/joint-mission.html"/>
<ind>full</ind>
</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

The first disjunct is false since its 'Approval' atom unifies with the fact (via the binding of
to <ind href="http://www.eeebico.org/docs/joint-mission.html"/>); but
the second disjunct is true for lack of a corresponding 'yes, Released' fact; so the default
rule classifies the document as unofficial.
<var>DocumentName</var>

6. Priorities/Evidences in RuleML
The following is an example using an auto insurance scenario. This example involves
two conflicting rules, shown below. The first rule, which applies to drivers under 25 years
of age, states that after the accident, the premium will increase by 40%. On the other hand,
in the second rule, because the customer is on the family plan, his or her premium will not
increase after the first accident. This example is treated in more detail in appendix 1.
The first rule, applicable to drivers under 25:
<imp>
<_rlab><ind>beginners</ind></_rlab>
<_spriority><ind>0.75</ind></_spriority>
<_head>
.......
</_head>
<_body>
<and>
...
<atom>
<_opr><rel>customerUnder25</rel></_opr>
<var>customer</var>
</atom>
</and>
</_body>
</imp>

The second rule, applicable to drivers with a family plan:
<imp>
<_rlab><ind>family</ind> </_rlab>
<_spriority><ind>0.9</ind> </_spriority>
<_head>
.......
</_head>
<_body>
<and>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>FamilyAutoPlan</rel></_opr>
<var>customer</var>
<var>familyauto</var>
</atom>
</and>
</_body>
</imp>
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Both research prototypes and commercial rules engines offer a facility for controlling rule
execution and conflict resolution. In RuleML, one can define either quantitative priorities
declaring a numerical Priority property for rules or qualitative priorities using Overrides
facts over rule labels.
A quantitative priority is a numerical value indicating the salience (or the evidence) of a
rule. We consider supporting both static and dynamic salience. A static priority value can
be represented by a constant or a variable. A dynamic salience is represented using a
variable or a function or relation call: the numerical value is calculated at runtime from the
current binding environment.
Qualitative priorities are represented using facts comparing rule labels. This approach is
influenced by the rules conflict handling in BRML, based on partially-ordered
prioritization information (6). Qualitative priorities using the Overrides fact can be
generated from numerical saliences. For example, in the auto insurance example above,
since rule labeled 'family' (salience 0.9) is higher priority than rule labeled 'beginners'
(salience 0.75), we can generate the following qualitative priority fact: Overrides(family,
beginners), which means that rule family will always win if it enters in a conflict with rule
beginners.
7. Agents and RuleML
Biological and artificial systems that interact with their (natural or virtual) environment
on the basis of their mental state, and exhibit some degree of autonomy, are called
"agents". The most basic mental components of an agent are its perceptions of events (in
the form of incoming messages) and its beliefs (or knowledge). Further important
components are
•

memory about past events and actions,

•

commitments towards other agents to perform certain actions,

•

claims against other agents,

•

goals in the form of state conditions to be achieved by means of planning and plan
execution, and

•

intentions in the form of action plans that have been chosen to be executed.

A sophisticated software agent may be specified by
•

an RDFS-based taxononmy for defining the schema of its mental state,

•

a set of RDF facts for specifying its factual (extensional) knowledge,

•

a set of RuleML integrity constraints for excluding non-admissible mental states,

•

a set of RuleML derivation rules for specifying its terminological and heuristic
(intensional) knowledge, and

•

a set of RuleML reaction rules for specifying its behavior in response to
communication and environment events.

Thus, it will be possible to completely specify a software agent using RDF/RDFS and
RuleML. Executing such an agent specification requires a combination of a knowledge
subsystem (including an inference and an update operation), a perception (or incoming
message handling) subsystem and an action (or outgoing message handling) subsystem.
Michael Sintek has recently implemented a much simpler first example of a RuleML
querying agent. This is a servlet (running in Tomcat) that receives RuleML rulebases in an
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RDF-based RuleML syntax (since it uses The FRODO rdf2java Tool) together with some
queries, evaluates them with XSB Prolog (in auto-tabling mode, which should be
equivalent to bottom-up evaluation), and returns the result as an HTML page containing
the bindings as facts of instantiated queries. A future version must, of course, return a
RuleML file. It can be tried at this URL: Click on 'example' and paste the RDF RuleML
popping up into the input window (note that pasting XML/RDF cannot be directly done in
IE, only in Netscape; use "view source" in IE). Alternatively, you can use the Prolog parser
and RDF translator to generate the RDF RuleML. Since it cannot be guaranteed that the
above URLs will always work (server reboots etc.), this picture shows the agent in action.
8. RuleML Implementations via XSLT and Rule Engines
XSLT can itself be regarded as a rule-based programming language operating on XML
elements. These elements can also be other rules expressed in XML. The RuleML Initiative
has been implementing the translation between various rules systems using XSLT
stylesheets. The first XSLT stylesheet from RuleML to another system demonstrated the
translation of RuleML 0.7 to RDF; it can be seen as a preparation of our transition towards
the current more RDF-oriented RuleML 0.8.
One of the most popular (reaction) rule engines currently available free for noncommercial use is JESS (Java Expert System Shell). Jess is implemented in the Java
language. It was originally inspired by the CLIPS expert system shell, but has grown into a
complete, distinct rule-based tool of its own. CLIPS is a development environment for
rule-based and object oriented expert systems. CLIPS is being used by government
agencies, research laboratories and universities as well as a number of companies around
the world.
Following the release of RuleML 0.8, we will provide an XSLT style sheet that produces
Jess code. A style sheet already exists for RuleML 0.7, compatible with Jess 60a5.
The example below shows a RuleML 0.8 rule originally authored using RuleML 0.7 and
translated into Jess using an XSLT stylesheet. This kind of process can be automated easily
in a Web-based platform using existing XML and XSLT tools and APIs. The same rule is
translated into Prolog. This demonstrates the flexibility and the power of the rules
exchange mechanism offered in RuleML.
The Rule written in RuleML:
<rulebase label="myRules">
<imp>
<_head><atom>
<rel>likes</rel>
<ind>John</ind>
<var>x</var>
</atom></_head>
<_body><atom>
<rel>likes</rel>
<var>x</var>
<ind>wine</ind>
</atom></_body>
</imp>
</rulebase>

The transformation to Jess gives the following Jess (and CLIPS) rule:
(defrule myRules-1
"This rule has been generated from RuleML"
(likes ?x wine)
=>
(likes John ?x))
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and the transformation to Prolog returns the rule:
likes(John, X) :- likes(X, Wine).

With GEDCOM, Mike Dean created the first operational RuleML (0.7) rulebase, where
rules on family relationships (child, spouse, etc.) are run via XSLT translators to the XSB,
JESS, and n3/cwm engines. Besides indirectly, via translators, RuleML implementations
should also be done directly, via rule engines.
With Mandarax RuleML, Jens Dietrich has implemented the first complete inputprocessing-output environment for RuleML (0.8). For a RuleML 0.8 engine we also
cooperate with the CommonRules, Euler, and TRIPLE projects and hope to also join forces
with W3C's N3 and NILE efforts, and with further interested companies.
9. Conclusions
Looking at the bigger picture of "ontologies", we will now discuss three related
requirements for future RuleML versions.
1) Following our earlier 'taxonomy-plus-axioms' notion of "ontology", RuleML, together
with DAML-Rules and Euler, can be seen as the "axioms part" working on the "taxonomy
part" developed by some other effort such as DAML+OIL. Derivation rules are normally
used in the context of an information model, such as a UML class model, an RDFS-based
taxonomy (as used in DAML+OIL ontologies), or a predicate logic signature. The
underlying information model defines a language for expressing logical statements that can
play the role of an assertion, of a query, or of a condition. It should be possible to include a
RuleML rulebase (or a reference to a RuleML document) within an XML-based version of
an information model (such as a UMI document or a RDFS-based taxononmy). Vice versa,
it should be possible to include (a reference to) such an information model within the
XML-based RuleML rulebase. Ideally, a 'taxonomy-plus-axioms' ontology should include
both parts on the same level, as pioneered by SHOE and N3.
Implied requirement for RuleML: A RuleML rulebase can either be embedded in an
information model, or its top-level element ("rulebase") can have an attribute that specifies
its context by refering to a respective XML document.
2) We could link to UML classes via RuleML variables: <var> could have an attribute
giving the class constraining it. Also, a DAML+OIL taxonomy could be linked in such a
"sorted logic" manner. We could additionally allow to plug in some other atom-defining
formalism as an option. The "atoms" used in the premise and conclusion of a derivation
rule in the context of a UML class model would then be expressed in OCL. The "atoms"
used in the premise and conclusion of a derivation rule in the context of a DAML+OIL
taxononmy would then be expressed in DAML+OIL RDF.
Implied requirement for RuleML: A separation of concerns: the proper rule language is
more concerned with sentential connectives and rule keywords, than with the language of
"atoms". The language of "atoms" can be called the content language of a RuleML
rulebase. It consists of two layered sublanguages: 1) the predefined constructs of the
chosen metamodel (like UML or RDFS), and 2) the terms defined by the chosen
model/taxononmy.
3) Derivation rules operate on facts that are typically represented in a database, or in an
XML or RDF document.
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Implied requirement for RuleML: It should be possible to include a RuleML rulebase (or
a reference to a RuleML document) within an XML or RDF document. Technically, it is
easy to mix RuleML and other XML namespaces (like for, say, MathML), incl. RDF(S)
namespaces. For this we assume a ruleml: namespace prefix.
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Appendix 1: A Semantic Web Scenario in the Insurance Industry
In this appendix, we provide a Semantic Web scenario applying RuleML in a common
pragmatic situation. After a car accident, one of the questions people are facing is: how
much will my premiums increase and how does this accident affect my insurance policy?
Not all insurance companies follow the same rules or apply the same formula. In the USA
this results in premium increases that can vary from hundreds of dollars to over a thousand.
Many companies follow the Insurance Services Office (ISO) standard of increasing your
premium by 40 percent of their "base rate" after your first at-fault accident. A base rate is
the average amount of all claims paid, plus the insurance company's processing fee. For
example, if your company's base rate is $600, your premium after the accident will go up
by $240.
In our scenario, Olivia is a teenager who unfortunately has just had her first car accident.
She is insured on her mother's premium family insurance plan. This situation involves two
conflicting rules, as formalized in RuleML below. The first rule, which applies to drivers
under 25 years of age, states that after the accident, Olivia's premium will increase by 40%.
On the other hand, the second rule, applying to drivers on a family plan, states that her
premium will not increase at all after her first accident.
The first rule, applicable to drivers under 25:
<imp>
<_rlab><ind>beginners</ind></_rlab>
<_spriority><ind>0.75</ind></_spriority>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>calculatePremium</rel></_opr>
<var>customer</var>
<ind>40</ind>
</atom>
</_head>
<_body>
<and>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>InsurancePolicy</rel></_opr>
<var>customer</var>
<var>insurance</var>
</atom>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>lifeEvent</rel></_opr>
<var>customer</var>
<ind>accident</ind>
<var>report</var>
</atom>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>customerUnder25</rel></_opr>
<var>customer</var>
</atom>
</and>
</_body>
</imp>
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The second rule, applicable to drivers with a family plan:
<imp>
<_rlab><ind>family</ind></_rlab>
<_spriority><ind>0.9</ind></_spriority>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>calculatePremium</rel></_opr>
<var>customer</var>
<ind>0</ind>
</atom>
</_head>
<_body>
<and>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>InsurancePolicy</rel></_opr>
<var>customer</var>
<var>insurance</var>
</atom>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>lifeEvent</rel></_opr>
<var>customer</var>
<ind>accident</ind>
<var>report</var>
</atom>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>FamilyAutoPlan</rel></_opr>
<var>customer</var>
<var>familyauto</var>
</atom>
</and>
</_body>
</imp>

Let us now turn to formalizing the relevant facts.
Olivia is under 25:
<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>customerUnder25</rel></_opr>
<ind>Olivia</ind>
</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

The following RDF-like RuleML facts permit to prove further premises of the above rules
and also provide metadata descriptions for the required documents referenced and retrieved
by URIs.
Olivia has an insurance policy and this document has link .../IMA-0835:
<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>InsurancePolicy</rel></_opr>
<ind>Olivia</ind>
<ind href="http://www.BostonInsurance.com/policy/IMA-0835"/>
</atom>
</_head>
</fact>
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Olivia is in a family auto plan and this document has link .../FMA-0142:
<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>FamilyAutoPlan</rel></_opr>
<ind>Olivia</ind>
<ind href="http://www.BostonInsurance.com/plan/FMA-0142"/>
</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

Olivia's accident report is available at TrafficReport.biz:
<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>lifeEvent</rel></_opr>
<ind>Olivia</ind>
<ind>accident</ind>
<ind href="http://www.TrafficReport.biz/MA/report0712"/>
</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

The 'metafact' below is used to resolve the conflict between rule beginners and rule family
(cf. section Priorities/Evidences in RuleML):
<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>Overrides</rel></_opr>
<ind>family</ind>
<ind>beginners</ind>
</atom>
</_head>
</fact>

The rulebase presented in this example illustrates the use of Web-based documents in
rules for matching and inferencing. In this example, we also show how priorities can be
applied to rules. The Overrides fact above will allow rule family to fire as a higher priority
rule and save Olivia a good amount of money: her premium will not increase.
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Appendix 2: DTD for a Datalog Subset of RuleML
<!-- An XML DTD for a Datalog RuleML Sublanguage: Monolith Version -->
<!-- Last Modification: 2001-07-07 -->
<!-- ELEMENT Declarations -->
<!-- 'rulebase' root element uses 'imp' rules and 'fact' assertions on top-level -->
<!ELEMENT rulebase ((imp | fact)*)>
<!-- 'imp' rules are usable as general implications on the top-level -->
<!-- 'imp' element uses a conclusion role _head before a premise role _body, or -->
<!-- uses a premise role _body before a conclusion role _head -->
<!ELEMENT imp ((_head, _body) | (_body, _head))>
<!-- 'fact' assertions are usable as degenerate rules on the top-level -->
<!-- 'fact' element uses just a conclusion role _head -->
<!-- "<fact>_head</fact>" stands for "_head is implied by true" -->
<!ELEMENT fact (_head) >
<!-- _head role is usable within 'imp' rules and 'fact' assertions -->
<!-- _body role is usable within 'imp' rules -->
<!-- _head uses an atomic formula -->
<!-- _body uses an atomic formula or an 'and' -->
<!ELEMENT _head (atom)>
<!ELEMENT _body (atom | and)>
<!-- an 'and' is usable within _body's -->
<!-- 'and' uses zero or more atomic formulas -->
<!-- "<and>atom</and>" is equivalent to "atom"-->
<!-- "<and></and>" is equivalent to "true"-->
<!ELEMENT and (atom*)>
<!-- atomic formulas are usable within _head's, _body's, and 'and's -->
<!-- atom element uses an: -->
<!-- _opr ("operator of relations") role followed by zero or more arguments, or -->
<!-- one or more argument followed by an _opr role -->
<!-- the arguments may be ind(ividual)s or var(iable)s -->
<!ELEMENT atom ((_opr, (ind | var)*) | ((ind | var)+, _opr))>
<!-- _opr is usable within atoms -->
<!-- _opr uses rel(ation) symbol -->
<!ELEMENT _opr (rel)>
<!-- there is one kind of fixed argument -->
<!-- individual constant, as in predicate logic -->
<!ELEMENT ind (#PCDATA)>
<!-- there is one kind of variable argument -->
<!-- logical variable, as in logic programming -->
<!ELEMENT var (#PCDATA)>
<!-- there are only fixed (first-order) relations -->
<!-- relation or predicate symbol -->
<!ELEMENT rel (#PCDATA)>
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Appendix 3: Example RuleML Document: A Rulebase own.ruleml
<?xml version="1.0" standalone="no"?>
<!DOCTYPE rulebase SYSTEM "http://www.dfki.de/ruleml/dtd/0.8/ruleml-datalog-monolith.dtd">
<rulebase>
<!-- start XML comment ...
This example rulebase contains four rules. The first and second rules are implications; the third and
fourth ones are facts.
The first rule implies that a person owns an object if that person buys the object from a merchant and
the person keeps the object.
As an OrdLab Tree:
imp
|
-----------------------------------------*
*
head *
body *
*
*
*
*
atom
and
|
|
-----------------------------------------*
|
|
|
|
opr *
|
|
|
|
*
|
|
|
|
rel
var
var
atom
atom
.
.
.
|
|
.
.
.
---------------------------------.
.
.
*
|
|
|
*
|
|
.
.
.
opr *
|
|
|
opr *
|
|
.
.
.
*
|
|
|
*
|
|
own person object
rel
var
var
var
rel
var
var
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
buy person merchant object
keep person object
... end XML comment -->
<imp>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>own</rel></_opr>
<var>person</var>
<var>object</var>
</atom>
</_head>
<_body>
<!-- explicit 'and' -->
<and>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>buy</rel></_opr>
<var>person</var>
<var>merchant</var>
<var>object</var>
</atom>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>keep</rel></_opr>
<var>person</var>
<var>object</var>
</atom>
</and>
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</_body>
</imp>
<!-- The second rule implies that a person buys an object from a merchant
if the merchant sells the object to the person. -->
<imp>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>buy</rel></_opr>
<var>person</var>
<var>merchant</var>
<var>object</var>
</atom>
</_head>
<_body>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>sell</rel></_opr>
<var>merchant</var>
<var>person</var>
<var>object</var>
</atom>
</_body>
</imp>
<!-- The third rule is a fact that asserts that John sells XMLBible to Mary. -->
<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>sell</rel></_opr>
<ind>John</ind>
<ind>Mary</ind>
<ind>XMLBible</ind>
</atom>
</_head>
</fact>
<!-- The fourth rule is a fact that asserts that Mary keeps XMLBible.
Observe that this fact is binary - i.e., there are two arguments for the relation. RDF viewed as a logical
knowledge representation is, likewise, binary, although its arguments have type restrictions,
e.g., the first must be a resource (basically, a URI). Some of the DTD's on the RuleML website handle
URL's/URI's (UR's); see especially urc-datalog.dtd for inferencing with RDF-like facts
-->
<fact>
<_head>
<atom>
<_opr><rel>keep</rel></_opr>
<ind>Mary</ind>
<ind>XMLBible</ind>
</atom>
</_head>
</fact>
</rulebase>
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Enabling Semantic Web Programming by
Integrating RDF and Common Lisp
Ora Lassila
Nokia Research Center, 5 Wayside Road, Burlington, Massachusetts, USA

Abstract: This paper introduces “Wilbur”, an RDF and DAML toolkit implemented in
Common Lisp. Wilbur exposes the RDF data model as a frame-based representation system;
an object-oriented view of frames is adopted, and RDF data is integrated with the host language by addressing issues of input/output, data structure compatibility, and error signaling.
Through seamless integration we have achieved a programming system well suited for
building “Semantic Web” applications.

1. Introduction
Common Lisp [24] is a programming language that has enjoyed great popularity in the AI
community. Despite its somewhat waning use, it can still be considered one of the most expressive mainstream programming languages. Because of its somewhat unique integration of
rich data structures with the language itself, Common Lisp offers the interesting possibility of
integrating RDF [18, 19] and DAML [10, 11] data with a programming language, therefore
making it easier to build software that takes advantage of the “Semantic Web” [3].
This paper will discuss “Wilbur”, a Common Lisp -based open source toolkit for RDF and
DAML. Wilbur includes an API (Application Programming Interface) which allows the underlying RDF data to be treated as a frame system, essentially providing an object-oriented
view of the data. The relationship between frame-based representation, object-oriented modeling, and RDF is straightforward [20], but an even more interesting aspect is the synergistic potential of integrating a programming language with a frame system [15]. Many frame systems
have offered some type of programming support such as access-oriented behavior [e.g., 13,
pp.30-32] or some other type of “slot daemons” (for example, both CRL and KEE allowed a
Lisp function to be invoked when certain operations were being performed on a slot). Tight integration, however, would in practice have to involve not only integration of the frame system's
and the programming language's type systems, but also leveraging the programming language's
native programming model and facilities (such as method invocation).
2. RDF Toolkits
RDF data consists of nodes and attached attribute/value pairs. Nodes can be any Web resources, including other RDF nodes. Attributes are named properties of nodes, and their values
are either atomic (text strings) or other nodes. The essence of RDF is this model of nodes,
properties and their values. In addition to the node-centric view the RDF model can be seen as
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directed, labeled graphs (DLGs). The nodes are the vertices of a graph, and the properties name
the edges. Therefore, if X has a property Y with the value Z, we can think of X and Z linked by
an edge labeled Y, pointing from X to Z.
To make construction of “RDF-savvy” software easier, a number of RDF toolkits have recently
appeared, offering functionality that goes beyond mere parsing. Examples of these toolkits are
Redland [2], Jena [21], and the ICS-FORTH RDFSuite [1]. These toolkits are typically implemented in either Java or C/C++.
“Wilbur” is Nokia Research Center's open source toolkit for RDF and DAML, written in
Common Lisp. Like other RDF toolkits, it offers an API for manipulating RDF data (graphs,
nodes, etc.) as well as parsing functionality (parsers not only for XML-encoded RDF and
DAML but also for “plain” XML [5] since one written in Common Lisp did not exist when the
Wilbur project was started1; it also offers a simple HTTP client API for accessing remote URLs
for the same reason). Wilbur also offers a frame system API on top of the RDF data API, including a simple query language. Wilbur strives for tight integration of RDF data with the intrinsic features of Common Lisp.
Generally, Wilbur implements the RDF data model by providing four abstract interfaces (and
their concrete implementations):
1. The class node represents nodes of an RDF graph. Each node may have a URI (Universal Resource Identifier) string associated with it, in which case we consider the node to
be named; nodes without a URI are called anonymous (the reader is referred to the discussion of URIs and their printed representation below).
2. A mapping from URI strings to nodes is provided by the class dictionary. The system uses a single default dictionary where all named nodes are placed. The unique
mapping from URI strings to node instances allows us to implement strict read/print
correspondence for nodes (described below).
3. The class triple represents labeled arcs of an RDF graph. A triple consists of a subject (a node instance), a predicate (also a node instance), and an object (either a node
instance or a string, although in the current implementation any Common Lisp object
can be used); each triple also has an associated source (also a node instance), designating the file or HTTP URL from which the triple was originally parsed.
4. Collections of triples are stored in databases (instances of class db). The upper level
API of the system assumes a single default database, but also exposes a lower-level API
where the database can be specified explicitly (allowing software to be constructed
which makes use of multiple databases). Simple query functionality is provided for se-

1

Wilbur’s XML parser (written in Common Lisp) has an interface similar to SAX 1 [22]. The parser was written
with RDF’s needs in mind and does not, for example, support DTDs (except for entity declarations).
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lecting triples from a database, similar to the “find” interface of the Stanford RDF API
[23] (not to be confused with the Wilbur frame query language described later).
For debugging purposes, the object inspector of the Macintosh Common Lisp was extended to
allow easy browsing of RDF graphs.2
3. Integration Issues
Our two previous frame systems, BEEF [12, 16] and PORK [17], both addressed the issue of
integrating object-oriented programming with frame-based representation. BEEF (which predated practical implementations of the Common Lisp Object System) added object-oriented
programming features to a frame system, whereas PORK approached the issue from the opposite direction by taking an object-oriented programming language and adding features of framebased representation to it; PORK used the Common Lisp metaobject protocol [14] to extend the
Common Lisp Object System (CLOS).
Wilbur, as a frame system API overlaid on RDF, takes a lower-level approach to integration, by
allowing manipulation of RDF graphs. Future development may still address programming issues taking either the “BEEF-approach” (adding programming features to a frame system) or
the “PORK-approach” (adding frame features to a programming language). In Wilbur, the
RDF/CLOS integration focuses on the following areas:
•

ease of use of Common Lisp data structures with RDF,

•

issues of input and output of RDF data in a “Common Lisp -friendly” manner, and

•

the use of the Common Lisp condition mechanism for signaling unexpected situations.

3.1. Reading and Printing RDF Data
To be able to use RDF data seamlessly in an interactive Common Lisp environment, this data
must have a printed representation which can be read back into a Common Lisp system. Common Lisp defines this quality, known as read/print correspondence [24, p.509], as follows:
“Ideally, one could print a LISP object and then read the printed representation back in,
and so obtain the same identical object. In practice this is difficult and for some purposes not even desirable. Instead, reading a printed representation produces an object
that is (with obscure technical exceptions) equal3 to the originally printed object.”
The former approach is called “strict read/print correspondence” and the latter “non-strict”;
many Common Lisp data structures (such as lists and strings) are non-strict, whereas some
(such as symbols) are strict. Wilbur provides strict read/print correspondence for nodes.

2

Similar to BBN’s DAML Viewer [7]

3

equal is a Common Lisp predicate for structural similarity.
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URIs are used internally throughout Wilbur: they give unique identity to nodes. In order to
avoid having to write (and read) full URIs, which typically are rather long, the system provides
an abbreviated syntax, based on the idea of namespace-qualified names in XML [4]. For example, if we introduce a mapping for the prefix “foo” as follows:
"foo" → "http://foo.com/schema#"

then we have
"foo:bar" → "http://foo.com/schema#bar"

Although the XML namespace specification does not specifically define concatenating the expanded form of the prefix with the name part, Wilbur adopts the RDF convention of turning
each qualified name into a single (concatenated) URI string.
Wilbur uses the Common Lisp read macro mechanism to incorporate the expansion of abbreviated URIs into the reader (i.e., the Common Lisp parser). Any expression of the form
!foo:bar is turned into an instance of Wilbur's node class and placed into a dictionary which
maps URI strings to node instances. This allows references to nodes to be embedded in Common Lisp source files, thus enabling one to embed RDF Data in compiled (binary) files. Wilbur
uses the notion of a “forward reference” to a node in cases where the abbreviated URI could
not be resolved. When a missing prefix-to-URI mapping is introduced, the system updates the
affected nodes by resolving the URIs. This approach is similar to the forward reference model
of PORK which allowed one to easily construct circular data structures without having to worry
about the order in which named objects were introduced [17].
For printing data structures, Common Lisp defines [24, p.510] that
“When print produces a printed representation, it must choose arbitrarily from among
many printed representations. It attempts to choose one that is readable.”
The print-object method for the Wilbur node class uses any existing prefix-to-URI mapping to determine a possible abbreviated form of a node's URI, and subsequently produces a
printed representation which can be read in if necessary.
The Wilbur toolkit has two separate parsers, one conforming to the RDF Model and Syntax
specification [19] and another conforming to the DAML+OIL reference description [11]. The
RDF parser supports all features4 of the specification, including reification of complete descriptions, reification of individual statements, and the attribute namespace ambiguity. The
parser is “near-streaming” and is internally based on a state machine where SAX-like parsing
events serve as transition inputs.

4

Except “rdf:aboutEachPrefix” which probably no-one supports.
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The DAML parser (class daml-parser) is implemented as an extension of the RDF parser
(i.e., as a subclass of rdf-parser) and adds support for the DAML collection syntax specified
using rdf:parseType="daml:collection".
3.2. Integrating Data Structures
The Wilbur frame API itself is quite simple, basically offering functions for creating frames,
for adding values to a slot, for deleting values from a slot, and for reading a slot’s values.
Frames in Wilbur form graphs when slot values are other frames. Wilbur introduces a query
language for selecting subgraphs from these graphs (in other words selecting sets of nodes from
RDF graphs). Query expressions are patterns expressed as regular expressions with arc labels
(slots, i.e., RDF properties) as atoms, using the following operators and “pseudo-labels”:
•

Sequence: the operator :seq matches a sequence of n steps in the graph, consisting of
subexpressions e1,e2,...,en; the operator :seq+ is similar except any sequence e1,e2,...,ek
for k in [1...n] will match.

•

Disjunction: the operator :or matches any one of n subexpressions e1,e2,...,en.

•

Repetition: the operator :rep* matches the transitive closure of subexpression e; the
operator :rep+ is the same as (:seq e (:rep* e)).

•

Inverse: satisfaction of (:inv e) requires the path defined by the subexpression e to
be matched in reverse direction.

•

Container membership: the atom :members will match any of the rdf:_1, rdf:_2,
rdf:_3, etc. container membership properties.

•

Wildcard: the atom :any will match any label.

The Wilbur query language is similar to the BEEF path grammar [16] which, in turn, was a
simplification of the CRL path grammar [8, 9]. Given a “root” node (i.e., a search start point)
and a path (a query expression), Wilbur provides functions for retrieving either the first reachable node or all reachable nodes, and for determining whether a path exists between two specified nodes. These functions make it easy to turn RDF graphs into Common Lisp list structures.
For example, given a DAML collection (constructed as a “dotted-pair” list using the properties
daml:first and daml:rest ), the following query expression will turn it into a Common
Lisp list:
(:seq (:rep* !daml:rest) !daml:first)

As mentioned before, the Wilbur DAML parser supports the DAML collection syntax and correctly generates dotted-pair lists.
3.3. Dealing with Unexpected Situations
The Common Lisp condition system is a powerful mechanism for raising signals when unexpected situations are encountered. When a condition is signaled, instead of reporting an error,
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the calling program may choose to catch the signal and allow the execution to continue on from
the point where the signal was raised (or caught). Wilbur defines a rich taxonomy of classes for
various types of unexpected conditions, and takes full advantage of the condition system’s
ability to “ignore” errors. The following figure illustrates this taxonomy (note that condition
classes in the “nox” package are generated by the XML parser):
nox:pi-termination-problem
nox:dtd-termination-problem
nox:unexpected-end-tag

nox:syntax-error

nox:unknown-declaration
nox:unknown-character-reference
nox:malformed-url

nox:feature-not-supported
nox:xml-error

nox:missing-definition

nox:missing-entity-definition
nox:missing-namespace-definition

feature-not-supported
about-and-id-both-present
unknown-parsetype
rdf-error

illegal-character-content
container-required
out-of-sequence-index
duplicate-namespace-prefix
cannot-merge

As a general rule, all errors of the XML parser are signaled as “non-continuable” (i.e., they
abort parsing) whereas all errors of the RDF and DAML parsers are signaled as “continuable”
(using the Common Lisp function cerror ) and allow parsing to continue if the user or the
calling program so chooses. The rich taxonomy allows fine-grained mapping of errors to remedial behaviors.
4. Future Work
Several additional features of the toolkit are currently at an experimental stage. These include
an RDF serializer, capable of producing textual XML from triple databases, and a schema validator, capable of checking triple database consistency against the constraints defined by the
RDF Schema specification [6].
Both the serializer and the validator make extensive use of the query language. For example, in
order to find out whether a slot value (here denoted by x) satisfies the (disjunctive) range constraints of a property (here denoted by p), the following query can be executed:
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(relatedp x
'(:seq !rdf:type
(:rep* !rdfs:subClassOf)
(:inv !rdfs:range)
(:rep* (:inv !rdfs:subPropertyOf)))
p)

Note that the call (relatedp A B C) determines whether node C can be reached from node
A via path B.
In addition to RDF 1.0 and DAML+OIL, Wilbur will have “plug-in” parsers for the “RDF-like”
DMoz Open Directory format and for the alternate RDF syntax “N3”.
Other future work will focus on DAML and supporting requirements of the DAML community
(for example, we are working on an OKBC interface to the Wilbur frame system), as well as
supporting changes introduced by the W3C RDF Core Working Group for the next version of
RDF.
5. Conclusions
The Wilbur toolkit attempts to create a programming environment for RDF and DAML by
closely integrating some of the representational features with the programming features provided by Common Lisp and CLOS. Issues in integrating input and output of RDF data are addressed, as well as compatibility of RDF and Common Lisp data structures. A query language
is introduced to make it easier to select parts of RDF graphs and convert them to Common Lisp
data structures.
Exposing RDF as a frame system and allowing programmers to use the full power of Common
Lisp makes it easier to create “Semantic Web” applications. Using the frame paradigm also
makes it easier to understand RDF (and data models expressed using RDF).
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Terry Payne , Katia Sycara , Honglei Zeng
Abstract.
The Semantic Web should enable greater access not only to content but also
to services on the Web. Users and software agents should be able to discover,
invoke, compose, and monitor Web resources offering particular services and
having particular properties. As part of the DARPA Agent Markup Language
program, we have begun to develop an ontology of services, called DAMLS, that will make these functionalities possible. In this paper we describe the
overall structure of the ontology, the service profile for advertising services,
and the process model for the detailed description of the operation of services.
We also compare DAML-S with several industry efforts to define standards for
characterizing services on the Web.
1

Introduction: Services on the Semantic Web

Efforts toward the creation of the Semantic Web are gaining momentum [2]. Soon it will be possible to
access Web resources by content rather than just by keywords. A significant force in this movement is
the development of DAML—the DARPA Agent Markup Language [10]. DAML enables the creation of
ontologies for any domain and the instantiation of these ontologies in the description of specific Web sites.
Among the most important Web resources are those that provide services. By “service” we mean Web
sites that do not merely provide static information but allow one to effect some action or change in the
world, such as the sale of a product or the control of a physical device. The Semantic Web should enable
users to locate, select, employ, compose, and monitor Web-based services automatically.
To make use of a Web service, a software agent needs a computer-interpretable description of the
service, and the means by which it is accessed. An important goal for DAML, then, is to establish a
framework within which these descriptions are made and shared. Web sites should be able to employ
a set of basic classes and properties for declaring and describing services, and the ontology structuring
mechanisms of DAML provide the appropriate framework within which to do this.
This paper describes a collaborative effort by BBN Technologies, Carnegie Mellon University, Nokia,
Stanford University, and SRI International to define just such an ontology. We call this language DAML-S.
We first motivate our effort with some sample tasks. In the central part of the paper we describe the upper
ontology for services that we have developed, including the ontologies for profiles, processes, and time,
and thoughts toward a future ontology of process control. We then compare DAML-S with a number of
recent industrial efforts to standardize a markup language for services.
 The
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2

Some Motivating Tasks

Services can be simple or primitive in the sense that they invoke only a single Web-accessible computer
program, sensor, or device that does not rely upon another Web service, and there is no ongoing interaction
between the user and the service, beyond a simple response. For example, a service that returns a postal
code or the longitude and latitude when given an address would be in this category. Alternately, services
can be complex, composed of multiple primitive services, often requiring an interaction or conversation
between the user and the services, so that the user can make choices and provide information conditionally. One’s interaction with www.amazon.com to buy a book is like this; the user searches for books by
various criteria, perhaps reads reviews, may or may not decide to buy, and gives credit card and mailing
information. DAML-S is meant to support both categories of services, but complex services have provided
the primary motivations for the features of the language. The following four sample tasks will give the
reader an idea of the kinds of tasks we expect DAML-S to enable [13, 14].
1. Automatic Web service discovery. Automatic Web service discovery involves the automatic location of Web services that provide a particular service and that adhere to requested constraints. For
example, the user may want to find a service that sells airline tickets between two given cities and
accepts a particular credit card. Currently, this task must be performed by a human who might use
a search engine to find a service, read the Web page, and execute the service manually, to determine
if it satisfies the constraints. With DAML-S markup of services, the information necessary for Web
service discovery could be specified as computer-interpretable semantic markup at the service Web
sites, and a service registry or ontology-enhanced search engine could be used to locate the services
automatically. Alternatively, a server could proactively advertise itself in DAML-S with a service
registry, also called middle agent [4, 24, 12], so that requesters can find it when they query the registry. Thus, DAML-S must provide declarative advertisements of service properties and capabilities
that can be used for automatic service discovery.
2. Automatic Web service invocation. Automatic Web service invocation involves the automatic
execution of an identified Web service by a computer program or agent. For example, the user could
request the purchase of an airline ticket from a particular site on a particular flight. Currently, a user
must go to the Web site offering that service, fill out a form, and click on a button to execute the
service. Alternately the user might send an HTTP request directly to the service with the appropriate
parameters in HTML. In either case, a human in the loop is necessary. Execution of a Web service
can be thought of as a collection of function calls. DAML-S markup of Web services provides a
declarative, computer-interpretable API for executing these function calls. A software agent should
be able to interpret the markup to understand what input is necessary to the service call, what
information will be returned, and how to execute the service automatically. Thus, DAML-S should
provide declarative APIs for Web services that are necessary for automated Web service execution.
3. Automatic Web service composition and interoperation. This task involves the automatic selection, composition and interoperation of Web services to perform some task, given a high-level
description of an objective. For example, the user may want to make all the travel arrangements
for a trip to a conference. Currently, the user must select the Web services, specify the composition
manually, and make sure that any software needed for the interoperation is custom-created. With
DAML-S markup of Web services, the information necessary to select and compose services will
be encoded at the service Web sites. Software can be written to manipulate these representations,
together with a specification of the objectives of the task, to achieve the task automatically. Thus,
DAML-S must provide declarative specifications of the prerequisites and consequences of individual service use that are necessary for automatic service composition and interoperation.
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4. Automatic Web service execution monitoring. Individual services and, even more, compositions
of services, will often require some time to execute completely. Users may want to know during this
period what the status of their request is, or their plans may have changed requiring alterations in the
actions the software agent takes. For example, users may want to make sure their hotel reservation
has already been made. For these purposes, it would be good to have the ability to find out where
in the process the request is and whether any unanticipated glitches have appeared. Thus, DAML-S
should provide descriptors for the execution of services. This part of DAML-S is a goal of ours, but
it has not yet been defined.
Any Web-accessible program/sensor/device that is declared as a service will be regarded as a service.
DAML-S does not preclude declaring simple, static Web pages to be services. But our primary motivation
in defining DAML-S has been to support more complex tasks like those described above.
3

An Upper Ontology for Services

The class Service stands at the top of a taxonomy of services, and its properties are the properties normally
associated with all kinds of services. The upper ontology for services is silent as to what the particular
subclasses of Service should be, or even the conceptual basis for structuring this taxonomy, but it is
expected that the taxonomy will be structured according to functional and domain differences and market
needs. For example, one might imagine a broad subclass, B2C-transaction, which would encompass
services for purchasing items from retail Web sites, tracking purchase status, establishing and maintaining
accounts with the sites, and so on.
Our structuring of the ontology of services is motivated by the need to provide three essential types of
knowledge about a service (shown in figure 1), each characterized by the question it answers:
¯ What does the service require of the user(s), or other agents, and provide for them? The answer to
this question is given in the “profile7 .” Thus, the class Service presents a ServiceProfile
¯ How does it work? The answer to this question is given in the “model.” Thus, the class Service is
describedBy a ServiceModel
¯ How is it used? The answer to this question is given in the “grounding.” Thus, the class Service
supports a ServiceGrounding

The properties presents, describedBy, and supports are properties of Service. The classes ServiceProfile, ServiceModel, and ServiceGrounding are the respective ranges of those properties. We expect that
each descendant class of Service, such as B2C-transaction, will present a descendant class of ServiceProfile, be describedBy a descendant class of ServiceModel, and support a descendant class of ServiceGrounding. The details of profiles, models, and groundings may vary widely from one type of service to
another—that is, from one descendant class of Service to another. But each of these three classes provides
an essential type of information about the service, as characterized in the rest of the paper.
The service profile tells “what the service does”; that is, it gives the type of information needed by
a service-seeking agent to determine whether the service meets its needs (typically such things as input
and output types, preconditions and postconditions, and binding patterns). In future versions, we will
use logical rules or their equivalent in such a specification for expressing interactions among parameters.
For instance, a rule might say that if a particular input argument is bound in a certain way, certain other
input arguments may not be needed, or may be provided by the service itself. As DAML and DAML-S
A

service profile has also been called service capability advertisement [20].
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Figure 1: Top level of the service ontology

and their applications evolve, logical rules and inferential approaches enabled by them are likely to play
an increasingly important role in models and groundings, as well as in profiles. See [5] for additional
examples.
The service model tells “how the service works”; that is, it describes what happens when the service is
carried out. For non-trivial services (those composed of several steps over time), this description may be
used by a service-seeking agent in at least four different ways: (1) to perform a more in-depth analysis of
whether the service meets its needs; (2) to compose service descriptions from multiple services to perform
a specific task; (3) during the course of the service enactment, to coordinate the activities of the different
participants; (4) to monitor the execution of the service. For non-trivial services, the first two tasks require
a model of action and process, the last two involve, in addition, an execution model.
A service grounding (“grounding” for short) specifies the details of how an agent can access a service.
Typically a grounding will specify a communications protocol (e.g., RPC, HTTP-FORM, CORBA IDL,
SOAP, Java RMI, OAA ACL [12]), and service-specific details such as port numbers used in contacting
the service. In addition, the grounding must specify, for each abstract type specified in the ServiceModel,
an unambiguous way of exchanging data elements of that type with the service (that is, the marshaling/serialization techniques employed). The likelihood is that a relatively small set of groundings will
come to be widely used in conjunction with DAML services. Groundings will be specified at various
well-known URIs.
Generally speaking, the ServiceProfile provides the information needed for an agent to discover a
service. Taken together, the ServiceModel and ServiceGrounding objects associated with a service provide
enough information for an agent to make use of a service.
The upper ontology for services deliberately does not specify any cardinalities for the properties
presents, describedBy, and supports. Although, in principle, a service needs all three properties to be
fully characterized, it is possible to imagine situations in which a partial characterization could be useful. Hence, there is no specification of a minimum cardinality. Further, it should certainly be possible
for a service to offer multiple profiles, multiple models, and/or multiple groundings. Hence, there is no
specification of a maximum cardinality.
In general, there need not exist a one-to-one correspondence between profiles, models, and/or groundings. The only constraint among these three characterizations that might appropriately be expressed at the
upper level ontology is that for each model, there must be at least one supporting grounding.
In the following two sections we discuss the service profile and the service model in greater detail
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(Service groundings are not discussed further, but will be covered in greater depth in a subsequent publication.)
4

Service Profiles

A service profile provides a high-level description of a service and its provider [21, 20]; it is used to
request or advertise services with discovery/location registries. Service profiles consist of three types of
information: a human readable description of the service; a specification of the functionalities that are
provided by the service; and a host of functional attributes which provide additional information and
requirements about the service that assist when reasoning about several services with similar capabilities.
Service functionalities are represented as a transformation from the inputs required by the service to the
outputs produced. For example, a news reporting service would advertise itself as a service that, given a
date, will return the news reported on that date. Functional attributes specify additional information about
the service, such as what guarantees of response time or accuracy it provides, or the cost of the service.
While service providers use the service profile to advertise their services, service requesters use the
profile to specify what services they need and what they expect from such a service. For instance, a
requester may look for a news service that reports stock quotes with no delay with respect to the market.
The role of the registries is to match the request against the profiles advertised by other services and
identify which services provide the best match.
Implicitly, the service profiles specify the intended purpose of the service, because they specify only
those functionalities that are publicly provided. A book-selling service may involve two different functionalities: it allows other services to browse its site to find books of interest, and it allows them to buy
the books they found. The book-seller has the choice of advertising just the book-buying service or both
the browsing functionality and the buying functionality. In the latter case the service makes public that it
can provide browsing services, and it allows everybody to browse its registry without buying a book. In
contrast, by advertising only the book-selling functionality, but not the browsing, the agent discourages
browsing by requesters that do not intend to buy. The decision as to which functionalities to advertise
determines how the service will be used: a requester that intends to browse but not to buy would select a
service that advertises both buying and browsing capabilities, but not one that advertises buying only.
The service profile contains only the information that allows registries to decide which advertisements
are matched by a request. To this extent, the information in the profile is a summary of the information in
the process model and service grounding. Where, as in the above example, the service does not advertise
some of its functionalities, they will not be part of the service profile. But they are part of the service
model to the extent that they are needed for achieving the advertised services. For example, looking for
a book is an essential prerequisite for buying it, so it would be specified in the process model, but not
necessarily in the profile. Similarly, information about shipping may appear within the process model but
not the profile.
4.1

Description

Information about the service, such as its provenance or a text summary, is provided within the profile.
This is primarily for use by human users, although these properties are considered when locating requested
services.
4.2

Functionality Description

An essential component of the profile is the specification of what the service provides and the specification
of the conditions that have to be satisfied for a successful result. In addition, the profile specifies what
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conditions result from the service including the expected and unexpected results of the service activity.
The service is represented by input and output properties of the profile. The input property specifies the information that the service requires to proceed with the computation. For example, a book-selling
service could require the credit-card number and bibliographical information of the book to sell. The outputs specify the result of the operation of the service. For the book-selling agent the output could be a
receipt that acknowledges the sale.
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="input">
<rdfs:comment>
Property describing the inputs of a service in the Service Profile
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ServiceProfile"/>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#parameter"/>
</rdf:Property>

While inputs and outputs represent the service, they are not the only things affected by the operations
of the service. For example, to complete the sale the book-selling service requires that the credit card
is valid and not overdrawn or expired. In addition, the result of the sale is not only that the buyer owns
the book (as specified by the outputs), but that the book is physically transferred from the the warehouse
of the seller to the house of the buyer. These conditions are specified by precondition and effect
properties of the profile. Preconditions present one or more logical conditions that should be satisfied prior
to the service being requested. These conditions should have associated explicit effects that may occur as
a result of the service being performed. Effects are events that are caused by the successful execution of a
service.
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="precondition">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ServiceProfile"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Thing"/>
</rdf:Property>

The service profile also provides a specific type of precondition called an accessCondition, that
is expected to be true for the service to succeed, but is not modified by the activity of the service. Access
conditions are used when the access to the service is restricted to only some users: as, for example, services
that are restricted to users affiliated to some organization. For instance, to access a classified news service a
user needs to have some level of clearance, details about it would be specified as an accessCondition.
Finally, the profile allows the specification of what domainResources are affected by the use of the
service. These domain resources may include computational resources such as bandwidth or disk space
as well as more material resources consumed when the service controls some machinery. This type of
resource may include fuel, or materials modified by the machine.
4.3

Functional Attributes

In the previous section we introduced the functional description of services. Yet there are other aspects
of services that the users should be aware of. While a service may be accessed from anywhere on the
Internet, it may only be applicable to a specific audience. For instance, although it is possible to order
food for delivery from a Pittsburgh-based restaurant Web site in general, one cannot reasonably expect
to do this from California. Functional attributes address the problem that there are properties that can be
used to describe a service other than as a functional process. These properties are described below.
geographicRadius The geographic radius refers to the geographic scope of the service. This may be at
the global or national scale (e.g. for e-commerce) or at a local scale (e.g. pizza delivery).
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degreeOfQuality This property provides qualifications for the service. For example, the following two
sub-properties are examples of different degrees of quality, and could be defined within some additional ontology.
serviceParameter An expandable list of properties that may accompany a profile description.
communicationThru This property provides a high-level summary of how a service may communicate,
such as what agent communication language (ACL) is used (e.g., FIPA, KQML, SOAP). This summarizes the descriptions provided by the service grounding and are used when matching services;
but is not intended to replace the detail provided by the service grounding.
serviceType The service type refers to a high-level classification of the service, for example B2B, B2C
etc.
serviceCategory The service category refers to an ontology of services that may be on offer. High-level
services could include Products as well as Problem-Solving Capabilities, Commercial Services,
Information and so on.
qualityGuarantees These are guarantees that the service promises to deliver, such as guaranteeing to
provide the lowest possible interest rate, or a response within 3 minutes, etc.
qualityRating The quality rating property represents an expandable list of rating properties that may
accompany a service profile. These ratings refer to industry accepted ratings, such as the Dun and
Bradstreet Rating for businesses, or the Star rating for Hotels. For example:
<!-- Dun and Bradstreet Rating -->
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="dAndBRating">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#qualityRating" />
</rdf:Property>

As a result of the service profile, the user, be it a human, a program or another service, would be able
to identify what the service provides, what conditions result from the service and whether the service is
available, accessible and how it compares with other functionally equivalent services.
5

Modeling Services as Processes

A more detailed perspective on services is that a service can be viewed as a process. We have defined a
particular subclass of ServiceModel, the ProcessModel (as shown in figure 2), which draws upon wellestablished work in a variety of fields, such as AI planning and workflow automation, and which we
believe will support the representational needs of a very broad array of services on the Web.
The two chief components of a process model are the process model, which describes a service in terms
of its component actions or processes, and enables planning, composition and agent/service interoperation;
and the process control model, which allows agents to monitor the execution of a service request. We will
refer to the first part as the Process Ontology and the second as the Process Control Ontology. Only the
former has been defined in the current version of DAML-S, but below we briefly describe our intentions
with regard to the latter. We have defined a simple ontology of time, described below; in subsequent
versions this will be elaborated. We also expect in a future version to provide an ontology of resources.
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5.1

The Process Ontology

We expect our process ontology to serve as the basis for specifying a wide array of services. In developing
the ontology, we drew from a variety of sources, including work in AI on standardizations of planning
languages [9], work in programming languages and distributed systems [16, 15], emerging standards in
process modeling and workflow technology such as the NIST’s Process Specification Language (PSL)
[19] and the Workflow Management Coalition effort (http://www.aiim.org/wfmc), work on modeling verb
semantics and event structure [17], previous work on action-inspired Web service markup [14], work in
AI on modeling complex actions [11], and work in agent communication languages [12, 8].
The primary kind of entity in the Process Ontology is, unsurprisingly, a “process”.8 A process can
have any number of inputs, representing the information that is, under some conditions, required for the
execution of the process. It can have any number of outputs, the information that the process provides,
conditionally, after its execution. Participants and other parameters may be specified; for example, the
participants may include the roles in the event frame, such as the agents, patient, and instrument, whereas
other parameters, especially for physical devices, might be rates, forces, and knob-settings. There can
be any number of preconditions, which must all hold in order for the process to be invoked. Finally, the
process can have any number of effects.
A process can often be viewed either as a primitive, undecomposable process or as a composite process,
decomposable into other primitive or composite processes. Either perspective may be the more useful in
some given context. Thus, a top-level P ROCESS class has, as its sole subclass, C OMPOSITE P ROCESS ,
which in turn is subclassed by a variety of control structures.
 This term was chosen over the terms “event” and “action”, in part because it is more suggestive of internal
structure than “event” and because it does not necessarily presume an agent executing the process and thus is more
general than “action”. Ultimately, however, the choice is arbitrary. It is modeled after computational procedures or
planning operators.
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More precisely, in DAML-S:
¯ Process
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Process">
<rdfs:comment> Top-level class for describing how a service works
</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

Class P ROCESS has related properties parameter, input, output, participant, precondition, and (conditional) effect. Each of these properties ranges over a DAML object, which, at the upper ontology
level, is not restricted at all. The properties input, output, and participant are categorized as subproperties of parameter. Subclasses of P ROCESS for specific domains can use DAML language
elements to indicate more specific range restrictions, as well as cardinality restrictions for each of
these properties.
The following is an example of a property definition:
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="parameter">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Process"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=""http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#Thing"/>
</rdf:Property>

In addition to its action-related properties, a P ROCESS has a number of bookkeeping properties such
as name(rdf:literal), address (URI), documentsread (URI), documentsupdated (URI), and so on.
¯ CompositeProcess
<daml:Class rdf:ID="CompositeProcess">
<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection">
<daml:Class rdf:about="#Process"/>
<daml:Restriction daml:minCardinality="1">
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#components"/>
</daml:Restriction>
</daml:intersectionOf>
</daml:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="components">
<rdfs:comment>
Holds the specific arrangement of subprocesses.
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#CompositeProcess"/>
</rdf:Property>

Composite processes are processes that have additional properties called components to indicate the
ordering and conditional execution of the subprocesses from which they are composed. For instance,
the composite process, S EQUENCE, has a components property that ranges over a P ROCESS L IST (a
list whose items are restricted to be simple or composite processes). In the process “upper ontology”,
we have attempted to come up with a minimal set of process classes that can be specialized to
describe a variety of Web services. This minimal set consists of Sequence, Split, Split + Join,
Choice, Unordered, Condition, If-Then-Else, Iterate, Repeat-While, and Repeat-Until.
Note that while a composite process is a process, and thus has slots for preconditions and effects,
there may be no easy way to compute these values for an arbitrary composite process, given its
component sub-processes.
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There are two fundamental relations between processes and composite processes. The EXPAND
relation associates a Process with the CompositeProcess describing its component subprocesses,
while its inverse, the COLLAPSE relation represents the association of the CompositeProcess to its
atomic Process form. Expanding is intended to provide a “glassbox” and collapsing a “blackbox”
view of the process. The expanded version is likely to be used for service composition (both off-line
and runtime) and the collapsed version for service execution.
The minimal set of composition templates (subclasses of CompositeProcess) is as follows:
Sequence : A list of Processes to be done in order. We use a DAML restriction to restrict the
components of a Sequence process to be a List of subprocesses (simple and/or composite).
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Sequence">
<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection">
<rdfs:Class> rdf:about="#Process" </rdfs:Class>
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#components"/>
<daml:toClass rdf:resource="#ProcessList"/>
</daml:Restriction>
<daml:intersectionOf>
</rdfs:Class>

Split : The components of a Split process are a bag of sub-processes to be executed concurrently.
No further specification about waiting or synchronization is made at this level.
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Split">
<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection">
<rdfs:Class> rdf:about ="#Process" </rdfs:Class>
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#components"/>
<daml:toClass rdf:resource="#ProcessBag"/>
</daml:Restriction>
<daml:intersectionOf>
</rdfs:Class>

Split is similar to other ontologies’ use of Fork, Concurrent, or Parallel. We use the DAML
sameClassAs feature to accommodate the different standards for specifying this.
Unordered : Here a bag of processes can be executed in any order. No further constraints are
specified. All processes must be executed.
Split+Join : Here the process consists of concurrent execution of a bunch of sub-processes with
barrier synchronization. With Split and Split and Join, we can define processes that have partial
synchronization (e.g., split all and join some sub-bag).
Choice : Choice is a composite process with additional properties “chosen” and “chooseFrom”.
These properties can be used both for process and execution control (e.g., choose from “chooseFrom” and do “chosen” in sequence, or choose from “chooseFrom” and do “chosen” in parallel) as well for constructing new subclasses like “choose at least n from m”, “choose exactly n
from m”, “choose at most n from m” 9 , and so on.
Condition : Conditions are composite processes with an output property (conditionValue) whose
range is a binary value. Conditions usually correspond to test actions, but they may be world
states, resource levels, timeouts or other things affecting the evolution of processes.
This can be obtained by restricting the size of the Process Bag that corresponds to the “components” of the
chosen and chooseFrom subprocesses using cardinality, min-cardinality, max-cardinality to get choose(n, m)(¼ 
  ´  µ ¼   ´ µ).
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If-Then-Else : The If-Then-Else class is a composite process that has properties “ifCondition”,
“then” and “else” holding different aspects of the If-Then-Else composite process. Its semantics is intended as “Test If-condition; if True do Then, if False do Else.”
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="ifCondition">
<rdfs:comment> The if condition of an if-then-else </rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#If-Then-Else"/>
<rdfs:range> rdf:resource ="#Condition" </rdfs:range>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="then">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#If-Then-Else"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#CompositeProcess"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="else">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#If-Then-Else"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#CompositeProcess"/>
</rdf:Property>

Iterate : Iterate is a composite process whose next process property has the same value as the
current process. Repeat is defined as a synonym of the iterate class. The repeat/iterate process makes no assumption about how many iterations are made or when to initiate, terminate
or resume. The initiation, termination or maintainance condition could be specified with a
whileCondition or an untilCondition as below.10
Repeat-Until : The Repeat-Until class is similar to the Repeat-While class in that specializes the
If-Then-Else class where the “ifCondition” is the same as the untilCondition and different
from the Repeat-While class in that the “else” (compared to “then”) property is the repeated
process. Thus the process repeats till the untilCondition becomes true.

5.2

Process Control Ontology

A process instantiation represents a complex process that is executing in the world. To monitor and
control the execution of a process, an agent needs a model to interpret process instantiations with three
characteristics:
1. It should provide the mapping rules for the various input state properties (inputs, preconditions) to
the corresponding output state properties.
2. It should provide a model of the temporal or state dependencies described by the sequence, split,
split+join, etc constructs.
3. It should provide representations for messages about the execution state of atomic and composite
processes sufficient to do execution monitoring. This allows an agent to keep track of the status of
executions, including successful, failed and interrupted processes, and to respond to each appropriately.
We have not defined a process control ontology in the current version of DAML-S, but we plan to in a
future version.


Another possible extension is to ability to define counters and use their values as termination conditions. This
could be part of an extended process control and execution monitoring ontology.
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5.3

Time

For the initial version of DAML-S we have defined a very simple upper ontology for time. There are two
classes of entities—instants and intervals. Each is a subclass of temporal-entity.
There are three relations that may obtain between an instant and an interval, defined as DAML-S
properties:
1. The Start-of property whose domain is the Interval class and whose range is an Instant.
2. The End-of property whose domain is the Interval class and whose range is an Instant.
3. The Inside property whose domain is the Interval class and whose range is an Instant.
No assumption is made that intervals consist of instants.
There are two possible relations that may obtain between a process and one of the temporal objects.
A process may be in an at-time relation to an instant or in a during relation to an interval. Whether
a particular process is viewed as instantaneous or as occuring over an interval is a granularity decision
that may vary according to the context of use. These relations are defined in DAML-S as properties of
processes.
1. The At-time property: its domain is the Process class and its range is an Instant.
2. The During property: its domain is the Process class and its range is an Interval.
Viewed as intervals, processes could have properties such as startTime and endTime which are synonymous (daml:samePropertyAs) with the Start-Of and End-Of relation that obtains between intervals and
instants.
One further relation can hold between two temporal entities—the before relation. The intended semantics is that for an instant or interval to be before another instant or interval, there can be no overlap
or abutment between the former and the latter. In DAML-S the Before property whose domain is the
Temporal-entity class and whose range is a Temporal-entity.
Different communities have different ways of representing the times and durations of states and events
(processes). For example, states and events can both have durations, and at least events can be instantaneous; or events can only be instantaneous and only states can have durations. Events that one might
consider as having duration (e.g., heating water) are modeled as a state of the system that is initiated and
terminated by instantaneous events. That is, there is the instantaneous event of the start of the heating
at the start of an interval, that transitions the system into a state in which the water is heating. The state
continues until another instantaneous event occurs—the stopping of the event at the end of the interval.
These two perspectives on events are straightforwardly interdefinable in terms of the ontology we have
provided. Thus, DAML-S supports both.
The various relations between intervals defined in Allen’s temporal interval calculus [1] can be defined
in a straightforward fashion in terms of before and identity on the start and end points. For example, two
intervals meet when the end of one is identical to the start of the other. Thus, in the near future, when
DAML is augmented with the capability of defining logical rules, it will be easy to incorporate the interval
calculus into DAML-S. In addition, in future versions of DAML-S we will define primitives for measuring
durations and for specifying clock and calendar time.
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6

Example Walk-Through

To illustrate the concepts described in this paper, we have developed an example of a fictitious bookbuying service offered by the Web service provider, Congo Inc. Congo has a suite of programs that
they are making accessible on the Web. Congo wishes to compose these individual programs into Web
services that it offers to its users. We focus here on the Web service of buying a book, CongoBuy. In the
DAML-S release, we present a walk-through that steps through the process of creating DAML-S markup
for Congo11 .
We take the perspective of the typical Web service provider and consider three automation tasks that
a Web service provider might wish to enable with DAML-S: 1) automatic Web service discovery, 2)
automatic Web service invocation, and 3) automatic Web service composition and interoperation. For the
purposes of this paper, we limit our discussion to the second and third tasks.
6.1

Web Service Invocation

To automate Web Service Invocation, DAML-S markup must tell a program how to automatically construct
an (http) call to execute or invoke a Web service, and what output(s) may be returned from the service. To
enable such functionality, the process ontology in DAML-S provides markup to describe individual and
composite Web-accessible programs as either simple or composite processes.
6.1.1

Define the Service as a Process

Congo Inc. provides the CongoBuy Web service to its customers. We view the CongoBuy Web service as
a Process, i.e., it is a subclass of the class Process in the process ontology.
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="CongoBuy">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=
"http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s/2001/05/Process.daml#Process"/>
</rdfs:Class>

Although the CongoBuy service is actually a predetermined composition of several of Congo’s Webaccessible programs, it is useful to initially view it as a black-box process. The black-box process, CongoBuy has a variety of invocation-relevant properties, including input, (conditional) output and parameter.
For example, input to the CongoBuy book-buying service includes the name of the book (bookName), the
customer’s credit card number, and their account number and password. If the service being described is
simple in that it is not the composition of other services or programs, then the service inputs are simply the
set of inputs that must be provided in the service invocation. The outputs are the outputs returned from the
service invocation. Note that these outputs may be conditional. For example the output of a book-buying
service will vary depending upon whether the book is in or out of stock.
In contrast, if the service is composed of other services, as is the case with CongoBuy, then the rationale
for specification of the inputs, outputs and parameters is more difficult, and the utility of these properties
is limited. In the simplest case, the inputs and outputs of the black-box process can be defined to be the
composition of all the possible inputs and all the possible (conditional) outputs of the simple services that
the black-box process may invoke, taking every possible path through the composition of simple services.
Note however that this is not a very exacting specification. In particular, the collection of outputs may
be contradictory (e.g., one path of CongoBuy may lead to confirmation of a purchase, while another may
lead to confirmation of no purchase). The conditions under which inputs and outputs arise are encoded
exactly in the expand of this black-box process, and can be retrieved from the expanded process. The
inputs, outputs and parameters for the black-box process are designed to be a useful shorthand. Thus, it
 The

Congo example can be found at http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s/2001/05/Congo.daml.
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could be argued that the inputs and outputs should describe the most likely inputs and outputs through the
system. However, in some cases, even this is difficult to define. For now, DAML-S leaves this decision up
to the Web service provider.
The following is an example of one input to CongoBuy. Note that it is a subproperty of the property
input of Process, from the process model.
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="bookName">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource=
"http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s/2001/05/Process.daml#input"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#CongoBuy"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#string"/>
</rdf:Property>

An output can similarly be defined as a subproperty of the property output of Process. In a real bookbuying service, this output would likely be conditioned on the book being in stock, or the customer’s
credit card being valid, but to simplify our example, we assume Congo has an infinite supply of books,
and infinite generosity.
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="eReceiptOutput">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource=
"http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s/2001/05/Process.daml#output"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#EReceipt"/>
</rdf:Property>

In addition to input and output properties, each service has parameter properties. A parameter is
something that affects the outcome of the process, but which is not an input provided by the invoker of
the process. It may be known by the service, or retrieved by the service from elsewhere. For example, the
fact that the customer’s credit card is valid, is a parameter in our CongoBuy process, and is relevant when
considering the use of the CongoBuy, but it is not an input or output of CongoBuy.
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="creditCardValidity">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource=
"http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s/2001/05/Process.daml#parameter"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#ValidityType"/>
</rdf:Property>

6.1.2

Define the Process as a Composition of Processes

Given the variability in the specification of inputs, outputs and parameters, it is generally insufficient to
simply specify a service as a black-box process, if the objective is to automate service invocation. We
must expand the black-box service to describe its composite processes. This is achieved by first defining
the individual processes and then defining their composition as a composite process.
Define the Individual Processes
We first define each of the simple services in CongoBuy, i.e., LocateBook, PutInCart, etc.12
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="LocateBook">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CongoBuy"/>
</rdfs:Class>
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<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="PutInCart">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CongoBuy"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="bookSelected">
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource=
"http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s/2001/05/Process.daml#input"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PutInCart"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#string"/>
</rdf:Property>

Define the Composition of the Individual Processes
The composition of each of our simple services can be defined by using the composition constructs
created in the process ontology, i.e., Sequence, Split, Split + Join, Unordered, Condition, If-Then-Else,
Repeat-While, Repeat-Until. We first create an expand class and then construct the overall expand class
recursively in a top- down manner.
<process:expand>
<rdfs:Class> rdfs:about ="#CongoBuy"</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class> rdfs:about ="#ExpandedCongoBuy"</rdfs:Class>
</process:expand>

Each process has a property called components (itself a bag of processes). The processes in the bag
may be other simple or composite processes. As such, they recursively define the composition of simple
processes that defines the black-box process CongoBuy.
The expanded CongoBuy process (ExpandedCongoBuy) is comprised of a sequence of two processes,
a simple process that locates a book (LocateBook), and a complex process that buys the book (CongoBuyBook). We define them as follows13 :
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="ExpandedCongoBuy">
<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection">
<daml:Class rdf:about=
"http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s/2001/05/Process.daml#Sequence"/>
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource=
"http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s/2001/05/Process.daml#components"/>
<daml:toClass>
<daml:Class>
<daml:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="daml:collection">
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource=
"http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s/2001/05/Process.daml#firstItem"/>
<daml:toClass rdf:resource ="#LocateBook"/>
</daml:Restriction>
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource=
"http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s/2001/05/Process.daml#secondItem"/>
<daml:toClass rdf:resource ="#CongoBuyBook"/>
</daml:Restriction>
</daml:intersectionOf>
</daml:Class>
</daml:toClass>
</daml:Restriction>
</daml:intersectionOf>
</rdfs:Class>
 See

http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s/2001/05/Congo.daml. Additional DAML code is needed here to
specify the relationship between the bookName property of CongoBuy and the bookSelected property of PutInCart.
As of this writing, discussions are underway to determine the best way to indicate this relationship in DAML+OIL.
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In the full Congo.daml example, CongoBuyBook is a composite process that is further decomposed,
eventually terminating in a composition of simple processes. With this markup we complete our markup
to enable automated service invocation.
6.1.3

Automated Service Composition and Interoperation

The DAML-S markup required to automate service composition and interoperation builds directly on the
markup for service invocation. In order to automate service composition and interoperation, we must also
encode the effects a service has upon the world, and the preconditions for performing that service. For
example, when a human being goes to www.congo.com and successfully executes the CongoBuy service,
the human knows that they have purchased a book, that their credit card will be debited, and that they will
receive a book at the address they provided. Such consequences of Web service execution are not part of
the input/output markup we created for automating service invocation.
The process ontology provides precondition and effect properties of a process to encode this information. As with our markup for automated service invocation, we define preconditions and effects both
for the black-box process CongoBuy and for each of the simple processes that define its composition,
and as with defining inputs and outputs, it is easiest to define the preconditions and effects for each of
the simple processes first, and then to aggregate them into preconditions and effects for CongoBuy. The
markup is analogous to the markup for input and (conditional) output, but is with respect to the properties
precondition and (conditional) effect, instead.
7

Related Efforts

Industry efforts to develop standards for electronic commerce, and in particular for the description of
Web-based services currently revolve around UDDI, WSDL, and ebXML [23]. There have also been
company-specific initiatives to define architectures for e-commerce, most notably E-speak from HewlettPackard.
Nevertheless, we believe that DAML-S provides functionality that the other efforts do not. In comparison to the DAML-S characterization of services, the industry standards mostly focus on presenting a
ServiceProfile and a ServiceGrounding of services (to use DAML-S terminology). ServiceGroundings are
supported by all the standards. However, they are limited with respect to DAML-S profiles in that they
cannot express logical statements, e.g. preconditions and postconditions, or rules to describe dependencies between the profile elements. Input and output types are supported to varying extents. Furthermore,
DAML-S supports the description of certain functional attributes of services, which are not covered in the
other standards, such as qualityGuarantees and serviceType.
With respect to the four tasks of automatic Web service discovery, automatic Web service invocation,
automatic Web service interoperation and composition, and automatic Web service execution monitoring
that DAML-S is meant to support, the standards primarily enable the first and the second tasks to a certain
extent. These standards are still evolving and it is unclear at present to what extent composition will be
addressed. At the moment, the standards do not consider the ServiceModel of a service and thus, they also
do not support execution monitoring, as defined in this paper.
In the following sections, we look in greater detail at each of these technologies in turn and compare
them to DAML-S.
 firstItem and secondItem are

easily defined.
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7.1

UDDI

UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) is an initiative proposed by Microsoft, IBM and
Ariba to develop a standard for an online registry, and to enable the publishing and dynamic discovery
of Web services offered by businesses [22]. UDDI allows programmers and other representatives of a
business to locate potential business partners and form business relationships on the basis of the services
they provide. It thus facilitates the creation of new business relationships.
The primary target of UDDI seems to be integration and at least semi-automation of business transactions in B2B e-commerce applications. It provides a registry for registering businesses and the services
they offer. These are described according to an XML schema defined by the UDDI specification. A Web
service provider registers its advertisements along with keywords for categorisation. A Web services user
retrieves advertisements out of the registry based on keyword search. The UDDI search mechanism relies
on pre-defined categorisation through keywords and does not refer to the semantic content of the advertisements. The registry is supposed to function in a fashion similar to white pages or yellow pages, where
businesses can be looked up by name or by a standard service taxonomy as is already used within the industry. UDDI attempts to cover all kinds of services offered by businesses, including those that are offered
by phone or e-mail and similar means; in principle, DAML-S could do this, but it has not been our focus.
Technically speaking, each business description in UDDI consists of a businessEntity element, akin
to a White Pages element describing the contact information for a business. A businessEntity describes
a business by name, a key value, categorisation, services offered (businessService elements) and contact
information for the business. A businessService element describes a service using a name, key value, categorisation and multiple “bindingTemplate” elements. This can be considered to be analogous to a Yellow
Pages element that categorises a business. A bindingTemplate element in turn describes the kind of access
the service requires (phone, mailto, http, ftp, fax etc.), key values and tModelInstances. tModelInstances
are used to describe the protocols, interchange formats that the service comprehends, that is, the technical
information required to access the service. It is also used to describe the “namespaces” for the classifications used in categorisation. Many of the elements are optional, including most of the ones that would be
required for matchmaking or service composition purposes.
UDDI aims to facilitate the discovery of potential business partners and the discovery of services and
their groundings that are offered by known business partners. This may or may not be done automatically.
When this discovery occurs, programmers affiliated with the business partners program their own systems
to interact with the services discovered. This is also the model generally followed by ebXML. DAML-S
enables more flexible discovery by allowing searches to take place on almost any attribute of the ServiceProfile. UDDI, in contrast, allows technical searches only on tModelKeys, references to tModelInstances,
which represent full specifications of a kind of service.
UDDI does not support semantic descriptions of services. Thus, depending on the functionality offered
by the content language, although agents can search the UDDI registry and retrieve service descriptions,
a human needs to be involved in the loop to make sense of the descriptions, and to program the access
interface.
Currently, UDDI does not provide or specify content languages for advertisement. Although WSDL is
most closely associated with UDDI as a content language, the specification refers to ebXML and XML/edi
also as potential candidates. Content languages could be a possible bridge between UDDI and DAML-S.
DAML-S is also a suitable candidate for a content language and in this sense, DAML-S and UDDI are
complementary. A higher-level service or standard defined on top of UDDI could take advantage of the
additional richness of content DAML-S has to offer within the UDDI registries.
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7.2

WSDL

WSDL (Web Services Description Language) is an XML format, closely associated with UDDI as the
language for describing interfaces to business services registered with a UDDI database. Thus, it is closer
to DAML-S in terms of functionality than UDDI. Like DAML-S, it attempts to separate services, defined in
abstract terms, from the concrete data formats and protocols used for implementation, and defines bindings
between the abstract description and its specific realization [3]. However, the abstraction of services is at
a lower level than in DAML-S.
Services are defined as sets of ports, i.e. network addresses associated with certain protocols and data
format specifications. The abstract nature of a service arises from the abstract nature of the messages and
operations mapped to a port and define its port type. Port types are reusable and can be bound to multiple
ports [18]. There are four basic types of operations in WSDL: a one-way, a (two-way) request-response, a
(two-way) solicit-response and a (one-way) notification message. A message itself is defined abstractly as
a request, a response or even a parameter of a request or response and its type, as defined in a type system
like XSD. They can be broken into parts to define the logical break-down of a message.
Messages and operations are defined abstractly and are thus reusable and extensible and correspond
roughly to the DAML-S ServiceProfile. The service element itself incorporates both a ServiceProfile and
ServiceGrounding information. WSDL service descriptions are not as expressive as DAML-S profiles.
Preconditions, postconditions and effects of service access cannot be expressed within WSDL.
Like UDDI, WSDL does not support semantic description of services. WSDL focuses on the grounding of services and although it has a concept of input and output types as defined by XSD, it does not
support the definition of logical constraints between its input and output parameters. Thus its support for
discovery and invocation of services is less versatile than that of DAML-S.
7.3

E-speak

Hewlett-Packard is collaborating with the UDDI consortium to bring E-speak technology to the UDDI
standard. E-speak and UDDI have similar goals in that they both facilitate the advertisement and discovery
of services. E-speak is also comparable to WSDL in that it supports the description of service and data
types [6]. It has a matching service that compares service requests with service descriptions, primarily on
the basis of input-output and service type matching.
E-speak describes services (known as “Resources”) as a set of attributes within several “Vocabularies”. Vocabularies are sets of attributes common to a logical group of services. E-speak matches lookup
requests against service descriptions with respect to these attributes. Attributes take common value types
such as String, Int, Boolean and Double. There is a base vocabulary which defines basic attributes such
as Name, Type (of value String only), Description, Keywords and Version. Currently, there is no semantic
meaning attached to any of the attributes. Any matching which takes place is done over the service description attributes which does not distinguish between any further subtypes. DAML-S had a much richer
set of attributes; in DAML-S terminology, the input/output parameters, effects and additional functional
attributes. In addition, dependencies between attributes and logical constraints on them are not expressible
within E-speak.
Unlike UDDI, which was intended to be an open standard from the beginning, e-speak scores relatively
low on interoperability. It requires that an e-speak engine be run on all participating client machines.
Furthermore, although e-speak is designed to be a full platform for Web services and could potentially
expose a execution monitoring interface, service processes remain a black-box for the e-speak platform
and consequently no execution monitoring can be done.
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7.4

ebXML

ebXML, being developed primarily by OASIS and the United Nations, approaches the problem from a
workflow perspective. ebXML uses two views to describe business interactions, a Business Operational
View (BOV) and a Functional Service View (FSV) [7] [23]. The BOV deals with the semantics of business
data transactions, which include operational conventions, agreements, mutual obligations and the like between businesses. The FSV deals with the supporting services: their capabilities, interfaces and protocols.
Although ebXML does not concentrate on only Web services, the focus of this view is essentially the same
as that of the current DAML-S effort.
It has the concept of a Collaboration Protocol Profile (CPP) “which allows a Trading Partner to express their supported Business Processes and Business Service Interface requirements [such that they are
understood] by other ebXML compliant Trading Partners”, in effect a specification of the services offered
by the Trading Partner. A Business Process is a set of business document exchanges between the Trading
Partners. CPPs contain industry classification, contact information, supported Business Processes, interface requirements etc. They are registered within an ebXML registry, in which there is discovery of other
Trading Partners and the Business Processes they support. In this respect, UDDI has some similarities
with ebXML. However, ebXML’s scope does not extend to the manner in which the business documents
are specified. This is left to the Trading Partners to agree upon a priori by the creation of a Collaboration
Protocol Agreement.
In conclusion, the kind of functionality, interoperability and dynamic matchmaking capabilities provided by DAML-S is only partially supported, as the standards are currently positioned, by WSDL and
UDDI. UDDI may become more sophisticated as it incorporates e-speak-like functionalities, but it will
not allow automatic service interoperability until it incorporates the information provided by DAML-S.
8

Summary and Current Status

DAML-S is an attempt to provide an ontology, within the framework of the DARPA Agent Markup Language, for describing Web services. It will enable users and software agents to automatically discover,
invoke, compose, and monitor Web resources offering services, under specified constraints. We have
released an initial version of DAML-S. It can be found at the URL: http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s
We expect to enhance it in the future in ways that we have indicated in the paper, and in response to
users’ experience with it. We believe it will help make the Semantic Web a place where people can not
only find out information but also get things done.
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Abstract. The ability to rapidly locate useful on-line services (e.g. software
applications, software components, process models, or service organizations), as
opposed to simply useful documents, is becoming increasingly critical in many
domains. As the sheer number of such services increases it will become increasingly
more important to provide tools that allow people (and software) to quickly find the
services they need, while minimizing the burden for those who wish to list their
services with these search engines. This can be viewed as a critical enabler of the
‘friction-free’ markets of the ‘new economy’. Current service retrieval technology
is, however, seriously deficient in this regard. The information retrieval community
has focused on the retrieval of documents, not services per se, and has as a result
emphasized keyword-based approaches. Those approaches achieve fairly high recall
but low precision. The software agents and distributed computing communities have
developed simple ‘frame-based’ approaches for ‘matchmaking’ between tasks and
on-line services increasing precision at the substantial cost of requiring all services
to be modeled as frames and only supporting perfect matches. This paper proposes a
novel, ontology-based approach that employs the characteristics of a processtaxonomy to increase recall without sacrificing precision and computational
complexity of the service retrieval process.

1

The Challenge

Increasingly, the Semantic Web will be called upon to provide access not just to static
documents that collect useful information, but also to services that provide useful behavior.
Potential examples of such services abound:
♦ Software applications (e.g. for engineering, finance, meeting planning, or word processing)
that can invoked remotely by people or software
♦ Software components that can be downloaded for use when creating new applications
♦ Process models that describe how to achieve some goal (e.g. eCommerce business models,
material transformation processes, etc)
♦ Individuals or organizations who can perform particular functions, e.g. as currently brokered
using such web sites as guru.com, elance.com and freeagent.com.
As the sheer number of such services increase it will become increasingly important to
provide tools that allow people (and software) to quickly find the services they need, while
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minimizing the burden for those who wish to list their services with these search engines [1].
This paper describes a set of ideas, based on the sophisticated use of process ontologies, for
creating improved service retrieval technologies.
2

Contributions and Limitations of Current Technology

high

Current service retrieval approaches have serious limitations with respect to meeting the
challenges described above. They either perform relatively poorly or make unrealistic demands
of those who wish to index or retrieve services. We review these approaches below.
Service retrieval technology has emerged from several communities. The information
retrieval community has focused on the retrieval of documents, not services per se, and has as a
result emphasized keyword-based approaches. The software agents and distributed computing
communities have developed simple ‘frame-based’ approaches for ‘matchmaking’ between tasks
and on-line services. The software engineering community has developed by far the richest set of
techniques for service retrieval [2]. We can get a good idea of the relative merits of these
approaches by placing them in a precision/recall space (Figure 1):
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Figure 1: The state of the art in service retrieval.

Recall is the extent to which a search engine retrieves all of the items that one is interested in
(i.e. avoiding false negatives) while precision is the extent to which the tool retrieves only the
items that one is interested in (i.e. avoiding false positives).
Most search engines look for items (e.g. web pages) that contain the keywords in the query.
More sophisticated variants (based on the technique known as TFIDF) look for items in which
the searched-for keywords are more common than usual, thereby increasing precision [3].
Typically, no manual effort is needed to list items with such search engines, and queries can be
specified without needing to know a specialized query language. Keyword-based approaches are,
however, notoriously prone to both low precision and imperfect recall. Many completely
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irrelevant items may include the keywords in the query, leading to low precision. It is also
possible that the query keywords are semantically equivalent but syntactically different from the
words in the searched items, leading to reduced recall. Imagine , for example, that we are
searching for a service that can offer a loan to cover a $100,000 house addition. Entering the
keywords “loan house 100000” into google.com (a keyword-based search service), for example,
returns 2,390 documents. While the first two results are promising (a loan calculator and a
mortgage calculator somewhat connected to a loan granting organization), the third hit points to
a report of a campaign against arms trade, and the fourth shows a junior high-school mathproject on how to calculate mortgages. If we enter the same query in altavista.com (which uses
TFIDF) we get 24,168,519 ‘hits’. While the first few hits talk about loans, they do not all provide
a loan service. Most of them point to classes that discuss loan calculation techniques and provide
some sort of a mortgage calculator.
It is of course somewhat misleading to use web-search engines to assess the likely
performance of a keyword-based service retrieval engine. The web contains much more then
services. Many documents (like the loan calculation classes mentioned above) have nothing to do
with the provision of services. Nevertheless we can take the poor precision of those queries as an
indicator of what would happen in a system that relies solely on these techniques for retrieving
services. A mortgage calculator is a useful instrument in itself. It does not, however, provide the
service of creditworthiness analysis or loan provision. We can, therefore, assume that systems
using these techniques would still show low precision.
Several techniques have been developed to address these problems. One is to require that
items and queries be described using the same, pre-enumerated, vocabulary [4]. This increases
the probability that the same terms will be used in the query and desired items, thereby
increasing recall. Another approach is to use semantic nets (e.g. WordNet [5]) that capture the
semantic relationships between words (e.g. synonym, antonym, hypernym and hyponym) to
increase the breadth of the query and thereby increase recall [6] but this potentially can reduce
precision and can result in suboptimal recall because these networks focus on purely linguistic
relationships. Search engines like google.com [7] prioritize retrieved documents according to
whether they are linked to documents that also contain the searched-for keywords, as a way of
increasing precision. Finally, most text-based search engines allow for imprecise matching (e.g.
retrieving items that contain some but not all of the query keywords), potentially increasing
recall but again at the cost of reduced precision.
We can see then that keyword-based approaches can achieve fairly high recall but at the cost
of low precision. The key underlying problem is that keywords are a poor way to capture the
semantics of a query or item. If this semantics could be captured more accurately then precision
would increase. Frame-based approaches [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] have emerged as a way of doing
this. A frame consists of attribute value pairs describing the properties of an item. Figure 2 for
example shows a frame for an integer averaging service:
Both items and queries are described using frames: matches represent items whose (textual)
property values match those in the query. All the commercial service search technologies we are
aware of (e.g. Jini, eSpeak, Salutation, UDDI [13]) use the frame-based approach, typically with
an at least partially pre-enumerated vocabulary of service types and properties. The more
sophisticated search tools emerging from the research community (e.g. LARKS [14]) also make
limited use of semantic nets, e.g. returning a match if the input type of a service is equal to or a
generalization of the input type specified in the query. Frame-based approaches thus do increase
precision at the (fairly modest) cost of requiring that all services be modeled as frames.
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Description
Input
Output
Execution Time

a service to find the average of a list of integers
integers
real
number of inputs * 0.1 msec

Figure 2: A frame-based description of an integer sorting service.

The frame-based approach is taken one step further in the deductive retrieval approach [15]
[16] [17] wherein service properties (e.g. inputs, outputs, function, and performance) are
expressed formally using logic (Figure 3):
Name:
Syntax:
Input-types:
Output-types:
Semantics:
Precond:
Postcond:

set-insert
set-insert(Elem, Old, New)
(Elem:Any), (Old:SET)
(New: SET)

¬member ( Elem, Old )
member ( Elem, New)
∧ ∀x (member ( x , Old ) → member ( x, New)
∧ ∀y ( member ( y , New) → ( member ( y , old ) ∨ y = Elem)

Figure 3: A service description for deductive retrieval [15]

Retrieval then consists of finding the items that can be proved to achieve the functionality
described in the query. If we assume a non-redundant pre-enumerated vocabulary of logical
predicates and a complete formalization of all relevant service and query properties, then
deductive retrieval can in theory achieve both perfect precision and perfect recall. This approach,
however, faces two very serious practical difficulties. First of all, it can be prohibitively difficult
to model the semantics of non-trivial queries and services using formal logic. Even the simple
set-insert function shown above in Figure 3is non-trivial to formalize correctly: imagine trying to
formally model the behavior of Microsoft Word or an accounting package! The second difficulty
is that the proof process implicit in this kind of search can have a high computational
complexity, making it extremely slow [15]. Our belief is that these limitations, especially the
first one, make deductive retrieval unrealistic as a scalable general purpose service search
approach.
Other approaches do exist, but they apply only to specialized applications. One is executionbased retrieval, wherein software components are selected by comparing their actual I/O
behavior with the desired I/O behavior. This is approach is suitable only for contexts where
observing a few selected samples of I/O behavior are sufficient to prune the service set [18] [19]
[20].
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3

Our Approach: Exploiting Process Ontologies

Our challenge, as we have seen, can be framed as being able to capture enough service and query
semantics to substantively increase precision without reducing recall or making it unrealistically
difficult for people to express these semantics. Our central claim is that these goals can be
achieved through the sophisticated use of process ontologies. We begin by capturing the
function(s) of a service as a process model. The service model is then indexed (to facilitate its
subsequent retrieval) by placing it and all its components (subtasks and so on) into the
appropriate sections of the ontology. Queries are also expressed as (partial) process models. The
matching algorithm then finds all the services whose process models match that of the query,
using the semantic relationships encoded in the process ontology. Our approach can thus be
viewed as having the following functional architecture:
define
process
ontology

index service

define query

find matches

Figure 4: Functional architecture of our proposed service retrieval technology.

We will consider each element of the functional architecture in the sections below.
3.1 Define Process Ontology
Our approach differs from previous efforts in that it is based on highly expressive process
models arranged into a fully-typed process ontology. The key concepts underlying this ontology
are an extension of those developed by the MIT Process Handbook project. The Handbook is a
process knowledge repository which has been under development at the Center for Coordination
Science (CCS) for the past eight years [21] [22]. The Handbook is under active use and
development by a highly distributed group of more than 40 scientists, teachers, students and
sponsors for such diverse purposes as adding new process descriptions, teaching classes, and
business process re-design. We believe the current Handbook process ontology represents an
excellent starting point for indexing on-line services because it is focused on business processes
which is what a high proportion of on-line services are likely to address.
The Handbook takes advantage of several simple but powerful concepts to capture and
organize process knowledge: attributes, ports, decomposition, dependencies, exceptions and
specialization.
Process Attributes: Like most process modeling techniques, the Handbook allows
processes to be annotated with attributes that capture such information as a textual
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description, typical performance values (e.g. how long a process takes to execute), as
well as pre-, post- and during- conditions.
Decomposition: Also like most process modeling techniques, the Handbook uses the
notion of decomposition: a process is modeled as a collection of activities that can in turn
be broken down (“decomposed”) into subactivities.
Ports: Ports describe the I/O-behavior of an activity. They describe the types of resources
the activity uses and produces, and are as a result important for assessing the match
between a service specification and a query.
Dependencies: Another key concept we use is that coordination can be viewed as the
management of dependencies between activities [21]. Every dependency can include an
associated coordination mechanism, which is simply the process that manages the
resource flow and thereby coordinates the activities connected by the dependency. Task
inputs and outputs are represented as ports on those tasks. A key advantage of
representing processes using these concepts is that they allow us to highlight the ‘core’
activities of a process and abstract away details about how they coordinate with each
other, allowing more compact service descriptions without sacrificing significant content.
Exceptions: Processes typically have characteristic ways they can fail and, in at least
some cases, associated schemes for anticipating and avoiding or detecting and resolving
them. This is captured in our approach by annotating processes with their characteristic
‘exceptions’, and mapping these exceptions to processes describing how these exceptions
can be handled [23].
Specialization: The final key concept is that processes and all their key elements (ports,
resources, attributes, and exceptions) appear in type taxonomies, with very generic
classes at one extreme and increasingly specialized ones at the other, so process models
are fully typed. The taxonomies place items with similar semantics (e.g. processes with
similar purposes) close to each other, the way books with similar subjects appear close to
each other in a library: Processes that vary along some identifiable dimension can be
grouped into bundles; where processes can appear in more than one bundle. Bundles
subsume the notion of ‘faceted’ classification [4], well-known in the software component
retrieval community, because bundles, unlike facets, can include a whole ontology branch
as opposed to simply a flat set of keywords, allowing varying abstraction levels and the
use of synonyms.
As shown in Figure 5, an activity is thus defined by specifying its decomposition (i.e., the
activities it contains), its interface (as defined by the ports it contains), the dependencies between
its sub-activities, and the attributes defined for each of those entities (not shown). Each activity
can be linked to the kinds of exceptions it can face, and these exceptions can be linked in turn to
the processes if any used to handle (anticipate and avoid, or detect and resolve) them.
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specializes

contains

Port
contains
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coordinated by

Dependency
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specializes
raises

specializes

is handled by

Exception

Figure 5: Partial meta-model for our process ontology (attributes not shown).

Every type of entity has its own specialization hierarchy into which it can be placed, making
this a fully-typed process description approach. There is thus a specialization hierarchy for
processes, resources, exceptions and so on. The “Sell loan” process, for example, is a
specialization of the more general “Sell financial service” process. It, furthermore, specializes
into more specific processes such as “Sell reserve credit,” “Sell Credit Card,” and “Sell
mortgage” (Figure 6):
Sell Reserve Credit
Sell Credit Card
Sell Installment Loan

Sell Loan

Sell Letter of Credit
Sell Mortgage
Sell Credit Line
Sell Account

Sell Savings and Investment Service

Sell Certificate of Deposit
Sell Retirement Plan
Sell Mutual Funds
Sell Payroll Management

Sell Financial Service
Sell Account Management Services

Sell Management Service

Sell Escrow Management
Sell IOLTA Management

Sell Foreign Exchange Services
Sell Merchant Credit Card Services
Sell ATM-Access
specialization

Sell Account Access Services

Activity

Sell Telephone Acess
Sell Online/Computer Access
Sell Night Deposit

Figure 6: Specialization hierarchy for grant loan

Each of the elements of the “Sell loan” process is also a member of the overall specialization
hierarchy. “Analyze credit-worthiness,” for example, is a specialization of the more general
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“Perform financial analysis” and specializes to more specific processes such as “Analyze
creditworthiness using scoring” and “Analyze creditworthiness using PE-ratio,” etc.
This process representation has equal or greater formal expressiveness than other full-fledged
process modeling languages (e.g. IDEF [24], PIF [25], PSL [26] or CIMOSA [27]) as well as
greater expressiveness than the frame-based languages used in previous service retrieval efforts,
by virtue of adding such important concepts as full typing, resource dependencies, ports, task
decompositions, and exceptions.
The growing Handbook database currently includes over 5000 process descriptions ranging
from specific (e.g. for a university purchasing department) to generic (e.g. for resource allocation
and multi-criteria decision making). A subset of this database (containing a representative
selection of process models but no exception-related information) is accessible over the Web at
http://ccs.mit.edu/eph/
3.2 Index Services
Services are indexed into the process ontology so that they may be retrieved readily later on.
Indexing a service in our approach comes down to placing the associated process model, and all
of its components (attributes, ports, dependencies, subtasks and exceptions) in the appropriate
place in the ontology. The fact that a substantial process ontology exists in the Process Handbook
means that parties wishing to index a service can construct their service specification from
already existing elements in the ontology, and then customizing them as necessary.
Imagine for example that we want to index a service that sells mortgages. The Handbook
ontology already includes a general ‘sell loan’ process (Figure 7):
default loan payment

Grant Loan
amount

collaterals

Analyze
creditworthiness

Establish
loan
conditions

Obtain
commitments

Legend
Grant
Loan

Execute loan
contract

customer
information

Activity
Connector
Port

exception

Exception

Figure 7: The loan selling service process model.

The ‘sell loan’ process model includes most of the requisite elements, including key subactivities such as analyzing creditworthiness, establishing the loan’s conditions, obtaining the
commitments, and “executing” the loan contract. It also includes ports describing the process
inputs (e.g. the size of the loan (“amount”), the collateral provided for the loan, information
about the customer) and outputs (the loan itself).1 The mortgage provider, therefore, need only
create a specialization of the ‘sell loan’ process and make the few changes specific to mortgage
loans, e.g. further specifying the types of customer information it wishes and type of
creditworthiness analysis performed, elements that can also be defined by specializing existing
elements in the process ontology. (Figure 8):
1

To simplify this example we omitted dependencies and exceptions.
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default mortgage payment
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Activity
Connector
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Figure 8: The mortgage selling service process model.

The Handbook project has developed sophisticated Windows-based tools for process
indexing, based on this define-by-specialization principle, that have been refined over nearly
eight years of daily use. Using these tools, most process models can indexed in a matter of
minutes.
Note that when modeling a service, one needs in theory to account for all the possible uses the
service may be put to. What to some users may be a side effect of a service may be a key
attribute for others. To pick a homely example, a dog-walking service may be desired as a way to
provide the dog exercise, or simply as a way to make sure the dog is cared for while the owner is
out on an errand. This would suggest that a process model needs to be indexed under
specializations representing all of its possible uses, which is difficult at best. As we shall see
below, however, we can define query algorithms that, using query mutation operators, can
potentially retrieve processes not explicitly indexed as serving a given purpose, thereby reducing
the service-indexing burden.
We can, however, take the manual indexing approach described above one important step
further. A key criterion for a successful service retrieval approach is minimizing the manual
effort involved in listing new services with the search engine. Ideally services can be classified
automatically. Automatic classification is predicated on having a similarity metric so one can
place a process under the class it is most similar to. Previous efforts for automatic service
classification have used similarity metrics based on either:
♦ Automatically calculated word frequency statistics for the natural language documentation of
the service [28] [29] [30]
♦ Manually developed frame-based models of the service [9]
The first approach is more scalable because no manual effort is needed, but the latter
approach results in higher retrieval precision because frame-based models, as we have seen,
better capture service semantics. We can use a ontology-based approach to improve on these
approaches by developing tools for [semi-] automated classification of process models. Process
models, in the form of flowcharts for example, are typically created as part of standard
programming practice, so in many if not most cases the services we want to index will already
have process models defined for them. These models may even in some cases already be
classified into some kind of process ontology. The greater expressiveness of process models as
compared to standard frame-based service models (process models often include task
decomposition information, for example, but frame-based models do not) means that we can
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define similarity metrics that are more accurate than those that have been used previously. These
metrics can use word frequency statistics augmented with semantic networks to compute
similarity of natural language elements, combined with taxonomic reasoning and graph-theoretic
similarity measures to assess structural and type similarities. At the least, we believe that this
technique should greatly speed manual service indexing by providing the human user with a
short list of possible locations for a service. Ideally, it will allow a human user to be taken out of
the loop entirely. If fully automated indexing turns out to be feasible, then we can imagine online services being indexed using Internet “worms” analogous to those currently used by
keyword-based search tools.
3.3 Define Queries
It is of course possible that we can do without query definition entirely once services have
been indexed into a process ontology. In theory one can simply browse the ontology to find the
services that one is interested in, as in [31]. Our own experience with the Process Handbook
suggests however that browsing can be slow and difficult for all except the most experienced
human users, because of the size of the process ontology. This problem is likely to be
exacerbated when, as with online services, the space of services is large and dynamic.
To address this challenge we have begun to define a query language called PQL (the Process
Query Language) designed specifically for retrieving full-fledged process models from a process
ontology [32]. Process models can be straightforwardly viewed as entity-relationship diagrams
made up of entities like tasks connected by relationships like ‘has-subtask’. PQL queries are built
up as combinations of two types of clauses that check for given entities and relationships:
Entity <entity> isa <entity type> :test <predicate>
Relationship <source entity> <relationship type> <target entity> :test <predicate>
The first clause type matches any entity of a given type. The second primitive matches any
relationship of a given type between two entities. Any bracketed item <> can be replaced by a
variable (with the format ?<string>) that is bound to the matching entity and passed to
subsequent query clauses. The predicates do further pruning of what constitutes a match.
Let us consider some simple examples. Imagine we are searching for a loan service that
accepts real estate as collateral (which includes mortgages), as follows:
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Entity ?proc isa sell-loan

// finds a specialization of “Sell loan”

Relationship ?proc has-port ?port1
// looks for a port that accepts realEntity ?port1 isa input-port
// estate as a collateral
Relationship ?port1 propagates-resource ?res1
Entity ?res1 isa real-estate
Entity ?port1 has-attribute ?attr1
Entity ?attr1 isa name
Relationship ?attr1 has-value ?val :test (= ?val “collateral”)
Relationship ?proc has-port ?port2
Entity ?port2 isa output-port
Relationship ?port2 propagates-resource ?res2
Entity ?res2 isa money

// looks for a port that “produces”
// money

Query 1: A query for mortgage services.

This type of query is imaginably within the capabilities of frame-based query languages,
especially if enhanced with a semantic network such as WordNet [5], since it references only the
type and I/O for a service. Existing linguistically-oriented semantic networks do not, however,
include a service-oriented process taxonomy like that incorporated in the Handbook, so we can
expect that recall will be less than optimal using this approach.
We can go substantially further, however, using an ontology-based approach. Query 2 below,
for example, retrieves a financing solution that has at least one internet-based step:
Entity ?proc isa sell-loan

// finds a specialization of “Sell loan”

Relationship ?proc has-subtask ?sub
Entity ?sub isa internet-process

// has sub-process that is internet
// based

Relationship ?proc has-port ?port1
// looks for a port that accepts realEntity ?port1 isa input-port
// estate as a collateral
Relationship ?port1 propagates-resource ?res1
Entity ?res1 isa real-estate
Entity ?port1 has-attribute ?attr1
Entity ?attr1 isa name
Relationship ?attr1 has-value ?val :test(= ?val “collateral”)
Relationship ?proc has-port ?port2
Entity ?port2 isa output-port
Relationship ?port2 propagates-resource ?res2
Entity ?res2 isa money

// looks for a port that “produces”
// money

Query 2: A query for internet-based financing services.

This useful capability – searching for services based on how they achieve their purpose – can not
be achieved using frame-based languages since they do not capture process decompositions.
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Another novel and powerful feature of the ontology-based approach is the ability to search
based on how the service handles exceptions. Query 2 could be refined, for example, by adding a
clause that searches for loan processes that provide insurance for handling payment defaults:
Entity ?proc isa sell-loan
…
Relationship ?proc has-exception ?exc
Entity ?exc isa payment-default
Relationship ?exc is-handled-by ?proc2
Entity ?proc2 isa insurance-process
Query 3: A query refinement that searches for payment default insurance.

Searching based on a services’ exception handling processes is also not well-supported by framebased techniques. We can see, in short, that an ontology-based approach offers substantively
greater query expressiveness than keyword or frame-based approaches, by virtue of having a
substantive process taxonomy, and by being able to represent process decompositions and
exception handling.
PQL, like any query language, is fairly verbose and requires that users be familiar with its
syntax. More intuitive interfaces suitable for human users are possible. One approach exploits
the process ontology. It is straightforward to translate any process model into a PQL query that
looks for a service with that function. Users can thus use the Handbook process modeling tools
to express a query as a combination and refinement of existing elements in the process ontology,
in much the same way new services are indexed. An advantage of specifying a query in this way
is that the elements in the process ontology can give the user additional ideas concerning what to
look for. Someone looking for a mortgage service, for example, might not initially think to check
for whether or not that service provides mortgage insurance. If they define the query as a
specialization of the generic ‘sell loan’ process, however, they may note that that process has a
possible ‘payment default’ exception, and they mya as a result be inspired to search for mortgage
services that handle that exception in a way the user prefers.
Other possibilities exist. One can reduce the query definition burden by allowing users to
enter queries using a restricted subset of English (an approach that has been applied successfully
to traditional database access). Substantial progress has also been made in defining graphical
metaphors for query definition (e.g. see [33]). These approaches can of course be combined, so
that for example a simple natural language query returns some candidates classes that are
selected from and refined to define the final, more complete, query.
3.4 Find Matches
The algorithm for retrieving matches given a PQL query is straightforward. The clauses in the
PQL query are tried in order, each clause executed in the variable binding environment
accumulated from the previous clauses. The sets of bindings that survive to the end represent the
matching services. There is one key problem, however, that has to be accounted for; what we can
call modeling differences. It is likely that in at least some cases a service may be modeled in a
way that is semantically equivalent to but nevertheless does not syntactically match a given PQL
query. The service model may, for example, include a given subtask several levels down the
process decomposition, while in the query that subtask may be just one level down. The service
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model may express using several resource flows what is captured in the query as a single more
abstract resource flow. The service model may simply be missing some type or resource flow
information tested for in the query. This problem is exacerbated by the possibility of multiple
service ontologies. As has been pointed out in [34], while we can expect the increasing
prevalence of on-line ontologies to structure all kinds of knowledge including service
descriptions, there will almost certainly be many partially-mapped ontologies as opposed to a
single universally adopted one. This will likely increase the potential for modeling differences,
e.g. if queries and services are defined using different ontologies. In order to avoid false
negatives we must therefore provide a retrieval scheme that is tolerant of such modeling
differences.
We can explore for this purpose the use of semantics-preserving query mutation operators.
Imagine we have a library of operators that can syntactically mutate a given PQL query in a way
that (largely) preserves its semantics. Some examples of such operators include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

allow a type specification to be more general
allow a subtask to be any number of levels down the task decomposition hierarchy
allow ‘siblings’ or ‘cousins’ of a task to constitute a match
relax the constraints on a parameter value
remove a subtask

One can use mutation operators to broaden a search to allow for the discovery of novel
alternatives. One could for example apply mutation operator (a) to Query 4 above so that it
searches for “Sell” processes, not just “Sell loan” processes. This would result in additional hits
like “Sell real-estate,” a service which would sell the property to raise money, or “Sell real-estate
lease,” which would lease the property to generate funds. Assuming a homeowner would want to
raise money for an extension, the first of those two additional options would not be desirable, as
the property would be sold off. The second option, though, is often used. The key point to be
made here is that the mutation operation broadened the search in a way that was semantically
motivated, thereby avoiding the precipitous decline in precision typical of other imprecise
matching techniques.
A second important potential use of mutation operators is to address the incomplete indexing
issue described in section 3.2. It will often be the case that a user may be searching for all
processes that serve a purpose not represented by any single element in the process ontology. For
example, one may be searching for all the ways to raise money, but the different options may not
all share a single generalization. One can address this issue by using mutation operators to define
a query that searches for processes with similar substeps, regardless of what part of the process
ontology they are indexed in. So we can, for example, search for all processes that offer money
given some kind of collateral. This would return such options as services for getting a mortgage,
raising money on the stock market, and so on.
4

Contributions of this Work

This paper has described a set of ideas that exploit the use of process model representations of
service semantics, plus process ontologies, to improve service retrieval. These ideas offer the
potential for the following important benefits:
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Increased Precision: Our approach differs from previous efforts in that it models service
semantics more fully than keyword or frame-based approaches, without imposing the
unrealistic modeling burden implied by deductive retrieval approaches. This translates
into greater retrieval precision.
Increased Recall: Modeling differences between queries and service descriptions can
reduce recall, but this can be addressed in a novel way through the use of semanticspreserving query mutation operators.
While query definition and service indexing using process models is potentially more
burdensome than simply entering a few keywords, we believe that existing “define-byspecialization” process modeling techniques developed in the Handbook project, coupled with
our proposed advances in search algorithms and automated process model classification, should
result in an acceptable increase in the query definition and service indexing burden when traded
off against the increase in retrieval precision and recall.
To date we have developed an initial version of a PQL interpreter as well as a small set of
semantics-preserving query mutation operators [31], which has demonstrated the viability of the
query-by-process-model concept. While we have not yet evaluated PQL’s performance in detail
yet, it is clear that its primitive query elements have low computational complexity. Query
performance can in addition be increased by using such well-known techniques as query clause
re-ordering. Our future efforts will involve comparing the precision and recall of our approach
with other search engines, refining the query definition and mutation schemes, and implementing
and evaluating automated process classification techniques.
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Abstract. Matchmaking is an important aspect of e-commerce interactions.
Advanced matchmaking services require rich and flexible metadata that are not
supported by currently available industry standard frameworks for e-commerce
such as UDDI and ebXML. The semantic web initiative at W3C is gaining
momentum and generating technologies and tools that might help bridge the gap
between the current standard solutions and the requirement for advanced
matchmaking services.
In this paper we examine the problem of matchmaking, highlighting the features
that a matchmaking service should exhibit and deriving requirements on metadata
for description of services from a matchmaking point of view. We then assess a
couple of standard frameworks for e-commerce against these requirements.
Finally, we report on our experience of developing a semantic web based
matchmaking prototype. In particular, we present our views on usefulness,
adequacy, maturity and tool support of semantic web related technologies such as
RDF and DAML.
Keywords. Semantic Web; E-Commerce; Matchmaking Services; Automated
Negotiation; Electronic Marketplaces; Ontology.

1. Introduction
E-commerce is done faster, on a global scale, and with fewer human interventions
than traditional trade. Electronic interactions are increasing the efficiency of purchasing,
and are allowing increased reach across a global market. With the proliferation of offers
comes the problem of finding and selecting potential counterparts for service
provision/consumption to engage in negotiation with them.
In the business-to-business (B2B) e-commerce arena, the last couple of years have
seen a continuous flourishing of E-marketplaces. E-marketplaces aggregate buyers and
sellers in a single virtual location to create dynamic trading exchanges. In doing so, they
somehow simplify the problem of discovering potential counterparts for business. Still
businesses come together based on the services they require or provide, and matchmaking
- i.e. the process of matching service offers with service requests - might be a difficult
task depending on the degree of flexibility and expressiveness of the service descriptions.
By analysing the features that we would like an advanced matchmaking service to
have, we derived requirements for a language for service descriptions in the context of
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matchmaking. These requirements are: high degree of flexibility and expressiveness;
ability to express semi-structured data; support for type and subsumption; ability to
express constraints over ranges of possible values as well as definite values of a
specification.
We have studied industry standard frameworks for e-commerce such as UDDI and
ebXML, to see whether the solutions they propose meet our requirements. We found that
their main shortcoming is that they do not allow much flexibility and expressiveness in
the service descriptions.
After looking at the industry standards, to develop our prototype of an advanced
matchmaker, we have taken an approach to service matchmaking based on semantic web
technologies. Our approach aims at providing a richer service description, while making
use of existing ontologies and the ways of combining and extending them. In this paper,
we report about our experience in applying semantic web related technologies to the
service description problem. In particular, we investigate the use of RDF as a basis for a
service description language1, and we discuss how well it meets our requirements. In
addition, we discuss our experience with some semantic web tools.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we describe the
features of the matchmaking service; in section 3 we derive the requirements for a
language to express descriptions of advertisements and queries to be used in
matchmaking; in section 4 we assess current industry standards e-commerce frameworks,
such as UDDI and ebXML against the requirements; in section 5 we describe our
experience in applying semantic web technologies to the development of a matchmaking
service prototype; in section 6 we present related work and in section 7 our future work
intentions, to conclude in section 8.

2. Matchmaking
Matchmaking is the process by which parties that are interested in having exchange
of economic value are put in contact with potential counterparts.
The matchmaking process is carried out by matching together features that are
required by one party and provided by another. In the traditional way of doing business,
this process is executed either through brokers, by actively seeking counterparts in
directory services such as the yellow pages, or by looking at advertisements on media.
With the possibilities opened by e-commerce, the number of potential counterparts is
multiplied. Therefore, who is seeking for a business counterpart is faced with the problem
of filtering out relevant from irrelevant information.
2.1. Advertising, querying and browsing
The minimal functionalities that a matchmaking service provides are the features of
advertising a service, and browsing or querying a repository of advertised services.
1

The descriptions that we consider in this work do not involve behavioural aspects of a service, as these are not
necessarily required for matchmaking. Therefore, “service description language” here and in the rest of the paper is
shorthand for “language to express service parameters”.
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2.1.1. Advertising
A party describes the features of the service or product that it is providing or
requesting. Such description is published in an advertisement in the matchmaking service.
An advertisement defines a space of possible realizations of a service. The level of
detail used to describe the service is completely up to the advertiser. It is even possible to
advertise more specific and more general descriptions for analogous services at the same
time.
The advertiser will add contact details to the advertisement to make it possible for a
potential counterpart to follow up. Along with the service features and contact
information, corollary information might be expressed on negotiable terms and condition
as well as the rules of engagement for the negotiation process. Moreover, the advertiser
can also specify visibility rules for the advertisement. The matchmaking services will
take them into account when delivering information to interested parties that are browsing
or querying the repository.
2.1.2. Querying
To find out a relevant advertisement among the currently available ones, a party can
submit a query. The query expresses constraints over aspects of advertised services that
the submitter is interested in. The query expression will be use to filter out the existing
advertisements that are not important to the submitter.
2.1.3. Browsing
The matchmaker offers the possibility of browsing the currently available
advertisements. The matchmaker maintains an advertisement repository, where posted
advertisements are stored. In finding out about advertised services, browsing parties can
make use of this information to tune the adverts that they will submit in turn, so as to
maximize the likelihood of matching.
To facilitate browsing, the matchmaking services may provide a classification of
adverts and of the terms used in them. Many current catalogue-based marketplaces
organise products in predefined hierarchical categories, making this classification often
too rigid.
2.2. Information in Advertisements and Queries
Functional aspects apart, descriptions of advertisements and queries have much in
common. Both usually contain constraint expressions over the structure and the value of
the attributes in the service descriptions.
We present an example to give a flavour of what information is contained through
advertisements and queries. Let us consider a typical advertisement for the services of
sale, shipping and insurance of a given good in a B2B marketplace. The advertisement
has to contain parameters to describe aspects of all the services. For the sale itself, it is
necessary to have a description of the good touching on its characteristic attributes. For
instance, in a B2B marketplace for flowers, prospective sellers sort their offering by
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variety, stem length, colour, region of provenience and price. Furthermore, product
ratings provided by the growers themselves can be present, along with photos and
descriptions for most products.
When services such as payment and shipping are provided together with the sale,
descriptions are further complicated. The advertisement may then present aspects such as
delivery date and location, or form of payment. Finally, for complex business
interactions, a behavioural specification of the collaborative business process that
includes definition of roles (e.g. payer, payee, insurer or shipper) and their interactions
[14] could be included. An analysis of that is beyond the scope of this paper.
2.3. Use Cases for a Matchmaking Service
In this section, we sketch a short list of very simple use cases to make progress
towards the definition of the features of a matchmaking service. In all use cases, the result
is that the party requesting the matchmaking service obtain information on published
advertisements. The party is then responsible for following up by getting in contact with
the publisher of the advertisement.
2.3.1. Use Case 1: Browsing
Party browses the advertisement repository. Party manually finds what it wants by
drilling down through the categories.
2.3.2. Use Case 2: Volatile query
Party submits a query to the matchmaker (advertisements repository). The
matchmaker immediately returns matching advertisements that are currently present in
the repository.
2.3.3. Use Case 3: Persistent query
Party submits a persistent query to the matchmaker (advertisements repository). The
persistent query is a query that will remain valid for a length of time defined by the party
itself. The matchmaker immediately returns matching advertisements that are currently
present in the repository. Within the validity period of the query, whenever an
advertisement is added or updated that matches the query, the matchmaker will notify the
party. The party can decide to remove the persistent query from the matchmaker before
the validity period is ended.
2.3.4. Use Case 4: Advertisement
Party posts an advertisement to the matchmaker. This advertisement describes what
the party requires or provides and is publicly available to all parties. As with the
persistent query, the advertisement is persistent and has a validity period. The
matchmaker returns all matching advertisements that are currently present in the
repository. Within the validity period of the advertisement, whenever an advertisement is
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added or updated that matches the query, the matchmaker will notify the party. The party
can decide to remove the advertisement from the matchmaker before the validity period is
ended.
2.3.5. Use Case 5: Advertisement with visibility rules
Same as the previous case, except that the party adds visibility rules to the
advertisement. These visibility rules define who can see the advertisement based on
publicly available attributes of the requestor such as identity or business category.
2.4. How the Matchmaking Service Operates over Advertisements and Queries
As it is apparent from the use cases, the job of the matchmaker is to match together
compatible advertisements and return advertisements that satisfy a query. To clarify this
point it is worth specifying that:
•= Two advertisements are compatible when there exists a realization of a service
that has all the characteristics expressed in both service. The matchmaking service
will match service requests with compatible service offers.
•= An advertisement satisfies a query when there exists a realization of a service that
satisfies all the constraints that are expressed in the query.
The job of the matchmaker is therefore to perform operations over the language
constructs. In the following section, we start to investigate what are the properties that
such a language should possess.

3. Requirements
From the analysis carried out in section 2, we derive a set of requirements for a
language to express service descriptions in the context of a matchmaking service.
The first observation that we can make is about the potential complexity of the
descriptions. While some aspects of the description can be expressed with simple
attribute-value pairs, some others might require more structuring. Levels of specifications
can be nested so to form grouping and tree/graph structures. This requires a flexible and
expressive metadata model.
Requirement 1: High degree of flexibility and expressiveness
As it happens in traditional business, advertisements are very often under-specified to
leave open some aspects of the service to a successive stage of negotiation. Moreover,
advertisers should be allowed not to mention some details of the service they provide or
require, because they might not have the information, they might not want to disclose it,
or simply might not be interested in it.
Requirement 2: Ability to express semi-structured data
When publishing advertisements or submitting queries, it is essential to be able to
work at different levels of generality. When querying the repository for services of a
certain type, we need to make sure that all the instances of service types that are
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subsumed by the requested type are retrieved. As an example, when we require flowers,
we expect be matched with anyone providing roses.
Requirement 3: Support for types and subsumption
In querying and advertising, it is usually the case that what is expressed is not a
single instance of a service, but rather a conceptual definition of the acceptable instances.
A natural way of describing this is by expressing constraints over the parameters of the
service.
Requirement 4: Ability to express constraints
As an aside, we note that the descriptions must be understandable by all the
participants. This is difficult because the participants can potentially use their own
formats to internally represent their products or services. In order for them to interoperate
and to provide a powerful subsumption mechanism there is a need for using ontologies.
An ontology goes beyond the simple specification of a set of terms; it also expresses
relationships between them. There are many ontology efforts, either reference ontologies
such as WordNet [8], or domain ontologies, i.e. developed for vertical industries (see
TranXML [20] for the transportation as an example). To design an ontology is beyond the
scope of our work. We only require descriptions to refer to an ontology in order to
mediate between diverse information sources.
In the remainder of this paper, we take into consideration existing language for
knowledge representation both from industry standard framework for e-commerce and
from the W3C semantic web initiative.

4. Standard Frameworks for E-Commerce
In this section, we assess some industry standard frameworks for e-commerce with
respect to the requirements that we identified in the previous section. The standards we
considered were UDDI and ebXML.
4.1. Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI)
UDDI is a cross-industry effort driven by a set of major platform and software
providers, as well as marketplace operators and e-business leaders. The aim of UDDI is to
create a global, platform-independent, open framework to enable businesses to discover
each other, define how they interact over the Internet, and share information in a global
registry that will more rapidly accelerate the global adoption of B2B e-commerce [4].
When trying to implement a matchmaking service based on UDDI, we incurred in the
following problems:
•= there is no classification or organisation of UDDI data structures, the tModels
(cf. Req. 3);
•= tModels only provide a tagging mechanism. UDDI is only intended to provide a
first level filter. Further discrimination is done in direct communication with the
service provider (cf. Req. 2);
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•= searching is only done by string equality matching on some fields such as name,
location or URL (cf. Req. 3 and 4);
•= the description schemata are not extensible (cf. Req. 1 and 2).
4.2. E-Business eXtensible Markup Language (ebXML)
ebXML is a set of specifications that together aim to enable a modular electronic
business framework. ebXML specifications have XML messaging as a common basis.
ebXML is a joint initiative of the United Nations (UN/CEFACT) and OASIS, developed
with global participation for global usage.
We briefly considered ebXML as a platform for our matchmaking service. ebXML
defines core components like name, address and suchlike information. However, ebXML
is very focussed on defining business processes definition and business documents
payload. The data model of the Core Component vocabulary does not look very rich and
they do not provide support for semi-structured data (cf. Req. 1), inheritance (cf. Req. 3)
and constraints (cf. Req. 4).
4.3. Other e-commerce frameworks
In terms of requirements for discovery and matchmaking, none of the other
frameworks for e-commerce that we looked at (RosettaNet [17], eCo [6], BizTalk [12])
seemed to provide anything beyond a basic ontology definition.

5. Semantic Web Technologies
As we argued in the previous section, the metadata models used by the main industry
standards do not meet the requirements that we stated. Therefore, for the development of
a prototype of an advanced matchmaking service, we turned our attention to the semantic
web initiative at the W3C consortium.
5.1. Semantic Web
The Semantic Web is a vision: the idea of having data on the Web defined and
linked in a way that it can be used by machines not just for display purposes, but
for automation, integration and reuse of data across various applications.
[From the Semantic Web activity statement]
The Semantic Web vision from the semantic web activity statement [18] fits well
with the context that we set for our matchmaker. Moreover the efforts currently underway
to develop metadata tools and languages promise to offer appropriate responses to the
problem that arise in the development of a prototype matchmaker. This becomes evident
when comparing the requirements that we collated in section 2 with some of the W3C
specifications, namely the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and the Darpa Agent
Markup Language (DAML). We have experimented with both RDF and DAML as well
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as with some of the related tools currently available or even in course of development,
and here we report on our experience with them.
5.2. RDF
RDF is a general-purpose knowledge representation language, and its flexible data
model seems to fulfil our needs.
5.2.1. Expression of the service parameters in RDF
The basic RDF data model [10] consists of three object types: resource, property and
statements. Resources are the central concept of RDF. They are used to describe
anything, from web pages to people. Properties express specific aspects, characteristics,
attributes, or relations used to describe a resource. Statements are composed of a specific
resource together with a named property and the value of that property for that resource.
The value can be a resource in turn. Alternatively, the value can be a literal, a primitive
term that is not evaluated by an RDF processor. RDF models consist of a bag of
statements and are represented as directed labelled graphs, as in the example in Figure 1.

Figure 1: An RDF statement

Since RDF is about neutrally representing knowledge rather than associating specific
semantic to a representation, we need to state what interpretation we are going to attach to
the representation that we use. The interpretation will depend on the context. For
example, let us consider the RDF statement in Figure 1. If it appears in an advertisement
for the sale of roses, our matchmaker would interpret it as stating that the colour of the
roses for sale is red. The same statement in an advertisement for the purchase of roses
would be interpreted as stating that the colour of the roses is required to be red.
As one would expect, the matchmaker considers the two advertisements as
compatible.
5.2.2. Ontology
As we hinted at in section 3, the terms that are expressed in the advertisements have
to be defined in an ontology. The design of such an ontology is beyond the scope of this
paper. However, we will just underline here that RDF models are typically enriched by an
RDF Schema (RDFS) [5]. The RDFS Specification describes how to use RDF itself to
define vocabularies of RDF terms. During the development of the matchmaking
prototype we made the assumption that there exists some ontology description in RDFS.
Our schema borrowed from various ontologies to express concepts such as delivery
services or descriptions of flowers. In our example of the B2B flowers marketplace, the
ontology describes concepts such as flower type, stem length, region, colour quality, as
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well as service related concepts such as delivery date and location. It could also include
rules of engagement for the negotiation of other terms and conditions of the service. The
automatic – or semi-automatic - merging of ontologies is a difficult problem [13], which
we do not take into consideration in this work.
As an aside, it is worth noting that the ontology might import or include information
from UDDI yellow or white pages or ebXML registries. In this way, we get the best of
the two worlds: extended reach thanks to the industry standard frameworks and
expressiveness from the semantic web.
5.2.3. Advertisements in RDF
We describe an advertisement as an RDF graph that defines a space of possible
realizations of one or more services, not by expressing a particular realization of the
service(s). Therefore, some of the aspects of the advertisement need to be expressed
through constraints (cf. Req 4 in the previous section).
Figure 2 represents an example of an advertisement. Together with the advertisement,
terms are represented that belong to the ontologies and would be shared by the different
parties involved in a matchmaking session. For the sake of our example, we have
modelled the services of sale and delivery. The service of sale defines a set of items, the
total price of the sale and whether the intention of the advertiser is to buy or to sell. The
product can specify a quantity. In turn, the quantity is expressed by a measure that can be
either volume or weight. The delivery service defines charge, delivery date, origin and
destination locations.
Each advertisement is represented as an RDF resource of type Advertisement
and as a result has its own URI. It designates the root node of the description. Properties
from this resource will characterize the types of services that are required or provided. By
using our example ontologies, it is possible to add further details and form a full RDF
advertisement. In Figure 22, the RDF sub-graph representing the advertisement is
highlighted in colour. The advertisement is for the wholesale purchase and delivery of
100 kg roses. The root of the advertisement is the myAdvert resource. Navigating the
graph from myAdvert, all the relevant information is reachable. For instance, the
desired quantity and colour of the item for sale can be read as properties of the
redRoses node.
As we argued above, advertisements express constraints over the possible realizations
of a service. RDF is useful in dealing with two kinds of constraints. Typing constraints
are used to say that a node must be of a certain type, or any subtype or supertype of it. We
express them by using the rdf:type relation. In our example, the node redRoses
expresses that a potential matching advert needs to have a node of type Rose, or a
subclass of it. Equality constraints on values are obtained by specifying a value for a
literal. In our example, the buyer is only interested in buying exactly 100 kg of flowers.

2

Obtained with the Protégé ontology editor [19].
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Figure 2: An advertisement enriched with ontologies

5.2.4. Matching
With the design decisions that we made, matching of advertisements is reduced to
matching of RDF graphs. We have implemented a matching algorithm, based on the
visitor pattern [7]. The algorithm is implemented in Java and based on the Jena RDF
API [11]. Advertisements match when their root nodes (that must be instances of
Advertisement) match, and all their respective sub-nodes do too.
Following the visitor pattern, we have defined a default matching rules and a
mechanism for it to be overridden for nodes of particular types. The association of
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overriding matching rule with a node type is done by annotating the RDFS schema.
Precisely, a matchingRule property is added to the node representing a Class
resource. The value of the property is a literal that expresses the fully qualified name of
the java class that implements the matching rules for the resources of that type.
The default matching rule is presented in Figure 3. The main idea is to traverse
simultaneously two advertisements by finding recursively the nodes that share a common
type and making sure there are no incompatibilities between the advertisements. In the
following algorithm description, we ignore the possibility of cycles, for simplicity of
explanation.
Two Advertisements match when:
Their root node match.
Two nodes match when:
One of them is a subtype of the other.
AND
IF
A matching rule is defined for the most specialised common type
between the two nodes, the matching rule is evaluated positive.
ELSE (default matching rule)
FOR each property p1 that appears in one node such that there
exists p2 in the other node where p1 = p2 or p2 is a subproperty of p1,
The two object nodes from p1 and p2 match.
Figure 3: Matching algorithm for two RDF graphs

Let us go back to our flower advertisement (presented without the related ontologies
in figure 4) and examine it in light of the matching algorithm. Our buyer is interested in
having her advertisement matched against compatible advertisements from sellers. In the
rest of this sub-section, we show some advertisement that would match our buyer’s and
some that would not. Our buyer advertised for the purchase of 100 kg of red roses.
Among the published advertisements in the matchmaking repository we consider the
following:
Table 1: Matching of Advertisements

Sale and delivery of
flowers
roses
100 kg of blue roses
daffodils

Result
Hit
Hit
Miss
Miss

100 kg of long stem
centifolia roses
100 kg of short stem
alba roses
Up to 300 kg of roses

Hit

Justification
Rose is a subclass of Flower
No problem
Mismatch on the colour property
Daffodil is a subclass of Flower but is disjoint
with Rose: mismatch on the types
Centifolia is a subclass of Rose

Hit

Alba is a subclass of Rose3

Hit

Compatible constraint. See discussion

3

Actually it should be a miss because Alba is variety of white roses. It is a limitation of the design of our ontology. See
the discussion subsection.
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Figure 4: Buyer's advertisement

The first six examples are easily expressed by the syntax illustrated so far. However,
for the last advertisement, we need to devise some mechanism to express and resolve the
constraint expression that appears in the seller’s advertisement.
In our first prototype of a matchmaker, we have designed a proprietary syntax to
express the constraints directly in the value slot of the instance. In our example, to
express an advertisement for the sale of a quantity of roses up to 300 kg, we set the literal
corresponding to the rdf:value to be the literal “LessOrEqualThan 300”. The
matching algorithm parses the value string and interprets the constraint. The drawback
with this approach is that is based on sole syntax. To overcome this problem, we envisage
to design a constraint ontology that will allow us to annotate nodes in the
Advertisement graph as representing an instance of a particular kind of constraint
(such as LessOrEqualThan 300 in the example). We expect this to have a minimal
impact on the design and implementation of the matching algorithm.
The discussion so far has been focussed on advertisements only. As we observed in
section 2, advertisement and queries have much in common. Our bias is that they can and
should use the same filtering mechanism and possibly be expressed through the same
language constructs. The constraint system we have just introduced provides this filtering
mechanism. The last example could be seen as both an advertisement and a query.
5.3. Discussion
At the end of section 3, we listed the following requirements for a description
language to be used in matchmaking services:
•= high degree of flexibility and expressiveness;
•= ability to express semi-structured data;
•= support for types and subsumption;
•= support for constraints.
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Based on our experience, RDF is offers valuable support to meeting the first three.
On the other hand, we find that it falls short on our requirement 4: support for constraints.
To overcome this problem we had to design a proprietary mechanism. One of the
problems we had to express advertisements in RDF is the one raised in the Alba example
in the previous sub-section. Alba is a variety of roses that comes in white colour only. If a
seller advertises the sale of Alba roses, his advertisement should not be matched with the
one proposing to purchase red roses. Our matching algorithm would mistakenly match
the two advertisements because the ontology does not express the restriction of the colour
property of Alba class to be white. We found this difficult to express in RDFS, as it does
not seem possible to restrict the range of a property for a subset of its original domain
5.3.1. DAML
More recently, we started to look at DAML+OIL [9] to enrich our RDF descriptions.
DAML+OIL looks promising to overcome both of the hurdles that we encountered with
RDF. We have started to experiment and express the concepts of a service description as
DAML+OIL classes. The service description is defined as the boolean combination –
intersection, disjunction or complement – of a set of restrictions over datatypes and
abstract properties. These restrictions are expressed either through DAML+OIL
restrictions or through XML Schema restrictions.
On the constraint support side, DAML+OIL allows us to define concepts using
restrictions, for instance existential qualifiers, universal qualifiers or cardinality over
properties. Rich datatype definitions can also be used in these restrictions and are defined
in XML Schema, leaving us in particular the possibility to express ranges.
Because DAML+OIL classes can be restricted on the target value/class of a property,
it is possible to create richer ontologies. Our example ontology for flower could be more
complete by adding the fact that Alba is a sort of Rose whose colour is always white.
5.3.2. RDF Tools
RDF tools that provide an interesting set of features start to become available. There
are many APIs allowing to manipulate RDF models, either providing a low-level triplestore abstraction or a providing a higher graph abstraction. We chose the second type of
implementation, and more particularly Jena, as we felt it would be more suited to our
problem.
Protégé [19] is a very good tool to design ontologies in RDF, even though it does not
support all the features of RDF (the absence of multi-class membership is an example).
Protégé also provides some interesting features not present in RDF that look very
promising for some future DAML support.

6. Related work
RDFSuite [1] and KRAFT [15] are highly relevant to our present work. For a
discussion on how they relate, see the section on future work.
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Reynolds [16] presented an RDF framework for resource discovery. In the context of
his framework, the directed graph query language (DGQL) is a simple query language for
RDF based on graph matching. However, now DGQL can only perform equality and
indifference tests. What we propose to do is based on a wider array of possibilities for
constraint matching.

7. Future work
As we highlighted in the discussion in section 5.3, an important part of follow up
work for our matchmaker will be the design of a constraint ontology and the
implementation of a mechanism to integrate constraint solving with the current matching
algorithm. We envisage that RDFPath - or approaches of its kind - will be useful to apply
the visitor pattern to the task of matching sub-graphs.
We also would like to extend this work and enlarge its scope from matchmaking to
other phases of the e-commerce process. In particular, because constraints expressed in
matchmaking advertisements may be similarly useful in expressing negotiation
proposals [2], we intend to extend our matching algorithm and metadata model to cope
with automated negotiation. In this framework, negotiation proposals are expressed as
service descriptions the same way advertisements are.
Matchmaking does not necessarily require expressing behavioural aspects of a
service. However, in the B2B environment, collaborative business processes are a
fundamental concept. Therefore, we plan to extend our work to include aspects of service
behaviour.
We follow with interest the work on RDFSuite and RQL in particular [1]. RDFSuite
provides a suite of tools for RDF storage and querying. They manage to achieve good
results in scalability because of their use of database technology. When we will tackle the
problem of persistence of the advertisements repository, we plan to investigate the use of
RDFSuite.
KRAFT [15] is an architecture for supporting virtual organization that uses
constraints as a knowledge exchange medium. KRAFT is highly relevant to our work,
especially as we move onto defining an ontology of constraints.

8. Conclusion
Our experience in prototyping an advanced matchmaking service made us to realize
that there is a gap between what standard frameworks for e-commerce provide today and
what could be achieved through the usage of semantic web technologies. We believe that
in the near future automated matchmaking and negotiation will achieve results at a level
of complexity far beyond what is possible today. And semantic web tools and
technologies will play a primary role in making that happen.
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Abstract. This paper identifies a set of semantic markup capabilities designed to
benefit the author rather than the consumer of manually composed documents. By
doing so it addresses one of the major challenges facing the semantic web vision –
the generation of ontologically encoded descriptions of the content of manually
produced documents. It also presents a novel approach to eliminating the currently
large and tedious overhead required to produce such markup by augmenting the
COTS tools that users already use to produce these documents so that the semantic
markup is derived as a byproduct of composing the document. These ideas are
currently being implemented in a tool called the Briefing Associate that augments
Microsoft’s PowerPoint to support the authoring of semantically grounded
briefings.

1. Introduction
The semantic web promises to expand the services of the existing web by enabling
software agents to automate procedures currently performed manually and by
introducing new applications that are infeasible today. The enabling factor to
materialize this vision is the availability of web documents containing ontologically
encoded information that software agents and tools can accurately and reliably
interpret. A major challenge facing the semantic web vision is the generation of this
encoding, especially for encoding or summarizing the content of documents
composed by people. The mark-up of such documents is currently a tedious and
sometimes complex activity. Because the benefits of these markups accrue most
immediately to the agent-assisted consumers of the web content, content producers
are not highly motivated to undertake this extra effort.
Although there has been considerable technical progress in supporting other
portions of the semantic web lifecycle, there has been little progress in the markup
of manually composed documents. The prevalent approach is to create specialized
tools that specifically support the association of semantic markups with the content
of existing documents [1],[2]. These tools provide a GUI that permits an author to
browse ontologies, find appropriate terms, generate syntactically correct markups,
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and associate them with (portions of) the document’s content. This activity remains
an “extra” effort that does not directly reward to the person performing it.
We are experimenting with a different approach. Rather than add ontological
encoding to completed documents, we propose to augment the COTS tools that
users already use to produce these documents to produce the ontological encoding
as a byproduct of document composition. The intent of such augmentation is to
(nearly) eliminate any cost of producing ontologically encoded documents beyond
the costs inherent in producing the equivalent semantics-free version. We are also
exploring the incorporation of analysis and synthesis tools that utilize these
semantic markups during document composition to improve the resulting
document’s accuracy, quality, and/or speed of production. Authors themselves will
thus reap a direct benefit from creating documents with associated ontological
encoding. Integrating this functionality into the COTS tools that authors already
use, without restricting their use of the tools’ existing functionality, obviously
simplifies the transition to this paradigm.
This paper describes the Briefing Associate, an application of this approach
tailored to the creation of briefings using Microsoft PowerPoint. The Briefing
Associate augments PowerPoint’s native GUI with graphics that represent concepts
and relations imported from an ontology. The concepts and relations from the
ontology also define a set of attributes authors can fill in through popup dialog
boxes. The author builds a briefing in PowerPoint using a combination of these
ontology-related shapes and connectors and native PowerPoint elements. As a
byproduct of building the briefing the author is also describing the relationships
among concept instances. Each ontology-related graphic represents an instance of a
concept. The ontology-related connectors between graphics stand for relations
between the associated instances. The ontological encoding created as a result of
using the augmented GUI is stored persistently within the PowerPoint document.
As a briefing is being composed, this evolving semantic model of instances,
relations, and attribute values is shared (through Microsoft COM interfaces) with
external tools called analyzers. These tools can process the semantic model to
determine whether it is consistent and complete, perform an analysis to determine
derived properties, or augment it with additional information. The Briefing
Associate provides a mechanism for these external analyzers to add visual
annotations (e.g., highlights) to the graphics that stand for model elements to
provide feedback to the author. It also provides a synthesis mechanism to these
tools for augmenting the author’s semantic markups.
These analyzers can be general or domain specific and can be individually
activated or deactivated by the author through the Briefing Associate’s enhanced
GUI. One particular generic analyzer is a publisher that exports the semantic
content (i.e. the markup) of the briefing in the DAML+OIL language [3]. Using a
generic briefing ontology, it also exports the briefing meta-information (author,
date, size, etc) and all titles and text appearing in the briefing.
We are also implementing a generic analyzer that imports the ontological
encoding resulting from a semantic web query into a briefing and renders it
graphically. It will persistently associate the query with the resulting model
elements, allowing the query to be reused in the future to keep the briefing up to
date.
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Figure 1 Briefing Associate Software Architecture

In the following sections we describe the Briefing Associate and how the
ontologically encoded descriptions are introduced into a briefing, how the Briefing
Associate interacts with external analyzers, and the current implementation of these
ideas.

2. Briefing Associate
The Briefing Associate (BA) facilitates the composition and publication of
semantically grounded briefings. The briefings contain markups that describe the
domain-specific content matter of the briefing and are linked at a fine granularity to
units of visual content in the briefing. A briefing may contain both original and
imported semantic content. The BA generates DAML descriptions of a briefing’s
original content as a byproduct of creating that content’s visual depiction. The
creation of DAML markup for original content is mediated by visually annotated
DAML ontologies (VAOs) from which authors select ontologically defined objects
as predefined graphic shapes or icons to include in their briefing. These visually
annotated ontologies are demand-loaded into the BA to specialize it to a particular
subject-matter domain. They also permit the BA to generate graphical depictions of
imported semantic content. Content imported from agents will be marked with the
source agent and query used to obtain the content, permitting the BA to obtain, on
request, an updated version of that content from the same agent.
The BA is implemented as an extension of Microsoft PowerPoint. Briefing
authors familiar with that product can continue to rely on the native user interface
tools, menus, and direct-manipulation actions to edit visual content. Extended
interpretation of these tools and actions, and additional tools created from the
ontology annotations, simplify the creation of new content, while simultaneously
creating DAML markup. Figure 1 depicts the BA’s architecture and major
information flows.
The Briefing Associate augments PowerPoint with graphics-bearing ontological
categories. These graphics represent instances of domain concepts, attributes
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Figure 2 Ontology aware briefing editor GUI – satellite communications

(primitive data typed properties), and their relationships. The author, while
composing a briefing using these graphics is indirectly constructing a semantic
description of the briefing content. Besides supporting the construction of
semantically grounded briefings, the Briefing Associate also exposes the briefing’s
emerging semantic descriptions to external modules called analyzers that perform
specialized services or analyzes for the author. These analyses can provide
feedback to the author, can extend or modify the briefing, or can produce external
documents. One particular generic analyzer is a publisher that generates the
semantic markups that describe the briefing content. The Briefing Associate
extends the PowerPoint GUI with tools, menus, and gestures for instantiating the
semantically annotated graphics, assigning attribute values to the instances and
relations represented by these graphics, invoking analyses, importing and updating
the graphic representations of imported semantic descriptions, and annotating
domain ontology concepts and relations with their visual representations. The
following subsections describe the components that achieve these added services.

3. Ontology-Aware Briefing Editor
The Ontology-Aware Briefing Editor allows a briefing author to create original
content and to import and edit externally produced content. Visually annotated
ontologies, discussed below, provide the means to relate DAML descriptions from
a given ontology to a visual model.
Ontology-aware editing takes place through a combination of standard
PowerPoint interface actions, additional GUI elements added by the BA, and
extended interpretation of native controls and direct-manipulation actions. The
entire native PowerPoint user interface continues to be functional. User-preference
tailoring of that interface is preserved.
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Figure 3

Property value dialog

A visually annotated ontology is the key to creating original content as well as to
automatically depicting imported content. A new toolbar is added to the
PowerPoint GUI for the ontology. For each concept and relation in the ontology, an
instantiation tool is added to the toolbar. Our current implementation lays these
tools out in a single list. We also plan to offer these tools in a cascading interface,
mirroring the class inheritance of the ontology. Clicking on one of these tools, like
PowerPoint’s native autoshape tools, allows the author to insert a copy of the
graphic template anywhere in his briefing. Domain relations defined in the
Ontology are graphically depicted by arrows (more precisely PowerPoint
connectors) whose ends are attached to the concept instances related by that
relation. These instantiation tools simultaneously create the internal semantic
representation for that concept or relation instance as defined by the ontology
(including any default attribute values).
The Ontology-aware briefing editor also allows the author to edit these domain
attribute values through a dialog box interface that is activated from the context
menu of the graphic representing that instance in the briefing. A tabbed dialog is
created for the selected instance with a tab for each attribute applicable to that
instance. Each tab provides an interface, specific to the attribute type, for viewing
and setting the value of that attribute.
We plan to augment this textual interface with a graphical one that enables some
of an object’s attributes to be modified by direct manipulation of the object’s
graphics (e.g. changing the size of an object might modify some aggregate value
such as the length of a queue, and changing its color from a list of alternatives
might modify some enumerated type such as its state). The correspondence of these
direct manipulations to the attribute affected will be defined by additional visual
annotations of the ontology.
Figure 2 is a screen shot of the ontology-aware briefing editor in a “satellite
communications” domain. Everything in the figure is part of the GUI with the
exception of the callouts highlighting specific elements.
In the central canvas is the depiction of a “satellite communications”
configuration. The various labeled shapes represent instances of satellites,
terminals, switches, processors, and users – the domain concepts defined in the
ontology. They are connected by arrows representing communication links – the
only (non data-typed) domain relation in this ontology.
The author created the preponderance of this briefing through the instantiation
tools on the domain toolbar, on the right side of the second row of docked toolbars
at the top of the figure. To the immediate left of these instantiation tools in the
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Figure 4

Visually annotated ontology – satellite communication

domain toolbar is a drop-down list box displaying the name of the current ontology
(“Satellite Com”). When a briefing author starts a new briefing, this box allows him
to choose an ontology. This triggers the creation and display of the appropriate
domain toolbar for that ontology. Manipulation of the concept and property
instances on the briefing – positioning, resizing, selecting, attaching/detaching
links– is carried out through PowerPoint’s native mouse gestures and/or keyboard
shortcuts.
In Figure 2 the user has requested a “topology” analysis, one of the analyses in
the “ Designer Studies” group. The results of this analysis are displayed in a separate
window, visible at the upper left of the canvas in Figure 2. The window displays a
list of reports. In this example, there was just one report. Its explanation reads “User
U3 is directly connected to user U2.” When the user selects one of these reports, its
associated markups are displayed as highlights. In this case, the only markup called
for highlighting the communication link between U2 and U3. That is why that link
has an appearance (a thin red arrow) different from the others. The effect of this
highlighting is reversed when the report is deselected or the analysis window is
closed.
Attribute values are viewed and assigned through dialogs, displayed on demand
from the graphic instance’s context menus. Figure 3 exhibits the dialog for a sensor
satellite. The dialog contains a “tab” for each attribute associated with that concept
in the ontology. The details of a tab depend on the value type of the attribute and on
the concept specification.
Identical dialogs are used to gather the parameter values for parameterized
analyses.

4. Visual-Annotation Ontology Editor
The Briefing Associate is not limited to any particular ontology--any DAML
ontology can be annotated. Multiple annotated versions of a single ontology may be
created, so that briefings can be tailored easily to different audiences with different
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conventions for the visual representation of information. However, any single
briefing will be based on a single visually annotated ontology.
The Visual-Annotation Ontology Editor provides an interactive means to
establish a mapping between the concepts of an ontology and their visual
representation. When an ontology O is imported into the VAO editor, the editor
lays out O’s concepts and properties depicting their hierarchical relationships (i.e.,
the subclass and subproperty properties).
The user can assign graphic
representations to these concepts and properties and assign icons to be used in the
ontology tool bar used for briefings to be associated with O. The user also indicates
the analyses that briefing authors will be able to invoke from the ontology-aware
briefing editor through its GUI.
The VAO editor is actually a specialization of the ontology-aware briefing editor
that uses the visual annotations defined for the ontology domain. These visual
annotations allow the object and relation types in an ontology to be defined
graphically. These ontology annotations are thus just briefings in this ontology
domain and are saved as a PowerPoint presentation. They are loaded on demand by
the Semantic Content Import and Update and Ontology-Aware Briefing Editor
components. Importing an ontology is thus a case of content import, while adding
visual annotations is a case of original content creation.
Figure 4 shows the Satellite Communications visually annotated ontology used in
the example of Figure 2. The (green) rectangles labeled “Comsat”, “Sensor”,
“ User” , etc. represent the leaf domain concepts. The cross shapes attached to them
by dashed connections are their graphic templates. This determines the appearance
of an instance of that concept. Any of PowerPoint’s native autoshapes, formatted as
desired, may be used as a graphic template. Alternatively, an image may be chosen
as a graphic template.
A concept may be connected (via a curved solid connector) to an image that
serves as the tool icon for that concept in the instantiation toolbar. Tool icons, like
graphic templates, may be selected from a shape library or may be imported. If no
tool icon is specified, a scaled version of the graphic template is used as the tool
icon.
The (light green) clouds labeled “Satellite”, etc. represent the non-leaf concepts.
The (gold) arrow shape labeled “ Link” defines the sole relationship type in this
domain. The dashed, double-headed arrow attached to it is the graphic template for
the “ Link” relationship type. The user tailors the color, dashing and arrowhead
styles of a relationship template in the graphic domain specification just as he
tailors component type templates.
Any concept or relationship type may have initial attribute values specified
through a property-editing dialog, identical to the ones used by the ontology-aware
briefing editor. The default values are assigned when new instances of the type are
created.
Figure 4 contains the specification of two analysis groups, “ Designer Studies”
and “Path Studies”, and eight analyses in those analysis groups. The color and
styling of the border of an analysis specify the means used to highlight components
and relationships identified in reports in the feedback from the corresponding
analyzers. For instance, the “U2-U3” connection in Figure 2 was highlighted as a
thin red line because the border of the “Topology” analysis is a thin red line.
Analogously, the text characteristics – font, face, size, color – of the label of an
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analysis specify the textual characteristics of any markup text found in feedback
from the analysis.

5. Semantic Content Import and Update
At the time this paper was written no generic semantic content import and update
component suitable for any arbitrary ontology has been implemented. Instead a
series of ontology-specific semantic content import and update components tailored
to a particular domain have been created. The following is a description of the
generic component we plan to implement.
The Semantic Content Import and Update component will allow the author of a
PowerPoint presentation to contact DAML-aware agents, including search agents,
and post queries to those agents. It will accept, as DAML descriptions, the results of
those queries. The queries as well as the imported descriptions and metainformation will be incorporated as a persistent part of the presentation.
The component will determine how these objects should appear (i.e. be rendered)
within the briefing, as specified in the respective ontology annotations to represent
the imported DAML content. To do so, it will size, color, label, and place graphic
renditions of these objects and interconnect them with one another. These graphic
renditions will become a persistent part of the presentation, associated with the
specific description units that they depict. The author will generally need to adjust
the sizes and positions of these graphics to produce acceptable layouts.
The component will also provide information update capabilities, allowing
information updates on demand through a menu item added to the PowerPoint user
interface. Using the retained queries, the component will re-query the source
agent(s) to retrieve updated content and generate an updated version. At the
author’s discretion, the component will visually correlate the two versions. The
author may choose to incorporate the updated version as a whole, or to selectively
incorporate changed information.
The author will also be able to request that any manual customization of the
graphic rendition of imported content be reapplied to updates of that imported
content so that it doesn’t have to be reapplied manually.

6. Briefing Associate - analyzer interaction
Analyzers are external executable modules that process the internal semantic
descriptions of the briefing content to provide an analysis, a synthesis, or some
other service. An analyzer can be implemented so as to execute within the
PowerPoint process, as a separate process on the same machine, or (via DCOM) on
a different workstation. Analyses are associated with a particular domain and this
association is indicated in the VAO and they are invoked through the BA editor
menu for that domain. When an author requests an analysis, the BA creates a
connection to the module implementing that analysis and passes it a reference to the
briefing to be analyzed, together with any author-provided parameters for the
analysis. That analyzer is subsequently expected to send the BA a set of reports
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describing the analysis performed, the synthesis done, or the service rendered. The
BA then presents the report(s) to the author.
For a snapshot analysis, the analyzer’s responsibility ends with transmission of
the reports detailing that analysis. An incremental analysis, however, is expected to
send updates to its reports as the author continues to modify the briefing, until the
author closes either the analysis or the briefing. To support incremental analyses,
the briefing reference handed to the analyzer by the BA provides not only direct
access to the content of the briefing, but to events representing changes to that
content.
A transaction grouping is imposed on top of events. It is these transactions, not
primitive events, that represent the unit of change to which an incremental analyzer
commits to respond with updated analysis reports. Because the responses are
permitted to be asynchronous, they are accompanied by the transaction id of the
transaction that triggered them. This allows the BA to understand, and reflect in its
GUI, whether a displayed set of analysis reports is up-to-date.
Although the briefing reference provided to an analyzer can be used to gain direct
access to PowerPoint’s detailed graphic model of a briefing, analyzers are typically
interested in the ontology-based model information that is being automatically
generated when content is imported from the semantic web or created through tools
associated with the VAO. For each ontology, a COM type library is automatically
generated. This type library reflects a straightforward mapping between classes and
properties of the ontologies and the corresponding modeling concepts (classes,
interfaces, and properties) of COM. Most, if not all, widely-used programming
language IDEs for the Windows platform provide a declarative way to import such
a type library, automatically building the client-side code needed to program
directly in terms of the objects exposed by the library.

7. Implementation
The Briefing Associate is a descendent of the Design Editor [4], an application for
producing visual domain-specific design environments. The Briefing Associate,
like the Design Editor, is implemented as an extension of Microsoft PowerPoint.
We regard this choice not as an implementation detail, but as central to this
research. First, PowerPoint provides us as implementers with a far higher-level
platform for building a briefing tool than generic middleware, such as
COM/CORBA and GUI widget libraries. It provides an extensive ontology for
representing the visual content of briefings, and support for making models that use
that ontology persistent. Furthermore, it provides an extensive WYSIWYG user
interface for viewing and editing the visual content of a briefing. This interface
requires some extension, but no redesign or reimplementation, to accommodate
DAML-aware briefings. Second, PowerPoint is the most widely used product for
authoring briefings and hence it facilitates the adoption of the BA by briefing
authors.
The BA is programmed primarily in Visual Basic. For PowerPoint 2000, this
extension is a COM addin that receives “events” as the user creates, opens, closed,
and modifies briefings. As a client of PowerPoint, this module can navigate through
a briefing and paint analysis feedback directly onto it. For efficiency reasons, this
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module runs entirely as an “in-process” component. This means it is incorporated
into the PowerPoint process itself. Method calls are extremely efficient when both
client and server are part of a single operating system process. Greater efficiency
could be achieved by implementing the BA in C++, but the performance of the
Visual Basic code has been acceptable to date.
PowerPoint’s native extension mechanisms include a general, albeit low-level,
ability to add arbitrary non-graphic information to a presentation and retain that
information in the presentation’s persistent file format. The BA implementation
relies on this mechanism to retain all ontology-related information about a
presentation across editing sessions – it does not attempt to infer ontological
information on the basis of graphic attributes of existing graphic objects.

8. Rewarding the Briefing Associate Adopter
The Briefing Associate’s authoring environment is an enhanced PowerPoint, the
same environment most briefing authors already use. The enhancements do not
remove capabilities, do not necessitate the use of new means for accomplishing old
goals, do not alter the visual appearance of the ultimate product, and do not impose
perceivable delays in processing speed. Thus, the Briefing Associate doesn’t
impose any extra impediments or costs on producing briefings with the standard
tools in the standard way.
But we need to motivate the briefing author to use the Briefing Associate’s
markup tools. The biggest benefits of such markup will obviously accrue to the
consumers of these briefings who will be able to quickly and accurately find
specific content in those briefings because they have been semantically annotated.
Realistically, we should never expect people to incur significant costs, whether in
time, retraining, or reduced product quality, on the basis that some benefit might
accrue in the future, especially when that potential benefit accrues to others.
We have therefore added several enhancements to the Briefing Associate that
provide immediate benefit to the briefing author to motivate the use of the Briefing
Associate’s semantic markup capabilities:
-

-

-

-

The Briefing Associate simplifies the construction of the briefings
because authors will have readily available the graphic templates that they
repeatedly use to represent objects of the domain.
Ontology-based descriptions of a briefing’s content are generated as a
side-effect of briefing composition. The extent and value of such
descriptions, however, depends on the extent to which the author makes
use of the extensions offered by the BA.
Generic and domain specific analyzer tools exploit the semantics of the
briefing content to provide an analysis, synthesis, or other service for the
author while the briefing is being created. Although such analyzers are not
inherently tied to the semantic web, their implementations might well
make use of web-based agents that consume the content of a briefing and
provide feedback to the author.
Ontology-based descriptions of briefing meta-data and textual content are
produced at no cost and independent of the use of any extensions.
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-

-

The BA’s extensions for importing and visualizing semantically markedup content could be a significant time-saver in constructing certain classes
of briefing. Since these facilities are designed to rely on queries posted to
the semantic web, however, they server to leverage, rather than to
bootstrap, the semantic web vision.
The BA will automate the update of content that originated in the
semantic web. Like import and visualization, this is a leveraging rather
than a bootstrapping relationship of the BA to the semantic web.

These BA author-enhancements just embed the semantic web lifecycle into the
briefing creation process so that briefing authors themselves can enjoy (some of)
the benefits of semantic markup.
Ontology-based annotations will turn briefings into reusable resources. New
content as well as novel aggregations of imported content will be published in a
form accessible to DAML-enabled agents. Linking the graphic content to the
semantic content in the published briefing will foster reuse of the visual as well as
the semantic material.
The automated content update facilities of BA will transform briefings from
information snapshots, whose value declines as the information in those snapshots
becomes dated and obsolete, into renewable resources whose information can be
automatically updated as needed.
The automatic generation of visual depictions for imported material, and
ontology-specific interface editing extensions may actually reduce the effort needed
to compose the visual content of a briefing, even though briefings will contain nonvisual semantic content as well as traditional graphic content.

9. Related Work
Several initiatives aiming to establish a global semantic markup scheme for the web
are currently being undertaken. The oldest and most widely adopted is the Dublin
Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) [5]. The DCMI has the goal of facilitating the
discovery of electronic resources in the web. Its primary offering is the Dublin
Core Metadata Element Set, a set of fifteen elements like Title, Creator, Subject,
and Date that is used to describe web resources. The Dublin Core Metadata
Element Set is the de facto worldwide standard for the description of information
resources across disciplines and languages and has already been translated into 25
languages.
Newer undertakings like the European Community sponsored Ontobroker [6], its
successor OntoWeb [7], and the DARPA sponsored DAML [8], go beyond the
DCMI goals. Rather than annotating electronic resources to merely facilitate their
discovery, these projects aim to describe electronic and real world entities using a
machine understandable language that enables autonomous software agents to
accurately understand and process their content [9]. Our BA is being developed
under the DAML program.
There are two dimensions along which we can state requirements over semantic
markup generator tools. The first dimension is the granularity of a description unit.
This dimension ranges from coarse descriptions that relate a whole document with
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a set of predefined conceptual categories to detailed descriptions of a document’s
content. The second dimension is the degree of regularity of the generated
descriptions. This dimension ranges from highly regular data usually supported in
relational databases to descriptions of highly unstructured and irregular information
like the content of newspaper articles. The BA is aimed at detailed descriptions of
irregular and unstructured documents.
The above dimensions are useful for comparing the BA with other tools for
generating semantic markups. One kind of metadata generator tool is The Nordic
DC metadata creator [10]. The Nordic DC metadata creator is a metadata editor for
the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. It consists in a Java applet that displays a form
where users can fill in the values corresponding to the Dublin Core Metadata
Element Set. The Nordic DC metadata creator generates a syntactically correct
encoding of these values that a user can attach to the described document. This tool
corresponds to the less elaborated form of semantic markups: Coarse descriptions
based in a predefined set of conceptual categories. Another kind of tool is
represented by Klarity [11], a metadata generator tool that supports the Dublin Core
Metadata Element Set. Klarity is a tool that can automatically generate metadata for
HTML pages based on the concepts found in the text. It uses statistic methods to
allocate values based on the concepts it has identified from the '
seed'or exemplar
documents that are significant to the concept in question. Klarity is another
example of a tool that generates coarse metadata descriptions of documents.
A different approach for metadata generation is represented by ITTALKS [12].
ITTALKS is a portal for announcements about talks, seminars and colloquia related
to Information Technology that is part of the DAML program. Although not its
main focus, ITTALKS is able to generate DAML descriptions from the talks
contained in its database. In this sense, ITTALKS is an example of a tool that
generates descriptions from highly structured data.
Closer to the scope of the BA are the Annotation Tool of the KA2 initiative
(under the Ontobroker project) [1] and the Knowledge Annotator of the Shoe
project [2]. These tools offer a GUI for authoring and attaching semantic
annotations to web documents. They make available context sensitive instances and
ontology browsers that facilitate the authoring of semantic descriptions. A second
incarnation of the KA2 annotation tool can also generate annotations semiautomatically from lexical analysis of text plus a vast word and domain lexicon.
These approaches contrast with the Briefing Associate in that the BA generates
these markups as a byproduct of constructing the document and hence do not
require the users to perform any extra activity. Additionally, because the semantic
annotations are embedded in the original document (instead of being inserted in a
second step using a different tool) modifying the original document does not lose
the existing annotations. In the other hand, the BA approach might not be adequate
for marking up existing documents that do not use the BA conventions for
representing ontological relationships, and for documents whose type is not
supported by the underlying COTS product.
Although the semiautomatic markup generation feature of the KA2 annotation
tool simplifies the production of semantic annotations, it stills constitutes an extra
activity because the users need to check and revise the generated annotations.
Furthermore, this approach is limited to textual documents that contain enough
information as required to infer their semantic relationships. This limitation might
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certainly exclude briefing documents because they usually contain diagrams that are
not self-explained within the text.

10. Conclusions
The overload incurred in annotating documents with semantic markups should be
kept to a minimum. With this goal in mind we have developed a new paradigm for
facilitating the generation of semantic descriptions of the document content. Our
approach consists in augmenting the same COTS products that users normally use
to compose these documents with natural representations of domain ontology
entities. By using these representations in composing a document, the user is
simultaneously generating a semantic description of its content. We also suggest
that in order to motivate document author’s transition to this paradigm, these added
semantic descriptions should be exploited by author-oriented tools that help
improve the resulting document’s accuracy, quality, and/or speed of production. It
should be noted that this is just embedding the semantic web lifecycle into the
document creation process so that document authors can enjoy (some of) the
benefits of semantic markup.
We have implemented these ideas in the Briefing Associate, an extension to the
Microsoft PowerPoint that reflects an internal semantic model of a briefing from its
graphic representations of domain instances and their relationships. The Briefing
Associate can produce DAML descriptions of a briefing content as a byproduct of
creating the graphic content of that briefing. That semantic content can be analyzed
for consistency and completeness to improve the briefings accuracy, quality, and
speed of production. In addition, the Briefing Associate can automatically create
graphic depictions from imported DAML descriptions, and these graphic depictions
can be updated on demand to reflect changes in the imported DAML content.
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Abstract. Effective use of the vast quantity of information now available on the web
will require the use of “Semantic Web” markup languages such as the DARPA Agent
Markup Language (DAML). Such languages will enable the automated gathering and
processing of much information that is currently available but insufficiently utilized.
Effectively, such languages will facilitate the integration of multi-agent systems with
the existing information infrastructure. As part of our exploration of Semantic Web
technology, and DAML in particular, we have constructed ITTALKS, a web-based
system for automatic and intelligent notification of information technology talks. In
this paper, we describe the ITTALKS system, and discuss the numerous ways in which
the use of Semantic Web concepts and DAML extend its ability to provide an intelligent
online service to both the human community and the agents assisting them.

1 Introduction
With the vast quantity of information now available on the Internet, there is a need to manage this information by marking it up with a semantic language, such as DARPA Agent
Markup Language (DAML) [14, 23], and using intelligent search engines, in conjunction with
ontology-based matching, to provide more efficient and accurate information search results.
The aim of the Semantic Web is to make the present web more machine-readable, in order to
allow intelligent agents to retrieve and manipulate pertinent information. The key goal of the
DAML program is to develop a Semantic Web markup language that provides sufficient rules
for ontology development [20] and that is sufficiently rich to support intelligent agents and
other applications [22, 36]. Today’s agents are not tightly integrated into the web infrastructure.
If our goal is to have agents acting upon and conversing about web objects, they will have to
be seamlessly integrated with the web, and take advantage of existing infrastructure whenever
possible (e.g., message sending, security, authentication, directory services, and application
service frameworks). We believe that DAML will be central to the realization of this goal.
In support of this claim, we have constructed a real, fielded application, ITTALKS, which
supports user and agent interaction in the domain of talk discovery. It also provides a simple
web-driven infrastructure for agent interaction. In addition, ITTALKS serves as a platform for
designing and prototyping the software components required to enable developers to create intelligent software agents capable of understanding and processing information and knowledge
encoded in DAML and other semantically rich markup languages. To date, we have focused
on developing the support and infrastructure required for intelligent agents to integrate into an
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Figure 1: Tim Berners-Lee’s vision of the Semantic Web is founded on a base that includes URIs, XML and
RDF.

environment of web browsers, servers, application server platforms, and associated supporting
languages (e.g., WEB/SQL, WEBL), protocols (e.g., SSL, S/MIME, WAP, eSpeak), services
(e.g., LDAP) and underlying technologies (e.g., Java, Jini, PKI).
On the surface, ITTALKS is a web portal offering access to information about talks,
seminars and colloquia related to information technology (IT). It is organized around domains, which typically represent event hosting organizations such as universities, research
laboratories or professional groups, and which are represented by independent web sites.
ITTALKS utilizes DAML for its knowledge base representation, reasoning, and agent communication. DAML is used to markup all the information in the knowledge base to provide
additional reasoning capabilities otherwise unavailable. With information denoted in a semantically machine-understandable format, the computer can deduce additional information,
a task which is difficult in a traditional database system. For example, if both ITTALKS and
the user agree on a common semantics, the ITTALKS web portal can provide not only the
talks that correspond to the user’s profile in terms of interest, time, and location constraints,
but can further filter the IT events based on information about the user’s personal schedule,
inferred location at the time of the talk, distance and current traffic patterns, etc. ITTALKS
can also dynamically update the user’s profile with incremental learning of the user’s usage
patterns.
ITTALKS demonstrates the power of markup languages such as DAML for the Semantic
Web, drawing on its ability to represent ontologies, agent content languages and its ability to
improve the functionality of agents on the web. We have developed DAML-encoded ontologies
for describing event, temporal, spatial, personal, and conversational information, which enable
us to represent all required knowledge in a DAML-encoded format. Moreover, these ontologies
enable us to execute a computer understandable conversation. In addition, we have created
several DAML-encoded classification ontologies, which provide us with additional reasoning
capabilities in order to find the best matching IT talks for a particular user. Furthermore, in
the ITTALKS application, any web page presented on the ITTALKS web sites contains the
necessary information for an agent to retrieve the DAML-encoded description of this page
as well as the contact information of a responsible agent in order to provide more effective
conversation. ITTALKS thus provides each agent with the capability to retrieve and manipulate
any ITTALKS-related information via a web site interface or through a direct agent-to-agent
conversation. Hence, by combining the features of currently existing web applications with
the DAML-based knowledge and reasoning capabilities, ITTALKS presents a true Semantic
Web application.
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<daml:class rdf:ID="Animal">
<rdfs:label>Animal</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>An Example</rdfs:comment>
</daml:Class>

<daml:class rdf:ID="Female">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Animal" />
<daml:disjointWith rdf:resource="#Male" />
</daml:Class>

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Male">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Animal"/>
</daml:Class>

<daml:Class rdf:ID="Man">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Person" />
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Male" />
</daml:Class>

Figure 2: An example of DAML-encoded knowledge.

2 Background
The Semantic Web [4, 3] is a vision in which web pages are augmented with information and
data that is expressed in a way that facilitates its understanding my machines. The current
human-centered web is still largely encoded in HTML, which focuses largely on how text
and images would be rendered for human viewing. Over the past few years we have seen a
rapid increase in he use of XML as an alternative encoding, one that is intended primarily for
machine processing. The machine which process XML documents can be the end consumers
of the information or they can be used to transform the information into a form appropriate for
human understanding (e.g., as HTML, graphics, synthesized speech, etc.) As a representation
language, XML provides essentially a mechanism to declare and use simple data structures and
thus leave much to be desired as a language in which to express complex knowledge. Recent
enhancements to basic XML, such as XML Scheme, address some of the shortcomings, but
still do not result in an adequate language for representing and reasoning about the kind of
knowledge essential to realizing the Semantic Web vision.
RDF (Resource Description Framework) [40] and RDFS (RDF Schema) [41] attempt to
address these deficiencies by building on top of XML. They provide representation frameworks that are roughly the equivalent to semantic networks in the case of RDF and very simple
frame languages in the case of RDFS. However, RDFS is still quite limited as a knowledge representation language, lacking support for variables, general quantification, rules, etc. DAML
is one attempt to build on XML, RDF and RDFS and produce a language that is well suited
for building the Semantic Web.
The goal of the DAML program (http://www.daml.org/), which officially began in August
2000, is to develop a universal Semantic Web markup language that is sufficiently rich to
support intelligent agents and other applications. DAML can dramatically improve traditional
ad hoc information retrieval because its semantics will improve the quality of retrieval results.
Also, it will allow the intelligent agents of tomorrow to retrieve and manipulate the information
on the semantic web.
3 ITTALKS
As part of UMBC’s role in the DAML Program, we have developed ITTALKS; a web portal that
offers access to information about talks, seminars, colloquia, and other information technology
(IT) related events. ITTALKS provides users with numerous details describing the IT events,
including location, speaker, hosting organization, and talk topic. More importantly, ITTALKS
also provides agents with the ability to retrieve and manipulate information stored in the
ITTALKS knowledge base. Below, we discuss various aspects of the system in more detail.
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Unlike other web services, ITTALKS employs DAML for knowledge base representation, reasoning, and agent communication. The use of DAML to represent information in its
knowledge base, in conjunction with its use for interchangeable type ontologies as described
in Section 5.5, enables more sophisticated reasoning than would otherwise be available. For
example, a simpler representation scheme might be able to provide the user with talks based on
interest, time and location. When both ITTALKS and the user agree on a common semantics,
the ITTALKS web portal will be able to perform further filtering, based on more sophisticated
inference. In addition to enhancing knowledge representation and reasoning, DAML is used
for all communication, including simple messages and queries, using the ITTALKS defined
ontology. Moreover, ITTALKS offers the capability for each user to use his/her personal agent
to communicate with ITTALKS on his/her behalf and provide a higher level of service.
3.1 Users
ITTALKS can be used anonymously, or, more effectively, with personalized user accounts.
Users have the option to register with ITTALKS either by entering information manually via
web forms, or by providing the location (URL) of a universally accessible DAMLized personal
profile, which includes information such as the users location, his/her interests and contact
details, as well as a schedule. This schedule might be as rudimentary as a list of available time
periods for given days, or could even include a detailed schedule for each day. Subsequently,
this information is used to provide each user with a personalized view of the site, displaying
only talks that match the user’s interests and/or schedule.
Since DAML is not yet in widespread use, ITTALKS provides a tool for creating a DAML
personal profile. Currently, the tool constructs a profile containing only items used by the
ITTALKS system. However, we believe that the profile, in one form or another, will ultimately
provide a unique and universal point for obtaining personal information about the user, not
just for ITTALKS, but for all information needs, and will include any sort of information the
user would like to share. In the future, all services that require personal information about the
user should access the same user profile, eliminating the need for the user to repeatedly enter
the same information for a multitude of services. We believe that the new standard for XML
Signature and Encryption under development may provide a mechanism by which users can
have some control over access to parts of their profile.
3.2 Domains
To support our vision of a universal resource for the international IT research community,
ITTALKS is organized around domains, which typically represent event hosting organization
such as universities, research laboratories or professional groups. Each domain is represented
by a separate web site and is independently maintained by a moderator who can, among other
things, define the scope of the domain and delegate to other registered users the ability to
edit talk entries. For example, the stanford.ittalks.org domain might be configured to include only talks hosted at Stanford University. On the other hand, another domain,
sri.ittalks.org, might be configured to include not only talks about Semantic Web
topics that are held at SRI, but also those at Stanford, as well as any talks within 15 mile range
of the SRI facility in Palo Alto.
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Figure 3: A screenshot depicting the main page of the ITTALKS system.

3.3 Access
The ITTALKS system is accessible either to users directly via the web, or to agents acting on
their behalf. The web portal provides numerous features, including registration, search, entry
and domain administration. An agent-based interface allows interaction with user agents or
other services.
3.3.1 Human Interface
The web portal allows a user to browse desired information in a variety of formats, to provide
the highest degree of interoperability. It permits a user to retrieve information in DAML,
standard HTML format, which includes a short DAML annotation for DAML-enabled web
crawlers, or WML [42] format, which supports WAP enabled phones. The ITTALKS web
portal also has the ability to generate RDF Site Summary (RSS) [37] files for certain queries.
These RSS files can then be used for various external purposes, such as displaying upcoming
talks on a departmental web site for some particular university or domain.
3.3.2 Agent Interface
To provide access for agent based services, ITTALKS makes use of Jackal [12], a communication infrastructure for Java-based agents developed by our research group at UMBC.
Jackal is a Java package, which provides a comprehensive communications infrastructure
while maintaining maximum flexibility and ease of integration. The heart of Jackal is a simple
conversation system, serving to maintain context for concurrent threads of conversation while
providing a guide for judging behavioral correctness and modeling the actions of other agents.
Jackal provides facilities for creating and manipulating user-defined conversation structures of
arbitrary extent. Jackal has a very modular, loosely coupled architecture, designed to support
maximal concurrency among components, accomplished with the use of multiple threads and
buffered interfaces between subsystems. Its concise API allows for comprehensive specifica-
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Figure 4: The architecture for ITTALKS is built around a web server backed by a relational database. Interfaces
are provided to human users, software agents and web services.

tion of message requests, and for blocking or non-blocking message retrieval. Currently, it
facilitates the use of KQML agent communication language [18] and employs a sophisticated
protocol for agent naming, addressing and identity (KNS). Additionally, it is in the process of
adapting to the FIPA standards [19, 2]. In addition, our research group, in cooperation with
other universities, is developing a DAML ontology for the necessary conversation protocols.
3.4 Agents
In order to extend the capabilities of the system, we have defined a number of agents that
support the operation of ITTALKS. Some can be seen as supporting services (such as external
information services), while others we assume will exist in the general environment in the
future.
3.4.1 ITTALKS Agent
The ITTALKS agent is a front-end for the ITTALKS system. It interacts with ITTALKS
through the same web-based interface as human users, but communicates via an ACL with
other agents on the web, extending the system’s accessibility. At present, the agent does not
support any advanced functionality, but acts primarily as a gateway for agent access.
3.4.2 User Agents
One longtime goal of agent research is that users will be represented online by agents that can
service queries and filter information for them. While ITTALKS does not require that such
agents exist, we recognize the added power that could be gained by the use of such agents.
Therefore, ITTALKS supports interaction with User Agents as well as their human counterparts. The User Agent that we have developed understands DAML, supports sophisticated
reasoning, and communicates via a standard agent communication language. Reasoning is
accomplished with the use of the XSB, a logic programming and deductive database system
for Unix and Windows developed at SUNY Stony Brook.
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Figure 5: The Ontologies used by ITTALKS are relatively simple, such as the topics ontology used to describe
talk topics and user interests.

3.4.3 Classifier Agent
ITTALKS uses a Classifier (or recommender) Agent that is invoked when a user is entering
a new talk. Based on the talk’s abstract, the Classifier returns ACM Classification Hierarchy Classification numbers along with a rank, in descending order. Using a local table of
classification numbers and names, ITTALKS suggests to the user ten possible topics.
3.4.4 MapQuest Agent
The MapQuest Agent is a wrapper agent that allows ITTALKS to make use of external services.
It interacts directly with agents (e.g. the ITTALKS agent, User Agents), and accepts requests for
information such as the distance between two known locations. It then phrases an appropriate
request to the MapQuest system [33], parses the results, and generates an appropriate response.
Note that this agent could be generically named a Distance Agent, and make use of any external
service (or combination of several, as needed).
3.5 Ontologies
The ITTALKS system is based on a set of Ontologies 1 that are used to describe talks and the
things associated with them, e.g., people, places, topics and interests, schedules, etc. Figure 6
shows some of the dependencies that exist among these ontologies. The ontologies are used in
the representation and processing of DAML descriptions and also as “conceptual schemata”
against which the database and various software APIs are built.
We have developed a general ontology for describing the topics of arbitrary talks and
papers. Using this, we have implemented an ontology to describe IT related talks based on the
ACM’s Computer Classification System. In addition, we currently are developing a DAML
ontology for IT talks based on a portion of the Open Directory, and are considering additional
classification ontologies. Figure 5 sketches some of the major classes and properties in these
ontologies. These topic ontologies are used to describe talks as well as the users’ interests
throughout the system. This includes an automated talk classification, for which we have
obtained a training collection for the ACM CCS and are also generating an Open Directory
training collection to develop the necessary components. In addition, the DAML ontologies
1 See

http://daml.umbc.edu/ontologies.
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Figure 6: The relationships among the various ontologies used by the ITTALKS system.

will give a user the ability to add additional assertions in DAML to further characterize their
interests. Lastly, we are also in the process of developing a component that can map topics in
one ontology into topics in another, by taking advantage of the fact that nodes in each ontology
have an associated collection of text as well as DAML information.
3.6 Data Entry
Currently ITTALKS requires that information about talks be manually entered via a web form
interface, or be available in a DAML description available at a given URL. Although we have
made this process as simple as possible (e.g., by supporting automatic form completion using
information from the knowledge base and the user’s DAML profile) it is still a time consuming
process. Therefore, we are developing a focused web spider to collect talk announcements
from open sources on the web. This spider will identify key information items using a text
extraction system, and will automatically add information to the ITTALKS knowledge base.
We are working with the Lockheed-Martin research group on the above task, and will use their
AeroText information extraction system [1].
3.7 Architecture
The current implementation of ITTALKS uses a relational database, in combination with a
web server, to provide user access to the system. To enable agents to access the system, the
ITTALKS provides an interface for agent-based communication.
3.7.1 Database
The main software packages that are used in the ITTALKS system are the MySQL relational
database software and a combination of Apache and Tomcat as the web portal servers. The
contents of the ITTALKS knowledge base are stored in a database whose schema is closely
mapped to our ontologies describing events, people, topics and locations. We have chosen
MySQL because of its known reliability, and because we required software with a license that
allows us to make the ITTALKS package available to additional academic and commercial
institutions.
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3.7.2 Web Server
As stated above, for our web, we have chosen a combination of Apache and Tomcat. This
enables us to present the IT talk descriptions to the user using Java servlets and JSP files,
which dynamically generate requested information in DAML, XML, HTML, RSS, and WML
formats. The current ITTALKS implementation can provide information suitable for viewing
on either a standard, computer-based or a WAP-enabled cellular phone.
3.7.3 Extensions
In addition, we are currently employing the Jackal agent communication infrastructure developed at UMBC and the Lockheed-Martin’s AeroText information extraction system in order to
facilitate ITTALKS-user agent interaction and the automated text extraction, respectively. We
are in the process of modifying Jackal to provide support for FIPA ACL interoperability. Also,
we are considering the possible replacement of MySQL with native XML database software
such as dbXML.
4 Scenarios
We describe here a couple of typical interactions that illustrate some of the features of
ITTALKS. The first involves direct use by a human user, and the second, advanced features
provided through the use of agents.
4.1 Human Interaction
In this first scenario, a user, Jim, learns from his colleagues about the existence of the ITTALKS
web portal as a source of IT related events in his area; Jim is affiliated with Stanford University.
Jim directs his browser to the www.ittalks.org main page. Seeing a link to a Stanford
ITTALKS domain (stanford.ittalks.org), he selects it, and is presented with a new
page listing upcoming talks that are scheduled at Stanford, SRI and other locations within a
15-mile radius (the default distance for the Stanford domain).
Jim browses the web site, viewing announcements for various talks matching his interests
and preferred locations (as provided in his explicit search queries). He is impressed that he can
see the talk information not only in HTML, but also in DAML, RSS and WML formats. Finding
a talk of potential interest to a colleague, Jim takes advantage of the invitation feature, which
allows him to send an invitational e-mail to any of his friends for any of the listed talks. Finally,
using the personalize link on the bottom of the page, Jim creates his own ittalks.org main page,
by providing the URL of his DAML-encoded profile. This customized page, listing talks based
on his preferences, will be Jim’s entrance to the ITTALKS site whenever her returns.
4.2 Agent Interaction
This scenario assumes that user Jim has already registered with ITTALKS, and has left instructions with the system to be notified of the occurrence of certain types of talks.
In the course of operation, ITTALKS discovers that there is an upcoming talk that may
interest Jim, and of which Jim has not been notified. Based on information in Jim’s preferences,
which have been obtained from his online, DAML-encoded profile and from information
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entered directly, ITTALKS opts to notify Jim’s User Agent directly. This is done via ITTALKS
own agent, which forwards the message using an ACL.
Upon receiving this information, Jim’s User Agent needs to know more; it consults with
Jim’s Calendar agent to determine his availability, and with the MapQuest agent to find the
distance from Jim’s predicted location at the time of the talk. Some more sophisticated interactions might take place at this time; for example, the Calendar and User agents may decide
to alter Jim’s schedule, and proceed to contact the User agent of some other individual. In
addition, the User agent may request more information about the speaker and the event by
contacting other agents or web sites, such as CiteSeer-based agent [8, 34, 9], to obtain more
information necessary to make a decision. Finally, after making this decision, the User Agent
will send a notification back to the ITTALKS agent indicating that Jim will/will not plan to
attend. The ITTALKS agent will make the appropriate adjustments at the ITTALKS site.
5 Benefits of DAML
We believe that ITTALKS benefits significantly from its use of a semantic markup language
such as DAML. DAML is used to specify ontologies that we use extensively in our system. It is
also used for personal profiles, and as an agent content language. Without DAML, specifying
schedules, interests and assertions about topics would be very difficult. In ITTALKS, a user can
specify that from his/her perspective, two or more topics are equivalent, related, dissimilar, etc.
This will allow ITTALKS to tailor the searching of talks to the users needs. As an agent content
language, DAML provides more flexible semantics than KIF or other content languages that
currently provide syntax only. The ultimate benefit of using DAML then lies in the ability
of ITTALKS to independently interact with any DAML-capable agent without the need of
a human supervision. Consequently, all these benefits, which are described in further details
below, enable more efficient interaction between the system and its users, be they humans or
software agents.
5.1 Interoperability Standard
As an interoperability layer, DAML allows the content of ITTALKS to be easily shared with
other applications and agents. For example, a Centaurus room manager agent [26] could watch
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ITTALKS for events happening in a room for which it is responsible in order to enable better
scheduling. DAML also acts as an interoperability standard allowing other sites to make their
talks available for inclusion in ITTALKS by publishing announcements marked up in our
ontology.
5.2 Distributed Trust and Belief
Agents face a difficult problem of knowing what information sources (e.g. documents, web
pages, agents) to believe and trust in an open, distributed and dynamic world, and how to integrate and fuse potentially contradictory information. DAML can be used to support distributed
trust and reputation management [25, 31, 32]. This will form the basis of a logic for distributed
belief transfer that will enable more sophisticated, semantically-driven rule-based techniques
for information integration and fusion. We are making use of DAML’s expressiveness and
employing it to describe security policies, credentials and trust relationships, which form the
basis of trust management. These policies contain more semantic meaning, allowing different
policies to be integrated and conflicts to be resolved relatively easily. Also, it will be possible
for other applications to interpret the agent’s credentials, e.g. authorization certificates, correctly, making these credentials universal. Similarly, describing beliefs and associating levels
of trust with these beliefs is more straightforward and the deduction of belief is uniform by
different applications and services.
Authorization in a distributed system is quite different from that in a centralized system.
Various schemes for decentralized security have been suggested, like Access Control Lists,
Role based Access Control [38, 24], PolicyMaker [6, 5], etc. Although the above mentioned
mechanisms are powerful, individually they are unable to meet all the requirements of trust
management. Generally, security systems should not only authenticate users, but also allow
them to delegate their rights and beliefs to other users securely, and have a flexible mechanism
for this delegation. Most schemes either support only authentication, ignoring delegation
altogether, or they support delegation to some extent without providing the required flexibility,
or they provide insufficient restrictions on delegation of rights.
We have tried to solve this problem through the application of a chain of trust, using rights
and delegations. In this system, we model permissions as the rights of an agent and associate
rights with actions, so that possession of a right permits the corresponding agent to perform a
certain action. These permissions can be extended by delegation from an authorized agent. We
are also working with obligations, entitlements, and prohibitions and the delegation of these
propositions.
Our work on distributed trust represented actions, privileges, delegations and security
policy as horn clauses encoded in Prolog. In order to develop a approach that is better suited
to sharing information in an open environment, we are recasting this work in DAML. We have
defined an initial ontology 2 that covers the basic concepts including actions, agents, roles,
privileges, prohibitions, obligations, security policies and other key classes and their properties.
In applying our framework, one must extend the initial ontology by defining domain specific
class of actions, permissions, etc. and creating appropriate individuals. A simple example of
a delegation is given in Figure 8.
We hope to use this approach to distributed trust in ITTALKS to express the security
policies which govern who can create, delete and edit talk announcements and who can further
2 http://daml.umbc.edu/ontologies/trust-ont.daml
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<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf
xmlns:rdfs
xmlns:daml
xmlns

=
=
=
=

"http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
"http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#"
"http://daml.umbc.edu/ontologies/trust-ont#" >

<delegation rdf:ID="Delegation1">
<from>susan-agent</from>
<to>marty-agent</to>
<permission>
<from>susan-agent</from>
<to>marty-agent</to>
<starttime>2001:8:1:10:00</starttime>
<endtime>2001:8:5:24:00</endtime>
<readfileaccess>
<name>ReadFileAccess</name>
<description >
Accessing a file in read mode
</description>
<actor>umbc-agent</actor>
<objects>susan-files</objects>
<redelegatable>
<permission>
<readfileaccess>
<actor>umbc-agent</actor>
<objects>file123.txt</objects>
</readfileaccess>
</permission>
</redelegatable>
<precondition>
<request>
<readfileaccess>
<objects>susan-files</objects>
</readfileaccess>
</request>
</precondition>
</readfileaccess>
</permission>
</delegation>

Figure 8: This DAML expression represents a delegation from susan to marty, allowing marty to access in read
mode all susan’s files marty is also given the ability to redelegate readfileaccess to file123.txt to all agents from
UMBC.

redelegate these privileges to others. The host ITTALKS system might have a base policy that
specified, for example, the initial privileges and obligations that the root user of each ITTALKS
domain would have and any constraints on their delegation (e.g., that privileges could only
be delegated to registered ITTALKS users). One of the privileges that a root user could have
would be to extend the security policy for his domain through delegations. As root of the
umbc.ittalks.org domain, I might delegate to all department faculty the right to create new talk
announcements and the right to re-delegate this privileges to individual graduate students. I
might further delegate the right to edit or delete a talk announcement to the agent who initially
created it.
5.3 Data Entry Support
ITTALKS supports intelligent form filling, making it easier for users to enter and edit information in their profiles, and also to enter and edit talk announcements and other basic information.
In addition, we provide automatic form filling when an editor tries to enter information about
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an entity (e.g. a talk, person, room) that is already present in the knowledge base.
5.3.1 Entering Talks
In order to make ITTALKS successful, we need to make it as easy as possible for new talk
descriptions to be entered into the system. We are addressing this problem using three complimentary approaches: an enhanced web interface, accepting marked up announcements, and
automated text extraction. DAML plays a key role in the first two and is the target representation for the third.
5.3.2 Enhancing the Web Interface
We have used several techniques to enhance the web form interface for entering talk announcements. One of the simplest and most effective is to recognize then some of the information
being entered about an object such as a person, a room or an organization has already been
entered into the ITTALKS system and to “pre-fill” the remaining parts of the form from our
stored information. For example, most talks at an organization are given in a small number of
rooms. Once the complete information about a particular room (e.g., room number, building,
address, seating capacity, longitude and latitude, A/V equipment, networking connection, etc.)
has been entered for one talk, it need not be entered again.
Although the current implementation of this does not directly use DAML, its use can
support a more generalized version of a web form-filling assistant. The approach depends on
two ideas: (i) tagging web form widgets with DAML descriptions of what they represent and
(ii) capturing dependencies among data items in DAML and (iii) compiling these dependencies
into an appropriate execution form (e.g., JavaScript procedures) that can drive the web form
interface.
5.3.3 Text Classification
In order for ITTALKS to filter talk announcements on topic matches, it needs to know the
appropriate topics for each talk. Initially, we required that users manually select appropriate
topic categories from a web interface to the ACM CCS hierarchy. This turns out to be a
daunting task requiring the user to navigate in a hierarchy of nearly 300 topics, many of which
about whose meaning he will not be sure. Some users will face a similar problem in trying
to select topics to characterize their own interests. Ultimately we would like to use more that
one topic hierarchy to classify both talk topics and user interests (e.g., ACM CCS and Open
Directory nodes), which makes the problem even more difficult for our users.
To address this problem, we have built an automatic text classifier that can suggest terms
in a hierarchy that are appropriate for classifying a talk based on its title and abstract. The
classifier package used was from the Bag Of Words (BOW) toolkit [35] by Andrew McCallum
at CMU. This library provides support for a wide variety of text classification and retrieval
algorithms. We used the Naive Bayes algorithm, which is widely used in the classification
literature, fairly effective, and quick to learn the 285 classes in our test collection. We plan to
use the same classification agent to suggest interest terms for users based on the text found by
searching their web pages.
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5.3.4 Accepting Marked Up Announcements
One of the simplest ways to enter new talk announcements is to provide them as a document
that is already marked up. The current ITTALKS interface allows one to enter a URL for a
talk announcement that is assumed to be marked up in ontologies that ITTALKS understands.
Currently, these are just the “native” ontologies that we have built for this application. In general, if some talk announcements were available with semantic markup using other ontologies,
it might be possible to provide rules and transformation that could map or partially map the
information into the ITTALKS ontologies. We expect that, as the Semantic Web develops, it
will be more and more likely that talk announcements with some meaningful mark up will be
found on the web.
5.3.5 Automated Information Extraction from Text
We would like to be able to process talk announcements in plain text or HTML and automatically identify and extract the key information required by ITTALKS. This would allow
us to fill the ITTALKS database with information obtained from announcements delivered
via email lists or found on the web. The problem of recognizing and extracting information
from talk announcements has been studied before [16, 11] mostly in the context of using it as
a machine learning application. We are developing an information extraction tool using the
AeroText [1, 10] system that can identify and extract the information found in a typical talk
announcement and use this to automatically produce a version marked up in DAML which
can then be entered in the ITTALKS database.
5.4 User Profiles
We use personal profiles to help ITTALKS meet the requirements of individual users. A profile
is a widely accessible source of information about the user, marked DAML, to which other
services and individuals can refer. In the future, such a profile may be used by all web-based
services that the user wants to access. The profile will ultimately provide a unique and universal
point for obtaining personal information about the user for all services, preventing the need
for duplication and potential inconsistencies. This profile can be easily shared, and with the
use of DAML, will allow more expressive content for schedules, preferences and interests.
The notion of a personal profile and a user agent are closely linked; a user might have one
or the other, or both. The profile would likely express much of the information that might
be encoded in a user agent’s knowledge base. Conversely, an agent would likely be able to
answer queries about information contained in a profile.
5.5 Modularity
With the use of DAML, we can define several ontologies for topics and switch between them
with ease. Furthermore, to restrict the retrieval results, a user can perform the search with
respect to a certain set of ontologies, such as the ACM or Open Directory Classification.
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5.6 Application Scalability Support
As ITTALKS becomes the central repository of IT related information for various research
institutes the ITTALKS knowledge base will be distributed among numerous, and possibly
apriori-unknown, locations in order to provide a higher scalability and reliability support.
Yet, it will be imperative that users and agents not be required to interact with all locations
in order to find or manipulate the desired information. Instead, we envision that each user
agent will interact with only one ITTALKS agent, which in turn will be able to efficiently
locate and manage the distributed ITTALKS information. For this, we believe that a system
of DAML-enabled agents can act as an intermediate between the distributed databases.
5.7 Agent Communication Language
DAML and ACLs can be successfully integrated. DAML documents will be the objects of
discourse for agents that will create, access, modify, enrich and manage DAML documents as
a way to disseminate and share knowledge. Agents will need to communicate with one another
not only to exchange DAML documents but also to exchange informational attitudes about
DAML documents. Using an Agent Communication Languages (ACL) agents can “talk” about
DAML documents. Integrating ACL work and concepts with a universe of DAML content
is our first goal. Using DAML as an agent content language will add more meaning to the
message.
6 Current Status/Observations
We have currently implemented the web site and display normal HTML with embedded
DAML. There is an option for viewing only DAML content for a certain page, talk, or user.
All requests are made via HTTP. We also provide a form-based interface to add/modify the
database, including talks and users. We have a two level moderation, with the root being the
highest. The root can delegate rights to certain users, making them editors and allowing them
to edit a particular domain. We also offer tools to generate personal profiles. We allow users to
filter talks by interest and location. We also have a MapQuest agent that calculates the distance
between a user’s location and a talk.
7 Future Directions
Since most users do not currently have personal agents, we have been developing one that
can be used with this system. It is our goal, however, that ITTALKS be able to interact with
external agents of any type. The agent we are developing reasons about the user’s interests,
schedules, assertions and uses the MapQuest agent to figure out if the user will be able to
attend an interesting talk on a certain date.
We are developing a framework to use DAML in distributed trust and belief. DAML
expressions on a web page that encodes a statement or other speech act by an agent are signed
to provide authentication and integrity. We are working on an ontology to describe permissions,
obligations and policies in DAML and allow agents to make statements about and delegate
them.
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Currently we use only HTTP, but plan to move to Jackal for agent communication. Jackal
currently supports KQML and we are in the process of adapting it to the FIPA standards. In
addition, our research group, in cooperation with other universities, is developing a DAML
ontology for the necessary conversation protocols.
In order to make the process of data entry more efficient, we are developing a focused web
spider, which will collect talk announcements from open sources on the web and to identify
the key information in these announcements using a text extraction system. The spider will
add all found and relevant information to the ITTALKS knowledge base.
8 Conclusion
Effective use of the vast quantity of information now available on the web necessitates semantic markup such as DAML. With the use of such a tool, we can enable the automated or
machine-facilitated gathering and processing of much information that is currently ‘lost’ to us.
ITTALKS, our system for automatic and intelligent notification of Information Technology
talks, demonstrates the value of DAML in a variety of ways. DAML is used throughout the
ITTALKS system, from basic knowledge representation, to inter-agent communication.
DAML is intended to significantly enhance the usability of web content in a number of
ways. It is expected that such an advance will have some cost; with DAML, this is largely
in complexity. DAML-marked text is difficult for human users to read or construct. Unlike
languages like HTML, which, with some small learning curve, can be used by hand, DAML
requires the use of mechanized assistance. We encountered this in a number of places in the
construction of ITTALKS; in the need for a classifier and other tools for using DAML-marked
ontologies, in the automatic construction of a DAML user profile, in the hiding of DAML
markup in general from the user in the presentation of data.
This first point leads to a second problem, which is the duplicate representation of data
in multiple modes. Using a simpler markup-language, it is possible to use a single, common
representation which may be used by both humans and machines. With a more complex markup
such as DAML, there are good reasons to prefer the separation of data into different, paired
documents. While this has some advantages, it leads to greater problems of synchronization.
Note that presently, ITTALKS uses an internal relation database representation, and markup is
applied to output data, so synchronization in this case is not a problem. Were multiple modes
used, however, it would still be necessary for a user referencing one document to be able to
identify and acquire the corresponding alternate documents.
These aspects of DAML are a necessary result of its increased expressive power. It is not
necessarily the case that simpler is better - in fact, the reason DAML has been advanced is
that existing markup frameworks are not sufficient to support the kind of sophisticated use of
information on the web that we would like. But they are difficulties that must be addressed in
order to encourage DAML’s widespread acceptance.
Another point to bear in mind is that DAML’s success is largely dependent on the success
of efforts at constructing, representing, and merging/reconciling ontologies, something which
is not always immediately obvious. Although many systems can easily make use of a language
such as DAML internally in a number of ways (e.g. for representation, communication), their
integration with systems in the community at large still depends on advances in our use of
ontologies.
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Abstract. Building repositories for e-learning is an iterative process and course content and course structure
are always changing. We realized the necessity to separate content from structure of a given course during the
conception of our first e-learning repository, which we called KBS-Hyperbook, several years ago at our
institute. This system has been built around a conceptual model for structure and contents of the domain,
which is expressed in the O-Telos conceptual modelling language. To ease exchange of metadata between
such repositories, the Open Learning Repository (OLR), an e-learning repository we built during the last year
to experiment with various features useful for such repositories, has been developed using RDF/RDFS as
modelling language.
In the first part of this paper, we describe the OLR system in more detail, and show how it uses RDF/RDFS as
its underlying modelling language to express information about the learning objects contained in the
repository, as well as information about the relationships between these learning objects. Based on our
experience in meta-modelling using different modelling languages, we will in the second part of this paper
discuss RDF/RDFS and O-Telos modelling in more depth and will analyse similarities and differences of
these two modelling languages.
Keywords
Meta-modelling, RDF/RDFS, conceptual modelling, hypermedia, learning repositories.

1 The Open Learning Repository
1.1 Motivation
Our Open Learning Repositories aim at metadata-based course portals, which
structure and connect modularised course materials over the Web. The modular content can
be distributed anywhere on the internet, and is integrated by explicit metadata information
in order to build courses and connected sets of learning materials. Modules can be reused
for other courses and in other contexts, leading to a course portal which integrates modules
from different sources and authors. Semantic annotation is necessary for authors to help
them choose modules and to connect them into course structures.
We use a relational database to store all metadata, but store no content in the
database itself. The stored metadata represent information about the structure and the
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access paths within a particular course, the URLs as identifiers for single elements
(modules, courslets, course units, subunits, etc.) and other useful metadata about the
content itself (i.e. Dublin Core or IEEE LOM metadata). We are currently using the OLR
system in the context of two courses, one in artificial intelligence and one in software
engineering.
1.2 OLR functionality
The OLR repository can store RDF (Resource Description Framework) [1] metadata
from arbitrary RDF schemas. However, we have chosen not to implement a one-size-fits-all
approach, and follow a customisable approach, implementing different interfaces together
with their schemas and metadata for different courses using a common infrastructure. Initial
loading for a specific course is done by importing an RDF metadata file (using XML
syntax) based on this course's RDFS [2] schema. Our Artificial Intelligence course
prototype uses a simple schema describing course structure (units, subunits, elements and
arbitrary links between these elements) and simple cataloguing of its elements using the
Dublin Core metadata [3] set. We are currently moving these metadata to the LOM
standard, using the recently developed LOM-RDF-binding.
The web interface for navigating the course follows a multi-view approach. A user
visiting the course currently has a choice between three different navigation schemes. The
first one is a hierarchical tree-like navigation

Figure 1: Display of Metadata for a Specific Resource

directly reflecting the course structure stored in the database. A visitor may open and close
units and subunits to display the elements/pages of the logical document (figure 5). The
second view provides a trail navigation where the user has the possibility to move forward
and backward on a trail. Third we are experimenting with a semantic net or context net
navigation. In this approach the user can view units in different contexts, navigation is
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implemented as a kind of fish-eye view with the current unit located in the centre
surrounded by related units and contexts. All navigation elements are created dynamically
on demand.
In addition to displaying course content we are providing different ways of
reviewing the metadata stored about course elements. Either the system displays metadata
in a nicely formatted way suitable for a human reader or it generates the corresponding
RDF source in XML notation (figure 1).
For content developers we implemented an enhanced web interface which allows
the developer to manipulate metadata through HTML forms (figure 1). The OLR system
translates all user input into suitable SQL update and insert statements hence avoiding to
confront the user with having to understand XML/RDF notation. To evaluate OLR usage,
the system tracks all user behaviour in the database, including which course elements are
accessed and when, which updates are made and by whom. We are using this information
to evaluate different navigation schemes and different types of course units.
1.3 OLR-Architecture

Figure 2: OLR Architecture

The OLR architecture is shown in figure 2. The system is based on a 3-tier
architecture. As front end any state-of-the-art web browser may be used (IE5, NS4). The
mid-tier is a combination of Apache Web server and PHP4 module. The backend holds an
Oracle 8i database and can physically be the same machine as the one running the Web
server.
Whenever the user selects a link or button Apache delegates the client request to the
PHP module executing the appropriate PHP script. In most cases this script will need to
interact with the database since it stores all RDF metadata. For communication with Oracle
PHP uses its built-in OCI8 interface. The PHP script evaluates the data returned by Oracle
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and dynamically creates a HTML page which in turn is sent back to the client browser
initially requesting the page.
In addition the web interface allows to upload raw RDF source code in XML syntax
to be stored in temporary files within the server’s file system. A shell script then runs the
VRP parser [4] against these RDF metadata. The generated triples are input to a Java
application using the JDBC interface which imports all statements into the database.

Figure 3: Adding New Metadata

1.4 Technology
1.4.1 RDF Annotation
The OLR system stores virtually anything it knows about courses as RDF metadata.
In web based learning and teaching, the trend is to encode learning materials with
meaningful and machine understandable metadata in order to facilitate modular and
reusable content repositories.
One of the practical uses of RDF, as it has been described by W3C, is in Web
sitemaps. "The RDF schema specification provides a mechanism for defining the
vocabulary needed for this kind of application" [5].
Thus, with RDF, we can describe for our application, how modules, course units,
courselets are related to each other or which examples or exercises belong to a course unit,
RDF metadata used in this way are called structural or relational metadata. Another
practical use of RDF is the description of web pages/units, which is mandatory to build a
course based on modular content, distributed over different sites. To standardize these kinds
of descriptions, initiatives like IMS and IEEE LOM specify schemas suitable for learning
objects, and we have been involved in the German LOM version as well as in a LOM-RDFbinding suitable for these learning objects.
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RDF (Resource Description Framework) is supported by a growing Web
community. The primary target of RDF is to provide a standardized way of creating and
using such specialized metadata schemas to describe resources on the Web.
Some of the goals the W3C aims to reach using RDF are:
• Resource Discovery to improve the results of Search Engines.
• Cataloguing to describe content and its relationships at a particular Web.
• Interoperability and Knowledge Sharing for information exchange between different
applications, Software Agents etc.
• Logical Document: Several pieces of content physically distributed over the Internet
build one single Logical Document, where RDF is the glue holding these resources
together.
Everything in RDF is expressed through statements, which are triples consisting of
subject, predicate and object (corresponding to instantiated binary predicates). Expressing
the sentence “Smith is the author of the HTML document that can be found at the URL
“http://www.xyz.com/somedoc.html”” for example is done by a statement, where
“http://www.xyz.com/somedoc.html” is the subject of our statement, its predicate is
“author” (which is a property in RDF terminology) and its object is the literal “Smith”.
Another possibility would be to use a resource (with an URL) as the object of such a
statement, like “http://www.xyz.com/smith.html”, assuming we want to use this URL as
identifier for the person Smith.
This simple example reveals the basic building blocks of any RDF statement: resources
and literals. Anything that can be reached by a URL is a resource whereas a literal is a
simple character string. Subjects and predicates always need to be resources while an object
may be either resource or literal. In addition predicates normally are properties described by
an RDF schema.
The RDF specification does not insist on any implementation of the statement concept
in particular. It introduces a graph representation suitable for the human reader and an
XML-encoding of that graph suitable for XML based parsers. The XML encoding is
probably the most popular RDF representation.
To create self-defined predicates like “author” in our example, one needs to create an
RDF schema. Like RDF metadata these RDF schemas consist of statements and hence can
be expressed utilizing the same XML syntax or any other representation.
With RDF Schema resources can be modelled as classes and predicates as properties.
Thus it is possible to constrain the type of a predicate’s range and domain. For example we
can say that the predicate author may only point to resources that are instances of a class
Person and may only be applied to resources being instances of a class Book.
Since we decided to utilize RDF in OLR for both the annotation of content as well as
the description of course structures we developed an RDF schema for this purpose. Our
implementation focuses on the cataloguing/annotation and on the logical document features
of RDF. An OLR course is a Logical Document and cataloguing is used to store element
information (e.g. title, author).
Each course consists of a number of units that contain elements and further subunits.
Each element represents any kind of Internet resource accessible through a known URL.
For the first version of our introductory course on Artificial Intelligence we defined five
types of basic elements: Topics, examples, slides, exercises and further references. This
choice reflects the typical building blocks of a lecture at a university on an abstract level. If
necessary, further element types can be incorporated easily to satisfy other people's needs
(we are using additional elements in our Software Engineering course). The basic building
blocks (units and elements) are linked together in a tree-like structure that represents a
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course. Each element is described by metadata. The vocabulary describing each element is
basically the Dublin Core Metadata set.
We currently use RDF sequences to link elements to units and units to courses. This
is necessary because the order of the course elements is essential. The disadvantage of this
is, that in the current version of RDF Schema it is not possible to constrain the type of
container elements. In the second part of the paper we include several examples, which use
stronger typing constraints instead of RDF sequences.
Database Schema
In essence, everything in RDF is expressed through statements: simple triples
composed of resources, namespaces and literals - no matter how complex the RDF schema
behind might be. XML syntax is the standard approach for hiding RDF in HTML pages it
describes. This approach always requires a parser to analyse the meta-information and it
conflicts with one of RDF’s key concepts where a group of RDF statements makes
propositions about several distributed resources linking them together to one Logical
Document.
In contrast, using triples directly makes it easy to store RDF metadata in a relational
database. Doing so enables us to create a repository for metadata managed at one central
location using relational database technology. This approach separates the metadata from
the content it describes. SQL queries are used to extract the relevant RDF statements.
An obvious advantage of storing RDF in a relational database is performance: A
SQL query selecting a couple of statements can be much faster than parsing an RDF
document in XML representation to retrieve the same results. Especially when a lot of
similar queries are executed the database’s query optimiser and cashing mechanisms can
speed things up considerably. When looking at large numbers of statements compact
storage is another plus for the database approach: Within a set of RDF metadata a lot of
literals tend to occur more than once. Namespaces are a good example for this
characteristic: Every resource name is preceded by a namespace and often these
namespaces are similar or identical. Being kept in a separate table, each namespace needs
to be stored in the database only once. For multiple usage any namespace only needs to be
referenced by its ID.
For our OLR server, we modified the McBride schema, which is one of several
suggestion presented on the RDF/DB Page from Sergey Melnik [6] , also discussed within
the RDF community. The OLR system is based on the Oracle 8i database, but any standard
relational database would be suitable.
The main table in our database is RDF_STATEMENT. This table represents the
relationship between the three parts of a statement consisting of RESOURCE (stored in
RDF_RESOURCE), PREDICATE (also stored in RDF_RESOURCE) and OBJECT (stored
in either RDF_RESOURCE or RDF_LITERAL). Therefore RDF_STATEMENT contains
three main attributes: SUBJECT, PREDICATE and OBJECT. These attributes are
references to the resource and the literal table. Since the object can either be a resource or a
literal, we use two attributes for OBJECT: OBJ_RESOURCE and OBJ_LITERAL.
The Open Learning Repository is a repository to integrate, manipulate and annotate
more than one course. Thus, we need to store large amounts of statements for every course.
For this purpose, we utilize the table RDF MODEL. Each model currently corresponds to
one course.
Distinctions to the McBride schema
Because OLR is used in a learning context, we establish different user groups with
different roles and rights. Every group may have a specific view on courses and metadata.
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Hence we define a table RDF_USER for user administration which is connected to the
other tables via the attribute USR. We also add the attribute MODIFIED representing the
last modification date.
In OLR all dynamic content is created based on SQL queries stored in the table
SQL_QUERY together with a short description to facilitate the reuse of such queries and to
support the PHP interface. From a developers perspective this greatly enhances reusability
and maintainability of the underlying PHP source code.
In order to evaluate the different visualizations and navigation possibilities in OLR,
we define a table RDF_TRACK to record the user behaviour while accessing course
elements (which resources have been visited, in which order, how often, in which view).
Our current database schema is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Database Schema

1.4.4

Architecture and Features of the OLR Web Interface

The Web interface for browsing and manipulating OLR courses needs to be highly
dynamic since it needs to take into account the current state of the database. For this reason
all HTML code is generated on demand by PHP scripts. To control the complexity of the
system the PHP scripts are organized in several layers. Structure and purpose of the
different layers are briefly outlined below.
Database access with PHP is straightforward: It already comes with a built-in API
for communicating with an Oracle database through the standard OCI8 interface. We
designed a number of SQL queries to suit the special needs of the OLR system. These
queries are stored in a database table SQL_QUERY itself along with a unique ID, a query
name and a short text describing the query's purpose. This approach greatly enhances
maintainability and transparency of the system. Queries may contain parameters like
resource IDs specified in brackets.
Core of the code for running SQL queries is the PHP class RDFStatement. Its
constructor requires the query name and eventually a number of parameters. RDFStatement
then executes the query and transfers all results into a PHP array. All database specific code
is hidden behind the public interface of this class.
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On top of the RDFStatement class we develop the OLR API - a growing number of
PHP functions like getResourceTitle(resource_id) that take some resource ID as inparameter and retrieve all statements about the specified resource for a specific property.
These getResourceXXX() - functions utilize the RDFStatement class. Note that database
primary keys (usually integer values) serve as in-parameters to identify resources rather
than a combination of namespace and literal which tends to be long strings. This is
extremely useful for our web interface since it keeps track of all state information (e.g.
current course, unit or element) by URL parameters. The OLR API is accompanied by a
number of other APIs such as an API for user and session management and an API for
import and export of RDF source in XML syntax.
The next layer consists of a number of basic building blocks – PHP script fragments
calling API functions and performing the HTML markup of the returned results. For
instance there are PHP blocks for creating the different navigation elements or for
displaying content or metadata of a course element. The final abstraction layer is
represented by templates. In essence templates are HTML files composed by dynamically
putting together the basic building blocks. Most templates follow the same structure with a
navigation element on the left, a content area on the right and above that a header section
displaying title and essential metadata. The templates also verify user access rights.

Figure 5: OLR sample template

The structure of the templates directly supports our multi-view vision. If for
example you want to use a trail instead of a hierarchical navigation only one line of code
needs to be changed in the appropriate template to replace inclusion of the hierarchy-block
by the trail-block.
Though all RDF data are stored in the database tables the content contributor’s web
interface allows direct import and export of RDF source in XML syntax. After inserting
XML code describing an OLR course by copy&paste into an HTML form its content is
uploaded to the server, analysed by the VRP parser and then imported into the database by
a java application through the Oracle JDBC interface. A newly imported course then
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appears in the list of available courses. Without any knowledge of RDF or the specifics of
the underlying OLR schema another content contributor then has the opportunity to modify
the course through clearly arranged HTML forms. The system allows to create, modify or
delete course elements and units. This is one conceptual advantage of the combination
database plus web interface over the standard approach of hiding some static XML RDF
within an HTML file: A authorized subgroup has the opportunity to dynamically change
and extend the content of the repository through an intuitive interface and the database
always keeps track of who did what and at which time modifications where issued. In
addition it is possible to export XML RDF metadata on any level of granularity: One can
export the XML RDF for a single course element, a unit including all its elements and
subunits or a complete course. This feature is beneficial for reuse when creating new
courses and supports metadata processing by other RDF XML compatible applications.

2 Comparing RDF/RDFS to the O-Telos modelling language
2.1 Motivation
As noted above, RDF is a simple but quite powerful modelling language to annotate
WWW resources with semantical information. RDFS enables the simple construction of
conceptual models of sets of WWW resources, and on the other had has been designed as a
quite flexible representation language for these conceptual models. Unfortunately, the RDF
Schema Specification [2] fails to give simple, yet formal explanations of RDFS concepts,
which causes a lot of confusion when one really tries to use all RDFS possibilities. RDFS
tries to be as self-expressible as possible, which leads to several properties playing dual
roles both as primitive constructs and as specific instances of RDF/RDFS properties
(rdfs:domain, rfds:range, rdfs:subClassOf, and rdf:type, see also the detailed discussion in
[7]), where these properties are both defined in the RDF or RDFS-Schema and are used to
define those schemas at the same time. On the other hand, the self-expressibility of RDFS
falls short of fulfilling its promise for meta-modelling, because of the constraints of the
underlying triple model, only a three level modelling hierarchy is possible (rdfs:class,
specific classes as instances of rdfs:class, and instances of classes).
Another drawback of RDFS is its poor support of the reification of statements. An
object identifier must be assigned explicitly to each statement that is to be reified. This has
to be done by adding explicit statements about the subject, predicate and object of the
specific statement.
Building on our previous work on open learning repositories [8], [9], we will in this
second part of the paper compare RDF/RDFS modelling and annotation with the conceptual
modelling language O-Telos, which has been strictly axiomatized in [10], based on the
formalization of Telos (see e.g. [15]). As a conceptual modelling language, O-Telos is used
in various contexts to describe and formalize conceptual models [9], [11], [12], [13]. As for
reification, O-Telos, being based on 4-tuples instead of triples, assigns a unique object
identifier to each statement, which can be used to directly reference that statement.
In this paper, we will compare RDF/RDFS with O-Telos, and discuss possible
mappings from RDF to O-Telos and back, which is useful in our context (making it
possible to exchange metadata between our O-Telos- and RDF-Hyperbook Systems), and
also sheds light on some advantages and disadvantages of the design decisions of RDFS. In
[16] we formalize an RDF variant we call O-Telos-RDF based on the O-Telos model,
which allows annotation in a way very similar to RDF, but extends RDFS with enhanced
reification and meta-modelling capabilities.
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2.2 An introduction to O-Telos
O-Telos is a deductive object-oriented conceptual modelling language very suitable
for modelling and meta-modelling tasks. It has been implemented in the ConceptBase
database system [12]. Its object-oriented constructs like object, class, meta-class, etc. are
expressed using a frame syntax. Each frame declares an object by stating its name, the
classes it subclasses, the classes it instantiates and the attributes it declares or instantiates.
Frames are declared using predefined classes: Individual containing all individuals
as instances, Attribute containing all attributes as instances, Class containing all classes as
instances, String, Integer, etc. The use of the predefined classes is defined by a set of
axioms to insure referential integrity, correct instantiation and inheritance.
The following example is taken from a simplified version of the OLR schema. It is used
to illustrate the O-Telos language:
The lecture material of a course consists of course units, which group the specific
elements. All units/elements can be annotated according to Dublin Core, i.e. they have
a name and a description etc..
The model of the above example declares the following O-Telos frames, which define
the two classes course and course unit as well as a Dublin Core Class, and the
corresponding attributes:
Class DC_Unit with
attribute
about: URL;
title: String;
description: String
end
Class Course isA DC_Unit with
attribute
units: CourseUnit
end
Class CourseUnit isA DC_Unit with
attribute
parent_course : Course;
theory_unit: TheoryUnit;
example_unit: Example
end

The frame Course declares a class named Course consisting of arbitrarily many
units. A unit is declared by the frame CourseUnit, and groups TheoryUnits, Examples, etc.
Both are subclasses of DC_Unit, stating that they can have a title and a description, both of
type String.
The next frames declare the individuals, e.g. a course unit with the title “Lecture Unit 1”,
the description “Introduction to Intelligent Agents”. This resource belongs to the course
“Introduction to AI 1” which is an introductory course in Artificial Intelligence.
Additionally, this resource belongs to another course “AI 2” which is an advanced course in
Artificial Intelligence.
Individual IntroAILecture in Course with
title
t1 : "Introduction to AI 1"
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description
d1 : "Introductory course in AI"
end
Individual AdvancedAILecture in Course with
title
t1 : "AI 2"
description
d1 : "Advanced course in AI"
end
Individual IntroAILectureUnit1 in CourseUnit with
title
t1 : "Lecture Unit 1"
description
d1 : "Introduction to Intelligent Agents"
theory_unit
tu1: "http://www.kbs.uni-hannover.de/.../Definitions.htm";
tu2: "http://www.kbs.uni-hannover.de/.../Characterisation.htm"
parent_course
c1 : IntroAILecture;
c2 : AdvancedAILecture
end

The frame IntroAILectureUnit1 shows how the declared attributes title, description,
theory_unit and parent_course are instantiated. The theory_unit and parent_course
attributes show that O-Telos attributes usually are multi-valued.
The frames are translated to sets of propositions which can be stored e.g. in the
ConceptBase database. The definition of O-Telos propositions is a relation P(oid,x,l,y) with
oid being the identifier, x being the source, l being the label and y being the destination.
Consequently P(oid,x,l,y) states a relationship called l with ID oid from object x to object y.
O-Telos defines specific interpretations for four predefined types of propositions. The first
of these types is the object declaration P(oid,oid,l,oid) declaring an object named l. As
second predefined type an instance relationship is expressed using the proposition
P(oid,x,*instanceof,y) stating that x is an instance of y. The third type declares the
inheritance relationship by stating propositions of the kind P(oid,x,*isa,y) saying that x is a
specialisation of y. The fourth predefined type of proposition P(oid,x,l,y) represents
ordinary attributes: x has an attribute named l with value y.
2.3 Simple mapping of RDF to O-Telos
Let us now construct a simple mapping from RDF to O-Telos and vice versa. We
will recognize, that both languages are based on very similar ideas for their basic
representation.
We start with a simple RDF declaration:
<rdf:Description ID="LectureUnit1">
<rdf:type resource="http://.../olr_schema_6#Unit"/>
<dc:title>Lecture Unit 1</dc:title>
<dc:description>Introduction to intelligent agents</dc:description>
<olr:parentCourse rdf:resource="#AILecture"/>
<olr:theoryUnit rdf:resource="http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm"/>
<olr:theoryUnit rdf:resource="http://.../Agents/Characterisation.htm"/>
<olr:theoryUnit rdf:resource="http://.../Agents/Structure.htm"/>
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<olr:theoryUnit rdf:resource="http://.../Agents/Types.htm"/>
</rdf:Description>

This RDF declaration can be mapped to the following O-Telos frame which contains
basically the same information:
Individual LectureUnit1 in CourseUnit with
dc_title
t1: "Lecture Unit 1"
dc_description
d1: "Introduction to intelligent agents"
parent_course
pc1: AILecture
theory_unit
tu1: "http://www.kbs.uni-hannover.de/.../Definitions.htm";
tu2: "http://www.kbs.uni-hannover.de/.../Characterisation.htm";
tu3: "http://www.kbs.uni-hannover.de/.../Structure.htm";
tu4: "http://www.kbs.uni-hannover.de/.../Types.htm"
end

The example shows that the rdf:type property is mapped to the O-Telos relationship
in (instanceof). Also the property declarations dc:title, dc:description, etc. are mapped to
the respective O-Telos attributes. Both representations require the declarations of the
objects/classes Unit/olr_unit and the course AILecture.
2.4 Enhancing the simple mapping (descriptions and aggregations)
A more in-depth examination of the RDF Model and Syntax Specification and our
OLR Schema shows that we can distinguish two types of general classes in RDF. The first
type are classes whose instances group/aggregate other instances. We will call these classes
aggregation classes. In RDF an aggregation class is defined using the following statement:
<rdf:Description ID="...">
</rdf:Description>

These aggregation classes sometimes include additional attributes for their
aggregates. As shown in the above example these types of classes can directly mapped to
O-Telos constructs.
The second type of the general classes in RDF are classes whose instances are assigned to
web pages directly. We will call these classes annotation classes (see also the discussion in
[7]). In RDF an annotation class is defined using the following statement:
<rdf:Description about="http://...">
</rdf:Description>

These annotation classes define attributes to describe the assigned web pages.
Annotation classes can be used in various RDF schemas to declare attributes on the same
resource (referenced by its URI). Thus annotation objects can be mapped to O-Telos
constructs only if there is no other annotation object stating some attribute about the same
resource. Because the O-Telos object takes the URI as its unique ID and all other attributes
are referenced as above. In general this cannot be assured, as RDF, in contrast to (the frame
syntax of) O-Telos, is a property centric language, where properties about a given resource
can be declared in different locations. To reflect this modularity, we need a different
approach for mapping RDF annotation classes to O-Telos.
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As mentioned, resources which are described by the RDF declaration <rdf:Description
about=“http://...”> have no ID property. They are just groupings of attributes, as the
following example shows:
<rdf:Description about="http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm">
<rdf:type resource="http://.../rdf/olr#TheoryUnit"/>
<dc:title>Definitions</dc:title>
<dc:description>Definitions of the basics of AI</dc:description>
<dc:subject>Definitions</dc:subject>
<dc:language>german</dc:language>
<dc:coverage>Introductory course</dc:coverage>
<dc:rights>KBS (Universität Hannover)</dc:rights>
<olr:parentUnit rdf:resource="#LectureUnit1"/>
</rdf:Description>

Seven attributes are assigned to the web page, which is defined by the URL
“http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm”.
Table 1. RDF-Triples of the single declaration about “http://.../Agents/-Definitions.htm”
Nr. Subject

Predicate

Object

1

http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdfsyntax-ns#type

http://albinoni.kbs.unihannover.de/rdf/olr#TheoryUnit

2

http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#title

3

http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#description Definitions of the basics of AI

4

http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#subject

Definitions

5

http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#language

German

6

http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#coverage

Introductory course

7

http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#rights

KBS (Universität Hannover)

8

http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm http://…/rdf/olr_schema_5#parentUnit

online:#LectureUnit1

Definitions

Table 1 shows the RDF-triples representing the RDF declaration of properties to the
resource “http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm”. The triples are generated by the SIRPAC [14]
parser.
The above example can also be expressed in two separate RDF declarations about
the resource “http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm”. Both declarations assign values to
attributes but represent two different grouping objects.
<rdf:Description about="http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm">
<rdf:type resource="http://.../rdf/olr#TheoryUnit"/>
<dc:title>Definitions</dc:title>
<dc:description>Definitions of the basics of AI</dc:description>
<dc:subject>Definitions</dc:subject>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description about="http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm">
<rdf:type resource="http://.../rdf/olr#TheoryUnit"/>
<dc:language>german</dc:language>
<dc:coverage>Introductory course</dc:coverage>
<dc:rights>KBS (Universität Hannover)</dc:rights>
<olr:parentUnit rdf:resource="#LectureUnit1"/>
</rdf:Description>
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Table 2. RDF-Triples of one the multiple declarations about “http://.../Agents/-Definitions.htm”
Nr.

Subject

1

http://.../Agents/Definitions http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf.htm
syntax-s#type

Predicate

http://.../rdf/olr#TheoryUni
t

Object

2

http://.../Agents/Definitions
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#title
.htm

Definitions

3

http://.../Agents/Definitions http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#descript
Definitions of the basics of A
.htm
ion

http://.../Agents/Definitions
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#subject Definitions
.htm
The number of triples = 4
4

Table 3. RDF-Triples of another of the multiple declarations about “http://.../Agents/-Definitions.htm”
Nr. Subject

Predicate

Object

1

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdfhttp://.../Agents/Definitions.htm
syntax-ns#type

2

http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#language German

3

http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#coverage Introductory course

4

http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#rights

5 http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm http://.../rdf/olr_schema_5#parentUnit
The number of triples = 5.

http://.../rdf/olr#TheoryUnit

KBS (Universität
Hannover)
online:#LectureUnit1

The above two tables Table 2 and Table 3 contain the RDF triples for the two
separate RDF declarations of attributes to “http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm”. By comparing
the different triple sets that describe the example above we recognize that both declarations
(compare Table 1 with the Tables 2 and 3) are identical which they have to be according to
the RDF’s specification. Looking at the example, we again realize the RDF property-centric
approach, i.e. properties are the basic RDF constructs while classes etc. are just an add on
to define rdfs:domain and rdfs:range constraints of these properties.
The advantage of the property-centric approach is that properties can be assigned to
websites in a modular way. Furthermore it is semantically unimportant whether all
properties are instantiated at once. As a result properties are always multi-valued , i.e. the
expression <rdf:description about="…"> for a specific web page can be used repeatedly in
an RDF file (possibly in several RDF files!)
A disadvantage of this modularity is of course that we cannot define single-valued
attributes in RDF. For instance, it is not possible to define a property with a single value to
represent the size of a resource. This, by the way, makes it difficult, if not impossible, to
watch for violations of the single value property of rdfs:range. Several people can define
different (in this case inconsistent) RDF-Statements for the size of the resource which leads
to inconsistent information about the resource. In contrast, although attributes are basically
multi-valued in O-Telos, too, they can be constrained to be single valued by O-Telos
constraints.
Using the frame syntax of O-Telos, modularity like in RDF is not possible, as
definitions and instances in O-Telos are class-centric and not property-centric. So, in OTelos it is not possible to use e.g. “http://…/Agents/Definitions.htm” as ID for two
instances. In order to declare several O-Telos objects about the same resource it is
necessary to introduce an additional attribute "about" holding the URI of the resource,
which however introduces an additional identifier which is not necessary in the tuple
representation. Using this workaround, different O-Telos objects describing a resource have
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their own IDs as required by the O-Telos axioms but can describe the same resource. A
similar approach has to be used in XML Schema, by the way.
The previous RDF example of the resource “http://…/Agents/Definitions.htm” is
declared in O-Telos by the following single frame:
Individual AgentDefinition1 in TheoryUnit with
about
a : "http://…/Agents/Definitions.htm"
language
l : "german"
coverage
c : "Introductory course"
rights
r : "KBS"
parent_unit
pu : LectureUnit1
end

In order to represent the above object AgentDefinition1 by two frames an explicit aboutattribute is used in the frames below. The instances AgentDefinition1 and AgentDefinition2
have different identifiers while they hold the same reference in their about-attribute to
“http://…/Agents/Definitions.htm”.
Individual AgentDefinition1 in TheoryUnit with
about
a : "http://…/Agents/Definitions.htm"
language
l : "german"
coverage
c : "Introductory course"
rights
r : "KBS"
end
Individual AgentDefinition2 in TheoryUnit with
about
a : "http://…/Agents/Definitions.htm"
parentUnit
pu : LectureUnit1
end

Using this approach it is possible to declare various objects about the same resource
in the same model. Because O-Telos does not have a feature like the namespace declaration
of RDF it is not possible to declare objects about the same resource in different models.
2.5 Sequences and Reification in RDF and O-Telos
Let us look briefly at sequencing and reification in RDF and O-Telos. As an
example we use the following RDF declaration of the resource LectureUnit1 which we will
translate to O-Telos. LectureUnit1 defines a sequence for values of the olr:theoryUnit
property. Its RDF declaration is given below:
<rdf:RDF xml:lang="en"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:olr="http://.../rdf/olr_schema_5#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#">
<rdf:Description ID="LectureUnit1">
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<rdf:type resource="http://…/rdf/olr_schema_5#Unit"/>
<dc:title>Lecture Unit 1</dc:title>
<dc:description>Introduction to intelligent agents</dc:description>
<olr:parentCourse rdf:resource="#AILecture"/>
<olr:theoryUnit>
<rdf:Seq>
<rdf:li rdf:resource="http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm"/>
<rdf:li rdf:resource="http://.../Agents/Characterisation.htm"/>
<rdf:li rdf:resource="http://.../Agenten/Structur.htm"/>
<rdf:li rdf:resource="http://.../Agenten/Types.htm"/>
</rdf:Seq>
</olr:theoryUnit>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

In this example the order of resources of the property olr:theoryUnit is defined by
the container object RDF sequence (rdf:Seq). This order is used for the visualisation of the
course hierarchy. While it is a convenient way to represent sequences, it is conceptually
questionable, as rdf:seq is used as range of olr:theoryUnit, instead of the more explicit
ranges describing the specific type of the child resource (like theoryUnit, or, for other
properties, example, slide, etc. which we use in OLR).
O-Telos does not define such a construct for stating sequences, but represents
sequences implicitly by the order of attribute statements in the O-Telos frames. Of course it
is not insured that each implementation of O-Telos interprets the frames in the same way so
that the attribute order (the sequence) might vary from one implementation to another.
If we want to state our RDF example without using RDF sequence but still represent
sequences, we could use an attribute ordinal for the RDF-statements representing the
sequence of the property values. These statements then look like:
<oid ,ordinal,i>, with i:integer and oid:ID is the ID of a statement <s,p,o> with s:subject,
p:predicate and o:object.
In other words we need the possibility to make statements about statements, e.g. by
referring to the IDs of statements in statements. Unfortunately, RDF statements do not have
IDs. Instead we have to introduce higher-order statements which are a special kind of
statements about statements:
<s,p,o,t> with s:subject, p:predicate, o:object and t:type
Applied to our example this could be written as follows:
<olr:Unit rdf:ID="LectureUnit1"/>
<rdf:Description>
<rdf:subject resource="#LectureUnit1" />
<rdf:predicate resource="http://.../#theoryUnit" />
<rdf:object rdf:resource="http://.../Agents/Definitions.htm"/>
<rdf:type resource="http://.../22-rdf-syntax-ns#Statement"/>
<olr:ordinalNo>1</olr:ordinalNo>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description>
<rdf:subject resource="#LectureUnit1" />
<rdf:predicate resource="http://.../#theoryUnit " />
<rdf:object rdf:resource="http://.../Agents/Characterisation.htm"/>
<rdf:type resource="http://.../22-rdf-syntax-ns#Statement"/>
<olr:ordinalNo>2</olr:ordinalNo>
</rdf:Description>
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Of course the disadvantage is the lost simplicity of the model and a rather complex
und unreadable declaration. In O-Telos, specifying properties for other properties can be
handled more directly, as all property statements have their own unique identifier, and thus
can be directly annotated with additional attributes like in
Attribute LectureUnit1!tu1 in CourseUnit!theoryUnit with
ordinalNo
o:1
end
Attribute LectureUnit1!tu2 in CourseUnit!theoryUnit with
ordinalNo
o:2
end

In [16] we show how to use this idea in an extended variant of RDF (O-Telos-RDF),
which easily allows reifications of arbitrary statements by referencing statement IDs. Of
course, introducing unique ids for property statements in RDF is not possible globally. Still,
locally at one site, this is possible, and the site prefix can make these ids unique worldwide
(which is the approach we propose in [16]).
2.6 Comparing RDF and O-Telos on the Tuple Level
As mentioned before RDF declarations can be represented as triples. A RDF triple
has the definition:
<s,p,o> with s:subject, p:predicate and o:object, reading: there is a property p from
subject s to object o.
O-Telos declarations can be represented by quadruples which are called
propositions. In general propositions represent relationships:
P(oid,x,l,y) with oid:objectID, x:source, l:label, y:destination, reading: there exists
an object with oid stating a relationship called l from object x to object y.
So, O-Telos propositions include an explicit ID, while RDF triples do not. Using
this ID, instantiation of properties is handled differently (explicitly in O-Telos, and
implicitly in RDF), which results in a marked difference in the meta-modelling capabilities
of RDF (rather restricted) and O-Telos (unrestricted meta-modelling hierarchies possible).
Usually, each RDF triple is expressed by two O-Telos propositions, where the instantiation
of a property is an own statement in O-Telos, but is handled implicitly (by directly using
the predicate name) in RDF. In general, O-Telos propositions, which have a unique id, are
much better suited for reification than RDF triples.
The following RDF declarations define three properties for the resource
“http://.../Agents/Characterisation.htm”. The rdf:type property defines the resource as of
type olr#TheoryUnit while dc:title states the name of the resource and olr:parentUnit
defines the resource LectureUnit1 as parentUnit. The triple representation shows three
triples corresponding to this declaration.
<rdf:Description about="http://.../Agents/Characterisation.htm">
<rdf:type resource="http://.../rdf/olr#TheoryUnit"/>
<dc:title>Characterisation of agents</dc:title>
<olr:parentUnit rdf:resource="#LectureUnit1"/>
</rdf:Description>
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Table 4. RDF-Triples of the declaration about “http://.../Agents/Characterisation.htm”
Nr. Subject

Predicate

Object

1

http://.../Agents/Characterisatio
http://…/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type
n.htm

2

http://.../Agents/Characterisatio http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0#tit
Characterisation of agents
n.htm
le

3

http://.../Agents/Characterisatio http://…/rdf/olr_schema_7#paren
online:#LectureUnit1
n.htm
tUnit

http://.../rdf/olr#TheoryUnit

Table 4 states these three RDF triples. They show explicitly that all three properties
belong to the resource, and the predicates (second argument) directly state name and the
accompanying namespace of the properties.
The O-Telos frame declares the object "http://.../Agents/Characterisation.htm" as
instance of (the keyword “in” in the frame) class TheoryUnit similarly to the rdf:type
property of the RDF declaration. The other two attributes dc_title and parentUnit
correspond to the respective properties.
Individual "http://.../Agents/Characterisation.htm" in TheoryUnit with
dc_title
t1 : "Characterisation of agents"
parentUnit
pu1 : LectureUnit1
end

However, the O-Telos propositions show more detail than the corresponding RDF
triples:
Table 5. O-Telos propositions of the declaration of “http://.../Agenten/Characterisation.htm”
oid source
Label
destination
#1
#1
“http://.../Agents/Characterisation.htm”
#1
#2
#1
*instanceof
#TheoryUnit
#3
#1
T1
“Characterisation of agents”
#4
#3
*instanceof
#dc_title
#5
#1
pu1
#LectureUnit1
#6
#5
*instanceof
#parentUnit

Table 5 shows the O-Telos propositions of our example. Proposition #1 explicitly
represents the object “http://…//Agents/Characterisation.htm” while proposition #2 states
that this object is instance of class TheoryUnit. Proposition #3 declares that the object from
#1 has an attribute t1 with value "Characterisation of agents" while proposition #4 declares
the attribute t1 from #3 as instance of #dc_title. Proposition #5 declares that the object from
#1 has an attribute pu1 as a reference to #LectureUnit1 while proposition #6 declares the
attribute from #5 as instance of #parentUnit. O-Telos also requires that the declaration of
the attributes t1 and pu1 is included in the class TheoryUnit from which this object is an
instance.
We have no direct possibility to represent RDF namespace information in our O-Telos
propositions, as O-Telos relies on the declaration of schema and metadata in one file. In
[16] however we specify statement IDs for O-Telos-RDF (which are invisible in O-Telos),
that include namespace information in a way similar to RDF/RDFS.
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3 Conclusion and future work
This paper discussed the use of RDF metadata in our open learning repository
system OLR, as well as its underlying architecture. We are currently extending this system
by different navigation schemes and are working on making it still easier to modify/extend
metadata and metadata schemas in/with OLR. To support LOM metadata annotation of a
large amount of (often hierarchically related) document pages, we will have to add some
inferencing capabilities which for example allow (default) inheritance of LOM attributes
along the LOM isPartOf relation. An further extension will be P2P exchange functionality
between distributed OLR systems.
In the second part of this paper we have compared RDF/RDFS with the conceptual
modelling language O-Telos and discussed some mappings, which hopefully shed some
light on the advantages and disadvantages of RDFS design decisions. We have continued
this work in another report, which defines an RDF-variant called O-Telos-RDF with
extended reification and meta-modelling capabilities. Further interesting work includes a
comparison of the O-Telos query language (as implemented in Conceptbase) for RDF and
O-Telos-RDF.
This work has profited much from several discussions with our colleagues, and we
want to thank especially Changtao Qu for his comments on several of the issues discussed
in this paper.
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“The Web is about links;
the Semantic Web is about the relationships implicit in those links.”
Dan Brickley
Abstract. Richly interlinked, machine-understandable data constitutes the basis for
the Semantic Web. Annotating web documents is one of the major techniques for creating metadata on the Web. However, annotation tools so far are restricted in their
capabilities of providing richly interlinked and truely machine-understandable data.
They basically allow the user to annotate with plain text according to a template structure, such as Dublin Core. We here present CREAM (Creating RElational, Annotationbased Metadata), a framework for an annotation environment that allows to construct
relational metadata, i.e. metadata that comprises class instances and relationship instances. These instances are not based on a fix structure, but on a domain ontology.
We discuss some of the requirements one has to meet when developing such a framework, e.g. the integration of a metadata crawler, inference services, document management and information extraction, and describe its implementation, viz. Ont-O-Mat
a component-based, ontology-driven annotation tool.

1 Introduction
Research about the WWW currently strives to augment syntactic information already present
in the Web by semantic metadata in order to achieve a Semantic Web that human and software agents alike can understand. RDF(S) or DAML+OIL are languages that have recently
advanced the basis for extending purely syntactic information, e.g. HTML documents, with
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semantics. Based on these recent advancements one of the the most urgent challenges now is
a knowledge capturing problem, viz. how one may turn existing syntactic resources into interlinked knowledge structures that represent relevant underlying information. This paper is
about a framework for facing this challenge, called CREAM1 , and about its implementation,
Ont-O-Mat.
The origin of our work facing this challenge dates back to the start of the seminal KA2
intiative [1], i.e. the initiative for providing semantic markup on HTML pages for the knowledge acquisition community. The basic idea then was that manual knowledge markup on
web pages was too error-prone and should therefore be replaced by a simple tool that should
help to avoid syntactic mistakes.
Developing our CREAM framework, however, we had to recognize that this knowledge
capturing task exhibited some intrinsic difficulties that could not be solved by a simple tool.
We here mention only some challenges that immediately came up in the KA2 setting:

 Consistency: Semantic structures should adhere to a given ontology in order to allow
for better sharing of knowledge. For example, it should be avoided that people confuse
complex instances with attribute types.
 Proper Reference: Identifiers of instances, e.g. of persons, institutes or companies, should
be unique. For instance, in KA2 metadata there existed three different identifiers of our
colleague Dieter Fensel. Thus, knowledge about him could not be grasped with a straightforward query.2
 Avoid Redundancy: Decentralized knowledge provisioning should be possible. However, when annotators collaborate, it should be possible for them to identify (parts of)
sources that have already been annotated and to reuse previously captured knowledge in
order to avoid laborious redundant annotations.
 Relational Metadata: Like HTML information, which is spread on the Web, but related
by HTML links, knowledge markup may be distributed, but it should be semantically
related. Current annotation tools tend to generate template-like metadata, which is hardly
connected, if at all. For example, annotation environments often support Dublin Core
[12], providing means to state, e.g., the name of authors, but not their IDs 3 .
 Maintenance: Knowledge markup needs to be maintained. An annotation tool should
support the maintenance task.
 Ease of use: It is obvious for an annotation environments to be useful. However, it is not
trivial, because it involves intricate navigation of semantic structures.
 Efficiency: The effort for the production of metadata is a large restraining threshold.
The more efficiently a tool support the annotation, the more metadata will produce a
user. These requirement stand in relationship with the ease of use. It depends also on the
automation of the annotation process, e.g. on the pre-processing of the document.
1

CREAM: Creating RElational, Annotation-based Metadata.
The reader may see similar effects in bibliography databases. E.g., query for James (Jim) Hendler at the
— otherwise excellent — DBLP: http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/ley/db/.
3
In the web context one typically uses the term ‘URI’ (uniform resource identifier) to speak of ‘unique
identifier’.
2
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CREAM faces these principal problems by combining advanced mechanisms for inferencing, fact crawling, document management and — in the future — information extraction.
Ont-O-Mat, the implementation of CREAM, is a component-based plug-in architecture that
tackles this broad set of requirements.4
In the following we first sketch two usage scenarios (Section 2). Then, we explain our
terminology in more detail, derive requirements from our principal considerations above and
explain the architecture of CREAM (Section 3). We describe our actual tool, Ont-O-Mat, in
Section 4. Before we conclude, we contrast CREAM with related work, namely knowledge
acquisition tools and annotation frameworks.
2 Scenarios for CREAM
We here only summarize two scenarios, two knowledge portals, for annotation that have been
elaborated in [21]:
The first scenario extends the objectives of the seminal KA2 initiative. The KA2 portal
provides a view onto knowledge of the knowledge acquisition community. Besides of semantic retrieval as provided by the original KA2 initiative, it allows comprehensive means for
navigating and querying the knowledge base and also includes guidelines for building such a
knowledge portal. The potential users provide knowledge, e.g. by annotating their web pages
in a decentralized manner. The knowledge is collected at the portal by crawling and presented
in a variety of ways.
The second scenario is a knowledge portal for business analysts that is currently constructed at Ontoprise GmbH. The principal idea is that business analyst review news tickers,
business plans and business reports. A considerable part of their work requires the comparison and aggregation of similar or related data, which may be done by semantic queries
like“Which companies provide B2B solutions?”, when the knowledge is semantically available. At the Time2Research portal they will handle different types of documents, annotate
them and, thus, feed back into the portal to which they may ask questions.
3 Design of CREAM
In this section we explain basic design decisions of CREAM, which are founded on the general problems sketched in the introduction above. In order to provide a clear design rationale,
we first provide definitions of important terms we use subsequently:

 Ontology: An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization of
a domain of interest [8]. In our case it is constituted by statements expressing definitions
of DAML+OIL classes and properties [7].
 Annotations: An annotation in our context is a set of instantiations attached to an HTML
document. We distinguish (i) instantiations of DAML+OIL classes, (ii) instantiated properties from one class instance to a datatype instance — henceforth called attribute instance
(of the class instance), and (iii) instantiated properties from one class instance to another
class instance — henceforth called relationship instance.
4

The core Ont-O-Mat can be downloaded from:
http://ontobroker.semanticweb.org/annotation.
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cooperateWith

rdf:hasDomain

ontology

rdf:subClass

rdf:hasRange
Person

rdf:subClass

Graduate

Academic Staff

rdf:subClass

rdf:subClass

PhDStudent

Lecturer

rdf:type
rdf:type

annotation

<swrc:PhDStudent rdf:ID="person_sha">
<swrc:name>Siegfried Handschuh</swrc:name>
<swrc: cooperateWith rdf:resource =
"http://www.aifb.uni -karlsruhe.de/WBS/sst#person_sst"/>
...
</swrc:PhDStudent>

swrc:cooperateWith

<swrc:Lecturer rdf:ID="person_sst">
<swrc:name>Steffen Staab
</swrc :name >
...
</swrc:Lecturer>

web page

URL

http://www .aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/WBS/sha

http://www .aifb .uni-karlsruhe .de/WBS/sst

Figure 1: Annotation example

Class instances have unique URIs. Instantiations may be attached to particular markups in
the HTML documents, viz. URIs and attribute values may appear as strings in the HTML
text.

 Metadata: Metadata are data about data. In our context the annotations are metadata
about the HTML documents.
 Relational Metadata: We use the term relational metadata to denote the annotations that
contain relationship instances.
Often, the term “annotation” is used to mean something like “private or shared note”,
“comment” or “Dublin Core metadata”. This alternative meaning of annotation may be
emulated in our approach by modeling these notes with attribute instances. For instance, a
comment note “I like this paper” would be related to the URL of the paper via an attribute
instance ‘hasComment’.
In contrast, relational metadata contain statements like ‘student Siegfried cooperates with
lecturer Steffen’, i.e. relational metadata contain relationships between class instances
rather than only textual notes.
Figure 1 illustrates our use of the terms “ontology”, “annotation” and “relational metadata”. It depicts some part of the SWRC5 (semantic web research community) ontology. Fur5

http://ontobroker.semanticweb.org/ontos/swrc.html
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Table 1: Design Rationale — Linking Challenges with Required Modules

Requirement

General
Problem
Consistency
Proper Reference
Avoid Redundancy
Relational Metadata
Maintenance
Ease of use
Efficiency

Document
Viewer

Ontology
Guidance
X

X
X
X

X
X

Storage
Replication
Crawler Annotation
Document
Inference Management
Server
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

Information
Extraction

X
X
X

thermore it shows two homepages, viz. pages about Siegfried and Steffen (http://www.aifb.uni
-karlsruhe.de/WBS/sha and http://www.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/WBS/sst, respectively)
with annotations given in an XML serialization of RDF facts. For the two persons there are
instances denoted by corresponding URIs (person sha and person sst). The swrc:name of
person sha is “Siegfried Handschuh”. In Addition, there is a relationship instance between
the two persons: they cooperate. This cooperation information ‘spans’ the two pages.
3.1 Requirements for CREAM
The difficulties sketched in the introduction directly feed into the design rationale of CREAM.
The design rationale links the challenges with the requirements. This results in a N:M mapping (neither functional nor injective). An overview of the matrix is given in Table 1. It shows
which modules (requirements) are mainly used to answer challenges set forth in the introduction, viz.:

 Document Viewer: The document viewer visualizes the web page contents. The annotator may easily provide annotations by highlighting text that serves as input for attribute
instances or the definition of URIs. The document viewer must support various formats
(HTML, PDF, XML, etc.).
 Ontology Guidance: The annotation framework needs guidance from the ontology. In
order to allow for sharing of knowledge, newly created annotations must be consistent
with a community’s ontology. If annotators instantiate arbitrary classes and properties
the semantics of these properties remains void. Of course the framework must be able to
adapt to varying ontologies in order to reflect different foci of the annotators.
Furthermore, the ontology is important in order to guide annotators towards creating relational metadata. We have done some preliminary experiments and found that subjects
have more problems with creating relationship instances than with creating attribute instances (cf. [22]). Without the ontology they would miss even more cues for assigning
relationships between class instances.
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Both ontology guidance and document viewer should be easy to use: Drag’n’drop helps
to avoid syntax errors and typos and a good visualization of the ontology can help to
correctly choose the most appropriate class for instances.

 Crawler: The creation of relational metadata must take place within the Semantic Web.
During annotation annotaters must be aware of which entities exist in the part of the
Semantic Web they annotate. This is only possible if a crawler makes relevant entities
immediately available. So, annotators may look for proper reference, i.e. decide whether
an entity already has a URI (e.g. whether the entity named “Dieter Fensel” or “D. Fensel”
has already been identified by some other annotators) and thus only annotators may recognize whether properties have already been instantiated (e.g. whether “Dieter Fensel”
has already be linked to his publications). As a consequence of annotators’ awareness relational metadata may be created, because class instances become related rather than only
flat templates are filled.
 Annotation Inference Server: Relational metadata, proper reference and avoidance of
redundant annotation require querying for instances, i.e. querying whether and which
instances exist. For this purpose as well as for checking of consistency, we provide an
annotation inference server in our framework. The annotation inference server reasons on
crawled and newly annotated instances and on the ontology. It also serves the ontological
guidance, because it allows to query for existing classes and properties.
 Document Management: In order to avoid redundancy of annotation efforts, it is not
sufficient to ask whether instances exist at the annotation inference server. When an annotator decides to capture knowledge from a web page, he does not want to query for all
single instances that he considers relevant on this page, but he wants information, whether
and how this web page has been annotated before. Considering the dynamics of HTML
pages on the web, it is desirable to store annotated web pages together with their annotations. When the web page changes, the old annotations may still be valid or they may
become invalid. The annotator must decide based on the old annotations and based on the
changes of the web page.
A future goal of the document management in our framework will be the semi-automatic
maintenance of annotations. When only few parts of a document change, pattern matching
may propose revision of old annotations.

 Information Extraction: Even with sophisticated tools it is laborious to provide semantic
annotations. A major goal thus is semi-automatic annotation taking advantage of information extraction techniques to propose annotations to annotators and, thus, to facilitate the
annotation task. Concerning our environment we envisage two major techniques: First,
“wrappers” may be learned from given markup in order to automatically annotate similarly structured pages (cf., e.g., [16]). Second, message extraction like systems may be
used to recognize named entities, propose co-reference, and extract some relationship
from texts (cf., e.g., [20]).
Besides of the requirements that constitute single modules, one may identify functions that
cross module boundaries:
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 Storage: CREAM supports two different ways of storage. The annotations will be stored
inside the document that is in the document management component, but it is also stored
in the annotation inference server.
 Replication: We provide a simple replication mechanism by crawling annotations into our
annotation inference server.
3.2 Architecture of CREAM
The architecture of CREAM is depicted in Figure 2. The complete design of CREAM comprises a plug-in structure, which is flexible with regard to adding or replacing modules. Document viewer and ontology guidance module together constitute the major part of the graphical
user interface. Via plug-ins the core annotation tool, Ont-O-Mat, is extended to include the
capabilities outlined above. For instance, a plug-in for a connection to a document management system provides document management and retrieval capabilities that show the user
annotations of a document he loads into his browser. This feature even becomes active when
the user does not actively search for already existing annotations. Similarly, Ont-O-Mat provides extremely simple means for navigating the taxonomy, which means that the user can
work without an inference server. However, he only gets the full-fledged semantics when the
corresponding plug-in connection to the annotation inference server is installed.
WWW

Annotation Environment

web pages
Document Management
copy
Annotation
Tool GUI

annotate
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Figure 2: Architecture of CREAM.

4 Implementation: Ont-O-Mat
This section describes Ont-O-Mat, the implementation of our CREAM framework. OntO-Mat is a component-based, ontology-driven markup tool. The architectural idea behind
CREAM is a component-based framework, thus, being open, flexible and easily extensible.
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In the following subsection we refer to the concrete realization and the particular technical
requirements of the components. In subsection 4.2 we describe the functionality of Ont-OMat based on an example ontology for annotation that is freely available on the web.
4.1 Ont-O-Mat services and components
The architecture of Ont-O-Mat provides a plug-in and service mechanism. The components
are dynamically plug-able to the core Ont-O-Mat. The plug-in mechanism notifies each installed component, when a new component is registered. Through the service mechanism
each component can discover and utilize the services offered by another component [9]. A
service represented by a component is typically a reference to an interface. This provides
among other things a de-coupling of the service from the implementation and allows therefore alternative implementations.
The Ont-O-Mat services have been realized by components according to the requirements
listed in subsection 3.1. So far we have realized the following components: a comprehensive
user-interface, component for document-management, an annotation inference-server and a
crawler:

 Document Viewer and Ontology Guidance: There are various ways how the gained
knowledge database can be visualized and thus experienced. On the one hand, the system
can be used as a browser. In the annotated web pages, the extracted text fragments are then
highlighted and an icon after each fragment is visible. By clicking on the icon, the name
of the assigned class or attribute will be shown. On the other hand, the user can browse
the ontology and retrieve for one class all instances or for one instance all attributes.
The underlying data model used for Ont-O-Mat has been taken from the comprehensive
ontology engineering and learning system O NTO E DIT / T EXT-TO -O NTO (see [18]).
Ont-O-Mat works currently in “read-only–mode” with respect to the ontology and only
operates on the relational metadata defined on top of the given ontology.

 Document Management: A component for document management is required in order
to avoid duplicate annotations and existing semantic annotations of documents should be
recognized. In our current implementation we use a straight forward file-system based
document management approach.
Ont-O-Mat uses the URI to detect the re-encounter of previously annotated documents
and highlights annotations in the old document for the user. Then the user may decide to
ignore or even delete the old annotations and create new metadata, he may augment existing data, or he may just be satisfied with what has been previously annotated. In order
to recognize that a document has been annotated before, but now appears under a different URI, Ont-O-Mat computes similarity with existing documents by simple information
retrieval methods, e.g. comparison of the word vector of a page. If thereby a similarity is
discovered, this is indicated to the user, so that he can check for congruency.

 Annotation Inference Server: The annotation inference server reasons on crawled and
newly annotated instances and on the ontology. It also serves the ontological guidance,
because it allows to query for existing classes and properties. We use Ontobroker’s [3]
underlying F-Logic [14] based inference engine SilRI [2] as annotation inference server.
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The F-Logic inference engine combines ordering-independent reasoning in a high-level
logical language with a well-founded semantics.

 RDF Crawler: As already mentioned above, the annotation must take place right within
the Semantic Web and not isolated. Therefore, we have built a RDF Crawler6 , a basic tool
that gathers interconnected fragments of RDF from the Web and builds a local knowledge
base from this data.
In general, RDF data may appear in Web documents in several ways. We distinguish
between (i) pure RDF (files that have an extension like ”*.rdf”), (ii) RDF embedded in
HTML and (iii) RDF embedded in XML. Our RDF Crawler relys on Melnik’s RDF-API7
that can deal with the different embeddings of RDF described above. One general problem
of crawling is the applied filtering mechanism: Baseline document crawlers are typically
restricted by a predefined depth value. Assuming that there is an unlimited amount of interrelated information on the Web (hopefully this will soon hold about RDF data as well),
at some point RDF fact gathering by the RDF Crawler should stop. We have implemented
a baseline approach for filtering: At the very start of the crawling process and at every
subsequent step we maintain a queue of all the URIs we want to analyze. We process
them in the breadth-first-search fashion, keeping track of those we have already visited.
When the search goes too deep, or we have received sufficient quantity of data (measured
as number of links visited or the total web traffic or the amount of RDF data obtained) we
may quit.

 Information Extraction: This component has not yet been integrated in our Ont-O-Mat
tool. Actually, we are near finishing an integration of a simple wrapper approach [15], but
we have not yet the message extraction approach for Ont-O-Mat that suggests relevant
part of the texts for annotation.
4.2 Using Ont-O-Mat — An Example
Our example is based on the freely available SWRC (Semantic Web Research Community)8
ontology , the successor of the KA2 ontology. The SWRC ontology models the semantic web
research community, its researchers, topics, publications, tools, etc. and properties between
them. It is available in the form of DAML+OIL classes and properties, in pure RDF-Schema
and in F-Logic. The general idea behind SWRC is that the SW research community creates
relational metadata according to the SWRC ontology to enable semantic access to their web
pages. In the following we shortly explain how Ont-O-Mat may be used for creating relational
metadata based on the SWRC ontology.
The annotation process is started either with an annotation inference server or the server
process is fed with metadata crawled from the web and the document server. Figure 3 shows
the screen for navigating the ontology and creating annotations in Ont-O-Mat. The right pane
displays the document and the left panes show the ontological structures contained in the
ontology, namely classes, attributes and relations. In addition, the left pane shows the cur6
RDF Crawler is freely available for download at:
http://ontobroker.semanticweb.org/rdfcrawler.
7
http://www-db.stanford.edu/melnik/rdf/api.html
8
http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/
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rent semantic annotation knowledge base, i.e. existing class instances, attribute instances and
relationship instances created during the semantic annotation.

Figure 3: Ont-O-Mat Screenshot.

1. First of all, the user browses a document by entering the URL of the web document that
he would like to annotate. This step is quite familiar from existing browsers.
2. Then the user selects a text fragment by highlighting it and takes a look on the ontology
which fits in the topic and is therefore loaded and visible in ontology browser.
3. There are two possibilities for the text fragment to be annotated: as an instance or as a
property. In the case of an instance, the user selects in the ontology the class where the
text fragment fits in, e.g. if he has the text fragment ”Siegfried Handschuh”, he would
select the class ”PhD Student”. By clicking on the class, the annotation gets created and
thus the text fragment will be shown as an instance of the selected class in the ontology
at the ontology browser.
4. To each created instance, literal attributes can be assigned. The choice of the predefined
attributes depends on the class the instance belongs to, e.g. the class ”PhD Student” has
the attributes name, address, email, and telephone number. The attributes can be assigned
to the instance by highlighting the appropriate text fragment of the web document and
dragging it to the related property field.
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5. Furthermore, the relationships between the created instances can be set, e.g. the PhD
Student Siegfried Handschuh ”works at” the OntoAgent project and ”is supervised” by
Rudi Studer. Ont-O-Mat preselects class instances according to the range restrictions of
the chosen relation, e.g. the ”works at” of a PhD Student must be an Project. Therefore
only Projects are offered as potential fillers to the ”works at” relation of Siegfried.
5 Comparison with Related Work
CREAM can be compared along three dimensions: First, it is a framework for mark-up in the
Semantic Web. Second, it can be considered as a particular knowledge acquisition framework
vaguely similar to Protégé-2000[6]. Third, it is certainly an annotation framework, though
with a different focus than ones like Annotea [13].
5.1 Knowledge Markup in the Semantic Web
We know of three major systems that intensively use knowledge markup in the Semantic
Web, viz. SHOE [10], Ontobroker [3] and WebKB [19]. All three of them rely on knowledge
in HTML pages.
They all started with providing manual mark-up by editors. However, our experiences
(cf. [5]) have shown that text-editing knowledge mark-up yields extremely poor results, viz.
syntactic mistakes, improper references, and all the problems sketched in the introduction.
The approaches from this line of research that are closest to CREAM is the SHOE Knowledge Annotator 9.
The SHOE Knowledge Annotator is a Java program that allows users to mark-up webpages with the SHOE ontology. The SHOE system [17] defines additional tags that can
be embedded in the body of HTML pages. The Knowledge Annotater is less user friendly
compared with our implementation Ont-O-Mat. It shows the ontology in some textual lists,
whereas Ont-O-Mat gives a graphical visualization of the ontologies. Furthermore, in SHOE
there is no direct relationship between the new tags and the original text of the page, i.e.
SHOE tags are not annotations in a strict sense.
5.2 Comparison with Knowledge Acquisition Frameworks
The CREAM framework is specialized for creating class and property instances and for populating HTML pages with them. Thus, it does not function as an ontology editor, but rather
like the instance acquisition phase in the Protégé-2000 framework [6]. The obvious difference of CREAM to the latter is that Protege does not (and does not intend to) support the
particular web setting, viz. managing and displaying web pages.
5.3 Comparison with Annotation Frameworks
There are a lot of — even commercial — annotation tools like ThirdVoice 10 , Yawas [4],
CritLink [23] and Annotea (Amaya) [13].
9
10

http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/plus/SHOE/KnowledgeAnnotator.html
http://www.thirdvoice.com
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These tools all share the idea of creating a kind of user comment on the web pages. The
term “annotation” in these frameworks is understood as a remark to an existing document.
As mentioned before, we would model such remarks as attribute instances only in our framework. For instance, a user of these tools might attach a note like ”A really nice professor!” to
the name “Studer” on a web page.
Annotea actually goes one step further. It allows to rely on an RDF schema as a kind of
template that is filled by the annotator. For instance, Annotea users may use a schema for
Dublin Core and fill the author-slot of a particular document with a name. This annotation,
however, is again restricted to attribute instances. The user may also decide to use complex
RDF descriptions instead of simple strings for filling such a template. However, he then has
no further support from Amaya that helps him providing syntactically correct statements with
proper references.
To summarize, CREAM is used to generate really machine-understandable data and addresses all the problems that come from this objective: relational metadata, proper reference
and consistency.
6 Conclusion and Future Plans
CREAM is a comprehensive framework for creating annotations, relational metadata in particular — the foundation of the future Semantic Web. The framework comprises inference
services, crawler, document management system, ontology guidance, and document viewers.
Ont-O-Mat is the reference implementation of CREAM framework. The implementation
supports so far the user with the task of creating and maintaining ontology-based DAML+OIL
markups, i.e. creating of class, attribute and relationship instances. Ont-O-Mat include an
ontology browser for the exploration of the ontology and instances and a HTML browser that
will display the annotated parts of the text. Ont-O-Mat is Java-based and provides a plugin
interface for extensions for further advancement.
Our goal is a constant advancement of Ont-O-Mat and the CREAM framework in order
to answer basic problems that come with semantic annotation.
We are already dealing with many different issues and through our practical experiences we could identify problems that are most relevant in our scenario/settings, KA2 and
Time2Research. Nevertheless our analysis of the general problem is far from being complete.
Some further important issues we want to mention here are:

 Information Extraction: We have done some first steps to incorporate information extraction. However, our future experiences will have to show how and how well information extraction integrates with semantic annotation.
 Multimedia Annotation: This requires considerations about time, space and synchronization.
 Changing Ontologies: Ontologies on the web have characteristics that influence the annotation process. Heflin & Hendler [11] have elaborated on changes that affect annotation.
Future annotation tools will have to incorporate solutions for the difficulties they consider.
 Active Ontology Evolvement: Annotation should feed back into the actual ontologies,
because annotators may find that they should consider new knowledge, but need revised
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ontologies for this purpose. Thus, annotation affects ontology engineering and ontology
learning.
Our general conclusion is that providing semantic annotation, relational metadata in particular, is an important complex task that needs comprehensive support. Our framework
CREAM and our tool Ont-O-Mat have already proved very successful in leveraging the annotation process. They still need further refinement, but they are unique in their design and
implementation.
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OntoWebber:
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Abstract. Building data-intensive Web sites and especially Web portals is a costly
task, which requires considerable effort for data integration and maintenance and
usually does not result in many reusable components. This is mainly because most
of the design is hard-coded in static or dynamic Web pages. In this paper we
integrate three different approaches to create a comprehensive solution to Web site
and Web portal creation dubbed OntoWebber. OntoWebber integrates (1) the
explicit modeling of different aspects of Web sites, (2) the use of ontologies as the
foundation for Web portal design and (3) semi-structured data technology for data
integration and Web site modeling. The resulting system and methodology
supports the creation of reusable specifications of Web sites. OntoWebber is the
basis for creating the Semantic Web Community Portal as part of the OntoAgents
project, which will help the Semantic Web research community (distributed on the
Web) to exchange and share knowledge conveniently and effectively.

1 Motivation
Building data-intensive Web sites is a high-effort task, which usually does not result in many
reusable components, mainly because nowadays most of the design is hard-coded in HTML
and executable code like CGI scripts, Active Server Pages (ASP) or Java Server Pages (JSP).
Web portals is a special kind of data-intensive Web sites, which presents a large collection
of information related to specific topics and are often organized by hierarchical directories.
Examples of Web Portals are Yahoo!, and company portals, which present available resources
inside and outside the company to their employees to facilitate cooperation. Knowledge
management and dynamic personalization are key features of these Web portals, which make
the management of these portals even more demanding than that of an ordinary Web site.
Building and maintaining a portal requires considerable effort for data integration and
maintenance, since quite often available information (e.g. inside a large corporation) is
heterogeneous, distributed and constantly changing. Therefore it is highly desirable to
automate the data integration and maintenance tasks as much as possible.
In software engineering area, design patterns [6], declarative specification approaches and
modeling of software artifacts (using e.g. UML) help to generate reusable components and
models – this is already partially used for modeling Web sites by approaches like WebML [3].
In the database area, semi-structured data has proven to be very successful as a means to
integrate heterogeneous data sources [7]. The usefulness of semi-structured data approaches
for modeling Web sites was demonstrated by Strudel Web site management system [5].
Finally, AI-centric approaches have suggested ontologies as a means to organize and
present Web Portals [9] [15].
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OntoWebber brings efforts from all these different areas together into a coherent system and
methodology. It adopts a model-driven, ontology-based approach for declarative Web site
management and data integration, and offers support throughout the life cycle of a Web site,
including design, generation, personalization and maintenance. The fundamental idea behind
OntoWebber is the use of ontologies as the basis for constructing different models necessary
for creating a Web site.
As a demonstration of our idea, we are building the Semantic Web Community Portal
(SWCP) as part of the OntoAgents project*, which will help the Semantic Web research
community (distributed on the Web) to exchange and share knowledge conveniently and
effectively. The reference ontology used to structure the design of the Web site is the Semantic
Web Research Community Ontology†.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next section presents the architecture and
different layers of the OntoWebber system. Section 3 defines the different ontologies
necessary to specify a Web site, and describes the modeling of the SWCP as a running
example. Section 4 discusses the Web site generation process. Finally Section 5 and 6 present
related work, conclusion and future work.
2 The OntoWebber Web Site Management System
In this section, we first describe the system architecture, with all the important software
components and how they offer support throughout a Web site’s life cycle. Then we introduce
the Web site design methodology, which is based on an ontology-based declarative modeling
approach.
2.1 OntoWebber Architecture
The architecture of OntoWebber system is shown in Figure 1, which can be decomposed into
four layers:
Integration layer. The integration layer resolves syntactic differences between different
distributed heterogeneous data sources. We have adapted approaches for integration of
heterogeneous information sources (e.g. the TSIMMIS approach [7]) by establishing a joint
data format over all information sources. As for the semi-structured data format, we have
chosen RDF (Resource Description Framework) since it is essentially identical to the OEM
(Object Exchange Model) format used in the TSIMMIS project. The key point of our approach
for information integration is we convert all types of data into RDF data using the reference
ontology, and only perform queries locally to the resulting data stored in the central repository,
without going to the data sources.
We currently support three kinds of source data in this layer: RDF data can be directly
passed to the articulation layer. Data and ontologies in the UML/XMI format are rewritten by
the Data Translator using the InterDataWorking approach described in [12], before passed to
the articulation layer. Data sources based on HTML are wrapped and written as RDF data
using the reference ontology, thus the resulting RDF data needs no articulation and is directly
stored into the repository. Please note that instance data and ontologies are handled uniformly
– ontologies are just another kind of data.
* The work is supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency through the Air Force Research
Laboratory.
†
http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/
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Articulation layer. The articulation layer resolves the semantic differences between the
different data sources. Even if all source data have been converted into the RDF format. To be
able to use the data for the site generation we need to relate the incoming data to the reference
ontology of OntoWebber. Since different data providers may use different vocabularies
(domain ontologies) to annotate their data, ontology articulation [13] bridges the semantic gap
by establishing mapping rules between the concepts and relationships described in source
ontologies to those in the reference ontology. Then the data can be queried based on the
reference ontology of the OntoWebber system.
Composition layer. At this stage, the reference ontology and RDF data are available,
together with articulation rules that relate the source data to the reference ontology. The
ontologies for site modeling are a set of predefined schemas using DAML+OIL, available in
the central repository as well. Thus, a particular site view consisting a set of Web pages can be
created from the underlying data. A site view specification is a set of site models describing
different aspects of a site view based on the site modeling ontologies (see Section 3). Later the
site view specification is exported to the query engine (located in the next layer) to be
instantiated as Web pages in the desired format. Site models can be constructed using provided
software components and are materialized in DAML+OIL. Initially, a default site view is
instantiated from a predefined site view specification for general public access. Other site
views can be created for specific user or user group by defining their own site view
specifications. Furthermore, by declaratively modeling personalization and maintenance of a
site, we can achieve these tasks after the site generation phase.
Generation layer. A browsable Web site can be generated by instantiating the
corresponding site view with data in the repository. This is done by the query engine, which
queries the site view specification for the specific site view to be generated, at the same time
queries the data to produce Web pages in desired format. There is a continuum of possibility
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of query compilation to materialize Web pages for the site view. By declaratively specifying
models, we can achieve all possibilities, i.e. full compilation, partial compilation, or
interpretation of Web pages, and choose the optimal compilation strategy depending on
various factors such as site requirements, user characteristics, etc.. Details are discussed in
Section 4.2.
2.2 Web Site Design Methodology
The design of a Web site is an iterative process [3][14]. Each cycle goes through the following
steps:
(1) Requirements analysis. This involves the detailed analysis of objectives of the site,
data characteristics, user requirements, etc.. These aspects are the foundation for the site
modeling process.
(2) Domain ontology design. The site modeling process starts from designing the default
domain ontology, which also serves as the reference ontology for ontology articulation.
Analysis of the data helps to extract the common elements to be included in the default
domain ontology. The objectives and usage of the Web site will also influence the scope and
complexity of the ontology.
(3) Site view design. A site-view graph is a graphical representation of three aspects of a
site view, i.e., navigation, content, and presentation. The design of the site-view graph is
determined by factors like characteristics, preferences, and requirements for targeted users of
the site.
(4) Personalization design. Based on user analysis, different personalization elements need
to be defined, including categorical information about the user, such as age, browser type, etc.,
and user requirements such as what operations are expected when changes occur on certain
data. If some data elements of interest are missing from the site-view graph designed in step 3,
we also need to go back and refine the graph.
(5) Maintenance design. Here we will not dealing with functionality maintenance, which
relates to software engineering issues, such as debugging and empowering the software. We
only focus on the data maintenance aspect of a Web site. Data maintenance involves
manipulating data when certain data changes. Therefore, we need to find out all the anticipated
changes of the data, and the corresponding actions to be performed.
3 Modeling of Web Site
From a data management perspective, a Web site here can be considered as a collection of
data, including site modeling schemas, site models (i.e., instance of modeling schemas), and
source data (i.e., instance of site models). Site model is a notion we use to define all the
models we used in the site modeling process, each represents a different aspect of the Web
site. There are altogether six types of site models which are shown in Figure 2. To facilitate
the processing of these models for Web site management, these six types of site models can
further be classified into two categories, site-specific and site-view-specific. If a site model for
a particular Web site is site-specific, that means there is only one of this type of models for the
Web site. Domain model, personalization model and maintenance model all belong to this
category. For instance, a personalization model captures all the information about users of a
Web site, therefore only one personalization model is needed for any Web site. On the other
hand, there can be multiple site-view-specific models for a particular Web site. These models
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are only specific to a particular site view, tailored for a particular user. Navigation model,
content model and presentation model belong to this category. Take content model as an
example, for a particular Web site, there could be many content models, though each is
associated with a specific site view. Put it another way, a particular site view specification
contains a navigation model, a content model, and a presentation model. And a Web site
contains multiple site view specifications.
The relationship of the site models is also shown in Figure 2. There is an arrow between two
models if the source model refers to the destination model as part of its operational data.
Specific to a particular site view, the navigation model specifies the navigational structure of
the site view without concerning what content will be associated with primitive elements of
the structure. Based on the domain model, content model then relates concepts in the domain
to the primitives in the navigation model. The primitives in the navigation model can also be
associated with appropriate presentation styles by the presentation model. Specific to the Web
site, the domain model defines all the concepts and their properties and relationships in the
domain. The personalization model handles the update of individual-dependent data according
to user preferences over navigation, content and presentation aspects of their own site views.
All these models are part of the operational data for the maintenance model, which not only
manages source data, but the other models as well.
The distinct separation of these site models facilitates the conceptual modeling process.
Designers can focus on each aspect of the site design at a time without bothering with detailed
dependencies on different aspects other than those explicitly specified in the model. Models
can also be reused easily, such as the reuse of favorite presentation style with different content
and navigation models. The declarative specification of these models also makes it much
easier to change any aspect of the site, simply by defining rewriting rules for the models.
The vocabulary (ontologies) for describing site models is a set of pre-defined site modeling
schemas using DAML+OIL. Table 1 shows the relationship between models, the schemas
used to define them, and meta-schemas (schemas used to define the modeling schemas).
Table 1. Relationship between models and schemas
Site model
Domain model
Navigation model
Content model
Presentation model
Personalization model
Maintenance model

Site modeling schema
DAML+OIL
Navigation schema
Content schema (and upper ontology)
Presentation schema
Personalization schema (and upper ontology)
Maintenance schema (and upper ontology)
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query+

Subject
Predicate
Object

Item

Literal

Figure 3. Upper Ontology for Site Modeling
(Note that in this paper, we will use this graphical representation to describe schemas and
models, just for illustration purpose. The corresponding serialization in DAML+OIL should be
straightforward. Nodes in the graph stands for classes in the ontology, the properties of the
class are listed beside it. Solid arrows are used for specifying property values as instances of the
pointed class, and the dashed arrows represent sub-class relationship. Asterisk sign (*) indicates
the value of the property is a literal, and plus sign (+) means the property value is an instance of
a certain class but solid arrow to that class is omitted for readability of the graph.)

To illustrate the process of modeling a Web site, we will present all site modeling schemas
and a set of site models described using corresponding schemas for an example site view. The
site view can be further instantiated with the data collected from research communities
distributed on the Web, and serves as a simplified version of the SWCP.
3.1 Upper Ontology
Before we discuss all site modeling schemas and example site models, we need to define an
upper ontology which contains all the necessary concepts either not captured by any of the
schemas (e.g., data sources), or will be shared among multiple schemas (e.g., triggers). Figure
3 shows the graphical representation of the upper ontology.
As can be seen in the upper ontology, we define the six types of site models as first class
objects. This makes models describing the Web site part of the processible data. Management
of Web site can thus be reduced to the management of site models. These site models belong
to two distinct categories, SSpecModel (site-specific model), and SVSpecModel (site-viewspecific model), as we have discussed before. In the upper ontology, we also explicitly define
data sources, rules, and triggers, which will be used later in defining schemas for individual
site models.
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Figure 4. The domain model for SWCP

3.2 Domain Modeling
The domain model is actually an ontology constructed by analyzing the collected data in the
domain, and extracting common concepts, their properties and relationships. It is used as the
reference ontology in ontology articulation for mapping source ontologies to it, and as a
foundation for modeling other aspects of a particular site view. The schema for domain
modeling is DAML+OIL. The domain model for the example site view of SWCP is shown in
Figure 4 (Note some classes and properties such as constraints are omitted due to space limit).
3.3 Site View Modeling
To facilitate the process of modeling navigation, content, and presentation of a particular site
view, we have designed a graphical representation called a site-view graph to incorporate these
three aspects of a site view. By designing a site-view graph, three models of the site view
specification can be generated based on the graph, and later guide the instantiation of Web
pages in desired format from the underlying data.
3.3.1 Site-view Graph
The site-view graph is a simplified conceptual model to describe hypertext on the Web. It
contains a minimal set of design primitives for composing basic information structures in a
typical Web site.
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Figure 5. An example of a site-view graph

Design primitives. The basic elements of a site-view graph are cards, pages and links. A
card is the minimal unit of a site-view graph. A page contains one or more cards and
corresponds to a physical Web page. Links are used to connect cards to form the navigational
structure of the site-view graph. Pages are connected only through the links attached to their
cards. The semantics of these design primitives are defined in the schemas for navigation,
content and presentation. Each schema categorizes and attaches necessary properties to these
design primitives. For instance, a card is attached with properties about coming and outgoing
links in navigation schema, entity property in content schema, and font property in
presentation schema.
To see how these design primitives fit together to form a complete site-view graph, an
example of a site-view graph for the SWCP is presented in Figure 5. The details about the
graph will be explained in the rest of the section when we describing each model in site view
specification.
Web information structures. The typical information structures on the Web can be
categorized into three basic types [8]:
• Sequential. A linear form of information flow, the simplest and most common structure.
The linkage from page P6 to P7 in Figure 5 is an example.
• Hierarchical. A hierarchical structure involves having a page linking to lower level pages
of detail. An example could be the root page P1 links to next level of pages P2 to P5 in
Figure 5.
• Associative. This structure involves nonlinear navigation, fundamentally any structure that
is not sequential or hierarchical. L7 in figure 5 is an example where the retrieval of a list of
publications as search result from database helps to form the linkage between the two
pages.
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The information structure of a site view is usually a combination of the above structures.
The provided design primitives are able to form all these basic information structures, which
are the building blocks of a site view.
Minimalist Approach. Web sites that are too complicated for their intended user will likely
frustrate the user and make site maintenance a nightmare. Sophistication could add value if
applied appropriately, but still it depends on the nature of the Web site, and the intended user.
When modeling a site view, we explicitly offered a set of guidelines, in favor of a predictable
and consistent user interaction and ease of maintenance.
A minimalist design includes the following ingredients. A site-view graph always starts
from a default root page, with links to the first level of pages. Content information is
categorized and aggregated by cards and pages. Only one type of content is contained in each
card. Navigation is made possible only through links. Moreover, a site map is generated out of
the site-view graph, which can be presented in a separate page or as part of the root page. This
site map makes the structure of the site visible to users, and gives the location information so
they know where they are and where they can go.
3.3.2 Navigation modeling
The navigation model of a site view is a description of the site-view graph with respect to how
the cards and pages are connected through links, without concerning what semantics will be
associated with these primitives. The schema for navigation modeling is shown in Figure 6.
We classified cards into two categories, dynamic cards and static cards. Dynamic card
contains content that depends on the changes of source data, i.e., the query used to generate
the content needs to be reevaluated if source data changes. A further classification of dynamic
card is the following four types of card. Each represents a typical way to structure information
within a card:
• Fact Card. Only one instance of the entity will be shown with specified output properties
in the card.
• List Card. A list of instances of the entity will be shown, with indexes on key properties
(i.e., some literal properties of the class). And each instance will be shown with specified
output properties.

Page id*

Link id*
sourceCard+
destCard+

Card id*
inLink

StaticPage hasCard

outLink+
inPage+

RootPage

StaticCard

DynamicCard

DynamicPage hasCard

FactCard

SeqCard

ListCard

SlideCard

Figure 6. Navigation Schema
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QueryCard

• Slide Card. A sequence of instances of the entity will be shown with specified output
properties in the card, one instance at a time, and hyperlinks are created to browse nearby
instances (in the order given by specified key properties) in the sequence.
• Query Card. A set of input properties needs to be filled out to search for entities satisfying
these criteria.
The list-card and slide-card are both a type of sequence-card, which means the content of
these cards is a sequence of instances. Details about how content is generated and presented in
the card are discussed in content modeling (see Section 3.3.3). Static card contains content
which is source data independent, such as static text, and images. A common example is the
root page of a site view, which is always a static card, with predefined anchor texts leading to
the next level pages. Pages are also classified into dynamic and static types according to the
types of cards they contain.
Navigation model of a site view can be defined using the given schema. As an example, a
portion of the navigation model for the example site view is presented in Figure 7.
3.3.3 Content Modeling
The content model associates meanings to design primitives in the site-view graph. The
schema used for content modeling is shown in Figure 8. It basically specifies two aspects of
content modeling. One is how to present the content in a rendered card (part of a Web page),
the other is how to generate the content for a specific card.
How to present the content in a card can be explained by meanings of the attached
properties to different card classes in the content schema. Each card has a property ‘title’ that
can be used when rendering the card in Web pages. For a static card, we define all types of
static elements that can be contained in the card, i.e., text, image, and anchor.
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Figure 7. Navigation model for example site view
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Figure 8. Content Schema

For a dynamic card, a property ‘entity’ takes a value as a class in the domain model. The
content of the card is instantiated with instances of this class. The ‘outputProp’ property of a
card specifies what properties of each instance are listed on the card. For sequence-card, the
‘indexProp’ property specifies the set of indexed properties used in ordering the listed
instances. A constraint on this property (which is omitted in Figure 8) is it must take values
that are literals (i.e., can not be type of ‘resource’). Consider an example in Figure 5, card C7
is a slide-card, which is a type of sequence-card, it has the following listed properties: title
‘Publications’, which can be the name of the card when it is rendered in a Web page; entity
‘Publication’, which means only instances of class Publication can be contained in the card;
indexed property ‘year’ (note we can have more properties listed to form a multi-key index),
so the order of listed publication instances has to be determined by values of their ‘year’
property; output property ‘*’, this means values of all the properties of publication instances
are shown in the card.
The generation of content (i.e., instances of entity property of a card) can be realized by
attaching certain properties to link classes. Links can be either foreign (linking to a page
outside the current Web site) or native (linking to a Web page inside the current Web site).
Native links can be either static or dynamic. Static links connect cards without any information
flow, while dynamic links always connect dynamic cards, where the content in the destination
card is determined by information passed from the source card. To instantiate the destination
card with desired content, we associate three properties to a link: a query property, which can
be assigned with a query the execution of which produces the content of the card; a bindingvariable property, which indicates variables in the query which will be instantiated with data
values passed from the source card; and initiating-property property, which helps to create a
hyperlink in the source card. The query is a type of ‘Rule’ class, and the binding-variable is a
type of ‘Variable’ class. A query will first be rewritten with binding variables replaced with
data values passed from source card, then executed to produce the instances.
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Figure 9. An example of content instantiation

An example of content instantiation is shown in Figure 9, where we extracted the portion of
site-view graph (see Figure 5) containing card C6, C7 and link L9. In this example, we name
the C6 instance card as X, and similarly, the C7 instance card as Y. Suppose X is already
instantiated with an instance of class ‘AcademicStaff’, whose URI is ‘Bart’ (we use first name
of the instance as the URI only for illustration purpose). And now we need to instantiate Y,
which is intended to have a slide show of all instance publications of ‘Bart’.
The way the instantiation is done is by specifying appropriate values to the query and
binding-variable properties of link L9. The query‡ attached with link L9 is:
FORALL A,P <A[type->AcademicStaff] and A[publication->P]

The binding-variable value of link L9 is ‘A’. To add a hyperlink in X, the initiating property
takes the value as ‘publication’. Then the query is evaluated after replaced the variable ‘A’
with the URI ‘Bart’. Given destination card is a slide-card, a set of Web pages is instantiated
with each instance in the query result (assume we are instantiating Web pages statically).
These Web pages are linked together by pre-defined hyperlinks in a slide-card, such as ‘Prev’
and ‘Next’, and ordered by the indexed properties of the card C7. Finally, a static card
containing an anchor which links to the first of these Web pages is created and added into X.
The name of the anchor is given by the initiating property, which is ‘publication’.
Another different type of query is that for link L7 in Figure 5. Because the source card is a
query-card, the instances to be contained in the destination card cannot be compiled statically.
The variable binding has to take place at run-time when user specifies the search criteria. The
query for L7 is
FORALL P,K,T <P[type->Publication] and P[keyword->K] and
P[title-> T]

‡

Queries and rules in this paper are written in TRIPPLE notation. TRIPPLE is an inference engine we are
developing for the OntoAgents project. Note that O[P->V] stands for a statement in RDF (O,P,V).
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Figure 10. Presentation schema

The binding variable is ‘K’. And initiating property is NULL, since no need to have
hyperlink in the search page. After replacing variable K with values entered by the user, the
query will return titles of all the publication instances with the specified keywords. An
instance of the destination card will then be instantiated dynamically as a list of titles of
publications.
3.3.4 Presentation Modeling
The third aspect of a site view is the presentation model. By associating presentation elements
to design primitives in the site-view graph, the presentation model specifies the look-and-feel
of the Web pages generated from the site view. The schema for creating presentation models is
shown in Figure 10.
The background of the page can be chosen as an instance of images. Card and page both
have style elements like font, color, etc., with the elements of card, if present, overriding those
of the containing page. The layout of cards in a page can be one of the three types. The flow
layout (default layout) arranges all the cards in a row, the grid layout maps these cards to
certain position on the screen, and the frame layout places one card, denoted by mainCard
property, in the static frame, and other cards in the dynamic one.
3.4 Personalization Modeling
Personalization in our approach includes providing personalized content collection,
navigational experience, and presentation style through adapting the site view to the needs of
users. This is accomplished by manipulating all three models of the site view. The schema for
personalization modeling is shown in Figure 11. Users are explicitly modeled by three
properties, i.e., capacity, interest and request.
Capacity property describes basic information about the user, such as age, preferred
browser type, connection speed, etc.. The capacity of a user can be used to assign user to
certain predefined groups, and adjust presentation styles for better online experience. Interest
aspect of the user includes the three models of the site view of the user. These models specify
the user’s site view and can be rewritten to specify a new site view. And request property
defines triggers which will be fired if certain conditions are satisfied, the actions of the trigger
is either update the site view by model rewriting, or notify user by messages.
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Figure 11. Personalization schema

Basically, two types of personalization can be provided by the system. The fine-grained
personalization is achieved by defining the personalization model using the above schema. A
coarse-grained personalization can also be used, by assigning user to specific user group. For
each user group, a particular site view and personalization model is constructed. This can be
modeled by defining similar properties for user groups as for users in the above schema and
add relationship between user and user group. In the course-grained personalization, the site
view of the user will not be updated as often as in the fine-grained personalization, since it
only changes when group view changes. This helps to reduce workload of the system
considerably.
3.5 Site Maintenance Modeling
Maintenance of a Web site typically falls into two categories, content maintenance and
functionality maintenance. The later can be further classified into corrective, adaptive, and
perfective maintenance [14]. Here we will focus on the content maintenance aspect, since the
functionality part is more of a software-engineering issue, while what we are interested is the
data management of a Web site.
From data management point of view, Web site maintenance can be regarded as a
manipulation of data when certain data changes. Therefore, we come to a simple schema for
maintenance modeling, which is shown in Figure 12.
Administrator is the target object of maintenance rules, and will update the source data,
meta-data, and site view specifications according to the fired triggers. There are basically two
types of maintenance rules.
User-oriented rules. Administrator is a super user, who has the authority to initiate actions
that influence users and user groups with certain properties. It can be achieved by rewriting the
personalization model. An example of these rules could be “if any instance of Book about
Semantic Web (e.g. title or keyword contains the phrase) has been published, re-compute the
site views of users who are working on a project about DAML.
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Figure 12. Maintenance Schema

Site-oriented rules. Administrators can also perform operations on meta-data, which
provides basic information about data sources (the frequency of updates, crawl status, etc.) and
about the Web site itself (number of users and user groups, different versions of ontologies,
etc.). This is basically handled by rewriting the maintenance model. For instance, a rule of this
type could be “if source A has changes weekly, and today is six days after the most recent
crawling of the source site, then schedule the crawling for today”.
4 Web Site Generation
The generation of a browsable Web site is an instantiation of a particular site view. It can be
described as a two-phase process. First, integrity constraints are verified over the site view
specification. Second, Web pages are materialized by querying the source data based on the
specified site models.
4.1 Constraint Verification
Constraint verification on a traditional Web site is a difficult task. For example, the checking
of whether each page is reachable from the root page are usually performed by manually
following each link in all the pages, which takes much effort especially when the Web site
contains a large number of pages. The constraints of the Web site generated using our
approach can be easily verified. Since ontologies (i.e., site schemas and models) are explicitly
specified using DAML+OIL, constraint verification becomes a direct application of semantics
of the ontologies. On the other hand, it is also part of the reasoning facility provided by the
inference engine, as we define rules and verify them against the ontologies. Note that a
complete formalization of the ontologies is undesirable as it takes considerable amount of
effort, and offers no obvious benefit.
There are mainly three types of integrity constraints to be verified against each of the three
models in the site view specification.
Structural constraints. They dictate all the legal patterns of navigation in the site-view
graph. These are verified against the navigational aspect of the site view. Examples of the
constraints could be expressed as the following rules:
(a) Every dynamic card has at least one incoming link.
<- FORALL C C[type->DynamicCard] ->
EXISTS L L[type->Link] and C[inLink->L] and L[destCard->C]
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(b) Every card is reachable from the root page, this is expressed by defining a property called
‘reachable’ using recursion, and using this property to check the constraint.
FORALL X,Y X[reachable->Y] <X[type->Card] and Y[type->Card] and
EXISTS L X[inLink->L] and Y[outLink->L]
FORALL X,Y,Z X[reachable->Z] <X[type->Card] and Y[type->Card] and Z[type->Card]
and X[reachable->Y] and Y[reachable->Z]
<- FORALL P,X P[type->Rootpage] and X[type->Card]
-> EXISTS Y Y[type->Card] and P[hasCard->Y] and
X[reachable->Y]

Semantic constraints. The content model of a site view is validated based on semantic
information. Example constraints could be:
(a) The entity associated with a query-card must match the entity associated with its
destination card, since the search result should relate to the same entity.
<- FORALL X,Y,L,E1,E2 X[type->QueryCard] and Y[type->Card] and
L[sourceCard->X] and L[destCard->Y] and X[entity->E1] and
Y[entity->E2] -> E1 = E2

(b) The value of ‘initProp’ property of a dynamic link should be one of the properties of the
entity associated with the destination card (see Section 3.3.3).
<- FORALL L,I,D,E L[type->DynamicLink] and L[initProp->I]
and L[destCard->D] and D[entity->E] -> I[domain->E]

Presentational constraints. The look-and-feel of Web pages can be different on different
platform, browser, and even depends on the connection speed. An example of how these
presentation elements influence the site view could be: do not allow usage of background
image and frame layout in the site view given a low connection speed.
<- FORALL P,U,C,S U[type->User] and U[capacity->C] and
C[connetionSpeed->’Low’] and P[type->Page] ->
NOT EXISTS X P[background->X] and
NOT EXISTS Y P[Layout->Y] and Y[type->FrameLayout]

Constraints involving multiple site models are also possible. An example is to verify that
queries produce a full text version of a site view. This requires defining rules to check both the
static elements in the content model and page elements in the presentation model.
4.2 Site View Instantiation
After integrity constraints verification has been done, models in the site view specification will
be compiled into Web pages to produce a browsable Web site. A typical instantiation is
carried out by the query engine which generates HTML pages with data from the repository,
based on the navigation and content model, and produce CSS style-sheets based on the
presentation model.
Because all models are specified declaratively, there exists a continuum of possibilities in
page compilation, which did not exist in any prior system. The possibilities range from full
pre-generation of HTML pages at compile time (full compilation), to partial compilation (e.g.
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a Java Servlet builds the HTML page, and instantiate pages at runtime out of data stored in
database), to full interpretation (the models are interpreted by an interpreter, which creates the
all HTML output at runtime).
Different solutions have different application areas. Pre-generation of the HTML code is
desirable if the load of the Web site is extremely high and it is too expensive to access a
database when a request comes in. Unfortunately pre-generation is also the most inflexible
solution – a change to the source data may require a large number of the site views to be reinstantiated. An example of a full pre-generation system is Strudel. Partial compilation is
desirable, if the load of the Web site is in balance with the need to reflect updates of the
database quickly in the generated HTML code. Torri is an example of a Web site management
system realizing partial compilation. The models defined for the Web site are used to generate
JSP scripts. Finally, full interpretation of the models is the most inefficient, but also the most
flexible way of Web site creation. The MyYahoo.com Web site [10] can be regarded as an
interpretative system. Changes to the layout and the selection of modules are directly reflected
in the personalized view of the Web site.
5 Related Work
Given the amount and complexity of the Web content, research has been conducted in the
large context of extending database techniques for data on the Web, particularly with the goal
of facilitating the creation and maintenance of data intensive Web sites. A few systems, such
as ARANEUS[11], AutoWeb[4], Torri[2], have been developed using a model driven
approach, which is adapted from classical database and hypermedia design methodologies.
These systems have their own data models, query languages, and sets of CASE tools to
facilitate the process of wrapping, modeling, generation and querying. But the common theme
is a high-level description of a Web site by distinct orthogonal dimensions. Those dimensions
include the modeling of information content, page composition, navigation, and presentation.
Personalization by means of user modeling and business rule management has also been added
in later systems. However, none of the approaches deal with integration of heterogeneous data
sources, which is what OntoWebber is explicitly designed for. Since in OntoWebber
ontologies and site models for different aspects of the site are both expressed in RDF, they can
be rewritten and queried statically or dynamically, which is another feature not present in these
systems, because they do not have a unified data model like RDF and do not construct
ontologies for every aspects of site modeling.
Other systems like Strudel[5] and its variant Tiramisu[1], address the problem of data
integration, and establish a separation over the Web site data management, content and
structure specification, and visual presentation. The emphasis of their approach is the
declarative specification of a Web site’s structure and content. By defining a declarative query
language, they showed how the generation of a Web site can be automated by querying the
data graph to construct a site graph (i.e., site view), and how integrity constraints of the
generated site can be enforced by reasoning over the site structure. However, they do not have
fine-grained modeling hierarchies for each aspects of a Web site as in OntoWebber. Site view
in these systems is simply a data graph containing all the navigation and content information.
The presentation style is hard coded in the HTML templates. While in OntoWebber the site
view is specified as three distinct models to separate the aspect for navigation, content, and
presentation. The rewriting and reusing of these models eases the maintenance work and
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enables flexible personalization. Since strudel does not concern the aspects of site maintenance
and personalization, it is actually only an implementation tool, not a management system.
AI approaches like SEAL[9] focus on the presentation of portals based on a domain
ontology. However, SEAL does not enable the creation of a site by modeling the site itself,
and also offers no support for the integration of heterogeneous data sources. Although SEAL
provides a set of tools (e.g. the Java based rule engine SiLRI), the underlying site still needs to
be created and programmed in a conventional manner.
The fundamental difference between the OntoWebber approach and previous approaches is
the integration of three different aspects into a coherent framework: (1) integration of
heterogeneous data sources based on a formal model for semi-structured data, (2) explicit
ontologies, which help to structure, create and generate the site, and (3) a rigorous modeling
methodology, which helps to create reusable models.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed a model-driven ontology-based system architecture for creating data intensive
Web sites and portals. Our approach combines the advantages of different technologies: Semistructured data technology is used to integrate heterogeneous data sources; Declarative models
help to define a Web site without hard-coding design into static or dynamic Web pages;
Ontologies are used to provide access to the underlying data and guide the modeling process.
Future work includes the development and integration of all the software components of the
system. We have already developed a number of tools, such as Web crawler, ontology
articulation tools, data translation tool, ontology construction tool, and RDF query and storage
facilities. However, the graphical Web site modeling tool and the inference engine are still
under development. Furthermore, a number of problems to be considered could be:
Management of evolving ontologies. Different versions of ontologies (i.e., schemas) might
be incompatible with each other. How to manage evolving ontologies and retain consistency
and usability of ontologies is a necessity for the robustness of a Web site.
Optimization strategies for site generation. Evaluation and performance measurements of
dynamic and static Web site generation needs to be investigated. And a set of optimization
strategies can thus be defined to guide the cost-effective generation of Web site.
Adaptation to handle dynamic services. Currently approach of OntoWebber only deals
with static information sources. With UDDI§ and Microsofts.NET initiative, more and more
dynamic Web services will be available, which will be integrated into portals and Web sites.
OntoWebber needs to define appropriate ontologies to be able to handle dynamic services as
well.
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Abstract. This article presents a new approach in order to index a Web site. It uses
ontologies and natural language techniques for information retrieval on the Internet.
The main goal is to build a structured index of the Web site. This structure is given by
a terminology oriented ontology of a domain which is chosen a priori according to the
content of the Web site. First, the indexing process uses improved natural language
techniques to extract well-formed terms taking into account HTML markers. Second,
the use of a thesaurus allows us to associate candidate concepts with each term. It
makes it possible to reason at a conceptual level. Next, for each candidate concept,
its capacity to represent the page is evaluated by determining its level of representativeness of the page. Then, the structured index itself is built. To each concept of the
ontology are attached the pages of the Web site in which they are found. Finally, a
number of indicators make it possible to evaluate the indexing process of the Web site
by the suggested ontology.

keywords : Information Retrieval on Internet, Indexing Web Pages, Ontologies, Semantic
Indexing.
1 Introduction
Searching for information on the Internet means accessing multiple, heterogeneous, distributed and highly evolving information sources. Moreover, provided data are highly changeable: documents of already existing sources may be updated, added or deleted; new information sources may appear or some others may disappear (definitively or not). In addition, the
network capacity and quality is a parameter that cannot be entirely neglected. In this context,
the question is: how to search for relevant information on the Web more efficiently? Many
search engines help us in this difficult task. A lot of them use centralized databases and simple keywords to index and to seek the information. Within such systems, the recall1 is often
relatively high. Conversely, the precision2 is weak. An intelligent agent supported by the Web
site may greatly improve the retrieval process ([4], [1]). In this context, this agent knows its
1

Recall is defined as the number of relevant documents retrieved divided by the total number of relevant
documents in the collection
2
Precision is defined as the number of relevant documents retrieved divided by the total number of documents
retrieved
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pages content, is able to perform a knowledge-based indexing process on Web pages and
is able to provide more relevant answers to queries. In information retrieval processes, the
major problem is to determine the specific content of documents. To highlight a Web site
content according to a knowledge, we propose a semi-automatic process, which provides a
content based index of a Web site using natural language techniques. In contrast with classical indexing tools, our process is not based on keywords but rather on the concepts they
represent.
In this paper, we firstly present the general indexing process (section 2). After having
exposed the characteristics of used ontologies (section 3), we will indicate how the representativeness of a concept in a page is evaluated (section 4) and, finally, how this process is
evaluated itself (section 5).
2 Overview of the indexing process
The main goal is to build a structured index of Web pages according to an ontology. This
ontology provides the index structure. Our indexing process can be divided into four steps
(figure 1:
1. For each page, a flat index is built. Each term of this index is associated with its weighted
frequency. This coefficient depends on each HTML marker that describes each term occurrence.
2. A thesaurus makes it possible to generate all candidate concepts which can be labeled by
a term of the previous index. In our implementation, we use the Wordnet thesaurus ([23]).
3. Each candidate concept of a page is studied to determine its representativeness of this page
content. This evaluation is based on its weighted frequency and on the relations with the
other concepts. It makes it possible to choose the best sense (concept) of a term in relation
to the context. Therefore, the more a concept has strong relationships with other concepts
of its page, the more this concept is significant into its page. This contextual relation
minimizes the role of the weighted frequency by growing the weight of the strongly linked
concepts and by weakening the isolated concepts (even with a strong weighted frequency).
4. Among these candidate concepts, a filter is produced via the ontology and the representativeness of the concepts. Namely, a selected concept is a candidate concept that belongs
to the ontology and has an high representativeness of the page content (the representativeness exceeds a threshold of sensitivity). Next, the pages which contain such a selected
concept are assigned to this concept into the ontology.
Some measures are evaluated to characterize the indexing process. They determine the
adequacy between the Web site and the ontology. These measures take into account the number of pages selected by the ontology, the number of concepts included in the pages... The
index is built as a XML file ([28]) and is independent of Web pages.
Our process is semi-automatic. It enables the user to have a global view of the Web site. It
also makes it possible to index a Web site without being the owner of these pages. We do not
regard it as a completely automatic process. Adjustments should be carried out by the user.
The counterpart of this automatisation is, obviously, a worse precision of the process. Lastly,
compared to the annotation approach, our indexing process improves information retrieval: it
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Figure 1: The indexing process

makes it possible to reach directly the pages concerning a concept. By contrast, the annotation
approach requires to browse all the pages of the Web site to find this same information. Now,
we will study two significant elements: the ontology and the method to evaluate the concepts.
3 Terminology oriented ontologies
3.1 Ontology definition
The term ontology comes from philosophy. In this context, its definition is: «systematic explanations of the existence». Futhermore, researchers in Knowledge Engineering give other
more suitable definitions with their concerns. In this context, their definitions are strongly
dependent on the author’s point of view and on his use of ontologies [12, 13]. Some have a
formal point of view and work on abstract models of ontologies while others have a more
pragmatic approach.
We have chosen this definition of ontology: “an ontology provides the common vocabulary of a specific domain and defines, more or less formally, terms meaning and some of their
relationships” ([11]). In our context, we thus call ontology a hierarchy of concepts defines
in a more or less formal way. For instance, figure 2 shows an extract of the SHOE ontology
concerning the american universities.
3.2 Terminology oriented ontology
The concepts of ontologies are usually represented only by a single linguistic term (a label).
However, in our context, this term can be at the same time ambiguous (it represents several
candidate concepts) and not always unique (existence of synonyms). As a result, within the
framework of texts written in natural language, it is necessary to determine the whole set
of the synonyms (candidate labels) to define in a single way a concept. Such process can
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"
standalone="no"?>
<!DOCTYPE ontology SYSTEM "http://.../onto.dtd">
<ontology id="university-ont" version="2.1"
description="...">
<def-category name="Department"
isa="EducationOrganization"
short="university department"/>
<def-category name="Program"
isa="EducationOrganization"
short="program"/>
<def-category name="ResearchGroup"
isa="EducationOrganization"
short="research group"/>
<def-category name="University"
isa="EducationOrganization"
short="university"/>
<def-category name="Activity"
isa="SHOEEntity"
short="activity"/>
<def-category name="Work"
isa="Activity"
short="work"/>
<def-category name="Course"
isa="Work"
short="teaching course"/>
...
</ontology>
Figure 2: Extract of the SHOE ontology concerning the american universities

be found in a manual way in OntoSeek ([14]) or in a semi-automatic way in Mikrokosmos
([25]).
In our context, an ontology is a set of concepts each one represented by a term (a label)
and a set of synonyms of this term, and a set of relationships connecting these concepts by
the specific/generic relationship, the composition relationship,... Currently, the only relationship we take into account is the “isa” relationship. We call this type of ontology a terminology
oriented ontology. Note that our ontologies do not reflect all the inherent aspects to formal ontologies ([11]). Our ontologies are close by their structure to those used in the SHOE project
([21]). Moreover, we choose XML format ([28]) to store our ontologies and our indexing
results. The used DTD is rather similar to the SHOE DTD but we made modifications and
extensions to this last.
We thus propose a process which makes it possible to determine all the candidate labels
of a concept. This process is based on a thesaurus and uses a number of heuristics similar
with those proposed by the Mikrokosmos project. The general principle of these heuristics is
to try to make a correspondance between the paths according to the “isa” relationship in the
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ontology and the paths of hypernyms in the thesaurus. According to the “matching degree”, a
more or less large confidence is given to such or such set of synonyms (concept). Let us note
that experiments using the relationship of composition have not improved the results.
The user can manually finish the disambiguation process of the labels. Indeed, the process
can not always select in an unquestionable way the good set of synonyms. The definitions of
the sets of candidate ynonyms are presented in order to help to this final choice.
However, the process gives results rather satisfactory since it chooses the good sense for
nearly 75% of the labels associated with the concepts for the ontology of the Universities
of SHOE ([21]) and for 95% of the label after several modifications (contradictions with the
used thesaurus were deleted).
These evaluations were determined with ontologies for which the whole set of the labels
associated with the concepts was manually disambiguated. Of course, this disambiguation
process depends on the thesaurus used (in our case Wordnet).
4 Index building
The other important part of our process is the indexing process and the evaluation of the
importance of a concept in a HTML page. There are two essential steps: (1) terms extraction
from Web pages and calculus of the weighted frequency and (2) determination of candidate
concepts and the calculus of the representativeness of a concept.
4.1 Terms extraction
The well-formed terms extraction process starts by (1) removing HTML markers from Web
pages, (2) dividing the text into independent sentences, and (3) lemmatizing words included
in the page. Next, Web pages are annotated with part of speech tags using the Brill tagger
([3]). As a result, each word in a page is annotated with its corresponding grammatical category (noun, adjective...). Finally, the surface structure of sentences is analyzed using term
patterns (Noun, Noun+Noun, Adjective+Noun...)[7] to provide well-formed terms . For each
selected term, we calculate its weighted frequency. The weighted frequency takes into account the frequency of the term and especially the HTML markers which are linked with
each of its occurrences. We can notice that the frequency is not a main criterion. Indeed,
we work with pages which are of rather restricted size compared to large corpora used in
NLP (Natural Language Processing). The influence of the marker depends on its role in the
page. For example, the marker “TITLE” will give a considerable importance to the term (*10)
whereas the marker “B” (for bold font) has a quite less influence (* 2). The table 1 gives the
weight of the most significant markers (the markers weights were determined in an exper
imental way [10]). In a Web page containing different terms, for a given term (with 

in  ), the weighted frequency
is determined as the sum of the  weights of HTML
markers associated with the  term occurences. The result is then normalized. This calculus is
 
shown in formula (1) and (2) where 
 corresponds to the HTML marker weight associated
with the  th occurrence of the term .
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(1)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"
standalone="no"?>
<!DOCTYPE ontology SYSTEM "http://.../onto.dtd">
<ontology id="university-ont" version="3.0">
<def-category name="Course" short="teaching course"
isa="Work">
<sense name="Course" no="1" origin="WN"
definition="..." convenience="1.0">
<synset>class#4,course of instruction#1,
course of study#2,course#1</synset>
</sense>
</def-category>
<def-category name="Department"
short="university department"
isa="EducationOrganization">...
</def-category>
<def-category name="University" short="university"
isa="EducationOrganization">
<sense name="University" no="3" origin="WN"
definition="..." convenience="1.0">
<synset>university#3</synset></sense>
</def-category>
<def-category name="Program" short="program"
isa="Information">
<sense name="Program" no="4" origin="WN"
definition="..." convenience="1.0">
<synset>course of study#1,curriculum#1,program#4,
syllabus#1</synset></sense>
</def-category>
<def-category name="ResearchGroup"
short="research group"
isa="EducationOrganization">
<sense name="ResearchGroup" no="0" origin="TECH"
definition="" convenience="1.0">
<synset>research group#0</synset></sense>
</def-category>
<def-category name="Activity" short="activity"
isa="HumanActivity">...
</def-category>
<def-category name="Work" short="work"
isa="Activity">...
</def-category>...
</ontology>
Figure 3: Extract of the terminology oriented ontology concerning the american university
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(2)

HTML marker description
Document title
Keyword
Hyper-link
Font size 7
Font size +4
Font size 6
Font size +3
Font size +2
Font size 5
Heading level 1
Heading level 2
Image title
Big marker
Underlined font
Italic font
Bold font
...

HTML marker
<TITLE></TITLE>
<meta name="keywords" ... content=...>
<A HREF=...></A>
<FONT SIZE=7></FONT>
<FONT SIZE="+4"></FONT>
<FONT SIZE=6></FONT>
<FONT SIZE="+3"></FONT>
<FONT SIZE="+2"></FONT>
<FONT SIZE=5></FONT>
<H1></H1>
<H2></H2>
<IMG ... ALT="...">
<BIG></BIG>
<U></U>
<I></I>
<B></B>
...

Weight
10
9
8
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
...

Table 1: Higher coefficients associated with HTML markers

Table 2 shows some results extracted from an experiment on a Web page. Terms are sorted
according to the weighted frequency coefficient.
4.2 Page concepts determination
During the term extraction process, well-formed terms and their weighted frequency coefficient were respectively extracted and calculated. The well-formed terms are different forms
representing a particular concept (for example “chair”, “professorship”...). In order to determine not only the set of terms included in a page but also the set of concepts in a page, a
thesaurus is used. Our experiments use the WordNet thesaurus ([23]). The process to generate
candidate concepts is quite simple: from extracted terms, all candidate concepts (all senses)
are generated using a thesaurus. A sense is represented by a list of synonym (this list is unique
for a given concept). Then for each candidate concept, the representativeness is calculated according to the weighted frequency and the cumulative similarity of the concept with the other
concepts in the page. This last one is based on the similarity between two concepts.
We first define the similarity measure between two concepts which makes it possible to
evaluate the semantic distance between these two concepts. This measure is defined relatively
to a thesaurus and to the hypernyms relationship. In our context, we use the similarity measure
defined by [29]. They propose a similarity measure related to the edge distance in the way
it takes into account the most specific subsumer of the two concepts, characterizing their
commonalities, while normalizing in a way that accounts for their differences. Their measure
is shown in formula 3 where , is the most specific subsumer of , # and ,&- , .0/132546, is the

number of edges from , to the taxonomy root, and .7/1825479: , with  in ;<>=?A@ is the number

of edges from , to the taxonomy root through , .
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Terms
uw
cse
uw cse
computer
university
seattle
article
science
research
professor
...
computer science
...
university of washington
...
program
...
news
...
information
...
message
...

Weighted frequency
1.00
0.59
0.45
0.41
0.37
0.30
0.30
0.26
0.24
0.24
...
0.18
...
0.16
...
0.15
...
0.12
...
0.09
...
0.01
...

Table 2: Extracted terms and their weighted frequency (sorted according to the weighted frequency). Results
coming from http://www.cs.washington.edu/news/

B

D
, # =,C-

? EG.0/132546,
F
IH
.7/1825479: , #
.0/1325409:,&-

(3)

This measure performs a little worse than the Resnik’s measure ([26]) but better than the
traditional edge-counting measure (see related works for more details).
For evaluating the relative importance of a concept in a page, we define its cumulative
similarity. The cumulative similarity measure associated with a concept in a page, noted B   ,
is the sum of all the similarity measures calculated between this concept and all the other
concepts included in the studied page. In this formula, a specific concept is unified with the
corresponding synset (set of synonyms) in WordNet. The measure is shown in formula 43 ,

where J  synsets are associated with a term  , and there are  terms in the studied Web
pages.

B
3
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B+K7B /12    = B+K7B /12 V Y1

(4)

In this calculus, all similarities are not been taken into account in order to discriminate the
results: a threshold is applied. Finally, we determine a representativeness coefficient which
determines the representativeness of a concept in a document. The coefficient is a linear combination of the weighted frequency and of the cumulative similarity of a concept (formula 5)4 .
This coefficient is the major one to qualify answer to a request. The empirical values for k
and l are respectively ? et  .

BLK7B /12
m /1 m / B / 2  2nop/ / B:B BLKiqB /12    )r ksEF

   1IH
l E B
t
H
k l

BLK7B /12    1

(5)

The table 3 shows the effect of the representativeness on the concepts order (terms found
in the page are in bold font). Some concepts are higher in the table 3 than in the table 2.
For instance, news#1 (weighted frequency 0.12, representativeness 0.51) or information#1
(weighted frequency 0.1, representativeness 0.59). This is a good result for a page related
to a news page. If we analyse the result more in details, the concepts: news#4 and news#2
have a representativeness equal to 0.49. This is not very different from the degree of news#1
which is equal to 0.51. The explanation is that Wordnet includes too much fine-grained sense
distinctions. In fact, in the thesaurus, the three previous concepts have all the same subsumers.
Then, an automatic process cannot distinguish these three concepts. Wordnet was built by
linguist and is not always effective in NLP [25].
5 Associating concepts and synsets
At this point, we have on the one hand a terminology oriented ontology and on the other hand
candidate concepts with their representativeness coming from HTML pages. In the next step,
candidate concepts are matched with concepts of the ontology. If a concept is in the ontology
and in a Web page, the URL of this page and its representativeness are added to the ontology.
To evaluate the appropriateness of an ontology according to a set of HTML pages, five
typical coefficients are calculated. These coefficients are normalized. The first four coefficients define:

u the rate of concepts directly involved in HTML pages, called the Direct Indexing Degree
or DID;

u the rate of concepts indirectly involved in HTML pages (calculated by the way of the
generic/specific relationship), called the Indirect Indexing Degree or IID;

u the rate of pages concerned with the ontology concepts, called the Ontology Cover Degree
or OCD, which gives the number of Web pages that involve at least one concept of the
ontology;

u the Mean of the Representativeness of the candidate Concepts (MRC).
These coefficients (DID, IID, OCD, MRC) are evaluated for different thresholds applied
on the representativeness (0 to 1 with a step equals to 0.02). For each coefficient its weighted
The representativeness is normalized. v
related to Zab ZLc d e ^Xg h j .
4

^Zab ZLcd e ^wg h j

is the normalized sum of all the weighted frequency
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Concepts
uw#0
award#2, accolade#1, honor#1, honour#2, laurels#1
computer#1, data processor#1, electronic computer#1,
information processing system#1
information#1, info#1
cse#0
university#2
course of study#1, program#4, curriculum#1, syllabus#1
calculator#1, reckoner#1, figurer#1,
estimator#1, computer#2
news#1, intelligence#4, tidings#1, word#3
news#2
news#4
voice#6
voice#2, vocalization#1
message#2, content#2, subject matter#1, substance#6
language#1, linguistic communication#1
article#3, clause#2
submission#1, entry#4
subject#1, topic#1, theme#1
university#3
...

Weighted
frequency
1.0
0.20

Representativeness

0.41
0.1
0.59
0.37
0.15

0.68
0.59
0.59
0.58
0.53

0.41
0.12
0.09
0.09
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.30
0.01
0.01
0.37
...

0.51
0.51
0.49
0.49
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.42
...

1.0
0.7

Table 3: Extracted concepts after the calculus of the representativeness degree (sorted according to the representativeness). Results come from http://www.cs.washington.edu/news/

mean (WM) is calculated. For instance, formula 6 presents the calculus of the weighted mean
for the direct indexing degree (DID).

xzy0x 

#
 !8{ |6E

xzy0x 

(6)

This calculus privileges the concepts which are more representative of the pages. A representative ontology of a site has the weighted mean nearly equal to  . This evaluation depends
on the thesaurus used because it depends on the used relationships. Finally, the global evaluation of the indexing process (OSAD: Ontology-Site Adequacy Degree) is a linear combination of these weighted means. Currently, the coefficients are evaluated in an experimental
way. The equation 7 gives the present evaluation where B is a Web site and } an ontology.
The experiment shows that a value of 0.3 for the representativeness gives good results. Below
this threshold, too many concepts with a low representativeness are kept. For this threshold,
the discrimination of concepts is relatively effective (the larger the Web pages are, the more
effective is the process).
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The figure 4 presents indexing results related to the Web site: “http://www.cs.washington.edu/”
(1315 HTML pages). This is the site of the department of computer science of the washington university. It was chosen because of its a priori adequacy with our ontology. However, the
Ontology-Site Adequacy Degree (OSAD) is not very high (56%). The explanation is that the
used ontology (the SHOE ontology with some extensions and modifications) does not cover
all the studied domain. For instance, the studied site has numerous personal Web pages which
are rarely indexed by the ontology. Figure 5 presents an extract of the structured index.
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Figure 4: Some results of the indexing process

The indexing process can highlight concepts, which do not match with concepts of ontologies. In this case, we may search for ontologies related to this index. In the future, we
will be able to start again the indexing process when the content of the site evolves or when
ontologies are updated. This process can only be executed on modified pages.
The evaluation process enables us to evaluate the adequacy between the pages of the site
and the ontology and thus to adopt various strategies depending on the coefficients value:
1. the coefficients are correct: the structured index is kept and exploited;
2. the coefficients are not correct:
(a) the pages which are not suitable are deleted (the OCD and/or the MRC coefficient
are low);
(b) the ontology is updated (the DID coefficient is low);
(c) a new ontology is chosen and the index is built again (the whole set of coefficients
is low);
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" standalone="no"?>
<!DOCTYPE ontology SYSTEM "http://.../onto.dtd">
<ontology id="university-ont" version="3.0" description="">
<def-category name="University" short="university"
isa="EducationOrganization">
<sense name="University" no="3" origin="wn" convenience="1.0">
<synset>university#3</synset>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/info/contact/"
frequence="0.5" representativeness="0.4"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/info/aboutus/"
frequence="0.54" representativeness="0.49"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/590m/"
frequence="0.4" representativeness="0.4"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/outreach/"
frequence="0.28" representativeness="0.34"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/mssi/"
frequence="0.5" representativeness="0.43"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/general/overview.html"
frequence="0.87" representativeness="0.81"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/599/"
frequence="0.4" representativeness="0.35"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/workforce/tnt/"
frequence="0.25" representativeness="0.35"/>...
</sense>
</def-category>
<def-category name="Department" short="university department"
isa="EducationOrganization">
<sense name="Department" no="1" origin="wn" convenience="1.0">
<synset>department#1,section#11</synset>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/444/"
frequence="0.29" representativeness="0.31"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/lab/facilities/la2.html"
frequence="0.5" representativeness="0.41"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/ARL/"
frequence="0.21" representativeness="0.32"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/"
frequence="0.33" representativeness="0.37"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/desktop_refs.html"
frequence="0.5" representativeness="0.43"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/news/jobs.html"
frequence="0.44" representativeness="0.46"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/admin/newhires/faq.html"
frequence="0.29" representativeness="0.32"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/info/videos/index.html"
frequence="0.39" representativeness="0.38"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/affiliates/corporate/"
frequence="0.5" representativeness="0.51"/>...
</sense>
</def-category>...
</ontology>
Figure 5: Extract of the SHOE ontology concerning the american universities
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6 Exploitation of our approach for query answering
Most of search engines use simple keywords to index web pages. Queries are often made
up of a list of keywords connected by logical operator (“and”, “or”...). In our context, we
use the terminology oriented ontology and the structured index in order to improve the query
answering process. Queries are not only processed at the terminological level but also at the
conceptual level. This approach provides several improvements:
1. a user’s query is expanded: terms are transformed into concepts;
2. logical operators have a richer semantics than in the simple keywords world;
3. the answers are more suitable to a user’s query.
The query expansion is thus improved by the use of ontologies. Often, when a user proposes a query which contains terms connected by logical operators, these terms are often
ambiguous. In our approach, terms are replaced by their associated concepts. The candidate
concepts are first selected in the ontology. Then, the other concepts of the query and the logical operators are studied. Finally, if a term is still associated with several candidate concepts,
the user’s assistance is required. If set of query terms are not associated with any concepts at
the end of this process, they are regarded as not relevant for the site. According to the logical
operator, either they are suppressed from the query or the query has no response.
The conceptually expanded query can be exploited to seek pages corresponding precisely
to its content. The ontology makes it possible to improve the interpretation of the used logical
operators. Currently, in one hand, the “and” and “or” operators have the same interpretation
as in the traditionnal keywords approach. In the other hand, the “no” and “near” operators
have a different semantics. For a query containing a “no” operator, we add to the concerned
concept, all the concepts which are more specific than this concept according to the “isa”
relationship. So, all pages containing these concepts will be rejected. The “near” operator is
not related to the distance between words (number of words between two words) as in the
classical approach. But, it is related to a semantic distance between concepts according to the
similarity measure [29] used to calculate the representativeness coefficient. In our context,
the “near” operator becomes an unary operator and makes it possible to add to the query all
the concepts semantically connected to the targeted concept and in its neighbourhood.
7 Related works
Our choices differ from related works especially from work on annotation of Web page like
KA2 ([9], [2]), SHOE ([21]) or WebKB([22]). These two projects annotate manually Web
pages using semantic tags. SHOE proposes a set of Simple HTML Ontology Extension to annotate Web pages with ontology-based knowledge concerning page contents. In this context,
an agent can use this knowledge to manage effectively information requests.
In all the cases, the goal is to use semantic information to improve the information retrieval. However, in these approaches, annotations are strongly linked to document. The author of pages progressively indicates handled knowledge where it appears. The problem is
that any modification or new generation of the pages requires to remake entirely or partly
the annotations. Nevertheless, the precision of this process is extremely fine. Moreover, the
methods based on annotation are manual or semi-manual (an user interface helps the user to
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annotate the document [16]). Therefore, they are very time expensive and can be carried out
only by specialists ([15]).
However, this manual process is time expensive, complex, and information and knowledge are mixed. The information management difficulty is thus increased ([15]). In addition,
semantically annotated documents are not today and perhaps may be never available on the
Web. These two projects work on restricted domain and scaling up to the entire Web is a
titanic task ([15]). Moreover, in this context, all Web page builders have to accept to annotate
their own pages. The consensus needed by this protocol is far to be widely admitted and is at
the opposite of the Web philosophy. Another project is the “WebKB” project ([22]). It proposes another manual process to annotate Web pages using an ontology represented with a
conceptual graph ([27]), which is built using a linguistic thesaurus. Even if the used language
is different from the two previous projects, annotations are also included in the HTML pages.
Moreover, the thesaurus is only used to extend the ontology. It is not used to automatically
index natural language documents.
Like in OntoSeek project ([14]), our approach adds linguistic attributes to ontologies using the WordNet thesaurus to improve our semi-automatic Web site knowledge discovery.
Guarino calls this process a disambiguation process. However, the manual process OntoSeek
uses ontologies not to define the knowledge of a Web site but to find user’s data in a large classical database of Web pages. Another project proposes a similar process: the Mikrokosmos
project ([25]) to provide a knowledge base for machine translation process. This process is
another semi-automatic process (the user can improve manually the disambiguation results).
It studies several heuristics. The most important are an hierarchical heuristics and a similarity
heuristics. The hierarchical heuristics uses the generic/specific relationship in the ontology
and the relationship of hyperonymy in the thesaurus. For [25], the hierarchical heuristics
seems to be the more effective to select senses. Therefore, we choose to use this heuristics
and to improve it.
Some projects of the KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases) community are interested by extracting knowledge from Web sites. [8] apply techniques of KDD to keywords
which are attached to the documents and which are then regarded as attributes. These mining techniques use statistical analysis to discover association rules and interesting patterns
over keywords distributions and associations. Other researchers [18] use terms automatically
extracted from documents to characterize the document and to find associations which connect the terms to the documents. Another approach is to apply KDD techniques after the
use of information extraction techniques, which transform information located in texts into a
structured database [6]. Other approaches [20] mixe NLP techniques and KDD techniques to
extract automatically information from documents. They do not use keywords as attribute but
use concepts which are acquired by the way of a thesaurus. The approach of the last authors
seems the most interesting because they do not work any more with simple keywords but
with the concepts included in documents. Compared to KDD techniques like [20], we also
work on conceptual level instead on the simple keywords level. But we take the option to
have linguistic processing much finer and especially we privilege an a priori knowledge on
the studied domain (one or several ontologies). [20] use a priori knowledge on the studied
domain (a thesaurus) exclusively to extract the concepts of the pages. In our approach, the
concepts are also extracted from the pages using a thesaurus, but the indexing process itself is
also based on an ontology of the domain. [24] asserts besides that for an effective extraction
of knowledge, a priori knowledge on the studied domain (for example ontologies) is essential.
Many measures of similarity are defined in related works. For [19], the information shared
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by two concepts is indicated in an “isa” taxonomy by the most specific concept that subsumes
them. The semantic similarity of two concepts in a taxonomy is the distance between the
nodes corresponding to the items which are compared (edge-counting). The shorter the path
from one node to another is, the more similar they are. Given multiple paths, one takes the
length of the shortest one.
A widely acknowledged problem ([26]) with this approach is that it relies on the notion
that links in the taxonomy represent uniform distances (but it is most of the time false). [26]
describes an alternative way to evaluate semantic similarity in a taxonomy based on the notion
of information content. All links in a taxonomy are weighted with an estimated probability
(concept occurrences in corpora), which measures the information content of a concept. The
main idea is: the more concepts share information, more similar they are. The information
shared by two concepts is indicated by the information content of the concepts that subsumes
them in the taxonomy. The probability  of a concept , is based on the probability associated
with the concept plus the probability associated with all its descendant concepts.  , is then
1
used to calculate the information content of a concept , which is equal to J }+, .
8 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a semi-automatic process to index a Web site by its content.
This process builds a structured index coming from an ontology and pages of a Web site.
After the construction of a flat index where all terms have a weighted frequency, we determine candidate concepts associated with these terms. For each concept, a representativeness
coefficient is calculated. Finally, the most representative concepts in a Web page are selected,
and those which belong to the ontology are kept. The final structured index is organized according to the ontology. With each ontology concepts a set of Web pages is associated from
where the potential concepts were extracted.
This process comprises a number of advantages on the traditional indexing methods (only
based on keyword retrieval) and even on the methods of Web site annotation:
1. selected pages contain not only the keywords but also the required concepts ;
2. these concepts are representative of the topics treated in selected pages ;
3. terms which are responsible of the page selection are not always those of the request but
can be synonyms ;
4. pages can comprise not only the required concepts but also more specific ones ;
5. the importance of a concept depends not only on its term frequency but also on the HTML
markers which describe it and on its relations with the other concepts of the page...
The indexing process can be used not only for retrieving information but also for valueing
the appropriateness of a Web site with regard to a domain or a knowledge. This latter case
enables us to classify a Web site in a hierarchical index of a classical search engine (Yahou !,
Excite...). Note that such hierarchies can be themselves considered as general ontologies
([17]).
Currently, other Web sites on american universities are indexed in order to compare their
results to those of the Washington university. In order to improve the indexing results, we
may also improve the coverage degree of the ontology on our studied domain. We study also
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other relationships than the generic/specific relationship in order to improve the process of
concepts extraction. We have developed a measure according to the composition relationship,
but we must also evaluate it in an experimental way.
The results presented in this paper can be used in various applications. They are currently
being incorporated within the Bonom Multi-agent system ([5], [4]) to search for relevant
information on the Internet. The system involves different types of agents among which “site
agents” which encapsulate information sources. The methods we propose are implemented
within the site agents. They greatly improve the site analysis process and the query answering
process.
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Abstract. WebML (Web Modelling Language) is a language for the design of dataintensive Web sites. It is supported by visual tools allowing the definition of the conceptual data organization and of the pages and links of the actual hypertext(s) which
constitute a Web application. In this paper we describe a semantic model for WebML
hypertexts by means of Statecharts. Statecharts provide a formal description of the
clicking behavior and page data fill of WebML applications. The proposed semantic
model has guided the implementation of the WebML runtime and the construction of
advanced specification checking functions embedded in the WebML design tools. In
particular, developers are supported in the identification of design and runtime problems caused by non-determinism, racing conditions and deadlocks.

1 Introduction
Web applications have spread in every sector of the human activity, well beyond the boundaries of document-oriented systems, for which the Web has been initially conceived.
The enormous demand for Web-enabled applications, both novel or resulting from the
re-engineering of existing systems, coupled to the chronic lack of skilled IT personnel, puts
forth a dramatic request for better software engineering practices, similar to those adopted in
more mature software fields, like database and object-oriented development.
For improving productivity, a broader coverage of the tasks of Web site development
is imperative, because the vast majority of Web development tools available on the market
still concentrate only on design and implementation, paying little attention to requirement
analysis and conceptual modelling [7]. Therefore, implementing and maintaining a large Web
site is still a very human-intensive and error-prone activity, which does not benefit from the
availability of a formal development process, supported by modelling notations and CASE
tools.
To cope with these requirements, the research community has proposed several approaches
for the so-called model-driven design of Web sites [1, 5, 8, 9, 11], which share the idea of
leveraging semi-formal notations to express the data structure and hypertext topology of a
Web site and of using conceptual-level specifications to drive the design and implementation.
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WebML [3] is one of the proposals for the conceptual specification and automatic implementation of Web sites. A WebML specification is directed labelled graph, internally represented as an XML document written according to the WebML DTD, which describes the
topology of one or more hypertexts conceived to publish information on a set of application objects. The WebML language is backed by a suite of software tools, which transforms
visual WebML specifications into server-side page templates and database queries, which
implement the desired Web site.
Differently from previous proposals, which were mostly introduced informally and by
examples, WebML anchors Web site specifications to a sound formal basis, by associating
a formal semantics to the semi-formal visual notation. This paper introduces WebML’s formal semantics, which is based on the use of STATECHARTS [10] to express the dynamic
behavior of a Web site.
As a consequence of establishing a formal model, Web site specifications acquire an unambiguous meaning and lend themselves to automatic checking for correctness or desired
properties. Moreover, the formal semantics can be used as a yardstick to evaluate the correctness of CASE tools generating running Web sites from WebML specifications, because
the runtime behavior of the generated site must obey the expected behavior expressed by the
formal semantics.
2 Overview of WebML
A WebML specification consists of two major components:
The structure model, describing the conceptual organization of the application data;
One or more hypertexts (site views in the WebML jargon) defined on top of the structure
model, which express the organization and linking of pages used to publish the application
data.
The approach adopted by WebML is data-driven: first the structure of the data is described,
then, on the basis of such structure, the hypertext is defined, as explained in the following
subsections. For further details about the syntax of WebML the reader may refer to [3] and to
the Web site http://webml.org.
2.1 Structure model
The structure model describes the conceptual data organization, and is compatible with the
Entity-Relationship data model, used in conceptual database design, and with UML class diagrams, used in object-oriented modelling. The fundamental elements of the structure model
are entities, defined as containers of data elements, and binary relationships 1, defined as
semantic connections between pairs of entities. Entities have attributes representing the properties of the real world objects and relationships are characterized by named relationship
roles (i.e., the two directions in which a binary relationship can be traversed) and cardinality
constraints associated to each role.
1

WebML presently supports only binary relationship without attributes; work on supporting content units
defined over generalized n-ary relationships and relationship attributes is ongoing.
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Example I: Figure 1 shows a simple structure schema for the publication of an hypertext
describing data about books: the rectangles in the graph represent entities, while edges represent relationships (for brevity, relationship roles names are omitted). In the example, each
book is written by one or more authors and has a unique publisher; moreover, each book may
be associated with zero or more reviews.
BOOK-AUTHOR

BOOK
0:n

1:n

1:n

AUTHOR

1:1
BOOK-PUBLISHER

BOOK-REVIEW

1:n

1:1

PUBLISHER

REVIEW

Figure 1: Example of structure schema

2.2 Hypertext
A WebML hypertext consists of a set of pages, depicted as rectangles, connected by noncontextual links, represented by oriented arcs. The content of a page is expressed by means of
content units. Different kinds of unit are provided by WebML, denoted by different symbols.
Units may be connected by contextual links, also graphically depicted by means of oriented
arcs (See Figure 3). We describe first content units; then, we clarify the use of contextual and
non-contextual links.
Units publish information about the objects of the structure schema: each unit is defined
over a master object, an entity or a relationship role2 , which gives content to the unit.
WebML offers six predefined content units to assemble read-only hypertexts (additional
units are available for content management applications):
Data units: they are used to publish a set of attributes of a single object (e.g. the data of a
single book). The graphical representation of WebML data units is shown in Figure 2.a.
Index units: they are used to represent sorted lists of objects, where each object is denoted
by some representative attributes (e.g. an index of authors may show the first name and
last name of each author). Index units are typically linked to a data unit, which shows
the details of the object selected from the index (e.g. the data of the selected author). The
graphical representation of index units is shown in Figure 2.b.
Multidata units: they show multiple objects together, by repeating the presentation of
several, identical data units3 (e.g., all the books written by an author). See Figure 2.c for
the graphical representation.
2
A relationship role univocally determines a source entity and a destination entity, based on the direction in
which the relationship is considered.
3
In the following sections, multidata units will be treated as a finite set of data units, and therefore will not
be considered explicitly.
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Scroller units: they provide the commands to scroll over an ordered set of objects. They
are generally connected to a data unit showing the current item of the sequence. The
graphical representation is shown in Figure 2.d.
Filter units: they allow the user to specify search criteria by means of a search form.
Typically, a filter unit is connected to an index unit showing the result of the search (e.g.
the user inserts the category of a book, and the list of books belonging to this category is
shown). The graphical representation of filter units is shown in Figure 2.e.
Direct units: they associate one object to a single other object along a one-to-one or manyto-one relationship (possibly the identity relationship). They are generally connected to a
data unit showing the unique target of the one-to-one or many-to-one relationship (e.g.,
the data of a book may be connected through a direct unit to the data of its unique publisher). The graphical representation is shown in Figure 2.f.

Figure 2: Graphical representation of WebML units

Example II: Consider for example the hypertext depicted in Figure 3. It contains three pages:
the home page, the books’ index page and the book page. The home page is empty (we
suppose that it contains only unmodeled, presentation-oriented content) and is connected
by a link to the books’ index page, which contains two units: a filter defined over books
(BookFilter) allows one to search all books based on some keywords (e.g. with respect to
their category), and is linked to an index unit (BookIndex), which represents the list of books
matching the search criteria expressed in the filter unit. The books’ index is connected to a
data unit in a separate page (BookPage). This page contains several pieces of information,
which are shown when the user clicks on an entry in the index of books: the data of the
selected book (BookData), the data of its publisher (PublisherData), the index of its authors
(AuthorIndex), and a scroller unit defined over the book’s reviews (ReviewScroller), which
allows the user to orderly browse the book’s reviews, displayed one by one in a data unit
(ReviewData). A direct unit (Book2Publisher) is interposed between the BookData unit and
the PublisherData unit, to associate the book to its unique publisher.
An important difference exists between non-contextual links connecting pages and contextual links between units: the former are a mere navigational device used to change page,
the latter imply the transportation of navigation context from the source to the destination
unit. Navigation context is information passed from one unit to another one in order to make
the second unit computable from the data in the structure layer. For example, in Figure 3
the link exiting the home page is a non-contextual link and does not carry any information;
instead, the link between the BookIndex unit listing a set of books and the BookData unit
showing the data of a particular book is contextual: it must carry the identifier of the book
selected in the index, for the data unit to be computable. Note that, as shown in this example,
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Figure 3: Example of WebML pages

when the source and the destination units of a contextual link belong to different pages, also
navigation between pages is performed.
WebML units are both producers and consumers of navigation context. For example, an
index unit typically produces the identifier of the object selected from the user; however, it
may also consume context, e.g., to display a list of objects connected by a relationship to an
input object. For example, in Figure 3 the AuthorIndex unit, listing the authors of a particular
book, needs the OID of the current book to be computed: indeed, according to the schema
of Figure 1, given the current book, the target objects of the relationship between book and
author can be identified.
The following table illustrates the input and output context of the different WebML units.
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Unit
Data unit
Index unit
Multidata unit
Filter unit
Scroller unit



Direct unit

Input parameters
Selected instance (OID of the
current instance)

Owner of the relationship
,

Optional predicate

Owner of the relationship
,

Optional predicate

Owner of the relationship
,

Optional predicate

Owner of the relationship
,

Optional predicate
Owner of the relationship

Output parameters
Current instance



Selected item, Owner of the relationship

Selected item (possibly
all the items), Owner

of the relationship
New Predicate, Owner of the relationship
Selected item, Owner of the relationship
Target of the relationship







When a unit is defined over a relationship role, the OID of an instance of the source entity participating
to the relationship (called the relationship’s owner, in the WebML jargon) is required.
 When the unit is preceded by a filter unit, a predicate is passed to compute the result set of the search.
The target of a one-to-one or many-to-one relationship is the unique object associated to the owner of the
relationship.

As shown in the example of Figure 3, a WebML page typically contains several units
linked in a network topology to produce the desired communication effect. In order to specify
how the context is propagated along the chains of linked units, WebML permits the designer
to declare links (both contextual and non-contextual) as automatic or clickable. The former
are ”automatically clicked” by the WebML runtime system, to propagate context from the
source to the destination unit of the link even in absence of user’s action. The latter do not
exhibit such behavior, but the user must explicitly activate the link for context propagation to
occur.
When links are automatic the output parameters of the unit wherefrom the link exits may
need proper initialization: the output of an index or scroller unit is initialized to the first instance of the underlying entity or relationship; the output predicate of a filter unit is initialized
to ”true”, to select all objects of the underlying entity or relationship.
For example, in Figure 3, when the BookPage is accessed, the OID of the book to be
displayed is passed to the book data unit by its incoming contextual link. Then, propagation
of context occurs inside the BookPage page. If all the links between units in BookPage are
automatic, context information flows from unit to unit without the user’s intervention: the
OID of the selected book flows to the subsequent units, thus showing also the index of authors,
the publisher’s data, the first review and the scroller commands to access the other reviews.
The first review is chosen by default by the system, which initializes the output parameter of
the scroller unit.
Conversely, if the links exiting the book data unit are defined as clickable, when the BookPage is accessed only the data of the selected book are shown; then the user must click on the
provided anchors (one for each link) to transfer the output context and see also the other data
in the page. Notice the importance of the automatic links in practical applications: they allow
to automatically display information bound to the current data. A more sophisticated example
showing the use of automatic and clickable links will be presented in the next section.
3 Semantics of WebML
In the previous section we introduced the syntax and the main characteristics of WebML;
now we describe its semantics.
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Before introducing a formal description of the behavior of a dynamic Web site, we extend the hypertext of Figure 3 in order to show some particular behaviors and problems that
highlight the benefits of having a semantic model.
The WebML specification of Figure 4 extends the previous hypertext with the authors’
index page.

Figure 4: Example of a Web site

Let us carefully analyze such page. It contains several kinds of information to be shown:
the index of all the authors (AllAuthorIndex), the data of a selected author (AuthorData),
the list of the books of such author (BookIndex1) and the data of one book selected from
such list (BookData1). Note that the two first links transport the identifier of the selected
author, while the third link transports the identifier of the selected book. Depending on how
the links between units are specified, i.e. automatic or clickable, this page behaves differently.
Suppose that all the links between the units be automatic, i.e. the first click of every link is
automatically done by the system without any intervention of the user: when this page is
accessed it displays the list of all the authors, the data of the first author of the index (chosen
as default by the system), the list of the books of such author and, finally, the data of the first
book of the book index (chosen as default by the system). All these data are automatically
shown. Then, the user may select a different author from the author index or a different book
from the book index: in both cases all the data related to the units following the considered
index change accordingly. That is, if a new author is selected from AllAuthorIndex the data
of the new author are shown, together with his/her books and the data of the first of such
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books; if a new book of the author is selected from BookIndex1 the data of the selected book
are displayed. Notice how the automatic links allow to define default choices without leaving
empty parts in the page.
Consider now the case where the links exiting the index units are defined as clickable and
the link exiting the author data unit is still automatic: the behavior of the same page would
be different, since the first choice of each index is not performed by the system, but for each
index the system waits until the user clicks on an item. This means that, when the page is
entered the first time it contains only the list of the authors; then, when the user selects one
of such authors, his/her data together with the list of his/her books are shown; finally, when
the user selects one of the books of the author also the data of the books are shown. Then,
the user may e.g. select a new book from BookIndex1: as a consequence the data of the new
selected book are displayed as in the previous case. Instead, if the user selects a new author
from AllAuthorIndex, the data of the new author are displayed together with his/her books’
list but no data about a particular book are shown until the user explicitly selects one item.
Notice that in this case the page content changes, i.e., initially only one unit is populated, then
after user’s clicking two other units are filled and so on.
So, depending on the kinds of link (automatic or clickable) the behavior of the page is
different, since information may be automatically displayed or not displayed at all, and page
composition may change after user clicking. For complex pages containing several units the
same page may have different configurations at runtime depending on the kinds of links and
on user’s behavior; such configurations can be properly described by a semantic model.
Let us consider another important aspect that need to be considered. From the authors’
index page, it is possible to reach the page displaying further information about the selected
book (a direct unit is used to represent the identity relationship, i.e., the current book itself)
and from this page it is possible to go back to the authors’ index page, by selecting one of the
book’s authors. When a page may be reached from different pages, the page must be correctly
computed for every single access. When designing a Web site several pages could in fact be
reused for displaying the same kind of information.
Let us focus on the authors’ index page again: when it is reached from the book page the
contextual link enters the second unit (AuthorData) of the chain. In this case the first unit in
the chain (AllAuthorIndex) may cause some problems. The list of all the authors can always
be displayed, independently of how the page is accessed, since this unit does not receive any
input context. But what about its outgoing link? If it is clickable, the system waits until the
user selects a new item: so, if the page is accessed from the book page the remaining part of
the page is computed for the author selected in the book page and it is not changed until a
new author is selected from the AllAuthorIndex. Instead, what does it happen if the outgoing
link is automatic? Does the system automatically display the data of the first author of such
index or the data of the author selected in the book page?
To answer questions like this we need a semantic model, describing the precise behavior
of the hypertext, whose interpretation may become difficult for complex sites. Then, on the
basis of the semantics the system can be actually implemented and the correctness of the
specification can be automatically checked. To formalize the semantics we adopt Statecharts,
which allow to easily describe any dynamic system behavior. Indeed, each page of the site can
be represented as a state. Intuitively, when we navigate through the different pages we change
state. We can change page by clicking on the anchors provided by the current page: the action
of clicking represents the event which makes the system change its current state. In a similar
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way, also the content of the pages may be represented by concurrent states, each representing
the behavior of a single unit: the content of a unit is shown depending on the possible events
automatically generated by the system (e.g. when there are automatic links to be followed) or
by possible selections performed by the user. In the sequel we formally describe how to map
a generic WebML specification into a Statechart describing its semantics. We first provide
some preliminary definitions. Then, we define how to map pages into states and how to map
units contained inside a page into concurrent states. Finally, we will see that this model allows
to analyze the behavior of the system in critical cases, where for example non-determinism
or racing conditions arise.
3.1 Preliminary Definitions
The concepts of a WebML hypertext introduced in the previous sections can be formally
described as follows:





Definition 1: (WebML hypertext): a WebML hypertext is a triple ( ,  , ) where is

a set of units,  is a set of pages, and is a set of links. ,  and are such that: 1) links in


connect either two pages in  or two units in ; 2) units in are contained in pages in  ;
3) one page in  is defined as the home page.
In the sequel we represent links between units with the pair ( ,  ) and links between
pages with the pair ( ,  ).
Units of a page are classified based on the topology of the links that connect them:



Definition 2: (Access, depending, and stand-alone units) Let  =( ,  , ) be a WebML

hypertext. Let 
be a unit contained in page  . Then, is an access unit if it
has incoming contextual links originating from outside of  ; it is a depending unit if it has
incoming contextual links originating from units inside  ; it is a stand-alone unit if it has no
incoming contextual links.4
We now introduce the variables and alphabets for events (E), conditions (C) and actions
(A) needed for mapping WebML concepts to Statecharts:



Definition 3: (Variables and E[C]/A alphabets) Let  =( ,  , ) be a WebML hyper
text. Let  ( =  ) be the units in ,  ( =  "! ) be the links in and  ( = # ) be
the pages in  . Then, we define the following variables, events, conditions and actions:
4

Note that a unit may have multiple incoming links, and thus be both an access and a depending unit. The
actual link used at runtime to access a page determines the role of the unit.
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Type

Name

Variable

access link

Variable

recomputable

Variable
Variable

input context %
output context

Event

output context
(i=1 &'&'& n)

Event

clicked on anchor
(j=1 &'&'& m)

Condition

access link

Action

initialize output
(i=1 &'&'& n)

Description

$
%
%
%

$*) (%

available

)

%

(

It refers to the contextual link through
which page $ has been accessed.
It is a boolean variable stating if the content of unit % can be re-calculated for display or not.
It contains the input context of unit % .
It contains the output context of unit % .
It denotes that the content of unit % has
been calculated and its output context is
available in variable output context % .
It denotes that the user has clicked on the
anchor corresponding to link ( .
It checks if there exists an access link entering unit % in page $*) .
It initializes all the output parameters of
unit % .

NULL
value
yes
yes
yes
yes
—
—
—
—

As customary in Statecharts we use the polymorphic symbol + to denote both the empty
event, used to specify automatic transitions, and the empty action.
3.2 Page configuration
We first define how to map the pages of a generic WebML hypertext into a Statechart: given a
WebML hypertext all the pages are mapped into states and all the links (both non-contextual
and contextual) are mapped into transitions among such states as follows:



Definition 4: (WebML hypertext Statecharts) Let  =( ,  , ) be a WebML hypertext.
Then, the corresponding WebML hypertext Statecharts is obtained as follows:
For each ,-. a top-level state / , is created;
For each non-contextual link 021435768) 9:; a transition from / < to / ) is created
with
– E[C]/A=+ [=?>@BA ]/access link C) :=NULL if the link is automatic,
– E[C]/A=clicked on anchor 0 [=?>@ A ]/access link C) :=NULL if the link is clickable.
For each contextual link D1E3FGH6IJK9LM with CGONP and JQNP) , a transition from
/  to / ) is created with
– E[C]/A=clicked on anchor 0 [=?>@ A ]/output context BG available; access link C) := R
if the link is clickable,
– E[C]/A=output context BG available[=?>@ A ]/access link C) := R if the link is automatic.
Page SUTWVYX is the initial state.
Example III: The WebML hypertext of Figure 4 is mapped into the hypertext statechart
shown in Figure 5: the four pages are mapped into four states and all the links among such
pages are mapped into transitions. In particular, from the home page two non-contextual links
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(transitions 1 and 2) depart, which are activated when the event of clicking on the corresponding anchors occurs. Since the links are non-contextual no access link is set for the following
pages. From the authors’ index page a link departs toward the book page: it is activated when
the user clicks on the anchor of the link (transition 3) provided in correspondence of the book
data unit (BookData1), setting the current link as active for the book page. This last operation
is necessary when the page can be accessed through different links in order to consider the
correct incoming link. This transition notifies also that the output context of BookData1 has
been computed and is available to be used to compute the new page. Analogously, two contextual links, one from the books’ index page to the book page (transition 4) and one from
the book page to the authors index page (transition 5) are obtained.

S_HomePage

1

2
clicked_on_anchor_l2[true]
/access_link_BookIndexPage:=NULL

clicked_on_anchor_l1[true]
/access_link_AuthorIndexPage:=NULL
S_AuthorIndexPage

S_BookIndexPage

5

3

clicked_on_anchor_l5[true]
/output_context_AuthorIndex_available
access_link_AuthorIndexPage:=l5

clicked_on_anchor_l3[true]
/output_context_BookData1_available,
access_link_BookPage:=l3

S_BookPage

clicked_on_anchor_l4[true]
/output_context_BookIndex2_available,
access_link_BookPage:=l4

4

Figure 5: WebML hypertext statechart

3.3 Unit Configurations
Once the pages have been mapped into states, the content of each page can be described.
Given a page of the WebML hypertext, the units in it are mapped into a set of concurrent
states, each describing the behavior of a single unit.
Intuitively, each unit can be either in a disabled state, where no data are shown, or in an
enabled state where its content is displayed according to the input context. At page entry,
a unit is disabled by default. Then, one ore more transitions may lead to the enabled state.
From this state one or more transitions are defined, either to go back to the disabled state
or to re-enter the enabled state, possibly changing the unit content (see Figure 6). The kinds
of events, conditions and actions of the transitions depend on on the fact that the unit is an
access, a standalone or a depending unit.



Definition 5: (WebML unit Statechart) Let  =( ,  , ) be a WebML hypertext. Let
Z; be a page containing one or more units and /  be its corresponding state. Then, for
each unit C) contained in  the following states are introduced:
A concurrent state /

) nested at the first level of /  is created;

A state /\[H5]W^`_bacX8[ C) nested inside / B) is created and set as initial state;
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An state /\XWd ^_bacX8[ C) nested inside /
putable C) :=false;

B) is created containing the entry action recom-

A set of transitions between /e[H5]W^`_bafXW[ C) and /\XWd ^_bacX8[ C) are introduced as follows:
If C) is an access unit, then, for each contextual link 5g1h3F<76IC) 9QP with <jiNk a
transition from /e[H5]W^`_bacX8[ B) to \
/ XWd^`_bacX8[ C) is added with
E[C]/A= + [output context mlon NULL AND access link p(B) )]
/input context B) :=output context * ;
access link p:=NULL.
The transition states that at page entry the output context of the source unit of the incoming link becomes the input context of the access unit.
If C) is a standalone unit, then a transition from /-[H5]F^_bacX8[ C) to /\XWd ^_bacX8[ C) is added with
E[C]/A= + [=?>@ A ]/ + . The transition states that a standalone unit is automatically enabled at
page entry.
If B) is a depending unit, then for each contextual link 5O13F<76IC) 9pq with <rNs
– The following transitions or actions are added to the state of the source unit C ,
which feeds navigation context to the depending unit e) :

t A new ring transition on /uXFd^`_bafXW[ < is added with:
E[C]/A=clicked on anchor v [=?>@ A ]/ recomputable * :=true, wx1ky6K6I .

This transitions expresses that a unit feeding another unit inside the same page
may need re-computation (this happens if there is a cycle of links leading back
to the unit).
If the outgoing link v is clickable action output context * :=NULL is added
to all the other transitions entering /uXFd^`_bafXW[  ; this expresses that for clickable
links there is the need of cleaning the output context, when the destination unit
is enabled.
If the outgoing link v is automatic, the action initialize output * is added to all
the other transitions entering /eXWd ^_bacX8[ < . This expresses that for automatic links
there is the need of properly initializing the output context, when the destination
unit is enabled.
t Action output context  available is added as entry action in /uXWd ^_bacX8[ < to
activate the depending units.
t Actions output context * :=NULL; output context  available are added to
the transitions from /eXWd ^_bacX8[ < to /\[H5]W^`_bacX8[  . These transitions indicate that
the unit cannot be computed and therefore also their depending units must be
inhibited by setting the passed context to NULL.
– The following transitions are defined for the depending unit e) :

t A transition from /e[H5]F^_bacX8[ C) to /\XWd ^_bacX8[ C) is created with:
E[C]/A=output context  available[output context *ml:n NULL AND NOT access link p(B) ) AND recomputable B) ] /input context B) :=output context * .
This transitions expresses that the depending unit is enabled when the output
context of its feeding unit becomes available and is not null, the unit has not
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been directly accessed from outside the page and is re-computable (i.e., its content has not already computed in the context propagation, e.g., due to link cycles).
t A ring transition on /eXWd ^_bacX8[ C) is added having:
E[C]/A=output context  available[output context *ml:n NULL AND recomputable B) ]
/input context B) :=output context  . This transition ensures that if the input
context changes also the output context is re-calculated.
t A transition from /eXFd^`_bafXW[ C) to /\[H5]F^_bacX8[ C) is created with:
E[C]/A=output context  available[output context * =NULL]/ + . This transition states that the unit is disabled if due to some event (e.g., a user click on a
preceding index in the same page) and to the context propagation rules the input
context of the depending unit becomes null.
Note that access and standalone units have no transition from the enabled to the disabled
state, because for such units it is not possible to change their content once they have been
calculated. For example, in the page containing the index of all the books’ authors, such
index is immediately shown at page entry and no event can change its content.
Example IV: Consider the authors’ index page of Figure 4: Figure 6 expresses the hypertext
of its first two units, i.e. AllAuthorIndex and AuthorData. For the other units the mapping is
applied in an analogous way. Here we suppose that the link between the units be automatic.
S_AuthorIndexPage
S_AllAuthorIndex

S_AuthorData
6

S_disabled_AllAuthorIndex

S_disabled_AuthorData

3

output_context_AllAuthorIndex_available
[output_context_AllAuthorIndex<>NULL
AND recomputable_AuthorData
AND NOT access_link_AuthorIndexPage(AuthorData)]
/input_context_AuthorData=ouput_context_AllAuthorIndex;
initialize_output_AuthorData

1
ε [true]
/initialize_output_AllAuthorIndex

S_enabled_AllAuthorIndex

S_enabled_AuthorData

ENTRY:

output_context_AllAuthorIndex_available
[output_context_AllAuthorIndex=NULL]
/output_context_AuthorData:=NULL;
output_context_AuthorData_available

ENTRY:

recomputable_AllAuthorIndex:=false
output_context_AllAuthorIndex_
available

2

ε [output_context_AuthorIndex<>NULL
AND access_link_AuthorIndexPage(AuthorData)]
/input_context_AuthorData=ouput_context_AuthorIndex;
initialize_output_AuthorData;
access_link_AuthorIndexPage:=NULL

recomputable_AuthorData:=false
output_context_AuthorData_available

4

clicked_on_anchor_l5 [true]
/recomputable_i:=true (i=AllAuthorIndex,...)

5

output_context_AllAuthorIndex_available
[output_context_AllAuthorIndex<>NULL
AND recomputable_AuthorData]
/input_context_AuthorData=ouput_context_AllAuthorIndex;
initialize_output_AuthorData

(Other concurrent states)

Figure 6: WebML unit configuration statechart

For each unit a concurrent state is created, having two internal states (disabled and enabled).
The first unit (AllAuthorIndex) is a standalone unit and therefore it is automatically enabled (see transition 1). Since its outgoing link is automatic, it also initializes its output with
default values: in our system it automatically selects as output the identifier of the first author
listed in the index. When the enabled state is entered the unit is set as non-recomputable, i.e.
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its content cannot be automatically recomputed5 , and its output context is rendered available
to the depending units. The ring transition on the enabled state (transition 2) is triggered when
the user selects a new item from the index unit: all the units can then be recomputed according to the new choice (for the index unit we may for example highlight the current choice, for
the data unit connected to the index we must show the new selected author, and so on).
The second unit (AuthorData) is both a depending unit, since it depends from the AllAuthorIndex unit, and an access unit, when the page is accessed from the book page. Due to the
two access methods, its corresponding state embodies two different transitions (transitions 3
and 6) for passing from the disabled to the enabled state.
As a depending unit the unit is enabled when the output context of the AllAuthorIndex
unit is available (transition 3), i.e., every time a new selection in the author index is made by
the user or possibly by the system itself. It is fired only if the output context is valid, if the
unit has not been already computed, and if there are not any active access links which must be
calculated first. Then, it sets its input context to the value of the output context of the unit from
which it depends and initializes its output context. Once in the enabled state, it shows the data
of the current author and, as in the previous case, it is set as non-recomputable and renders
its output available to the following depending unit. From the enabled state two transitions
exit: if the user selects a new author from the index a new output context is available: if the
context is valid the current state is re-entered and recomputed for the new context (transition
4), i.e., the new current author is shown, otherwise the unit must not be displayed and the unit
returns to the disabled state (transition 5). In this latter case the output context of the unit is
set to NULL and becomes available to its depending units which cannot be displayed.
As a depending unit the AuthorData unit is enabled when the page variable access link
is active for its incoming link (transition 6). Notice that if the page is entered from the book
page such variable has been set as active by its incoming link (see transition 4 in Figure 5).
If the context is valid the output context is properly initialized and variable access link is
unset. Notice that when the page is accessed from the book page only transition 6 is enabled,
while transition 3 cannot be triggered. Now we are able to answer the question we issued in
Section 3 about the behavior of the page when the outgoing link of the AllAuthorIndex unit
is automatic: when the page is accessed from the book page, according to our semantics, the
system displays the data of the author selected in the book page and not the first author of the
AllAuthorIndex unit.
3.4 Checking the Consistency of WebML Specifications
The specification of WebML semantics through Statecharts allows the designer to better grasp
the application behavior and to predict potential critical cases, e.g., non-deterministic and
deterministic conflicting transitions, racing conditions, deadlocks and so on. Here, we only
show a simple case by means of an example.
Example V: Consider the WebML page of Figure 7: two indexes allow the reader to display
information on a certain book. The user may select either a bestselling book from the first
index or a recent book using the second one, and the data about the selected book are shown
in the data unit. If the two links between the index units and the data unit are defined as
5

The problem of recomputing the content of a unit becomes relevant in case of cycles among units where all
the links are defined as automatic.
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Figure 7: Example of WebML page with racing condition

automatic, the selected item for both indexes is initialized, which results in an unpredictable
navigation context to be passed to the data unit (see statechart in Figure 8).
In a typical implementation, propagation of context along links takes places according to
some implementation-dependent order, and thus, since the result of applying the two transitions depends on their execution order, a racing condition arises [10].
Notice that, although automatic links are very useful for the specification of automatic
behaviors, their use must be carefully controlled to avoid unpredictable behaviors as shown
in this example.
The Statechart semantic model has been applied to other, more complex, WebML primitives, including AND-OR nested pages, data entry forms, and update operations. Many subtle
behavioral issues have been clarified before implementation with the aid of the illustrated approach.
4 Implementation
The proposed semantic model has set the basis for the implementation of the WebML tool
suite.
Figure 9 represents the architecture of WebML, which can be divided into three layers:
1. The Design Layer: it includes WebML Control Center, which is the core software element
of the WebML architecture, supporting the visual specification of Web sites. Designers
use Control Center to input the data structure, the hypertexts diagrams, and presentation directives6. WebML specifications are stored as XML documents, which feed the
WebML code generator. The output of the code generator is a set of page templates and
unit descriptors, which enable the execution of the application in the runtime layer. A page
template is a template file (e.g., a JSP file), which expresses the content and mark-up of
a page in the mark-up language of choice (e.g. in HTML, WML, etc.). A unit descriptor
is an XML file, which expresses the dependencies of a WebML unit from the data layer
(e.g., the name of the database and the code of the SQL query from which the population
of an index must be computed). Both the templates and the unit descriptors are produced
6
Presentation directives are expressed as XSL style sheets, which apply to XML documents conforming to
the WebML DTD.
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by a set of translators coded in XSL and executed by a standard XSL processor. WebML
Control Center provides also an interface to the Data Layer to assist the designer in mapping an abstract WebML structure schema to an existing data repository (e.g. a relational
database).
2. The Runtime Layer: it includes a stack of software components, which produce the actual
pages of the application from page templates. Presently, WebML runs on top of any existing JSP 1.1 execution engine, enriched with a thin layer of Java classes decoupling the
processing of WebML units from the access API of the data layer. This layer is responsible of extracting the data from the data repository (WebML RunTime) and of formatting
it to compose the actual page (WebML TagLib).
3. The Data Layer: it includes the repository of data necessary to instantiate the page templates. The inputs to the Data Layer are requests from the runtime layer for data access.
The output is the requested content. Presently, WebML can access data stored in any
JDBC-compliant relational database and in XML documents.
Three components of the architecture illustrated above have been influenced most by the
work on WebML semantics:
WebML Control Center: the WebML design tool has been extended with a module responsible of checking the consistency of the WebML specifications and of producing
warnings and error reports. Checking rules are coded in XSL and enforced by a standard
XSL processor. They embody several conservative correctness checks for alerting the designer of potentially dangerous hypertext configurations, e.g., unit and link mismatches,
racing conditions and deadlocks.
The WebML template generator: it embodies the page, unit, and link behavior specified
in the Statecharts semantic model. E.g., the sequence of operations needed to correctly
generate the passage of context among units and the navigational logics (automatic and
clickable links) are encoded at this level.
The WebML runtime, which insulates the WebML templates from the data source. It has
been revised in several aspects to adhere to the described formal semantics. Indeed, this
module actually executes the operations specified in the page templates and unit descriptors, by querying the needed data and checking the actual presence of the data in the data
source.
The presence of the Statecharts formal semantics has permitted WebML developers to
examine on the paper alternative execution options for WebML constructs, and to compare
the behavior of the implementation with the expected hypertext execution semantics.
5 Related Work
WebML [3] is one of a family of proposals for the model-driven development of Web sites,
which includes also other approaches, e.g., Araneus [11], and Strudel [5]. Like Araneus and
Strudel, WebML allows to define the site’s structure and content: in the former, the EntityRelationship model is used to describe the data structure and a conceptual model is used to define the site’s hypertext; the latter relies on a data model for semi-structured information and
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sites are specified through queries expressed in the StruQL language over the semi-structured
data model.
WebML shares several features also with the languages for hypermedia applications, such
as HDM - Hypermedia Design Model [9], OOHDM - Object Oriented HDM [12] and RMM
- Relationship Management Methodologies [9], from which its basic notations and concepts
derive. However, w.r.t. such models WebML has been simplified in order to be effectively
supported by CASE tools, and new features specific to data-intensive Web applications have
been integrated.
W.r.t. all such approaches (Araneus, Strudel and the hypermedia models), WebML pages
and units may be structured in complex ways by means of linking and nesting and exhibit a
more sophisticated navigation context semantics, which permits one to define a wide spectrum of page configurations and interactive page-fill behaviors. Indeed, by linking the different kinds of units it is possible to obtain a variety of navigation modes and by defining
links as automatic rather than clickable also the content filling of the pages at runtime can be
designed. Therefore also our semantics, focusing on the description of such features is quite
sophisticated and is not associated only to the simple navigation among pages.
In literature navigation semantics has already been described by means of formal methods: in [13] Petri Nets are used to describe hypertext systems; in [15] and [6, 14] Statecharts
are employed to describe navigation browsing. Statecharts are a more powerful mean for the
description of reactive systems, since they allow the specification of hierarchical structure;
therefore they seem to be suitable for the specification of hypermedia applications requiring
synchronization control across different levels of the hierarchical structure.
In [15] Statecharts are used to describe the behavior of hypertext networks: however, the
focus is on the specification of system interface behaviors, e.g., related to buttons, frames and
so on. Instead, in [6, 14] a model based on Statecharts, called HMSB - Hypermedia Model
Based on Statecharts, is used to specify both the structural organization and the browsing semantics of hypermedia applications. Here the focus is on synchronization of multimedia data
(i.e. text, audio, animations, images and so on). An environment, called HySChart, supporting
the authoring of structured hyperdocuments based on the HMSB model has been proposed,
which can be used also as a front-end for Web applications. Compared to the HMSB model,
the WebML semantic model addresses structured, data-intensive hypertexts, which do not
consist of page instances connected by links, but of page templates, composed by content
units which retrieve data from a data layer (e.g. a relational database). For this reason the
navigation semantics of WebML results in a more complex specification. Moreover, w.r.t.
[6, 14], Statecharts in WebML are not used as a notation for specifying the Web application,
but they merely represent the method to formally describe its semantics: in fact, the WebML
tools provide a more intuitive graphical notation for the specification of an hypertext, and
rely on the formal semantics to provide an efficient specification checker for such hypertext
model.
Finally, a different approach based on a generalization of Statecharts is used in OOHDM,
which employs ADVcharts [2]. ADVcharts use notations from Petri Nets and statecharts
and are used to provide a formal semantics of Abstract Data Views, a concept for designing interactive user interfaces. Diversely from our approach, ADVcharts address the formal
specification of dynamic aspects of user interfaces, which are seen as composition of simple
visual objects.
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6 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a semantic model for the WebML site design language. The
model relies on the mapping of WebML constructs (pages, units, and links) into a Statechart.
This mapping caters for all the design primitives of WebML, which are able to formally
express the clicking (and automatic) behavior of complex, real-life data-intensive Web applications. The proposed semantics has been extensively used as a reference in the implementation of the WebML design and runtime tools. In the future, further aspects of the WebML
language, designed to cope with sophisticated application requirements (e.g., nested pages,
update operations, data entry units) will also be given a formal semantics using Statecharts,
to formally investigate their properties and runtime behavior and direct their integration in
the WebML design and execution environment.
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S_SelectBookPage
S_BestBookIndex

S_CurrentBookIndex

S_disabled_BestBookIndex

S_disabled_CurrentBookIndex

ε [true]
/initialize_output_BestBookIndex

ε [true]
/initialize_output_CurrentBookIndex

S_enabled_BestBookIndex

S_enabled_CurrentBookIndex

ENTRY:

ENTRY:

recomputable_BestBookIndex:=false
output_context_BestBookIndex_
available

recomputable_CurrentBookIndex:=false
output_context_CurrentBookIndex_
available

clicked_on_anchor_l7 [true]
/recomputable_i:=true (i=CurrentBookIndex,...)

clicked_on_anchor_l6 [true]
/recomputable_i:=true (i=BestBookIndex,...)

S_BookData

output_context_BestBookIndex_available
[output_context_BestBookIndex<>NULL
AND recomputable_BookData
AND NOT access_link_SelectBookPage(BookData)]
/input_context_BookData:=
ouput_context_BestBookIndex

output_context_BestBookIndex_available
[output_context_BestBookIndex=NULL]
/ ε

S_disabled_BookData

S_enabled_BookData

output_context_CurrentBookIndex_available
[output_context_CurrentBookIndex<>NULL
AND recomputable_BookData
AND NOT access_link_SelectBookPage(BookData)]
/input_context_BookData:=
ouput_context_CurrentBookIndex

output_context_CurrentBookIndex_available
[output_context_CurrentBookIndex=NULL]
/ ε

ENTRY:

recomputable_BookData:=false

output_context_CurrentBookIndex_available
[output_context_CurrentBookIndex<>NULL
AND recomputable_BookData]
/input_context_BookData:= ouput_context_CurrentBookIndex

output_context_BestBookIndex_available
[output_context_BestBookIndex<>NULL
AND recomputable_BookData]
/input_context_BookData:= ouput_context_BestBookIndex

Figure 8: Statechart of a page with racing condition
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Figure 9: The WebML architecture
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Development of a Simple Ontology Definition
Language (SOntoDL) and Its Application to a
Medical Information Service on the
World Wide Web
Rolf GRÜTTER and Claus EIKEMEIER
,QVWLWXWHIRU0HGLDDQG&RPPXQLFDWLRQV0DQDJHPHQW8QLYHUVLW\RI6W*DOOHQ
%OXPHQEHUJSODW]&+6W*DOOHQ6ZLW]HUODQG
$EVWUDFW It is the vision of the protagonists of the Semantic Web to achieve a set of
connected applications for data on the World Wide Web (WWW) in such a way as
to form a consistent logical web of data. Therefore, the Semantic Web approach
develops languages for expressing information in a machine-processable form.
Particularly, the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and RDF Schema (RDFS)
are considered as the logical foundations for the implementation of the Semantic
Web. This paper documents the development of a Simple Ontology Definition
Language (SOntoDL). The development is part of a project aimed at the
implementation of an ontology-based semantic navigation through a glossary of an
evidence-based medical information service on the WWW. The latest version of
SOntoDL is integrated with the RDF/RDFS framework thereby providing for the
foundation of a Semantic Web of evidence-based medical information.

 ,QWURGXFWLRQ
One of the hot topics in medical informatics is the handling of medical terminologies. Thereby,
the challenge is twofold. Firstly, the conflicting targets of a concept representation that is close to
the real-world and, at the same time, easy to handle by healthcare professionals, e.g., for the
coding of diagnoses or indexing of medical subjects, must be solved [17]. Secondly, as existing
terminologies like MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), SNOMED (Standardized NOmenclature
of MEDicine [19]), and UMLS (Unified Medical Language System [18]) show, it is not evident
that medical terminologies provide enough conceptual expressiveness to allow for an easy
handling from a formal-logical point of view. Particularly, the mentioned terminologies do not
distinguish between generic (IS-A) and partitive (PART-OF) relations [15]. However, a formallogical foundation is pivotal if terminologies should be processable by computers.
Whereas in closed healthcare settings knowledge engineering, i.e., the discipline that deals
with the formal representation of terminologies, has quite a tradition, the advent of the World
Wide Web (WWW) brought about an increase in its scale and scope. The increased scale refers to
the spread of the WWW which is literally world-wide. The increase in scope refers to the
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extension of knowledge engineering methods to non-medical domains, such as corporations. This
trend is reflected by the recent Semantic Web initiative [1].
It is the vision of the protagonists of the Semantic Web to achieve „a set of connected
applications for data on the WWW in such a way as to form a consistent logical web of data“ ([1],
p. 1). Therefore, the Semantic Web approach develops languages for expressing information in a
machine-processable form. Particularly, the Resource Description Framework, RDF [14] and
RDF Schema, RDFS [5] are considered as the logical foundations for the implementation of the
Semantic Web.
This paper documents the development of a Simple Ontology Definition Language
(SOntoDL). The development is part of a project aimed at the implementation of an ontologybased semantic navigation through a glossary of an evidence-based medical information service
on the WWW. The terminology on which the ontology is based refers to the field of clinical
epidemiology. The latest version of SOntoDL is integrated with the RDF/RDFS framework
thereby providing for the foundation of a Semantic Web of evidence-based medical information.
 $SSOLFDWLRQ'RPDLQ7KH(YLPHG3URMHFW
The Evimed project (www.evimed.ch) was initiated in April 1998. It aims at providing general
practitioners in the German speaking countries with relevant and reliable information for daily
practice, thereby supporting the practitioners in making appropriate medical decisions. To achieve
this, a group of physicians who are trained in evidence-based medicine systematically reviews
published studies with respect to practical relevance and trustworthiness. These reviews are
published together with the links to the original articles in the Journal Club of Evimed (Figure 1).

)LJXUH Journal club of the Evimed website
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The Journal Club is the core of the Evimed website. Currently (i.e., in July 2001) it stores 400
reviews of selected articles published in various biomedical journals. The reviews are categorized
according to 22 specialties and can either be browsed or be accessed via a (syntactic) search
engine. The website includes a separate section with articles on the subject of Evidence-Based
Medicine (EBM). Evimed also includes a glossary with currently 25 definitions of EBM-specific
terms from the field of clinical epidemiology. Further services include free access to Medline,
links to literature and other EBM-related sources (e.g., a calendar of events related to further
education in EBM), and a guest book offering the possibility to post comments and to subscribe
for a free newsletter. Taking into account the objection of practitioners who do not feel
comfortable with translating foreign languages, all text of the website is in German.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the development of SOntoDL is part of a project aimed at
the implementation of an ontology-based semantic navigation through the glossary of Evimed.
The ultimate vision of the project is to effectively meet the information needs of the practitioners
who are often not familiar with terms from the domain of clinical epidemiology.
 0HWKRGV7KH&RQFHSWRIWKH2QWRORJ\
The applied conceptual framework refers to the concept of the ontology as defined by Gruber [8].
According to Gruber, an ontology is a specification of a conceptualization, i.e., a formal
description of the concepts and their relations for a „universe of discourse“. The universe of
discourse refers to the set of objects which can be represented in order to represent the
(propositional) knowledge of a domain. This set of objects and the describable relations among
them are reflected in a representational vocabulary. In an ontology, definitions associate the
names of objects in the universe of discourse with human-readable text, describing what the
names mean, and formal axioms constrain the interpretation and well-formed use of the ontology.
In short, an ontology consists of the triple (vocabulary, definitions, axioms). Formally, an
ontology is the statement of a logical theory.
This conceptual framework has been applied in order to define a simple ontology definition
language. The three major steps of the development process are described in the following
section.
 5HVXOWV7RZDUGV$6LPSOH2QWRORJ\'HILQLWLRQ/DQJXDJH
The development process of SOntoDL was guided by the following requirements:
(1) The language format must allow for an easy integration with the WWW.
(2) Since the knowledge base of the given domain evolves with time, the language must allow for
an easy extension of the ontology without requiring the modification of the program that
processes the ontology (i.e., the inference engine).
(3) The language should be applicable not only to the given application domain but also to
additional domains.
(4) The language should support the physically dissociated (i.e., distributed) maintenance of
representational vocabulary and human-readable definitions, as the two do not require the
same frequency of updates and the respective editors may not be the same.
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(5) The language should allow for the representation of complex, non-hierarchical knowledge
structures.
(6) The language should allow to distinguish between generic (IS-A) and partitive (PART-OF)
relations thereby providing enough conceptual expressiveness to support an easy handling of
the representational vocabulary from a formal-logical point of view.
(7) The language should be integrated in a common logical framework for connected applications
on the WWW thereby taking advantage of a range of tools (hopefully) being developed.
Not all of these requirements were specified prior to the development of SOntoDL. Instead, the
list was completed during the development process. The latter can be structured according to the
three basic approaches, i.e., intuitive approach, generic approach, and integration into the
RDF/RDFS framework.
 ,QWXLWLYH$SSURDFK
The intuitive approach builds on a simple mapping of the paper-based concept hierarchy as
provided by the healthcare professionals of Evimed onto an Extensible Markup Language (XML)
document tree, whereby the names of the concepts are represented as tag names (Figure 2). By
using the emerging WWW standard XML as the core technology for SOntoDL the requirement
(1) is met.
<EBM_Ontologie>
...
<Stat_Kennzahlen>
<Kennzahlen_Therapie>
<Ereignis>
<Ereignisrate>
<EER>
<CER>
<ARR/>
<RRR>
<NNT/>
</RRR>
</CER>
</EER>
</Ereignisrate>
</Ereignis>
</Kennzahlen_Therapie>
...
</Stat_Kennzahlen>
</EBM_Ontologie>

)LJXUH  Intuitive approach to a simple ontology definition language. Note that the XML
representation is incomplete and not ready for a processing by a software program. For complete
XML documents cf. Figures 4 and 6.

The intuitive approach yields the advantage of comprehensiveness and easy readability by
men. As a main disadvantage the representational vocabulary is fixed and cannot be extended
without modifying the Document Type Definition (DTD) (not shown). In other words, it makes
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no sense to define a DTD at all (the definition of a DTD for a class of XML documents is
optional). The intuitive approach defines a particular ontology language, namely for the domain
of evidence-based medicine, rather than an ontology GHILQLWLRQ language and cannot be applied to
other domains. Due to its obvious weakness, the intuitive approach – while initially intended –
has not been implemented.
 *HQHULF$SSURDFK
The generic approach defines an ontology definition language by an XML DTD (Figure 3).
Different from the intuitive approach, most of the element types denote generic concepts such as
item, identifier, and description. „Generic“ means in this context that the concepts do
not refer to a particular application domain (e.g., EBM). In addition, since the ontology
includes zero, one or more item (denoted by the symbol *) and each item, in turn, includes
zero, one or more item, the ontology can be arbitrarily extended. This way, the requirements (2)
and (3) are met in addition to (1).
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ATTLIST

ontology (item*)>
ontology version CDATA #FIXED "1.1">
item (identifier+,description, item*)>
item myID NMTOKEN #IMPLIED>
identifier (#PCDATA)>
identifier language (english | german | french) #REQUIRED>
identifier format (short | long) #REQUIRED>
description (#PCDATA)>
description language (english | german | french) #REQUIRED>
description implementation (html|url) #REQUIRED>

)LJXUH Generic approach to a simple ontology definition language

The generic version of SOntoDL has been applied in order to implement a prototype of an
ontology-based semantic navigation through the glossary of an evidence-based medical
information service on the WWW [9]. At this small scale, it proved to be well defined. However,
when the language was applied to a different domain, i.e., the NetAcademy
(www.netacademy.org), its limitations became clear: Since the ontology is implemented as a
single XML file, the document soon gets very large and hard to handle. Worse, all updates, be it
of the representational vocabulary (element type identifier) or of the human-readable
definitions (element type description), must be made in this central document. In order to
anticipate these disadvantages (and to meet requirement 4), the option to implement the
description as an URI reference [2] instead of a CDATA section was added to the language
(attribute implementation). Even though this extension of SOntoDL is marginal, it has a
major impact on its applicability. Particularly, it is now possible to integrate external resources
into the domain ontology. In other words, external resources can be annotated with a
representational vocabulary by simple URI references.
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 ,QWHJUDWLRQLQWRWKH5')5')6)UDPHZRUN
The generic version of SOntoDL takes advantage of the intrinsic structuring capabilities of XML
documents, i.e., the representational vocabulary is implemented as a hierarchy of items together
with their identifiers and descriptions, whereby each item corresponds to a node of the document
tree. This pragmatic approach has been chosen since the Evimed vocabulary was provided as a
hierarchy of concepts. The disadvantage of this approach is its limitation to a (mono-) hierarchical
representation and the inability to represent more complex knowledge structures. In order to
overcome this limitation, SOntoDL is integrated into the RDF/RDFS framework, that is the
potential de facto standard for connected applications on the WWW. Thus, along with this third
development step, the requirements (5), (6) (see below), and (7) are met in addition to (1) - (4).
<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf=“http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#“
xmlns:rdfs=“http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#“
xmlns:o=“http://ontoserver.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/schema/rdf“>
<rdf:Description ID=“Item“>
<rdf:type resource=“http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Class“/>
<rdfs:subClassOf resource=“http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdfschema#Resource“/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description ID=“childOf“>
<rdf:type resource=“http://ontoserver.aifb.unikarlsruhe.de/schema/rdf#Irreflexive“/>
<rdf:type resource=“http://ontoserver.aifb.unikarlsruhe.de/schema/rdf#Asymmetric“/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#Item“/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#Item“/>
<o:isInverseRelationOf rdf:resource=“#parentOf“/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description ID=“siblingOf“>
<rdf:type resource=“http://ontoserver.aifb.unikarlsruhe.de/schema/rdf#Irreflexive“/>
<rdf:type resource=“http://ontoserver.aifb.unikarlsruhe.de/schema/rdf#Symmetric“/>
<rdf:type resource=“http://ontoserver.aifb.unikarlsruhe.de/schema/rdf#Transitive“/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#Item“/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#Item“/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description ID=“parentOf“>
<rdf:type resource=“http://ontoserver.aifb.unikarlsruhe.de/schema/rdf#Irreflexive“/>
<rdf:type resource=“http://ontoserver.aifb.unikarlsruhe.de/schema/rdf#Asymmetric“/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#Item“/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#Item“/>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

)LJXUH Integration of SOntoDL into the RDF/RDFS framework
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In view of its conception, the generic approach to SOntoDL is closely related to RDF/RDFS,
and a re-definition mainly required the effort to become familiar with RDF/RDFS. The concept
corresponding to the XML DTD is the RDF 6FKHPD. Therefore, SOntoDL is re-defined as an
application-specific extension to RDFS (Figure 4). In addition to the generic namespaces rdf
and rdfs (referring to the RDF Schema), the namespace o [16] is used. The latter refers to a
schema that provides an ontology meta-layer for the representation of axioms. These can be used
to type relations (i.e., properties in terms of RDF/RDFS) thereby providing the basis for the
implementation of integrity constraints for the ontology. While the re-definition of the so far
latest version of SOntoDL has been completed, it has only been partially applied to the EBM
domain in order to test its applicability. Figure 5 shows the Directed Labeled Graph (DLG)
representation of a sample ontology item defined by SOntoDL.
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sontodl:childOf

http://www.evimed.ch/
JournalClub/Glossar/RRR.html
rdfs:label

sontodl:siblingOf

http://www.evimed.ch/
JournalClub/Glossar/ARR.html

rdfs:comment
sontodl:parentOf

Relative
Risikoreduktion

http://www.evimed.ch/
JournalClub/Glossar/CER.html

http://www.evimed.ch/
JournalClub/Glossar/NNT.html

This is the
definition of …

/ : Application-specific actual data
/ : Application-specific schema and namespace
/ : Ontology meta layer and namespace
/ : RDF/RDFS layer and namespace

rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:type

)LJXUH  DLG representation of an Evimed ontology item defined by SOntoDL. Note that the
sontodl namespace refers to SOntoDL which is defined as an application-specific extension to
RDFS as shown in Figure 4. The resources on the application-specific actual data layer refer to
four glossary items of the Evimed website. The serialization of the DLG representation in RDF
syntax is shown in Figure 6.
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<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’ISO-8859-1’?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf=“http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#“
xmlns:rdfs=“http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#“
xmlns:dc=“http://dublincore.org/documents/1999/07/02/dces/“
xmlns:odoc=“http://ontoserver.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/schema/ontodoc“
xmlns:o=“http://ontoserver.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/schema/rdf“
xmlns:sontodl=“http://.../schema/sontodl“>
<rdf:Description about="">
<dc:Title>Evimed Ontology</dc:Title>
<dc:creator>
<rdf:Bag>
<rdf:li>Rolf Gruetter</rdf:li>
<rdf:li>Claus Eikemeier</rdf:li>
</rdf:Bag>
</dc:creator>
<dc:date>2000-10-25</dc:date>
<dc:format>text/xml</dc:format>
<dc:description>An ontology on evidence-based medicine.</dc:description>
<dc:subject>Ontology, Evidence-based medicine</dc:subject>
<odoc:url>http://...</odoc:url>
<odoc:version>2.0</odoc:version>
<odoc:last_modification>2000-10-25</odoc:last_modification>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description about=“http://www.evimed.ch/JournalClub/Glossar/RRR.html“>
<rdf:type resource=“http://.../schema/sontodl#Item“/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang=“de“>Relative Risikoreduktion</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang=“en“>This is the definition of the labeled concept
by Evimed.</rdfs:comment>
<sontodl:childOf
resource=“http://www.evimed.ch/JournalClub/Glossar/CER.html“/>
<sontodl:siblingOf
resource=“http://www.evimed.ch/JournalClub/Glossar/ARR.html“/>
<sontodl:parentOf
resource=“http://www.evimed.ch/JournalClub/Glossar/NNT.html“/>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

)LJXUH  Serialization of the DLG representation of an Evimed ontology item defined by
SOntoDL in RDF syntax. Note that additional schemata, referred to by the namespaces dc and
odoc, are used in order to represent ontology meta-data.
 'LVFXVVLRQ
There is quite a number of related approaches to ontology definition languages (cf. Section 6).
Nevertheless, the presented approach follows its own conception. The reason therefore is that the
need for an ontology definition language arose during a particular project in a particular
application domain (cf. Section 2). As a consequence, initially a pragmatic approach was chosen
which was step by step refined as reported in Section 4. The core of the initial conception was to
keep the language as simple as possible and to avoid unnecessary overkill (therefore, an
unreflected application of one of the languages mentioned in Section 6 was not considered).
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During the project, this conception was partially weakened, primarily in favor of a more general
applicability.
As mentioned, the latest version of SOntoDL resulting from the integration into the
RDF/RDFS framework unfolds its full potential only if increasingly tools are available that
support RDF/RDFS. In case another technology for the implementation of the Semantic Web,
such as Topic Maps [3] outsmarts RDF/RDFS, SOntoDL has to be adapted.
 5HODWHG:RUN
SHOE (Simple HTML Ontology Extensions) provides distributed ontologies consisting of
categories and relationship rules [10]. Thereby, the categories provide for the classification of
instances. They are organized hierarchically and support multiple inheritance. The relationship
rules are implemented as Horn clauses. The instances (i.e., individual constants in terms of Hornrules) are represented as URLs/URIs. This is similar to the approach as presented in this chapter,
where the human-readable definitions, as part of the ontology, are likewise represented by URI
references. SHOE was originally specified in SGML (as is HTML) (before the definition of
XML) but is meanwhile also specified as an XML DTD.
XOL (XML-based Ontology Exchange Language) is a language for specifying and exchanging
ontologies [13]. XOL is specified in an XML-based syntax (kernel DTD). It uses a frame-based
semantic model, i.e., OKBC-Lite. An XOL file consists of a module-header definition and one or
more class, slot and individual definitions. The module-header definition provides metainformation of the ontology, such as the name and version. The class definitions provide the
classes and subclasses of the defined individuals. The slot definitions are strings that encode the
official names of the entities. Each slot definition refers to a class name. The individual
definitions provide the names, documentations, instance-of information, and slot-values of the
defined individuals. As a disadvantage, XOL does not re-use the core semantics of RDF/RDFS.
Hence, „pure“ RDF/RDFS applications cannot process even the core object-model definitions.
The Ontobroker application answers queries based on a facts base and an ontology base [7].
The facts base stores instance information („values“ in terms of the query interface) which is
extracted from annotated HTML pages, for instance, of a corporate Intranet, which is different
from the hereby presented approach, where the HTML pages, i.e., the resources, are externally
annotaded by RDF descriptions. The ontology base stores a set of ontologies. Each ontology
includes a concept hierarchy („classes“), a set of slot definitions („attributes“), and a set of rules.
The rules implement integrity constraints for the ontology. Ontologies are defined as F-logic
statements.
An approach to representing ontologies in RDF/RDFS, similar to [16] (and to the latest version
of SOntoDL), is pursued with OIL [12, 6]. OIL uses description logics for the definition of
concepts and relations and proposes an ontological meta-layer that is combinable with the herein
applied axiom categorization proposed by [16].
Closely related is the recent approach as pursued by DAML (DARPA Agent Markup
Language) [11]. The goal of the DAML program is to create technologies that enable software
agents to dynamically identify and understand information sources, and to provide interoperability
between agents in a semantic manner. Particularly, an agent markup language developed as an
extension to XML and RDF should allow users to provide machine-readable semantic annotations
for specific communities of interest. According to the initiators of the DAML program and
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similar to Ontobroker, objects in the Web will be marked to include descriptions of information
they encode, of functions they provide, and/or of data they can produce. In addition, DAML
should allow for an „ontology calculus“ similar to the relational calculus that makes DataBase
Management Systems (DBMS) possible.
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